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Abstract

The thesis links the writings of the Italian Italo Calvino and the Chinese Ma Yuan through
the Taoist symbol of the Tao and the Borgesian concept of the Aleph, an imaginary point in
space containing all points in space and time. Based on Zhuangzi’s parable of the Emperor Hun
tun (Chaos) who lost his original state of chaos when he had sensory openings poked into him,
the vision of the Aleph/Tao represents the return to that chaotic state of undifferentiated

knowledge one experiences when one closes all sensory perceptions. This unnameable vision
allows one to transcend all apparent conceptual dichotomies as it lies in the realm of intuition
rather than language. Calvino, like Borges, posits that the chaos of the universe cannot be
represented through the sequential language system, but nevertheless demonstrates this
ineffability through language. Ma Yuan celebrates the chaos of life by writing about a
mythological Tibet, upholding the uniqueness of that culture as a subtle subversion to the Chinese
political and territorial takeover.
Chapter One and Two, respectively, discuss the “Overlapping Conceptual Spaces” in
Calvino’s Invisible Cities and Ma Yuan’s ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’. Chapter Three looks
in greater detail at the images of the Aleph and the Tao in the two main texts against the
backdrop of Borgesian thought. In accordance with the concept of the AlephlTao whose
definition is continuously unsettled by contradictory conjectures, the fourth chapter undoes the
conclusions reached in the previous chapters. This chapter discusses Calvino’s Cosmicomics and
Ma Yuan’s shorter Tibetan stories in the light of comic parody. That which was earlier posited as
the ineffable in these stories is elaborated in a profhsion of words. The Conclusion discusses
from a Taoist point of view the predominantly male voice in the writings of the two authors.
While both advocate the spiritual sameness of all phenomena in an undifferentiated knowledge of
the world, they nevertheless write from the male perspective of the yang pursuing and wanting to
possess theyin.
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Introduction

The Borges Connection

Será (me digo entonces) que de un modo
Secreto y suficiente el alma sabe
Que es inmorta! y que su vasto y grave
Circulo abarca todo y puede todo.
Más allá de este afan y de este verso
Me aguarda inagotable el universo.

Then I tell myseif it must be that the soul
has some secret, sufficient way of knowing
that it is immortal, that its vast, encompassing
circle can take in all, can accomplish alL
Beyond my anxiety, beyond this writing,
the universe waits, inexhaustible, inviting.

(Borges, ‘Composición escrita en un
ejemplar de la gesta de Beowuif, OC II,
280)1

(Borges, Poem Written in a Copy of Beowuif,
PersonalAnthology, 202)

The three authors chosen for this thesis, the Argentine Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986),
the Italian Italo Calvino (1923-1985) and the Chinese Ma Yuan (born in 1953), are all concerned
with the knowledge of the world and the process of writing in the pursuit of that knowledge.
Imagining the world in all possible temporal and spatial dimensions and writing about these is a
delight all three share. They see the world as infinitely chaotic and impossible to condense into
words, but words can give a sense of the vast complexity of the universe. While the thesis itself
deals foremost with Ma Yuan’s and Italo Calvino’s fiction, and in particular with a selection of
Ma Yuan’s Tibetan stories (1984-1988) and Calvino’s later fantastic work (1963-1983), the
importance of their shared allegiance to Borges cannot be overlooked. Borges is a writer who
has influenced much of twentieth-century literature and thought, so that writers like Calvino and
Ma Yuan who are interested in expanding the concept of reality to include the imaginary and the
mythical find a ready complicity with the Argentine writer. It is not surprising, therefore, that Ma

1

Unless otherwise noted, Borges’ work in the original is quoted from his Obras ompletas I complete
Vols. 1, II, Ill.

Worksj

1

2
Yuan’s and Italo Calvino’s critics often mention these two writers in connection with Borges.
The thesis discusses the work by the two authors against the backdrop of Borgesian thought,
while at the same time drawing on some concepts from early Taoism as elaborated in N. J.
Girardot’s book Myth and Meaning in Early Taoism: The Theme of Chaos (hun-tun).
Chapter I and II respectively look at Calvino’s book Le città invisibili [The Invisible
Cities] and Ma Yuan’s novella

‘

Ij J Jj l’3

‘

[‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’]

in their own textual context of overlapping conceptual spaces. The third chapter connects the
two master texts in the framework of the Borgesian image of the Aleph and the Taoist concept of
the Tao. Finally, in accordance with the nature of these two concepts that defy any definite
description, the fourth chapter deconstructs the conclusions reached in the foregoing chapters.
The chapter discusses the parodic verbalizing of the ineffable Aleph and the unnamable Tao with
a look at Calvino’s Cosmicomiche vecchie e nuove [Cosmicomics Old and New] and Ma Yuan’s
shorter Tibetan stories.
Jorge Luis Borges’ work is characterized by the “conviction that the world is a chaos
impossible to reduce to any law.” Since he experiences this “madness of the universe” he cannot
help but search for some meaning in it (Barrenechea, 50). Borges discusses the possible nature
of the universe in his stories and essays by presenting various philosophical hypotheses and by
placing contradictory theorjes side by side, thus positing that all are plausible and none is
conclusive. He does not uphold any particular school of thought but places them all on the same
level as mental stimuli. Carlos Navarro points out the resistance of Borges’ work to any
conclusive interpretation as his writing seems to be dealing with the entire universe in all possible
dimensions.
Borges’ manner of observing things through the prism of eternity and infinity clearly indicates
that his stories are not meant to be interpreted on one or several levels, but as an endless
proliferation of all possible levels. This sheer endlessness is what constitutes the central theme
in Borges’ fiction, but only in a figurative sense, for his version of endlessness would be

In fact, quoting Hans Robert Jauss, Beno Weiss calls Calvino “Borges’ most important successor”
(Understanding Italo Calvino, 201). Michael Wood places Calvino, “architect of scrupulously imagined,
apparently fantastic, insidiously plausible words,” in a “literary space somewhere east of Borges and west
of Nabokov” (‘Romance of the Reader’, 7).
2
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misconstrued if approached in such finite terms as ‘central theme’. The endlessness Borges
depicts is the endlessness of endlessness of endlessness ad infInitum. Borges’ subject matter is
literally everything, and his stage, the time-space continuum of the entire universe. (‘The
Endlessness of Borges’ Fiction’, 3 95)3

Anything the human mind can conceive of is, possibly, true, and Borges’ work abounds with the
imaginary. In his mapping of the universe he includes the unseen, the fantastic and parallel
worlds existing next to or inside the visible world. Any finding of a possible truth is unsettled
somewhere else, so that the end of the search is always the same as the beginning, knowing
nothing. In his introduction to Borges’ collection of essays Other Inquisitions, James Irby writes
that the Argentine writer does not subscribe to any of his own hypotheses and that “the
alternative of infinite chaos is always about to emerge”. More specifically the critic writes that
[a]ny theme set forth by Borges will be refuted by him somewhere else: the concept of
autonomous pure form espoused in ‘The Wall and the Books’ [‘La muralla y los libros’] and
‘Quevedo’ is rejected in the first paragraphs of the essay on Bernard Shaw. (‘Introduction’, xiv)
In a similar vein Elizabeth Dipple notes that
[a]ny statement apparently connected to belief is immediately countered or its impact withheld
by contextual skepticism. But it is nevertheless true that Borges equates the real, the
vertiginous, the mysterious, the infinite, the unnamable and the unknowable with the divine; he
also indicates that he does not know what this equation might mean. (The Unresolvable Plot,
59)

As in Borges’ universal library where for every book a counter book exists, every proposition
concerning the map of the universe has its counter proposition, so that one never attains certainty
as to the ‘real’ nature of the universe. Italo Calvino uses this same strategy in his book Le città
invisibili, in which contradictory cities unsettle any conclusive map of the universe. Many of the
sections in his book Palomar end with the protagonist’s even greater sense of uncertainty about
particular aspects of his world from when he started in his deliberations.
Like Borges’, Italo Calvino’s name is associated with the imaginary tale that attempts to
incorporate the whole universe. One gets the sense with Borges and Calvino that they want to
cover and discuss the entire world, while at the same time being aware that the world cannot be

In a similar vein, Ian Thomson notes that Calvino is quite content that his work defies definitive
interpretation. Thomson quotes the writer: ‘I agree to my books being read as existential or as structural

works, as Marxist or neo-Kantian, Freudianly or Jungiangly: but above all I am glad when I see that no
single key will turn the lock’ (‘In the Heat of the Moment’, 63).
3

known conceptually but only intuited. Their universe is vast, infinite, and repetitive; it instills a
sense of vertigo in both authors. Beno Weiss writes about Calvino that
he was a seeker of knowledge, and like Ariosto a visionaiy in a sublime and absurd world. His
quest was to grasp the entire universe, to gain a cosmic sense of hannony and inner tranquillity
for himself and for his readers all this through a continuous interplay between fantasy and
reality and a language that never changed. (Understanding Italo Calvino, 7)
-

Calvino states that he recognizes himself in the inclusion of the imaginary in his work:
[C]’ un’altra definizione in cm mi riconosco pienainente ed è l’immaginazione come repertorio
del potenziale, dell’ipotetico, di ciô che non è né è stato né forse sara ma che avrebbe potuto
essere. (‘Visibilitâ’, Lezioni Americane, 91)
[There is another definition in which I recognize myself fully, and that is the imagination as a
repertoiy of what is potential, what is hypothetical, of what does not exist and has never existed,
and perhaps will never exist but might have existed.] (‘Visibility’, Six Memos, 91)
Ma Yuan writes about a mythical Tibet, an imaginary world he creates as a subtle
subversion of the Chinese status quo. His Tibet of forkings in time and space allows for
metaphysical possibilities to exist in place of scientific, linear explanations of the world. The
possibility of simultaneous solutions to a mystery taking place in Tibet stands against the
monolithic world view of the Communist regime in China. Ma Yuan’s work could therefore be
defined as more political than that of the other two writers if only by the fact that he is writing
under a regime that maintains restrictive policies toward its artists, His Tibetan stories, in their
inclusion of the unknowable, are markedly different from his earlier realist stories (dealing mostly
with the intricacies of love and with the adventures of educated youth sent to the countryside)
written in China proper. This shift in thematic concern allows one to conclude that the
geographical distance from the administrative center of China gave Ma Yuan the space to write
of concerns more fantastic than worldly, a strategy he uses as a way to make his political views
4
known.

Both Ma Yuan and Italo Calvino are familiar with and write about having been influenced
by Jorge Luis Borges. In an interview with Francine Du Plessis Gray, Calvino states that among
his favorite twentieth-century authors are, Jorge Luis Borges, Vladimir Nabokov and Raymond

l4
nterestingly, the shift from neo-realistic to mostly fantastic literature occurred in Calvino when he
severed his ties with the Italian Communist Party in 1956 as a result of the Soviet invasion of Hungary.
Artistically he held that politics should not dictate the content of literature (Cannon [1981], 20).
4

Queneau (‘Visiting Italo Calvino’, 23). In an essay on Borges in his book Perché leggere I
classici [Why Classics Ought to be Read], Calvino mentions the high regard he holds for the
Argentine author:
Borges ê un maestro dello scrivere bene. Egli nesce a condensare in testi sempre di pochissime
pagine una ricchezza straordinaria di suggestioni poetiche e di pensiero: fatti narrati o
suggeriti, aperture vertiginose sull’infinito, e idee, idee, idee. (Perché leggere, 294)
[Borges is a master of good writing. He is able to condense into texts always of only a few pages
an extraordinaiy richness of poetic notions and thought: narrated or suggested facts, vertiginous
openings on the infinite, and ideas, ideas, ideas.] (My translation)
In his lecture on ‘Molteplicità’ [‘Multiplicity’] he writes that he “loves Jorge Luis Borges’ work”
because
ogni suo testo contiene un modello dell’universo o d’un attributo dell’universo: l’infinito,
l’innumerabile, ii tempo, eterno, compresente o ciclico; perché sono sempre testi contenuti in
poche pagine, con una esemplare economia d’espressione; perché spesso I suoi racconti adottano
la forma esteriore d’un qualche genere della letteratura popolare, forme collaudate da un lungo
uso, che ne fa quasi delle strutture mitiche. (Lezioni Americane, 115)
[every one of his pieces contains a model of the universe or of an attribute of the universe
(infinity, the innumerable, time eternal or present or cyclic); because they are always texts
contained in only a few pages, with an exemplary economy of expression; because his stories
often take the outer form of some genre from popular literature, a form proved by long usage,
which creates almost mythical structures.] (Six Memos, 119)
Ma Yuan’s allegiance to Borges is not so much stated in his essays as it is apparent in his fiction.

In a conversation about his novella ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ he denies that Borges’
“magic realism” influenced his indeterminate Tibetan stories by arguing that Borges is not
representative of that genre. He mentions Garcia Marquez and Varga Llosa as being more
typical authors of magic realism and excludes Borges from their midst, “because he is not a
realist but simply an intelligent and erudite author who writes metaphysical stories” (‘A Dialogue’,
94).
Some of Ma Yuan’s short stories have an epigraph quoted from and attributed to Borges’
work. The epigraph to his story ‘Black Road’, for example, which states that “mirrors and
fatherhood are abominable because they multiply the number of people,” appears in two Borges’
stories ‘Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’ and ‘El tintorero enmascarado Hákim de Merv’ [‘The Masked

5

5 The epigraph to Ma Yuan’s
Dyer, Hakim of Merv’], each time attributed to a different source.
story ‘Wandering Spirit’ quotes a sentence from Borges’ story ‘Las ruinas circulares’ [‘The
Circular Ruin’]:

—Jp

4.--tM:<l>

(4)

[He knew that his immediate obligation was to dream. Towards midnight he was awakened by
the disconsolate cry of a bird. Borges <The Circular Ruins>J (Labyrinths, 45 46)6

In Ma Yuan’s story ‘A Wall Covered With Strange Patterns’ the narrator describes the narrative
style of a discovered manuscript by comparing it to the chaotic page numbering of Borges’ ‘Book
of Sand’.

(44)
this manuscript was extremely similar to another book he was
realized
Gao
finally
that
Lu
called
of
Sand>
<The Book
by the Argentine author Borges which also had neither
just reading
logical
chronology
but only parts and paragraphs narrating
continuous page numbers nor a
will happen (...11 (358)
happening
eventually
and
have
are
happened
matters that
Calvino’s expression of a Borgesian world view finds itself condensed, for instance, in many of
the cities described in Le città invisibili. Borges’ world as book and as labyrinth is paralleled in
the city Ipazia in which the traveler enters the library in search of the philosopher who he hopes
will explain the secret of the city’s language. He “follows the alphabetical order of vanishing
alphabets, up and down halls, stairs, bridges” (Invisible Cities, 40). Other cities resemble Borges’
discussion of Gnostic theogonies and cosmogonies that view the world as a mirror of the heavens
or as a creation of mad or lesser gods (Barrenechea, 55). Still other cities, such as Eutropia,
parallel Borges’ mention of Democritus’ view that “the infinite yields identical worlds, in which
identical men fl.ilflhl without variation identical destinies” (‘Pascal’, 95):

The editors of Borges: A Reader write that “it is legitimate to suspect that Borges is the real author of
that memorable statement” (344).
The original reads:
6
[S]abIa que su inmediata obligación era el sueflo. Hacia Ia medianoche lo despertó el grito
inconsolable de un pájaro.] (OC 1, 451)
page numbers to Ma Yuan’s stories in English refer to my translation in the appendix.
6

Gil abitanti tornano a recitare ie stesse scene con attori cambiati; ridicono le stesse battute con
accenti variamente combinati; spalancano bocche alternate in uguali sbadigii. (Le città invisibill,
70-71)
[The inhabitants repeat the same scenes, with the actors changed; they repeat the same speeches
with variously combined accents; they open alternate mouths in identical yawns.] (Invisible
Cities, 53)

or of worlds contained within worlds as posited in Borges story ‘Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’.
One of the italicized texts between the description of the cities in Le cilia invisibili describes the
nature of the cities in terms of forkings in time, recalling Borges’ story ‘El jardmn de senderos que
se biflircan’ [‘The Garden ofForking Paths’J: by choosing to enter one city the traveler forfeits
one present for another possible present. ‘Futures not achieved are only branches of the past;
dead branches” (Invisible Cities, 25). The second half of Calvino’s stories compiled in Ti con
Zero bear perhaps the greatest resemblance to Borges’ stories in their pure experimentation with
abstract concepts of time and space. Gore Vidal draws a very close parallel between the
Argentine and the Italian author in regard to Calvino’s story ‘II Conte di Montecristo’ [‘The Count
of Monte Cristo’], positing the one as an imagination of the other:
This particular stoiy is Borges at his veiy best and, taking into account the essential unity of the
multiplicity of all things, one cannot rule out that Calvino’s version of ‘The Count of Monte
Cristo’ by Alexandre Dumas is indeed the finest achievement of Jorge Luis Borges imagined by
halo Calvino. (Pabulous Calvino’, 20)
Both Calvino and Borges want to name the chaos of the universe, while Ma Yuan simply
represents it. The work of the former two could therefore be called more cerebral, in that the
structures of their work are often based on an elaborate geometrical system and the content of
their stories involves characters trying to figure out the nature of their universe. In Ma Yuan’s
work, by contrast, a character might try to find out a mystery, but very soon resigns himself to
the ungraspability of it all. The reader in these stories is either simply told sketchy details about a
mystery the character may be more informed about, or is encouraged by the narrator’s comments
to accept that many things cannot be explained.
The imagination of possible worlds is stretched in every direction to allow for ever more
possibilities to exist until the reader is able to sense the infinite. In his lecture on ‘Esattezza’
[‘Exactitude’] Calvino describes as follows the representation of the infinite:

7

Ma poiché la mente umana non riesce a concepire l’infinito, anzi si ritrae spaventata alla sola
sua idea, non le resta che contentarsi dell’indefinito, delle sensazioni che confondendosi l’una
con l’altra creano un’impressione d’illimitato, illusoria ma comunque piacevole. (Lezioni
Americane, 62)
[Since the human mind cannot conceive the infinite, and in fact falls back aghast at the very
idea of it, it has to make do with what is indefinite, with sensations as they mingle together and
create an impression of infinite space, illusory but pleasurable all the same.] (Six Memos, 63)

What Carlos Navarro says about Borges’ fiction is also true of Calvino, especially of his later
fantastic works:
Borges’ fiction demonstrates that by learning to think backwards, upside down, inside out, from
many perspectives at once, we can make discoveries that lead to other discoveries that lead ad
infinitum to other discoveries and, thereby, not only see but also experience the endlessness of
the universe. (‘The Endlessness of Borges’ Fiction’, 395)
Calvino employs such a strategy in Invisible Cities in his description of the characters’ mental
search for the map of the universe which, as Claudio Milanini points out, reflects the search of
the writer, who in the process discards as insufficient “various hypotheses and classifications,
proceeding from negation to negation and from approximation to approximation” (‘Arte
Combinatoria’, 134). This search leads to ever new unfolding theories and details, a
preoccupation Calvino describes in his lecture ‘Exactitude’. He speaks of the “devouring and
destructive obsession” with writing about “the relationship between a given argument and all its
possible variants and alternatives, everything that can happen in time and space.” His pursuit of
ever smaller details of small details reminds one of the paradox of Zeno of Elea (parodied in his
story ‘Ti con zero’• [‘t zero’]) that defines time and space as irrelevant concepts, as these can be
subdivided into ever smaller categories. Calvino’s obsession with continuously subdividing
concepts speaks of the author’s sense of being overwhelmed by the innumerable details of the
universe, but also of his ability to transcend the concepts of time and space.
Per combatterla, cerco di limitare ii campo di quel che devo dire, poi a dividerlo in campi ancor
piti limitati, poi a suddividerli ancora, e cosi via. E allora mi prende un’altra vertigine, quella
del dettaglio del dettaglio, vengo risucchiato dall’infinitesimo, dall’infinitamente piccolo, come
prima mi disperdevo nell’infinitamente vasto. (Lezioni Americane, 67-68)
[In order to combat it, I try to limit the field of what I have to say, divide it into still more
limited fields, then subdivide these again, and so on and so on. Then another kind of vertigo

seizes me, that of the detail of the detail of the detail, and I am drawn into the infinitesimal, the
infinitely small, just as I was previously lost in the infinitely vast.] (Six Memos, 68-69)
The concern with the Nothing and the Everything as the opposite poles of the same
phenomenon in both Borges’ and Calvino’s work is apparent in the similar titles of some of their
8

stories. One of Calvino’s cosmicomic stories called ‘II niente e il

poco’

[‘The Nothing and the

Something’] recalls Borges’ short story with the English title ‘Everything and Nothing’ or his
essay ‘Dc Alguien a Nadie’ [‘From Someone to Nobody’]. Other stories by Calvino such as ‘Tutto
in un punto’ [‘All at One Point’] or ‘Un segno nello spazio’ [‘A Sign in Space’] have thematic
similarities with Borges story ‘El Aleph’ [‘The Aleph’]. Calvino’s book Ii Castello del destini
incrociati [The Castle of Crossed Destinies] recalls the similar title ofBorges’ story ‘El jardIn de
senderos que se bifurcan’. Ma Yuan’s treatment of the concepts of time and space is particularly

‘flI ‘[‘Three Kinds of Time in

visible by the title of his story’ L
the Life of Lhasa’J.

In their elaborations of the infinitely chaotic and unknowable universe the language of
both authors also seems to have adopted some of the Argentine’s trademarks. Borges’ hesitant
style in suggesting numerous solutions to a proposition while not positing any as conclusive
(“There are those who believe that [...j, others that [...]“ ‘Parable of the Palace’, 88), is also
prominent in Calvino’s stories, notably in Le cilia where various hypotheses may explain the
nature of a particular city (“You would think

[...]; or else [...] or [...]“ (41)). In Ma Yuan’s

novella ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ numerous solutions to a mystery are suggested, while
none is posited as the final one (“One popular version says that Dun Zhu and his flock by mistake
entered a magic land.

[...] Then there were a few not so popular versions” (333)). The Borgesian

theme of the many containing the One, and of the different being the same, is also apparent in
Calvino’s rhetoric. In ‘The Parable of the Palace’, for example, Borges writes
Muchos resplandecientes rIos atravesaron en canoas de sándalo, o un rIo muchas veces. (OC II,
181)

[In sandalwood canoes they crossed many glittering rivers, or a single river many times.] (A
PersonalAnthology, 86)

In Calvino’s cosmicomic story ‘Senza Colon’ [‘Without Colors’] the narrator Qfwfq, looking for
his fiancée Ayl, describes his search in words reminiscent ofBorges:
Cento voile credetti d’averla scorta e cento volte d’averla riperduta. (Cosmicomiche vecchie e
nuove, 53)
[A hundred times I thought I glimpsed her and a hundred times I thought I lost her again.]
(Cosmicomics, 55)

9

When writing about the Tibetan high plateau Ma Yuan uses a vocabulary that implies the vast,
endless stretches of land in a vocabulary

( ) that reminds one of Borges’ vision of the

endlessness of the universe. In the story ‘Black Road’, for example, after having been caught in a
snow storm in which he kept retracing his steps as in a labyrinth, the narrator writes that he
“eventually got out of the endless snow shroud” and later looks at the “boundless blue” water of
the lake (‘Black Road’, 348, my emphasis). Other obvious similarities are the appearance of the
Borgesian labyrinth in various of Ma Yuan’s stories in form of the Barkhur, the Tibetan market in
the heart of the old Lhasa. Ma Yuan posits the Barkhur as a labyrinthine microcosm of the
world. Also his use of strategies of the detective story in such stories as ‘Black Road’ and
‘Wandering Spirit’ parallels Borges’ interest in this genre.
The two authors parallel the Borgesian theme of the One and the Many in their stories by
combining a pantheist with a Taoist vision of the interrelatedness of all things. Alan Watts relates
Taoism in Western thought to pantheism, defining it as the belief that considers the universe as a
mass of distinct things and events all of which are God by another name, “so that calling it God
adds nothing to it, except perhaps a certain attitude of awe and respect” (Tao: The Watercourse
Way,

54).8

One way of encapsulating the chaos of the universe in all temporal and spatial

dimensions is to envision it in a paradoxical point in space that allows for all phenomena to exist

in their natural size without blending. This is the Borgesian concept of the ineffable Aleph, the
point in space that stands for all points in space, and the Taoist symbol of the unnamable Tao that
incorporates in its sphere all the phenomena of the world. It is a space where opposites can exist
simultaneously and in fact are the same or, where contradictory zones occupy the same
conceptual spaces. The Aleph and the Tao represent a spiritual union with God, just as the

This pantheist vision is formulated in Borges’ story ‘TIUn, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’ where the narrator tells
about one of the many schools of thought in Tlön that holds the “happy conjecture”
que hay un solo sujeto, que ese sujeto indivisible es cada uno de los seres del universo y que
éstos son los órganos y mascaras de Ia divinidad. (OC 1, 438)
[that there is only one subject, and that this indivisible subject is every one of the separate beings
in the universe, and that those beings are the organs and masks of divinity itself.] (Labyrinths,
118)
8

10

simultaneous vision of everything possible, according to Borges, brings one to nothingness,
9 Carlos Navarro describes this concept, summing up this particular aspect of the
which is God.
Borgesian vision:
Such diverse dimensions as horizontal and vertical, the obvious and the surprising, good and
evil, life and death, man A and man B, seconds and years, this time and that time, the
microscopic, the opposite and its opposite, all bifurcate into each other. And since this results in
a fusion or simultaneity, then each bifurcation also constitutes a concentration, the plural equals
the singular, the singular the plural, in endless possibilities: “I saw the Aleph from every point
and angle, and in the Aleph I saw the earth and in the earth the Aleph and in the Aleph the
earth.” [The Aleph, 26-28] [...] No matter where we start or what direction we take, we
invariably come back over the same point, for any one point is all points and all points are that
one point, etc. Thus, Borges’ persona keeps rewriting the same story, his bifurcations keep
rethinking the same points, the characters keep solving the same riddles, the reader keeps
making the same discoveries, and Borges’ critics keep repeating themselves. On the one hand
no one gets anywhere; on the other, the regularity of the revolutions leads to the awareness of a
higher order. (‘The Endlessness of Borges’ Fiction’, 401, 403404)
The One is present in the many, and Borges suggests that it suffices to look at a single
phenomenon of the universe to understand it all. If the complexity of the universe cannot be
grasped in its vastness then it can be intuited in its lowest denominator of the One that in turn
contains everything of the universe. In ‘El Zahir’ [‘The Zahir’] the narrator conjectures that the
whole universe could be seen in a single flower. He paraphrases Tennyson’s poem ‘Flower in the
Crannied Wall’ in which the poet suggested that
si pudiérainos comprender una sola for sabriamos quiénes somos y qué es el mundo. Tal vez
quiso decir que no hay hecho, por humilde que sea, que no implique Ia historia universal y su
infimta concatenación de efectos y causas. Tal vez quiso decir que el mundo visible se da entero
en cada representación, de igual manera que Ia voluntad, segün Schopenhauer, se da entera en
cada sujeto. (OC I, 594-5 95)
[if we could understand a single flower, we should know what we are and what the world is.
Perhaps he meant that there is no fact, however insignificant, that does not involve universal
history and the infinite concatenation of cause and effect. Perhaps he meant that the visible
world is implicit in every phenomenon, just as the will, according to Schopenhaner, is implicit
in every subject.I (Labyrinths, 163)

n ‘De Alguien a Nadie’ he writes that John the Irishman, to define Him
9
1
acude a Ia palabra nihilum, que es la nada; Dios es la nada primordial de la creatio ex nihilo, el
abismo en que se engendraron los arquetipos y luego los seres concretos. Es Nada y Nada. (OC
11, 116)
[utilized the word ‘nihilum’, which is nothingness; God is the primordial nothingness of the
creatio ex nihilo, the abyss where first the archetypes and then concrete things were engendered.
He is Nothing and Nobody.] (Other Inquisitions, 147)
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Watts relates this organic world view to the image used in Mahayana Buddhism which sees the
universe as “a multidimensional network ofjewels, each one containing the reflections of all the
others ad infinitum”. This mutual interpenetration and interdependence of everything happening
in the universe is exemplified by picking up
a blade of grass and all the world comes with it. In other words, the whole cosmos is implicit in
evezy member of it, and eveiy point in it may be regarded as its center. (Tao: The Watercourse
Way, 35)

Such an endeavor takes place in Calvino’s Palomar when the eponymous central character wishes
to comprehend the world by observing a single wave, an effort, however, that proves futile, as
the single wave is connected to the body of water and cannot be disassociated from the whole.
Thus the world cannot be understood by an active intellectual effort but only by a meditative
intuition. In his book The Tibetan Book ofLiving and Dying Sogyal Rinpoche describes the
interrelatedness of all phenomena with the same wave-metaphor:
Think of a wave in the sea. Seen in one way, it seems to have a distinct identity, an end and a
beginning, a birth and a death. Seen in another way, the wave itself doesn’t really exist but is
just the behavior of water, ‘empty’ of any separate identity but ‘full’ of water. So when you really
think about the wave, you come to realize that it is something made temporarily possible by
wind and water, and is dependent on a set of constantly changing circumstances. You also
realize that every wave is related to every other wave. (The Tibetan Book, 37)
There is the realization that the world remains beyond the cognitive reach of the
individual, that it cannot be put into words but can be intuited. Language is not an adequate
means for representing the ‘unwritten world’ and so the understanding of the universe remains in
the mythological realm of the unspeakable. In ‘Nueva refutación del tiempo’ [‘A New Refutation
of Time’] Borges writes that
intemporal. (OC II,
todo lenguaje es de mndole sucesiva; no es hábil para razonar lo eterno, lo
142)

[all language is of successive nature; it does not lend itself to reasoning on eternal, intemporal
matters.] (A PersonalAnthology, 53)jb0
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In ‘Nathaniel Hawthorne’ he writes that
[Chesterton] razona que Ia realidad es de una intenninable riqueza y que el lenguaje de los
hombres no agota ese vertiginoso caudal. I..j Chesterton infiere, después, que puede haber
diversos lenguajes que de algün modo correspondan a Ia inasible realidad; entre esos muchos, el
de las alegorlas y fábulas. (OC II, 50)
[[Chesterton] reasons that reality is interminably rich and that the language of men does not
exhaust that vertiginous treasure. [..J Chesterton later inferred that various languages can
12

The gulf separating the natural and the conceptual world epitomizes the Tao which Watts
describes as being based on the recognition that the world as described is included in but is not
the same as the world as is (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 106). A passage from Borge& prose
poem ‘Una rosa amarilla’ [‘A Yellow Rose’] describes this realization succinctly:
Entonces ocurrió Ia revelación. Marino yb Ia rosa, como Adán pudo verla en el ParaIso, y sintió
que ella estaba en su eternidad y no en sus palabras y que podemos mencionar o aludir pero no
expresar y que los altos y soberbios volümenes que formaban en un ángulo de la sala una
penumbra de oro no eran (como su vanidad sonó) un espejo del mundo, sino una cosa más
agregada al mundo. (OC II, 175)
[Then came the revelation. Marino saw the rose as Adam might have seen it in Paradise. And
he sensed that it existed in its eternity and not in his words, and that we may make mention or
allusion of a thing but never express it at all, and that the tall proud tomes that cast a golden
penumbra in an angle of the drawing room were not as he had dreamed in his vanity a mirror
of the world, but simply one more thing added to the universe.l (Personal Anthology, 83)11
-

-

Naturally Borges proposes a counter-hypothesis to the theory of the ineffable. In ‘El idioma
analItico de John Wilkins’ [‘The Analytical language of John Wilkins’] Borges discusses the
possibility of a language in which the signifier corresponds exactly to the referent, a theme he
builds into his story ‘Funes el memorioso’ [‘Funes, the Memorious’]. In his discussion of this
theory he adds a metaphysical slant by stating that “theoretically, a language in which the name of
each being would indicate all the details of its destiny, past and future, is not inconceivable” and
adds that if mortals were to divine that language we would know God’s secret dictionary (Other
Inquisitions, 104). In ‘La Escritura de Dios’ [‘The God’s Script’] Borges elaborates on that idea:
Considerd que en el lenguaje de un dios toda palabra enunciarla esa infinita concatenación de los
hechos, y no de un modo implIcito, sino expilcito, y no de un modo progresivo, sino inmediato.

somehow correspond to the ungraspable reality, among them allegories and fables. (Other
Inquisitions, 50)

Alan Watts maintains that the Chinese language, because of its ideographic nature, “is a little closer to
nature than one which is strictly linear and alphabetic. At any moment, nature is a simultaneity of
patterns. An ideographic language is a series of patterns and, to that extent, still linear but not so
laboriously linear as an alphabetic language.” (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 7)
-

In the story ‘El sud’ [‘The South’] there is a similar example of the natural world existing in a different
realm than the sentient being.
[P]ensó, mientras alisaba el negro pelaje, que aquel contacto era ilusorio y que estaban como
separados por un cristal, porque el honibre vive en el tiempo, en Ia sucesión, y el mágico animal,
en Ia actualidad, en Ia eternidad del instante. (OC 1, 527)
[[H]e thought, as he smoothed the cat’s black coat, that this contact was an illusion and that the
two beings, man and cat, were as good as separated by a glass, for man lives in time, in
succession, while the magical animal Lives in the present, in the eternity of the instant.]
(Personal Anthology, 18-19)
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[...] Un dios, reflexioné, solo debe decir una palabra y en esa palabra Ia plenitud. Ninguna voz
articulada por dl puede ser inferior al universo o menos que Ia suma del tiempo. (OC 1, 598)
[I considered that in the language of a god every word would enunciate that infinite
concatenation of facts, and not in an implicit but in an explicit manner, and not progressively
but instantaneously. [...] A god, I reflected, ought to utter only a single word and in that word
absolute fullness. No word uttered by him can be inferior to the universe or less than the sum
total of time.] (Labyrinths, 173)
During his years of experimental writings with the group OUIJPO Calvino thought of writing a
book made up of a single line or word (Weiss, 145), recalling the numerous Borgesian stories
that imagine the entire universe captured in a single verse or word. Calvino deals with the issue

of the unspeakable in Se una notte d’inverno un viaggiatore [If on a Winter’s Night a Traveler]
where “the recurrent truncations of the novels within the novel is symptomatic of the fear that
writing is precariously suspended over a void” (Cannon [19811, 101). David S. Watson sees the
philosophical and artistic premise of the mimetic inadequacy in representing the world as the
constant in Calvino’s diverse body of work.
[T]he fictional text, by the very nature of its composition (that is in language), can refer to
nothing outside itself, [it] will always be mimetically inadequate. Given such a bleak premise, it
would appear that the artist has few options open, few narrative paths to follow. One such path
leads inexorably to silence: the fate 1...] Beckett’s spartan dialogues and monologues, for
instance, seem to solicit at every turn. (‘Calvino and the Problem of Textual Referentiality’, 75)
Discussing Ma Yuan’s work, the critics Li Jiefei and Zhang Ling in their essay ‘Ma Yuan’s
Fiction and the Problem of Narration’ mention the difference between story and narrative time, or
between the written and the unwritten.

;S1#—-,
[Narration exists in the realm of language, but the thing or the event it narrates exists outside
language; they belong to different systems. Once an event enters language, it is controlled by
the same rules as narrative time.] (‘Ma Yuan’s Fiction’, 201)

Zhang Xinying also talks about the ineffability of the natural world but discusses the issue from a
more Taoist viewpoint: since the phenomena of the universe exist in a unified chaos in which
many kinds of people, things and creatures coexist simultaneously, so the description of that
world should continue within that experience. He writes that, contrary to the Western Platonic
way of thinking that views the phenomena as an illusion onto which an artificial order has to be
imposed, the Chinese Taoist thinking worships the world of phenomena. Taoists believe that
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everything is natural and that people are creatures among all the creatures. A piece of writing,
therefore, should not rearrange the appearance of things. Through his non-causal style that
records the world around him in its chaotic nature without analyzing it, Ma Yuan represents such
Taoist thinking (‘Ma Yuan’s Perceptions of Transmitting Methods’, 122). The critic Yang
all
Xiaobin writes that Ma Yuan’s writing reflects the spirit of the changeable Tao that permeates
things.

:4.1j’ [...]
[In his stories we never find the mechanical arrangement of space and time, but everything is
changeable and relative, true and false are indistinguishable j. ..I; past, present and future are

indistinguishable; so are here and there, myself and others. I (‘Entropy of Meaning’, 196)

He relates Ma Yuan’s fiction to the postmodern writers Italo Calvino and to Borges in their
being
mixing of the real and the false, and in their integration of the mysterious into fiction as
part of reality. The critic writes that, just like Borges, Ma Yuan sees the mysterious in the
mundane, a view that reveals Ma Yuan’s pantheism.
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Ma Yuan’s beloved Zhuangzi: “The essence of the Tao
“Dark
nobodies [mole crickets and antsl or in the faeces”, but also the realm of Zen Buddhism:

green bamboo, / The utmost Dharma Body [Dharmalcaya] / Luxuriant yellow flowers / Nothing
but prajna [wisdom].”] (‘The Entropy of Meaning’, 196)

Wu Liang sums up Ma Yuan’s work by the eight concepts of narrative worship (Ma Yuan

considers writing a unique and real experience); mystical interest (the authors sees the
unexplainable as part of reality); purposelessness (writing occurs without a premeditated meaning
in mind); the unconsciousness of phenomena (he records phenomena as they arise from the
unconscious); non-causality (the absence of cause and effect in many of his stories leaves loose
strands); agnosticism (Ma Yuan believes that the world cannot be known); pantheism and all
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theism (Ma Yuan’s god exists in everything, the spirit of which he reaches through his writing).
(‘Ma Yuan’s Narrative Trap’, 9-12). Ma Yuan describes himself a pantheist, a disposition he
refers back to his being Chinese.

11i*J4.
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[I’m quite superstitious. I believe in flesh and blood, in fate, in spirits, devils and God, whatever
one has to believe in and what other people believe in I believe. Pantheism a simple summary
that says a lot. I believe that in my heart I’m Chinese and that my views are Chinese, even
though I’ve read a few thousand books by Western authors. There is nothing I can do about it. I
believe in the epistemology and theory of relativity found in both Zhuangzi and Mister Einstein
and I also believe in the absolute beyond relativity typical metaphysics!] (‘Ma Yuan Writes his
Autobiography’, 73)
--

--

The short story is the favored literary form of the three authors. Even though Calvino
wrote novels (like his fantastic fables compiled in the trilogy Our Ancestors) he explains in his
lecture ‘Quickness’ that throughout his career he felt more at ease with the short form. He says
he considers writing prose no different from writing poetry, since both require the motjuste, the
unique expression that is “concise, concentrated and memorable.” When he wrote Cosmicomics
and t zero “giving narrative form to abstract ideas of space and time”- he realized that he could
-

succeed only within the brief span of a short story. That is why he appreciates Borges, whose
“crystalline, sober, and airy style” he admires, and whose work he describes using a scientific
-

metaphor that reveals his interest in the sciences as well as the arts as a “literature raised to the
-

second power and, at the same time, a literature that is like the extraction of the square root of
itself’ (Six Memos, 48-5 1). Ma Yuan’s work also appears chiefly in the form of short stories, a
style he prefers to the long-windedness of the novel (‘Ma Yuan Writes his Autobiography’, 73).
Because of the unknowability of the world, the boundaries of the universe are not certain
and might stretch into infinity. Sucha vision of the world blurs into sameness all possible
ontological levels of being. This merging of everything could be seen in the Taoist light of the
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All-One in the interrelation of all phenomena. It might also be seen in light of Borges’ vision of
the world as book. Emir Rodriguez writes in his introduction to Borges: A Reader that
Because reading is at the core of everything he writes, Borges has erased the old distinctions
among fiction, poetry, and essay. He has written poems which are footnotes to scholarly works
and stories that pretend to be book reviews and some of his literary essays are closer to fiction
than to criticism. (Borges: A Reader, ix)
In Calvino’s words, Borges’ merging of the distinction between literary genres is such that each of
his texts doubles and multiplies its own space through other books of a real or imaginary library,

of classic, erudite, or simply invented texts (Six Memos, 50). Borges’ ‘Examen de la Obra de
Herbert Quain’ [‘Analysis of the Work of Herbert Quain’], for example, is a story written in the
form of commentaries on the books of an imaginary author. Other such mock-essays include
works as ‘El acercamiento a Almotásim’ [‘The Approach to A1-Mu’tásim’], ‘Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis
Tertius’ and ‘Pierre Menard, autor del Quij ote’ [‘Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote’].
Ma Yuan’s texts blur literary genres as well. His essay,

‘

* .J.k ‘F

‘

[‘Beyond

Philosophy’], for example, is an essay that incorporates stories, and most of his stories are written
in an informal ‘essayist’ style that include commentaries on his own work. His writing style has
2 Ma Yuan’s favorite classic philosopher of Taoism
the lightness often attributed to Zhuangzi’
-

-

mocking and irreverent of philosophical theories and of those who take them too seriously. In
‘Beyond Philosophy’ Ma Yuan complains that readers and critics ask too many questions and
want to figure out deep psychological and philosophical meanings in his work, when all he wants

to do is tell a good story. He ends his essay by telling a short short story ‘to fill up the remaining
space’ left of the three thousand one hundred characters he promised to write.

12

Throughout this thesis I use the pin yin system for the transliteration of Chinese names. Other writers
quote might use variations of the Wade-Giles system of romanization. The name Zhuangzi may
therefore appear transcribed as Chuangzi, Chuang-tzu or Chuang Tzu. I have kept the transliteration of
Chinese words in Western languages in their familiar form, such as Tao and Taoism instead if Dao and
Daoism, and Tao Te Ching instead of Dao De Jing.
I
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[I’ll tell you what. I’ll use up the remaining space of less than six hundred characters to tell a
short stoiy.] (‘Beyond Philosophy’, 61)13
This short passage epitomizes his Tibetan work: an indeterminate story taking place in Lhasa
about somebody who claimed to have found the Yeti and who now uses its fir as a bedspread.
The narrator follows these rumors by traveling to the location of the story’s events but only
comes upon dead ends. Eventually he returns to the first person who told him the story about
the Yeti’s fir, but this friend now seems puzzled and doesn’t remember ever telling about this
event. The story provides numerous unstated questions with numerous possible answers, but no
certainty, much in the vein of Borges story ‘La otra muerte’ [‘The Other Death’], for instance, a
story that posits various solutions to the death of Peter Damián,

Just as Ma Yuan’s short short story in his essay ‘Beyond Philosophy’ stood for all his
other Tibetan stories, Borges’ ‘The Parable of the Palace’ is a concise story that concentrates
many of Borges’ favorite themes and narrative strategies. In this prose poem we find the concept
of the one standing for the many, the universe existing as a mental labyrinth described as a
construct composed of antechambers, bridges, and tortuous streets or straight avenues that have
a deceptive “very slight but continuous curvature and secretly were circles” (Personal Anthology,
88). A work that seems best to represent Calvino’s vision is Le città invisibili, an opinion the
author shares as he reveals in an interview with Alexander Stille, calling it his “most finished and
perfect book” (‘An Interview’, 39).
The three writers continue the tradition of the storyteller by rewriting national tales and
imagining fables. Many of Borges’ stories about Argentine gaucho life, for instance, are a
rewriting of popular tales. Calvino is known for his selecting and rewriting of Italian folktales
collected in his Fiabe italiane [Italian Folktalesj, a process, it could be argued, that he, in a

13 In a similar attitude Calvino ends one of his essay/lectures in Lezioni Americane with a Chinese story
about Zhuangzi, revealing thereby his love for stories and storytelling.
Ho cominciato questa conferenza raccontando una storia, lasciatemi finire con un’altra storia. B
una storia cinese. (Lezioni Americane, 53)
[I began this lecture by telling a story. Let me end it with another story, this time Chinese.] (Six
Memos, 54)
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sense, continues in most of his fiction. About the fabulistic background of his book Se una notte,
for example, Calvino says in an interview again referring to scientific metaphors:
-

ifon a Winter’s Night is

not only a novel, it is a hypernovel, a novel developed to the 10th
degree. It has much in common with my italian Folktales because its effect is created by a sense
of the storyteller’s abundance, by the pleasure of the sheer proliferation of stories. It also
resembles Invisible Cities; it’s a catalogue or anthology of novels instead of cities. (‘Visiting Italo
Calvino’, 22)

Coming from a country with a long history of oral tales, several of Ma Yuan’s Tibetan stories
continue that tradition by celebrating the role of the storyteller and the very process of weaving
tales. ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’, for instance, is made up of an accumulation of stories
inserted within other stories with a narrator self-consciously commenting on the process of
storytelling. In an interview with Xu Zhenqiang, Ma Yuan says that he enjoys the Taoist
parables by Zhuangzi and the tales of the Old Testament for their resilience (‘A Dialogue’, 92).
:c

:tL

•1fW
[At thirty-two I still have a strong interest in fantastic children’s stories, legends, fairy tales, folk
tales and so on. I am attracted and moved by the works of Andersen, Saint Exupéry, Lagerlof
and others. They have always been my favorite authors. ] (‘A Dialogue’, 93)

In a foreword to Ana Barrenechea’s book, Borges writes that a “storyteller has but few
stories to tell; he needs to tell them anew, over and over again, in all their possible variations”
(Borges, the Labyrinth Maker, viii). The idea of storytelling as a reshuffling or recombination of
a few elements agrees with Calvino’s idea of the ars combinatoria. In his essay ‘Cibernetica e
fantasmi’ [‘Cybernetics and Ghosts’] he posits that literature is produced through the combination
of a limited number of pre-fabricated elements. Although all narratives are generated by a finite
narrative code, the combinatory potential of the system is inexhaustible. Borges’ and Calvino’s
fictions often start from a single unit that is reassembled in various combinations which in their
totality and necessary omissions stand for the entire universe. Borges employs the same themes
and concepts (such as the labyrinth, the mirror, the theme of pantheism and transmigration, the
One and the many, infinity, books, the image of the sphere) recurrently in his essays and stories
to address the entire universe. Calvino uses, for instance, the basic unit of the city in Le città
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invisibili and the unit of the tarot card in It Casteio del destini incrociati to the same end. In the
second half of the latter book entitled La taverna del destini incrociati [The Tavern of Crossed
Destinies] the characters tell their stories with the help of the tarot cards. Each time the cards
are rearranged, they read into a different story, eventually culminating in the EverythingNothingness of the universe:
Ma ogni volta che Si chinano sulle carte la loro storia Si legge in un altro modo, subisce
correzioni, varianti, risente degli umori della giornata e del corso dei pensieri, oscilla tra due
poll: ii tutto e ii nulla. (La taverna del destini incrociati, 97)
[But evety time they bend over the tarots, their stoiy reads another way, undergoes corrections,
variants, affected by the moods of the day and the train of thought, oscillating between two
poles: all and nothing.] (The Tavern of Crossed Destinies, 96-97)
The unifying structure of the basic units of the cards and the cities serves as a hold in the
‘quicksand’ of the innumerable shifting phenomena of the universe. Calvino elaborates on this
theme in ‘Esattezza’, referring to his book Le città invisibili.
Un simbolo pin complesso, che mi ha dato le maggiori possibilitâ di esprimere la tensione tra
razionalità geometrica e groviglio delle esistenze umane è quello della cittâ. Ii mio libro in cui
credo d’aver detto piü cose resta Le città invisibili, perché ho potuto concentrare su un unico
simbolo tutte le mie riflessioni, le mie esperienze, le mie congetture; e perché ho costruito una
struttura sfaccettata in cui ogni breve testo sta vicino agli altri in una successione che non
implica una consequenzialitâ o una gerachia ma una rete entro la quale si possono tracciare
molteplici percorsi e ricavare conclusioni plurime e ramilicate. (Lezioni Americane, 70)
[A more complex symbol, which has given me greater possibilities of expressing the tension
between geometric rationality and the entanglements of human lives, is that of the city. The
book in which I think I managed to say most remains Invisible Cities because I was able to
concentrate all my reflections, experiments, and conjectures on a single symbol, and also
because I built up a many-faceted structure in which each brief text is close to the others in a
series that does not imply logical sequence or a hierarchy, but a network in which one can follow
multiple routes and draw multiple, ramified conclusions.] (Six Memos, 71)
The sameness of all phenomena includes the blurring of fiction and fact, of being awake
and of dreaming, of being the reader and the writer. This naturally includes the writer in his
work, and so the names of the three authors frequently appear in their own work. Numerous
works by Borges, for example, include a narrator by the name ofBorges. An often quoted prose
poem of his, ‘Borges y yo’ [‘Borges and I’], places Borges the person as separate and yet
indivisibly linked to Borges the writer. Ma Maria Barrenechea sees this separation as a splitting
of the writer into two individuals, “one who narrates and another (always vigilant and lucid) who
comments on the work of the first” (Borges, the Labyrinth Maker, 140). In the framework of his
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story ‘TlOn, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’ the fictional persona Borges can also be seen as gradually
supplanting the real Borges. In many of his fictions Ma Yuan similarly has a narrator Ma Yuan
appear who quotes existing and imaginary works by the author Ma Yuan. This inclusion of the
author in his own work could be seen in light of Taoism, a philosophy that considers all
phenomena as naturally existing on the same level (Zhang Xinying, 124). In Ma Yuan’s essays
this double personality appears in a parodic twist, where he mimics the critics who ask for the
meaning of his work and answers them by referring to the ‘other Ma Yuan’.

t*T.
[Then the question comes up again. The question the reader and the critic ask the most is what
do you mean? Ask that Ma Yuan, who writes stories.] (‘Beyond Philosophy’, 59)

As if in parody of Borges’ work, he takes on this split personality in interviews. When a critic
asks him for the significance of a particular work, he answers: “Ma Yuan doesn’t know either”
(Zhou Dao, ‘A Writer who has Attracted the Critics’ Attention’, 2). Calvino’s most noted
example of his fictionalized name appearing in his work takes place in the novel Se una notte
d’inverno un viaggiatore. Here the reader is not given the sense of a double personality but
comes very close: Throughout the novel the reader is given the illusion of never getting to read

the book Se una notte d’inverno un viaggiatore by the fictionalized Italo Calvino as the reading
of the book is continuously deferred.
The blurring of boundaries is apparent in the unclear distinction between art and life in the
work of all three authors. In Borges’ and Ma Yuan’s work this is foregrounded by the strategy of
mentioning real and imagined works in their essays and fiction. This is an effective strategy for

undermining the “suspension of disbelief,” as readers are constantly made aware that they are
reading a work of art. In his essay-story ‘El desafio’ [‘The Challenge’], for example, Borges
mentions other stories of his. The essay itself is a retelling and discussion of an Argentine legend
handed down over the years about a famous knife fight which Borges reworked into his story
‘Hombre de la esquina rosada’ [‘Streetcorner Man’]. Borges writes:
Lo desinteresado de aquel duelo lo grabó en mi memoria; mis conversaciones (mis amigos harto
lo saben) no prescindieron de él; hacia 1927 lo escribI y con enfático laconismo lo titulé
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Hombres pelearon; años despuds, la anécdota me ayudó a imaginar un cuento afortunado, ya
que no bueno, Hombre de la esquina rosada. (OC 1, 166)

[What impressed itself on my mind about the duel was that it had no ulterior motive. In
conversation thereafter (my friends know this only too well), I grew fond of retelling the
anecdote. Around 1927 I wrote it down, giving it the deliberate laconic title “Men Fought.”
one
Years later, this same anecdote helped me work out a lucky story though hardly a good
140)
Aleph,
(The
called “Streetcorner Man.”I
-

-

ek and less modest
Ma Yuan’s references to his works in his stories are much more tongue-in-che
name and even a
than Borges’. After mentioning other pieces of his, Ma Yuan often adds his
he boasts about
comment on the merits of this particular work. In the story ‘Wandering Spirit’
another story of his:

(9)
FIJ
[There is a story with myself, Big Niu and some other friends about such kinds of silver coins.

who are
It’s also noted in that biography of Big Niu called <Spirited and Easy>. Those readers
Wind.
Spring
publication
literary
interested can have a look at the April 1986 issue of the
370)
Remember my name is Ma Yuan, and that this masterpiece is by me.] (‘Wandering Spirit’,
so much by the mention
Calvino’s strategy of blurring the boundaries between art and life is not

texts, a strategy
of real and fictionalized works in his texts as by the self-conscious nature of his
also used by the other two authors.
lves.
Common to all three writers is the belief in the stories’ power to develop by themse
permeates all
In the third chapter I refer to the Taoist concept of the universal energy qi which
the world.
things and all beings, thereby providing the individual with mythical information about
Wu Liang
The writer taps into this unconscious source during the writing process. The critic
comments about Ma Yuan’s writing method in the light of that concept:

immerse
[it seems Ma Yuan believes that if he only begins to enter the narrative mode (or
had a
narratives
tions
incanta
magic
through
if
as
itself,
himself in it), the story will emerge by
9)
Trap’,
ive
Narrat
Yuan’s
(Ma
themselves.]
kind of mystical ability to evoke stories by
He views any
Borges seems to believe in a similar power of the story to develop by itself.
g story. In his
interference by the personality of the writer as falsifying the purity of an evolvin

of writing:
preface to La Rosa Profunda [The Unending Rose I he remarks about his experience
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Empiezo por divisar una forma, una suerte de isla remota, que será después tin relato o una
poesla. Veo el fin y veo el principio, no lo que se halla entre los dos. Esto gradualmente me es
revelado, cuando los astros o el azar son propicios. Más de una vez tengo que desandar el
camino por la zona de sombra. Trato de intervenir lo inenos posible en Ia evolución de Ia obra.
No quiero que la tuerzan mis opiniones, que son lo más baladI que tenemos. (OC III, 77)
[1 begin with the glimpse of a form, a kind of remote island, which will eventually be a story or
a poem. I see the end and I see the beginning, but not what is in between. That is gradually
revealed to me, when the stars or chance are propitious. More than once I have to retrace my
steps by way of the shadows. I try to interfere as little as possible in the evolution of the work. I
do not want it to be distorted by my opinions, which are the most trivial things about us.]
(Borges: A Reader, 326)

The world expressing itself through the vanishing personality of the writer is the topic of
Calvino’s essays ‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’ [‘Cybernetics and Ghosts’], ‘Ii mondo scritto e non
4 and ‘Al di là. dell’autore’ [‘Beyond the
scritto’ [‘The Written and the Unwritten Wor[lld’}’
Author’]. In the latter essay, for example, he writes about the personality of the author as
interfering between him and the unwritten world. What Calvino eventually aspires to is the
dissolution of the personality of the writer to let the world write itself through the medium of the
writer.
Come scriverei bene se non ci fossi! Se tra ii foglio bianco e ii ribollire delle parole e delle
stone che prendono forma e svaniscono senza che nessuno le scriva non si mettesse di mezzo
quello scomodo diaframma che è Ia mia persona! (128)15
[How well I would write if I were not here! If between the white page and the writing of words
and stories that take shape and disappear without anyone’s ever writing them there were not
interposed that uncomfortable partition which is my person!] (Ifon a Winter’s Night, 135)
In an introduction to Calvino’s Sulla Fiaba [On the Fable] Mario Lavagetto writes that Calvino
got hold of an unexpected voice in the compilation of the Italian fables, a voice whose origin is
unknown. This is a voice that may have originated from somewhere beyond the book and thus is
part of the collective wealth [patrimonio collettivo] but is not always conscious or foreseen

(Sulla Fiaba, xi).

The English translation of this essay somehow changes the title from “world” to “word”.
Calvino weaves these very same words into his book Se una notte d’inverno hf on a Winter’s Night a
Traveller] in the eighth chapter, ‘From the diary of Silas Flannery’. Calvino’s essay that includes the
identical passage as his novel shows the same blurring of the genres as the other two authors, though in a
less self-conscious way. Many of his lectures in LezioniAmericane [Six Memosfor the next Millenium]
include passages from his collection of essays Una pietra sopra [Uses of Literaturel and Perché leggere I
classici [Why Classics Ought to be Readj.
14
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This idea also has affinities with the Barthesian concept of the death of the author. In an
interview with Ian Thomson Calvino says that the current French theorists who claim that
literature is “l’écriture qui s’écrit soi-même” [‘writing that writes itself] have influenced his
writing. He adds that he does not believe in the genius of the author, as in every important work
of literature there is always a part which is entirely anonymous (‘In the Heat of the Moment’, 6768). In ‘Al di là dell’autore’ Calvino remarks that the idea of invention in the process of writing is
in fact a modern idea that adds for the contemporary writer the burden of the creating ‘I’, a
persona the antique writer did not have to contend with. From the earliest heroic poems to
authors of the sixteenth century such as Boiardo and Ariosto and narrative prose writers such as
Boccaccio, the writer never saw himself as creator of a work but as a scribe of previous
manuscripts or of oral tales (‘Al di là dell’autore’, 125). JoAnn Cannon writes that the myth of
the artist as creator is indeed of relatively recent origin:
From the narrators of primitive folktales to writers like Ariosto, it was accepted that fabulation
is based on a repository of forms which the artist inherits from his predecessors. It is no
accident that those authors (such as Ariosto) and literary forms (the folktale in particular) in
which the conventionality of writing is most evident are preferred by Calvino. (Jtalo Calvino:
Writer and Critic, 70)

Calvino mentions the Quixote and Robinson Crusoe as representing the beginnings of the modern
novel in which the narrators continued to refer to authors outside themselves as the originator of
the work (‘Al di là.dell’autore’, 125). Borges holds the same idea that texts are not born in a
vacuum but evolve from other texts (Alazraki, 104). He freely acknowledges the sources to his
works by attributing the invention of a tale to the reformulating of already existing stories. In an
appendix to an English translation of his work he writes, for example, that his story ‘The Other
Death’ was inspired by the eleventh-century churchman Pier Damiani who grants God the
unimaginable power to undo the past (The Aleph and Other Stories, 272), and attributes the
creation of the story ‘Streetcorner Man’ to three non-Argentine sources:
This story was written under the triple influence of Stevenson, G. K. Chesterton, and Joseph von
Sternberg’s unforgettable gangster films. (The Aleph and Other Stories, 264-265)
Emir Rodriguez Monegal and Alastair Reid, the editors ofBorges: A Reader, write that in the

Middle Ages it was not only acceptable but also commendable to write a book made only of
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quotations from other books. Romanticism and its banal insistence on originality forced writers
to conceal their models and sources and pretend they were producing truly ‘original’ texts. The
editors point out that Borges has exploded that notion by resorting to endless quotations
(Borges: A Reader, 356). It is a view that considers literature as a recycling of pre-existing
material, in much the same vein as the storyteller who tells the tales of the world by reshuffling or
reweaving familiar elements. In an essay on the Borges connection in Calvino’s fantastic fiction,
Jerry Varsava writes that the two authors’ repudiation of the author (“Indeed, their narrative
theories scoff at the very notion of authorial genius”) and their emphasis on literary tradition and
the reader distinguishes them as postrnodern (‘The Last Fictions: Calvino’s Borgesian Odysseys’,
184).
Ma Yuan also overtly announces that he borrows from his literary environment. In
‘Wandering Spirit’ he comments on a section in his narrative entitled ‘The End or the Beginning’:
—1U. (12)
[I’m borrowing the title of my friend Bei Dao’s poem. It can be recognized at a glance.] (373)
Calvino’s Ii Castello del destini incrociati is a rewriting of myths and fictions of Western
civilization
--

--

the stories of Faust, Parsifal, Oedipus, Roland, and Don Juan (Cannon [1981], 69),

much as the ten novel incipits in his hypernovel Se una notte are the rewriting of works by

fictionalized and real authors, including a Borgesian novel of the One and the Many.
In the context of literary criticism both Jaime Alazraki and Emir Rodriguez Monegal
maintain that Borges was the precursor of much of modern critical thought. (Then, on the other
hand, Borges himself has shown in ‘Kafka y sus precursores’ [‘Kafka and his Precursors’] that
every writer creates his own predecessors.) Alazraki concludes, for example, “that Borges was
working on his own and that he arrived independently at conclusions similar to those reached by
the Formalists” who stated that every writing is a rewriting (‘New Critical Idiom’, 105). In his
story ‘Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote’ Borges developed the idea that reading is more
decisive than writing because each reading writes the text anew. In Palimpsestes: La Littérature
au second degré the French critic Gerard Genette expanded the concept of ‘intertextuality’ (the
25

relationship between two or more texts) by acknowledging his allegiance to Borges in the
context of that particular story (Alazraki, 107). About Jacques Derrid&s work Monegal writes
that he himself had experienced many of this critic’s theories such as “deconstruction” avant la
leitre in Borges, an impression that was reinforced by Derrida’s deference to Borge& works in his
essays (‘Borges and Derrida’, 128).
While Borges could be seen as the precursor of some of modern literary thought based on
the writings of earlier thinkers, Calvino’s relationship with modern literary criticism works the
other way around. During his long residence in Paris he came into close contact with current
French semiotic and structuralist thought and with writers of the nouveau roman whose
tendencies he worked into his texts, notably Le città Ii Castello, Cosmicomiche and Ti con Zero.
His close connection with the writer Raymond Queneau and the experimental group OULIPO

(Ouvroir de litlérature potentielle) which sought to combine the sciences and literature (“the
dominant feature is play, and the acrobatics between the imagination and the intellect” (Weiss,
93))16

found its way into Calvino’s work as well. His works, therefore, can also be read as the

literary application of modern literary thought. JoAnn Cannon (1981), for example, reads
Calvino’s later fiction in the light of semiotic criticism that posits the unreality of language as its
central concern, while Brenda K. Marshall elaborates on the character’s shift from structuralist to
poststructuralist thought in a story of Calvino’s Cosmiconiics (‘Structuralism in Italo Calvino’s “A
Sign in Space”). Although Calvino’s later books explore currents of contemporary criticism, he
considers these various schools of theoretical thought merely interesting cerebral excursions
about the relationship between language and the world, not as final solutions to explicate the
universe. In this attitude he is like Borges who views the various theories about the possible key
to the universe as mental labyrinths. While deeply rooted in the Italian (and in fact the European)
literary tradition which is particularly clear in his book Ii Casteio del destini incrociati
-

16

Weiss quotes Calvino’s essay ‘Two interviews on Science and Literature’, in The Uses ofLiterature,

34.
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-

Calvino’s interest in contemporary thought and science made his literary scope very wide. Beno
Weiss writes that Calvino was
an avid follower of contemporary scientific discoveries and hypotheses in the field of
astrophysics, the nature of time and the universe, biology, mathematics, cybernetics, artificial
intelligence, as well as literary and linguistic theories. (Understanding Italo Calvino, 95)
Calvino, however, admits that some of the writers who were important in his formation were
such nineteenth century British writers as Stevenson, Kipling, Chesterton and H. G. Wells and in
that way he “share[s] the predilections of Borges” (Thomson, ‘In the Heat of the Moment’, 66).
In an interview with Francine Du Plessix Gray, Calvino talks about his lifelong preference for the
literature of the fantastic, notably of the nineteenth century, works which also figure at the top of
Borges’ reading list:
The existence of a mysterious, unnamed danger is characteristic of many 19th-century novels
come to think of it, it exists in all my favorite American and British novelists: Conrad, Robert
Louis Stevenson, Edgar Allan Poe, particularly in G. K. Chesterton’s “The Man Who Was
Thursday,” which is one of my favorite books of all time and which is pervaded by a nevernamed, perpetually menacing conspiracy. (‘Visiting Halo Calvino’, 22)

-

7 and Calvino as
The two opposite poles ofBorges as the precursor of modern critical thought’
the writer who imaginatively applied these trends to his own work converge in the Borgesian
idea that literature is the work of one single mind, or the Spirit, a concept that is also in
agreement with the idea of the Taoist qi. Borges mentions Shelley who expressed the opinion
that “all the poems of the past, present, and fi.iture were episodes or fragments of a single infinite
poem, written by all the poets on earth”, a consideration which Borges concludes is implicit in
pantheism (‘The Flower of Coleridge’, 10).
One literary strategy common to all three authors is the chaotic enumeration of things; the
synecdochal catalogue listing seemingly heterogeneous items. Such lists are purposefhlly and
necessarily fragmentary as they stand for the vastness of the universe. By listing a few
phenomena of the universe in a random order the writer hopes to hint at them all. Borges’

Douwe Fokkerna considers him the writer who contributed the most to the invention and acceptance of
the new code of postrnodernism (‘Postmodernist impossibilities’, 39).
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Poema de la cantidad’ [‘Poem of Quantity’] is an example of such a ‘chaotic enumeration’,
celebrating the “infinite and absurd complexity of the world” (Borges: A Reader, 362).
I...l Man is too numerous. Endless generations
[...J El hombre es demasiado. Las innémeras
of birds and insects, multiplying themselves,
insectos,
de
de
ayes
y
Generaciones
of serpents and the spotted jaguar,
Del jaguar constelado y de la sierpe,
branches, weaving, interweaving,
of
growing
entretejen,
se
tejen
y
que
se
De ramas
of sand, of coffee and of leaves
of
grains
hojas
de
Ia
arena
y
de
Ia
Del café,
on eveiy day and re-create
descend
prodigan
mañanas
y
las
Oprimen
minuscule
their
and useless labyrinth. [...J
inétil.
laberinto
Su minucioso
[..1
(Borges: A Reader, 303)
492)
(OCJJ,
Calvino’s catalogues are generally more humorous than Borges’. In the story ‘I Meteoriti’ [‘The

Meteorites’] Calvino describes the world as having initially been very small and then gained in
size by the debris falling onto it from outer space. The chaotic enumeration of this debris the
narrator describes eventually formed the world as we know it today:
pezzi sparsi d’altri sistemi planetari, torsoli di pera, rubinetti, capitelli ionici, vecchi numeri del
“Herald Tribune” e del “Paese Sera”: si sa che gli universi fanno e si disfanno ma è sempre lo
stesso materiale che gira. (Cosinicoiniche, 65)
[pieces scattered from other planetary systems, pear cores, water taps, Ionic capitals, old issues
of the “Herald Tribune” and the “Paese Sera”: it is known that universes are formed and
destroyed, but it is always the same material that goes around.I (translation mine)
In 1
Molteplicità’ [‘Multiplicity’] Calvino refers to the enumeration of heterogeneous items as the

open encyclopedia, a term in which the adjective contradicts the noun. He says that while the
word encyclopedia etymologically implies an attempt to exhaust knowledge of the world by
enclosing it in a circle, today we can no longer think in terms of “a totality that is not potential,
conjectural, and manifold” (Six Memos, 116). In a similar vein, in ‘The Analytical Language of
John Wilkins’ Borges writes that there is no classification of the universe that is not arbitrary and
conjectural, for the simple reason that we do not know what the universe is (Other Inquisitions,
104).
While in Borges and Calvino these catalogues represent the description of the search for
the key to the universe and at the same time the certainty of not being able to find it (JoAnn
Cannon writes that “the beauty of the catalogue is that it is in a sense always incomplete” (Writer

and Critic, 94)), in Ma Yuan’s works the items listed are merely that, a celebration of the chaotic
world. In ‘The Lhasa River Goddess’, for example, the enumeration of foods is interspersed with
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bracketed explanations about the items and the narrator’s response to the enumerations. After
the narrator has given a lengthy list of all the foods available at a beach picnic he adds:

y.(22)
I can’t go on writing, my mouth is watering, please excuse me.] (‘River Goddess’, 379)
Ma Yuan has been grouped together with writers of the Chinese experimental movement,
such as Hong Feng and Ge Fei, who have been influenced by the French nouveau roman (Zhu
Xixiang, ‘Circular Ripples’, 100). In addition to these names the critic Chen Xiaoming also
mentions Su Tong, Yu Hua, Liu Heng, and Ye Zhaoyan. Chen writes that Chinese experimental
fiction has similarities with Western postmodernism which views the world as chaotic and
ungraspable, is fascinated with irreality, freely interchanges life and art, maintains the
depthlessness of art, and generally doubts existence (‘The Narrative Variations’, 69). According
to Yang Xiaobin Ma Yuan’s work fits David Lodge’s definition of postmodernism as including
contradictions, arrangements, non-coherence, informality, extreme extensions of metaphors, and
the blending of true and false (‘The Entropy of Meaning’, 198). One of the characteristics of
postmodernism is the mistrust of ‘realist’ literature as an adequate representation of reality.
Literary verisimilitude is seen as a mere cultural convention; so postmodern writers foreground
18 Yang
the artificiality of that convention through their flaunting of the strategies of writing.
Xlaobin writes that Ma Yuan’s work does not provide any notions of depth or an imposed causal
unity of reality the way realist literature does. His work, therefore, although it cannot be
considered realist, reflects reality better than traditional realism did (‘The Entropy of Meaning’,
194).
While many Chinese critics assess Ma Yuan’s work in terms of Western criticism and
, the
9
particularly in terms of whether or not his writing fits into the genre of postmodernism’
critic Zhang Xinying does not believe that Ma Yuan’s fiction is merely an imitation of Western
term ‘flaunting of artifices’ is borrowed from P. Merivale’s essay ‘The Flaunting of Artifice in
Vladimir Nabokov and Jorge Luis Borges’.
19 Ye Lihua says that Ma Yuan is the only postmodern writer in China and that if there were no Ma
Yuan there would be no postmodernism in China (‘The Ma Yuan Phenomenon and the End of
Postmodernism’, 450).
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literary strategies. He writes that even though Ma Yuan has been influenced by such Western
, there is
20
writers as Borges, Lagerlof, Garcia Marquez, Faulkner, Hemingway and others
nevertheless something distinctly Chinese about his style of writing. He maintains that Ma
Yuan’s critics have judged his work in contrast to Western literature that into the twentieth
century demanded unity in form and content. In comparison to modern Chinese works that
adhered to such principles, Ma Yuan’s casual, chaotic style seemed revolutionary. In the light of
Chinese traditional thought, and specifically Taoism, however, Ma Yuan’s work continues a
direct line of thinking. Zhang recalls that the Chinese concept of fiction is much broader than
that of the West. Traditionally fiction in China was not seen as a pure literary style; Confucius
called it the “lesser way”, an attitude that was maintained throughout Chinese history. From this
genre evolved different styles, such as the essay that incorporated the author’s commentaries.
This is a technique Ma Yuan likes to use frequently, as his stories abound with idle talk about his
subject and about the process of writing (‘Ma Yuan’s Perceptions of Transmitting Methods’,
125).
While I defined Borges’ and Calvino’s writings in their pursuit of knowledge about the
world as being mre intellectual than Ma Yuan’s texts, their cerebral concerns do not prevent
them from writing with a sense of humor. The three authors’ works parallel each other in their
agnostic attitude toward the world, a disposition which gives them a certain distance from their
topic. Ma Yuan continues the Taoist tradition of refusing to participate in any complex mental
pursuits, as to the Taoist these are characteristics of “Overstuffed Minds” and “Overloaded
Brains” that don’t see the world as it is (Hoff, 146). His writings, therefore, are written overall in
a tongue-in-cheek tone. In their positing this or that theory about the world, the three authors
display a humorous sense of detachment from their topic, which is a distinguishing trait of great

20

Li Jie writes that Ma Yuan has drawn on Kafka’s symbolism, Sartre’s existentialism, Borges’ imagery,

Manuel Vargas Llosa’s narrative technique and the observational sense of Robbe-Grillet’s nouveau roman
(‘On the New Wave of Contemporary Chinese Fiction’, 127).
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minds. And since they know that the world cannot be known, they continue the tradition of
entertaining themselves, their audiences, and us with stories, a craft they have mastered well.
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Chapter One

Overlapping Conceptual Spaces in Italo Calvino’s Le città invisibili

Arribo, ahora, at inefable centro de ml relato;
empieza, aqul, ml desesperación de escritor. Todo
lenguaje es un atfabeto de sImbolos cuyo ejercicio
presupone un pasado que los interlocutores

comparten; cómo transmitir a los otros el infinito
aleph, que ml temerosa memoria apenas abarca? Los
mIsticos, en analogo trance, prodigan los emblemas:
para significar Ia divinidad, un persa habla de un
pájaro que de algán modo es todos los pájaros:
A/anus de Insulis, de una esfera cuyo centro está en
todas las partesy Ia circunferencia en ninguna;
Ezequil, de un angel de cuatro caras que a un tiempo
se dirige al Oriente y at Occidente, a! Norte y at Sur.
[...] Quizá los dioses no me negarlan et hallazgo de
una imagen equivalente, pero este inforine quedarla
contaminado de literatura, defalsedad. Por to demás,
elproblema central es irresoluble: ta enumeraciôn,
siquiera parcial, de un conjunto infinito. En ese
instante gigantesco, he visto milliones de actos
deleitables o atroces; ninguno me asombró como el
hecho de que todos ocuparan el mismo punto, sin
superposición y sin transparencia. Lo que vieron mis
ojosfue simultáneo: lo que transcribiré, sucesivo,
porque el lenguaje to es. (OC I, 624-625)

I now arrive at the ineffable core ofmy story. And
here begins my despair as a writer. All language is a
set ofsymbols whose use among its speakers assumes
a shared past. How, then, can I translate into words
the limitless Aleph which my floundering mind can
hardly encompass? Mystics, faced with the same
problem, fall back onto symbols: to signify the
godhead, one Persian speaks ofa bird that somehow is
all birds; A tan us de Insulis, ofa sphere whose center
is everywhere and circumference is nowhere; Ezekiel,
ofa four-faced angel who at one and the same time
moves east and west, north and south. [...] Perhaps
the gods might grant me a similar metaphor, but then
this account would become contaminated by
literature, byfiction. Really, what I want to do is
impossible, for any listing ofan endless series is
doomed to be infinitesimal. In that single gigantic
instant I saw millions ofacts both delightful and
awful; not one ofthem amazed me more than the fact
that all ofthem occupied the same point in space,
without overlapping or transparency. What my eyes
beheld was simultaneous, but what I shall write down
is successive, because language is successive.
(The Aleph, 26)

The difficulty the narrator of Borges’ short story ‘El Aleph’ [‘The Aleph’] experiences in
describing the Aleph, a small sphere that contains all spaces of the world in their actual size
simultaneously, finds a parallel in Italo Calvino’s book Le cl/ta invisibili. The narrator of ‘El
Aleph’ describes the diameter of “the small iridescent sphere of almost unbearable brilliance” as a
little larger than an inch;
pero el espacio cósmico estaba ahI, sin disminución de tamaño. Cada cosa (Ia luna del espejo,
digamos) era infinitas cosas, porque yo claramente Ia veIa desde todo los puntos del universo.
(OCI, 625)
[but all space was there, actual and undiminished. Each thing (a mirror’s face, let us say) was
infinite things, since I saw it from eveiy angle of the universe.] (The Aleph, 26-27)
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The Aleph contains the “unimaginable universe” that the writer feels incapable of describing with
the available language. The entire Mongol empire of the Great Khan in Le ciuà invisibili is an
Aleph. The vast expanse of the empire is equivalent to the small sphere of one inch that contains
21 Borges’ Aleph and Calvino’s Invisible Cities
the diversity of the universe in its actual size.
incorporate paradoxes, mutually exclusive spaces and contradictions that widen the conceptual
possibilities of the universe. The Aleph of the Mongol empire in Calvino’s book represents the
totality of all things in the universe which language in vain tries to represent through the
enumerations of the cities in their various recombinations. Language attempts to represent
through its sequential arrangements of words all that exists simultaneously in the universe.
However, language is merely able to represent its own incapacity to reflect this universe. Calvino
addresses this problematic in his lecture on ‘Esattezza’ [‘Exactitude’]:
[Niel render conto della densità e continuità del mondo che ci circonda ii lingnaggio si rivela
lacunoso, frammentario, dice sempre qualcosa in meno rispetto alla totalità deli’ esperibile.
(Lezioni Atnericane, 72)
[[I]n representing the density and continuity of the world around us, language is revealed as
defective and fragmentary, always saying something less with the respect to the sum of what can
be experienced.l (Six Memos, 75)

What it is unable to encompass, language implies; it reaches the boundary between the
describable and the indescribable and from there lets the mind imagine the rest. Both authors
thus experience the world “out there” as indescribable with the available systems of symbols such
as language.
In his essay ‘Mondo scritto e mondo non scritto’ [‘The Written and the Unwritten
Wor[ljd’] Calvino discusses the relation between the universe (“the unwritten world”) and the
book (“the written world”). Commenting on the distinction between these two worlds, he says
that “the discontinuity between the written page, fixed and settled, and the moving multiform
world outside the page” never fails to strike him.

21

As Laura Marello demonstrates, in her essay on Caivino’s book, the empire (the universe) is contained
in a spherical structure: the numbering of the cities form up a geometrical shape Na parallelogram, a set
of inverted triangles separated by a square, and a spiral” that can be linked at both ends to form a sphere.
(‘Form and Formula in Calvino’s Invisible Cities’, 97)
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LSIe sentiaxno cosI intensamente Pincompatibilitá tra Jo scritto e ii non scritto, è perchd sianio
ii mondo scritto; non possiamo dimenticarci neanche per un
molto piu consapevoli di
di
attimo che è un mondo fatto parole, usate secondo le tecniche e le strategie proprie del
linguaggio, secondo gli speciali sistemi in cui s’organizzano i significati e le relazioni tra
significati. Siamo consapevoli che quando ci viene raccontata una storia [...] questo racconto è
messo in moto da un meccanismo, simile ai meccanismi d’ogni altro racconto. (‘Mondo scritto’,
17)
L[Ilf we feel so intensely the incompatibility between the written and the unwritten, it’s because
we are now much more aware of what the written world is, we can’t ever forget that it’s made by
words, that language is used according to its own techniques and strategies, that meanings and
relationships among meanings are organized according to special systems; we are aware that
when a stoiy is told to us I...I, [iti is set in motion by a machinery, like other machineries of
other stories] (‘The Written’, 38)
cos’è

The finite language system and the activities of writing and reading provide Calvino with
a sense of security that the slippery world can not provide.
Mentre attendo che il mondo non scritto Si chiarisca ai miei occhi, c’è sempre una pagina scritta
a portata di mano, in cui posso tornare a tuffarmi; m’affretto a farlo, con Ia piü gran
soddisfazione: là almeno, anche se riesco a capire solo una piccola parte dell’insieme, p0550
coltivare l’illusione di star tenendo tutto Sotto controllo. (‘Mondo scritto’, 16)
lAs I wait for the unwritten world to become clearer, there is always a written page opened
before me, where I can dive back in; I do it without delay and with the greatest satisfaction
because there at least, even if what I understand is only a small part of the whole, I can cherish
the illusion that I am keeping everything under control.1 (‘The Written’, 38)
In another essay, called ‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’ [‘Cybernetics and Ghosts’] Calvino expresses the
same sense of gratitude for any system that provides him with some sort of stability in the face of
the innumerable phenomena of the universe.
Lo stesso sollievo e senso di sicurezza che provo ogni volta che un’estensione dai contorni
indeterminati e sfumati mi si rivela invece come una forma geometrica precisa, ogni volta che in
una valanga informe di avvenimenti riesco a distinguere delle serie di fatti, delle scelte tra un
numero finito di possibilità. Di fronte alla vertigine dell’innumerevole, dell’inclassificabile, del
continuo, mi sento rassicurato dal finito, dal sistematizzato, dal discreto. (Una pietra sopra,
173-174)
IThe same sort of relief and sense of security that I feel every time I discover that a mess of
vague and indeterminate lines turns out to be precise geometric form; or every time I succeed in
discerning a series of facts and choices to be made out of a finite number of possibilities, in the
otherwise shapeless avalanche of events. Faced with the vertigo of what is countless,
unclassifiable, in a state of flux, I feel reassured by what is finite, ‘discrete’, and reduced to a
system. ] (Uses ofLiterature, 17)
This reassurance to be found in a finite system seems to be of major concern to the
author. In an interview with William Weaver conducted in 1982 Calvino says that “The conflict
between the chaos of the world and man’s obsession with making some sense of it is a recurrent
pattern in what I’ve written” (‘Italo Calvino: An Interview’, 30). Beside being a personal
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obsession, this issue, according to Calvino, also stems from the inconstant literary-historical
climate of his country.
L’Itaiia è un paese dove accadono molte stotie misteriose, E...1 dove nessuna storia arriva alla
fine perché non se ne conoscono gil inizi, ma tra inizio e fine possiamo goderne infiniti dettagli.
L’Italia ê un paese dove Ia società vive cambiamenti molto rapidi, anche nei costumi, nel
comportamento: tanto rapidi che non sappiamo capire in che direzione ci moviamo. [...] Perciô
le storie che possiamo raccontare sono contrassegnate da una parte dal senso dell’ignoto e
dali’altra da un bisogno di costruzione, di linee tracciate con esatezza, d’armonia e geometria; è
questo ii nostro modo di reagire alie sabbie mobili che sentiamo sotto I piedi. (‘Mondo scritto’,
17)
[Italy is a place where many mysterious stories happen, [...l where no stoiy comes to an end
because its beginnings remain obscure, but between the beginning and the end we may enjoy an
infinite number of details. Italy is a place where changes in society, habits, behavior are now
veiy quick, maybe too quick to let us understand in what direction we are heading. 1...]
Therefore the stories we Italian writers can tell are marked on the one hand by the sense of the
unknown and on the other by the need for construction: exact lines of harmony and geometry -that is the way we react to the quicksand we stand on.] (‘The Written’, 39)
One way of mapping the chaos of the “unwritten world” is by using a grid made of words
and sentences, and placing it over the fluid phenomena of the “unwritten world” so as to
conceptually capture it. In an essay about Calvino’s lecture ‘The Written and the Unwritten
Wor[l]d,’ JoAnn Cannon summarizes,
The written world is perceived as both that which makes reality comprehensible and that which
creates, by sleight of hand, an illusory and consolatory order unreflected in the unwritten world.
(‘Writing and the Unwritten’, 93)
In the process of imposing the grid of the written world onto the unwritten world Calvino
sees himself influenced by literary-philosophical theories of the times.
La mente dello scrittore è ossessionata dalle contrastanti posizioni di due correnti filosofiche.
La prima dice: ii mondo non esiste; esiste solo ii iinguaggio. La seconda dice: ii linguaggio
comune non ha senso; ii mondo è ineffabile. Secondo Ia prima, lo spessore del linguaggio si
erge al di sopra d’un inondo fatto d’ombre; secondo Ia seconda, è il mondo a sovrastare come una
muta sfinge di pietra un deserto di parole come sabbia trasportata dal vento. i...] Entrambe
rappresentano una sfida per lo scrittore: la prima, esige i’uso d’un iinguaggio che risponda solo
a se stesso, alle sue leggi interne; Ia seconda, l’uso d’un linguaggio che possa far fronte al
silenzio del mondo. (‘Mondo scritto’, 17)
[Two contrasting conclusions to two philosophical currents haunt the writer’s mind. The one
says: The world doesn’t exist, only language exists. The other says: The common language has
no meaning; the world is literally unspeakable. For the former, solid language stands over a
world of shadows; for the latter it is the world that stands like a stony silent sphinx upon a desert
of words shifting in the wind. I...] Both offer the writer a challenge: the first, to use a language
responsible only to itself; the other, to use a language in order to reach the silence of the world.1
(‘The Written’, 38).
Calvino fhrther writes that he has been influenced by both currents of thought, yet neither follows
nor believes in either one of them. Indeed, it seems that his writing in Le città invisibili shows
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the influence of both currents as he uses rhetorical strategies and a repertory of images pertaining
to both schools of thought. Language in Le città invisibili creates a world separate from the
empirical world through imaginative writing and thereby foregrounds language as the creator of
non-empirical worlds. Yet as this writing attempts to represent thought, a process that is
infinitely more flexible than the language construct, it is not the world that “stands like a stony
silent sphinx upon a desert of words shifting in the wind” but the words that try to catch up with
the shifting movement of an imaginary world.
The influence of two currents of thought that have had a bearing on his work is also the
topic of Calvino’s essay ‘Esattezza’. He again alludes to the problematic of writing the unwritten:
In realtâ sempre Ia mia scrittura si è trovata di fronte due strade divergenti che corrispondono a
due diversi tipi di conoscenza: una che si inuove nello spazio mentale d’una razionalitâ
scorporata, dove si possono tracciare linee che congiungono punti, proezioni, forme astratte,
vettori di forze; l’altra che si muove in uno spazio gremito d’oggetti e cerca di creare un
equivalente verbale di quello spazio riempiendo Ia pagina di parole, con uno sforzo di
adeguaniento minuzioso dello scritto al non scritto, alla totalità del dicibile e del non dicibile.
(Lezioni Americane, 72)
[The fact is, my writing has always found itseLf facing two divergent paths that correspond to
two different types of knowledge. One path goes into the mental space where one may trace
lines that converge, projections, abstract forms, vectors of force. The other path goes through a
space crammed with objects and attempts to create a verbal equivalent of that space by filling the
page with words, involving a most careful painstaking effort to adapt what is written to what is
not written, to the sum of what is sayable and not sayable.] (Six Memos, 74)
By the geometrical outline of the cities Calvino’s Cl/là Invisibili reveals the influences of both

types of knowledge while the premise of the entire book is to record the unwritten through the
written word.

The writing of the book addresses the issue of representing the unwritten by classifjing
the chaotic mass of the universe into a synecdochal catalogue of imaginary cities. This catalogue,
however, the text suggests, is unable to capture all the possible cities, as “[t]here is always a
depth the catalogue does not sound” (Cannon, Postmodern Italian Fiction, 104). Just like the
linguistic system, the catalogue is superimposed on, but does not cover, the elusive, fluid mass of
a possible “unwritten world”. The cities in Calvino’s book represent a journey through memory
(“un viaggio nella memoria” (105)), and thus a voyage through the mind.
Forse l’impero, pensà Kublai, non è aiim che uno zodiaco di fantasmi della mente. Le città
invisibili, 30)
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[“Perhaps, Kublai thought, the empire is nothing but a zodiac of the mind’s phantasms. “1
(Invisible Cities, 21)

Through the medium of the written language the text attempts to approximate the capacity of the
mind to conjure up all possibilities of city combinations. There are, however, always more
possibilities and subtleties the mind can conceive of than language and thus the catalogue can
-

-

represent. The larger capacity of the mind to conceive of thought begins where language ceases
to speak, where silence speaks more eloquently than words.
In ‘Mondo scritto e mondo non scritto’ Calvino discusses the silent unwritten world that
remains as a meaningful but linguistically unrepresentable universe behind the written world.
Non mi resta che fare Ia controprova, e verificare che ii mondo esterno è sempre là e non
dipende dalle parole, anzi è in qualche modo irriducibile alle parole, e non c’è linguaggio, non
c’ scrittura che possano esaurirlo. Mi basta voltare Ic spalle alle parole depositate nei libri,
tuffarmi nel mondo di fuori, sperando di raggiungere ii cuore del silenzio, ii vero silenzio pieno
di significato. (‘Mondo scritto’, 17)
[Now I have only to do the countercheck, to test that the world outside is still there, and doesn’t
depend on words, and that no speech, no writing could exhaust it. I have just to turn my back
on the words deposited in books, dive into the outside world, and I will join the heart of silence,
the true silence full of meaning.] (‘The Written’, 38)

In ‘Cibemetica e fantasmi’ Calvino suggests that literary language, or the narrative game, is a
continual search for new combinations to express things which have not been said before. These
are unnamed spaces that have not yet been invested with meaning.
[L]a letteratura

si gioco combinatorio che segue le possibilità implicite nd proprio materiale,

indipendentemente dalla personalità del poeta, ma è gioco che a un certo punto si trova investito
d’un significato inatteso, un significato non oggettivo di quel livello linguistico sul quale ci
stavamo muovendo, ma slittando da un altro piano, tale da mettere in gioco qualcosa che su un
altro piano sta al cuore all’autore o alla societâ a cui egli appartiene. (Una pietra sopra, 177)
[Literature is a combinatorial game that pursues the possibilities implicit in its own material,

independent of the personality of the poet, but it is a game that at a certain point is invested with
an unexpected meaning, a meaning that is not patent on the linguistic plane on which we were
working but has slipped in from another level, activating something that on that second level is
of great concern to the author or his society. I (Uses ofLiterature, 22)
This “unexpected meaning” in literature emerges from the mythical, unconscious aspect of every
story. By allowing literature to reach beyond the linguistic structure, the writer is able to tap into

the prelinguistic, mythical part of the story, a part that is more able to capture something of the
unwritten world than words are able to. This conceptual grasping of the world may be through
silence, through the place where language does not yet reach or no longer reaches. The word
and the world converge in a place of silence and myth.
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II mito è la parte nascosta d’ogni storia, Ia parte sotteranea, Ia zona non ancora esplorata perché
ancora mancano le parole per arrivare fin là. [... I1 mito vive di silenzio oltre che di parola; un
mito taciuto Ia sentire la sua presenza nel narrare profano, nelle parole quotidiane; è un vuoto di
linguaggio che aspira le parole nel suo vortice e dâ alla fiaba Ia sua forma. I I La letteratura
segue itinerari che costeggiano e scavalcano le barriere delle interdizioni, che portano a dire ciô
che non si poteva dire, a un inventare che è sempre un ii- inventare parole e stotie che erano
rimosse dalla memoria collettiva e individuale. (Una pietra sopra, 174-175)
[Myth is the hidden part of every story, the buried part, the region that is still unexplored
because there are as yet no words to enable us to get there. [...J Myth is nourished by silence as
well as by words. A silent myth makes its presence felt in secular narrative and everyday words;
it is a language vacuum that draws words up into its vortex and bestows a form on fable. [...]
Literature follows paths that flank and cross the barriers of prohibition, that lead to saying what
could not be said, to an invention that is always a reinvention of words and stories that have
been banished from the individual or collective memory.] (Uses ofLiterature, 18-19)
Calvino’s book Le

cilia invisibili foregrounds the combinatorial game as a demonstration

of language’s attempt to capture the “unwritten world”. The combinations of elements that make
up the imaginary cities in the catalogue stand for a mapping of the universe. As the invisible
cities are productions of the mind, the numerous recombinations of their elements represent
thought and the movements of the mind. The writing of the book, therefore, provides a sense of
attempting to encompass the totality of humanity’s conceptual experience in the “unwritten
world”. In the process language has to continually recombine and reach beyond itself in the
effort to represent or try to catch up with thought.
For Calvino writing and literature are part of a linguistic/language system that strives to
reach beyond itself. He sums up the literary enterprise as a process of language stretching
beyond its linguistic boundaries. In ‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’ he writes:
Una cosa non si puô sapere quando le parole e i concetti per dirla e pensarla non sono stati
ancora usati in quella posizione, non sono stati ancora disposti in quell’ordine, in quel senso. La
battaglia della letteratura è appunto uno sforzo per uscire fuori dai confini del linguaggio; è
dall’orlo estremo del dicibile che essa si protende; è il richiamo di cia che è fuori dal vocabulario
che muove la letteratura. (Una pietra sopra, 174)
[A thing cannot be known when the words and concepts used to say it and think it have not yet
been used in that position, not yet arranged in that order, with that meaning. The struggle of
literature is in fact a struggle to escape from the confines of language; it stretches out from the
utmost limits of what can be said; what stirs literature is the call and attraction of what is not in
the dictionary.] (Uses ofLiterature, 18)

In the same vein Calvino writes in ‘Mondo scritto e mondo non scritto’:
[N]ella mia esperienza Ia spinta a scrivere è sempre legata alla mancanza di qualcosa che si
vorrebbe conoscere e possedere, qualcosa che ci sfugge. I...] In un certo senso, credo che sempre
scnviamo di qualcosa che non sappiamo: scriviamo per rendere possibile al mondo non scritto
di esprimersi attraverso di noi. (‘Mondo scritto’, 18)
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([Tihe urge for writing is always connected with the longing for something one would like to
possess and master, something that escapes us. (...I In a certain way, I think we always write
about something we don’t know, we write to give the unwritten world a chance to express itself
through us.] (‘The Written’, 39)
There is a sense that writing wants to liberate itself from the confines of the system of
language. The ideal situation would be that writing speak itself, a situation, Le città invisibili
comes close to. The already quoted passage from Calvino’s essay ‘Al di là dell’autore’ (which the
author works into his novel Se una notle) describes this wish clearly:
Come scriverei bene se non ci fossi! Se tra ii foglio bianco e il ribollire delle parole e delle
stone che prendono forma e svaniscono senza che nessuno le scriva non si mettesse di mezzo
quello scomodo diaframma che è la mia persona! (128)
[How well I would write if I were not here! If between the white page and the writing of words
and stories that take shape and disappear without anyone’s ever writing them there were not
interposed that uncomfortable partition which is my person!J (Ifon a Winter’s Night, 135)
By combining and rearranging elements within the basic entity of cities, writing in

Invisible Cities endeavors to capture the vastness of the “unwritten world” with words.
Language attempts to cover the chaos of the universe through the various combinations of the
cities. The invisible cities described in the book, like the conversations between Marco Polo and
Kublai Khan in the cornicE that frame the chapters of the descriptions, are moments of
22 Each of these moments probes new
storytelling. They tell short self-contained stories.
possibilities of stretching language beyond it confines. This is done by literary strategies of
inverting linguistic and empirical relationships or by causing conceptual zones to overlap. As a
result contradictory conceptual zones are created that negate each other, expanding the probable.
The text provides the sense that at some point language is no longer able to represent the
variations. Conceptual inversions and narrative contradictions have exhausted the pooi of
possibilities and eventually arrive at the zone of non-language. By its absence (perhaps
represented visually by the blank spaces in the book), language suggests the unnamed,
unspeakable possibilities that lie beyond its realm.

The reader can therefore read the sections of the cities in any order. The text can be entered from
anywhere in the narrative, as the descriptions of the cities and the cornEd in themselves each form closed
stories. The text allows for a reading “down” the text, as well as “across” the text.
22
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Textually Calvino does not even grant language a brief moment of correlation between
the signifier and the referent it attempts to represent. The text constantly inverts and shifts
cognitive relationships of signifier and signified to upset linguistic and epistemological
correlations. In that way “textual truths” within the text are constantly undermined, to make
room for new notions that in turn are contradicted as well. “Textual truths” are constructed
when similar ideas are repeated often enough in the narrative to create a net of connections that
seem to arrive at a final textual meaning. Such possible “truths”, however, are constantly
undermined in Le città invisibili by statements contradicting previous statements. Eventually
loose strands of possible meanings that do not tie up with each other crisscross the text. The text
becomes slippery as language succeeds in representing its own insufficiency to encompass the
universe. In Calvino’s text, language is successflil in providing a sense of this failure, in that the
unwritten world always eludes language.
One strategy that demonstrates this linguistic insufficiency is to show language
recombining and reshuffling its arrangement in its attempt to approach the world from various
angles. By varying its approach, writing tries to contain the unwritten world at different
moments. As soon as language has seemingly fixed meaning on a concept, the world, however,
has already shifted and moved on. There are always more combinations the universe is able to
come up with than language can represent. The representation of the larger capacity of the
universe to imagine ever new variations begins where language ceases to speak, where silence
speaks more eloquently than words. In the following example from Le città invisibili the text
provides various combinatory possibilities to suggest the different (but not exhaustive) angles by
which language approaches a moment. This narrative strategy suggests the
uncertainty/centerlessness of these moments.
punto Kublai Kan l’interrompeva o immaginava d’interromperlo, o Marco Polo
immaginava d’essere interrotto, con una domanda come: Avanzi col capo voltato sempre
all’indietro? oppure: Ciô che vedi è sempre alle tue spalle? o megilo: Ii tuG viaggio Si
svolge solo nd passato? Tutto perché Marco Polo potesse spiegare o immaginare di spiegare o
essere immaginato spiegato o riuscire finalmente a spiegare a se stesso... (33-35)
[At this point Kublai Khan interrupted him or imagined interrupting him, or Marco Polo
imagined himself interrupted, with a question such as: ‘You advance always with your head
turned back?’ or ‘Is what you see always behind you?’ or rather, ‘Does your journey take place
A questo

-

-

-

-
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only in the past?’ All this so that Marco Polo could explain or imagine explaining or be
imagined explaining or succeed finally in explaining to himself. ..1 (25) (italics mine)

In this passage there are no certainties as to what “exactly happens”, only momentary glimpses of
the many possibilities that could make up the conversational instant between the two characters.
The (italicized) conjunctions provide the sense that language is not quite able to grasp the
moment, as the moment itself is uncertain. In other words, there is no center of signification.
Reading Invisible Cities in the context of post-structuralist trends of thoughts, William Franke
writes,
The ‘perspective’ from which the book is written is that of the polemic against logo-centrism,

which is made mockery of by the centerless involution of Calvino’s self-constructing imaginative
constructions. (‘Deconstructive Anti-Logic’, 31)

Binary oppositions of naming/unnaming and creating/erasing conceptual zones create
contradictory concepts among the groups of cities and within the cities themselves (a strategy
that also appears in the cornici.) If we understand a positive conceptual zone to be a statement
positing a “textual truth”, a contradiction to the first statement would negate this “truth”. The
text creates an overall sense of uncertainty and indeterminacy by such a pattern of naming and
unnaming of conceptual zones. Concepts overlap and thereby cancel each other out, creating
negative cognitive spaces. Brian McHale describes the construction of zones in postmodernist
fiction in the following way
Space in postmodern writing is less constructed than deconstructed by the text, or rather
at the same time. (Postmodernist Fiction, 45)

constructed and deconstructed

Such contradictory spaces of positive/negative zones conceptually occupy one and the same
space. Instead of an either/or opposition, contradictory conceptual zones of both/and exist
simultaneously. This is the space that language cannot semantically represent but which only the
mind can intuit. By this tentative, allusive quality language provides the text with notions of the
unnamable. The proliferation of words attempting precision to mark difference ends up in its
opposite: the blurring of boundaries into sameness. In his essay on Calvino’s work Alberto Asor
Rosa describes the contradictory, indeterminate nature of writing in Le città invisibili as follows:
Una cosa puô essere vera, ma anche il suo contrario. Ogni cosa ha il suo contrario. 0gm cosa
ne genera un’altra, che nega Ia precedente. In ogni cosa c’è tutto. Ogni cosa puô essere niente.
Alternativamente una cosa puô essere se stessa, oppure un’altra cosa. (‘II punto di vista di Italo
Calvino’, 265)
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LA thing can be true, but also its opposite. Everything has its opposite. Everything produces
something else, negating the first. In anything there is everything. Everything can be nothing.
A thing can be in turn itself, or another thing.l (translation mine)
The fifty-five cities in the nine sections of the book are arranged under eleven headings.
These correspond to cognitive and/or linguistic fields of human experience: “città (e) memoria,
desiderio, segni, sottili, scambi, occhi, nome, morti, cielo, continue, nascoste” [cities (and)
memories, desire, signs, thin cities, trading cities, eyes, names, dead, sky, continuous cities,
hidden cities]. The descriptions of the cities, however, do not all neatly fit under these headings.
Some cities correspond thematically more to their headings than others. Those cities that by their
content do not fit under their heading could belong under any of the other headings or under new
groupings the reader could supply (double/triple cities, shifting cities, high cities, territory cities,
moral cities, underground cities, and so on). In other words, the capacity of the catalogue to
contain all possible cities under the provided headings is limited, as the recombinations of the
elements in the cities allow for more cross references than a catalogue would “intend”. The
possible listing of recombined cities under provided or reader-supplied headings is endless, as the
cities exist only in the mind, representing a voyage through the thought process of the two main
characters.
Dialogues between the emperor of the Tartars, Kublai Khan, and the Venetian merchant,
Marco Polo, appear in form of italics in eighteen cornici framing each of the nine sections that
describe the invisible cities. Thematically the cornici repeat, reinforce, and expand the notions of
infinity and eventual stillness created through the overlapping conceptual spaces in the sections of
the imaginary cities. The various elements making up the cities as well as the characters of
Kublai Khan and Marco Polo are in themselves fluid entities. Ever shifting and contradicting
each other, they disappear behind words until language seems to speak itself. Narratively,
variations on a theme accumulate into a proliferation of densely stacked voices that eventually
negate each other into silence. Visually, movement fills up space to arrive at stillness.
Meaningfhl silence takes the place of signification through language. Language does not ‘spell
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out’ anymore but has ‘suggested’ sufficiently to let the mind in the end grasp negativity, silence,
stillness, nothingness.
In fact, language is seen as an interference to the direct access of the world. Words fill
space like a noise that obstructs communication between minds.
In lingue incomprensibili al Kan i messi riferivano notizie intese in lingue a loro
incomprensibili. (29)
[In languages incomprehensible to the Khan, the envoys related information heard in languages
incomprehensible to them.] (20)
Silence and uncertainties turn out to be more telling than words. The dialogues between Kublai
Khan and Marco Polo, for example, take place through various forms of communication all of
which culminate in silence and immobility. Marco Polo tells Kublai Khan about the cities
through mime;
Di ritorno dalle missioni cui Kublai lo destinava, Pingegnoso straniero improvvisava pantomime
che ii sovrano doveva interpretare. (29)
[Returning from missions on which Kublai sent him, the ingenious foreigner improvised
pantomimes that the sovereign had to interpret. 1 (20)
talks to him with sounds and words;
[N]ei racconti di Marco Polo le parole andarono sostituendo agli oggetti e ai gesti. (45)
I[Wlords began to replace objects and gestures in Marco’s tales.] (32)
with gestures and grimaces;

[..J tuttavia quando Polo cominciava a dire di come doveva essere Ia vita in quei luoghi, giorno
per giorno, sera dopo sera, le parole le veñivano meno, e a poco a poco tornava a ricorrere a
gesti, a smorfie, a occhiate. (46)

LI. ..I yet when Polo began to talk about how life must be in those places, day after day, evening
after evening, words failed him, and little by little, he went back to relying on gestures,
grimaces, glances.] (32)

and through silence;
[..] mentre ii vocabolario delle cose si rinnovava con i campionari delle mercanzie, ii repertorio
del commenti muti tendeva a chiudersi e a fissarsi. Anche ii piacere a ricorrervi diminuiva in
entrambi; nelle loro conversazioni restavano il piü del tempo zitti e immobili. (46)
[[.] as the vocabulary of things was renewed with new samples of merchandise, the repertory of
mute comment tended to become closed, stable. The pleasure of falling back on it also dimished
in both; in their conversations, most of the time, they remained silent and immobile.] (33)
The totality of all the cornici present the “dialogues” between Kublai Khan and Marco
Polo in various narrative forms, underlining again the efforts of language combinations to
represent conceptual possibilities in all its forms. Kublai Khan and Marco Polo converse in
prose, are described by omniscient narration, hold dramatic dialogues and appear in various
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combinations of these narrative/communicative forms. In addition, the many forms of
communication mentioned in the text suggest by their diversity a pattern of other possible forms.
These are are not mentioned but left for the reader to imagine. Any of these reader supplied
forms (poetry, music, songs, etc.) would reach the same immobility and silence as suggested in
the text.
While all of these forms of communication appear to take place chronologically, the
recurrent textual contradictions in fact abolish any sense of historical development. The
dialogues in their variations conceptually happen all at one and the same time, underlining the
idea of con-temporality, of spatiality in one point. In the second cornice, for example, it is stated
Col succedersi degli stagioni e delle ambascerie, Marco s’impratichI della lingua tartara e di
molti idiomi di nazioni e dialetti di tribü. I suoi racconti erano adesso i piü precisi e minuziosi

che ii Gran Kan potesse desiderare e non v’era quesito o curiosità cui non rispondessero. (30)
[As the seasons passed and his missions continued, Marco mastered the Tartar language and the
national idioms and tribal dialects. Now his accounts were the most precise and detailed that the
Great Khan could wish for and there was no question or curiosity which they did not satisI’.1
(21) (italics mine)
While this passage seems to indicate that Marco Polo hasfinally acquired the foreign language
with all its dialects, in “successive” cornici, however, he is described as the “inarticulate
informer” (4th cornice) or the “mute informant” (15th cornice). Thus, though the narrative
seems to develop chronologically, this development repeatedly cancels itself out by having Marco
Polo simultaneously able and unable to communicate in the language of the Tartars. Kublai Khan
and Marco Polo converse with words at the same time as with silence.
After what narratively appear to be conversations between the emperor and the merchant
about the nature of the empire, their words are cancelled out/put into question by the following
comments:
Ossia, ira loro era indifferente che quesiti e soluzioni fossero enunciati ad alta voce o che
ognuno dei due continuasse a rimuginarli in silenzio. Difatti stavano muti, a occhi socchiusi,
adagiati su cuscini, dondolando su amache fumando lunghe pipe d’ambra. (3 3-34)
[That is to say, between the two of them it did not matter whether questions and solutions were
uttered aloud or whether each of the two went on pondering in silence. In fact, they were silent,
their eyes half-closed, reclining on cushions, swaying in hammocks, smoking long amber pipes.1
(24)

Frasi e atti forse soltanto pensati, mentre i due, silenziosi e immobili, guardavano salire
lentamente ii fumo delle loro pipe. (105)
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[These words and actions were perhaps only imagined, as the two, silent and motionless,

watched the smoke rise slowly from their pipes.] (78)

The dialogues between the two characters do not happen physically but take place in a
mental space. The text suggests at one point that the conversations between the Great Khan and
the Venetian merchant are actually imagined by the emperor.
Ii veneziano sapeva che [...] le sue risposte e obiezioni trovavano ii loro posto in un discorso che
giâ si svolgeva per conto suo, nella testa del Gran Kan. (33)
[The Venetian knew that [...] [his] answers and objections took their place in a discourse already
proceeding on its own, in the Great Khan’s head.] (24)
At another point the travels and conversations are said to take place in a mental space that could
be Marco Polo’s as well as Kublai Khan’s.
POLO: - 0gm cosa che vedo e faccio prende senso in uno spazio della mente dove regna Ia
stessa calma di qui, la stessa penombra, lo stesso silenzio percorso da fruscii di foglie. (109)
[POLO Eveiything I see and do assumes meaning in a mental space where the same calm
reigns as here, the same penumbra, the same silence streaked by the rustling of leaves.] (82)
Both the dialogues and the travels take place in Marco Polo’s and in Kublai Khan’s mind, merging
the two characters into one single mind. In this context Kathryn Hume writes:
While [the two characters] can consider the possibility that they themselves do not exist, they
never consider that one exists and the other not; they are a joint cogito that cannot doubt their
other halves - in other words, a single mind. (Calvino’s Fictions, 149)
The boundaries between the characters Marco Polo and Kublai Khan dissolve as they come to
represent one mind and, by extension, free floating thought. They have reached a form of
communication that complements and cancels itself out into silence.
Lo straniero aveva imparato a parlare la lingua dell’imperatore, o l’imperatore a capire la lingua
dello straniero. (46)
[The foreigner had learned to speak the emperor’s language or the emperor to understand the
language of the foreigner.] (32)
Epistemological entities of spatial and temporal conceptual spaces are problematized.
The text relativizes concepts such as inside/outside, past/present, presentlfiiture, mental/physical
until they are no longer conceived of as binary oppositions but as one and the same. Mental and
physical concepts of space and time, for example, merge to suggest the ‘all over’/’nowhere’ quality
of the text. In the 12th and 13th cornici of the 7th section Kublai Khan and Marco Polo talk
about imagination and about being imagined. While they talk to each other (or not), they are
physically also in other places performing other functions (or not). Since their existence and the
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dialogues take place in a mental space, the text suggests that they, Kublai Khan and Marco Polo,
are merely imagined as well.
POLO: - ... Forse questo giardino Si affaccia solo sul lago della nostra mente
KUBLAI: - e per lontano che ci portino le nostre travagliate imprese di condottieri e di
...

mercanti, entrambi custodiamo dentro di noi quest’ombra silenziosa, questa conversazione
pausata, questa sera sempre eguale.
POLO: A meno che non si dia l’ipotesi opposta: che quelli che s’arrabattano negli
accampamenti e nei porti esistano solo perché ii pensiamo noi due, chiusi tra queste siepi di
bambñ, inunobili da sempre. [...]
KUBLAI: - A dire ii vero, io non ii penso mai.
POLO: - Allora non esistono.
KUBLAI: - Questa non mi pare una congettura che ci convenga. I...]
POLO: - L’ipotesi è da esciudere, allora. Dunque sara vera I’altra: che ci siano loro e non noi.
KUBLAI: Abbiamo dimostrato che se noi ci fossimo, non ci saremmo.
POLO: - Eccoci qui, difatti. (123)
-

-

LPOLO ... Perhaps the terraces of this garden overlook only the lake of our mind
KUBLAI ... and however far our troubled enterprises as warriors and merchants may take us,
we both harbour within ourselves this silent shade, this conversation of pauses, this evening that
is always the same.
POLO Unless the opposite hypothesis is correct: that those who strive in camps and ports exist
only because we two think of them, here, enclosed among these bamboo hedges, motionless
since time began. I...]
KUBLAI To tell the truth, I never think them.
POLO Then they do not exist.
KUBLAI To me this conjecture does not seem to suit our purposes. [...I
POLO Then the hypothesis must be rejected. So the other hypothesis is true: they exist and we
do not.
KUBLAI We have proved that if we were here, we would not be.
POLO And here, indeed, we are.1 (93)

The final statements ‘se noi ci fossimo, non ci saremmo’. ‘Eccoci qui, difatti’ (‘We have proved
that if we were here, we would not be.’ ‘And here, indeed, we are’) are contradictory. The text
allows for conflicting

possibilities to stand. Kublai Khan and Marco Polo are both present and

absent, both imagining and imagined, and both here and there. In the 13th cornEd the two
characters hypothesize on the possibility that while they are communicating with each other they
are also involved in other activities in other places.
POLO: - Forse questo giardino esiste solo all’ombra delle nostre palpebre abbassate, e mai
abbianio interrotto, tu di sollevare polvere sui campi di battaglia, io di contrattare sacchi di pepe
in lontani mercati, ma ogni volta che socchiudiamo gli occhi in mezzo al frastuono e alla calca
ci è concesso di ritirarci qui vestiti di chimoni di seta, a considerare quello che stiamo vedendo e
vivendo, a tirare le somme, a conteniplare di lontano. (109)
[POLO Perhaps this garden exists only in the shadow of our lowered eyelids, and we have never
stopped: you, from raising dust on the battlefields; and I from bargaining for sacks of pepper in
distant bazaars. But each time we half-close our eyes, in the midst of the din and throng, we are
allowed to withdraw here, dressed in silk kimonos, to ponder what we are seeing and living, to
draw conclusions, to contemplate from the distance.] (82)
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In the above passage binary oppositions of outside/inside become uncertain, blurred entities. Just
as in Borges’ “The Circular Ruin”, the story of the man who dreamt up his son and then realized

that he himself was dreamt up by somebody else, the characters Kublai Khan and Marco Polo are
imagining a world that in turn imagines the characters Kublai Khan and Marco Polo. The
distinction between the two, the imaginer and the imagined, is not clear. The separation of the
two interchangeable worlds is epitomized by the moment of raising and lowering the eyelids.
KUBLAI: Forse questo nostro dialogo si sta svolgendo tra due straccioni soprannominati
-

Kublai Kan e Marco Polo, che stanno rovistando in uno scarico di spazzatura, ammucchiando
rottami arrugginiti, brandelli di stoffa, cartaccia, e ubriachi per pochi sorsi di cattivo vino
vedendo intorno a loro splendere tutti i tesori deli’ Oriente.
POLO:- Forse del mondo rimasto un terreno vago ricoperto da immondezzai, e ii giardino
pensile della reggia del Gran Kan. Sono le nostre paipebre che ii separano, ma non si sa quale è
dentro e quale è fuori. (109-110)
[KUBLAI: Perhaps this dialogue of ours is taking place between two beggars nicknamed Kublai
Khan and Marco Polo; as they sift through a rubbish heap, piling up rusted flotsam, scraps of
cloth, wastepaper, while drunk on a few sips of bad wine, they see all the treasure of the East

shine around them.
POLO: Perhaps all that is left of the world is a wasteland covered with rubbish heaps, and the
hanging garden of the Great Khan’s palace. It is our eyelids that separate them, but we cannot

know which is inside and which outside] (82-83)
In the same vein temporal distinctions of past/present, and present/future blur as they
converge. The various forkings in times in which one chooses one branch but not another at a
crosssroad remind one of Borges ‘El jardIn de senderos que se bifurcan’.
Arrivando a ogni nuova cittã ii viaggiatore ritrova un suo passato che non sapeva piá d’avere:
l’estraneità di ciô che non sei piü o non possiedi pin t’aspetta a! varco nei iuoghi estranei e non
posseduti.i..] Ormai, da quel suo passato vero o ipotetico, lui è escluso; non puô fermarsi; deve
proseguire fino a un’altra cittâ dove lo aspetta un suo possibile futuro e ora è ii presente di
qualcun altro. I futuri non realizzati sono solo rami del passato: rami secchi. (35)
lArriving at each new city, the traveller finds again a past of his that he did not know he had:
the foreignness of what you no longer are or no longer possess lies in wait for you in foreign,
unpossessed places. I...] By now, from that real or hypothetical past of his, he is excluded; he
cannot stop; he must go on to another city, where another of his past awaits him, or something
perhaps that had been a possible future is now someone else’s present. Futures not achieved are
only branches of the past: dead branches.] (25)
While zones overlap conceptually to negate each other and thereby create negative zones,
they do so textually as well. For example, there is a textual repetition in the 15th and 16th

cornici that frame the eighth section. The repetition of narrative passages superimposes and
erases identical zones, leaving standing only the parts of the text that are different. The
beginning of the 16th cornice repeats almost verbatim the end of the 15th cornice: Kublai Khan
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wants to understand the underlying pattern that determines the combination of the cities of his
empire. The arbitrary combination of the elements of the cities is equated with the pieces of a
game of chess moving on the chessboard. But an underlying plan for the infinite possibilities of
combinations of either the game of chess or the cities escapes him. He arrives at nothingness,
equalling silence and stillness.
Ii Gran Kan cercava d’immedesimarsi nel gioco: ma adesso era ii perché del gioco a sfliggirgli.
Ii fine d’ogni partita è una vincita o una perdita: ma di che cosa? Qual era Ia vera posta? Allo
scacco matto, sotto ii piede del re sbalzato via dalla mano del vincitore, resta (II nulla:) un
quadrato nero o bianco. A forza di scorporare le sue conquiste per ridurle all’essenza, Kublai
era arrivato all’operazione estrema: Ia conquista definitiva, di cui I multiformi tesori dell’impero
non erano che involucri illusori, si riduceva a un tassello di legni piallato (.): ii nulla... (128129, 139)
[The Great Khan tried to concentrate on the game: but now it was the game’s purpose that
eluded him. Each game ends in a gain or a loss: but of what? What were the real stakes? At
checkmate, beneath the foot of the king, knocked aside by the winners hand, (nothingness
remains:) a black or white square remains. By disembodying his conquests to reduce them to
the essential, Kublai had arrived at the extreme operation: the definite conquest, of which the
empire’s multiform treasures were only illusory envelopes. It was reduced to a square of planed
wood (.): nothingness..] (96, 104)23

23 There is also a textual repetition in the fourth cornice. The beginning of this cornice repeats a
passage of the second cornice with a slight reordering of the elements.
2nd cornice: Nuovo arrivato e affatto ignaro delle lingue del Levante, Marco Polo non poteva
esprimersi altrimenti che con gesti, salti, grida di meraviglia e d’orrore, latrati o chiurli
d’animali, o con oggetti che andava estraendo dalle sue bisacce: (...). (29)
4th cornice: .. .Nuovo arrivato e affatto ignaro delle lingue del Levante, Marco Polo non poteva
esprimersi aifrimenti che estraendo oggetti dalle sue valige: (...) e indicandoli con gesti, salti,
grida di meraviglia o d’orrore, o imitando il latrato dello sciacallo e ii chiurlio del barbagianni.”
(45)
[Newly arrived and totally ignorant of the Levantine languages, Marco Polo could express
himself only with gestures, leaps, cries of wonder and of horror, animal barkings or hootings, or
with objects he took from his knapsack.1 (20)
I.. .Newly arrived and quite ignorant of the languages of the Levant, Marco Polo could express
himself oniy by drawing objects from his baggage (...) and pointing to them with gestures, leaps,
cries of wonder or of horror, imitating the bay of the jackal, the hoot of the owl.] (32)
The italicized passage in the Italian text indicates the overlapping passages in both cornicE. Interesting
to note is that, while the Italian version has a literal repetition of the same passage except for the slight
reshuffling of the elements, the English translation suggests a narrative with more of a sense of a
chronological development by using a different word where the Italian uses the same. In the English
version in the second cornice MP is “totally ignorant of the Levantine languages” (“affatto ignaro delle
lingue del Levante”) while in the fourth cornice he has become “quite ignorant of the languages of the
Levant” [emphasis minej, implying that there has been an improvement in his language acquisition.
(One could argue that quite is a gentler way of saying totally, but the fact that the English version uses a
different word, changes the text into an even more different text as it already is by virtue of being a
translation). By transforming the text into a narrative with a historicallchronological development, the
English translation in those passages becomes a text with spaces existing in an either/or zone (or a
now/then zone), modifying the sense of the Italian text that all elements are both/and, contemporarily
present and absent, positive and negative. The English translation in the example of the 15th and 16th
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The bracketed words in italics indicate the textual spaces where the second cornice differs from
the first. If one were to physically superimpose these two passages and assume that those words
matching each other exactly cancelled one another out, only the two words “ii nulla” would
remain at different textual spaces. These in turn could conceptually cancel each other out to
arrive at the absolute “nulla” the emperor Khan has arrived at.
The “null&’ is represented in the cornici by contradictory statements that prevent the
formation of any textual truths or certainties within the text. Both Kublai Khan and Marco Polo
muse over all the possible combinations of elements that make up the cities of the empire. They
each devise a model city from which all other cities can be constructed.
[110 ho costruito nella mia mente un modello di città possibili, disse Kublai.
-

-

-

Esso racchiude

tutto quello che risponde alla norma. Siccome le cittâ die esistono s’allontanano in vario grado

dalla norma, mi basta prevedere le eccezioni alla norma e calcolarne le combinazioni piü
probabili.
Anch’io ho pensato un modello di cittâ da cui deduco tutte le altre, rispose Marco. E una
città fatta solo d’eccezioni, preclusioni, contraddizioni, incongruenze, controsensi. Se una città
cosI è quanto c’è di pill probabile, diminuendo ii numero degli elementi abnormi si accrescono le
probabiltà che la cittã ci sia veramente. Dunque basta che io sottragga eccezioni al mio modello,
e in qualsiasi ordine proceda arriverô a trovarmi davanti una delle cittâ che, pur sempre in via
d’eccezione, esistono. (75)
[‘[I] have constructed in my mind a model city from which all possible cities can be deduced,’
Kublai said. It contains everything corresponding to the norm. Since the cities that exist
diverge in varying degree from the norm I need only foresee the exceptions to the norm and
calculate the most probable combinations. ‘I have also thought of a model city from which I
deduce all the others,’ Marco answered. ‘It is a city made only of exceptions, exclusions,
incongruities, contradictions. If such a city is the most improbable, by reducing the number of
elements we increase the probability that the city really exists. So I have only to subtract
exceptions from my model, and in whatever direction I proceed, I will arrive at one of the cities
which, though an exception, exist.’] (56)
-,

-

-

In their pattern of norm/exceptions these two models complement and negate each other, denying
the discovery of the key to the universe. There is no underlying pattern to be uncovered, only
one to be constructed and deconstructed. The importance of discovering a system becomes
meaningless as the cities are merely a means to tell each other stories.
Marco Polo’s and Kublai Khan’s cities are journeys through the mind and therefore
necessarily imaginary. It is of no importance whether the stories they tell each other are

cornici slightly modifies the text as well and so also the sense of duplication and of negativity. I have
used the English text of the 15th cornice for both versions to get closer to the Italian original.
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materially true or not, what matters is that the recombinations of the elements that form the cities
explore the imagination.
Non è detto che Kublai Kan creda a tutto quel che dice Marco Polo quando gli descrive le cittâ
visitate nelle sue ambascerie, ma certo l’imperatore dei tartan continua ad ascoltare ii giovane
veneziano con piü curiositã e attenzione che ogni altro suo messo o esploratore. [...] Solo nei
resoconti di Marco Polo, Kublai Kan riusciva a discenere, attraverso le muraglie e le torn
destinate a crollare, la fihigrana d’un disegno cosi sottile da sfuggire al morso delle tenniti. (13)
[Kublai Khan does not necessarily believe everything Marco Polo says when he describes the
cities visited on his expeditions, but the emperor of the Tartars does continue to listen to the
young Venetian with greater attention and curiosity than he shows any messenger or explorer of
his. [...] Only in Marco Polo’s accounts was Kublai Khan able to discern, through the walls and
towers destined to crumble, the tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the termites’
gnawing.] (10)

To entertain the Khan Marco Polo finds ever new ways of recombining the elements that
make up cities to create new stories. Just as the narrative passages in the cornici appear in many
forms, the descriptions of the cities appear in as many ways as conceivable without actually
exhausting all the imaginary possibilities. The stories of the cities are described in the
impersonal/personal voice to an audience that is sometimes addressed as singular, sometimes as
plural. In the descriptions the cities appear as mere shadows, uncertain and elusive in their
characteristics and their geographical position in the empire.
Dopo aver marciato sette giorni attraverso boscaglie, chi va a Bauci non niesce a vederla ed è
arrivato. (83)
[After a seven day’s march through woodland, the traveller directed towards Baucis cannot see
the city and yet he has arrived.] (62)
Marco Polo is ever outdoing himself in trying to reach the best description of a city or to correct
the impressions his audience may have of the city described.
Per parlarti di Pentesilea dovrei cominciare a descriverti l’ingresso della città. Tu certo
immagini di vedere [...]. Se credi questo, sbagli: a Pentesilea ê diverso. (162).
[To tell you about Penthesilea I should begin by describing the entrance to the city. You, no
doubt, imagine seeing [...]. If this is what you believe, you are wrong: Penthesilea is different.]
(121)

Eventually, it is up to the audience to believe, or not, in the cities that appear in Marco Polo’s
tales.
Se volete credermi, bene. Ora dirô come è fatta Ottavia, città-ragnatela. (81)
[If you choose to be believe me, good. Now I will tell how Octavia, the spiderweb city, is made.
(61)1
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“Reversed relations” of elements within the sections describing the cities are such that a
negative space is created between a city’s initial appearance and its “actual characteristics”. In his
representations of the cities Marco Polo often departs from a supposedly general understanding
of how such cities are “usually” understood and then offers a description of how this particular
invisible city differs from the general understanding of such a city. In his description of Diomira,
for instance, the first city under the heading “cities and memory”, Marco Polo first establishes the
supposedly common understanding of how other cities of that kind are experienced (“All these
beauties will already be familiar to the visitor, who has seen them also in other cities”) and then
offers the characteristics that distinguish it from other cities (“But the special quality of this
city...”(l 1)). The exterior description of a city is not the invisible city in question, for, as William
Franke expresses it, “what is not really there is generally what counts” (‘The Deconstructive Antilogic’, 36). These “commonly understood” cities are conceptual positive zones only to be
negated by the “true characteristics” of the invisible cities: the supposedly substantial city Zaira is
initially narratologically constructed and subsequentially deconstructed by the actual invisible city
Zaira.
Inutilmente, magnanimo Kublai, tenterô di descriverti Ia cittã cii Zaira degli alti bastioni. Potrei
dirti di quanti gradini sono le vie fatte a scale, di che sesto gli archi dei porticati, di quali lamine
di zinco sono ricoperti i tetti; ma so già che sarebbe come non dirti nut/a. Non di questo efatta

la città, ma di relazioni tra le misure del suo spazio e gli avvenimenti del suo passato. (18)
[In vain, great-hearted Kublai, shall I attempt to describe Zaira, city of high bastions. I could
tell you how many steps make up the streets rising like stairways, and the degree of the arcades’
curves, and what kind of zinc scales cover the roofs; but! already know this would be the same
as telling you nothing. The city does not consist ofthis, but of relationships between the
measurements of its space and the events of its past.] (13) [emphasis mine]

Or else a city is introduced by describing its distinguishing parts and then toppled, thereby
negating, putting into question the “true characteristics” the narrator just described. In the “city
and signs” Zirma, for instance, two contradictory statements within its description cancels its
very existence:
La città è ridondante: si ripete perché qualcosa arrivi a fissarsi nella mente. I...] La memoria è
ridondante: ripete i segni perché Ia cittâ cominci a esistere. (27)
[The city is redundant: it repeats itself so that something will stick in the mind. [...J
Memory is redundant: it repeats signs so that the city can begin to exist.] (18)
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To achieve the effect of mystification as to the “true nature” of a city, relations between two
elements are reversed, making space for new conceptual possibilities. Eudossia, Andria and
Perinzia, for example, “cities and the sky,” are constructed according to, or exist in a mirror
relationship with, a blueprint in the sky. While these cities reflect a plan, the before and after is
questioned. Which determines the other, the sky the city or the other way around? Usually it is
the other way around: a (chaotic) city apparently built according to the blueprint of a cosmic
order in actual fact does not reflect the sky but the sky the city. A carpet in Eudossia, for
example, reflects the patterns of the city and at the same time is also able to provide answers
about the city and about its inhabitants’ personal lives. An oracle reveals that one of the two, the
city or the carpet, reflects the form of the sky, while the other is only a human imitation of the
first. Instead, as the oracle is first interpreted, the carpet being a reflection of the sky, it is
suggested that this planless city could possibly be of divine origin, implying that the city was
modelled after the scheme of lesser gods.
A Eudossia, che si estende in alto e in basso, con vicoli tortuosi, scale, angiporti, catapecchie, si
conserva un tappeto in cui puoi contemplare la vera forma della città. [...j Gli àuguri già da
tempo erano certi che l’armonico disegno del tappeto fosse di natura divina. [..] Ma allo stesso
modo tu puoi trarne la conclusione opposta: che Ia vera mappa dell’universo sia la città
d’Eudossia cosI com’è, una macchia che dilaga senza forma, con vie tutte a zigzag, case che
franano una sull’altra nel polverone, incendi, urla nel buio. (103-104)
[In Eudoxia, which spreads both upward and down, with winding alleys, steps, dead ends,
hovels, a carpet is preserved in which you can observe the city’s true form. [...] For some time
the augurs had been sure that the carpet’s harmonious pattern was of divine origin. [...1 But you
could, similarly, come to the opposite conclusion: that the true map of the universe is the city of
Eudoxia, just as it is, a stain that spreads out shapelessly, with crooked streets, houses that
crumble one upon the other amid clouds of dust, fires, screams in the darkness.] (76-77)
The other two “cities and the sky” are built in such a way as to reflect the position of the
stars in the sky. Again, the causal order is inverted. Before building Perinzia, the astronomers
guaranteed that the city
avrebbe rispecchiato l’armonia del firmamento; Ia ragione della natura e Ia grazia degli dei
avrebbero dab forma ai destini degli abitanti. (150)
[would reflect the harmony of the firmament; nature’s reason and the gods’ benevolence would
shape the inhabitants’ destinies.J (113)
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The city, however, turns out to be a city inhabited by monsters. While the question is asked
whether the city planners miscalculated the positions of the stars or whether the city of monsters
probable.
reflects the order of the sky, the text implies that the latter is 24
Oh astronomi di Perinzia si trovano di fronte a una difficihe scelta: o ammettere che tutti i loro
calcohi sono sbagliati e le loro cifre non riescono a descrivere ii cielo, o rivelare che h’crdine
degli dei è proprio quehlo che si rispecchia nella cittã dei mostri. (150-15 1)
LPerinthia’s astronomers are faced with a difficult choice. Either they must admit that all their
calculations were wrong and their figures are unable to describe the heavens, or else they must
reveal that the order of the gods is reflected exactly in the city of monsters.J (113-114)
The other “city and the sky”, Andria, is also built according to a blueprint in the sky. The city
and sky correspond so perfectly
ogni cambiamento d’Andria comporta qualche novitâ tra he stelle. Gli astronomi scrutano coi
telescopi dopo ogni mutamento che ha luogo in Andria, e segnalano l’esplosione d’una nova [...J.
(157).
[that any change in Andria involves some novelty among the stars. The astronomers, after each
change takes place in Andria, peer into their telescopes and report a nova’s explosion [...].] (117)
Instead of the city copying the changes in the sky, the sky keeps adjusting to the changes in the
city.

Epistemological relationships are inverted to stretch the imagination. For example, cities
containing other cities often exist in an inverted relationship of containing and contained. Thus,
instead of simply being contained by another city, a “hidden” city exists in a inverted relationship

to the city that is supposed to hold it. The text places demands on the mind to visualize empirical

reality in unusual proportions by having cities exist in different ontological dimensions. The city
Olinda, for example, has new cities growing within its territory. These cities grow by the year

This city bears strong resemblance to Borges’ impossible city in ‘El inmortal’ [‘The Immortal’] that is
said to have been built by mad gods.
Abundaban el corredor sin salida, ha alta ventana inalcanzable, Ia aparatosa puerta que daba su
una celda o a un pozo, las increIbles escaleras inversas, con los peldanos y ha balustrada hacia

24

abajo. i... I Estci Ciudad (pensé) es tan horrible que su mera existencia y perduración, aunque en
el centro de un desierto secreto, contamina ci pasado y el porvenir y de algz2n modo
compromete a los astros. Mientrasperdure, nadie en el mundo podra ser valeroso ofeiiz. (OC
1, 538) (italics in the original)
[It abounded in dead-end corridors, high unattainable windows, portentous doors which led to a
cell or pit, incredible inverted stairways whose steps and balustrades hung downwards. [...]
“This city”(I thought) “is so horrible that its mere existence and perdurance, though in the midst
of a secret desert, contaminates the past and the future and in some ways even jeopardizes the
stars. As long as it lasts, no one in the world can be strong or happy.”] (Labyrinths, 110-111)
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and eventually push out the original city at its borders. The empirical reality of new cities
growing around the old city in concentric circles is inverted.
Olinda non è certo Ia sola città a crescere in cerchi concentrici, come i tronchi degli alberi che
ogrn anno aumentano d’un giro. Ma alle altre citt resta nel mezzo la vecchia cerchia delle
mum stretta stretta, ...], mentre I quartieri flUoVi si spanciano intorno come da una cintura che
si slaccia. A Olinda no: le vecchie mura si dilatano portandosi con sé I quartieri antichi,
ingranditi mantenendo le proporzioni su un piü largo orizzonte ai confini della cittâ. (136)
[Olinda is certainly not the only city that grows in concentric circles, like tree-trunks which each
year add more rings. But in other cities there remains in the centre, the old narrow girdle of the
walls I...], while the new quarters sprawl around them like a loosened belt. Not Olinda: the old
walls expand bearing the old quarters with them, enlarged, but maintaining their proportions on
a broader horizon at the edges of the city.l (103)
Cities containing each other or reflecting each other exist in a relationship of reciprocity
in which the before and after, cause and effect are reversed or blurred. Eusapia, for example, a
city under the heading “city and the dead”, includes a subterranean copy of itself to which the
inhabitants of the city are carried after they die. The underground city is the projection of an
ideal city of the living, as the dead are positioned engaged in happier activities than during their
living days. A confraternity of hooded brothers aided by their counterparts in the dead city are
the only ones allowed into the underground city to carry down the dead. The groups of hooded
brothers are the first signs of an uncanny reversing of the two cities, as
lasciano credere che alcuni di loro siano giã morti e continuino a andare su e giü. (88)
[rumour has it that some of them are already dead but continue going up and down.] (116)
The underground city keeps changing imperceptibly each time the brothers descend and, at the
news of this, the city of the living makes the same adjustments.
CosI l’Eusapia dei vivi ha preso a copiare Ia sua copia sotterranea. Dicono che questo non è solo
adesso che accade: in realtâ sarebbero stati i morti a costruire l’Eusapia di sopra a somiglianza
della loro citt. Dicono che nelle due cittã gemelle non ci sia pi modo di sapere quali sono I
vivi e quail i morti. (116)
[So the Eusapia of the living has taken to copying its underground copy. They say that this has
not just now begun to happen: actually it was the dead who built the upper Eusapia, in the
image of their city. They say that in the twin cities there is no longer any way of knowing who
is alive and who is dead.] (89)
It is not clear which city has created the other. With the two cities copying each other and the
underground city eventually becoming the model of the living city the distinctions between the
living and the dead, and thus between the before and after, becomes blurred.
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Many of the cities, while also falling under the category of the imaginary, contain a moral
that is applicable to the empirical reality of cities. Their descriptions and implied “message” are
close enough to actual possible cities to remind the reader of problems occurring in cities. The
“continuous” city Leonia, for example, describes the consumer society buried in its own garbage.
The city’s distinguishing elements of buying and discarding are exaggerated so as to reduce the
city to its essence of consumerism, clear for the reader to see.
[P]iü che dalle cose che ogni giorno vengono fabbricate vendute comprate, l’opulenza di Leonia
si misura dalle cose che ogni giorno vengono buttate via per far posto alle nuove. F.. .J [P]iü l’arte
di Leonia eccelle nd fabbricare nuovi materiali, pin la spazzatura migliora Ia sua sostanza,
resiste al tempo, alle intemperie, a fermentazioni e combustioni. (119-120)
[It is not so much by the things that each day are manufactured, sold, bought that you can
measure Leonia’s opulence, but rather by the things that each day are thrown out to make room
for the new. F.. .1 [T]he more Leonia’s talent for making new materials excels, the more the
rubbish improves in quality, resists time, the elements, fermentation, combustions.] (91)
The implied “message” is to remind us of the piles of garbage that surround our cities, pressing
into adjoining cities and threatening to take over the whole world.
Ii pattume di Leonia a poco a poco invaderebbe ii mondo, se sullo sterminato immondezzaio non
stessero premendo, al di là delPestremo crinale, iinmondezzai d’altre città, che anch’esse
respingono lontano da sé montagne di rifiuti. Forse il mondo intero, oltre I confini di Leonia, è
ricoperto da crateri di spazzatura, ognuno con al centro una metropoli in eruzione ininterrotta. I
confini tra le cittâ estranee e nemiche sono bastioni infetti in cui i detriti dell’una e dell’altra si
puntellano a vicenda, si sovrastano, si mescolano. (120)
[Leonia’s rubbish little by little would invade the world, if, from beyond the final crest of its
boundless rubbish heaps, the street cleaners of other cities were not pressing, also pushing
mountains of refuse in front of themselves. Perhaps the whole world, beyond Leonia’s
boundaries, is covered by craters of rubbish, each surrounding a metropolis in constant eruption.
The boundaries between the alien, hostile cities are infected ramparts where the detritus of both
support each other, overlap, mingle.] (92)
Another “moral” city is the “hidden” city Teodora, which also is exaggerated in its familiar
elements of real cities while adding some fantastic elements. In this city the inhabitants have
decimated all animal species one after the other, until the city is aseptically clean. The
inhabitants, however, live in the illusion of having won over the animal kingdom, while in actual
fact another forgotten, mythical fauna prepares to return to the surface.
La cittâ, gran cimitero del regno animale, si richiuse asettica sulle ultime carogne seppellite con
le ukime loro pulci e gli ultimi microbi. L’uomo aveva finalmente ristabilito l’ordine del mondo
da lui stesso sconvolto: nessun’altra specie vivente esisteva per rimetterlo in forse. [...] Cosi
almeno gli abitanti di Teodora credevano, lontani dal supporre che una fauna dimenticata si
stava risvegliando dal letargo. F...] Le sfingi, i grifi, le chimere, I draghi, gli ircocervi, le arpie,
le idre, i liocorni, i basilischi riprendevano possesso della loro città. (164-165)
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[The city, great cemetely of the animal kingdom, was closed, aseptic, over the last buried
carcasses with their last fleas and their last germs. Man had finally re-established the order of

the world which he had himself upset: no other living species existed to question it. [...] At least
that is what Theodora’s inhabitants believed, far from imagining that a forgotten fauna was
stirring from its lethargy. [...] Sphinxes, griffons, chimeras, dragons, hircocervi, harpies, hydras,
unicorns, basilisks were resuming possessions of their city.] (123)

This city’s moral could perhaps be a satire on the human arrogance that thinks itself the master of
the universe. These and other cities transcend the fictional historical time of Marco Polo visiting
Kublai Khan’s thirteenth century Mongolia. One such “moral” city, for example, implies that
Marco Polo takes an airplane from city to city. The ‘story’ here is that the traveller has seen all
the cities by having seen Trude, a “continuous” city. As travel becomes common between the
cities of the world, these start to resemble each other. The “moral” is spelled out in the story.

- Puoi riprendere ii volo quando vuoi, mi dissero, - ma arriverai a un’altra Trude, uguale punto
per punto, ii mondo è ricoperto da un’umca Trude che non comincia e non finisce, cambia solo il
nome all’aeroporto. (135)
-

[You can resume your flight whenever you like,’ they said to me, ‘but you will arrive at another
Trude, absolutely the same, detail by detail. The world is covered by a sole Trude which does
not begin and does not end. Only the name of the airport changes.] (102)
These “moral” cities, however, are not all necessarily didactic. They can also just offer another

point of view to surface impressions. The “hidden” city Raissa, for example, is to all appearances
an unhappy city, but inside its unhappiness it houses a happy city, a theme Salman Rushdie also

describes in his novel Haroun and the Sea ofStories.
‘Anche a Raissa, cilIa triste, corre un fib invisibile che allaccia un essere vivente a un altro a
tendersi tra punti in movimento disegnando nuove rapide figure cosicché a ogni secondo Ia cittA
infelice contiene una cittâ felice che nemmeno sa d’esistere.’ (155)
[‘In Raissa, too, city of sadness, there runs an invisible thread that binds one living being to
another for a moment, then unravels, then it stretches again between moving points as it draws
new and rapid patterns so that at eveiy second the unhappy city contains a happy city unaware of

its own existence.’] (116)

While containing topical elements from the provided headings and from the readersupplied headings, all cities in some form also foreground linguistic questions. The fifty-five
cities are catalogued into a finite number of headings which in turn are arranged into an arbitrary
(internally logical) order. The continuous reshuffling of the elements that make up the cities
refers to the continual rearrangement of words in the language system to arrive at new
signification. The “cities and signs”, and the “cities and names” refer to semiotic questions, while
also stretching beyond the confines of the linguistic reference. The “cities and signs”
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problematize the questions of signifier and signified (shifting or inverting their relationship); the
“cities and names” deal with the same problem but specifically with the relationship of the name
and the thing. Within and among these cities contradictions exist, with the result that constructed
zones are again deconstructed, and positive zones are negated, leaving a void of unexpressible
meaning behind the words.
In the “cities and signs”, language is foregrounded in its relationship between signifier and
signified. The city Tamara, for example, is buried under its signifying signs:
L’occhio non vede cose ma figure di cose che significano altre cose. [...] Lo sguardo percorre le
vie come pagine scritte: la città dice tutto quello che devi pensare, ti fa ripetere ii suo discorso, e
mentre credi di visitare Tamara non fai che registrare i nomi con cui essa deflnisce se stessa e
tutti le sue parti. Come veramente sia Ia cittâ sotto questo fitto involucro di segni, cosa contenga
o nasconda, l’uomo esce da Tamara senza averlo saputo.(22)
[The eye does not see things but images of things that mean other things. [...] Your gaze scans
the streets as if they were written pages: the city says everything you must think, makes you
repeat her discourse, and while you believe you are visiting Tamara you are only recording the
names with which she defines herself and all her parts. However the city may really be, beneath
this thick coating of signs, whatever it may contain or conceal, you leave Tamara without having
discovered it.] (15-16)
The actual city of Tamara has remained unintelligible, invisible to the traveller. The words that
make up the description of this “cit(y) and signs” are only words around the city, not words that
describe the city itself. This very absence of description, however, is precisely what

describes/distinguishes Tamara. Thus, the text here constructs a zone about the incapacity of
language to represent a signified, as words only stand between the signifier and the signified but
do not signify it.
In Ipazia, another “cit(y) and signs”, the relation between signifier and signified is also
problematized. The traveler has “to free [himself] from the images that in the past had
announced to [him] the things [he] sought.”
Di tutti i cambiamenti di lingua che deve aifrontare ii viaggiatore in terre lontane, nessuno
uguaglia quello che lo attende nella cittâ di Ipazia, perché non riguarda le parole ma le cose. [...1
Certo, anche a Ipazia verrà ii giorno in cui ii solo mio desiderio sara partire. So che non dovrà
scendere al polio ma salire sal pinnacolo piü alto della rocca ed aspettare che una nave passi
lassü. Ma passerà mai? Non c’è lingua senza inganno. (53-54)
[Of all the changes of language a traveller in distant lands must face, none equals that which
awaits him in the city of Hypathia, because the change regards not words, but things. [...] True,
also in Hypathia the day will come when my only desire will be to leave. I know I must not go

down to the harbour then, but climb the citadel’s highest pinnacle and wait for a ship to go by up
there. But will it ever go by? There is no language without deceit.”] (40-41)
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Familiar relationships of signifier and signified are shifted so that words mean something
else than expected. This textual “truth”, however, is shifted in the fifth of the “cit(y) and signs”
group. In the city Olivia the signifier and the signified correspond to each other, but their
relation is uncertain. As soon as one signifier is signified, there is already another meaning, or
beneath the first signification lies another, opposite, signification.
Nessuno sa meglio di te, saggio Kublai, che non si deve mai confondere Ia cittâ col discorso che
Ia descrive. Eppure tra Puna e Paltra c’è un rapporto. Questo forse non sai: che per dire
d’Olivia non potrei tener altro discorso. Se ci fosse un’Olivia davvero di bifore e pavoni, di sellai
e tessitori di tappeti e canoe e estuari, sarebbe un misero buco nero di mosche, e per
descrivertelo dovrei fare ricorso alle metafore della fuliggine, dello stridere di ruote, dei gesti
ripetuti, dei sarcasmi. La menzogna non è nel discorso, ê nelle cose. (67-68)
[No one, wise Kublai, knows better than you that the city must never be confused with the words
that describe it. And yet between the one and the other there is a connection. I...l. This perhaps
you do not know; that to talk of Olivia, I could not use different words. If there really were an
Olivia of mullioned windows and peacocks, of saddlers and rug-weavers and canoes and
estuaries, it would be a wretched, black, fly-ridden hole, and to describe it, I would have to fall
back on the the metaphors of soot, the creaking of wheels, repeated actions, sarcasm. Falsehood
is never in words, it is things.I (51)
The last two mentioned “cities and signs”, Ipazia and Olivia, thus contradict each other in
their “textual truth”. Falsehood equally lies in the signifier as in the signified so that the text
becomes uncertain and slippery. In this context Pier Vincenzo Mengaldo writes,
Non c’è quindi una mistificazione del discorso opposta alla vergine e indicibile yenta delle cose;
l’inganno è nello stesso tempo nelle parole e nelle cose; con questa conseguenza perciô, che la
menzogna del linguaggio ripete ii profilo di quella della realtà, ma contemporaneamente (se
anche questo ê un possibile significato dell’allegoria di Olivia) che Ia menzogna del linguaggio
puô rovesciare in yenta, svelando, l’inganno della realtà. Ma cia puô avvenire soltanto se la
dimensione della “menzogna” è assunta deliberatamente fino in fondo, cioê se il rapporto fra
discorso e cose è quello obliquo, in negativo, della favola utopica (p.35: “L’altrove uno
specchio in negativo...”) (‘L’arco e le pietre’, 416)
[Thus there is no mystification of the discourse opposing the pure and unspeakable truthfulness
of things; deception is found at the same time in words and in things; with the consequence,
however, that the lie found in language repeats the image of reality. But at the same time,
however (if this too is a possible meaning of the allegory of Olivia), the lie of language can
reverse the truth and reveal the deception of reality. But this can happen only if the dimension
of the “lie” is assumed until the end, that is to say, if the relationship between the discourse and
the thing is the oblique, negative discourse of the utopic fable (p.26: ‘Elsewhere is a negative
mirror’.)l (translation mine)
Cities grouped under the heading “cities and names” have similar linguistic problems
foregrounded. Aglaura, the first city under this heading, is a city that problematizes the
relationship between words and the things they signify. Words have become immobile in their
signification of Aglaura, a city that has gone through changes over the years. The true nature of
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the city is falsified, as the words that describe it are those of an Aglaura long past. There are no
words for these new experiences, so that the present Aglaura, for lack of new words, is lost
except for occasional glimpses. Aglaura can be perceived but not named as it now lies in the
realm of the unnamable where words to signii,’ it no longer reach it.
(L)a cittâ che dicono ha molto di quel che ci vuole per esistere, mentre Ia città che esiste al suo
posto, esiste meno. [... I (A) certe ore, in certi scorci di strade, vedi aprirtisi davanti ii sospetto di
qualcosa d’inconfondibile, di raro, magari di magnifico; vorresti dire cos’è, ma tutto quello che
s’è detto d’Auglaura finora in1prigiona le parole e t’obbliga a ridire anziché a dire. (73-74)
Emhe city that they speak of has much of what is needed to exist, whereas the city that exists on
its site, exists less. [...I (A)t certain hours, in certain places along the street, you see opening
before you the hint of something unmistakable, rare, perhaps magnificent; you would like to say
what it is, but everything previously said of Aglaura imprisons your words and obliges you to
repeat rather than say.I (55)
The third and the fifth city under that heading contradict each other in their conceptual

spaces. Signifiers in the third city, Pirra, are only able to correspond to a single signified, while in
the fifth city, Irene, the signifier shifts its signified. The traveller conjured up a mental image of
Pirra through its name. He imagined it as
una cittâ incastellata sulle pendici d’un golfo, con finestre alte e torn, chiusa come una coppa,
con al centro una piazza profonda come un pozzo al centro. Non l’avevo mai vista. (99)
[a fortified city on the slopes of a bay, with high windows and towers, enclosed like a goblet,
with a central square deep as a well, with a well in its centre. I had never seen it.1 (73)
But when he arrives at the city, the mental image of Pirra is replaced by the Pirra he sees. The
imaginary Pirra still exists somewhere but has no name, for the name ‘Pirr& now means a
completely different city. The signifier ‘Pirra’ can only refer to one signified.
Appena vi misi piede tutto quello che immaginavo era dimenticato; Pirra era diventata ciô che è
Pirra. [..j FE] evidente che significa e non poteva significare altro che questo. La mia mente
continua a contenere un gran nurnero di città che non ho visto nd vedrà, nomi che portano con
se una figura o frammento o barbaglio di figura immaginata: Getullia, Odile, Eufrasia,
Margara. Anche Ia città alta sul golfo è sempre là, [...I ma non posso piü chiamarla con un
nome, né ricordare come potevo darle un nome che significa tutt’altro. (99-100)
[As soon as I set foot there, everything I had imagined was forgotten; Pyrrha had become what is
Pyrrha. [..j [O]bviously the name means this and could mean nothing but this. My mind goes
on containing a great number of cities I have never seen and will never see, names that bear
with them a figure or a fragment or glimmer of an imagined figure: Getulia, Odile, Eufrasia,
Margara. The city high above the bay is also there still, I...] but I can no longer call it by a
name, nor remember how I could ever have given it a name that means something entirely
different. (73-74)]

The mental images of cities and the invisible cities converge in one signifier: the real Pirra
replaces the imagined city, but the imagined city is still there, without a name. While in this
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description a name for a city can mean only this city and no other, the name of the city in the fifth
section shifts according to the viewer’s position and point of view. The constructed conceptual
zone that was created in the third section of “cities and names” is subsequently erased in the fifth
section. This city, Irene, is also conjured up through its name but in a shifting relation to the
viewer. The name ‘Irene’ can refer to many different cities, depending on the position of the
observer.
La cittã per chi passa senza entrarci è una, e un’altra per chi ne è preso e non ne esce; una e la
cittâ in cui s’arriva Ia prima volta, un’altra quella che si lascia per non tomare; ognuna merita un
nome diverso; forse di Irene ho giá parlato sotto altri nomi; forse non ho parlato che di Irene.
(132)
[For those who pass it without entering, the city is one thing; it is another for those who are
trapped by it and never leave. There is the city where you arrive for the first time; and there is
another city which you leave to never return. Each deserves a different name; perhaps I have
already spoken of Irene under other names; perhaps I have only spoken of Irene.] (9 9-100)
With the words “perhaps I have already spoken of Irene under other names; perhaps I have only
spoken of Irene”, Irene becomes a city that encompasses all the other cities, becomes the city that
refers to all the other cities in Kublai Khan’s empire.
This city echoes the nature of the city of Venezia, Marco Polo’s home town, appearing in
the eleventh cornice. Venice is the nameless city that represents all other cities, the implied city
to which all other cities are compared.
Ne resta una di cui non parli mai.
Marco Polo chinô ii capo.
Venezia, disse ii Kan.
Marco sorrise. E di che altro credevi che ti parlassi?
L’imperatore non batté ciglio. Eppure non ti ho mai sentito fare ii suo nome.
E Polo: Ogni volta che descrivo una città dico qualcosa di Venezia.
Quando ti chiedo d’altre cittâ, voglio sentirti dire di quelle. E di Venezia, quando ti chiedo di
Venezia.
Dovresti allora cominciare ogni racconto dei tuoi viaggi dalla partenza, descrivendo Venezia
cosI com’è, tutta quanta, senza omettere nulla di do che ricordi di lei.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Le immagini della memoria, una volta fissate con le parole, si cancellano, disse Polo. Forse
Venezia ho paura di perderla tutta in una volta, se ne parlo. 0 forse, parlando di altre cittâ, l’ho
già perduta a poco a poco. (94)
[‘There is one city of which you never speak.’
Marco Polo bowed his head.
-

-

‘Venice,’ the Khan said.
Marco smiled. ‘What else do you believe I have been talking about?’
The emperor did not turn a hair. ‘And yet I have never heard you mention that name.’
And Polo said: ‘Every time I describe a city I am saying something about Venice.’
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-

‘When I ask you about other cities, I want to hear about them. And about Venice, when I ask
you about Venice.
‘To distinguish the other cities’ qualities, I must speak of a first city that remains implicit. For
me it is Venice.’
‘You should then begin each tale of your travels from the departure, describing Venice as it is,
all of it, not omitting anything you remember of it.’

I...’

‘Memory’s images, once they are fixed in words, are erased’, Polo said. ‘Perhaps I am afraid of
losing Venice all at once, if I speak of it. Or perhaps, speaking of other cities, I have already
lost it, little by little.’] (68-69)

While representing/encompassing all the other cities, the city of Venice/Irene is at the same time

the opposite of the above mentioned city Pirra, the third city under the heading of “cities and
names”. The signifier ‘Pirra’ can refer only to the one city, but Venice/Irene can mean all the
other cities. The contradictory situation of “Venice/Irene is all the other cities” and “Pirra is only
25
this city and none other” exists in one and the same conceptual place.

The power of words erasing images is a theme Borges tackles in his prose poem ‘Parabéla del Palacio’
[‘Parable of the Palace’]. The story is reminiscent of the invisible cities in their Oriental setting and in
the relationship of the Emperor and the informer/poet, but especially in its construction and subsequent
deconstruction of narrative/cognitive spaces that leave behind a void. The poem describing the palace of
the Yellow Emperor in a single verse or in a single word forms an Aleph that encompasses in its
smallness the entire universe.
Aquél dia, El Emperador Amarillo mostró su palacio al poeta. [... I Muchos resplandecientes rIos
atraversaron en canoas de sándalo, o un rio muchas veces. [...J [Lo real se confundia con el
soflado o, mejor dicho, lo real era una de las configuraciones del sueflo. Parecla imposible que
la tierra fuera otra cosa que jardines, aguas, arquitecturas y formas de esplendor. 1...] Al pie de
Ia penültima torre fue que el poeta (que estaba como ajeno a los espectáculos que eran maravilla
de todos) recitó la breve composición que boy vinculamos indisolublemente a su nombre y que,
segün repiten los historiadores más elegantes, le deparó Ia inmortalidad y Ia muerte. El texto se
ha perdido; hay quien entiende que constaba de un verso; otros, de una sola palabra. Lo cierto,
lo increIble, es que en el poema estaba entero y minucioso el palacio enorme [...]. Todos
callaron, pero el Emperador exclamó: Me has arrebatado ci palaclo! y Ia espada de hierro del
verdugo segó Ia vida del poeta. Otros refieren de otro modo Ia historia. En el mundo no puede
haber dos cosas iguales; baste (nos dicen) que el poeta pronunciara el poema para que
desapareciera el palacio, como abolido y fulininado por Ia ültima sIlaba. Tales leyendas, claro
está, no pasan de ser ficciones literarias. El poeta era esciavo del emperador y murió como tal;
su composición cayó en el olvido porque merecIa el olvido y sus descendientes buscan win, y no
encontrarán, Ia palabra del universo. (OC II. 181-182)
[That day, the Yellow Emperor showed the poet through his palace. (...I [T]hey crossed many
glittering rivers, or a single river many times. [...l [W]hat was real would confound itself with
what was dreamt or, rather, the real was one of the configurations of the dream. It seemed
impossible that the earth should be other than gardens, watercourses, architectural and other
forms of splendor. (... It was at the foot of the penultimate tower that the poet (who had seemed
remote from the wonders that were a marvel to all) recited the brief composition that today we
link indissolubly to his name and that, as the most elegant historians repeat, presented him with
immortality and death. The text has been lost; there are those who believe that it consisted of a
line of verse; other, of a single word. What is certain, and incredible, is that all the enormous
palace was, in its most minute details, there in the poem [...]. Everyone was silent, but the
25
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The additional headings the reader can supply to the already existing ones to fit the
(apparently) limitless elements of the cities under possible thematic topics are only limited by the
reader’s imagination. A few examples of these categories are: shifting cities, high cities,
territorial cities. These cities all implicitly problematize linguistic questions of signification but
foreground empirical categories of human experience. The two “continuing” cities, Cecilia and
Pentesilea, for example, could fall under the reader-supplied categories of “moral cities” and
“territory cities”. They foreground the blurring of the concepts of inside/outside. These
concepts are echoed in the conversations between Marco Polo and Kublai Khan in the cornici.
In the description of Cecilia the space outside the city is emphasized by the
opposing/contradictory perceptions of the characters of the goatherd and the traveller. While the
goatherd only recognizes the spaces in between the cities, “Le cittâ per me non hanno nome:
sono luoghi senza foglie che separano un pascolo dall’altro” [‘Cities have no names for me: they
are places without leaves, separating one pasture from another’], the traveller only knows of
cities, “io riconosco solo le città e non distinguo ciô che è fbori.” [‘I recognize only cities and
cannot distinguish what is outside them.’] Eventually both spaces, outside/inside, merge, as the
inside has taken over the outside and the outside the inside.
I luoghi Si SOflO mescolati, disse ii capraio, Cecilia dappertutto; qui una volta doveva
esserci ii Prato della Salvia Bassa. Le mie capre riconoscono le erbe dello spartitraffico. (159)
[‘The places have mingled,’ the goatherd said. ‘Cecilia is everywhere. Here, once upon a time,
there must have been the Meadow of the Low Sage. My goats recognize the grass on the traffic
-

-

-

island.’] (119)

Thus, Cecilia is also a “moral city”, for the text could be taken as a warning of megalopolises
taking over the entire planet. The “continuing” city Pentesilea foregrounds empirical questions of
inside/outside as well. The narrative works with contradictory conceptual spaces to offer visions
of the endlessness of the city. In this city the traveller travels on and on, but never seems to get
Emperor exclaimed: You have robbed me ofmy palace! And the executioner’s iron sword cut

the poet down. Others tell the story differently. There cannot be any two things alike in the
world; the poet had only to recite the poem, they say, when the palace disappeared, as though
abolished and obliterated by the last syllable. Such legends are, to be sure, no more than literary
fictions. The poet was the emperor’s slave and died as such; his composition fell into oblivion
because it merited oblivion and his descendants still seek, and will not find, the word for the
universe. } (A Personal Anthology, 86-87)
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into the heart of the city, as the suburban space around the city goes on forever, implying that the
endless stretches around the city are the very city itself. The people the traveller asks for
directions all offer contradicting information, giving a sense that the city is everywhere and
nowhere, or invisible.
La gente che s’incontra, se gli chiedi: Per Pentesilea? fanno un gesto intorno che non sai se
voglia dire: <Qui>, oppure: <Pin in là>, o: <Tutt’in giro>, o ancora: <Dalla parte opposta>.
La città, insisti a chiedere. Noi veniamo qui a lavorare tutte le mattine, ti rispondono
alcuni, e altii: Noi tomiamo qui a dormire. Ma Ia città dove si vive? chiedi. Dev’essere,
dicono, per 11, e alcuni levano ii braccio obliquamente verso una concrezione di poliedri
opachi, all’orizzonte, mentre altri indicano alle tue spalle 10 spettro d’altre cuspidi. (162-163)
[If you ask the people you meet, ‘Where is Penthesilea?’ they make a broad gesture which may
mean ‘Here’, ‘or else ‘Farther on, ‘or ‘All around you’, or even ‘In the opposite direction.’ ‘I mean
the city,’ you ask, insistently. ‘We come here every morning to work,’ someone answers, while
others say, ‘We come back here at night to sleep.’ ‘But the city where people live?’ you ask. ‘It
must be that way,’ they say, and some raise their arms obliquely towards an aggregation of
opaque polyhedrons on the horizon, while others indicate, behind you, the spectre of other
spires.] (121-122)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

In the account of Penthesilea the deconstruction of the very existence of this city takes
place within the section itself. As already discussed with such contradictory cities as Pirra and
Irene/Venice, contradictions also appear between the sections. Descriptions of two cities, for
example, deny each other’s “existence”. The fact that there are single/double/triple cities,
underground/ground/high cities, shifting/stable/spreading cities and so on already offers
possibilities for contradictions. A city negating all the other cities is Argia, a city classified under
the heading “city and the dead”. This city has all the characteristics of an empirical city reversed,
thus negating by its very “existence” all the others. Instead of air this city has earth. But rather
than housing people of a different ontological reality, that is, beings who would be comfortable
living in such conditions, it is populated by humans, albeit enfeebled ones due to the dampness.
Ciô che fa Argia diversa dalle altre città è che invece d’aria ha terra. Le vie sono completamente

interrate, le stanze sono piene d’argilla fino al soffitto, sulle scale si posa un’altra scala in
negativo, sopra i tetti delle case gravano strati di terreno roccioso come cieli con le nuvole. Se
gli abitanti possano girare per Ia città allargando i cunicoli del vermi e le fessure in cui
s’insinuano le radici, non lo sappiamo: l’umidità sfascia i corpi e lascia loro poche forze;

conviene che restino fermi e distesi, tanto è buio. (133)
[What makes Argia different from other cities is that it has earth instead of air. The streets are
completely filled with dirt, clay packs the rooms to the ceiling, on every stair another stairway is
set in negative, over the roof of the houses hang layers of rocky terrain like skies with clouds.
We don’t know if the inhabitants can move about in the city, widening the worm tunnels and the
crevices where roots twist: the dampness destroys people’s bodies and they have scant strength;
everyone is better off remaining still, prone, anyway, it is dark.l (100)
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Another city denying all the other cities’ differences is the “continuous” city Trude. By
the fact that “[t]he world is covered by a sole Trude which does not begin and does not end”
(102) this city erases all other cities by engulfing them all into its continuity. Conversely, other
cities negate the assimilating city Trude. Brian McHale addresses the creation of fictional worlds
that violate the law of the “excluded middle”. These are worlds that allow a “third alternative to
the polarity of true or false, [a] mode of being between existence and nonexistences”
(Postmodernist Fiction, 106). About Invisible Cities he writes,
[r]adically discontinuous and inconsistent, [the empire of Calvino’s Great Khanl juxtaposes

worlds of incompatible structure. It violates the law of the excluded middle: logically, either
Trude is everywhere or Cecilia is everywhere; in the empire of Invisible Cities, both are
everywhere, and so are Penthesilea and the other continuous cities as well. (44)
Sandro Briosi notes that in the Invisible Cities the universe is made up by the faceted image of a
single City. Marco’s contradictory tales of the cities Irene maybe the only city he talks about
-

and Tmde the city that covers the entire world
-

-

-

create a Totality that culminates in the

Nothingness the emperor finds at the end of his game of chess. This Everything-Nothingness
(“Tutto-Nulla”) is always unattainable, at the limit of reality (‘La differenza, l’identità, I’inizio’,
27).
Other mutually overlapping/contradicting conceptual spaces are those that either cram
elements together thus offering only the surface of impressions, or those that offer glimpses of
another reality appearing between the cracks of surface impressions. Crammed impressions, for
example, are offered in the city of signs, Zoe, where the signifiers all refer to each other,
conveying a dense accumulation of signification. The traveller, it is explained, usually has in his
mind an image of a city, which the details of the city he approaches only need to fill in to become
a ‘city’. Zoe, however, frustrates these expectations.
II viaggiatore gira gira e non ha che dubbi: non riuscendo a distinguere i punti della cittã, anche
i punti che egli tiene distinti nella mente gli si inescolano. Ne inferisce questo: se l’esistenza in
tutU i suoi momenti è tutta se stessa, Ia città di Zoe è il luogo dell’esistenza indivisibile. Ma
perché allora la cittâ? Quale linea separa il dentro dal fuori, il rombo delle mote dall’ululo dei
lupi? (40)
[The traveller roams all around and has nothing but doubts: he is unable to distinguish the
features of the city, the features he keeps distinct in his mind also mingle. He infers this: if
existence in all its moments is all of itself, Zee is the place of indivisible existence. But why,
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then, does the city exist? What line separates the inside from the outside, the rumble of wheels
from the howl of wolves?I (29)
Accumulation is also apparent in the “continuous” city Procopia. Identical elements are stacked
one above the other, crowding a conceptual space: each year on his travels to this city, the
traveller notices more and more “round, flat faces” covering the landscape outside his window,
until they crowd his room.
Anche ii cielo è sparito. Tanto vale che mi allontani dalla finestra. Non che i movimenti mi
siano facili. Nella mia stanza siamo alloggiati in ventisei; per spostare i piedi devo disturbare
quelli che stanno accoccolati sul pavimento, mi faccio largo tra I ginocchi di quelli seduti sul
cassettone e i gomiti di quelli che Si dãnno il turno per appoggiarsi al letto: tutte persone gentili,
per fortuna. (153)
[Even the sky has disappeared. I might as well leave the window. Not that it is easy for me to
move. There are twenty-six of us lodged in my room: to shift my feet I have to disturb those
crouching on the floor, I force my way among the knees of those taking turns leaning on the
bed: all very polite, luckily.1 (115)
The negation to these cities of dense singular conceptual spaces and accumulation are, for
example, cities that offer moments of other realities, thereby providing another reality existing
under/between the moments of surface impressions. Such cities, while expanding the reader’s
imagination of conceptual possibilities, seem to best represent Calvino’s vision of myth, of an
unnamable other reality appearing inadvertently (here narratively intended) between the cracks of
the combinations. These can be cities hidden within other cities (such as Raissa, the unhappy city
containing threads of happiness), but more specifically cities that reveal other cities inside them
by surprise. It is the element of surprise that provides the sense of another world perceived by
chance. Fillide, for example, the third of the “cities and eyes” group, is a city invisible to those
who live in it because of habits and gazes turned inward. The city is only visible to those who
. In that way Fillide is also a “moral city”, for the text
26
see it by chance or for the first time
reminds us of the empirical reality of blindness due to the habitual sight of things.

26

Calvino parallels in his essay ‘La vecchia signora in chimono viola’ [‘The Old Lady in the Purple

Kimono’] the phenomenon taking place in the invisible city Fillide. Writing about his visit to Japan, he
mentions that the moment he became used to the initially unfimiliar sights he did not see anymore what
he saw during his first few days there.
Perché vedere vuol dire percepire delle differenze, e appena le differenze si uniformano nel
prevedibile quotidiano lo sguardo scorre su una superficie liscia e senza appigli. (Collezione di
Sabbia, 168)
[Because to see means to perceive differences, and as soon as the differences even out in the
foreseeable of daily life, one’s gaze glides over a smooth gripless surface. I (Translation mine)
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Fillide è uno spazio in cui si tracciano percorsi tra punti sospesi nel vuoto, la via piü breve per
raggiungere la tenth di quel mercante evitando Ia sportello di quel creditore. I tuoi passi
rincorrono ciô che non si trova fuori degli occhi ma dentro, sepolto e cancellato. 1..] Molte sono
le cittâ come Fillide che si sottraggono agli sguardi tranne che se le cogli di sorpresa. (97-98)
[Phyllis is a space in which routes are drawn between points suspended in the void: the shortest
way to reach that certain merchant’s tent, avoiding that certain creditor’s window. Your
footsteps follow not what is outside the eyes, but what is within, buried, erased. [...] Many are
the cities like Phyllis, which elude the gaze of all, except the man who catches them by
surprise.] (72-73)
Marozia, the third “hidden” city, is also a city that reveals glimpses

of another city/existence:

Succede pure che, rasentando i compatti muri di Marozia, quando meno t’aspetti vedi aprirsi uno
spiraglio e apparire una cittâ diversa, che dope un istante è già sparita. (161)
[It also happens that, if you move along Marozia’s compact walls, when you least expect it, you
see a crack open and a different city appear. Then, an instant later, it has already vanished.1
(120)
Glimpses of the ultimate, ideal city are suggested in the last cornice. This city can only be
perceived in brief moments, between the moments of the other cities, for it is not only invisible
but also unnamable. While this city, just like the other invisible cities, is made from fragments of
other cities, it also exists in a temporally displaced zone. The whole text strives toward that
displaced zone which does not yet exist, a zone as yet unspoken.
Alle volte mi basta uno scorcio che s’apre nel bel mezzo d’un paesaggio incongruo, un affiorare
di luci nella nebbia, il dialogo di due passanti che s’incontrano nel viavai, per pensare che
partendo dill metterô assieme pezzo per pezzo Ia cittã perfetta, fatta di frammenti mescolati cal
resto, d’istanti separati da intervalli, di segnali che uno manda e non sa chili raccoglie. Se ti
dico die la citti cui tende il mio viaggio ô discontinua nello spazio e nel tempo, ora piü rada ora
piü densa, hi non devi credere che si possa smettere di cercarla. Forse mentre noi parliamo sta
affiorando sparsa entro i confini del tuo impero; puoi rintracciarla, ma a quel modo che t’ho
detto. (169)
-

In ‘Com’era nuovo il Nuovo Mondo’ [‘How New the New World Was’] Calvino also discusses blindness
that comes with visual habit. When the Europeans ‘discovered’ America they had to get used to the fact
that everything they saw was new to them.
[A]nche noi potremmo passare accanto a fenomeni mai visti senza renderci conto, perché i
nostri occhi e le nostri mente sono abituati a scegliere e a catalogare solo ciô che entra nelle
classificazioni collaudate. Forse un Nuovo Mondo Cl 51 apre tutti I giorni, e noi non lo vediamo.
(Collezione di Sabbia, 15-16)
[We too could pass next to phenomena never seen before without realizing them because our
eyes and our minds are used to selecting and cataloguing only that which is part of tested
classifications. Maybe a New World opens itself in front of us every day and we do not see it.]
(Translation mine)
Borges deals with the same idea in ‘El Pudor de Ia Historia’ [‘The Modesty of History’]. He mentions the
Chinese writer who observed that
el unicornio, en razón misma de lo anémalo que es, ha de pasar inadvertido. Los ojos yen lo que
están habituados a ver. (OC II, 132)
[the unicorn, for the very reason that it is anomalous, will pass unnoticed. Our eyes see what
they are accustomed to see.] (A PersonalAnthology, 179)
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[‘At times all I need is a brief glimpse, an opening in the midst of an incongruous landscape, a
glint of lights in the fog, the dialogue of two passersby meeting in the crowd, and I think that,
setting out from there, I will put together, piece by piece, the perfect city, made of fragments

mixed with the rest, of instants separated by intervals, of signals one sends out, not knowing
who receives them. If I tell you that the city towards which my journey tends is discontinuous in
space and time, now scattered, now more condensed, you must not believe that the search for it
can be stopped. Perhaps, while we speak, it is rising, scattered, within the confines of your
empire; you can hunt for it, but only in the way I have said.’] (126)

Fragments of the ultimate city perceived amidst all the other phenomena is reminiscent of Borges’
story ‘El acercamiento a Almotásim’ [‘The Approach to al-Mu’tasim’] which relates of a young
man in search of that person who leaves traces of his benevolent shadow on other people in form

of”a certain tenderness, a moment of happiness, a forgiving silence”.
Sabe que el hombre vil que está conversando con éI es incapaz de ese momentaneo decoro; de
ahI postula que ëste ha reflejado a un amigo, o amigo de un amigo. Repensando el problema,
liega a una convicción misteriosa: En algün punto de Ia tierra hay un hombre de quien procede
esa claridad; en algán punto de Ia tierra está el hombre que es igual a esa clan dad. El
estudiante resuelve dedicar su vida a encontrarlo. (OC 1, 416)

[The hero knows that the scoundrel with whom he is talking is quite incapable of this sudden

turn; from this he guesses that the man is echoing someone else, a friend, or a friend of a friend.
Rethinking the problem, he arrives at the mysterious conclusion that “somewhere on the face of
the earth is a man from whom this Light has emanated; somewhere on the face of the earth there
exists a man who is equal to this light.” The student decides to spend his life in search of him.]
(The Aleph and Other Stories, 48-49)

The closer he gets to that divinity the happier the people the student meets are. When he
eventually approaches al-Mu’tasim, he perceives only a light emanating from behind a curtain and
hears a voice beckoning him. The searcher “parts the curtain and

steps in,’ at

which point the

imaginary novel Borges discusses breaks off, leaving for the reader to imagine the divinity. This
theme may suggest that the divinity is perceivable only in form of fragments inside all the other
phenomena but not by itself. The divinity and the ideal city are equally invisible but present
everywhere, It is the all-encompassing but ungraspable “Tutto-Nulla”.
While the fifty-five cities under the eleven headings are detailed descriptions of a city,
many more unnamed cities are suggested in the

cornici. The text here does not provide detailed

descriptions of cities like those in the sections that form the catalogue, but merely notions of
other possible invisible cities. The cornici could be seen as a ‘subtext’ to the sections, or as a text
existing behind them. The cornici tell the story around the sections such as the manner in which
the cities are described, their reception and the search for their underlying pattern. They form the
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background noise to the nine sections, hinting at the infinite number of cities that have not been
included in the finite structure of the catalogue. For example, in the second cornice, the text
implies that the cities Marco Polo is signing to the emperor are cities that appeared in the
descriptive sections, and thus are cities part of the catalogue. These cities, however, are not
described anywhere in the sections.
(L)’ingegnoso straniero improvvisava pantomime che ii sovrano doveva interpretare: una cittâ
era designata dal salto d’un pesce che sfuggiva al becco del cormorano per cadere in una rete,

un’altra cittâ da un uomo nudo che attraversava ii fuoco senza bruciarsi, una terza da un teschio
che stringeva tra I denti verdi di muffa una perla candida e rotonda. (29-30)
L(T)he ingenious foreigner improvised pantomimes that the sovereign had to interpret: one city
was depicted by the leap of a fish escaping the cormorant’s beak to fall into a net; another city by
a naked man running through the fire unscorched; a third by a skull, its teeth green with mould,
clenching a round, white pearl.] (20)
These imaginary cities are positioned on top ofThehind the “intended” invisible cities of Marco
Polo’s descriptions, expanding the possibilities to even more cities (and thus stories) that were
not included in the catalogue. The textual catalogue thus is finite, whereas the varieties in the
unnamable unwritten realm are open, infinitely expandable but beyond the grasp of language.
In the above fragments of invisible cities the connection between the signs and the places
they refer to is uncertain. These descriptions turn into fabulations open to the emperor’s
imagination. The telling of the stories about the cities becomes a game that allows the emperor
to participate in the construction/deconstruction of the cities.
Ma ciô che rendeva prezioso a Kublai ogni fatto o notizia riferito dal suo inarticolato
informatore era lo spazio che restava loro intorno, un vuoto non riempito di parole. Le
descrizioni di città visitate da Marco Polo avevano questa dote: che CI Si poteva girare in mezzo
col pensiero, perdercisi, fermarsi a prendere il fresco, o scappare via di corsa. (45)
[But what enhanced for Kublai every event or piece of news reported by his inarticulate informer
was the space that remained around it, a void not filled with words. The descriptions of cities
Marco Polo visited had this virtue: you could wander through them in thought, become lost,
stop and enjoy the cool air or run off.] (32)
The cities are represented by the game of chess through which the emperor attempts to
understand the underlying pattern of the cities that make up his empire.
Kublai era un attento giocatore di scacchi, seguendo i gesti di Marco osservava che certi pezzi
implicavano o escludevano la vicinanza d’altri e si spostavano secondo certe linee. Trascurando
Ia varietâ di forme degli oggetti, ne definiva il modo di disporsi gli uni rispetto agli. altri sul
pavimento di maiolica. Pensà: <Se ogni cittâ è come una partita di scacchi, ii giorno in cui
arriverô a conoscere le regole possiederô finalmente il mio iznpero, anche se mai riuscirO a
conoscere tutte le città che contiene.> (127)
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[Kublai was a keen chess-player; following Marco’s movements, he observed that certain pieces
implied or excluded the vicinity of other pieces and were shifted along certain lines. Ignoring
the object’s variety of form, he could grasp the system of arranging one with respect to the others
on the majolica floor. He thought: ‘If each city is like a game of chess, the day when I have
learned the rules, I shall finally possess my empire, even if I shall never succeed in knowing all
the cities it contains.’] (96)

But since the relations between the pieces of the game and the cities are uncertain, the chess
game is reduced to the movements of the pieces on the surface of the board, a game that can
suggest anything except (or including) the ever shifting elements of the cities.
(U)n cavallo poteva rappresentare tanto un vero cavallo quanto un corteo di carrozze, un esercito
in marcia, un monumento equestre; e una regina poteva essere una dama affacciata al balcone,
una fontana, una chiesa dalla cupola cuspidata, una pianta di mele cotogne. (127-128)
[(A) knight could stand for a real horseman, or for a procession of coaches, an army on the
march, an equestrian monument: a queen could be a lady looking down from her balcony, a

fountain, a church with a pointed dome, a quince tree.] (96)
Signification is uncertain and retreats into nothingness. Anything can refer to anything else. The
imagining of the cities and their telling becomes an end in itself. Signification is open to the
whims of the mind that happens to toy with it.
The emperor attempts to supply variations of the cities himself. Like Chinese calligraphic
characters, the cities are made up of elements that can be reassembled in infinite ways.
Kublai Kan s’era accorto che le città di Marco Polo s’assomigliavano, come se il passaggio
dall’una all’altra non implicasse un viaggio ma uno scamblo d’elementi. Adesso, da ogni cittâ
che Marco gli descriveva, Ia mente del Gran Kan partiva per suo conto, e smontata Ia città pezzo
per pezzo, la ricostruiva in un altro modo, sostituendo ingredienti, spostandoli, invertendoli.
(49)
[Kublai Khan had noticed that Marco Polo’s cities resembled one another, as if the passage from
one to another involved not a journey but a change of elements. Now, from each city Marco
described to him, the Great Khan’s mind set out on its own, and after dismantling the city piece
by piece, he reconstructed it in other ways, substituting components, shifting them, inverting
them.] (36)

Kublai Khan’s eagerness to make up cities in the effort to participate in or search for the
underlying pattern of the cities of his empire, and Marco Polo’s responses to these cities
suggested by the emperor, point to the relationship of reciprocity of both characters. Both the
suggestions of the cities and the responses to them is expanded in many variations, annulling any
certainty of a definite underlying pattern. The city Kublai Khan suggests in the fifth cornice is
the very city Marco Polo was telling Kublai Khan about:
Sire, en distratto. Di questa città appunto ti stavo raccontando quando m’hai interrotto. (49)
[‘Sire, your mind has been wandering. This is precisely the city I was telling you about when
you interrupted me.1 (36)
-
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It is a city that exists but has “no place and no name”. Another city Kublai Khan dreams about
and tells Marco Polo about is a city that exists. Since this is a city that knows only of departures
but not of returns, it could possibly be the very city in which Marco Polo and Kublai Khan are
holding their conversation.
Perdonami, signore: non c’ê dubbia che presto o tardi m’imbarcherô a quel mob, dice Marco,
ma non tornerô a riferirtebo. La città esiste e ha un semplice segreto: conosce solo partenze e
non ritorni. (61)
[‘Forgive me, my lord, there is no doubt that sooner or later I shall set sail from that dock,’
Marco says, ‘but I shall not come back to tell you about it. The city exists and it has a simple
secret: it knows only departures, not returns.’] (45)
-

The next cities Kublai Khan describes to Marco Polo in the eighth cornice (to see if they exist)
are always different from the ones Marco Polo has visited. Conversely, Kublai Khan introduces
Marco Polo to the city of Kin-sai, a ‘real’ city Marco Polo had not imagined.
Ti è mai accaduto di vedere una città che assomiglia a questa? 1.. .1 L’imperatore,
accompagnato dal suo dignitario forestiero, visitava Quinsai, antica capitale di spodestate
dinastie, ultima perla incastonata nella corona del Gran Kan. - No sire, rispose Marco, mai
avrei immaginato che potesse esistere una cittã simile a questa. (93)
[‘Did you ever happen to see a city resembling this one?’ [... I The emperor, accompanied by his
foreign dignitary, was visiting Kin-sai, ancient capital of deposed dynasties, the latest pearl set
in the Great Khan’s crown. ‘No, sire, Marco answered, ‘I should never have imagined a city like
this one could exist.’] (68)
-

-

-

From these examples it is clear that there are no absolutes. The possibilities of signification
(“textual truths”) constantly keep shifting, thereby providing a sense of expanding space. Marco
Polo and Kublai Khan exist in a reciprocal relationship in which each informs the other. Marco
Polo is not merely the informant to Kublai Khan’s empire who provides the ruler insight into his
territory. He also receives information about the empire by the ruler himself. Both characters
exist in a hypothetical mental space in which their thoughts and functions merge. Neither Kublai
Khan nor Marco Polo are able to imagine all the possible cities. The example of the city Kin-sai
shows that there are cities that have escaped Marco Polo’s imagination. Conversely, in the ninth

cornice the emperor turns out to have more information than his emissary. Kublai Khan has
dreamed about a city which he describes to Marco Polo. Thereupon Polo supplies the Khan’s
city with its name and its distinguishing characteristics, but the last word belongs to the emperor.
Ti racconterô cosa ho sognato stanotte, dice a Marco. In mezzo a una terra piatta e gialla,
cosparsa di meteoriti e massi erratici, vedevo di lontano elevarsi le guglie d’una citt dai
pinnacoli sottili, fatti in modo che Ia Luna nel suo viaggio possa posarsi ora sull’uno ora
-

-

-
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sull’altro, o dondolare appesa ai cavi delle gru. E Polo: - La città sognata è Lalage. Questi
inviti alla sosta nel cielo notturno i suoi abitanti disposero perché Ia Luna conceda a ogni cosa
nella cittâ di crescere e ricrescere senza fine. C’è qualcosa che tu non sai, aggiunse ii Kan.
Riconoscente la Luna ha dato alla cittâ di Lalage un privilegio piü raro: crescere in leggerezza.
(80)
[‘I shall tell you what I dreamed last night, ‘he says to Marco. ‘In the midst of a flat and yellow
land, dotted with meteorites and erratic boulders, I saw from a distance the spires of a city rise,
slender pinnacles, made in such a way that the moon in her journey can rest now on one, now on
another, or sway from the cables of the cranes.’ And Polo says: ‘The city of your dreams is
Lalage. Its inhabitants arranged these invitations to rest the night sky so that the moon would
grant eveiything in the city the power to grow and grow endlessly.’ ‘There is something you do
not know’, the Khan adds. ‘The grateful moon has granted the city of Lalage a rarer privilege:
to grow in lightness.’l (58-59)
-

-

-

Just as there are sections of cities that include moral comments on present or possible
future cities, the cornEd also contain “morals”. These are, among other things, comments about
the nature of storytelling. In the fifth cornice, for example, Marco Polo and Kublai Khan
converse on the underlying reason for the cities’ existence.
Le cittâ come i sogni sono costruite di desideri e di paure, anche se il fib del loro discorso è
segreto, le boro regole assurde, le prospettive ingannevoli, e ogni cosa ne nasconde un’altra.
D’una cittá non godi le sette o le settantasette meraviglie, ma Ia risposta che dà a una tim
domanda’. (50)
[Cities, like dreams are made of desires and fears even if the thread of their discourse is secret,
their rules are absurd, their perspectives deceitful, and everything conceals something else. [...]
You take delight not in a city’s seven or seventy wonders, but in the answer it gives to a question
of yours.’j (36-37)

Thus, whatever the story, the listener will always project a personal meaning onto it according to
the moment. There is no meaning in the story itself except for the one the reader puts into it. It
is not the teller but the listener who invests meaning in the tales. The story takes on a new shape
in each listener’s mind. When it leaves the lips of the teller, it has already changed into another
story by the time it reaches the ears of the listener. This is what, in the seventeenth cornice,
Marco Polo answers Kublai Khan’s question as to whether Marco Polo will tell his country
people the same stories he told Kublai Khan. Marco’s answer seems to foresee the story of his
imprisonment by Genoese pirates and the dictation of his travels to another prisoner, Rusticano
de Pisa.
lo parlo e parbo, dice Marco, ma clii in’ascolta ritiene solo be parole che aspetta. Altra è Ia
descrizione del mondo cui tu presti benigno orecchio, altra quelia che farà ii giro dei capannelli
di scaricatori e gondolieri sulle fondamenta di casa mia II giorno del mio ritorno, abtra ancora
quella che potrei dettare in tarda eta, se venissi fatto prigioniero da pirati genovesi e messo in
ceppi nella stessa celia con uno scrivano di romanzi d’avventura. Chi comanda al racconto non
-

-

-

è Ia voce: è i’orecchio. (143)
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[‘I speak and I speak,’ Marco says, ‘but the listener retains only the words he is expecting. The
description of the world to which you lend your benevolent ear is one thing; the description that
will go the rounds of the groups of stevedores and gondoliers on the street outside my house the
day of my return is another; and yet another, that which I might dictate late in life, if I were
taken prisoner by Genoese pirates and put in irons in the same cell with a writer of adventure
stories. It is not the voice that commands the stoiy: it is the ear.’] (106)

The last two cornici framing the sections of cities in part nine have an explicit story
telling quality. Just as in fairy-tales these cornici repeat the beginning sentences in similar ways.
[cornice 17]: Ii Gran Kan possiede un atlante dove tutte le cittâ dell’impero e dei reami
circonvicini sono disegnate palazzo per palazzo e strada per strada, con le mura, i fiumi, I ponti,
i porti, le scogliere. [...] II Gran Kan possiede un atlante I cui disegni figurano l’orbe terracqueo
tutt’insieme e continente per continente, i confini dei regni piü lontani, le rotte delle navi, i
contorni delle coste, le mappe delle metropoli piü illustri e dei porti piü opulenti. [...] I! Gran
Kan possiede un atlante in cui sono raccolte le mappe di tutte le città. (143, 144, 145)
[cornice 18]: L’atlante del Gran Kan contiene anche le terre delle terre promesse visitate nel
pensiero ma non ancora scoperte o fondate. (169) (italics mine)

[[cornice 17]: The Great Khan owns an atlas where all the cities of the empire and the
neighbouring realms are drawn, building by building and street by street, wIth walls, rivers,
bridges, harbours, cliffs. [...] The Great Khan owns an atlas whose drawings depict the
terrestrial globe all at once and continent by continent, the borders of the most distant realms,

the ship’s routes, the coastlines, the maps of the most illustrIous metropolises and of the most
opulent ports. [...] The Great Khan owns an atlas in which are gathered the maps of all the
cities. (106, 108)
[cornice 18]: The Great Kban’s atlas contains also the maps of the promised lands visited in
thought but not yet discovered or founded.] (126) (italics mine)

In line with the theme of the overlapping conceptual spaces, the identical passages Ii Gran Kan
possiede un atlante [“The Great Khan owns an atlas”] cancel each other out leaving standing the
contents of the atlases. The center of signification - here the atlases vanishes, giving the illusion
-

that language speaks itself. The narrative content of these passages has the effect of attempting
to encompass the totality of human projections in past, present and fbture times, thus forming an

Aleph within the Aleph of the empire. The descriptions of the emperor’s atlases in fact are one
single atlas that stands for the spatial and temporal mapping of the universe. This atlas depicts all
the cities that Kublai Khan and Marco Polo are able to identify or can imagine, and all those that
will exist or have possibly existed.

The all-encompassing atlas contains all the cities of the empire drawn detail by detail.
The theme of the map of a country being the very country is a topic Borges likes to mention. In
‘Maglas Parciales del “Quijote” [‘Partial Enchantment of the Quixote’] he cites Josiah Royce’s
book The World and the Individual (1899) in which the author imagines a map of England
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contained within England that represents every detail of England in its natural dimensions. Such
a map in turn would contain a map of the country and so on in an infinte misc en abyme
regression, much like the Aleph that contains within its sphere the world that in turn contains the
Aleph and so on.
La obra es perfecta; no hay detalle del suelo de Inglaterra, por diminuto que sea, que no esté
registrado en el mapa; todo tiene ahI su correspondencia. Ese mapa, en tal caso, debe contener
una mapa del mapa, que debe contener un mapa del mapa, y asi hasta lo infinito. (OC II, 47)27
[A map of England is to represent, contained within England, down to the minutest detail, eveiy
contour and marking, natural or artificial, that occurs upon the surface of England. In order
that this representation should be constructed, the representation itself will have to contain once
more, as part of itself, a representation of its own contour and contents; and this representation
in order to be exact, will have once more to contain an image of itself and so on without limit.]
(Other Inquisitions, 46)
...

Calvino notes such a detailed map in his essay ‘II viandante nella mapp& [‘The traveller in the
Map’], talking of a map of France that took the Cassini family four generations to draw. He
refers to Borges’ mention of such a map but remembers it as Chinese.
0gm foresta vi disegnata albero per albero, ogni chiesetta ha il suo campanile, ogni villaggio è
quadrettato tetto per tetto, cossiché si ha l’impressione vertiginosa d’aver sotto gli occhi tutti gli
alberi e tutU i campanili e tutti i tetti del Regno di Francia. E non si puô far a meno di ricordare
ii racconto di Borges, della carta dell’Impero cinese che coincideva con l’estensione dell’Impero.
(Collezione di sabbia, 28)
[Eveiy forest is drawn up tree by tree, every church has its bell tower, every village is divided

roof by roof, so that one has the vertiginous impression to have in front of one’s eyes all the trees
and all the bell towers and all the roofs of the French Empire. And one can not avoid thinking
of the story by forges, about the map of the Chinese Empire that coincided with the extension of

the Empire.] (Translation mine)
The emperor’s atlases in Le cilia invisibili minutely depict all possible variations of past,
present and fi.iture cities. While these atlases attempt to encompass all possible cities, their
shapes in the end all merge.
H catalogo delle forme ê sterminato: finché ogni forma non avrà trovato la sua cittâ, nuove città
continueranno a nascere. Dove le forme esauriscono le loro variazioni e si disfanno, comincia Ia
fine delle città. Nelle ultime città dell’atlante si diluivano reticoli senza principio né fine, cittâ a
forma di Los Angeles, a forma di Kyoto-Osaka, senza forma. (146)
[The catalogue of forms is endless; until every shape has found its city, new cities will continue
to be born. When the forms exhaust their variety and come apart, the end of cities begins, in
the last pages of the atlas there is an outpouring of networks without beginning or end, cities in
the shape of Los Angeles, in the shape of Kyoto-Osaka, without shape.I (108)

27

Note that Borges’ text is a paraphrase of the original English passage rather than an exact translation.
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The atlases represent a catalogue of cities within the cornici. This listing proves fhtile, as the
cities are far more diverse and numerous than the catalogue can hold. The original text in Italian
demonstrates the “shapeless dust cloud” of the sameness of all cities textually by an enumeration
of their possible variations without punctuation.
Viaggiando ci s’accorge che le differenze si perdono: ogni cittã va somigliando a tulle le cittâ,
i luoghi Si scambianoforrna ordine dislanze, un pulviscolo informe invade i continenti. II tuo
atlante custodisce intatte le differenze: quell’assortimento di qualitA che sono come le lettere del
-

nome. (145) (italics mine)
[‘Travelling, you realize that differences are lost: each city takes to resembling all cities, places
exchange their form, order, distances, a shapeless dust cloud invades the continents. Your atlas

preserves the differences intact: that assortment of qualities which are like the letters in a
name.’] (108)

The text in these cornici moves between various temporal spaces in reference to the
characters and the reader. These temporal spaces crowd the same conceptual zones to arrive at
the sense of a contemporary, all-encompassing present. Through the overlapping spaces and the
contradictions between conceptual spaces, all these zones merge into one hypothetical
everywhere/nowhere space of everythingness and nothingness. It is Calvino’s Aleph.
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Chapter Two

Overlapping Conceptual Spaces in Ma Yuan’s ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’

In his essay entitled’ ?

‘[‘Method’] Ma Yuan writes that his writing technique is

“illogical” because “life is not logical but nevertheless contains some very logical fragments”. His
method therefore is “illogical overall, with occasionally some logical parts”.

• (‘Method’, 129)
Ma Yuan bases his “illogical” writing style on the traditional Chinese concept of chaos.
According to Chinese mythology, this is the unaltered, shapeless state of the universe before
order was instated. Ma Yuan refers to the Taoist philosopher Zhuangzi of the Warring States
Period (403-221 B.C.) in ancient China as his favorite Chinese philosopher. To explain his
illogical writing method Ma Yuan mentions Zhuangzi’s fable of the Emperor Hundun (Chaos)
that tells about the creation of the world, when order was created out of chaos.
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[I [...1 believe that the person (whether foreign or Chinese) who invented the word logic should
have died in his mother’s womb. Just as I am saying that the Chinese person who invented the
word “Chaos” is the greatest sage humankind has ever brought forth. E...l I believe that
Zhuangzi’s best parable is the one about Chaos. It tells about two of Chaos’ friends who were
worried about it. They believed that because Chaos had no eyes, no nose and no mouth it could
neither see, hear nor breathe. They decided to do a good deed and poke seven holes into Chaos.
“Every day they poked one hole and on the seventh day Chaos died.” I call this the chaotic
method and it is also my method.J (129)28

28

In his translation of the parable Leon Wieger adds the moral:
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If chaos is seen to be the original state of things, so that any alteration to it represents a
falsification of that original state, then Ma Yuan’s “method” aims to record the world around him
in its chaotic, illogical state with the least possible alteration. Ma Yuan sees life as a jumble of
events that the human mind arranges into a chain of causality. In his writing, however, he wants
to represent the chaotic and illogical world that surrounds him. This includes unpredictable turns
of events and an absence of causality.

—1laff.
[..
[A person’s life is composed out of details that lack any connection. Life is not logical. So why
should art be ordered with continuity? [...] I like the unadulterated meaning of randomness; that
kind of unpredictable randomness of life.] (‘A Dialogue’, 90-91)

As a Chinese writer living in Tibet Ma Yuan brings his vision of Tibet to his Chinese
readership through his fiction. He uses his interpretation of Tibetan culture to remind the
Chinese of their traditional view of chaos. One could speculate that because of their political and
scientific pursuit of progress in the modern era, the Chinese have gradually moved away from a
world view that incorporated chaos and uncertainties. The text of Ma Yuan’s novella ‘The
Temptation of the Gangdisi’ integrates these traditional ways of looking at the world. Here Ma
Yuan contrasts the Tibetan world view (standing for an original, chaotic experience) with that of
the Chinese (the scientific, ordering world view). The contrast between the Tibetan and the
Chinese vision can be seen in terms of a Taoist and a Communist world view. The Communist
view is scientific in that it perceives history in measurable terms: people can be moulded to
conform to history’s predetermined development that eventually leads to the ultimate stage of
good for all. Taoism proceeds by reversal and by letting people be the way they are. Instead of
projecting into the fhture the Taoist wishes to reunite him or herself with the origins of creation,
or the golden age, when people lived free from social restrictions in harmony with the universe.

All beings should be left in their natural deprived state; one should not seek to perfect them
artificially, otherwise they cease to be what they were, and should remain. (Wisdom, 149)
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The official Chinese view is that even though Tibetans represent a distinct culture, Tibet
itself is regarded as historically a part of Chinese territory. Tibetans, therefore, are considered to
be a people who share a similar historical background with the Chinese. In Ma Yuan’s view, in
spite of, or because of, their ‘economic backwardness’ in present-day China, Tibetans have
retained a unique way of life that integrates religion and fairy tales into their everyday lives. In a
literary discussion with Tibetan writers and with other Chinese writers living in Tibet Ma Yuan
elaborates on this view.

[Tibet’s productive forces are low and material life here is indeed poor, but if one only becomes
familiar with this place and gets to know the people one realizes that their lives are
indescribably relaxed and happy. E...] Life here is constantly filled with stories, making it
difficult for one to distinguish between reality and fiction. As a matter of fact, the lives of
Tibetans are interlinked with fairy tales and the Tibetans themselves with the divine.] (‘A
Discussion by Seven People’, 46)
Ma Yuan describes himself as a pantheist. He believes there exist things beyond human
understanding.

):ft

[I’m a pantheist. Of course I believe there is a superior existence beyond the human; that is very
natural.] (‘A Dialogue’, 94).

This pantheist view includes accepting unexplainable phenomena without describing them as
mysterious.

[Mystery is not an atmosphere; it is not something that can be created or played up by people.
Mystery exists in an abstract but also in a very concrete manner. It’s an entity that is beyond the
human rationale. Precisely because it eludes people’s normal understanding, they have created
this strange, ungraspable thing called mystery. As far as I am concerned, mystery is not a
matter of interest.I (‘A Dialogue’, 92)
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The ungraspable is real and part of life. Talking about his preference for “unfinished” stories, Ma
Yuan says that he likes the sense of never being able to reach a final conclusion. To be uncertain
of the final outcome leaves the story open for different points of view and thus different
interpretations.

ir

[The experience of being unable to reach an ultimate conclusion (which could also be called an
ultimate destination) makes me relinquish any hope for the aim of reaching that final destination.
Because in that way the aim is absolute and becomes an unworkable method. This is a
completely new and highly personal experience; I’m not sure if it can be called an aesthetic ideal.
The mystery in it comes from the fact that you can understand it but are unable to grasp it. This
is completely different from the usual question of exact imagery and the inherent confusion and
ambivalence of words.] (‘A Dialogue’, 92)
Ma Yuan writes that he is not seeking to express anything in particular through his
fiction, but merely. writes to create new experiences for the reader. These new experiences,
however, can represent the very meaning or intention of his fiction.

a3T.

[If you asked me what I am explaining or expressing I wouldn’t be able to say. I’m not
explaining or expressing anything. When I write fiction I create new experiences. What it
should give you and other readers (if I have written well), are new experiences that you’ve never
had before.] (‘Method’, 129).
In the context of the writer presenting notions of a lost perception of reality to the Chinese, these
“new experiences” are at the same time also memories of ancient experiences. These are
represented through the contrast of the daily divine experiences of the Tibetans with the scientific
world view of the Chinese.
In another of his essays Ma Yuan laments that critics and readers read too much into his
stories by looking for deep hidden meanings. His opinion is that stories just exist to be told, not
to be dissected.
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[Tell the story, listen to it and that’s it, let it go by. Why should one want to want to offer some
meaning when one writes a story? [...J What I want to ask of those readers and critics who want
to ask me for the meaning, is not to rush right away to cIarii the signification, not to right away
try to dig for implications. Do not start by getting busy summing up some philosophical sense.
What I ask you is to first look at the writing; is the story written smoothly? Is the story clearly
told? What I ask of you is to remain as calm as when you overhear some strangers telling some
bits of news and stories in the public bath, on the bus, or in the movie theater. I ask you to forget
those novels that used to give you deep impressions, or inspired and educated you; am I asking
too much of you?] (‘Beyond Philosophy’, 60)
In ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ the reader is asked to read and enjoy the story as a story.
This includes accepting all the narrative incongruities the text offers him or her. A good story

writer, in Ma Yuan’s opinion, should remain ambiguous so that different readers can have
different opinions. This view refers to the author’s interest in Zhuangzi’s and Einstein’s theory of

relativity.
.

3.

T ——1+1=2.

fl’he Chinese idiom ‘different people, different views’ fully expresses a dialectical
understanding. I believe that a good author should provide his readership with the possibility of
the real meaning of that idiom. If in fiction everything is explained to death, then can one talk
about ‘different people, different views’? 1.. .1 It all depends on you, my beloved reader; if you
want to explain [my fiction] with some complicated methodology, then it’ll be profound, but if
you approach it in a most direct and simple manner, then it’ll be as clear as the arithmetical
calculation 1+1=2.1 (‘Beyond Philosophy’, 60).

What is “clear” in the text of Ma Yuan’s novella ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ is that no

definite solutions to the incongruities can be found. Besides the possibility of having different
opinions about the stor(ies), the text asks the reader not to form an opinion at all but to just

accept the fairy-tale-like events taking place in Tibet.
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The text creates a loose network of intermittent logical parts against an overall illogical
background with the effect that the reader’s mind is constantly engaged in the narrative maze of
uncertainties. The sometimes determinate and sometimes indeterminate zones leave the reader
unsettled as to a possible final interpretation of the novella. Such a narrative strategy prevents
the reader from creating “textual truths” (a network of narrative elements that reinforce each
other and thereby create signification in the story) to arrive at a single final meaning. The text
constructs numerous narrative incongruities to disorient the reader in the reading process. This
overall sense of textual indeterminacy is achieved through narrative strategies of shifting narrative
points of view, narrative traps, fluid characters and narrative uncertainties. The disorientation of
the reader is heightened by the occasional anachronic development of the stories from one part to
the next.
The three main stories that make up the narrative are told in sixteen parts of varying
length interlacing (or not interlacing) each other in their narrative development. The first story
(parts 2, 1, 5, 3, 6, 7, 9) is mainly about the Tibetan hunter Qiong Bu, who met the Yeti. The
story is told by a Chinese writer who also talks about his life in Tibet and his views about Tibet.
He is a friend of Qiong Bu’s, and together with two other Chinese men, Lu Gao and Yao Liang,
they go on an unsuccessfl.il expedition to try to find the Yeti again. The second story (parts 4, 8,
10) is about the three Chinese men Yao Liang, Lu Gao and Little He unsuccessfully trying to
watch a Tibetan sky burial. Before this expedition Lu Gao and Yao Liang had noticed a beautiful
young Tibetan woman in Lu Gao’s office. Between the time they first notice her and the day they
go on the expedition she dies in a car accident, crushed by a drunk driver. The third story (parts
11, 12, 13, 14, 15) is told uninterruptedly. It is implied, however, that the story was recorded by
Lu Gao, a detail which links this story with the others, as Lu Gao’s role is foreshadowed at the
end of the other two stories. The story he tells is the modern version of an ancient Tibetan
legend that was later turned into an opera. The modern legend tells of two Tibetan twin
brothers, Dun Yue and Dun Zhu, the first of whom leaves his home to enter the army and the
second in a very short time becomes able to sing the longest Tibetan epic. Two poems by Yao
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Liang and Lu Gao about Tibet could be seen as a fourth story (chapter 16) but are perhaps more
useflilly seen as an appendix to the overall narrative.
The three main stories are linked by their storytelling tone whereby a narrator tells the
‘reader’ stories, or the characters tell each other the stories that appear in the text. Within these
three main story lines a host of other shorter stories appear. Every character seems to be writing
about or telling someone else stories about Tibet. Some of these Tibetan stories make up the
body of the text while others are mentioned but do not appear in the narrative. Eventually the
accumulation of uncertain events in the stories told by shifting characters result in a proliferation
of words that gives the impression that language speaks itself.
The text tells of unexplainable events taking place in Tibet. These events leave both
Chinese and Tibetans puzzled, but eventually the Tibetans integrate these events into their
mythological and pantheist perception of reality, whereas the Chinese keep searching for rational
explanations. Through narrative strategies of contradictory overlapping zones, the novella sets
the Tibetan vision of the world against that of the Chinese. The underlying motivation of all
three stories seems to be to ask the implied Chinese reader to accept a dimension that places
contradictory zones in one and the same conceptual space. This conceptual dimension is seen to
be a radical one for the Chinese readership, in that it asks it to perceive the world in a Tibetan
way.
According to the text of’The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ Tibetans live in an eternal
mythological present that lies beyond the understanding of the Chinese. While the scierrtifically
minded Chinese want to explain every phenomenon in rational terms, the Tibetans integrate
unexplainable occurrences into their daily lives. The mythological time in which the Tibetans live
is only accessible to non-Tibetans in the form of childhood memories found in fairy tales. The
text addresses mainly a Chinese audience but also includes foreign visitors to Tibet.
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(52)
[We live in a scientific age. Fairy tales are a conception that is too far removed from us. L...1
What [the Chinese and foreign travelersi see here are the far away memories of things they
heard in fairy tales when they were little. [...] Not everyone can see the memories for
themselves. [...1 You know, besides saying that their lives in themselves represent a
mythological time, their daily lives are also intertwined with mythological tales. Fairy tales are
not a way of embellishing their lives, but are their very lives. Fairy tales are the very foundation
and reason for their existence and it’s because of this that they are Tibetans and not someone
else.1 (314)
The Tibetans have something that attracts the visiting Chinese and the foreign visitors. In
the framework of the narrative this may be the “enchanted” reality in Tibet that evokes far away

memories from fairy tales the visitors used to hear as children. Outsiders flock to Tibet to look
at the Tibetans live a life that is different from their own.
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[When we and other foreign travelers come from the interior to Tibet we find everything here
strange. [...] The visitors crowd around and take pictures as if it mattered a lot (you are probably
the same). They need to know that these things are not novelties, that the people who came to
live here a very long time ago have always lived this way; that it’s only the visitors who think
these things are strange because life here is so very different from their own. They have no way
of understanding, but they still think iCs interesting, as if this were some imitation of an ancient
castle in Disneyland. [...] If you go to the Barkhur in Lliasa at dusk, you can join the circles of
prayers: you will see all around you people wearing Tibetan leather gowns, Chinese clothes or
monk robes. They are all self-possessed, each of them moving ahead filled with self-confidence,
circling around once, twice and thrice. You may think yourself a shallow, boring person, who,
with a filled stomach and nothing to do, has come here to look around. You may feel that you
came to the wrong place --- that you shouldn’t have come here. I’m telling you this out of my
own experience.I (315)

The narrator compares Tibet to large exhibition parks in other places of the world that
have been created for the curiosity and entertainment of visitors. The difference in Tibet is that
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the inhabitants are not rehearsing historical lives for the foreigners’ information but that they are
living their lives in the present time. It is the outsiders who impose the status of a living museum
onto the Tibetans. The Chinese writer sees Tibet as a place where past and present converge in
eternal time. Tibetans do not have a historical past but an eternal present that incorporates their
life into contemporary socialist China/Tibet.
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[I heard that they want to build a Tang dynasty city in this country close to Xi’an and that

everybody working in the hotels and shops will be wearing clothes from the Tang dynasty. All
the streets and houses will be built in accordance with the styles of the era. This is with the idea
of opening a tourist district. Xi’an has the greatest concentration of scenic spots and historic
sites: A Tang dynasty model town for tourists would bring the country a great deal of foreign
currency. Even though the people would be wearing Tang dynasty clothes and live in Tang
dynasty styled homes, the citizens of such a city would still be people from today, just like you
and me. But here it’s not the same. [...1 The Americans built the Indians a few reserves. These
reserves have become cultural museums with living people. Here on the roof of the world in
the Qinghai Tibetan highlands it’s a completely different situation. At the same time as my
800,000 compatriots are entering socialism and the scientific and civilized age, they’re still
living in a mythological world in a style uniquely their own.I (315)
--

While the chinese writer celebrates the Tibetan spiritual continuity throughout time,
foregrounding the Tibetan mythological understanding of the world that in fact abolish time, he
nevertheless includes the Tibetan people into the larger context of socialist China. This is an
obvious necessity if Ma Yuan wants to be published in China. The statement that his Tibetan
“compatriots are entering socialism and the scientific and civilized age” clearly pays lip service to
the Chinese policies that want to integrate Tibet into China. Ma Yuan’s allegiance, however, is
clearly on the side of the Tibetans by setting them spiritually apart from the Chinese.
What sets the Chinese apart from the Tibetans is the Chinese quest for certainties. The
scientific understanding of the world that separates the Chinese from the Tibetans is exemplified
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by an esthetic experience the Chinese writer has in Tibet while spending a month in the
mountains. When sleeping by a warm water lake he wakes up during the night and finds himself
in front of a natural spectacle.
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(53)

[The snow had stopped for a while. The ground was covered in white, and because the air was
very thin I could see far into the distance. Not far from me, above the lake’s surface, white
steam actually rose high up like boiling water. The stars were numerous and low in the dark
blue moonless sky. The columns of white steam seemed to reach the stars, drifting as they
curled upwards. I was convinced that no one had ever seen such a scene; I couldn’t even believe
that I myself was standing in front of this spectacle. This was the road toward the blue night
curtain; the passageway to join the stars. I swear to you on the few white hair that are left on my
head that the passage way was in front of me. That night I stood for a long time like a little
child by the banks of a lake that doesn’t even show on a map.] (316)

A Chinese has an esthetic experience in Tibet that transposes him back into childlike wonder, but
he is unable to let the moment stand as he experienced it during the night. The following day he
rationalizes his impression by finding scientific explanations for the phenomena.
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[I felt embarrassed about my agitation of the previous night; this was just an ordinary hot spring
lake. In the Tibetan highlands where ground heat sources are overly abundant, one can expect
far more than one hot spring lake. The night before, however, I had felt as if I had been in
heaven.] (316)

On that same trip the Chinese writer discovers a large mass of stone that looks sculptured
yet does not seem to be sculptured. He reasons back and forth trying to determine what it could

be and eventually decides that it is the fossilized skeleton of a prehistoric animal.
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[Initially I thought it was carved out of stone. No. If it were carved out of stone how could it
have been brought to this place? Just from its sheer mass it must have weighed a few thousand
tons and there was no source of stone in this area. The ground was all swamp here and the
sheep’s head stood a few hundred meters into the swamp area. That was only one consideration.
The other was that in the religious idols of the world’s nations, sheep heads have never been
carved nor made into statues of that size and magnitude. Thirdly, with my binoculars I could
see clearly that all the parts of the sheep’s head were in detailed, fitting proportions. The form
was extremely life like with its chin disappearing in the swamp waters. We all know that the
drawings and the sculptures of the East are vivid freehand creations. Only traditional Western
artistic works are life-like; unless this was a Greek sculpture? Fourth Fifth. It could not be a
carved stone. Having reached this conclusion I immediately came to my next conclusion. It was
a prehistoric animal, probably a dinosaur, which one could call a dinosaur with sheep horns.I
(317)
...

The storyteller asks his audience to take his word. The Chinese writer’s deduction is
conclusive but in the mind of the audience can remain doubts about the possibility of such a
discovery. The Chinese writer’s reasoning about the stone mass (there is no source of stone from
which the sculpture could have been carved; such sculptures are not carved in the world’s
religions, etc.) only adds to the audience’s hesitation in believing such a find. The narrative
points the reader exactly into that gray zone of hesitation. In the framework of a story that
places two contradicting conceptual zones in the same narrative space it is both possible that the
‘dinosaur with sheep horns’ exists and that it doesn’t exist. This hazy zone in which both
possibilities exist side by side is the conceptual alternative to the zone of certainty where
something is either this or that.
The Chinese critic Li Jie defines this as a “two-directional” mode of thinking. It is a mode
that contradicts the habitual “one-directional” way of thinking that presumes there is only one
definite answer to a problem: either the sheep head is a sculpture or it isn’t. Discussing
‘Temptation’ he writes:

‘JTEiJ
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4. (146)
[[This] story completely goes against the “one-directional” way of thinking whereby something
is either this or that. The story not only discards the permanent and absolute point of departure
but also relinquishes the traditional way of thinking that has an absolute aim.] (‘Logic of TwoDirectional Thinking’, 146)
The “two-directional” way of thinking evolves out of humanity’s unresolved quest to try to

understand the world.

1st.
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[Epimenides on Crete said that all people on Crete were liars. People have no way of solving
this contradictory statement, just as they are ultimately unable to understand the world. But
people cannot cast off this contradiction just as they cannot deny that the world exists. Because
the world essentially is contradictory.] (145)

The “Two-directional” thinking, therefore, is based on contradictory reflections.

L1t1t
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(146)
[The knowledge of the world lies in its unknowability. Because the world cannot be known it
can be known. Because the world is knowable, it is unknowable. These two contradictory

statements presuppose each other and are each other’s cause, thereby forming a “two-directional”
thinking logic. [...1 The sheep head is not a sculpture, therefore it is made of stone; it is not
made out of stone and therefore it is a sculpture.] (146)

Because that way of thinking is irrational it does not need a definite starting point nor a clear
ending point such as those found in the “one-directional” way of thinking.

IThis kind of uncertainty and unexplicitnessness implies that one can start at any point and end
at any point. The text thereby has the openness and movement of thought.] (147)
Once people have accepted such a “two-directional” way of thinking then the

(147)
[strange and illusory world ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ reveals does not seem so strange
and illusory any more but becomes real. Because not being this does not necessarily mean that.
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[The sheep head is a sculpture, the sculpture is not a sheep headi, these two facts can filly exist
at the same time [...J.J (147)

The point of the novella, however, Li Jie writes, is not to construct a net of contradictions in a
“meaningless game of logic” but to keep the reader’s mind open to various points of views

toward an object.
:ftT
N.(148)

A.
[It says it is definitely A, but also determines it is not A. It denies it is not A but also negates
but
is
antinomous
it
it
says
everything:
say
to
seems
also
but
[...] It seems it doesn’t say anything
also says it is exclusively opposite. The essence here is not in whether this irrationally rational
logic confirmed or negated A or non-A, but bringing to light the double directional relationship
between being A and non-A.] (148)

The result is that the reader (together with the character) gets to think about an object from
various points of views without being able to reach a definite conclusion, because everything in
the world happens and proceeds in a relative relation to everything else. This is a reading of the
novella that agrees with Ma Yuan’s view that a writer should provide his readership with the
possibility of various interpretations, according to the Chinese idiom ‘different people, different
views’.
The text of ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ strategically places the Chinese writer too
far away from the object and unable to get closer to it, so that he can’t discern exactly what it is.
And since he didn’t bring a camera he is unable to take a picture to prove his find. As the event is

uncertain it becomes a story to be told.

.

(53)
[I already said that nobody believed me. The geological team didn’t believe me, nor did other
people. I had gone mad and was suffering from hallucinations. That was my own diagnosis. I
wrote to the appropriate office, but did not get a reply. So I did not insist any more and only
mention it as ajoke or a story. (317)

Tibet is a place where unexplainable things happen to both Chinese and Tibetans. The
Chinese writer also tells of the Tibetan bear hunter Qiong Bu who met the Yeti. Again this event
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cannot be proven by photographs and cannot be repeated (subsequent expeditions to find the
Yeti again are fruitless), so that the audience has to take the word of the storyteller. The only
way the Chinese writer can substantiate his own experience of the stone mass is by giving more
examples of similar experiences that happened to other people.

IW?

T?(53)

[What about Qiong Bu? Had he also gone mad?1 (317)

This story is told in a format similar to that of the previous passage about the discovery of

the ‘dinosaur with sheep horns’. The hunter Qiong Bu was called into the mountains by herdsmen
who had become frightened by a thin bear of enormous strength and extreme speed. Qiong Bu
goes through the same process of evaluation as the Chinese writer during his discovery. He
listens to the herdsmen’s stories about the bear’s appearances and at first does not believe them.
These stories moreover contradict each other somewhat

( F 1( 1tt 4I
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(50) [“It was not running as fast as the others had said.”] (311)) so that the hunter’s
doubts are intensified. The text is interspersed with Qiong Bu’s thoughts as he listens to the
herdsmen’s accounts and as he lies in wait to kill the bear.

jPiJ.
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1t?[...]
[You hadn’t believed the first man’s words at all, but the other people talking about the bear
doubtlessly acted as proof of the first man’s words. You couldn’t mistrust everybody’s words.
Certainly one side was wrong. Was it you or was it everybody else? Of course you believed that
you were right, but then was everybody telling lies only to you? [...] Initially you were sure that
it was not a bear. But if it was not a bear, then what could it be?] (318)
The story so far is told in realistic terms, so that the reader can partake in Qiong Bu’s doubts, but
then it adds the ‘irrational’ element of Qiong Bu actually meeting the creature and recognizing it
as the half-human, half-animal Yeti. This mixture of realist and fantasy elements gives these
episodes with the overlapping conceptual spaces a fairy-tale quality.
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[You could see very clearly that it really was as tall and thin as they had said and obviously it
was very strong. Its fur was quite sparse and its head did not seem as thick as that of a bear, nor
did its mouth protrude like that of a bear. Its long fingers seemed as agile as those of a human.
It was eating in large mouthfuls until it suddenly raised its head and fixed its gaze upon the area
where you were hiding. You simply got up and slowly walked toward it, maintaining a regular
pace. Gradually the sun had Set behind your back, casting a shadow over the creature’s face.
The moment just before sunset had been the best: the sun’s rays were falling in such a way that
you were able to clearly distinguish its complete fonu, but now everything was gone. However,
you had time to remember the expression on its face when it had stared at you. The look in its
eyes had been the familiar look of a human being.] (320)
Whereas the herdsmen had called him to kill a dangerous bear, Qiong Bu is convinced that it is
human. Just like the Chinese writer who had discovered the stone mass, Qiong Bu knows that
nobody will believe him and therefore keeps his conviction to himself. The experience becomes
another ‘fiction’, a story to be told.

(55)
[You didn’t say anything to them but remembered a Chinese friend of yours whose hair had
almost completely fallen off.] (320)
This Chinese friend Qiong Bu remembers is the Chinese writer. In the next chapter he
sums up Qiong Bu’s experience by speculating on the scientific value of this discovery.

mUYiYA
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55)
[Now you know it: Qiong Bu had met the Yeti, also known as the Himalayan snow man. This
is the kind of unreliable news only found in the filler columns of newspapers. Clues about the
Yeti have made their way around the world but no reader would take those kinds of strange
anecdotes seriously. In different parts of the world traces of the Yeti continue to appear. Many
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countries have sent out teams of special observers at great expense but none of them have seen
the Yeti in its entirety either alive or dead, and therefore the assembled “material evidence” is all
hearsay and fragment. This country also discovered some rumors and clues about the Yeti in
Shennongjia in Hubei Province. I heard they established a Chinese “Yeti” association for
research and observation. To understand the profound mystery surrounding the Yeti is of
extreme scientific value; maybe it could help uncover the mysteries of the origin of the human
species.] (320)

The fact that the next expedition, led by Qiong Bu and made up of the Chinese writer and the
two Chinese men Yao Liang and Lu Gao, is unsuccessfiul, suggests that the Yeti is to remain a
mystery. In the end it does not matter whether or not they can find the creature: in this ‘world of
fairy tales’ (which is Tibet represented by the Gangdisi mountain range) it both exists and it
doesn’t. The expedition sets out with great enthusiasm but then abandons its quest almost with a
brush of the hand. Tibet is filled with so many interesting stories that it is of no importance any
more whether they are able to find the Yeti or not.

e±41t1
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[They had no chance to see the Yeti because of their jobs and for other reasons. On the fifth day
they took the road home. They did not seem disappointed at all. 1.. .1 What they had experienced
in these four days was enough for each of the three of them to write a book. The old writer’s and
the two young writers’ books will be published soon. Besides that, Lu Gao wrote the true story
of some storytellers. Even though in that story neither the Yeti nor the sheep-horn dinosaur
appear, one is still enthralled by the legends of the Gangdisi mountain.] (321)
Eventually Qiong Bu’s discovery is left standing as it is: he is the only one who has met and
recognized the Yeti as such, and it is left open to the audience to believe his story or not. It is
implied that because of the dangerous nature of hunting in Tibet the storyteller (here the Chinese
writer who heard the story from Qiong Bu and then tells it to his Chinese friends) may
exaggerate the stories. This attitude is epitomized in the epigraph of the novella, which sets the
tone for the whole narrative.

A4U1i.(47)
[Ofcourse, whether you believe this or not is up to you. Hunting stories by their very nature
cannot be forced upon people. 1 (306)
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The third story tells about the legend of the twin brothers Dun Zhu and Dun Yue. Some
time after Dun Yue has left his family to enter the army, Dun Zhu undergoes an inexplicable
transformation. He falls asleep one afternoon (or what seems to him as one afternoon) on a far
away mountainside and when he wakes up he is able to sing the longest Tibetan epic of several
hundred thousand lines without ever having studied it. The audience again is asked to believe the
words of a storyteller who challenges the audience:

[The herdsman Dun Zhu who had not been to school for a single day started to tell this heroic
epic. Is this event really so difficult to imagine?] (332)

Dun Zhu seems to have entered a magic land that transformed him into a storyteller.
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[One quite popular version says that Dun Zhu and his flock by mistake entered a magic land.
He did not know why, but had fallen asleep on a huge flat rock [...l. Around him were vezy
good patches of grass and many wild flowers. In brief, it was a magic land which like the sacred
mountain, the divine lake, the magic eagles and fish had the legendary, uniquely Tibetan beauty
found in fairy tales. He slept. After a while he woke up with the flock of sheep still peacefully
grazing at his side. He propped up his body with his elbows and, still drowsy with sleep, looked
around. That is when he realized that he had never been here before. However, this was a good
pasture with abundant grass and water, and the view was beautiful, too.] (332)

His brother used to be the one who was able to sing and entertain the villagers. Now Dun Zhu,
the slower and more introverted of the two, has taken on this role. While the villagers marvel at

his transformation, he thinks it is the most natural thing in the world.
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(63)
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[This time it was he who sang. All he wanted to do was sing and to forever continue singing.
29 He was not surprised at all
Moreover, he was singing about the legendaiy story of Gesaer.
(although this was enough to surprise the people who knew him well), it was as if he had been
taught this extensive epic for many years by a teacher. What surprised people even more is that
he actually wondered about their queries. He could not understand why people would make such
a fuss about a small matter. The way he saw it, it was the most natural activity for him to sing
about King Gesaer. Why shouldn’t he sing, why shouldn’t he be able to sing? Why would
people ask him who taught him? Who taught you to suckle milk? When his mother and his
relations told hinnm that he had disappeared for a month, Dun Zhu thought he was hearing
madmen speaking in their dreams.] (333)

The story happens on a register of fantasy: whereas everybody else wonders about

his

transformation, Dun Zhu has become the storyteller who lives in an eternal present without
memory of a historical past. The event can not be explained, only accepted: Dun Zhu was away
for a whole month and at the same time he was away for just one afternoon. The action is
represented as taking place on two parallel/contradictory strands of events that exist in one con
temporary space.
As time passes the mountain community accepts that Dun Zhu became a skilled
storyteller in a very short period of time. The unusual event has become part of the mountain
people’s daily lives.
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[There were still people gathering around Dun Zhu’s flock of sheep to listen to him sing that old
and familiar tragic story. A lot of time had passed and nobody was asking him any more how he
had learned it or with whom he had studied it. Dun Zhu’s story about the king of Gesaer had
naturally become an integral part in the ancient lives of these Tibetan herdsmen.] (336)
Within the framework of the fairy tale-like story it is possible that the illiterate and
taciturn Dun Zhu is suddenly able to recite the world’s longest epic. Contrasting other more

29 ‘Gesaer’ is the Chinese transliteration for the Tibetan word Gesar which, according to Sogyal
Rinpoche, means “‘indomitable’, someone who can never be put down.” Sogyal describes the story of the
spiritual warrior King Gesar as the “greatest epic of Tibetan literature” (The Tibetan Book ofLiving and
Dying, 36). Ma Yuan’s choice for this particular work may represent his silent allegiance to the Tibetan
people by acknowledging their unique creativity and spiritual strength in the face of the Chinese
occupation.
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scientific versions of the legend to the fairy tale, the text invites the reader to trust the magic and
beauty of the latter.
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[Then there were a few other not so popular versions. Dun Zhu’s and Dun Yue’s father had been
a vagrant ballader and stoiyteller who was also a blacksmith. He had passed his talent on to the
twins’ mother. What Dun Zhu had inherited from his father was that genuine talent. This
version seems to have a bit of a modern scientific flavor of genetic engineering it still is a
school of thought of an overzealous philosophy. It seems that most people would rather believe
in fairy tales, even though the idealistic or the imaginary is so much more prevalent in them.
But fairy tales are beautiful. Obviously it is not suitable to mix too many rational elements into
those kinds of fairy tales. Thorough materialists would throw all these kinds of fairy tales to the
flames. They have quite convincing explanations, saying that this is just the artist himself
purposefully making up all these profound mysteries to play up the national epic and make
himself seem mysterious.] (333)
--

--,

The Chinese writer represents the Chinese race, which has invaded and annexed Tibet

into Chinese territory (he tells his audience that he came to Tibet with that General Zhang
Guohua who led the troops into Tibet in 1950). He stands for the Chinese mind that is inclined
to explain phenomena scientifically. In spite of their dominant presence in Tibet, the Chinese are
unable to reach the Tibetans spiritually.

(63)
[T]he Chinese have no way of understanding the Tibetan people’s primitive consciousness that
reveres mysterious things, and blends religion, myths and superstition. (334)

The critic Xin Li agrees with that view by writing that the Tibetans represent what
amounts to an Urvolk that has maintained a mythological world view, a consciousness that is
difficult to understand for non-Tibetans.
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[The difference lies in the religious customs of the Tibetans through which they give expression
to a strongly religious world view that has overtones of an original people. For a modem person
it is difficult to enter that frame of mind and have such a first hand experience. [...] Modern
science and culture makes it difficult for us to understand present life from a mythological point
of view.] (‘The Discovery of a Faraway World’, 211)

The Chinese writer in the novella is aware of his Chinese ‘limitations’ in understanding the
Tibetan way of experiencing the world. Even though he has lived in Tibet for thirty years and
loves the Tibetan people and their land, he knows he is not one of them.
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[I have lived in Tibet for more than half my life, but I’m still not a local. Even though I speak
Tibetan, am able to drink buttered tea like my Tibetan companions, pick zanba, drink qingke
wine, and have skin as darkly tanned as theirs, I’m still not a local. This is not to say that I don’t
love it here or my Tibetan companions. I do love them and I’ll leave neither them nor this place
until I die. Pm saying that I’m not one of them. I have worshipped with my friends more than
once and made offerings, but I’ve not participated in the long kowtowing. If it’s necessary to
kowtow I will kowtow just like them. But I am saying I’m not one of them because I can’t
understand life the same way they do. For me it’s a kind of form, and I respect their way of life.
How they understand and experience it I can only guess. I can only deduce with reasoning and
danm logical rules.] (315)

The narrator asks the reader to let go of such kind of rational reasoning. He invites the
audience to lose themselves in the ancient/contemporary legends of Tibet. The accounts of
inexplicable events in Tibet function to ask the Chinese/non-Tibetan audience to accept a
different world view. This is done narratively by unsettling the reader’s habits of reading a story.
What the audience expects to find when it ‘reads’ the world and when it reads stories is placed on
an equal level. The narrator’s position is that stories exist because people like to tell them and
like to listen to them; it does not matter whether they are true or not. It is therefore perfectly
acceptable for the narrator to change the events as he goes along.
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The request to the readership/audience to accept a story for the sake of a story is
particularly clear in the third main story. The ‘true’ facts about the story are set against those that
the storyteller makes up. The story tells about Dun Zhu’s changing position in his community.
Before his brother Dun Yue had left for the army he had spent the night with his fiancé Nimu.
Nine month later she gives birth to their son and as a consequence is expelled from her father’s
tent. She pitches her own tent on the outskirts of the mountain village and raises her son in
solitude. The years go by and Dun Yue has not written her a single letter nor does he seem to
intend to return. Money reaches his brother and his mother on a regular basis with letters telling
them about his successful ascent in the army hierarchy. Eventually Dun Zhu and Nimu marry and
thus the legend has found its happy end. The story has developed the threads of the three main
characters by bringing their lives to desirable conclusions within the framework of a fairy tale.
The one who set out to find his luck in the world found it, and the two young unmarried people
found each other. By having become the storyteller of the village Dun Zhu seems to have taken
on the role of his brother. And in order to indicate that the two young people, who eventually
marry, were meant for each other, Nimu’s son is said to resemble Dun Zhu a lot more than he
does his natural father. He runs behind the sheep holding on to their tails just as Dun Zhu used
to do when he was his age.

:;t*.
(84)
[She was surprised that her son looked like Dun Zhu. Clumsy, slow in reacting and with
particularly marked features. Dun Yue had not been that way. She could not find an
explanation and so did not waste any more time on it.l (335)
As the narrator at the end of the story reveals, the ‘real’ facts were actually quite different from
those he just told. The storyteller altered/omitted important details so that there would be a
desirable outcome. The narrator’s manipulation of the events (because it is just a story) is
emphasized by his own critique of the story.
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[The story has just about come to its end, but obviously there could be readers who would raise
some questions about the skill and techniques used in this story. Let’s imagine these.
a. About the structure. This story seems to be constructed from three independent
stories whose contents have very little in common with each other. This is a purely technical
question. Let’s try to solve it further below.
b. About the stories’ threads. Dun Yue’s thread ends in the first part, then it is
inexplicably cut off and he does not reappear. After all, why did he not write Nimu a letter?
Why did he not appear again toward the end of the plot? Again, technical questions, let’s
explain them along with the other.
c. The remaining questions. Let’s imagine these: If Dun Yue had returned, what
would have happened between the two brothers, and between Dun Yue and his sister-in-law
Nimu? How could one explain the motives of the three characters? The third question involves
the aspects of both technique and skill. All right. Let’s start with c. Dun Yue could not return
(and should not return. Removing the possibility of his return simplifies the question), because
he died on duty soon after entering the army. His squad leader, of his own accord, took over the
role of the son to console the mother of the deceased. For the last ten years this assumed son
Is a ‘then’ still necessary, dear reader?]
sent the mother nearly two thousand yuan. Then
(337-338)
---

The story could be spun further and further ad infinitum and changed according to the times and
tastes of the storyteller and his audience. The slippery nature of the ‘actual’ facts of the events
are to stand as an alternative to a world view that wants to see reality as a fixed, unalterable
entity.
The narrator’s analysis of his story in actual fact is a critique of literary critique. The first
point of the analysis (the story is constructed from three independent stories whose contents have
very little in common with each other) refers to the three story threads of Dun Zhu, Dun Yue and
Nimu but could also stand for the three main stories that make up the body of the novella. The
narrator’s question “Is a ‘then’ still necessary, dear reader?” undermines any overanalyzing the
audience may be inclined to undertake. The story about Qiong Bu and the Yeti, the story about
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the Chinese men at the sky burial, and the story about the twin brothers and their adventures are
just to be accepted with all their incongruities as stories.
The storyteller can cater to the hopes of his audience or can frustrate these hopes. In the
novella an intrusive narrative voice plays with the assumptions of the reader, or with the
assumptions the narrator assumes the reader has. This voice appears sometimes in bracketed
form and sometimes as interjections within or between the various narratives of the characters.
In the fourth part Lu Gao has noticed the beautiful young Tibetan woman in his office. Before
the story develops any further, a narrative voice cuts short any assumptions the reader might
have about the development of the story.
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Gao was thirty. Usually he wore his beard and hair in an unkempt mess, but if he tidied
himself up a bit, he was quite good looking. He was six feet tall I am not going to dwell on
his features, otherwise I am certain the reader will think that this is a love story. (The reasons
are very obvious: First there’s an attractive young woman, then it’s revealed that the young man
is also quite attractive, isn’t it so?). I announce that this is not a love story.] (311)
[Lu

...

The freedom of the storyteller/narrator is delineated as such that he can fulfill or frustrate
possible expectations of his audience of how a story should be told. He can satisfj the (apparent)
demands for a love story such as in the legend about the twin brothers, or he can thwart these
expectations as in the story of Lu Gao and the Tibetan woman. (This is a case where a “textual
truth” is undermined: the previous statement that the narrator caters to the reader’s expectations
is contradicted). At other times the narrative voice undermines a character’s words so as to avoid
their being taken too seriously. In the fifth part of the narrative the Chinese writer explains his
view about Tibet. The text contains passages that could be viewed as the most important
statements about the underlying cultural/mythological difference between the Chinese and the
Tibetans. Yet, lest this exposé become too authoritative, the author undercuts the passage with
the following bracketed comments.
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note from the author.) (Another note
[(Please excuse the quibbling style of this paragraph
from the author it is annoying to find personal notes of such length in a story, but since it has
already happened, the author is not willing to take them back. It shouldn’t happen again.)J
(315)
—

The narrative voice also addresses the audience in order to involve them in the storytelling
process:
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[The Yeti is one of the world’s four great enigmas. The Bermuda triangle, UFO’s, the Yeti.

Who among you knows what the fourth is?] (320)

Some of the authorial intrusions/interjections mislead the reader into searching for the relevance
of narrative details that might be of importance to the story being told. These highlighted details
after all turn out be of no special importance to the story, but are just a device of the narrative
voice to keep the reader aware of the reading process by disorienting him/her. In the third main
story a passage tells of the herdsman Dun Zhu falling asleep in the magic land. The narrator adds
an (unnecessary?) bracketed comment.

LT ,—3Z
(62)
[He did not know why, but had fallen asleep on a huge flat rock (this is an important detail,
please take note of it.)l (332)

This is a detail that is not referred to again in the context of the magic land, so that the reader can
only speculate on its importance to the young shepherd’s transformation. A similar detail,
however, appears in the first main story, but in no obvious relation to the story of the herdsman,
except that both stories take place in the same mountainous region. In the story about the bear
hunter Qiong Bu a huge flat stone appears as a negligible detail which, however, takes on
apparent importance when the detail is repeated later on.

±TH

(54)

[Then there had also been the little poisonous scorpion; that little fellow that had almost cost
your life. You were taking a nap on a smooth mountain rock when you felt that something was
scratching your itch.l (318)
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Even though the two stories exist in no narrative connection to each other, the appearance of a
similar detail fools the reader’s mind into believing there might be a connection between these
two events. The repetition of an image is a narrative trap laid out for the reader who is denied a

‘textual truth’. The mind wants to create order (meaning) out of the chaos of available material.
The intruding narrative voice encourages this inclination with misleading details. Engaged in the
flitile effort to find possible narrative connections, the reader is left with loose ends that leave
him/her in uncertainty. In sum, what this quizzical narrative/authorial voice might be saying is

that there is no underlying order to be figured out, because everything is made up as the stories
°
3
progress.
The reader’s alertness in the reading process is constantly challenged by narrative traps
laid out for him/her in the text. These stop the flow of the reading process and force the reader
to retrace his/her ‘steps’ to rethink the possible development of the various stories. The eighth
part, for example, ends with the three Chinese men, Yao Liang, Lu Gao and Little He arriving at
the burial site. The ninth chapter begins as if it were continuing from where the previous chapter
left off.

1’WJ. (57)
[As a result of Yao Liang’s insistence, Lu Gao became the team leader of this small contingent,
while Yao Liang himself was willing to be the assistant.] (323)

Another such example exists in the narrative without the intrusion of the narrative voice. In part 13 a
passage tells about a bear attacking Nimu’s tent while she is out looking after her drunk father. Strangely
enough the bear wrecked things in her tent and injured her dog but did not touch the child. The reader
remembers a passage in the story about Qiong Bu where the hunter deliberates about the bear.
30

(55)
[It did not want to be an enemy of people, that was easy to see.] (319)
Thus the bear that attacked Nimu’s tent could also have been the Yeti, but in this story it is not the bear

that stands out but the hardships of the young mother. Just as the other unexplainable events taking
place in the Gangdisi mountain range, this event becomes later a story to be told.

lli&*. (64)

[Dun Zhu also knew of how the taciturn little boy had escaped with his life from under the claws
of the bear.] (336)
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Only by reading on does the reader realize that some of the same people are engaged in a
different but very similar activity. Both chapters refer to the two different expeditions Lu Gao
and Yao Liang undertake (each time with a different team): the first to try to watch the sky
burial and the second to locate again the Yeti. Such a narrative trap disorients the reader in
her/his attempt of piecing together the various parts. There is, however, no perfect picture to be
pieced together. Uncertainties and loose ends are part of the narrative game. What matters is
not so much on which team the Chinese men go but that the expeditions are unsuccessful. The
Chinese remain in a state of uncertainty about events in Tibet (and the reader, like the characters,
is ‘cheated out’ of the spectacle of a sky burial). The Chinese are unable to grasp Tibet fully, as
there is always something that escapes them. When the text reverts back to the first team in the
tenth chapter, it inserts a short paragraph summing up the situation of both expeditions.
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in
this area
working
will
be
They
team.
[That was the first expedition of the LuIYao expedition
their
second
that
know
already
We
for many years, so there will be ample time to return.
expedition was to fly to locate the Yeti. Both expeditions ended without any results, and no
resolution.l (324)
The narrator may play on the reader’s insecurity resulting from reading such a slipperY text.
(50)
[The reader already knows that Lu Gao was assigned to the district’s athletes’ committee office
to work as a secretaiy.] (311)
The above passage misleads the readers into believing they missed some detail of the story.
Nowhere in this story has it been mentioned that Lu Gao works as a secretary in some athletes’
committee office. There are several other such narrative assumptions that make the reader take a
second look at the text. Names appear for the first time in the text as if they belonged to
characters the reader is already familiar with. When the small expedition gives up its search for
the Yeti the narrator comments on the situation, mentioning the names of unknown Tibetan
characters.
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[They had no chance to see the Yeti because of their jobs and for other reasons. On the fifth day
they took the road home. They did not seem disappointed at all. Such was the life of many a
Qiong Ba, Qiang Ba and Yang Jin.l (324)

When the passage about the Chinese writer discovering the huge stone appears in the text
for the first time, the Chinese writer tells his audience about it as if it were a known object to
them.

.

(53)
[On the fourth day at noon I reached the border of the swamp where that huge sheep’s head is.
[...] I had discovered it the previous evening while the dark red sun was slipping off toward the

horizon.1 (315) (italics mine)

The definite pronoun that implies that his audience is already familiar with this detail, even
though it was not previously mentioned in the text. The discovery of the sheep head is the very
reason why the Chinese writer tells the story about his trip into the mountains, yet he casually
passes over it in order first to tell about his experience at the warm water lake, an event that

happened later. This underlines again the selective narrative freedom of the storyteller who
wedges events into the chronological sequence of other events.
By basing the narration on centerless, shifting ground the text creates determinate and
indeterminate zones that keep the reader hesitating between various choices. The reader is asked
to remain in that uncertain state of guessing. When the reader, for example, thinks s/he has
figured out who each character is, the characters turn out to be uncertain after all. Or, the reader
thinks s/he has identified statements that reconfirm an earlier established ‘textual truth’, but this
‘truth’ is then jolted by other contradictory statements. The attempt to figure out the events is

complicated by the interlacing structure of the three main stories, which in turn contain numerous
other stories. The stories are all told by voices belonging to identified and unidentified
characters. Only by rereading the whole text is the reader able to guess, but without definite
results, who the characters at certain points in the narrative might be and who is telling which
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story. Clarity as to the events and the identity of the characters is denied to the reader who is
intentionally kept in a haze.
The novella starts with an unnamed ‘I’ knocking on somebody else’s door in the middle of
the night to tell him about an important event. So as to remind him of their familiarity this T also
tells him about some story he has read about him and his brother.
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[I read that legendary story about you and your brother. Lu Gao is the idol of these full-blooded
men look how I’m flattering you even though I normally hate doing something like that.
We’ve known each other for ten years. In all that time I’ve never said anything good about you
---

straight to your face. Now that I’m here I’m only saying these things because you’re not opening

the door. Maybe you think I’m another Yao Liang. What if I am? But I’m not. Yao Liang told
the story about you and Lu Er. Yao Liang helped us know you, and for that I’m thankful to him.
But I never understood why Yao Liang called it “The Seaside is Also a World”? I don’t get what
the “also” is supposed to mean. Or is it possible that Yao Liang knew that Lu Gao would go to
university? Did he know you would go to Tibet after graduation? Did he know that there was to
be another story about Lu Gao called “The West is a World” Otherwise, why would Yao Liang
say: The Seaside (the East coast) is also a world? I’m sure Yao Liang knew everything. Who
the hell is Yao Liang?I (306)

Only by having read other stories by Ma Yuan does the reader know that the story “The Seaside
is Also a World” is an existing story about Lu Gao and his dog Lu Er, a companion whom he
treated as a younger brother. Yao Liang and Lu Gao in that story have known each other for
many years, and Yao Liang ends up writing the story about Lu Gao killing his dog Lu Er. (In
principle, of course, a completely different story with the same title could fill that space, leaving
the references in the narrative uncertain for the reader.) The other story, “The West is a World,”
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’ but within the fictional realm of the narrative of course it exists as another
3
was never written,
story. As the above addressee switches between ‘you’ and Lu Gao, the additional information
supplied by the story “The Seaside is Also a World” helps the reader to conclude that the ‘you’
could refer to Lu Gao. This conclusion is reinforced at the beginning of the second chapter by
the words of the Chinese writer who switches between addressing his audience with a collective
‘you’ and a specific ‘you’ that seems to refer to the same person as in the first part.

4*T44ESA
fJi!&. (47)
[In the evening I was just telling Yao Liang about it (why is it Yao Liang again) and he told me
that story about you and your dog. It’s a very moving story.l (307)
Even though the reader seems to be able to infer with the help of another of Ma Yuan’s
stories that the person behind the door is Lu Gao, this conclusion is by no means certain. The ‘I’
says in part I that he has something important to tell him, “the world’s greatest event” which he
only heard himself a moment ago. “The world’s greatest event” seems to be the story about the
Yeti. The plan is to try to find the Yeti again on an expedition led by Qiong Bu and the Chinese
writer. In the second part, however, Lu Gao is present when the Chinese writer tells the story of
Qiong Bu and the Yeti, including when the plans are made to find the creature again. Lu Gao’s
identity in that light is therefore still uncertain, as he hears about the event in part two and yet he
is being called to hear about it in part one. Unless, of course, the Chinese writer first told Yao
Liang who then went to round up everyone. In that case part two takes place before part one.
This conclusion would ‘solve’ the mystery of the whereabouts of Lu Gao. The fact, however,
that the reader hesitates and rreads passages several times to try to figure out the order of the
events and the characters’ identities suggests that the narrative is intentionally hazy. Uncertain
temporal and spatial references blur the boundaries between the characters and between the
events in the stories. The characters seem to be positioned simultaneously here and there, and
different events seem to happen at the same time,
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as

the scholar Li Jie, a friend of Ma Yuan’s, wrote me.
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The ‘I’ in the first part knocking on ‘Lu Gao’s door is a similarly dissolving character. He
(the references seem to point to a male) is knocking on ‘Lu Gao’s’ door to ask him to join the
expedition team to try to find the Yeti.

—1W4$. [...]
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[I really have something important to tell you; it’s the most important thing in the world; the
world’s greatest event. L...I I oniy heard about it myseLfjust now and couldn’t fall asleep because
I was shaking with excitement. [...J I’m here to ask you to join my expedition team. I’m the
organizer and the team leader, and there is also an advisor] (306)
The ‘I’ could be Yao Liang, or some other unidentified character. It could not be Qiong Bu, for
he does not speak Chinese and none of the two young Chinese speak Tibetan. Nor could it be
the Chinese writer, for the ‘I’ says of himself he is “in his thirties” and we later learn that the
Chinese writer is in his fifties. The only clue lies in a similar reference about the leader of the
expedition. At the end of part two the Chinese writer foreshadows later events.

(48)
the
hunters; he is the typical dauntless man of the West. I asked
among
friend
is
my
Bu
[Qiong
his opinion, and he agreed that I tell this story to some reliable young friends. Yao Liang is the
team leader and Qiong Bu the first team member] (308)
Thus there is the possibility that the unidentified ‘I’ of part one could be Yao Liang, as the team
leader in both the first and the second chapter seem to be the same person. From the information
provided at the beginning of the ninth part the reader is able to assign names to the four
characters participating in the expedition team. Yao Liang’s person, however, still eludes the
reader’s grasp as s/he looks for a definite understanding of who is who. In the ninth part Yao
Liang chooses to give his role to someone else, making the character assignment difficult.
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(57)
[As a result of Yao Liang’s insistence, Lu Gao became the team leader of this small contingent,
while Yao Liang himself was willing to be the assistant. So it turned out that each of the four
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people had his job, each with an appropriate title. Qiong Bu was the guide; the Chinese writer
of course was the advisorj (323)

Thus it seems that Yao Liang was to be the team leader and then yielded his responsibility to Lu
Gao. Yet Yao Liang remains an indeterminate character. When he knocks on Lu Gao’s door
and talks to him through the closed door, he puts his identity into doubt by comments such as
“who the hell is Yao LiangT’, reinforced in the next chapter by a comment (the Chinese writer’s?,
Yao Liang’s?, the editor’s?) interjected in the Chinese writer’s account, “why is it Yao Liang
again?”. In chapter four an omniscient narrator/storyteller introduces Yao Liang as being the
person he is not.
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[It needs to be made clear that Yao Liang is not necessarily a real person because it’s not certain
that he was always together with Lu Gao during those years. However, Yao Liang may have
worked in Tibet. Not bad, we could suppose that Yao Liang did come to Tibet, that he came
from the interior to Tibet as a teacher for three to live years to assist Tibet’s development. So
let’s settle on this.l (311)
Foregrounding the creative writing process which the reader is allowed to partake, the narrator
seemingly at random decides on the events surrounding Yao Liang. This character turns out to
be a hypothetical figure whose fictionality is more explicit than that of the other characters.
While on the textual level the reader is involved in figuring out the events and the
identities of the characters, on the narrative level the characters themselves are unsure about the
events and the people around them. The bear hunter Qiong Bu has to decide whether the bear is
an animal or human. The creature is neither fully human nor fully an animal; it is both at the same
time. The text provides both choices.
(55)
1t was

one and a half times your height, but you concluded that he (it?) was human.1 (320)

Also when the four men prepare to go on their unsuccessful expedition to try to find the Yeti,
both choices as to the creature’s identity appear in the text.
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PllI;
(57)

[As they walked on they went over the various possibilities for a last time. Such as the amount
of time they had; what they should do if they noticed any traces or if they should attack if they
saw it (him?)...J (324)

In the second main story Lu Gao and Yao Liang are faced with similar uncertainties. They
believe that they have met the most beautiful woman in Tibet, but before they have a chance to
get to know her she dies in a car accident. Prior to her death they had decided to watch a
Tibetan sky burial, a ceremony that both intrigues and frightens them, as the corpse is chopped
into pieces and then left to be eaten by vultures. On their trip to the burial ceremony, they
encounter and follow a tractor that eventually leads them to the site. In the darkness they try to
determine whether one of the people on the tractor is the corpse to be dismembered and whether
it could be her. Again the text provides both choices.
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[“What did I say? If they’re really going to the sky burial as I think they are, the one on the left
must be a dead person. After such a long time being jolted around and soaked in the rain, did
you see him (her) move even once?” “I don’t think so at all. When somebody dies you can just
lie them flat on the ground. Is there any need to make him (her) sit? Also, can a dead person sit
upright? A dead person stiffens. There is no way a corpse can sit, especially when it’s being
bumped around in a car.” “You can tie him (her) up.” “What do you mean tie up? Do you
think the relatives of the dead person will agree to have the corpse tied up with a couple of

ropes? You wouldn’t imagine that “1
..

.

(323)32

During this unsuccessful first expedition the Chinese are trying to figure out the events
around them. While Little He and Yao Liang discuss the third person (corpse?) on the tractor,
Lu Gao analyzes the situation. For these Chinese men there are only two choices; something can
either be this or that. But as the truth cannot be figured out, they have to content themselves

It is interesting to note that while in English the gender/non-gender (she/lie/it) differentiation is clear
in both the written and the spoken language, in Chinese it can only be differentiated in the written
is the same <ta>: Thus there
language. The spoken pronounciation for all three words, 4tk tj
is an incongruity between the written and the spoken stories in this narrative: the above examples of the
Chinese writer’s story about Qiong Bu and the Yeti, the account about the Chinese expedition to find the
Yeti, and the dialogue between the Chinese men on their way to the sky burial all have an overall written
authority in spite of some of their pretences to be stories told in oral form.
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with the purely mental activity of weighing one possibility against the other. Lu Gao listens to
the other two men arguing about the mysterious bundle (person) on the tractor.
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[As an observer Lu Gao found this very interesting. To want to stick to one’s own opinion is a
natural tendency. They were arguing back and forth but actually none of them necessarily
wanted to change the other person’s reasoning. They were guessing just like him. Any solution
to the riddle offered only two possibilities: either it was right or it was wrong. Who could have
absolute faith in something one was not sure about? Nobody could be believed. However, to
cling to one’s own opinion was not such a bad thing. People were using their brains and
bringing out useful possibilities during the debate in an effort to gain an advantage for
themselves. Even though in the end they had not convinced the other party, at least the matter
was clear now. Moreover, it was fun to argue back and forth, and hadn’t the debate just now
helped Yao Liang and Little He to forget to complain about the cold?] (323)

The text develops narrative incongruities that add up to the overall climate of uncertainty.
For example, the text announces a narrative situation but then wedges in other narrative instances
that are uncertain in their temporal placement in relation to the first situation. Eventually
everything seems to be happening at the same time. The reader is challenged to think along two
parallel/overlapping temporal spaces that relieve himlher from having to untangle a chronological
development. Again it seems to be more desirable to remain in the uncertain zone of a fairy tale
than to figure out how the situation would logically work out.
One such ‘temporal overlay’ takes place in the second main story. After the three Chinese
men have made up their minds to watch a burial ceremony, their plan is delayed a few more days
as Lu Gao is assigned an errand that sends him out of town for a week. They decide therefore to
go see the sky burial “the morning following his return” (312). During that week the young
woman is killed. The night before the men set out on the expedition Lu Gao and Yao Liang talk
about the young woman who died.
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[It seemed to Lu Gao that even after he had fallen asleep Yao Liang had started to talk again.
“Are you sleeping? I thought about something. Maybe the memorial service doesn’t include
bidding farewell to her remains. She’s Tibetan. Who knows whether the sky burial we’ll be
seeing tomorrow morning will be hers. Are you sleeping?”] (313)

The text from there unfolds two different strands of action that seem to take place at the same
time in a parallel/overlapping development. There is no clear textual indication as to whether
these two events happen consecutively. Furthermore, the conversation between the two men of
the evening before they set out is referred to in both narrative developments, making the situation
even more confusing. In part eight the three men get up early the next morning to drive to the
(55) [“After
Little He had woken up Lu Gao, Lu Gao looked at his watch and saw that it was four thirty”.]
(320)), yet before those events are narrated the text in part four develops a second strand of
events that seems to happen at the same time as or instead of the first strand.
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(51)
[The next day after returning, when the memorial service had just dispersed, Lu Gao didn’t
know why he wanted to view the mourning hall. The auditorium had been changed into a

mourning hall. By the time Lu Gao entered it, everybody else had already left. In the middle of
the hail hung her enlarged picture all smiles with dimples; underneath were flower wreaths and
silk banners with poems. The atmosphere of the memorial hail was solemn, and Lu Gao’s mood
involuntarily turned sad. Yao Liang’s words froni the night before had left an impression.]
(314) (italics mine)
Lu Gao is visiting the memorial service and at the same time he is on the road on his way to the

sky burial with the other two men. When they meet the tractor with its mysterious cargo, a link
to the conversation of the previous night is established.

ftthW?
(56)
Lu Gao thought about Yao Liang’s words of the previous night just before they had fallen
asleep. What if they really were to see her dismemberment? If it really were her, would they
still want to watch? Anything was possible.] (322)
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The solution to the ‘riddle’ could be that Lu Gao visits the memorial service later on the same
day. Narratively, however, there are no clear indications whether these events, the visit to the
memorial hail and the trip to the sky burial, are sequential. It is only by rereading the whole story
that the reader can conceptually reinsert the episode of the visit to the memorial hall into its
possible sequence. At the end of the fourth part, after Lu Gao visits the memorial service, the
text indicates that he is tired and ready to retire for the day. His tiredness could be attributed to

his week long errand, or to the ordeal of trying to watch the sky burial.
4l1 T ,1±W
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[He was tired; he wanted to go home to change into some fresh clothes, give his body a good
scrubbing and wash his feet. The best would be to soak them in some hot water and then slip
under the covers to get a good night’s sleep. The next day was Sunday, a day for rest.] (314)

The text is purposefully hazy about the chronology of the events. The event that narratively
could happen later (the visit to the memorial service) is textually presented earlier without any
clear temporal indication to the events at the burial site. To achieve clarity between the temporal
sequences of the events is not the object of the narrative. Even though the reader is inclined to
disentangle the different parts to reassemble them in their ‘proper order’, no smooth picture
emerges.
In accordance with the tone of the narrative in which ‘anything is possible’ another
possibility is that Lu Gao dreamt the conversation (“It seemed to Lu Gao that even after he had
fallen asleep Yao Liang had started to talk again”) and that the visit at the memorial hall is part of
the dream. In that case all the subsequent references during the trip to the sky burial are but
memories of the dreamt conversation. Dream and reality overlap. As the text is kept uncertain
the reader is free to evaluate the events in various ways.
There are other textual references to half-awake or half-conscious states in the narrative
that indicate hazy zones of non-rationality. They underline the tone of uncertainty which allows
the audience and the characters various choices in their interpretation of the events. These
various choices bring one closer to the Tibetan world view as Ma Yuan envisions it in which
-
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reality and unreality exist on the same conceptual plane. One such example is the magic land into
which the young shepherd Dun Zhu wanders and then falls asleep. When he wakes up he is able
to sing a long song he had never learnt before. The narrative suggests that people can either
accept or reject this “impossible” change. Other such zones appear as double realities in time and
space that keep the characters unsure about the events around them. Characters seem to have
dreamt up the events and yet these events are real. Dreams indicate a twilight zone between the
conscious and the unconscious mind. The text suggests that this zone is a temporal/spatial zone
hovering between one state of existence and another, such as the state between life and death,
and between dreaming and waking. The episode at the sky burial takes place in such a zone of
half-consciousness. When the Chinese arrive at the sky burial and hide in the hills to watch the
ceremony the text indicates the possibility of a double line of reality.
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[They had not pre-arranged it, but nobody spoke. That reminded Yao Liang of the time they
went to a cemetery and the girls in the group who usually liked to laugh and joke around
refrained of their own accord from making any sound. What impelled everyone to become
silent? Was it out of respect for the deceased? That did not seem to be completely true. Yao
Liang thought there was yet another reason. He was sure that it was something else. For
example one could imagine that between life and death there had to be a boundary. Usually that
demarcation line is uncertain in a person’s awareness, but at such a moment it becomes present.
Surely once people arrived here they felt that line. They joked and called it ‘one foot inside and
one foot outside’ and walked on the line.l (325)
The Chinese have ventured into an unaccustomed and forbidden zone. The text indicates their
Chinese state to be that of dreaming in the sense of living in illusions and projections.
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[The people who had been crawling forward stopped moving and waited quietly to see how
things would develop. If they had been smart they would had left then. Everybody knows that
an enraged person can’t be placated. Intelligent people would not have any illusions about that.
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Actually none of the people of that group were intelligent; they were all dreaming. The sun had
not come out yet; it was still the time for dreaming] (325)

All the characters in the novella are storytellers in one way or other. The main three
stories stack up a host of other told and untold stories referring to past, present and future
events. These are fully expanded or just mentioned stories, fragments of stories, and stories
inserted between, or positioned above, other stories. The untold (existing and non-existing)
stories “The Seaside is Also a World” and “The West is a World” have already been mentioned.
Then there is the legend of the herdsman Dun Zhu whose story the storyteller modified to create
a happy end. The modern legend (and its several other mentioned versions) of the twin brothers
Dun Zhu and Dun Yue exists above the ancient legend that also tells about two brothers by the
same name. The modern version is a modified version of the old Tibetan opera, as the detail of
the two brothers becoming kings in the ancient version does not appear in the modern version.
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[Originally there was to be the story about the brothers Dun Zhu and Dun Yue at this point.
People arranged it into a Tibetan opera. Dun Zhu and Dun Yue are truly two beautiful names.
However, that story goes back to such ancient times that even the oldest men say they heard the
story from their great grandfathers. I do not know whether ordinary people are also
reincarnated, however, this twin pair was actually called Dun Zhu and Dun Yue as well. There
is one thing one can say for certain and that is that these brothers could not have become kings;
maybe that is what’s called the will of Heaven.j (329)

Other secondary stories function to bring out the main stories, or they emerge out of the
storytellers’ or characters’ mental associations with the main events. These additional stories are

told in the words of the characters involved in the events or by an omniscient narrative voice. As
the characters’ identities are not always clear, but someone is always telling a story, eventually a
world emerges in which the stories do not belong to a storyteller but seem to come from free
floating voices piling stories upon stories.
In part two the Chinese writer introduces the Tibetan bear hunter Qiong Bu. The
storyteller gradually works toward the ‘strange’ event of the meeting with the Yeti by telling
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stories about Qiong Bu’s background (anecdotes about the hunting skills he inherited from his
father, his father’s death, the story of the scorpion that almost cost his life, and his daily life in
harmony with the elements in the heights of the Gangdisi mountain) to eventually tell the story of
the sighting of the Yeti. Even though all the other stories leading up to the story of the
mysterious bear finction to make the story of the Yeti stand out, each of those stories is told
with gusto, as if the temptation were too great not to tell them.
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the story of you hunting the bear. So many other good writers have already told
bear hunting stories. [... I But the local people, and those from the neighboring villages, can’t
[I won’t tell

forget how you took care of that splendid awe-inspiring animal. That was the most brilliant
moment of your life. You’ve kept the bear’s skin; it covers the whole wall of your small brick
home. You can’t forget that two of your companions were shredded to pulp by that bear; the
twenty days of tiring pursuit and the relief you felt after capturing it. But I said that I wouldn’t
tell the story of you hunting the bear. [... J This time you initially thought it was a brown bear
again.] (309)
There seem to be so many stories to tell that the text narratively wedges stories in
between other stories while already anticipating other stories. In the second main story, after the
three Chinese have been chased away by the ceremonial masters and they dejectedly drive
homewards, their car runs out of gas. They end up in a small village where they find gas and
enjoy an unexpected warm breakfast. The passage is introduced by an omniscient narrator who
also foreshadows Lu Gao’s story of the Tibetan twin brothers.
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know that Lu Gao wrote another true story about a storytelling artist. But before
[[W]e
telling that story let’s first tell a small unexpected anecdote about what happened while they
were leaving the ceremonial burial site.I (327)

Interspersed with these events is the story Little He tells the other two men about the time when
he was driving cars for the army in Tibet and accidentally killed a boy. This memory seems to
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have been triggered by the death of the young Tibetan woman. He begins to tell the story but is
interrupted by the main events of the story he is involved in. Textually the main events (the car is
out of gas, they stop at a village to borrow some, they meet someone they know who offers them
a bowl of hot congee) interweave with Little He ‘s story, which picks up from where it stopped
as if the other events had not taken place.
The storytellers’ voices appear in many possible and shifting variations. These variations
add to the slippery nature of the text. The narrators/storytellers tell their stories in an omniscient
voice (third main story: parts 11-14), address the protagonist of their story (the Chinese writer
tells the story of the hunter Qiong Bu in the second person, as what could be seen as a form of
respectfiul address), and in a mixture of these. Sometimes the narrator’s voice shifts within a
story. In the eighth part the story of the three Chinese men going to the sky burial is mostly told
through an omniscient voice, except for one point when the text shifts from a third-person
narration to a first-person narration. While the ‘they’ previously referred to the three Chinese
men, it now refers to the ten Hong Kong tourists the Chinese men encounter on the way. To
distinguish the two groups, the Chinese men are indicated by the first-person plural during that
short narrative moment (without it being clear which of the three tells the story), before the
whole narrative reverts back to the third-person plural.
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IWhen they reached the main road again they saw a group of people dressed in bright colors
coming toward them. The rain had become heavier again. [...l The ten of them wore down
clothing which to all appearances was almost drenched. Before setting out they had not spoken
with each other and, just like us, they did not know that outsiders were not allowed to watch the
sky burial. They had come on foot, they should be able to make it. From here to town it was
about ten ii; they must have walked already for over an hour. We drove back to the city. Lu Gao
looked at his watch and Yao Liang cursed. 1 (322) (italics mine)
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The shifting pronouns become relevant in the context of the uncertain, shifting characters who in
the various stories, as mentioned earlier on, are indicated by the narrative/conceptual choices of
“she (he?)” and “it (he?)”.
To the proliferation of unidentified voices telling stories are added present and absent
voices. The unnamed person in part one talks through the closed door to someone whom we
assume to be Lu Gao. The text presents a dialogue of which only the words of one person
dissolving character of Yao Liang

-- the

(?)-- are textually represented. The conversation could thus

also be seen as imaginary: a non-existent character answers to an invisible character.
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closed door; the walls have ears. Who making things up?! I’m flicking well not deceiving you.
Christ! Why would a man like me in his thirties have to take an oath? All right, so I’ll just tell
you.] (306) (italics mine)

In the second chapter the Chinese writer also responds to someone else, but both the storyteller
and the audience have been clearly established.

.

[When I came to Tibet I was still a young lad who had just started to wear the uniform. Qiong
Bu, have some tea. No, I don’t want to go back. I was one of the people of the second batch

assigned to the interior.l (307) (italics mine)

Ma Yuan’s novella ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ plays with the non-Tibetan reader’s

(assumed) expectation of how a story should be told. The text sometimes completes and
sometimes frustrates the narrative patterns the reader has built in the reading process of the story.
The many voices of the sometimes determinate and sometimes indeterminate characters telling
numerous uncertain/certain stories leave the reader in a haze as to the nature of the events and
the characters. The reader is asked to enjoy the stories for the sake of stories and not to inquire
into the logic of how everything works out. In fact, the text is at times purposeftully illogical, so
as to force the reader to remain in the zone of uncertainty. Everything is possible and at the same
impossible. The only ‘textual truth’ to be obtained from the novella is that in order to enjoy the
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stories one needs to relinquish any search for certainty (the Chinese way) and accept a world of
fables and indeterminacies (the Tibetan way).
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Chapter Three

The Aleph and the Tao

The two postmodern fabulators Italo Calvino and Ma Yuan consider the world around
them chaotic. Their attitude toward this “chaos” and their literary representation of it are
influenced by, and transcend, their cultural backgrounds. This chapter looks at the ways in which
the two writers approach the ‘chaos of the universe’ and how they represent it through the
process of writing. In the foreground will stand the two texts Le citlà invisibili by Calvino and
‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ by Ma Yuan, which I will compare against the backdrop Of
Borgesian thought. The images of the Aleph and the Tao as spherical shapes that concentrate all
things of all possible worlds in one point are used as the link between the writings of the three
authors.
Ma Yuan, the Chinese writer, uses the concept of “chaos” in an early Taoist sense. In
accordance with his favorite parable by the Taoist philosopher Zhuangzi about Emperor Hun-tun

) he considers chaos to be the original state of harmony from which the Chinese have
fallen once culture was superimposed over the natural state of things. The parable tells of
Emperor Hun-tun (chaos) who had facial apertures bored into him by two gratefhl friends who
wanted to repay acts of kindness. This favour, meant to provide the ‘senseless’ Chaos with
human sensations, however, achieved the opposite result. Chaos died, and culture, cosmos came
33 N. 3. Girardot interprets the parable in such a way that any change in nature, even
into being.

,

W,EEf:
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for the better, is bad, for hun-/un ceases to be himself (Girardot, 84).34 The Confucian sages Hu
and Shu ‘civilize’ Chaos by giving him “the sensory openings that constitute the human condition
of feudal culture and society” (Girardot, 93). With the boring of the hun-/un mass into a civilized
face, begins the fall from paradise. From the Taoist point of view the acceptance of ‘face’ as a
sufficient definition of human nature is only self-deception, for it falsifies one’s true essence.
According to Taoist thought the secret of life, the mystical secret of salvation, is a return
to the “primitive Chaos-order, or ‘Chaosmos’ of the Tao” (Girardot, 3). The Tao is the silent,
hidden, or real order that embraces both chaos and cosmos, non-being and being, nature and
culture (Girardot, 2). It is that which “dwells” always in the order of hun-/un, that realm of
“empty nothingness” at the center of all things (Girardot, 62). Graphically the Tao is represented
by a sphere that contains the cosmological polarities yin and yang (heaven and earth), whereby
35 The sphere of the Tao shows the constantly
the one is shown to encompass part of the other.
recurring “evolutive-devolutive cycle” (Dong, 23) of the universal forces that took place during
the state of the kingdom of hun-/un. “According to the principle of the Tao’s creatio continua
there will always be a cyclic interplay between creation and destruction, beginning and return, or
the rise and fall ofyin and yang” (Girardot, 69).
The Taoists seek to achieve a reunification with the primordial Tao through meditation
and trance. When they have reached the state of oneness with “the harmonious whole of cosmic

-L
Burton Watson translates the original (in Zhang Mosheng, 215) as follows:
[The emperor of the South was called Shu [Brief]. The Emperor of the North was calledHu
[Sudden]. And the Emperor of the Center was called Hun-tun [Chaos]. Shu and Hu at times
mutually came together and met in Hun-tun’s territory. Hun-tun treated them very generously.
Shu and Hu, then, discussed how they could reciprocate Hun-fun’s virtue saying: “Men have
seven openings in order to see, hear, eat, and breathe. He alone doesn’t have any. Let’s try
boring him some.” Each day they bored one hole, and on the seventh day Hun-fun died.]
(Complete Works, 97).
In his book The Tao ofPooh Benjamin Hoff refers to the original state of hun tun as the Uncarved
Block, a concept commonly used in early Taoism.
The essence of the principle of the Uncarved Block is that things in their original simplicity
contain their own natural power, power, that is easily spoilt and lost when that simplicity is
changed. (10)
see diagram at the beginning of this chapter.
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life” (Girardot, 111) they are said to experience individually the continual transformation of the
universe dying and being reborn. A true Taoist, therefore, would live a life that is in accordance
with the natural way of things, the constant cyclic interplay between chaos and the re-creation of
the world.
Chaos is the germ and ground of the world; but more important is that the fulfillment of human
life only comes from embracing at the same time both chaos and cosmos, nothing and
something, and living the perpetual round of beginning and return. (Girardot, 98)
This is the acceptance of the “Great Transformation” in Zhuangzi’s parable of the dream of the
36 The parable teaches of the importance of the present moment, whether dreamt or
butterfly.
37 The “Great Transformation” stands for the
awake, as being the crucial moment of existence.
change from one state of being into the next. It is the
“Butterfly Way” of creatio continua, a life that is ‘blank, boundless, and without form;
transforming, changing, never constant’ (chap. 3). (Girardot, ill)
The Taoist returns to the original condition of being by entering the spirit of the butterfly, the
condition in which dream and reality are constantly blurred in the great transformation of things.
He enters a dreamlike state as he experiences his Oneness with the origins of creation.
[Al Taoist practicing the art of Tao is able to forget the deceptive surface reality of everyday
consciousness and, by submitting to a dreamlike or undifferentiated consciousness attained in
meditation, remember the primal state of juan, the condition of man before the fall. (Girardot,
163)

36
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Burton Watson translates the original (in Zhang Mosheng, 79) as follows:
[Once Chuang Chou dreamt he was a butterfly, a butterfly flitting and fluttering around, happy
with himself and doing as he pleased. He didn’t know he was Chuang Chou. Suddenly he woke
up and there he was, solid and unmistakable Chuang Chou. But he didn’t know if he was
Chuang Chou who dreamt he was a butterfly, or a butterfly dreaming he was Chuang Chou.
Between Chuang Chou and a butterfly there must be some distinction! This is called the
Transformation of things. I (Complete Works, 49)
3 In ‘Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’ Borges speaks of the possibility of people having two separate actual

lives: one that takes place in their dreams (awake in another place) and the one they are engaged in
during their waking hours.
[M]ientras dormimos aqul, estamos despiertos en otro lado y [..l asI cada hombre es dos
hombres. (OC 1, 437)
[[W]hile we are asleep here, we are awake elsewhere and [...] in this way every man is two
men.] (Labyrinths, 10)
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In a lecture on nightmares, Borges speaks of the blurring of the distinction between waking and
dreaming life.
Pam el salvaje o pam el niflo los suefios son un episodio de la vigilia, para los poetas y los
misticos no es imposible que toda Ia vigilia sea un suello. (OC III, 223)
[For the savage and the child, dreams are episodes of the waking life, for poets and mystics, it is
not impossible for all of the waking life to be a dream.] (‘Nightmares’, 29)

Taoist creation mythology tells of the beginning where there was “One” harmonious unity
made up of “two” things that were mysteriously and perfectly balanced by a third term. This
third term is the Tao as the ordering “center” of the two opposing polarities yin and yang. All
the phenomena of the world during that paradise condition naturally reflected the oneness of the
two things working together through the dialectical mediation of the qi

( ), “the creative life

force” (Girardot, 149). The moment of rupture with, or fall from, the creation time constitutes
the passage from three to the ‘Ten Thousand Things’ of the phenomenal world (Girardot, 59). So
as to return to the primordial order of the “transcending One” the Taoist sage attempts to regain
the connection with the Tao through the harmonious balance of the two forces yin and yang.
Departing from the ‘Ten Thousand Things’ of the phenomenal world, the sage works backwards
from “the many to the One” to eventually return to the cosmic totality of hun-tun.
Taoists utilize the qi, or the universal life energy to return to the chaotic oneness that
existed during creation time. This “mysterious life breath, ether-mist, fluid like vapour, matterenergy, life force” is said to pervade all things (Girardot, 60). According to Taoists mythology,
during the golden age of beginning, men’s qi was unified with heaven and earth. They lived in
harmony in the midst of the chaos condition. Girardot paraphrases a passage from chapter 42 in
the Tao Te Ching in which it is suggested that
the working of the phenomenal universe is a cyclic interaction of the dual principles ofyin and
yang and that their interaction is achieved through a return to the mediation (blending, mixing)
of the qi. Qi is the active force or power of the empty center that links the “two” into a form that
is equivalent to the original state of unity. (Girardot, 60)

In order to return to that state of primordial unity, the individual needs to experience the closure
of the sense openings (ears, eyes, heart, and mouth) and in that way become the faceless
Emperor Hun-tun. Through the reversal to the uncarved condition of Emperor Hun-tun the sage
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returns to the original state of oneness that brings him/her back to wholeness, nothingness, and
simplicity (Girardot, 154). The sage removes his/her “face” that represents acceptance of
externally established orders such as civilization, history and personality so as to return to his/her
38 The Taoist sees a need to return to the beginning of creation with the goal of
original self.
repossessing “man’s true treasure” that
is his inward vision, generalized perception that can come into play only when the distinction
between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, between ‘this’ and ‘that’ has been entirely obliterated. Zhuangzi’s
symbol for this state of pure consciousness which sees without looking, hears without listening,
knows without thinking, is the god Hun-tun (“Chaos”). (Girardot 87)
This is the moment of deepest meditation of which Buddhism speaks, the state when the mind
reaches enlightenment. Sogyal Rinpoche speaks of the ordinary mind of every day perceptions
which holds buried inside it the Buddha-mind that transcends all ordinary distinctions. He writes
that once this “infinitely generous wisdom of egolessness” is attained, “you’ll no longer find a
barrier between ‘I’ and ‘you’, ‘this’ and ‘that’, ‘inside’ and ‘outside’; you’ll have come, finally, to your
true home, the state of non-duality” (The Tibetan Book, 77).
Imagine an empty vase. The space inside is exactly the same as the space outside. Only the
fragile walls of the walls separate one from the other. Our buddha mind is enclosed within the
walls of our ordinary mind. But when we become enlightened, it is as if that vase shatters into
pieces. The space “inside” merges instantly into the space “outside”. They become one. There
and then we realize they were never separate or different; they were always the same. (The
Tibetan Book, 48)

Benjamin Hoff tells a parable by Zhuangzi in which it is said that by forgetting, and thus unlearning,
38
knowledge, one finds “the Way”. In this parable the pupil Yen Hui is told by a Taoist Master to find the
answer himself of how to find the Way.
“I am learning,” Yen Hui said.
“How?” the Master asked.
“I forget the rules of Righteousness and the levels of Benevolence,” he replied.
“Good, but could be better,” the Master said.
A few days later, Yen Hui remarked, “I am making progress.”
“How?” the Master asked.
“I forgot the Rituals and the Music,” he answered.
“Better, but not perfect,” the Master said.
Some time later, Yen Hui told the Master, “Now I sit down and forget everything.”
The Master looked up, startled. “What do you mean, you forget evetything?” he quickly asked.
“I forget my body and senses, and leave all appearance and information behind,” answered Yen
Hui. “In the middle of Nothing, Ijoin the Source of All Things.”
The Master bowed. “You have transcended the limitations of time and knowledge. I am far
behind you. You have found the Way!” (The Tao ofPooh, 149)
Girardot quotes from Waley, Three Ways of Thought in Ancient China.
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The qi in that sense can be seen as the energy that links the individual with all things and
through all things. It connects every individual in his/her (apparently) internal essence to the
(apparently) external essence. The physical boundaries of matter disappear to let the cosmic
energy of all things merge into one big chaotic ‘soup’ of matter, recreating the primordial
condition of hun-tun. N. 3. Girardot mentions in this context the importance of the watery mass
in Chinese cosmology as representing the element containing all the phenomena of the world in
their unity with the One (the Tao) before their separation into the Ten Thousand Things of the
universe (Girardot, 30).4°
With the boundaries of’outside’ and ‘inside’ having dissolved, the individual can tap into
the reservoir of unconscious knowledge, or of thought, available around him/her. The qi could
be seen as an intuitive sense that allows one to absorb information from one’s environment such
as the infinite number of mythical stories present in the universe. Ma Yuan mentions that he
followed this universal qi during the creative process of’The Temptation of the Gangdisi’.

i””
.

[I wanted to write things in a way no one had written before. I simply followed my own “qi”.
Wherever it went, my pen went, and from this eventually came together the thirty thousand
characters of ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’. I... I There isn’t much to it, it’s just following
whatever I thought about. After having talked all this time, these are the only true words.]
(‘A Dialogue’, 95)

The informality of the tone of the whole novella, the chattering of self-reflective narrators, and
the many stories stacking and inserting numerous stories, give a sense that the author was
following his whim, or in Taoist terms, his qi, during the creative process. The apparent
randomness of thought of the two poems about Tibet written by the characters Yao Liang and
Lu Gao in part 16 give the impression that the author randomly picked up and wrote down
40

Even in present day China dumpling soup (or wonton soup in the Cantonese dialect, wonton being the

Cantonese word for hun fun, with the “eat” radical replacing the “water” radical) is a constant reminder
of that primordial beginning.
Wonton dumplings, lumpy and wrinkled, contain the basic elements for Life. They float across a
primordial sea waiting for their sacrificial and consumptive contribution to the continuation of
the human world of alimentation. (Girardot, 30)
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information from around him. This would explain the ‘looseness’ of composition of the two
poems.
Without calling it ‘following the universal qi’, Calvino seems to observe a similar concept
during the creative process. Francesco Guardiani mentions that Calvino admitted writing the
three novels that make up the book I nostri antenati [Our Ancestors] without a clear idea of
what his characters would do. Guardiani refers to Calvino’s introduction to I nostri antenati in
which the author writes that he starts with an image and then lets ‘things’ acquire their own life
along the way (‘Optimism Without Illusion’, 56). This qi floating through and around us may be
similar to what Richard Grigg suggests in his essay ‘Language, The Other, and God’, as a
message from the unwritten world.
Perhaps [...l the words of the text have become the medium for a message beyond both author
and language, a message from the unwritten One. [...l The reality less limited than the
personality of an individual is, of course, nothing other than the One behind the many, the
unwritten cosmos. (Grigg, 58)

The ‘tapping’ into the reservoir of knowledge is what Italo Calvino discusses in his essay
‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’. Initially he talks about the ‘technical’ aspects of literature that could

theoretically be emulated by a literary machine and would thereby make the author superfluous.
He argues that literature is no longer seen in romantic or psychological terms as a creation arising
from the depth of the author’s soul or descending from some lofty place to inspire the creative
process. However, the fundamental question of how one arrives at the written page would still
not be resolved by such a writing machine.
Per quail vie l’anima e la storia o Ia societi o l’inconscio si trasformano in una sfilza di righe

nere su una pagina bianca? Su questo punto le piü importanti teorie estetiche tacevano.
(‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’, 172)
[By what route is the soul or history or society or the subconscious transformed into a series of

black lines on a white page? Even the most outstanding theories of aesthetics were silent on that

point.l (‘Cybernetics and Ghosts’, 14)
According to Calvino literature is continually striving to escape the confines of the finite number
of permutations that the recombination of elements allow, Beyond that combinational grid of
language lies the unconscious that brings to every story a mythical depth as yet unexplored.
L’ inconscio è ii mare del non dicibile, delI’espulso fuori dal conlini del Iinguaggio, del rimosso
in seguito ad antiche proibizioni; l’inconscio parla nel sogni, nei lapsus, nelle associazioni
istantanee attraverso parole prestate, sintholi nibati, contrabbandi linguistici, finché la
-

-
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letteratura non riscatta questi territori e Ii annette al linguaggio della veglia. (‘Cibernetica e
fantasnu’, 175)
[The unconscious is the ocean of the unsayable, of what has been expelled from the land of
language, removed as a result of ancient prohibitions. The unconscious speaks in dreams, in
verbal slips, in sudden associations with borrowed words, stolen symbols, linguistic
contraband, until literature redeems these territories and annexes them to the language of the
waking world.l (‘Cybernetics and Ghosts’, 19)
-

-

The artist reaches unexpected meanings arising from the unconscious and the forbidden by
recombining elements in a playful manner. This unconscious matter may be the storehouse of
mythical stories the writer taps into during the creative process, a process reminiscent of the
action of following the qi’ as a way of absorbing information existing in and around oneself.
Elsewhere Calvino has made similar comments that remind one of the concept of qi as
posited in Taoist mysticism. In ‘Mondo scritto e mondo non scritto’ he says that writers strive to
reach something beyond themselves through the process of writing and in actual fact write to
“give the unwritten world a chance to express itself through us” (39). Ma Yuan says he followed
his qi during the creative process of ‘Temptation’; Calvino in a similar sense lets the personality of

the author vanish so that the world can express itself through the writer. This is the theme of his
essay ‘Al di là deli’ autore’ [‘Beyond the author’] where he writes that he wants to erase himself as
the personality of’author’ writing a text.
Se fossi solo una mano, una mano mozza che impugna una penne e scrive... Chi muoverebbe
questa mano? La folla anonima? Lo spirito dei tempi? L’inconscio collettivo? Non so. Non è
per poter esser il portavoce di qualcosa di definibile che vorrei annullare me stesso. Solo per
trasmettere lo scrivibile die attende d’essere scritto, II narrabile che nessuno racconta. (129)
[If! were only a hand, a severed hand that grasps a pen and writes... Who would move this
hand? The anonymous throng? The spirit of the times? The collective unconscious? I do not
know. It is not in order to be the spokesman for something definable that I would like to erase
myself Only to transmit the writable that waits to be written, the tellable that nobody tells.] (If
on a Winter’s Night a Traveler, 135-136)

The writer becomes the medium to something external of him/herself to write itself down, or
better, the distinctions between the external and the internal have dissolved to let the world (or
language) write itself.

In his essay ‘Uber die Archetypen des Kollektiven Unbewuten’ [‘On the Archetypes of
the Collective Unconscious’] Carl G. Jung defines the collective unconscious in terms similar to
those by which the qi is described in Taoist mythology. He refers to water as the commonest
symbol of the unconscious, and mentions the water dragon of Tao, whose nature resembles water
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ayang embraced in the yin. The collective unconscious is represented by the unifying

substance of water where any perceived distinctions of opposites are blurred. Similar to the
trance-like meditation of the Taoist who hopes to experience the original chaos of the universe,
the collective unconscious is experienced once one “loses oneself in oneself”, in the self which is
also the world. He uses the image of a gate as representing the threshold one passes as one
enters the unconscious realm:
Man mu sich aber selber kennenlenien, damit man weiI3, wer man ist, denn das was nach dem
Tore konunt, ist unerwarteter Weise eine grenzenlose Weite you unerhörter Unbestimmtheit,
anscheinend kein Oben mid kein Unten, kein Flier mid Dort, kein Mein mid kein Dein, kein
Gutes und kein Böses. Es 1st die Welt des Wassers, in der alies Lebendige suspendiert schwebt,
wo das Reich des ‘Sympaticus’, der Seele alles Lebendigen, beginnt, wo ich untrennbar dieses
mid jenes bin, wo ich den anderen in mir erlebe, und der andere als Ich mich erlebt. Das
kollektive Unbewuf3te 1st alles weniger als em abgekapseltes, persOnliches System, es ist
weitweite mid weltoffene ObjektivitAt. (Bewu/Jtes und Unbewu/ites, 31)
[But one must learn to know oneself in order to know who one is. For what comes after the gate
is, surprisingly enough, a boundless expanse full of unprecedented uncertainty, with apparently
no inside and no outside, no mine and no thine, no good and no bad. It is the world of water,
where all life floats in suspension; where the realm of the sympathetic system, the soul of
everything living begins; where I am indivisibly this and that; where I experience the other in
myself and the other-than-myself experiences me. No, the collective unconscious is anything
but an incapsulated personal system; it is sheer objectivity, as wide as the world and open to all
the world.] (Collected Works, 2 1-22)

He relates this peculiar relativity of all opposites to the philosophical ideas of the East,
specifically to the state of nirdvandva in Hinduism and the concept of Tao in Taoism.
Parallels can be drawn between the earliest perceptions of chaos in the East with those in
the West. The ancient Chinese (and specifically Taoist) vision which sees chaos as primordial
and natural, something that is neither threatening nor negative, has already been mentioned. In
Greek mythology the earliest uses of the word carried little of the “later extreme negative
connotations of absolute disorder or meaningless nonbeing, interpretations that were in part due
to the theological exclusivity found in the Biblical ideas of ‘genesis” (Girardot, 4). Eugene
Eoyang quotes some passages from the Bible and from Old English literature in which the word
chaos appears in a neutral sense, but “on the whole,” he writes, the West saw chaos “as
something undesirable, abhorrently anarchic” (Eoyang, 274). Similarly in China, from the
standpoint of the imperial Chinese tradition, “indoctrinated with the chauvinistic values of
Confucianism,” the word hun-tun that was originally associated with mythologies of the deluge
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and chaos, became general derogatory expressions for uncouth, uncivil, or ‘barbarian’ peoples
(Girardot, 174). Thus in both cultures chaos was originally seen as an at least neutral stage
which the advent of “culture” changed into a word that connoted something threatening to be
suppressed and controlled.
In neither culture was chaos in its mythological origins equated with the absence of all
order nor was cosmos related entirely to the idea of order. The superimposition of culture and
civilization over the primordial state of chaos established the binary opposition of chaos and
cosmos by which the former was seen as needing to be controlled by the latter. The distinction
between cosmos and chaos in terms of respectively absolute order and disorder, meaning and
nonsense, are only a later cultural interpretation of these terms (Girardot, 3). Instead of being
absolute opposites, there is a sense that in both cultures during mythological times it was
acknowledged that cosmos was an integral part of the state of chaos.
Despite the fact that chaos constantly threatens the cosmic order, frequently becoming synony
mous with the demonic, a comparative assessment of creation mythology generally affirms that
the cosmos originally caine from, and continually depends on, the chaos of the creation time.
The logic of myth claims that there is always, no matter how it is disguised, qualified, or
suppressed, a ‘hidden connection’ or ‘inner law’ linking chaos and cosmos, nature and culture.
(Girardot, 3)

The notion of mythic chaos in many cultural traditions was never equivalent to total disorder,
41
profanity, neutrality, non-being, and death, but was perceived to contain its own chaotic order.
Eugene Eoyang concludes that our present day separation of cosmos and chaos into opposing
Borges’ story ‘La Biblioteca de Babel’ [‘The Libramy of Babel’] integrates the interplay of chaos and
cosmos in the cyclical return of the volumes in the library. About this short story Jerry Varsava writes,
“How does one reconcile limit with finitude? The narrator of ‘La Biblioteca de Babel’ offers the solution:
La biblioteca es ilimitadayperiódica. Si un eterno viajero Ia atravesara en cualquier direccIon,
comprobarIa al cabo de los siglos los mismos volümenes se repiten en el mismo desorden (que
repetido, seria un orden, el Orden). (OC 1, 471)
[The library is limitless and periodic. If an eternal voyager were to traverse it in any direction,
he would find, after many centuries, that the same volumes are repeated in the same disorder
(which, if repeated, would constitute an order: Order itsell).I (Labyrinths, 58)
Here, of course, another paradox smiles quizzically at the reader: order in disorder, disorder in order”
CThe Last Fictions’, 189). Carl 0. Jung describes the same principle in his essay ‘Uber die Archetypen
des Kolletiven Unbewuj3ten’ in a passage that recalls Borges’ cyclical Order in all disorder.
[un allem Chaos is Kosmos und in aller Unordnung geheime Ordnung, in aller Willkur stetiges
Gesetz, denn alles Wirkende ruht auf dem Gegensatz. (Bewufites und Unbewufifes, 42)
[[un all chaos there is a cosmos, in all disorder a secret order, in all caprice a fixed law, for all
forces rest on their opposite.l (Collected Works, 32)
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poles in fact results from our misinterpretation of cosmos. “It may not be a matter of cosmos
versus chaos but of cosmos and chaos.”
Cosmos may be more like chaos than one suspects: indeed, if we allow for hierarchies of scale,
it may be that cosmos is a self-similar version of chaos. Creation emerged out of chaos; but the
reverse is also surely true: that chaos often emerges out of creation. If cosmos and chaos are
one and the same, it may be that the difference is one of perception rather than of being. Chaos
is the cosmos we don’t understand. (‘Chaos Misread’, 281)
Eoyang further writes that in recent years corroboration of the Taoist notion of chaos has come
from a most unlikely source: from a generation of computer scientists, biologists,
mathematicians, hydrodynamical researchers.
In the development of chaos theory, there has been a realization that the confused and muddled,
the incomprehensible state of what one calls chaos is, like so many other homologous
phenomena from self-fulfilling prophesies to regenerative patterns actually not an attribute of
the object, but rather a distortion of the perceiving subject. (‘Chaos Misread’, 277)
-

-

In Taoist texts the Chinese word to express the negative associations of the word ‘chaos’
with mess, disorder, and confusion, is Juan (j), whereas in Confucian texts the word hun-tun
was used to represent those negative connotations.
[T]he theme of hun-tun in Confucianism might be said to represent the ‘barbaric or ‘chaotic’
order outside the ‘centered’ square of the middle kingdom. Hun-tun becomes a term symbolic of
anything ‘non-Chinese’, or more accurately, anything non-Confucian. (Girardot, 130)
It is thus apparent that both in the West and in China the term chaos went from an initially
benign, or at least -neutral, concept to become a condition reinterpreted by a civilization that gave
the word a negative sense. In both Chinese and Western culture the eventual acceptance of civil
order as the definite and true meaning of all order, and as the very structure of reality, was “to
efface the intrinsic mythological connection between the wild and polite orders of chaos and
cosmos, nature and culture” (Girardot,

5).

Through his writing Ma Yuan proposes a return to the organic, chaotic view of the world
as suggested by the early Taoists. Girardot speaks of the “oddity” of early Taoists thought that

had a strange “solicitude for chaos” and a “mystically austere passion for confusion” (Girardot,
2). Ma Yuan celebrates the contingency and unpredictability of chaos as a refreshing alternative
to the regulated and systematic thought patterns that Confucianism and later Communism
imposed on Chinese thought.
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Part of the perverse genius of the early Taoists was to question the cosmological determinism of
the ordinary Chinese cultural grid imposed by an Emperor’s glance, Confucian ethics, or the
Chinese language. The early Taoists sought to return to an experience of a deeper and more
primitive life-order hidden by conventional language and culture. (Girardot, 1)

Ma Yuan’s writing contains uncertain and confusing passages that stand for his challenge to a
scientifically and rational-minded non-Tibetan audience. What superficially seem like
irreconcilable contradictions in the text may have explanations on another ontological plane.
This other plane could be the reality of “fairy tales and legends” in which, according to the text,
Tibetans exist, a world that is inaccessible to non-Tibetans except in the form of far-away
childhood memories. Yet Ma Yuan does not ask his audience to try to figure out a solution to
the narrative incongruities but invites it to enjoy the very confusion that the text engenders. It is
his way of returning to the original state of hun-tun, as practiced by the Taoist sages. The
acceptance of the haziness of the text allows the audience to approach the mythic state of hun
tun still present in the world of Tibet as posited in ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’.
It seems that Italo Calvino in his book Le città invisibili transcends the negative connota
tions that the term ‘chaos’ has carried in the West. The writing in the book that ostensibly at
tempts to map the universe of all possible worlds reaches the concept of the Taoist Tao, the
unnamable state of nothingness. The chaotic ‘Ten Thousand Things’ of the universe are shown to
cancel each other out into the emptiness of the Tao, pregnant with all life forms. Significantly,
Calvino places his text in an Oriental setting, with one Mongolian and one European fictional
character. These cultural distinctions do not play a major narrative role except that the cultural
stereotypes of’typical’ Asian cities with turrets and fountains appear, and the European city of
Venice, said to (perhaps) represent all the other cities. These differences eventually merge in
their constructing/deconstructing pattern of shifting ‘textual truths’ that deny the possibility of a
definite answer about the nature of the empire of the Tartars, and therefore of the universe.
Indeed, the book returns to a positive view of chaos, transcending space, time, and culture, to
reach the concept of the complete transcending One.
With the writing of the book Calvino creates a Borgesian Aleph, a point in space that
contains all things of the universe in all possible times. The image of the Aleph is comparable to
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the pre-cosmic stage of the universe as seen in Taoist mythology, the chaotically complete state
“where there was not yet a separate existence of the phenomenal world”, the stage that was “a
perfect, total, or complete

[...] fusion of all things” (Girardot,

50).

While structurally the writing

ofLe città invisibili categorizes the phenomena of the world through the catalogue, this very
catalogue, from under whose grid the possibilities of ever new cities escape, demonstrates that
the universe cannot be represented. The fluid world flowing away from under the imposed
structure on the natural phenomena recalls the ineffable Tao that both Laozi and Zhuangzi
represent by the metaphor of water. It also recalls the unconscious which C. G. Jung relates to
the element of water. Alan Watts discusses the impossibility of containing the natural world
through human-made grids:
[Alir and water cannot be cut or clutched, and their flow ceases when they are enclosed. There
is no way of putting a strewn in a bucket or the wind in a bag. Verbal description and definition
may be compared to the latitudinal and longitudinal nets which we visualize upon the earth and
the heavens to define and enclose the positions of mountains and lakes, planets and stars. But
earth and heaven are not cut by these imaginary strings. As Wittgenstein said, “Laws, like the
law of causation, etc., treat of the network and not of what the network descris.” (Tao: The
Watercourse Way, 42)

The enumeration of the cities in Calvino’s book and the infinite possibilities for
recombination of their elements eventually overlap and negate each other into the nothingness
that characterizes the Tao. This is the “nothingness” the emperor of the Tartars finds at the end
of every chess game, the absence of a key to understanding the world. The unnamable Tao is
represented by such narrative strategies as identical textual and conceptual zones canceling each
other into the negative zone of silence. In Borges this concept appears in the already mentioned
passage of the prose poem ‘Parabola del palacio’.
En el mundo no puede haber dos cosas iguales; bastó (nos dicen) que el poeta pronunciara el p0emna para que desapareciera el palaclo, como abolido y fulminado por Ia ültima sIlaba. (OC II,
180)
[There cannot be any two things alike in the world; the poet had only to recite the poem, they
say, when the palace disappeared, as though abolished amid obliterated by the last syllable.l
(Personal Anthology, 88)
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Carlo Ossola finds the Tao at the very center of his diagram of all the cities in Italo
43
42 the center that is represented by the invisible city Bauci.
Calvino’s text,
E naturalmente, fuicro di ogni simmetria e di ogni specularità, al centro esatto del racconto (280
infatti tra le cittâ descritte) e della matrice geometrica che inscrive le “cittã invisibili”, ecco
apparire, in f3, Bauci, cittâ eponima di ogni “città invisibile” se appunto “Dopo aver marciato
sette giorm attraverso boscaglie, chi va a Baud non riesce a vederla ed è arrivato”. Essa è ii
centro invisibile del “quadrato magico”, ma anche ii punto vuoto, ii gran Tao che s’apre alla fine
del viaggio verso l’interno. (‘L’invisibile e ii suo “dove”’, 247)
[And of course, at the heart of every symmetry and of every speculation, in the very center of the
narrative (precisely, the 28th of the described cities) and of the geometric matrix that inscribes
the “invisible cities”, there appears, in £3, Bauci, the eponymous city of every “invisible city”
when precisely “After a seven days’ march through woodland, the traveler directed toward
Baucis can not see the city and yet he has arrived.” This is the invisible center of the “magic
square”, but also the empty point, the great Tao that opens at the end of the journey toward the
interior.] (Translation mine)
The Aleph in Borges’ story by the same name describes the shape of the Aleph as a sphere
that represents the point in space containing all points. Taoist mythology describes the original
state

of hun-tun as existing in the shape of a sphere that is comparable to the Aleph.
The typology most frequently suggested by the hun-tun theme of chaos is that general species of
creation mythology emphasizing the image of a cosmic egg or gourd [...] that ‘one’ thing of the
creation time that contained within its watery interior the perfect gerinlike totality of the
phenomenal world. (Girardot, 179)

The Taoist return to the primordial condition of Emperor Hun-lun that allows the
undifferentiated knowledge of all things in their original state is the vision the sage experiences
when approaching the divine state. Such a vision considers the importance of every single part of
the universe. Alan Watts speaks of the interrelated nature of all phenomena of the world, using
the symbol of the sphere that has as its center every point on its surface.

42 see

schema below, p.131.

u In his book La taverna del destini incrociati (The Tavern of Crossed Destiniesj Calvino explicitly
refers to the emptiness of the Tao as revealed by the lay-out of the tarot cards from which the visitors in
the tavern read/tell their lifestories. When the cards have all been placed on the table and thus represent
the participants’ lives, the pattern of the cards leave an empty square in the center;
II nocciolo del mondo è vuoto, il principio di cia che si muove nell’universo è lo spazio del
niente, attorno all’assenza si costruisce ciô che c’è, in fondo al gral c’è ii tao, e indica il
rettangolo vuoto circondato dai tarocchi. (La taverna del destini incrociati, 97)
[‘The kernel of the world is empty, the beginning of what moves in the universe is the space of
nothingness, around absence is constructed what exists, at the bottom of the Grail is the Tao’,
and he points to the empty rectangle surrounded by the tarots.1 (The Tavern of Crossed
-

-

Destinies, 97)
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Just as eveiy point on the surface of a sphere may be seen as the center of the surface, so every
organ of the body and every being in the cosmos may be seen as its center and ruler. (Tao: The
Watercourse Way, 53)

Such a sphere is a recurrent theme in Borges’ stories appearing as the image of the Aleph,
the divine and ineffable moment that contains all other moments in time and space. In ‘La esfera
de Pascal’ [‘Pascal’s Sphere’] Borges posits that “perhaps universal history is the history of a few
metaphors”, and lists the recurring image of the “eternal sphere” as that perfect shape used to
describe nature and God as it appeared throughout the history of Western literature. Among
these he quotes the formula of the twelfth-century French theologian, Main de Lille (Manus de
Insulis), whose very same words Borges uses to describe the Aleph in his story: “God is an
44 In a
intelligible sphere, whose center is everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere.”
footnote Borges also quotes Cicero: “The form of the sphere is perfect and corresponds to the
divinity” (Other Inquisitions, 94).45 This elaboration on the sphere as the most perfect shape to
represent the nature of all things or the godhead is similar to the description of the Taoist state of
chaos that exists in the
perfection of a sphere; it [possessesl the original simplicity [...J of an undifferentiated being, the
autonomy of an embryo, which is a concentration of life folded upon itself. (Girardot, 94)46

A parody of this concept seems to appear in Calvino’s Marcovaldo story ‘Luna e Gnac’ [‘Moon and
Gnac’I in which Marcovaldo’s family is shown struggling with the blinking light of a huge advertisement
(‘GNAC’ is the visible part to them of the neon sign for ‘Spank-Cognac’) on the roof opposite their
mansard. After the children have extinguished the intruding light by throwing stones at it with a
slingshot, the family is finally able to see the moon again.
Ed ad alzare lo sguardo non piü abbarbagliato, s’apriva la prospettiva degli spazi, le
costellazioni si dilatavano in profondità, il firmnamento ruotava per ogni dove, sfera che contiene
tutto e non Ia contiene nessun limite, e solo uno sfittire della sua trama, come una breccia,
apriva verso Venere, per farla risaltare sob sopra Ia cornice della terra, con Ia sua ferma
trafittura di luce esplosa e concentrata in un punto. (‘Luna e Gnac’, 96)
[[Aind raising your eyes, no longer blinded, you saw the perspective of space unfold, the
constellations expanded in depth, the firmament turning in every direction, a sphere that
contains everything and is contained by no boundary, and only a thinning of its weft, like a
breach, opened toward Venus, to make it stand out alone over the frame of the earth, with its

steady slash of light exploded and concentrated at one point.] (‘Moon and Gnac’, 74)
In the same footnote Borges adds that he does not recall history recording “conical, cubical, or
pyramidal gods, although it does record idols.” L”la historia no registra dioses cónicos, cübicos o
piramidales, aunque 51 Idoles.” (OCJI, 82)j
Girardot quotes from Max Kaltenmark, Laozi and Taoisrn, tr. Roger Greaves. Stanford, 1969.
The image of the universe existing within a gourdlike shape during the mythological stage of chaos is
often compared to the womb. Eugene Eoyang writes,
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Structurally Calvino’s enumeration of the cities form a spherical shape comparable to that of the
Aleph and the Tao. The numbering of the cities form a parallelogram, the two shorter sides of
47
which close into a circular shape when joined together.
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Borges’ Aleph is an imaginary “place on earth where all places are

5
in

--

seen from every

angle, each standing clear, without any confusion or blending” (The Aleph, 23). This image is a
recurring theme in Borges’ writing: an eternal and divine instant which allows the viewer to gain
access to “the immediate knowledge of everything that will exist, exists, and has existed in the
universe” (‘La muerte y Ia brüjula’, OC I, 501 f’Death and the Compass’], 3). He develops the
theme of the Aleph with other images such as the Zahir in the story ‘El Zahir’ [‘The Zahir’], a coin

The ovoid shape of chaos symbols reminds one naturally of the womb, and one is not surprised
that most mythological representations of chaos are female. (‘Chaos misread’, 281)
B 1
The image of the womb appears in Ma Yuan’s short story’
IJ
rThree Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’J. There the narrator has spotted a particular beautiful head
ornament on the head of a Kangba man. The head-piece is shaped like a double-bellied calabash. At the
market the Tibetan tribesman is explaining the ornaments of the headpiece to potential buyers.

(76)
[He talked about those patterns, about the circle of life and death, about the twelve animals that
symbolize a year, and about the inferno in the shape of the double-bellied calabash that is
similar to women’s wombs.l (393)
Ossola’s schema, (‘L’invisibile e il suo dove’, 243). a: Cities and memory; b: Cities and desire; C:
Cities and signs; d: Thin cities; e: Trading cities; f: Cities and eyes; g: Cities and names; h: Cities and
the dead; i: Cities and the sky; 1: Continuous cities; m: Hidden cities. This schema is not absolute.
Mario Lavagetto in ‘Le carte visibili di halo Calvino’ [‘Italo Calvino’s Visible Cards’] comes up with the
schema of a trapeze when drawing up the order in which the cities are classified in the book. This
diagram would refute the argument that the numbered catalogue of the cities forms a sphere. Ossola
himself does not speak of a sphere but of a “magic square”.
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whose mental image imposes itself onto the mind of anyone who has come in contact with it.
Like the total vision of the Aleph, the perceiver of the Zahir sees both sides of the coin
simultaneously, not however, as if the coin were transparent, but more as in the vision of a
hologram:
pues una cara no se superpone a la otra; más bien ocurre como si Ia vision fuera esfOrica y ci
Zahir campeara en el centro. (OCJ, 594)
[for one face is not superimposed upon the other; it’s rather as if one’s vision was spherical and
as if the Zabir floated in the middle.] (Labyrinths, 163)
Such a vision is really beyond human mental capacity and therefore requires either a special kind
of person in an altered state (a sage) or, as in ‘El Zahir’, can lead to an obsession in the ordinary
person that ends in insanity, a state that can be compared to the mystic trance of the sage. The
innumerable details an Aleph provides to the viewer may be unbearable to the ordinary human
mind. After having fallen off a horse, Ireneo Funes in ‘Funes el memorioso’ [‘Funes, the
Memorious’J is able to remember every moment of his life, past and present, down to the smallest
detail. Physically immobilized due to the injury, he chooses to remain in a dark room for the rest
of his life so as not to add new external impressions to the myriad of details already crowding his
mind.
Funes no solo recordaba cada hoja de cada árbol de cada monte, sino cada una de las veces que
Ia habIa percibido o imaginado. [...] No sOlo Ic costaba comprender que ci sImbolo genérico
perro abarcara tantos individuos clispares de diversos tamafios y diversa forma; le molestaba que
ci perro de las ties y catorce (visto de perfil) tuviera ci mismo nombre que ci perro de las ties y
cuarto (visto de frente). [...] Era ci solitario y lOcido espectador de tin mundo multiforme,
instantáneo y casi intolerablemente preciso. (OC I, 489490)
[Funes not only remembered eveiy leaf on eveiy tree of eveiy wood, but even every one of the
times he had perceived or imagined it. [...] It was not only difficult for him to understand that
the generic term dog embraced so many unlike specimens of differing sizes and different forms;
he was disturbed by the fact that a dog at three-fourteen (seen in profile) should have the same
name as the dog at three-fifteen (seen in front). [...] He was the solitary and lucid spectator of a
multiform world which was instantaneously and almost intolerably exact.] (PersonalAnthology,
42) 48

4 Caivino talks about the ‘incredible capacity’ of the human mind, able to catalogue empirical
phenomena at any moment without getting lost in the vertiginous amount of information. In ‘I mille
giardini’ [‘The Thousand Gardens’] he describes the concept of the Japanese gardens that offer a different
view with each step the visitor takes. He concentrates his observations on a stone lamp in one garden.
La mente umana possiede un misterioso dispositivo, capace di convincerci che quella pietra ê
sempre la stessa pietra, sebbene Ia sua immagine - per poco che spostiamo ii nostro sguardo cambi di forma, di dimensioni, di colore, di contomi. 0gm singolo e limitato frammento
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Like Funes, whose ordinary mind after the fall has to remain in darkness in order to reduce the
instantaneous impressions his heightened memory offers to him now, it may only be possible to
perceive the Aleph by remaining in “total darkness, total immobility” (The Aleph, 25). The
instant one is able to see an Aleph one has had a privileged glimpse at eternity of the kind
normally only possible to God. In Borges’ story ‘La escritura del Dios’ [‘The God’s Script’] the
immobilized and infirm prisoner Tzinacán wishes to decipher God’s handwriting in the spots of
the leopard’s fur, an animal he is sharing a cell with divided by a wall. He eventually succeeds in
reading the all powerful word in the animal’s fur after the divine revelation (of an Aleph) that
discloses to him everything in the universe.
Entonces ocurrió lo que no puedo olvidar ni comunicar. Ocurrió Ia union con Ia divinidad, con
el universo (no S Si estas palabras difieren). El dxtasis no repite sus sImbolos; hay quien ha
visto a Dios en un resplandor, hay quien lo ha percibido en una espada o en los cIrculos de una
rosa. Yo vi una Rueda altisima, que no estaba delante de mis ojos, ni detrás, ni a los lados, sino
en todas partes, a un tiempo. Esa Rueda estaba hecha de agua, pero tambidn de fuego, y era
(aunque se vela el borde) infinita. Entretejidas, Ia formaban todas las cosas que serán, que son y
que fueron, y yo era una de las hebras de esa trarna total, y Pedro de Alvarado, que me dio
tormento, era otra. Ahi estaban las causa y los efectos y me bastaba ver esa Rueda para entender
todo, sin fin. (OCI, 598-599)
[Then there occurred what I cannot forget nor communicate. There occurred the union with the
divinity, with the universe (I do not know whether these words differ in meaning). Ecstasy does
not repeat its symbols; God has been seen in a blazing light, in a sword or in the circles of a
rose. I saw an exceedingly high Wheel, which was not before my eyes, nor behind me, nor to
the sides, but every place at one time. That Wheel was made of water, but also of fire, and it was
(although the edges could be seen) infinite. Interlinked, all things that are, were and shall be
formed it, and I was one of the fibers of that total fabric and Pedro de Alvarado who tortured me
was another. There lay revealed the causes and the effects and it sufficed me to see the Wheel in
order to understand it all, without end. J (Labyrinths, 172)

In ‘La creación y P. H. Gosse’ [‘The creation and P. H. Gosse’] Borges says that for “an infinite
intelligence the

perfect knowledge of a single instant would make it possible to know the history

dell’universo si sfalda in una molteplicità infinita: basta girare intorno a questa bassa lampada
di pietra ed essa si trasforma in un’infinitâ di lampade di pietra. (Collezione di sabbia, 186)
[The human mind possesses a mysterious mechanism that is able to convince itself that this
stone is still the same stone, even though its image however slightly we may shift our glance
changes shape, dimension, colour, and outline. Each single and limited fragment in the
universe disintegrates into an infinite multipLicity: one only needs to walk around this low stone
lamp and it transfonns itself into an infinite number of stone lamps.1 (Translation mine)
What Calvino describes is exactly the ability Funes in Borges’ ‘Funes, the Memorius’ has lost. The fact
that Funes is able to see every phenomenon at every moment as a distinct instant can be considered as an
astonishing sense of perception, but it also makes him unfit to live in the fictional world of the book
except in total darkness, so as not to ‘overload’ his brain.
-
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of the universe, both past and future” (Other inquisitions, 23). In ‘El tiempo y J. W. Dunne’
[‘Time and J. W. Dunne’] he comments on the divine quality of such an eternal moment:
“Theologians define eternity as the simultaneous and lucid possession of all instants of time and
declare it to be one of the divine attributes” (Other inquisitions, 21). He further writes that,
according to Dunne, eternity is already ours in the form of dreams we have each night, when the
49 The contemplation of the Aleph is,
immediate past and the immediate future flow together.
thus, similar to the visions we have in dreams, a state in which, according to Borges,
A cada hombre le está dado, con el sueflo, una pequefla eternidad personal que le permite ver su
pasado cercano y su porvenir cercano. Todo esto el soflador lo ye de un solo vistazo, de igual
modo que Dios, desde su vasta eternidad, ye todo ci proceso cOsmico. i,Qud sucede al despertar?
Sucede que, como estamos acostumbrados a Ia vida sucesiva, damos forma narrativa a nuestro
sueflo, pero nuestro sueflo ha sido muultiple y ha sido simaltaneo. (OC III, ‘La Pesadilia’, 222).
[Each man is given [...] a little personal eternity which allows him to see the recent past and the
near future. All of this the dreamer sees in a single glance, in the same way that God, from his
vast eternity, sees the whole cosmic process. And what happens when we wake? What happens
is that, as we are accustomed to a sequential life, we give a narrative structure to our dream,
though our dream has been multiple and simultaneous.] (‘Nightmares’, Seven Nights, 28) 50

In ‘Dc alguien a nadie’ [‘From Somebody to Nobody’] Borges refers to Shankara, who “teaches that
men in a deep sleep are the universe, are God” (Other inquisitions,, 147). [Samsara ensefla que los
hombres, en el sueulo profondo, son ci universo, son Dios”] (OC II, 116). In ‘El informe de Brodie’
[‘Doctor Brodie’s Report’] the missionaiy reporting about the Yahoo writes that the members of the tribe

are able to foresee the immediate future.
Gozan también de la facultad de la prevision; declaran con tranquila certidumbre 10 que
sucederá dentro de diez o quince minutos. Indican, por ejemplo: una mosca me rozará la nuca
o No tardaremos en oIr el grito de un pájaro. Centenares de veces he atestiguado este curioso
don. Mucho he vacilado sobre él. Sabemos que ci pasado, ci presente y ci porvenir ya están,
minucia por minucia, en Ia profética memoria de Dios, en Su eternidad; lo extraflo es que los
hombres puedan mirar, indefinitamente, hacia atrás per no hacia adelante. (OC II, 454)
[They are also endowed with the faculty of foresight, and can state with quiet confidence what
will happen ten or fifteen minutes hence. They convey, for example, that “A fly will graze the
nape of my neck” or “In a moment we shall hear the song of a bird.” Hundreds of times I have
borne witness to this curious gift, and I have also reflected upon it at length. Knowing that past,
present, and future already exist, detail upon detail, in God’s prophetic memoiy, in His eternity,
what baffles me is that men, while they can look indefinitely backward, are not allowed to look
one whit forward.] (Borges: A Reader, 300)
In ‘El tiempo y J.W. Dunne’ Borges further mentions that Dunne stated
ya esiste ci porvenir, con sus vicisitudes y pormenores. Hacia ci porvenir pre-existente (o desde
ci ci porvenir pre-existente, como Bradley preflere) fluye ci rio absoluto del tiempo cOsmico, o
los rIos mortales de nuestras vidas. (OC II, 25)
[the future already exists with its vicissitudes and its details. Toward the pre-existent future (or
from the pre-existent future, as Bradley prefers) flows the absolute river of cosmic time, or the
mortal rivers of our lives.] (Other inquisitions, 20)
1n ‘Time and I. W. Dunne’ Borges mentions the states of dreaming, living and writing in a similar
50
relationship. He notes,
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The retelling of a dream is, like the vision of the Aleph, limited by the available language that
expresses itself sequentially. The simultaneous vision therefore remains an ineffable moment
belonging to the realm of the divine. The spiritual origin of the Aleph is revealed by its name. As
the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, Borges writes, the Aleph in the Kabbala “stands for the En
Soph, the pure and boundless godhead” (The Aleph, 29). The perceiver of an Aleph (or the
dreamer) is similar to God who “sees all of history, what unfolds as history, in a single splendid
dizzying instant that is eternity” (‘Nightmares’, Seven Nights, 28).
In The Tibetan Book ofLiving and Dying Sogyal Rinpoche writes about the accounts of

people who have had near-death experiences which in their attributes are extremely close to the
inexpressible visioniary experience of the Aleph. Just as the Aleph is described as a small
iridescent sphere “of almost unbearable brilliance” (The Aleph, 26), near-death experiencers
remember a small source of indescribable brightness to which the dead moves and is finally
immersed in. One person recounts his near-death experience as a series of events that appeared
to happen simultaneously but which to describe he would have to take one at a time (Sogyal,
324). The experience is usually intensely spiritual in which “all the energy of the universe forever
[isi in one place” (Sogyal, 325). The author writes that many near-death experiencers also report
a clairvoyant sense of total knowledge “from the beginning of time to the end of time.” One
woman describes her experience in terms similar to Borges’ discussion of the union with the
divine ineffable:
of a sudden, all knowledge of all that had started from the very beginning, that would go on
without end - for a second I knew all the secrets of all ages, all the meaning of the universe, the
stars, the moon - of evetything. [...] There was a moment in this thing - well, there isn’t any way
to describe it - but it was like I knew all things... For a moment, there, it was like
All

communication wasn’t necessary. I thought whatever I wanted to know could be known. [...]
While I was there I felt at the center of things. I felt enlightened and cleansed. I felt I could see
the point of everything. Everything fitted in, it all made sense, even the dark times. It almost
seemed, too, as if the pieces ofjigsaw all fitted together. (Sogyal, 326-327)

Schopenhauer escribió que la vida y los sueños eran hojas de un mismo libro, y que leerlas en
orden es vivir; hojearlas, es soflar. (OC II, 27)
[Schopenhauer wrote that life and dreams were pages from the same book, and that to read them
in their proper order was to live, but to scan them at random was to dream.] (Other Inquisitions,
21)
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This short moment of cosmic understanding may be the “single moment” of which Borges speaks
in ‘Biografia de Tadeo Isidoro Cruz (1829-1874)’ [‘Biography of Tadeo Isidoro Cruz (18291874)’]:
Cualquier destino, por largo y complicado que sea, consta en realidad de un solo momento: ci
momento en que el hombre sabe para siempre quién es. (OC 1, 562)
[Any destiny at all, however long and complicated, in reality consists of a single moment, the
moment in which a man once and for all knows who he is.] (PersonalAnthology, 163)

In dreams and in death thus we come close to the eternal union with God, an experience which
the sage tries to attain while being alive through the meditative practice of turning within. Sogyal
notes that accounts of near-death experiences have reoccured throughout history, thereby
paralleling Borges’ collection of the descriptions of the paradoxical divine sphere.
The near-death experience has been reported throughout histoiy, in all mystical and shamanic
traditions, and by writers and philosophers as varied as Plato, Pope Gregory the Great, some of
the great Still masters, Tolstoy, and Jung. (Sogyal, 319)

Max Weber characterizes the Tao in terms that combine the divine All-One as well as the

inherent order existing in that original condition, the vision which the mystic is able to perceive
once his contemplation has reached perfection:
Tao is the one unchangeable element and therefore it is the absolute value; it means the order as

well as the god-head of matter and the all-inclusive idea of the eternal arch-symbols of all being.
In short, it is the divine All-One of which one can partake as in all contemplative mysticism
by rendering one’s self absolutely void of worldly interests and passionate desires until release
from all activity is attained (wu weE = non-action). (Weber, 181-182)
-

-

The Aleph resembles the Tao in its spherical shape that contains all things in a chaotic
oneness. It is also similar to the Tao in its unnamable quality. Both are beyond the grasp of the
human language and thus exist in a zone that cannot be spoken of, the unspeakable area where

language does not reach. Just like Borges’ Aleph and Calvino’s Le città invisibili, the Tao is that
’
5
which cannot be spoken of with the available language, but is better intuited through silence.

Zhang Longxi notes that the word Tao in Chinese is a polyseme that has varying meanings, such as
away” and “to speak”. He quotes from the first chapter of Laozi’s Tao Te Ching which contains a pun on
the word Tao:
The tao that can be tao-ed [“spoken of’]
Is not the constant tao;
The name that can be named
Is not the constant name. (Zhang, ‘The Tao’, 390)
51
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According to [the Taoist philosopher] Lao Tzu, the Tao is both immanent and transcendent; it is
the begetter of all things, therefore it is not and cannot be named after any of these things. In
other words, the Tao is the ineffable, the “mystely upon mysteiy” beyond the power of language
(chap. 1). Even the name Tao is not a name in itselL “I know not its name/so I style it ‘the
Tao”: “The Tao is for ever nameless” (chaps. 25, 32). The totality of the Tao is kept intact only
in knowing silence; hence the famous paradox that “One who knows does not speak; one who
speaks does not know” (chap. 56). (Zhang, ‘The Tao’, 391)
Alan Watts writes that it is of essence to the philosophy of both Laozi and Zhuangzi that the Tao

cannot be defined in words and is not an idea or a concept.
As Chuang-tzu says, “It may be attained but not seen,” or, in other words, felt but not conceived,
intuited but not categorized, divined but not explained. Crao: The Watercourse Way, 42)
The Aleph is also Borges’ tibrary of Babel’, an infinite sphere made up of innumerable
hexagonal chambers whose secret architecture is explained by the “classic dictum”:
La Biblioteca es una esfera cuyo centro cabal es cualquier hexágono, cuya circunferencia es
inaccessible. (‘La biblioteca de Babel’, OC I, 466)
[The Library is a sphere whose exact center is any one of its hexagons and whose circumference
is inaccessible.] (‘The Library of Babel’, Labyrinths, 52).

The library contains, just like Calvino’s Cilia invisibili, all possible permutations of the
books/cities that represent in their totality the phenomena of all possible worlds. The conceivable

books existing in that Library are only limited by the imagination:
(B)asta que un libro sea posible para que exista. Solo está excluido lo imposible. Por ejemplo:
ningün libro es tainbidn una escalera, aunque sin duda hay libros que discuten y niegan y
demuestran esa posibilidad y otros cuya estructura corresponde a la de una escalera. (OC 1, 469)
[(I)t suffices that a book be possible for it to exist. For example: no book can be a ladder, al
though no doubt there are books which discuss and negate and demonstrate this possibility and
others whose structure corresponds to that of a ladder.] CThe Library of Babel’, 57)
The “total book on some shelf of the universe” (56) containing all the other books could be the
divine circular book of which the mystics speak.
Los mIsticos pretenden que el éxtasis les revela una cámara circular con un gran libro circular
de lomo continuo, que da toda la vuelta de las paredes; pero su testimonio es sospechoso; sus
palabras, oscuras. Ese libro cIclico es Dios. (OC 1, 465466)
[The mystics claim that their ecstasy reveals to them a circular chamber containing a great
circular book, whose spine is continuous and which follows the complete circle of the walls; but
their testimony is suspect; their words, obscure. This cyclical book is God.] (‘The Library of
Babel’, 52)52

In ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’ a character deliberates about the nature of an infinte book. He
imagines it to be infinitely circular with the last page being the same as the first.
No conjeturé otro procedimento que el volumen cIclico, circular. Un volumen cuya ültima fuera
iddntica a la primera, con posibilidad de continuar indefinitamente. (OC 1, 477)
[I could not imagine any other than a cyclic volume, circular. A volume whose last page would
be the same as the first and so have the possibilty of continuing indefinitely.] (Labyrinths, 25)
52
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In a footnote to the story the narrator adds the deliberations of Letizia Alvarez de Toledo about a
53
mysterious single volume that would be sufficient to include all other books.
Un solo volumen, de formato comün, impreso en cuerpo nueve o diez, que constara de un
nümero infinito de hojas infinitamente deigadas. (Cavalieri a principio del siglo XVII, dijo que
todo cuerpo sólido es Ia superposición de un nñmero infinito de pianos.) El manejo de ese
vademecum sedoso no serla cóinodo: cada hoja aparente se desdoblarla en otras análogas; la
inconcebibie hoja central no tendrIa revés. (OC 1, 471)
[[Al volume of ordinaiy format, printed in nine or ten point type, containing an infinite number
of infinitely thin leaves. (In the early seventeenth century, Cavalieri said that all solid bodies are
the superimposition of an infinite number of planes.) The handling of this silky vade mecum
would not be convenient: each apparent page would unfold into other analogous ones; the
inconceivable middle page would have no reverse.l (‘The Library of Babel’, 58)

The existence of such an impossible book that includes all other books is the topic of Borges
story ‘El libro de arena’ [‘The Book of Sand’]. It is a book without beginning or end. The
character Borges realizes that the book contains an infinite number of pages when he is unable to
find either the first or the last page of the book.
Me pidió que buscara la primera hoja. Apoyé Ia mano izquierda sobre Ia portada y abrI con el
dedo pulgar casi pegado al mndice. Todo fue inütil: siempre se interponIan varias hojas entre Ia
portada y Ia mano. Era coino si brotaran del libro. -Ahora busque el final. Tambien fracasd;
apenas logré-balbucear con una voz que no era Ia mia: -Esto no puede ser. (OC III, 69)
[The stranger asked me to find the first page. I laid my left hand on the cover and, trying to put
my thumb on the flyleaf I opened the book. It was useless. Every time I tried, a number of
pages came in between the cover and my thumb. It was as if they kept growing from the book.
“Now find the last page.” Again I failed. In a voice that was not mine, I barely managed to
stammer, “This can’t be.”l (‘The Book of Sand’, 118)
Like the Zahir that imprisons its owner’s mind because of its impossibility, the mind of the owner
of the “monstrous” book of Sand is captured by its perverse nature. As it encompasses the entire
universe, so also would its destruction threaten the world.
Pensd en el fuego, pero temI que Ia combustIon de un libro infinito fuera parejamente infinita y
sofocara de humo el planeta. (‘El libro de arena’, 235)

In chapter eight of Calvino’s Se una notte d’inverno Flannery’s diary also speaks of the one book that
would include all other books:
Allo scrittore che vuole annullare se stesso per dar voce a ciô che è fuori di Iui s’aprono due
strade: o scrivere un libro che possa essere il libro unico, tale da esaurire il tutto nelle sue
pagine; o scrivere tutti i libri, in inodo da inseguire il tutto attraverso le sue immagine parziali.
II libro unico, che contiene il tutto, non potrebb’essere altro che il testo sacro, Ia parola totale
rivelata. (Se una notte d’inverno, 135)
[For the writer who wants to annul himself in order to to give voice to what is outside him, two
paths open: either write a book that could be the unique book, that exhausts the whole in its
pages; or write all books, to pursue the whole through its partial images. The unique book,
which contains the whole, could only be the sacred text, the total world revealed.J (Ifon a
Winter’s Night, 143)
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[I thought of fire, but I feared that the burning of an infinite book might likewise prove infinite
and suffocate the planet with smoke.] (‘The Book of Sand’, 122)

In the conceptual framework of one thing being all the others, and one thing being
contained in all the others, it is conceivable that something can be two contradictory things. All
these possibilities exist in the vision of the Aleph and the Tao. The views that Le città invisibili
and ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ put forward are similar to that divine vision in which

opposing states of being exist legitimately side by side, expanding the possibilities toward a
widening perspective. Borges’ ‘EljardIn de senderos que se biflircan’ [‘The Garden of Forking
Paths’] could be seen as the prototype of the two stories by Italo Calvino and Ma Yuan that are
characterized by conceptual zones in which two contradictory possibilities exist simultaneously.
In Borges’ story the Chinese writer Ts’ui Pen has written a novel that consists chiefly of such
overlapping conceptual spaces.
En todas las ficciones, cada vez que un hombre se enfrenta con diversas alternativas, opta por
una y elimina las otras; en la del casi inextricable Ts’ui Pen, opta simultáneamente por todas.
-

-

(OCI, 478)
[In all fictional works, each time a man is confronted with several alternatives, he chooses one
and eliminates the others; in the fiction of Ts’ui Pen, he chooses simultaneously all of them.]
(‘The Garden of Forking Paths’, 26)
-

-

These “overlapping conceptual spaces” that allow contradictory concepts to occupy the same
zone take place in the same realm as the unnamable Tao, where ‘this’ is not opposed to ‘that’
(Girardot, 305). From the Taoist standpoint, it is the state of chaos in which the Tao stands as a
third term ‘betwixt and between’ all extremities.
There is an empty and dynamic power of nothingness, hidden in the interstices of all life, that
blends, unites, and overcomes all ordinary distinctions. (Girardot, 225)

The one thing containing all the other things is the theme of numerous stories by Borges such as ‘La
54
escritura del Dios’ (in OCI) [‘The God’s Script’] (in Labyrinths), ‘Undr’ [‘Undr’], ‘El espejo y la mascara’
[‘The Mirror and the Mask’] (in OC III [The Book ofSand]) and ‘Parabola del palacio’ [‘The Parable of
the Palace’]. In these stories the universe is represented by an unspeakable single word or single line of
poetry.
In ‘El falso problema de Ugolino’ [‘The Pseudo-Problem of Ugolino’] Borges writes:
En ci tiempo real, en Ia historia, cada vez que un hombre se enfrenta con diversas alternativas
opta por una y elimina y pierde las otras; no asi en el ambiguo tiempo del arte, que se parece al
de la esperanza y al del olvido. Hamlet, en ese tiempo, es cuerdo y es loco. (OC III, 353)
[In real time, in history, each time that a man finds himself confronted with various alternatives,
he chooses one and eliminates or loses the others; not so in the ambiguous time of art, which
resembles the time of hope and forgetting. Hamlet, in such a time, is both sane and mad.] (my
translation)
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The undifferentiated knowledge of everything being contained in one thing, and the one
also being everything else, constitutes the return of the Taoist sage to the original state ofthe
Emperor Hun-tun. It is achieved once the distinctions between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, ‘this’ and
‘that’, ‘you’ and ‘I’ have been obliterated. In the vision of the Aleph, everything is itself and at the
same time everything else. This is one of the concepts that links in literary terms the three
writers, Jorge Luis Borges, Italo Calvino and Ma Yuan. In an essay on Italo Calvino’s body of
work, Gore Vidal quotes a passage from Calvino’s Ii cavaliere inesistente [The Nonexistent
Knight] in which the character Gurdul(i
confuses himself with things outside himself When he drinks soup he becomes soup; thinks he
is soup to be drunk in turn: “the world being nothing but a vast shapeless mass of soup in which
all things dissolved.” (‘Fabulous Calvino’, 16)

This concept of the world as a shapeless mass of soup in which all things are dissolved reminds
one strongly of the Taoist creation myth which sees the world at its origin as a watery mass that
contained all things. Vidal remarks that the confusion of the “I”/”it”; “I”I”you”, the arbitrariness
of naming things and the predilection to categorize, are themes Calvino develops in his later

works (such as Le città invisibili). Quoting a passage from Le Cosmicomiche [Cosmicomics],
Vidal continues:
Calvino comes as close as any writer can to saying that which is sensed about creation but may

not be put into words (or drawn into pictures). “I managed to embrace in a single thought the
world of things as they were and of things as they could have been, and I realized that a single
system included all.” (‘Fabulous Calvino’, 21)

This “single thought embracing the world of things” in all its possible times is of course the
ineffable Aleph/Tao. Gore Vidal closes his essay with the following remarks:
In fact, reading Calvino, I had the unnerving sense that I was also writing what he had written;
thus does his art prove his case as writing and reader become one, or One, (‘Fabulous Calvino’,
21)-

to which Calv’mo replied as follows:
mou have succeeded in giving a general sense to all I have written, almost a philosophy ‘the
-

whole and the many etc.’ and it makes me very happy when someone is able to find a
philosophy from the productions of my mind which has little philosophy. (In a letter to Vidal,
‘On Calvino’, 5)
-

Richard Grigg mentions that “this quest for the One in the many”, a quest which can be summed
up by Paul Tillich’s phrase, “the drive towards the unity of the separated”, imparts a religious
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dynamic to Italo Calvino’s novels (‘Language, The Other, and God’, 49). This pantheist notion of
‘the whole and the many’ is a Borgesian theme that both Calvino and Ma Yuan share. The image
of the Aleph has pantheist connotations in that its existence and its perceptibility imply the
presence of God in all (including contradictory) things at all times. In ‘Nota sobre Walt Whitman’
[‘Note on Walt Whitman’] Borges elaborates on the theme of the divine presence contained in
and containing all things. He cites from sources of various cultural traditions:
El panteIsmo ha divulgado un tipo de frases en las que se declara que Dios es diversas cosas
contradictorias o (mejor aün) misceláneas. Su prototipo Cs: “El rito soy, Ia ofrenda soy, Ia
oblación a los padres soy, la hierba soy, Ia plegaria soy, la libación de manteca soy, el fuego soy”
(Bhagavadgita, IX, 16). [...] Plotinus describe a sus alumnos un cielo inconcebible, en el que
“todo está en todas partes, cualquier cosa es todas las cosas, el sol es todas las estrellas, y cada
estrella es todas las estrellas y el sol” (Enneads, V, 8, 4). (OC 1, 251)
[Pantheism has disseminated a variety of phrases which declare that God is several contradictoiy
or (even better) miscellaneous things. The prototype of such phrases is this: “I am the rite, I am
the offering, I am the oblation to the parents, I am the grass, I am the prayer, I am the libation of
butter, I am the fire” (Bhagavad-Gita, IX, 16). F.. .1 Plotinus describes for his pupils an incon
ceivable sky, in which eveiything is everywhere, anything is all things, the sun is all the stars,
and each star is all the stars and the sun” (Enneads, V. 8, 4).] (Other Inquisitions, 69)
At the end of his essay elaborating on the theme of an eternal present (‘Nueva refijtación del
tiempo’ [‘A New Refi.itation of Time’]) in which everything is contained in everything else and
everything contains everything else, Borges deconstructs his own discussion with words which

indicate his sense that while two things are at different times identical they are also distinctly
themselves. This concept forms part of the contradictions existing within the Aleph: everything
is everything else and at the same time itself.
Andyet, andyet... Negar Ia sucesión temporal, negar el yo, negar el universo astronômico, son
desesperaciones aparentes y consuelos secretos. Nuestro destino (a diferencia del infierno de
Swedenborg y del infierno de Ia mitologla tibetana) no es espantoso por irreal; es espantoso
porque es irreversible y de hierro. El tiempo es Ia substancia de que estoy hecho. El tiempo es
un rIo que me arrebata, pero yo soy el rIo, es un tigre que me destroza, pero yo soy el tigre; es un

fuego que me consume, pero yo soy el fliego. El mundo, desgraciadamente, es real; yo,
desgraciadamente, soy Borges. (OC II, 149) (Italics in the original)
[Andyet, andyet - To deny temporal succession, to deny the self, to deny the astronomical uni
verse, are measures of apparent despair and of secret consolation. Our destiny (unlike the hell of
Swedenborg and the hell of Tibetan mythology) is not frightful because it is unreal; it is frightful
because it is irreversible and iron bound. Time is the substance of which I am made. Time is a
river which sweeps me along, but I am the river; it is a tiger which mangles me, but I am the
tiger, it is a fire which consumes me, but I am the fire. The world, unfortunately, is real; I,
unfortunately, am Borges.J (PersonalAnthology, 64)
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In that particular essay Borges negates the sequential nature of time by postulating that if
two people performed exactly the same action at different historical times they would essentially
be the same person performing one action. The eternal present denies historical development as
an accumulation of different events. In his discussion of that theme Borges refers to the dream of
56
the Taoist Zhuangzi, who for the duration of the dream believes he is a butterfly.
Chuang Tzu sofió que era una mariposa y durante aquel sueño no era Chuang Tzu, era una
mariposa. L...l En Ia China, el sueño de Chuang Tzu es proverbial; imaginemos que de sus casi
infinitos lectores, uno suefla que es una mariposa y luego que es Chuang Tzu. Imaginemos que,
por un azar no imposible, este sueilo repite puntualmente el que sofló el maestro. Postulada esa
igualidad, cabe preguntar: Esos instantes que coinciden j,no son el mismo? jNo basta un solo
término repetido para desbaratar y confundir la historia del mundo, para denunciar que no hay
tal historia? (OC II, 147)
Chuang Tzu dreamt he was a butterfly and during the course of that dream he was not Chuang

Tzu but a butterfly. [...I In China, the dream of Chuang Tzu is proverbial; let us imagine that
one of the almost infinite number of Chuang Tzu’s readers dreams he is a butterfly and then that
he is Chuang Tzu. Let us imagine that, by a not impossible chance, this dream repeats, point by
point, the dream of the master. Once this identity is postulated, we may well ask: Are not those
coinciding moments identical? Is not one single term repeated enough to break down and
confound the history of the world, to reveal that there is no such history?] (PersonalAnthology,
61)

The dissolution of the temporal gap between two actions places the individual in touch with
eternity. In the same essay Borges tells of such a personal experience. He describes the time
when he went for a walk on a moonlit night and mused about the sights around him.
Esa pura representación de hechos homogeneos noche de serenidad, parecita limpida, olor
provinciano de Ia madreselva, barro fundamental no es meramente idéntica a Ia que hubo en
esa esquina hace tantos años; es, sin parecidos iii repeticiones, Ia misma. El tiempo, si podemos
intuir esa identidad, es una delusiOn: Ia indeferencia e inseparabilitad de un momento de su
aparente ayer y otro de su aparente hoy, basta para disintegrarlo. (OC II, 143)
EThat pure representation of homogeneous events and matter the clear night, the diaphanous
wall, the provincial scent of honeysuckle, the elemental earth is not merely identical to what
was once represented at that corner so many years before, it is, without similarities or
repetitions, the very same. If we can intuit that identity, time is a delusion. The indifference
and inseparability of one moment in time’s apparent yesterday from another in time’s apparent
today are enough to cause time’s disintegration.] (PersonalAnthology, 55)
-

-

-

-

In his essay ‘La doctrina de los ciclos’ [‘The Doctrine of Cycles’] Borges discusses the concept of
the eternal return mentioning a passage from Nietzsche’s Also Sprach Zarathustra [Thus Spake

56

See for the citation of that dream and its translation at the beginning of this chapter.
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Zarathustra] which in its poetic quality resembles his own experience as seen in the above
57
passage.
“Und diese langsaine Spinne, die im Mondschein kriecht, und dieser Mondschein selbst, und ich
und du im Torwege, zusammen flusternd, von ewigen Dingen flUstemd - müssen wir mcht alle
schon dagewesen sein? - mid wiederkommen und in jener anderen Gasse laufen, hinaus, vor
tins, in dieser langen schaurigen Gasse - müssen wir nicht ewig wiederkonunen? -“ Also redete
ich, mid immer leiser: denn ich firchtete mich vor meinen eigenen Gedanken mid
Hintergedanken. (Also Sprach Zarathustra, 147-148)
[“And this slow spider which creepeth in the moonlight, and this moonlight itself and thou and
Tin this gateway whispering together, whispering of eternal things - must we not all have
already existed - And must we not return and run in that other lane out before us, that long
weird lane must we not eternally return?” - Thus did I speak, and always more soffly: for I was
afraid of mine own thoughts, and arrear-thoughts.] (Thus Spake Zarathustra, 174-175)
-

In the dialogue between Marco Polo and Kublai Khan in The Invisible Cities the speaker

is aware of the endless return of all forms:

d’un presente
- Alle volte mi pare che Ia tua voce ml giunga da lontano, mentre sono prigioniero
vistoso e invivibile, in cui tufte le forme di convivenza umane sono giunte a un estremo del loro
ciclo e non si puô immaginare quali nuove forme prenderanno. E ascolto dalla tua voce le
ragioni invisibili di cui le cittâ vivevano, e per cm forse, dopo morte, rivivranno. (143-144)
[‘At times I feel your voice is reaching me from far away, while I am a prisoner of a gaudy and
unlivable present, where all forms of human society have reached an extreme of their cycle and
there is no imagining what new forms they may assume. And I hear, from your voice, the
invisible cities live, through which perhaps, once dead, they will come to life again.’] (106)
In this eternal present in which two apparently distinct historical moments are in fact the
same instant, two different people are also one person, or God. Borges often refers to the theme

of transmigration, citing examples from Eastern as well as from Western philosophical traditions.
In the single all-encompassing moment that God creates and perceives, the soul of the same
person reappears in human terms, over time in another body. In ‘El enigma de Edward
-

-

Fitzgerald’ [‘The Enigma of Edward Fitzgerald’] Borges quotes various examples of two poets
who lived at different historical times and in different cultures, and who through transmigration
were essentially the same person. He tells of the Rubáiyát, started by the Persian poet Umar ben

In ‘Los teólogos’ [‘The Theologians’] Borges mentiones the twelfth book of Civitas Del which relates
that Plato taught in Athens that,
al cabo de los siglos, todas las cosas recuperarán su estado anterior, y él, en Atenas, ante el
mismo auditorio, de nuevo enseflará esa doctrina. (OC 1, 550)
[at the centuries’ end, all things will recover their previous state and he in Athens, before the
same audience, will teach this same doctrine anew.] (Labyrinths, 119)
Borges also tells of the sect of the Monotones who professed that history is a circle and that there is
nothing which has not been and will not be.
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Ibrahim in the eleventh century which was completed by the British poet Fitzgerald in the
nineteenth century.
En la Rubaiyat se lee que Ia historia universal es un espectáculo que Dios concibe, representa y
contempla; esta especulación (cuyo noinbre técnico es panteIsmo) nos dejaria pensar que el
inglés pudo recrear al persa, porque ambos eran, esencialmente, Dios o caras momentáneas de
Dios. [...] Toda coiaboración es misteriosa. Esta del inglés y del persa lo fue más que ninguna,
porque eran muy distintos los dos y acaso en vida no hubieran trabado amistad y la muerte y las
visicitudes y el tiempo sirvieron para que uno supiera del otro y fuera un solo poeta. (OC .11, 68)
[In the Rubáiyát, we read that the history of the universe is a spectacle which God conceives,
stages, and then contemplates; this speculation (the technical name for it is pantheism) would
permit us to believe that the Englishman could have re-created the Persian, since both were, in
essence, God, or momentary faces of God. [...] Any collaboration is mysterious. This one, of an
Englishman and a Persian, was more so than any other, because the two were very different, and
in life might not have achieved friendship; it was death and vicissitude and time that brought it
about that one should know of the other and both become a single poet.] (‘The Enigma of

Edward Fitzgerald’, 96)
The pantheist notion of two distinct things being essentially the same thing, or all things being
one thing is also the topic of Borges’ essay ‘El suei5o de Coleridge’ [‘The Dream of Coleridge’].
Here Borges talks about the Mongolian Emperor Kublai Khan (“made famous in the West by
Marco Polo”) who in the thirteenth century dreamt of a palace and then built it according to the
plans found in his dreams. Five centuries later the English poet Coleridge dreamt of the palace
(without knowing that the palace had been built after a dream) and then wrote a poem about

it.58

After rejecting a few rational explanations for such a ‘coincidence’, Borges returns to the theory
of the transmigration of the souls of departed people who can enter the living in their dreams.
[E]l alma del emperador, destruIdo el palacio, penetré en el alma de Coleridge, para que éste lo
reconstruyera en palabras, más duraderas que los mármoles y metales.[...l Acaso un arquetipo
no revelado aün a los hombres, un objeto eterno (para usar Ia noinenclatura de Whitehead), esté

In a similar reflection about the collaboration of various authors in completing a literary work Borges
mentions the original text of Marco Polo’s travels, ‘Il milione’ (the book on which Italo Calvino based his
Invisible Cities). The essay is entitled ‘Marco Polo: Ia descripción del inundo’ [‘Marco Polo: the
description of the world’] and mentions Marco’s cell companion, Rusticano de Pisa, to whom the
Venetian dictated his adventures, a text that later reappeared in varying versions. The eventual
collection of the travels does not reveal the person of that scribe.
Son dos heroes de este libro. Uno, ci vasto Emperador de los mogoles, Kubilai Isic] Khan, el
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Kubla Khan del triple sueflo de Coleridge. Otro, ci que no se ocuita pero que tampoco se
muestra, el prudente y curioso veneciano que los sirvió y cuya pluma lo ha hecho inmortal,

Biblioteca personal, 69)
[There are two heroes in this book. One, the mighty emperor of the Mongols, Kubilai Khan, the
Kubla Khan of Coleridge’s triple dream. The other, the one who does not conceal himself but
who does not reveal himself either, the prudent and curious Venetian who served him and whose
pen made him immortal.] (Translation mine)
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ingresando paulatinaniente en el mundo; sit primera manifestación fué el palacio; la segunda el
poema. Quien los hubiera comparado habrIa visto que eran esencialmente iguales. (OCII, 23)
[mhe Emperor’s soul penetrated Coleridge’s, enabling Coleridge to rebuild the destroyed palace
in words that would be more lasting than marble and metal. [..]Perhaps an archetype not yet
revealed to men, an eternal object (to use Whitehead’s term) is gradually entering the world; its
first manifestation was the palace; its second s the poem. Whoever compared them would
have seen that they were essentially the same.] (Other Inquisitions, 17)

In this particular essay (as in many others by Borges) the same speculative tone as in Ma
Yuan’s novella ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ about the elusive ‘truth’ of an event is apparent.
(It is more likely that the latter read the Argentine author than vice versa, but then, according to
Borges, they may be the same person, or they may both have tapped into the same mythical
unconscious). The various possibilities offered for solving the mystery of the two dreamers who
dreamed a similar dream in two different eras and cultures so as to construct the same palace in
marble and in words suggest that any of these conjectures could be plausible. None of them are
foregrounded; they all exist at the same time, although Borges clearly favours the irrational ones
that suggest the transmigration of souls. He writes:
Quienes de antemano rechazan lo sobrenatural (yo trato, siempre, de pertenecer a ese gremio)
juzgarán que Ia historia de los dos suefos es una coincidencia, un dibujo trazado per el a.zar,
como las formas de leones o de caballos que a veces configuran las nubes. Otros arguirán que

[...]. Más encantadores son las hipótesis que trascienden lo racional. Por ejemplo, cabe suponer
que [...] (OC II, 22)

[Those who automatically reject the supernatural (I try, always, to belong to this group) will
claim that the story of the two dreams is merely a coincidence, a chance delineation, like the
outlines of lions or horses we sometimes see in clouds. Others will argue that [...] Hypotheses
that transcend reason are more appealing. One such theory is that [...]] (Other Inquisitions, 16)

In a very similar tone, the narrator of the story about Dun Zhu in ‘Temptation’ provides several
alternative explanations for the possible ‘true’ story of Dun Zhu’s sudden transformation into a
storyteller. The narrator presents the various versions of the story, ending his speculations with
the conclusion that irrational solutions such as appearing in fairy tales are more enticing than
scientific ones.
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juW451. (62-63)
[One quite popular version says that Dun Zhu and his flock by mistake entered a magic land.
[:..] Then there were a few other not so popular versions. [...1 It seems that most people would
rather believe in fairy tales, even though the idealistic or the imaginary is so much more
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prevalent in them. But fairy tales are beautiful. Obviously it is not suitable to mix too many
rational elements into those kinds of fairy tales.] (332-333)

In that same essay, ‘The Dream of Coleridge’, Borges talks about Caedmon, who lived
during the seventh century in England. The stoiy tells that this uneducated herdsman had always
thought himself unable to sing, but in a dream was taught to sing “about the origin of things”

(Other Inquisitions, 15). When he woke up he did not forget what he had learned and from then
on sang about the creation of the world. He became the first sacred poet of the English nation
who was equaled by no one because “he did not learn from men, but from God” (Other
Inquisitions, 16). This account is very similar to Ma Yuan’s story about the illiterate Tibetan
herdsman Dun Zhu, who falls asleep one afternoon and is able to recite the longest Tibetan epic
of several hundred verses when he wakes up, whereupon he becomes a legendary figure in
59
Tibet.
The theme of abolishing the sense organs in Borges’ ‘Los inmortales’ [‘The Immortals’]
parallels the Taoist closing of the facial apertures so as to remove all sensory awareness. In both
cases the idea is to perceive the world in its unadulterated, endless state without the interference
of sensory filters. Or, in Taoist terms, removing his ‘face’ allows the sage to return to the state of
chaotic wholeness.
En base a esta lectura sui generis, Don Guillermo reputa que los cinco sentidos del cuerpo hu
mario obstruyen o deforman la captación de Ia realidad y que, Si flOS liberáramos de ellos, la
verlamos como es, infimta. Piensa que en el fondo del alma están los modelos eternos que son
Ia verdad de las cosas y que los órganos de que nos ha dotado el Creador resultan groso modo,
obstaculizantes. Vienen a ser anteojos negros que obstruyen lo de afuera y nos distraen de lo
que en nosotros Ilevanios. (Cronicas de Bustos Domecq, 143-144)
[On the basis of his reading, Don Guillermo concludes that the five senses obstruct or deform
the apprehension of reality and that, could we free ourselves of them, we would see the world as
it is endless and timeless. He comes to think that the eternal models of things lie in the depths
of the soul and that the organs of perception with which the Creator has endowed us are, grosso
modo, hindrances. They are no better than dark spectacles that blind us to what exists outside,
—

In his lecture on ‘Quickness’ [‘Rapiditâ’I Italo Calvino talks about the magic land in folktales from
which one returns transformed without having experienced the passing of time:
La relativitâ del tempo è ii tema d’un folkiale diffuso un po’ dappertutto: il viaggio all’aI di là
che viene vissuto da chi lo compie come se durasse poche ore, mentre al ritorno il luogo di
partenza è irriconoscibile perché sono passati anni e aiim. (‘Rapidità’, 38)
[The relativity of time is the subject of a folktale known almost everywhere: ajourney to
another world is made by someone who thinks it has lasted only a few hours, though when he
returns, his village is unrecognizable because years and years have gone by.] (‘Quickness’, 37)
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diverting our attention at the same time from the splendor we carly within us.] (The Aleph,
170)60

Borges’ stoly was inspired by Rupert Brooke’s phrase, “And see, no longer blinded by our eyes”,
a line that forms the epigraph to his story. These words could have been uttered by a Taoist
sage. In a similar condition of experiencing eternity, the immortals in Borges’ ‘El Inmortal’ [‘The
Immortal’] neglect their physical form and remain in quasi-permanent stillness. They resemble
Kublai Khan and Marco Polo of Le cilia invisibili in the aspect of physical immobility (which
they adopt while engaged in their mental exchange of theories and stories about the possible map
of the universe). They have, so to speak, reached the Taoist paradise, a zone that knows of no
spatial and temporal dimensions but only of eternal contemplative stillness. Their “journey
through memory” is their return to the Tao.
Frihe paradisical “place” that one returns to is a “place that cannot be reached by boat or
carriage or on foot, only by ajourney of the spirit”. One’s “true home” is within the “mind” and
“belly” of man. (Girardot, 161)

Similar to the Taoist sage who has closed off all his senses, the immortals (like Kublai Khan and

Marco Polo) “live in thought, in pure speculation.

[...] Absorbed in thought, they hardly perceive

the physical world” (Labyrinths, 113). The needs of the physical body are taken care of merely
so that they do not interfere with their life devoted to eternal observation.
El cuerpo era tin smniso animal doméstico y le bastaba, cada mes, Ia limosna de unas horas de

sueflo, de un poco de agua y de una piltrafa de car. [...I No hay placer más complejo que ci
pensamiento y a éi nos entregábanios. [...] modos los Inmortales eran capaces de perfecta
quietud; recuerdo alguno a quienjamás he visto de pies: un pajaro anidaba en su pecho. (OC I,
541)

[The body, for them, was a submissive domestic animal and it sufficed to give it, eveiy month,
the pittance of a few hours of sieep, a bit of water and a scrap of meat. [...] There is no pleasure
more complex than that of thought and we surrendered ourselves to it. [...].[A]ii the immortals

60 the memorious in Borges’ story experiences the extreme of such an awareness. After his injuly
Funes,
his sense perceptions are heightened to the point of unbearability in contrast to his previous ‘healty’ state
that is compared to an existence of dullness.
[Antes] dl habia sido lo que son todos los cristianos: un ciego, un sordo, tin abombado, tin
desmemoriado. [...] Diecinueve aflos habla vivido como quien suefla: miraba sin ver, ola sin oIr,
se olvidaba de todo, de casi todo. (OC I, 488)
[[Previously] he had been - like any Christian - blind, deaf, mute, somnabulistic, memoryless.
L...I For nineteen years, he said, he had lived like a person in a dream; he looked without seeing,
heard without hearing, forgot everything - almost everything.] (PersonalAnthology, 40)
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were capable of perfect quietude; I remember one whom I never saw stand up: a bird had nested
on his breast.] (Labyrinths, 115)61
The immortals resemble the Taoist sages who have returned to the primordial state of chaos.
They have given up their place in the social hierarchy and live without ‘face’, absorbed in the

internal contemplation of the universe in its unspeakable, endless condition.
It is said that after a certain period of time the Taoist is able to go back and reexperience, in a
sense, the primordial condition of Emperor Hun-fun. At the culmination of the meditation
process of ‘congealing the mind,’ the sage’s ‘bones and flesh were fused’ and ‘his eyes were like
his ears, his ears like his nose, and his nose like his mouth.’ The sage is like a dead man, and in
contrast to normal men, he is faceless. (Girardot, 160)
The Taoist sage is the one who has “attained the unique mystic condition where all distinctions of
past, present, life and death, are collapsed into a total oneness of pure consciousness” (Girardot,
102). Watts quotes Zhuangzi’s description of the sage who has attained the Tao:
Having disregarded his own existence, he was enlightened. Having become enlightened, he
then was able to gain the vision of the One. Having the vision of the One, he was then able to
transcend the distinction of past and present. Having transcended the distinction of past and
present, he was then able to enter the realm where life and death are no more. Then, to him, the
destruction of life did not mean death, nor the prolongation of life an addition to the duration of
his existence. He would follow anything; he would receive anything. To him, everything was
destruction, everything was in construction. This is called tranquillity in disturbance.
Tranquillity in disturbance means perfection. (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 92)
After the union with the divine that revealed to him the all-powerful word that could break down
the walls of his confinement in time and space, the prisoner Tzinacán in Borges’ ‘La escritura de
Dios’ decides to relinquish such human desires. He becomes one of Borges’ immortals, or a
Taoist sage, who, after having seen the universe in its eternal return, sees no more value in his
human form but retreats into endless spiritual contemplation.
Quien ha entrevisto el universo, quien ha entrevisto los ardientes designios del universo, no
puede pensar en un hombre, en sus triviales dichas o desventuras, aunque ese hombre sea dl.
Ese hombre ha sido él y ahora no le importa. Qué le imporata la suerte de aquel otro, qué le
importa la nación de aquel otro, si dl, ahora es nadie. Por eso no pronuncio Ia formula, por eso
dejo que me olviden los dias, acostado en la oscuridad. (OC I, 599)

61

A hint of parody of such immortals appears in Calvino’s 11 Cavaliere Inesistente: the Knights of the
Sacred Order resemble Borges’ inunortals who have reached the Taoist paradise of non-action in their
union with the All-One. The text describes one of the knights in inunobile contemplation:
E vivo, ma onnal è tanto preso dafl’amore del gral che non ha piü bisogno di mangiare, né di
muoversi, né di fare i suoi bisogni, né quasi di respirare. Non vede né sente. Nessuno conosce i
suoi pensieri; essi certo riflettono ii percorso di lontani pianeti. (I Nostri Antenati, 337)
[‘He’s alive, but now he’s so rapt by love of the Grail that he no longer needs to eat or move or do
his daily needs, or scarcely to breathe. He neither feels nor sees. No one knows his thoughts;
they certainly reflect the movement of distant planets.J (The Nonexistent Knight, 120-12 1)
-
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[Whoever has seen the universe, whoever has beheld the fieiy designs of the universe, cannot
think in terms of one man, of that man’s trivial fortunes or misfortunes, though he be that veiy
man. That man has been he and now matters no more to him. What is the life of that other to
him, [what is the nation of that other to him], if he, now, is no one. This is why I do not
pronounce the formula, why, lying here in the darkness, I let the days obliterate me.]
(Labyrinths, 173)

In the description of his own awareness of the eternal return in ‘Nueva reffitación del tiempo’,
Borges describes this experience in terms that parallel the detached contemplation of the ‘lifeless’
immortals of his stories. He concludes that two temporally distinct moments constitute the same

moment of eternity:
Me sentI muerto, me senti percebidor abstracto del mundo; indefinido temor imbuido de ciencia
que es la mejor claridad de la metafisica. No crel; no, haber remontado las presuntivas aguas
del Tiempo; más bien me sospeché poseedor del sentido reticente o ausente de la inconcecible
palabraeternidad. (OCII, 143)
[I felt dead I myself an abstract perceiver of the world; I felt an undefined fear imbued with
science, the clearest metaphysics. I did not believe I had gone upstream on the presumed Waters
of Time. No. Rather, I suspected I was in possession of the reticent or absent sense of the
inconceivable word eternity’.] (PersonalAnthology, 55)
-

Chaos and cosmos are interdependent and engender each other instead of being
successive and opposing states. This is a concept the immortals experience perpetually as they
are able to perceive the world in its eternal return. A rational order as the ultimate aim of

existence becomes senseless in a world that is chaotic. Instead, irrationality as the real state of
eternity becomes apparent. Like Calvino’s invisible cities that are continually constructed and
62 Borges’ immortals have built the
deconstructed from a virtually infinite number of materials,
resplendent ‘City of the Immortals,’ only to replace it by an irrational city.
Con las reliquias de su ruina erigieron, en el mismo lugar, Ia desatinada ciudad que yo recorrI:
suerte de parodia o reverso y tambien templo de los dioses irracionales que manejan el mundo y
de los que nada sabemos, salvo que no se parecen al hombre. Aquella fundación fue el ültimo
sImbolo a que condescendieron los Inmortales; marca una etapa en que, juzgando que toda
empresa es vana, determinaron vivir en el pensamiento, en la pura especulación. (OC 1, 540)
[With the relics of its ruins they erected, in the same place, the mad city I had traversed: a kind
of parody or inversion and also temple of the irrational gods who govern the world and of whom

Clarice, a city under the heading “city and names,” epitomizes by its very assembling and
reassembling pattern all the other invisible cities.
Di sicuro si sa solo questo: un certo numero d’oggetti si sposta in un certo spazio, ora sommerso
da una quantitã d’oggetti nuovi, ora consumandosi senza ricambio; la regola è mescolarli 0gm
volta e riprovare a metterli insieme. (Città Invisibili, 114)
[Only this is known for sure: a given number of objects is shifted within a given space, at times
submerged by a quantity of new objects, at times worn out and not replaced; the rule is to shuffle
them each time, then try to assemble them.] (Invisible Cities, 87)
62
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we know nothing, save that they do not resemble man. This establishment was the last symbol
to which the Immortals condescended; it marks a stage at which, judging that all undertakings
are in vain, they determined to live in thought, in pure speculation.] (Labyrinths, 113)

This is a city that, like Calvino’s invisible city Perinzia - also a city inhabited by monsters - is

constructed according to a logic beyond human understanding, for it gives the impression of the
“interminable”, the “atrocious”, the “complexly senseless” (Labyrinths, 110). Borges concludes
that it was constructed by mad gods. The irrational gods constructed the city according to a mad
logic that has its own mad order.
For the immortal sages the notion of time is abolished; they know of no historical
beginning and of no temporal end. In this space of eternal return, they have come to realize that
everything happens to all persons and each person is all persons. This is a conclusion that is
tantamount to saying that being everybody is being nobody, and being everything is being
nothing.
Sabla que en un plazo infinito le ocurren a todo hombre, todas las cosas. [...] Homero compuso
la Odisea; postulado un plazo infinito, con infinitas circunstancias y cambios, lo imposible es no
componer, siquiera una vez, la Odisea. Nadie es alguien, un solo hombre immortal es todo los
hombres. Como Cornelio Agrippa, soy dios, soy héroe, soy filosofo, soy demonio y soy mundo,
lo cual es una fatigosa manera de decir que no soy. (OCI, 541)
[They knew that in an infinite period of all time, all things happen to all men. [...] Homer
created the Odyssey, if we postulate an infinite period of time, with infinite circumstances and
changes, the impossible thing is not to compose the Odyssey, at least once. No one is anyone,
one single immortal man is all men. Like Cornelius Agrippa, I am god, I am hero, I am
philosopher, I am demon and I am world, which is a tedious way of saying that I do not exist.]
(Labyrinths, 114-115)
Conversely, or similarly, in ‘De Alguien a Nadie’ [‘From Someone to Nobody’] Borges
postulates that everything eventually culminates in nothingness. These are conclusions similar to
those reached during the discussion ofLe città invisibili: the multiplication of similar elements
reaches an eventual absence of any differentiation (words recombine to infinitely describe new
cities, the accumulation of which eventually negate each other into an expanding space of
everywhere/nowhere). But that which is nothing also contains everything. The proliferation of
words that have talked each other into the silence of nothingness turns out to be more expressive
by the very absence of words and images. In Le Città invisibili the Khan reaches nothingness at
the end of every chess game. Marco Polo, however, reads worlds of information in that
nothingness: nothing and everything turn out to be the same thing.
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La quantitâ di cose che si potevano leggere in un pezzo di legno liscio e vuoto sommergeva
Kublai; già Polo era venuto a parlare dei boschi d’ebano, delle zattere di tronchi che discendono
i fiumi, degli approdi, delle donne alle finestre... (140)
[The quantity of things that could be read in a little piece of smooth and empty wood
overwhelmed Kublai; Polo was already talking about ebony forests, about rafts laden with logs
that come down the rivers, of docks, of women at the windows...] (104)

In ‘De Alguien a Nadie’ [‘From Someone to Nobody’] Borges talks about the “magnification to
nothingness”:

Ser una cosa es inexorablemente no ser las otras cosas; Ia intuición confusa de esa verdad ha in
ducido a los hombres a imaginar que no ser es más que ser algo y que, de alguna manera, es ser
todo. (OCIJ, 116-1 17)
[To be one thing is inexorably not to be all the other things. The confused intuition of that truth
has induced men to imagine that not being is more than being something and that, somehow,
not to be is to be everything.] (Other inquisitions, 148)

This is the condition of the Tao which Zhuangzi describes in words that remind one of the
totality of the invisible cities.
If the Tao is nowhere then it is everywhere; if nothing contains it in totality, then everything
bears it in part. (Zhang, The Tao and the Logos, 47)63

Kublai Khan and Marco Polo exist in an eternal present in which each is himself and the
other, and both are at the same time here and there. Spatial and temporal distinctions blur into a
sameness of an eternal everywhere and nowhere. Physical boundaries of matter disappear to let
thought roam freely between minds. Borges discusses the theme of free floating thought, of the
disappearance of the ‘I’ in several of his essays. In ‘A New Refutation of Time’ he writes
Lichtenberg, en el siglo XVIII, propuso que en el lugar de pienso, dijéramos impersonalmente
piensa, como quien dice truena o relampagua. Lo repito: no hay detrás de las caras un yo se
creto, que gobierna los actos y que recibe las impresiones; somos ünicainente la serie de esos
actos imaginarios y de esas impresiones errantes. (OC 1, 139)
[In the eighteenth century, Lichtenberg proposed that in place of I think, we should say, imper
sonally, it thinks, just as one could say it thunders or itflashes (lightning). I repeat: there is
not, behind the visages, a secret I governing our acts and receiving our impressions. we are,
merely, the series of those imaginary acts of those wandering impressions.] (Personal
Anthology, 49)

Girardot discusses a passage by Zhuangzi where the creation of the world is described in similar terms,
Paraphrasing Zhuangzi he writes:
What was not, however, was not not, just as what is, is not without not. Chuang Tzu [...] would
mischievously add several further negations to confuse the issue, but the point remains that it is
finally confusion itsell an imaginative confusion, that is responsible for the creation of all order
and meaning. (Myth and Meaning, 247)
63
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In his lecture on Buddhism [‘El budismo’] Borges refers to this concept as well, paralleling the
above principle in Western thought with the Buddhist realization of the delusion of the ‘I’.
No hay un sujeto, lo que hay es una serie de estados mentales. Si digo “yo pienso”, estoy incur
a-iendo en un error, porque supongo un sjeto constante y luego una obra de ese sujeto, que es el
pensamiento. (OC III, 251)
[There is no subject; what exists is a series of mental states. If Isay “I think,” I am comnutting
an error, because I am assuming a fixed subject and then an act of that subject, which is
thought.i (Seven Nights, 71)
Calvino mentions this very same concept in his essay ‘Al di là dell’autore’ [‘Beyond the Author’].
He mentions that he read it in a book which could have been these Borgesian essays; Borges, in
turn, read it in Lichtenberg (in the same context he also mentions Schopenhauer, Hume and the
Argentine Macedonio Fernández). The impersonality of literature and of thought is epitomized
by the similar ideas that Buddhism and Western metaphysics (pantheism) have developed and by
the various authors who have read and borrowed from each other until it can no longer be
64
determined who the original ‘author’ of the idea was.
Ho letto in un libro che la oggettività del pensiero si puô esprimere usando ii verbo pensare alla
C’è del pen
terza persona impersonale: dire non “io penso”, ma “pensa”, come si dice
siero nell’universo, questa è la constatazione da cui dobbiamo partire ogrn volta. Potrô mai dire
“oggi scrive”, come “oggi piove”, “oggi fa vento”? Solo quando mi verrà naturale d’usare il
verbo scrivere all’ impersonale potrô sperare che attraverso di me s’esprima qualcosa di meno
limitato che l’individualità d’un singolo. (‘Al di là dell’autore’, 131-132)
[I read in a book that the objectivity of thought can be expressed using the verb ‘to think’ in the
impersonal third person: saying not “I think” but “it thinks” as we say “it rains”. There is
thought in the universe this is the constant from which we must set out every time. Will I ever
be able to say “Today it writes,” just like “Today it rains, “or “Today it is windy”? Only when it
[becomesi natural for me to use the verb “write” in the impersonal form will I be able to hope
that through me is expressed something less limited than the personality of an individual.] (Ifon
“piove”.

-

a Winter’s Night,

139)65

Q)nversely, in Borges’ ‘lion, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’ it is said that all books are attributed to the same
64
author.
No existe el concepto del plagio: se ha establecido que todas las obras son obra de un solo autor,
que es intemporal y es anónimo. La crItica suele inventar autores: elige dos obras disimiles el
Tao Te King y las 1001 Noches, digamos las atribuye a un mismo escritor y luego determina
con probidad Ia psicologia de ese interesante homme de lettres... (OCI, 439)
[The concept of plagiarism does not exist: it has been established that all works are the creation
of one author who is atemporal and anonymous. The critics often invent authors: they select
two dissimilar works the Tao Te Ching and the 1001 Nights, say attribute them to the same
writer and then determine most scrupulously the psychology of this interesting homme de
letfres...I. (Labyrinths, 13)
65 Alan Watts remarks that the impersonal verb is common in the Chinese language:
We cannot talk of “knowing”without assuming that there is some “who” or “what” that knows,
not realizing that this is nothing more than a granunatical convention. The supposition that
-

-,

-

-
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“There is thought in the universe” can stand for the collective unconscious Calvino writes about
in this above passage and in ‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’, or the qi in Taoism that Ma Yuan refers to.
The “thought in the universe” are the stories upon stories that exist around us as mythical
knowledge into which the writer taps during the creative process.
Both Calvino and Ma Yuan talk about space being filled with stories that wait to be

written. In the introduction toIl Costello del destini incrociati [The Castle of Crossed
Destinies] Calvino describes the structure of the narrative game as a grid wherein “each story
66 As already discussed in Chapter I, in ‘Mondo scritto e mondo
hurries to meet another story”.
non scritto’ he talks about Italy being a place where “many mysterious stories happen” that have
no beginning and no end but that contain an infinite number of details. There is so much
information available to the writers that they create narrative grids to which they hold on so as
not to sink into the quicksand of these innumerable stories (‘Mondo’, 17). Ma Yuan says similar
things about Tibet. In a perhaps idealized vision, he says that life there “at any moment is fl.ill of
stories, legends and myths” to the point that one cannot distinguish what is true and what is false.
He elevates the lives of the Tibetans into being intertwined with the world of the Gods (‘A
Dialogue’, 94). He does not seek security in the narrative grid but welcomes the chaos of
numerous stories pushing for more stories, as is apparent in ‘Temptation’ where every character is
eager to tell and write stories, and all stories contain other stories.
There are an infinite number of stories in the storehouse of the unconscious pressing to be
told, for their very existence depends upon being told, and conversely, the storyteller exists to tell
these stories. What Le città and ‘Temptation’ may be telling us is that the infinite stories around
us are perhaps humanity’s very raison d’être, because all what life may be about is the narrating

knowing requires a knower is based on a linguistic and not an existential rule, as becomes
obvious when we consider that raining needs no rainer and clouding no. clouder. Thus when a
Chinese receives a formal invitation, he may reply simply with the word “Know”, indicating that
he is aware of the event and may or may not come. (Watts, 11)
Kathxyn Hume notes that Roland Barthes explored the notion of the impersonal verb, to write, comparing
“it writes” to “it rains” as an action happening to an author rather than being perfonned by him or her.
(Calvino’s Fiction, 127)
Quoted in Warren F. Motte Jr., ‘Calvino’s Combinatorics’, 84.
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of innumerable stories by which we entertain each other while trying to figure out the world.
67
Each of us is a storyteller telling the story ofthe world, and each of us forms the other’s
audience. In both Calvino’s and Ma Yuan’s texts this relationship of reciprocity appears in the
context of every character telling and listening to other characters telling stories. In Le città
Marco Polo and Kublai Khan spend an endless time exchanging stories in the hope of
understanding the world. In ‘Temptation’ the characters jostle each other, eager to write and tell,
or to read and listen to, the numerous stories that might represent Tibet. Through the telling of
stories each storyteller becomes a divine visionary who flulfills his/her audience’s need for stories.
In an essay entitled ‘Der Erzähler’ [‘The Storyteller’], Walter Benjamin quotes Paul Valery on the
craftsmanship of the storyteller. Valery’s words define the role of the storyteller in terms similar
to those with which the Taoist sage is described in Taoist philosophy. The sage is the storyteller
who has reached the oneness of creation and imparts notions of eternity to his audience through
storytelling.
Er spricht von den volilcommenen Dingen in der Natur, makellosen Perlen, vollen, gereiften
Weinen, wirklich durchgebildeten Geschopfen und nennt sie “das kostbare Werk einer langen
einander ähnlicher Ursachen.” (Schriften, 448)
[He speaks of the perfect things in nature, flawless pearls, full-bodied, matured wines, truly
developed creatures, and calls them ‘the precious product of a long chain of causes similar to one
another.’] (Illuminations, 92)

Storytellers such as Borges, Calvino, and Ma Yuan create images of the Aleph that concentrate
in their finite space simultaneously the infinite universe of all possible worlds. This image
supplies notions of the unnamable zone that conceptually exists beyond the realm of language.
The ‘inadequate successive’ language successfi.illy provides a sense of the ineffability of the
universe.
The two texts The invisible Cities and ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ are
fundamentally similar in their authors’ obvious delight in telling stories. Both writers seem to

1n ‘Mondo scritto e mondo non scritto’ Calvino says that every written text tells a story, or many
67
stories, “anche Un saggio filosofico, anche un bilancio di società anonima, anche una ricetta di cucina”
(17); [“even a book of philosophy, even a company budget, even a coolcing recipe do”] CThe Written’,
38). These are the written versions of Calvino’s unwritten stories that wait to be written, or that wait to
write themselves through the writer.
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respond to the age-old human need to tell and to hear stories. Storytelling connects every
individual diachronically to the earliest mythological moment of storytelling. Or, in Borgesian
terms, every time one tells a story one is all the other persons who ever told a story. Eternal
present replaces chronological time. The act of storytelling is a way of looking into the
Aleph/Tao and thereby gaining insight into all past and future storytelling moments. The
storyteller becomes part of the divine that allows him/her to transcend the present moment.
Storytelling is a way of dreaming up stories that fuffihl our need to engage our minds with stories
and myth. Mircea Eliade in this context speaks of the
organic need of man to dream: in other words, the need for ‘mythology’. At the oneiric level,
‘mythology’ means above all narration, because it consists in the envisioning of a sequence of
epic or dramatic episodes. Thus man, whether in a waking state or dreaming (the diurnal or the
nocturnal modes of the mind), needs to witness adventures and happenings of all sorts, or to
listen to them being narrated, or to read them. Obviously, the possibilities of narratives are
inexhaustible because the adventures of the characters can be varied infinitely. (‘Literary
Imagination’, 22)
Ma Yuan’s thematic development of storytelling as well as the storytelling quality of his novella
‘Temptation’ may be in line with his view of Tibetans as an ‘original’ people who live in a
mythological, present time. Tibetans in his view seem to be more in touch with the original state
of chaos than their Chinese contemporaries.
mhe myth telling of’primitive’ cultures and the continuing oral traditionoffolkloristic story
telling within an early civilizational context tend more readily to remember Chaos as the
principle that finally re-members and refreshes all existing forms of life. This is a bit like the
difference between the ‘primitivity’ of oral discourse that is always to some degree open-ended
and ambiguous and the civility of written expression that freezes thought and sentiment into a
single mold. (Girardot, 4)

Calvino’s storytelling tone is apparent throughout the whole text ofLe città. Each description of
a city as well as the deliberations about the nature of storytelling in the cornici form a story
telling moment. The city descriptions are told from varying perspectives, addressing for example
a general audience, the Khan directly or not addressing anyone specifically. The same can be
noted of’Temptation’, where each story is told by a different narrator addressing each time a
different audience.
Both texts give the sense that the writing of these stories is only one moment among
other possible writing moments. The numerous stories in both texts do not claim to exhaust all
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the stories ‘floating in the air’. Both narratives merely cover some story moments of the vast
storehouse of possible stories, pointing to some and alluding to all of them by omitting others. In
Le Città both the descriptions of the cities and the cornici mention cities which have not been
described, thereby widening the scope of possible stories without reaching them all. Similarly in

‘Temptation’ the text refers to events the reader is presumably familiar with but has not read
about in the text. Narrators refer to possibly existing or empirically nonexistent stories by the
author, and mention names of characters that remain unknown to the reader in the context of that
story. Here the reader’s alertness in the reading process is challenged, but this narrative
vagueness above all adds more untold stories to the told ones.
Both authors create slippery texts that deny any certainty about the actual nature of the
worlds they are creating. Any attempt by the reader to find an underlying pattern is frustrated.
he overlapping conceptual spaces where it is never clear whether something is this or that un
dermine any textual truth that could lead to an implicit order. So for example, in Le città, there
exist contradictions within and among the description of the cities. In that way positive zones are
constructed likely to be subsequently deconstructed, leaving a void of inexpressible meaning
behind the words. Similarly in ‘Temptation’ the sometimes determinate and sometimes
indeterminate zones leave the reader unsettled as to a possible final interpretation of the novella.
Part of this readerly frustration is fostered by the misleading narrative references the reader is
given.
Writing about the storyteller, Benjamin says that the very art of storytelling is to maintain
that aura of haziness which denies the listener explanations about the events in the story.
Benjamin juxtaposes the telling of stories with the daily dissemination of information in the news.
While the former borrows from the “miraculous”, the latter has to sound plausible. Everything
that comes to us on the daily news is already “shot through with explanation” so that nothing that
happens benefits storytelling, but almost everything benefits information.
Es ist nm1ich schon die halbe Kunst des Erzählens, eine Geschichte, indem man sie wiedergibt,
von Erkiarungen freizuhalten. [...] Das Aul3erordentliche, das Wunderbare wird mit der groten
Genauigkeit erzãhlt, der psychologische Zusammenhang des Geschehens aber wird dem Leser
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mcht aufgedrAngt. Es ist ibm freigestelit, sich die Sadie zurechtzulegen, wie er sie versteht, und
damit erreicht das Erzählte eine Schwingungsbreite, die der Information fehlt. (&hrften, 445)
[[lit is half the art of storytelling to keep a story free from explanation as one reproduces it. [...]
The most extraordinaiy things, marvelous things are related with the greatest accuracy, but the
psychological connection of the events is not forced on the reader. It is left to him to interpret
things the way he understands them, and thus the narrative achieves an amplitude that
information lacks.1 (Illuminations, 89)

To integrate the “miraculous” in the story is a strategy consistent with Ma Yuan’s comments
about pantheism. In his view the mysterious is not a matter of interest, because to foreground it
as something unusual is to deny that it is part of daily life (‘A Dialogue’, 92).68 By keeping some
areas of the story in a hazy, unspeakable zone the storyteller provides the reader/audience with
notions of the eternal. The very value of a story, therefore, lies in the fact that it does not expend
itself. “It concentrates its strength and is capable of releasing it even after a long time”

(Illuminations, 90), whereas information only lives during the moment its news is imparted. In a
discussion about the story of the Egyptian king Psammentius told by the first Greek storyteller
Herodotus, Benjamin lists the various conclusions later readers of that story came up with. The
different possibilities offered as solutions of that story are in line with the speculative tone noted
earlier in Borges’ essays, a tone that Ma Yuan and Calvino share. The very ‘open-endedness’ of
the story allows for numerous interpretations, all of which are equally valid. These make the
story endure, for it begs to be retold and thought about repeatedly. The temporal distance
creates out of stories myths which re-connect the individual with the memories of the divine
origins of creation which the individual is part of. In this context N. 3. Girardot writes
Whether as oral or written stories within early cultures, myths are ordinarily held to be
religiously significant, traditional tales because they must be constantly repeated, retold, and
reactivated in the course of human life. (Girardot, 8)
In neither Le città nor in ‘Temptation’ is the reader able to figure out an underlying order.
This narrative strategy helps the stories live on, but there is also a sense that there are just too

many stories with too many events, so that any attempt to pin them down linguistically is futile.
68 says something slimlar in ‘Magias Parciales del “Quijote’ [‘Partial Enchantments of the
Borges
Quixote’] about Joseph Conrad’s writing:
Joseph Conrad pudo escribir que excluIa de su obra lo sobrenatural, porque admitirlo parecla ne
gar que lo cotidiano fuera maravilloso. (OC II, 45)
[Joseph Conrad was able to write that he excluded the supernatural from his works, because to
include it would seem to be a denial that the quotidian was marvelous.] (Other Inquisitions, 43)
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All the narrator can do is make up the events (that is, catch as many of the stories as possible

from the repertoiy of infinite stories) as he goes along. The world ‘out there’ for both writers is
thus represented as being beyond their capacity to filly record. There will always be more
stories than they can possibly write down. From this position arises the situation in both texts of
‘stories chasing stories’ that talk about everything and nothing, with the nothing containing
something of the everything. This is made explicit by Calvino’s combinatory game that alludes to
all possible cities by mentioning some. Ma Yuan’s uses a Chinese box effect of wedging stories
within stories told by indeterminable characters. The uncertain nature of the narrators and of the
events in the latter text add to the possibility of more stories, for what is uncertain can be so
many more things than what is certain.
Both texts thus provide a sense that the telling of stories is never-ending and must be
never-ending to continue satisfying our demand for stories. Calvino’s book tells of the
impossibility of recording all the cities of the empire and thus of all the phenomena of the
universe. The implication is that the catalogue cannot classify all the information that is
contained in all possible and impossible worlds. The numbered pattern under which the cities
appear, and the recombinations of the elements that make up the cities in the catalogue, can be
69 Similarly, in Ma Yuan’s text
spun on ad infinitum without ever exhausting all the possibilities.
the stories can be spun on without end. In fact, the narrator in the last story of’Temptation’
invites the reader to make up the end of his story, as the development of the events have left the

69 is the vezy way Flavia Ravazzoli begins her essay by imitating Calvino’s style to invent her own
Ts
catalogue that represents the cities of the empire.
Marco Polo svolgeva stoffe preziose davanti agli occhi del Kublai e gli mostrava come a ognuna
corrispondeva una ciuà dell’impero: la pezza di broccato bianco era Smirne, con alti portici di
cristallo; sul fondo di un rosso damasco appariva Turlonia con scene di danza, e poi scompariva
di colpo; nella seta color pavone Kublai riconobbe Lafrenda, la terra degli ultimi nani, che a sera
giocano ai dadi in silenzio e sognano blonde vaichirie. (‘Alla ricerca’, 99)
IMarco Polo displayed precious cloths in front of the Khan and showed him how to each of these
corresponded a city of the empire: the piece of white brocade was Smyrna with the high czystal
arcades; against the background of a red damask appeared Turlonia, with dance scenes, and
then it suddenly disappeared; in the violet silk Kublai recognized Lafrenda, the world of the last
dwarves who at night play in silence with dice and dream of blond Valkyries.] (Translation
mine)
-
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narrator too puzzled to continue writing. Several times the narrative stops in mid-sentence, to
indicate this uncertainty.

ffifftL1?
—

LI
(65)

±ic4?

[Probably, anything was possible.
However
What about Nimu? What about the things Dun Yue had said about Nimu before he left? Dun
Zhu had not forgotten them at all, he remembered them, all of them. Well, then
I do not know what there should be after the ‘then’, an ellipsis? Or some words that link the
context? I do not know, I cannot find anything suitable, because the result far exceeds my
expectation.] (337-338)
By inviting the reader into the storytelling process, the narrative allows the audience to
participate in the recording of the stories ‘floating in the air’. In that way s/he can let go of any
search for certainties in the stories, because the stories in any case are made up as the narrator
goes along. The stories merely exist to satis& the narrator’s and the audience’s need for stories.
-

None of the two texts pretends to tell ‘true’ stories, either within the narrative realm of

their fictionality or about the world at large. The idea is rather that the very act of telling stories
is engaging and entertaining. Le città begins with the words
Non è detto che Kublai Khan creda a tutto quel che dice Marco Polo quando gli descrive le città
visitate nelle sue ainbascerie, ma certo l’imperatore dei tartari continua ad ascoltare il giovane
veneziano con piü curiosit e attenzione che ogni altro suo messo o esploratore. (13)
[Kublai Khan does not necessarily believe eveiything Marco Polo says when he describes the
cities visited on his expeditions, but the emperor of the Tartars does continue listening to the
young Venetian with greater attention and curiosity than he shows any other messenger or
explorer of his.] (10)
It does not matter whether Marco has actually seen the cities on

his travels or not, as long as the

mind of the emperor is engaged.
° ‘Temptation’ starts with the same promise in the epigraph to
7
the narrative. The reader may or may not believe the ‘hunting stories’ taking place in Tibet: “Of

70

In his short essay on Marco Polo’s “II milione”, Borges writes about the Venetian’s imagination in a
similar vein. Discussing the original records of Marco Polo’s travels, he comments:
Marco Polo sabla que to que imaginan los hombres no es meno real que lo que llaman la
realidad. Su libro abunda en maravillas. (Biblioteca Personal, 68-69)
[Marco Polo knew that what men imagine is not less real than what they call reality. His book
abounds in wonders.I (Translation mine)
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course, whether you believe this or not is up to you. Hunting stories by their veiy nature cannot
be forced upon people” (306). These words are almost exactly paralleled in one of Marco’s city
descriptions, which he introduces thus:
Se volete credenni, bene. Ora dirô come è fatta Ottavia, cittâ-ragnatela. (81)
[If you choose to be believe me, good. Now I will tell how Octavia, the spiderweb city, is made.
(61)1
What counts is that the audience suspends enough of its disbelief to enter the imaginary world of
fairy tales and let the narrative incongruities stand.
Fairy tales may be about imaginary events taking place in imaginary worlds, but such sto

ries also carry moral lessons for their audience. Walter Benjamin characterizes the storyteller as
a person who has counsel for his/her audience and in that sense “joins the ranks of the teachers
and sages” (Illuminations, 108). In the two texts under discussion these lessons appear in form
of self-conscious statements about the nature of storytelling. Their writing places the text and
the world on an equal narrative level, positing that one reads the text in the same way one reads
the world. If the text can upset the readers’ readerly habits and textual expectations, the reader’s
reading of the world will also shift. In this way both texts contain a moral teaching as part of
their storytelling: Ma Yuan challenges the scientifically minded (non-Tibetan) audience to accept
a chaotic/mythological view of the world that posits events which from the point of view of the
non-Tibetan readership are logically impossible. The text inserts narrative traps to keep the
reader alert in the reading process. The reader is thus invited to lose him/herself in the fairy tales
of Tibet while at the same time being constantly reminded that s/he is doing so. By reading a text
that represents the (supposedly) Tibetan fable-like experience of the world, the square
teleological view of the Chinese is subverted. Whether contemporary Tibetans in actual fact live
an “indescribably beautifi.il and relaxed” life of fairy tales, myth and legends (‘A Dialogue’, 94) is
open to debate; what matters is that the Chinese way of life is positioned against that of the
Tibetans in a manner that places the Tibetans in their mythological/spiritual understanding of the
universe above that of the Chinese. The Tibetans have retained a connection with the sacred that
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non-Tibetans have lost but have retained notions of and hope to re-experience during their visits
’
7
to Tibet.
Whereas the official Chinese view is that the Chinese have rescued the Tibetans from

‘backwardness’ and hauled them into the present ‘scientific’ age, Ma Yuan’s text implies that in
fact the Chinese are quite deficient in their understanding of the world when compared with the
Tibetans. The Chinese are missing a wider sense of the mythological present that transcends time
and space. They are only able to imitate the external form of Tibetan spiritual practices without

being able to grasp the meaning of their acts of worship. The Chinese writer in ‘Temptation’
represents the Han Chinese who have penetrated deep into Tibetan life without being able to
understand the Tibetans.
;— ;
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71 This pantheist connection with the natural as opposed to scientific abstractions about nature may be
what Nikolai Leskov describes in his stozy ‘The Alexandrite’, a story from which Walter Benjamin quotes
a passage in his essay ‘The Storyteller’:
[13cr Leser ist] in jene alte Zeit [versetztl, “da noch die Steine im Schof3e der Erde und die
Planeten in HimmelshOhen sich urn das Schicksal der Menschensöhne kumrnerten, und nicht
etwa heutzutage, da sowohl in den Himmein als auch unter der Erde alles gegen das Schicksal
der Menschenshne gleichgflltig geworden ist und ihnen von nirgendwoher mehr eine Stinmie
spricht oder gar Gehorsam wird. Alle die neuentdeckten Planeten spielen in den Horoskopen
keinerlei Rolle mehr, und es gibt auch eine Menge neuer Steine, alle gemessen und gewogen
und auf ihr speziflsches Gewicht und ihre Dichte hin gepruft, aber sie verkünden uns nichts
mehr mid bringen auch keinerlel Nutzen. Ihre Zeit mit den Menschen zu sprechen ist voruber.”
(Schrften, 452)
[[The reader is transposed into] “that old time when the stones in the womb of the earth and the
planets at celestial heights were still concerned with the fate of men, and not today when both in
the heavens and beneath the earth everything has grown indifferent to the fates of the sons of
men and no voice speaks to them from anywhere, let alone does their bidding. None of the
undiscovered planets play any part in horoscopes any more, and there are a lot of new stones, all
measured and weighed and examined for their specific weight and their density, but they no
longer proclaim anything to us, nor do they bring us any benefit. Their time for speaking with
men is past.”] (Illuminations, 96)
Leskov’s story says that the epoch in which people could believe themselves to be in harmony with nature
has expired, an argument about which Benjamin comments that the storyteller has kept faith with that
epoch. The storyteller is the sage who has retained (or regained) glimpses of his eternal connection with
nature.
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4Ii:Ir!*. (52)

[I have worshipped with my friends more than once and made offerings, but I’ve not participated
in the long kowtowing. If it’s necessaiy to kowtow I will kowtow just like they do. But I am
saying I’m not one of them because I can’t understand life the same way they do. For me it’s a
kind of form, and I respect their way of life. How they understand and experience it I can only
the people
guess. I can only deduce with reasoning and damn logical rules. We and they,
here
our maximum contact is no more than this. But we think of ourselves as intelligent and
cultured, of them as stupid and primitive, needing salvation and enlightenment from us.] (315)
—

Such statements imply a critical attitude toward the Chinese invasion of Tibet. The lesson would
be for the Chinese to be less arrogant in their professed political view to want to ‘liberate’ their
neighbours from ‘feudalistic backwardness’, when in actual fact they are exploiting the country’s
resources for their own economic needs while decimating the Tibetan population and culture in
the process.
Calvino’s textual lesson of reading the text as one reads the world is epitomized by the
slippery nature of the narrative that stands for the elusiveness of the universe. Furthermore, the
entire text ofLe città makes reference to the linguistic enterprise of telling and listening to
stories. It does this not only narratively by what the text says but also by the very textual
classification of the cities under a certain number of headings, whereby the seemingly finite
elements of the cities recombine into new signification just as words do in language. Both the
descriptions of the cities and the cornici contain statements about storytelling. The theme of
reading the world as a book appears frequently. Tamara, for instance, under the rubric ‘city and
signs’, presents itself to the traveler like “a written page” that denies the visitor the city’s true
nature, for it is hidden under a thick coating of signs (Cities, 15). In the cornici the stories’
reception is foregrounded by mention, for example, of a story’s delights because it responds to a
questions of ours (5th cornice); or of the transformation of a story in the mind of the listener as
soon it has left the lips of the storyteller. A story thus continuously changes with each retelling

(17th cornice).
Many of Calvino’s cities contain didactic reminders about the state of cities in the
empirical world. While none of the cities are descriptions of actual existing ones, some of their
characteristics can be viewed as moral reminders about the condition of contemporary cities.
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The reader is able to make up new headings (such as ‘moral city’) to fit these descriptions
topically into a wider, non-exhaustive catalogue. The overall moral of the book, however, is

stated in the last cornice. It ends with the plea to make space for the ultimate invisible city that
appears between the cracks of all the others and is made up of the fragments of all these cities. It
is thus contained in all the other cities. To Kublai Khan’s question as to whether that ultimate
city is the inferno, Marco Polo responds:
L’inferno dei viventi non qualcosa che sara; se ce n’è uno, è quello che è già qui, l’inferno che
abitiamo tutti i giorni, che fonniamo stando insieme. Due modi ci sono per non soifrirne. Ii
primo riesce facile a molti: accettare l’inferno e diventarne parte fino al punto di non vederlo
piiI. II secondo e rischioso ed esige attenzione e apprendimenti continui; cercare a saper
riconoscere chi e cosa, in mezzo all’inferno, non è inferno, e farlo durare, e dargli spazio. (170)
[The inferno of the living is not something that will be; if there is one, it is what is already here,
the inferno where we live eveiy day, that we form by being together. There are two ways to
escape suffering it. The first is easy for many: accept the inferno and become such a part of it
that you can no longer see it. The second is risky and demands constant vigilance and
apprehension: seek and learn to recognize who and what, in the midst of the inferno, are not
inferno, then make them endure, give them space.] (126-127)
The plea is to safeguard those who have remained alert and are willing to keep changing. Those
who have accepted the inferno have become blinded to that which creates the inferno (such as in
justices and indifference to them). The reminder to make endure that which is not inferno, that
is, to protect those who are aware of the inferno and reject it, is a view compatible with the Tao
that integrates continual changes as part of the natural order of things. Those who accept these
constant changes are on Zhuangzi’s “Butterfly Way” of the “Great Transformation”.
This ultimate invisible city is made up of the diversity of all the places visited by Marco
Polo. Sergio Pautassio interprets this ultimate site as the ‘City of God’. He recognizes it as that
chosen place elected by the classic utopists as the divine city.
[I]l luogo che non esiste, Ia cittâ invisible, in realtã ii luogo ideale, la cittâ di Dio; cioê, non ii
rifugio consolatorio dell’evasione, mail disegno razionale di una proposta alternativa che non
tocca solo Ia letteratura ma che ingloba tutto ii dominio del mondo, che spinge alla decifrazione
del mistero piü profondo. (‘Favola’, 87)
[[rjhe place that does not exist, the invisible city, is in fact the ideal place, the city of God, that
is to say, not the comforting refuge of evasion, but the rational design of an alternative
suggestion that concerns not only literature but the dominion of the whole world, that pushes for
the deciphering of the profoundest mystery.] (Translation mine)

This idea of the divine ultimate city being elusively contained in all the other cities is reminiscent
of the concept of the Tao that is present yet ungraspable in every aspect of life. The Tao is
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divine in that it contains everything and is contained in everything. It is also representative of the
Borgesian pantheist theme of the divinity present in everything.
Even though superficially the two authors have different motives for telling stories (one
creates a grid that attempts to c1assii’ the infinite information of the universe into a synecdochal
Borgesian catalogue; the other absorbs and ‘chaotically’ records as many as possible of the stories
existing in Tibet), they both work with the same concept of chaos, a zone in which contradictions
legitimately exist side by side. Calvino attempts to order the chaos of the universe with a
numerical grid. What on the surface looks like a clean ordering of all the phenomena in fact ends
up with the same idea of chaos: the careflully laid out map of the empire turns out to be
inadequate to represent the ‘Ten Thousand Things’ of the universe. The phenomena are shown to
be unmanageable in that they constantly contradict each other, thereby forever unsettling
established ‘narrative truths’. Ma Yuan starts out with the concept of chaos by seemingly
informally recording the Tibetan stories with all their contradictions, contingencies and
uncertainties.
As both texts eventually reach the same concept of chaos, one could conclude that the

Chinese writer has an advantage over the Italian whereby Ma Yuan starts from the very idea of
chaos, whereas the Westerner ingeniously labours through the narrative grid and the
combinatorial game to reach the same concept. The Italian, in Ma Yuan’s view, would be
equivalent to the non-Tibetan who approaches the world from the scientific perspective which
classifies and systematically categorizes phenomena. This, though, is only apparently the case, as
Calvino’s carefhlly composed and tightly constructed schema turns out to be a narrative strategy
that reveals a fluidity of cortstantly shifting and mutually unsettling concepts. Relationships of
binary oppositions are profoundly called into question to reach the idea of multiplicity which
leads to the eventual nothingness of the Tao. The concept of the Tao stands as a third term
behind two apparently contradicting states. It is the Taoist concept in Chinese thought which
postulates that the
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paired concepts of the Chinese system by vezy definition can never reach an ultimate synthesis.
Instead, the polarities of Chinese thought remain forever distinct, producing and destroying each

other in a ceaseless process of mutual displacement. (Girardot, 249)
The text ofLe città is comparable to an Aleph in that it endeavors to conceptually
concentrate the totality of past, present and fhture stories of all possible worlds in one point.
Similarly, Ma Yuan’s Tibet is an Aleph in the sense that he envisions Tibetans as living in an

eternal present transcending all notions of history. Because they live divinely inspired existences,
Tibetans are connected to eternity through the many stories present in their daily lives. In Ma
Yuan’s view Tibetans live on an ontological plane that is conceptually ungraspable for non
Tibetans, unless these scientifically minded visitors/readers are willing to let go of their rationality
and accept a world of faiiy tales which incorporates apparently unexplainable events into daily
existence. Tibetans live in a temporally and spatially displaced zone that renders them
linguistically unrepresentable. Their existences concentrate contradictory events into a single
conceptual zone and are therefore untranslatable into successive language. The chaotic events
which appear confusing to the outsider may actually have a logic on another plane of existence
that is beyond the understanding of non-Tibetans.
The Chinese writer in the novella discovers a stone mass which he cannot classify into the
register of known objects to him. He decides it is an ossified skeleton of a prehistoric animal and
calls it a ‘dinosaur with sheep horns’. By classifying it as ‘prehistorià’ the text places Tibet in a
temporal zone existing beyond recorded history. Both the empire of the Tartars in Calvino’s
book and Ma Yuan’s Tibet are Alephs that remain unexplainable/ungraspable linguistically but
can only be intuited conceptually. Like the invisible cities, life in Tibet represents the original

chaotic state of Emperor Hun-tun which is better grasped through silence than through words.
Understanding hun-tun as something physically and metaphysically impenetrable probably harks
back to the parable in Zhuangzi, which reminds us that hun-tun, once penetrated, dies; the
suggestion is that chaos once understood is no longer chaos. For “hun-tun” and “chaos” may be
terms we assign to that which we cannot see through. (Eoyang, 275)
We have mentioned that Borges’ story ‘El jardIn de senderos que se bifi.ircan’ is a story

that can be seen as the prototype for the stories by Calvino and Ma Yuan in that the novel by the
same name in Borges’ story is chiefly made up of contradictory states. The apparently conflicting
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alternatives offered in the novel represent notions of various possible ontological planes of the
universe that include forkings in time. In this universe “an infinite series of times” exist in a
“growing

dizzying net of divergent, convergent and parallel times”. This is an Aleph that

encompasses all possibilities in time and space. Transposed to the imaginary Tibet of Ma Yuan’s

construction, Tibetans exist on a different ontological plane than non-Tibetans. While in Borges’
story two worlds may exist on two parallel planes, the Tibetans in ‘Temptation’ are positioned on
a primordial plane. In both cases, however, an individual can have notions or memories of these
other ontological existences.
Me pareció que ci hümedo jardin que rodeaba Ia casa estaba saturado hasta lo infinito de
invisibles personas. Esas personas eran Albert y yo, secretos, atareados y multiformes en otras
dimensiones de tiempo. (OC 1, 479)
FIt seemed to me that the humid garden that surrounded the house was infinitely saturated with
invisible persons. Those persons were Albert and I, secret, busy and multiform in other
dimensions of time.] (Labyrinths, 28)

Life in Tibet thus represents a displaced temporal zone that remains unattainable to non
Tibetans except in the form of shadowy visions. Part of the perception of Tibetans as an original
people is the idea that foreigners and visitors understand Tibet only in the form of dim childhood
memories. What appear as novelties to visitors in Tibet are actually ancient memories which
were still clear during their childhood, for these memories were carried over from previous
existences. This notion agrees with Borges’ notion of transmigration in Buddhist and Platonic
theories which posit that we have already seen everything in a previous world, so that to know is
to know again and not to know is in fact to have forgotten (‘La noche de los donos’ OC III, 41;
[‘The Night of Gifts’], The Book ofSand, 67). In the epigraph of’El inmortal’ Borges quotes
from Francis Bacon’s Essays.
Salomon saith, There are no new things upon the earth. So that as Plato had an imagination,
that all knowledge was but remembrance; so Salomon giveth his sentence, that all novelty is but
oblivion. (OC 1, 533) (English and italics in the original)

Calvino deals with this same problematic in ‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’, where he talks about
literature as being that medium through which we can access the mythological stories around us
stored in the collective memory. He too speaks of invention as a ‘re-invention’, that is, of the new
being a memory of the ancient.
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La letteratura segue itinerari che costeggiano e scavalcano le barriere delle interdizioni, che
portano a dire do che non si poteva dire, a un inventare che 0 sempre un ri-inventare parole e
stone che erano rimosse dalla memoria collettiva e individuale. (Una pietra sopra, 174-175)
[Literature follows paths that flank and cross the barriers of prohibition, that lead to saying what
could not be said, to an invention that is always a reinvention of words and stories that have
been banished from the individual or collective memory.] (Uses ofLiterature, 18-19)

Stories, and in particular fairy tales, thus are a way of re-accessing distant information
about the earliest mythological times of humanity. Donald Heiney writes that the integration of
the fantastic into their fiction is what distinguishes Italo Calvino’s and Borges’ fiction and brings
them close to children’s fairy tales.
Children (...] understand the principle of the donneé and accept its consequences quite gravely,
not so much with a sense of wonder but with a natural acceptance of frames of reference other
than the realistic. The fundamental principleof the narration is: suppose there were a thing,
however improbable - what would happen then? And this “what happens” is related in totally
unextraordinaxy language, in understatement, as though the narrator were anxious to convince
us of the reality of the events through his factual and almost apologetic way of reporting them.
(‘Calvino and Borges’, 72-73)
Heiney fi.irther writes that the ‘documentation’ in fantastic literature has the fhnction to persuade
us of the existence of the unreal, not the real. Calvino’s and Borges’ fantastic stories make up
purely hypothetical constructions, “not of worlds of might be but a world of as if” (‘Calvino and
Borges’, 74-75). In the case of Ma Yuan’s fiction, however, the supposedly unreal is posited as
real so as to jostle the readership’s vision of reality. The writer hopes to make his readers
consider the possibility that the unexplainable and the improbable are in fact part of life. Calvino
came to that same conclusion after the completion of his Italian Folktales. He writes in the
preface to the book:
Ora che ii libro 0 finito, posso dire che questa non è stata un’allucinazione, una sorte di malattia
professionale. E stata piuttosto una conferma di qualcosa che già sapevo in partenza, quel
qualcosa cm prima accennavo, quell’unica convinzione mia che mi spingeva al viaggio tra le
fiabe; ed è che io credo questo: le fiabe sono vere. (Fiabe Italiane, xviii)
[Now that the book is completed, I can say that it hasn’t been a hallucination or a kind of
occupational disease. It has rather been a confirmation of something I knew already at the
outset, that something to which I referred earlier on, that unique conviction of mine that drove
me to undertake the journey through the fables; and it is what I think: fables are real.] (my
translation)
Children accept the ‘unreal’ as part of the real which makes their understanding close to that of
the Tibetans. Rather than equating Tibetans with children, the idea is that Tibetans are in
immediate contact with the earliest beginnings of time by virtue of the numerous tales that are
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alive in their daily existence. This is an experience children may be closer to as they have come
over from the ‘other side’ (the unconscious) more recently than grown-ups. Calvino notes that
what we today consider ‘children’s literature’ up until the nineteenth century was seen as the
vestiges of an oral tradition that was targeted at an audience without a specific age limit. These
were fantastic tales filled with an expression that responded to the poetic needs of its audience
(Fiabe Italiane, xviv). In this ‘rational’ age when literatures are divided into specific age groups,
travelers to Tibet may want to recapture some of the lost mythological memories on their visits.
In both texts, Le cilia and ‘Temptation’, the places described are sites that someone visits.
Marco Polo is an emissary of the Mongolian Emperor Kublai Khan. His role is mainly to tell the
Khan about his empire (a role the texts repeatedly undoes); in ‘Temptation’ the Chinese are
visitors in Tibet and, in a way, attempt to inform a non-Tibetan audience about life in Tibet. In
both texts parts form a whole: the totality of the told and untold stories about the cities of the
Mongol empire describe the empire; and the numerous stories taking place in the Gangdisi
mountain range all represent Tibet. Interestingly, because of their similar Oriental, as well as
“Oriental”, setting, at some point the two texts seem to overlap in their content. In ‘Temptation’
an imagined, and therefore invisible, city appears in form of the Tang city. The city could be part
of Calvino’s catalogue, in that the text describes it as a place where the inhabitants of
contemporary Xi’an dress up in Tang dynasty clothes, and live and work in houses built
according to the architecture of the period. They are people of the present era, but who live a
theatrical life for the information and entertainment of visiting tourists. Conversely, in Le città
invisibill, Lhasa, a Tibetan city, naturally appears as part of the catalogue of all possible cities in
the emperor’s atlas.
L’atlante raffigura anche città di cm né Marco ne I geografi sanno se ci sono e dove sono, ma
che non potevano mancare tra le fonne di cittâ possibili: [...] una Lhassa che solleva bianchi tetti
sopra ii tetto nuvoloso del mondo. (144-145)
[The atlas depicts cities which neither Marco nor the geographers know exist or where they are,
though they cannot be missing among the forms of the possible cities: F...] a Lhasa whose white
roofs rise over the cloudy roof of the world.] (107)
Being part of the same infinite catalogue of stories that ‘float around’ in the universe,
other works by both authors narratively meet at several points in the context of the two stories
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discussed in this chapter. Invisible Cities, for example, provides through one of its cities a
meeting point for other stories written by the two authors. The continuous city Cecilia
foregrounds the topic of the natural spaces stretching between cities until the cities have spread
and taken over the entire expanse. For the goatherd traveling through Cecilia the concept of
‘city’ does not exist; for him and his herd only the spaces between cities matter.
-Tocca alle volte a me e alle capre di traversare cittA; ma non sappiamo distinguerle. Chiedimi
ii nome dei pascoli: ii conosco tutti, il Prato tra le Rocce, ii Pendio Verde, PErba in Ombra. Le
cittã per me non hanno nome: sono luoghi senza foglie che separano tin pascolo dall’altro, e
dove le capre si spaventano ai crocevia e si sbadano. (158)
[Sometimes my goats and I have to pass through cities; but we are unable to distinguish them.
Ask me the names of the grazing lands: I know them all, the Meadow between the Cliffs, the
Green Slope, the Shadowed Grass. Cities have no names for me: they are places without leaves,
separating one pasture from another, and where the goats are frightened at street corners.] (118)
This quote is reminiscent of the other Marco visiting a strange land in one of Calvino’s earlier
Marcovaldo’ stories. In the very first story ‘Funghi in città’ [‘Mushrooms in the City’], it is told
that Marcovaldo - a peasant turned city-dweller - does not see any landmarks within the city but
only the indications of nature existing in the city.
Aveva questo Marcovaldo tin occhio poco adatto alla vita di cittã: cartelli, semafori, vetrine, in
segne luminose, manifesti, per studiati che fossero a colpire l’attenzione, mai fermavano ii suo
sguardo che pareva scorrere sulle sabbie del deserto. Invece, una foglia che ingiallisse su tin
ramo, una piuma che si impigliasse ad una tegola, non gli sfIiggevano mai: non c’era tafano sul
dorso d’un cavallo, pertugio di tarlo in una tavola, buccia di fico spiccicata sul marciapiede che
Marcovaldo non notasse [... (Marcovaldo, 15-16)
[This Marcovaldo possessed an eye ill-suited to city life: billboards, traffic lights, shop
windows, neon signs, posters, no matter how carefully devised to catch the attention, never
arrested his gaze, which might have been running over the desert sands. Instead, he would
never miss a leaf yellowing on a branch, a feather trapped by a roof-tile; there was no horse-fly
on a horse’s back, no worm-hole in a plank, or fig-peel squashed on the sidewalk that
Marcovaldo didn’t remark [...J.J (Marcovaldo, 1)
Many of Ma Yuan’s stories taking place in the Tibetan highland mention grasslands with poetic
names as those that appear in the story of the invisible city Cecilia. In

his story’

Ii

‘[‘A Wall Covered with Strange Pattern&] the Tibetan shepherd Qing Luobu
and his forty-nine black sheep find themselves lost in the city of Lhasa, just like the goat herd was
lost in the continuous city Cecilia. He talks with his friend Lu Gao about the difference between
the city and the grassland.
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(43)

[“It’s nothing like the grassland here, nothing like it.”
“This is Lhasa, not the grassland.”
“I like the grassland, not Lhasa. I’ll be going back soon because my sheep have nowhere to
roam around.”
“There are a lot of meadows to the north, the east and the west of Lhasa.”
“To the south it’s the Lhasa river. But meadows aren’t the grassland.”
There was nothing else Lu Gao could say.I (356)72

In both texts there is a sense that language speaks itself. In ‘Temptation’ the accumulation
of uncertain events in the numerous stories told by shifting characters result in a proliferation of
words that give the impression that language articulates itself. In Le città invisibili the various
elements making up the cities as well as the two main characters are fluid entities. Ever shifting
and contradicting each other in their characteristics, the cities and the characters disappear behind
words until nobody seems to be doing the talking but language itself. Identical passages cancel
each other out in the cornici to leave standing, for example, the contents of the emperor’s atlases.
What remains are words that describe the content of the atlases while the center of locution has
dissolved. These examples of the world articulating itself without a concrete speaking subject

agrees with the Taoist idea of the qi that exists in and around all things containing mythical
information regardless of who pronounces it.
Boundaries in space and time have disappeared to make space for the ‘soupy’ mass of
phenomena pertaining to all possible times and spaces just as in the primordial state of chaos.

The physical boundaries of Kublai Khan and Marco Polo as two distinct characters, for example,

The detail of the natural space within the city, and here of herds of animals bringing some of their
72
world of meadows into the world of concrete and cement, is part of another of Calvino’s Marcovaldo
stories. ‘Un viaggio con le mucche’ [‘A Journey With the Cows’] tells of herds of cows crossing the city at
night to reach meadows on the other side of the city. The animals bring some of the countryside into the
city:

[Lie mucche si portavano dietro ii loro odore di strame e di fiori di campo e latte ed il languido
suono dei campani, e la cittâ pareva non toccarle, già assorte com’erano dentro ii loro mondo di
prati umidi, nebbie montane e guadi di torrenti. (Marcovaldo, 65)
[[T]he cows brought with them the odor of dung, wild flowers, milk and the languid sound of
their bells, and the city seemed not to touch them, already absorbed as they were into their world
of damp meadows, mountain mists and the fords of streams. (Marcovaldo, 46-47)
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are blurred to make way for the Borgesian notion in which they are one and the same person and
at the same time separate from each other. They exist in a relationship of reciprocity in which
each informs the other. Their fi.inctions and thoughts merge: each is contemporarily here and
there, both converse with each other in all possible ways and at the same time both are silent.
The boundaries between ‘outside’ and ‘inside’ have vanished so that what is ‘inside’ is also what is
‘outside’. This is epitomized in the cornici by the image of the eyelids that no longer assures the
separation between these two states, and in the invisible city of Zoe, the city of “indivisible
existence”, where the distinction between one and the other is blurred. Everything is possibly
everything else.
Quale linea separa II dentro dal fuori, ii rombo delle ruote dall’ululo del lupi? (40)
[What line separates the inside from the outside, the rumble of wheels from the howl of wolves?I
(29)
In ‘Temptation’ the distinction between the characters is equally fluid. The text plays with
the uncertainties of the characters’ identities and with the ambiguity of what exactly is happening
in the stories. Textually the narrative provides alternatives that are not to be resolved as an
either/or choice but to be accepted as a simultaneous situation of botWand. Thus, the text

provides both alternatives as to whether the Yeti is an animal or (male) human (“it /he?”); and
whether the corpse the three Chinese men on their way to the sky burial observe in the truck in
front of them is the dead Tibetan woman or a man (“she/he?”). Even the identity of characters
who play a major role in the narrative hover between being and non-being, Yao Liang is
constructed and subsequently deconstructed: he is the material person he is described to be and

he is not that person. The character Lu Gao is positioned simultaneously here and there, as he is
described as being involved in different activities that seem to happen at the same time.
In Le città various different/similar actions seem to occur all at the same time, such as for
example Marco’s linguistic eloquence that takes place simultaneously alongside his silent
pantomime to inform the Khan about his empire. Similarly in ‘Temptation’ all the events seem to
conceptually happen at one time. The world of the AlephlTao abolishes all sense of historical
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chronology so that everything can be everything else, and contradictory events can happen at the
same time.
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Chapter Four

Tongue-in-cheek: Myth speaks the unspeakable

ZHUANGZI
SPEAkS
The Music of Nature
Hay una hora de la tarde en que Ia lianura está por
decir algo; nunca Jo dice o tat vez to dice
infinitamente y no to entendemos o los entendemos
pero es infraducible como una mz2sica... (Borges, ‘El
Fin’, OCI, 521)

There is an hour ofthe afternoon when the plain is on
the verge ofsaying something. It never says it, or
perhaps it says it infinitely, or perhaps we do not
understand it, or we understand it and it is as
untranslatable as music... (Borges, ‘The End’, 169)

Seré todos o nadie. Seré el otro
que sin saberlo soy, él que hay mirado
ese otro sueño, ml vigilia. Lajuzga,
resignado y sonriente. (Borges, ‘El Sueño’, OC II, 318)

I shall be all or no one. 1 shall be the other
Jam without knowing it, he who has looked on
that other dream, my waking state. He weighs it up,
resigned and smiling. (Borges, ‘The Dream’, 51)

1. Introduction

In the foreground of this chapter will stand the cosmicomic short stories by Italo Calvino
collected in Cosmicomiche vecchie e nuove [Cosmicomics Old and New], and a selection of Ma
Yuan’s Tibetan short stories. I will compare these stories by both authors to the two texts
discussed in the previous chapters, Le città invisibili by Italo Calvino and ‘The Temptation of the
Gangdisi’ by Ma Yuan. I will consider these texts the master texts against which the selection of
short stories by both authors will be seen in the light of co(s)mic parody. The BorgesianlTaoist
image of the AlephlTao as a point in space concentrating all points in time and space will once
again fi.inction as the element connecting the writing of the two authors. The philosophical

concepts of the previous chapters will be deconstructed by the very nature of the texts under
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discussion. What in the two master-texts was discussed as the ineffable mythical realm lying
beyond articulation is verbalized in these stories in a profhsion of words. Calvino’s elaborations
of scientific theories about the origins of the world undermine in a tongue-in-cheek language
much of Taoist cosmological mythology. His tales parody the story of the evolution of the world
by humorously mimicking concepts of that story and by giving a voice to the silent realm of
myth. Ma Yuan articulates visions of the Tibetan Aleph through the interweaving of various
temporal and textual levels. Both authors create Alephs to capture mythological worlds that
seem temporally and spatially removed from their own world. Calvino’s cosmic Aleph and Ma
Yuan’s Tibetan Aleph create visions that bring two worlds the empirically present and the
-

mythologically remote so closely together that they merge into one conceptual zone.
-

The previous chapter focused on Taoist creation mythology and on how the texts by both
authors fitted into that framework. The Chinese writer models a spiritual return to the original
Taoist chaotic state of creation through the indeterminate nature of his writing style. I argued
that Calvino manifests a similar chaotic view of the world through the creation of an Aleph that
contains a simultaneous vision of all phenomena. While this thesis focuses mainly on the Taoist
model of creation, the examples of creation mythology in Calvino’s literary tradition are quite
similar to the Chinese model. Kathryn Hume mentions Ovid as a kindred spirit “because he
conceived of the world as a place in which gods, humans, animals, and vegetation all fluidly shift
shapes, one into the other” (‘Grains of Sand’, 75). In his introduction to Ovid’s Metamorphoses
Calvino notes that the reader enters a universe “in which the forms densely pack the allotted
space, constantly exchanging qualities and dimensions, and the flux of time is filled with a
proliferation of stories and cycles of stories” (Uses ofLiterature, 147). This notion of fluid space
in which the phenomena are recorded interchangeably in a sea of stories is similar to the
conclusions reached in the previous chapter in the context of the storyteller absorbing the stories
upon stories floating in the air. Marylin Schneider sees affinities between the cosmological views
of Calvino and Lucretius, both of who use concepts that are very close to the Taoist model of the
origins of creation. Schneider comments,
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Calvino’s recurrent image of the ‘void in the middle’ has roots in his Lucretian view of the
universe. According to this cosmology, elemental matter moves ceaselessly in a godless eternal
space, haphazardly combining and recombining into new molecular forms, to be recycled
forever in the cosmic flow of life and death. Such a universe is without a center, and Calvino’s
textual ‘centers’ are dark and chaotic, spaces to be filled with the imagination. (‘Calvino’s Erotic
Metaphor’, 95)
In his lecture

on Multiplicity’ Calvino himself mentions both Ovid and Lucretius in the context of

the self as a fluid combination of all the impressions one has accumulated and all the things one
has read and imagined. He sees life as “an encyclopedia, a library, an inventory of objects, a
series of styles” in which everything can be constantly shuffled and reordered in every way
conceivable.
[M]agari fosse possibile un’opera concepita al di fuori del se1f un’opera che ci permettesse
d’uscire dalla prospettiva limitata duno io individuale, non solo per entrare in altri io simili al
nostro, ma per fare parlare ciô che non ha parola, l’uccello che si posa sulla grondaia, l’albero in
primavera e l’albero in autunno, la pietra, il cemento, la plastica... Non era forse queSto il punto
d’arrivo cm tendeva Ovidio nel raccontare la continuitâ delle forme, il punto d’arrivo cui tendeva
Lucrezio nell’identificarsi con Ia natura comune a tutte le cose? (LezioniAmericane, 12O)
[Think what it would be to have a work conceived from outside the self a work that would let us
escape the limited perspective of the individual ego, not only to enter into selves like our own
but to give speech to that which has no language, to the bird perching on the edge of the gutter,
to the tree in spring and the tree in fall, to stone, to cement, to plastic... Was this not perhaps
what Ovid was aiming at, when he wrote about the continuity of forms? And what Lucretius
was aiming at when he identified himself with that nature conunon to each and everything?]
(Six Memos, 124)

This dichotomy between the ‘language of nature’ and linguistic communication is also the topic of
Calvino’s essay ‘Ii rovescio del sublime’ [‘The reverse of the Sublime’].
[Njon ha senso aspettarsi che un paese ti detti delle poesie, perché una poesia è fatta di idee e di
parole e di sillabe, mentre un paessaggio è fatto di foglie e di colon e di luce. (Collezione di
sabbia, 178)
[It is senseless to expect a country to tell you poetry, because poetry is made of ideas and words
and syllables, whereas a landscape is made of leaves and of colors and of light] (Translation
mine)
Borges expresses this idea in very similar terms in his story ‘La busca de Averroes’ [‘Averros Search’].
A few poets have a discussion about a variety of perpetual roses whose petals are said to have written on
them the name of God.
Algün viajero -recordó el poeta Abdalmálik- habla de un árbol cuyo fruto son verdes pájaros.
Menos me duele creer en dl que en rosas con letras. El color de los pájaros -dijo Averroes
parece facilitar el portento. Además, los frutos ylos pájaros pertenecen al mundo natural, pero
la escritura es un arte. Pasar de hojas a pájaros es más facil que de rosas a letras. (OC I, 584)
[“One traveller speaks of a tree whose fruit are green birds,” recalled the poet Abdaltnalik. “It
would take a less painful effort for me to believe in that tree than in roses which bore words.”
“The color of the birds,” said Averroës, “would seem to favor the first mentioned prodigy.
Besides, fruits and birds belong to the natural world, but writing is an art. To go from leaves to
birds is easier than to go from roses to letters.”] (PersonalAnthology, 104)
-

-
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His concept of the transparent self allowing the unwritten world to express itself through the
persona of the storyteller in a language existing beyond verbal communication matches the
Taoist/Buddhist concept of the delusion of the “I”. It is the very impression both Calvino and Ma
Yuan give through the creations of their Alephs.
Antonio Illiano notes philosophical similarities between Calvino’s Cosmicomics and the
sixteenth century Italian philosopher Giordano Bruno, similarities which also touch upon points
in Taoism mentioned in the previous chapter.
A Giordano Bruno Calvino sembra riallacciarsi come alI’inneggiatore dell’universo uno e
infinito nell’infinita mutazione delle parti, aIl’intrepido precursore delPuniversalitã in cui anche i

contrari finiscono per coincidere e annullarsi, e al pensatore per cul la filosofia ê fede e impeto
lirico che s’avvale di un’assoluta libertâ di pensiero e di un geniale sincretismo di forme
stilistiche capace di fondere fantasia e realismo, astrazione e vita vissuta, dialogo raziocinante e
cominedia umana. (‘Per una definizione’, 291)
[To Giordano Bruno Calvino seems to align himself with the praising of the universe in its
oneness and in its infinite mutation of all the parts. He aligns himself to the intrepid precursor
of universality in which, too, the opposites end up coinciding and canceling one another, and to
the thinker for whom philosophy is a faith and lyrical impetus that makes use of absolute
freedom of thought and of a genial syncretism of stylistic forms able to merge fantasy and
realism, abstraction and lived experience, reasoning dialogues and human comedy.] (my
translation)
In his lecture on ‘Exactitude’ Calvino remarks about Giordano Bruno that this “great

cosmological visionary”
vede l’universo infinito e composto di mondi innumerevoli, ma non puô dirlo “totalmente

infinito” perché ciascuno di questi mondi è finito; mentre “totalmente infinito” è Dio “perché
tutto 1w è in tutto ii mondo, ed in ciascuna sua parte infinitamente e totalmente”. (Lezioni
Americane, 68)
[sees the universe as infinite and composed of innumerable worlds but who cannot call it “totally
infinite” because each of these worlds is finite. God, on the other hand is infinite: “[..]the whole
world of him is in the whole world, and in each of his parts infinitely and totally”.] (Six Memos,
69)

The present selection of texts by Calvino and Ma Yuan chosen for discussion could be
considered Aleph-images which enclose in their structures simultaneous actions that seem
contradictory. Calvino tells of the evolution of the world by constructing a cosmic Aleph in
which conflicting theories about the origin of things are allowed to exist side by side. His

This reference to Bruno’s vision of the universe parallels Borges’ discussion of the divine sphere whose
center is everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere in such essays as ‘Pascal’s Sphere’.
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cosmological tales often contradict each other in their theoretical premise as stated in the
epigraph from which each story develops. Gregory Lucent sees this as a characteristic of satire:
[t]he narratives that make up the Cosmicomics never finally espouse any of the various
determinisms that they set forth. This procedure of propounding a logical system and
simultaneously undermining its certainty, of giving with one hand and at the same time taking
away with the other, is typical of literary satire. (‘Signs and Science’, 29)
The four stories about the moon, for instance, each set out from a different theory regarding the
relationship between the moon and the earth at the beginnings of time. In the world of the Aleph
75 Ma Yuan’s collection of Tibetan
these four contradictory theories can exist at the same time.
stories construct an Aleph by the cross reference of events and characters’ names whose meaning
or personalities differs in each of the stories. The text blurs the distinction between all possible
levels of being such as fictional, non-fictional, oneiric, diurnal, thus bringing these onto one and
the same plane of reality, that is, of non-reality. So as to underline the simultaneous effect the
totality the stories evoke, the stories by both authors will be discussed without taking into
account the order of their dates of publication.
The first collection of Calvino’s comical cosmic stories, Cosmicomiche [Cosmicomics],
appeared in 1965; the second set of stories, collected in the volume Ti con zero [t zero], was
76 All the cosmicomic stories, in addition to a few previously
published two years later.
unpublished ones (and as yet not translated into English), were collected in 1984 in the anthology

Cosmicomiche vecchie e nuove. The order of the stories for this edition was rearranged so as to
fit them into a loose evolutionary chronology of the universe, and the stories were classified
under headings that grouped them by theme. Their original publication, however, did not
emphasize the chronological telling of the universe’s development, a fact which underlines the

About the four mutually exclusive versions of the moon’s development Katherine Hume writes,
[E]Iements in each have been taken seriously by respected scientists at one time or another as
hypothesis of lunar genesis. Qfwfq participates in all of them, so by thus grouping the stories as
fragments of Qfwfq’s biography, Calvino slyly implies that all are true. He impossibly
legitimizes them all as our geological prehistory. (Calvino ‘s Fictions, 69)
This brings their first appearance to seven years before the writing of Le città invisibili, a fact to be
76
noted since I argue that Cosmicomiche undermines many of the conclusions reached in the discussion of
Le città.
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77 Ernest L.
simultaneous and contradictory order of the stories the writer originally intended.
Fontana considers the stories’ random arrangement as the author’s wish to avoid “a simple,
evolutionary teleology,” for the universe is ever-changing and never fixed, without a real
beginning or end (‘Metamorphoses of Proteus’, 148). Gian-Paolo Biasin sees this eternal return
of the universe as being written into the text itself and, similar to the shape of the Aleph/Tao,
forming a perfect sphere in the continuous creativity of storytelling. He writes that the ending of
the collection of stories is rightly open,
in progress, because world history continues, science is made of new discoveries, [...], and
because the text can continue or renew itself indefinitely according to the creative invention
’,
3
inherent in its language; [...] the sphericity of the text is really perfect and infinite. (‘4/3 itr
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Ma Yuan ‘s Tibetan stories (including ‘Temptation’) were published in various literary
magazines between 1984 and 1988, the period during which the author lived in Tibet, in both
China. The six stories chosen for this chapter (‘
X
Tibet and 7
[‘Three Ways of Folding a Kite’],’
With Strange Patterns’],

f

‘

n
[‘Wandering Spirit’], and
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‘
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‘

[‘The Lhasa River Goddess’],

‘[‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’],
‘

‘

[‘A Wall Covered
‘

‘

[‘Black Road’]) again all take place in Tibet, telling of the

experiences of Chinese living in Tibet, and of their interpretation of Tibetan life. Just like in
Calvino’s cosmicomic stories the content and the names of characters in Ma Yuan’s stories
overlap from one story to the next, so that the reader can arrange the collection of stories into a
larger story but is also frustrated in the attempt to construct a seamless picture.
Like Calvino’s major character and narrator, Qfwfq, appearing in most of the cosmicomic
stories, the two characters, Lu Gao and Yao Liang who played main roles in ‘Temptation’, are

In the discussion of Calvino’s stories the quotes will all be from Cosmicomiche vecchie e nuove.

Most of these stories, including several other stories written in Tibet, were compiled in 1987 in an
78
anthology entitled The Boat Without Sails in the Western Sea and published by the Tibetan People’s Press
in an edition of 800 copies. The page references in this chapter refer to the stories’ publications in the
various literaiy magazines.
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79 In addition to these two characters, a
also present in some of Ma Yuan’s other Tibetan stories.
° appears as a major character in many of the stories. The occurrence of
8
narrator called Ma Yuan

the authors’ name as a character in his own fiction functions as a literary strategy to blur the
separation between the fictional and the empirical level. This distinction is intentionally kept hazy
to bring all ontological levels of being onto one and the same plane. The critic Zhang Xinying
writes that the merging of various ontological levels is a distinctly Chinese Taoist perception
which considers all phenomena of the world interrelated as one. Ma Yuan manifests this view by
making himself part of his fiction.
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EMa Yuan is author, narrator, participant and even narratee. He creates his fictional world but
he himself also becomes a general part of that world without being placed above it. This may
sound like a logical contradiction, but Ma Yuan is perfectly happy to enjoy, imagine and
describe the phenomenon, and even to incorporate himself into it without establishing artificial
boundaries, summaries, divisions or links of the naturally occurring phenomena of the world,
and even less to use them to supplement his own idealistic frame of ideas to create some sort of
means to achieve a goal that exists in name only.] (‘Ma Yuan’s Perceptions, 122)

Zhang Zhengzhi sees Ma Yuan’s integration of fiction into life and life into fiction as the author’s
perception of Tibet in which life and fairy tales are interchangeable.
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The characters Lu Gao and Yao Liang appear so frequently in Ma Yuan’s stories that Li Jie speaks of a
“Lu Gao/Yao Liang fever” the writer had while writing these stories. (Li, ‘On the New Wave of
Contemporary Chinese Fiction’, 129). Other names reappear as well. The name Nimu of the wife/lover
of the twin brothers Dun Zhu and Dun Yue in ‘Temptation’, for example, appears in ‘Three Ways of
Folding a Kite’, here referring to the girlfriend of one of the Chinese men. While the name Nimu in this
case reflects the possible frequency of the name in Tibet, the interchangeability of Lu Gao and Yao Liang
with other characters foregrounds the general theme of fluidity and indeterminacy of Ma Yuan’s Tibetan
stories.
The name Ma Yuan will be italicized throughout the discussion of these texts to distinguish it from the
actual writer Ma Yuan.
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[That kind of false/real, real/false creates a kind of atmosphere in which “Truth becomes fiction
81 This furthermore confirms
when fiction’s true. Real becomes not-real when the unreal’s real.”
the mood of the highland where life is faiiy tales and fairy tales are life.] (‘A Modern Person’,
88)

Yang Xiaobin relates this phenomenon of the one being the other to Tibetan Buddhism, He
notes that Ma Yuan is a Chinese writer who has gradually become influenced by Tibetan culture
from having lived in Tibet. His writing, therefore, integrates the Buddhist concept of
transmigration into a literary vision. The critic relates such a view to postmodern literature and
in particular to Italo Calvino’s fiction.
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[In the Tibetan Buddhist view, a person lives in a world of eternal return: one’s present life is
82 In that sense there is really no distinction
but a transition between a past and a future life.
between fiction and reality: in the context of the religious meaning of eternity, reality is,
perhaps, a mere illusion; but reality is also a part of the eternal return of life and has a realness
that cannot be denied. If one wants to ontologize such a view it would be through the Buddhist
argument, “Flesh [rupa] is no different from emptiness [sunyata]. Emptiness is no different
from flesh; Flesh is emptiness, emptiness is flesh.” Since life itself includes two poles of fiction
and reality, then postmodern fiction that levels life and art onto one plane cannot be but a
dialectical combination of fiction and reality. Coincidentally, the Italian novelist Italo Calvino
has been called a great master of postmodemism with “one foot in the world of illusion and one

81

This is a reference to the couplet that adorns the gate leading to the Land of Illusion in the
introductory chapter of Hongloumeng [The Dream ofRed Mansions, also known as Shitouji, The Story of
the Stone] (55), a novel with Taoist overtones written by Cao Xueqin in 1779.
82 In ‘El inmortal’ Barges mentions that the notion of the inunortality of the soul in various Hindustani
religions is represented by a wheel, paralleling the concept of eternal return in Tibetan Buddhism.
[E]n esa rueda, que no tiene principio ni fin, cada vida es efecto de la anterior y engendra la
siguiente, pero ninguna determina el conjunto... (OC 1, 540)
[[O]n this wheel, which has neither beginning nor end, each life is the effect of the preceeding
and engenders the following, but none determines the whole...] (Labyrinths, 114)
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foot in the real world” precisely because of his mixing of fairy tales and realist “cosmic dramas”.
Thus, the merging of fiction and reality in the form itself - and not in the content - is the
manifestation of the origins of life. The form of Ma Yuan’s stories reflects exactly this
splendidly.] (‘The Entropy of Meaning’, 195)

The collapsing of the various planes onto one level leads one to imagine by extension that we, the

83 The conlbsing of the
readers, exist on the same fictional plane as the fictional writer Ma Yuan.
various levels is pushed even further by having the characters respond to the narrator’s
description of them, such as in

IWL frr.’

‘

[‘The Boat Without Sails in the

Western Sea’i where Yao Liang in Pirandellian self-awareness protests Ma Yuan’s depiction of
him as an adulterer. The critic Wu Liang sees a comical effect in this narrator/character
relationship.

[‘The Boat Without Sails in the Western Sea’ includes a whole passage of Yao Liang’s selfjustification and repeated accusation of Ma Yuan. These off shoot passages deliberately raise
obstacles, creating the overtone of some sort of practical joke with a comical effect [...]. Yao
Liang obviously is a character of Ma Yuan’s imagination, but he already possesses the ability to
revolt against the arbitrary description his master Ma Yuan has made of him.] (‘Ma Yuan’s

Narrative Trap’, 3)84

Of such a mise en abyme Borges speaks in ‘Magias parciales del “Quijote”’ [Partial Enchantment of
the Quixote’]. He asks:
Por qué nos inquieta que Don Quijote sea lector del QuUote, y Hamlet espectador de Hamlet?
4
Creo haber dado con Ia causa: tales inversiones sugieren que silos caracteres de una ficción
pueden ser lectores o espectadores, nosostros, sus lectores o espectadores, podemos ser ficticios.
(OCIJ, 47)
[Why does it disquiet us to know Don Quixote is a reader of the Quixote, and Hamlet is a
spectator of Hamlet? I believe I have found the answer: those inversions suggest that if the
characters in a story can be readers or spectators, then we, their readers or spectators, can be
fictitious.] (Other inquisitions, 46)
In the story ‘A Wall Covered with Strange Patterns’ the narrator Ma Yuan self-consciously refers to
this incident.

Zr
(41)
[One of my short stories accuses him of committing adultery, a fact he categorically denied,
demonstrating his sincerity with italic print. The story is called <The Boat without Sails in the
Western Sea>. My name is Ma Yuan.] (352)
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In the world of the Aleph all possible levels, fictional and empirical, exist on the same plane. Wu
Liang compares this inextricable condition of one being the other in Ma Yuan’s stories to a flood
dragon, a mythical creature that brings storms and floods, thus obliterating all distinctions:

fiT—1tT
[What I want toy is that I see in Ma Yuan and in the Ma Yuan of Ma Yuan’s stories the
creation of a flood dragon biting its own tail, or the formation of a Môbius strip where the
distinctions of an obverse and a reverse do not matter, and where it is a matter of no
consequence who is creating whom.J (‘Ma Yuan’s Narrative Trap’, 4)

The illusion of the sameness of different levels of reality in Ma Yuan’s stories is achieved
by the frequent reference between the various stories at the fictional level (stories written by the
characters) and at the empirical level (stories written by Ma Yuan). Like the chameleonic being
Qfwfq from Calvino’s stories, who narrates the evolution of the world from the point of view of
various incarnations, Ma Yuan seems to transmigrate through various characters. So for
example, in ‘A Wall Covered With Strange Patterns’ the narrator Ma Yuan writes that Yao Liang
has a story to his name called’

‘t’ t H!

‘[‘Middle Zone’] which he wrote in

collaboration with another author, Sun Xiaotang, published in the May 1984 issue of Tibetan
Literature. This story indeed exists in that journal under the authorship of those two names, but
it appears in Ma Yuan’s anthology of collected short stories under his name. The fictional author
Yao Liang thus could stand for the empirical author Ma Yuan. The character Lu Gao, however,
could also represent the author Ma Yuan. One of the stories in ‘A Wall Covered With Strange
Patterns’ tells of Lu Gao befriending the young Tibetan shepherd Qing Luobu. The passage
makes some comments on how Qing Luobu’s herd of sheep saved the boy from death while he

was crossing the mountain pass, and on a love story between the shepherd and a young Chinese
girl. The narrator then casually mentions, “Lu Gao wrote down the story, published it and got
fifty-two yuan for it” (350). A story that could fit these descriptions was published by Ma Yuan
under the title

‘

ff.

‘

[‘Shepherd Qing Luobu’] in Tibetan Literature in

February 1986. The fictional character Lu Gao, therefore, could also be the empirical author Ma
Yuan. But the fictional writer Ma Yuan is also the empirical author Ma Yuan: in that same story
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the narrator mentions the story he wrote ‘The Boat Without Sails in the Western Sea’, adding,
“My name isMa Yuan” (346). Ma Yuan published this story in May 1985 in the literary journal

Harvest.
The unpronounceable palindromic name of Calvino’s narrator, Qfwfq

,

stands for the

identity of a mythical being whose existence lies in the realm of the unspeakable. He is an
indeterminate entity who embodies every possible shape and being throughout the evolution of
the world. In Pier Raimondo Baldini’s words, Qfwfq represents the memory of the world of past
epochs (‘II piii povero’, 197). Through the personae of the various entities he embodies in each
tale he articulates the nothingness of the Tao and the ineffable Aleph. Qfwfq is our Great
Ancestor who has been present since the beginnings of times (and even before) and tells us how
crowded it was when everything was concentrated in the punctiform existence of the AlephlTao,
or what the original state of nothingness was like. A. Catalano compares Qfwfq, the
“extraordinary archetype of the storyteller”, to the divine intelligence (or God) from Borges’
texts, likening Qfwfq to this omniscient presence who from his “vast eternity” sees the whole
cosmic process “in a single splendid dizzying instant that is eternity” (‘Ii viaggio, la parola, la
morte’, 86. Catalano quotes from Borges’ ‘Nightmares’, 27-28).
Qfwfq is the storyteller/sage who tells us of the simultaneous vision of all of creation in
the original state of being. In the previous chapter this personage was described as an immortal
who has retreated from the world to contemplate the endless return of the universe in silence and
immobility. Qfwfq stands for another aspect of the sage, that of the fool. He represents a parody

This name could also be seen as a visual parallel to Borges’ Qaphka (Kafka) in the story ‘La loterla en
Babilonia’ L’The Lottery of Babylon’]. In her essay ‘Narrative Discourse in Calvino: Praxis or Poiesis?’
Teresa De Lauretis comments on those names in Cosmicomics that are impossible to articulate as sounds.
She writes that they are “purely graphic signifiers” that “visually suggest the qualities of their referents”.
15

So, for example,
the symmetrical, orderly molecular structure of Qfwfq, the unimaginative and gossipy narrowmindedness of Mr. Pbert Pber”, archetypal Fellinesque sexuality in Mrs. Ph(i)nk,, introverted
visionaiy complexity in the sister G’d(w)”, or the terrestial long-leggedness of Lii. (‘Narrative
Discourse’, 417)
Like the Tao that can be sensed but not named “the names in Cosmicomics are meant to be seen and
cannot really be spoken.” (Hume, Calvino’s Fictions, 45)
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of the “sacred madness” in which the sage lives, as described in Taoism. According to Girardot,
both the Zhuangzi text and the Tao Te Ching state that the “sage is an idiot” (Myth and

Meaning, 79). The Taoist sage has attained perfect oneness with the chaos of the Tao and
therefore has the “mind of an idiot”

which is “muddled and chaotic”.

Taoist images of madness are related to the mystical experience of the chaos condition and to
the unique effortless freedom of wu-wei, the sage’s playful freedom beyond human, or even
humane, bounds. The Taoist as a “demented drifter” is aloof and indifferent to the normal order
of the world. (Girardot, 269)
Ma Yuan writes that because the fool has a simple mind he is closer to the original state of
experiences than the philosopher whose head is fi.ill of complicated ideas. The fool “has no
curriculum vitae, not even a name”, but his straightforward words represent a perfect trap to
catch the overintelligent mind.
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[The comparision between the madman and the philospher is veiy close to the Chinese
philosophies of Taoism and Zen Buddhism. Taoism talks about non-action, of acting and
governing through non-action. Taoism also talks about nothingness, about the multitude born
out of nothingness: The Way created one, one created two, two created three, three created the
Ten Thousand Things. The Ten Thousand Things give birth to eveiything and eveiything gives
birth to nothing. That is a straight line. Zen Buddhism on the other hand talks about
knowledge and cultivation, and about attaing realization and Nirvana. This in fact is talking
about reaching non-action through action, because knowledge, cultivation, and realization are
all actions; they all represent the process of attaining the realm of non-action Nirvana. Both
philosophies reach the same goal by different routes. The fool’s straight way of thinking points
all at once to the... (Please forgive me if! cannot find an appropriate object Target? Ultimate
Attainment? Nothingness? I feel that no word is suitable.) This process is rather difficult for
the philosopher.] (‘The Pleasures of Being Misunderstood, 27)
-

-

Hongchu Fu writes that the sage who has reached a union of the Tao forgets himself in
endless rambling.
Starting from seeing through the relative nature in everything Chuang Tzu concludes by
announcing that everything is equal to others. This he considers the true knowledge or the view
of the mystic Tao, To achieve that goal, Chuang Tzu proposes a sort of ‘forgetting’ i.e.
forgetting oneself and ‘going rambling without a destination’. (‘Deconstruction and Taoism’,
304)
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Contrary to the contemplative sage, Qfwfq is extremely talkative and in constant pursuit of a
female. In his chattiness he articulates in a profusion of words the nothingness of the Tao that is
said to be impossible to be spoken of. Zhang Longxi notes in this context the inevitable irony of
the philosopher who uses a great deal of words to say or write what he believes to be ineffable.
The nature of things or the ecstatic experience may remain forever ineffable, but philosophers
and mystics will still try, to approximate to it by all means, allowing their effort at saying the
unsayable to move incessantly from the depth of reticence to the peak of loquacity. (The Tao and
the Logos, 47)

Qfwfq’s garrulous nature complements the fact that he is obliged to use that many words to
speak of the pre-linguistic times he wants to make intelligible to an audience that operates on a
linguistic register. His tales about the universe impersonate the Taoist attitude toward the
mythological roots of humanity, the memory of which is kept alive through storytelling.

[..] remembers the stozy of man as being essentially mythological in nature. It leaves
room for the sacred madness, freedom, imagination, and creativity of man’s primitive nature.
Knowing the true stoiy of man provides a way of personally reliving that story. And to retell the
86 (Girardot, 245)
story of life one must always start with “once upon a time.”
Taoism

Qfwfq has gone through all stages of the evolutionary process of the universe, often
incarnating the first or the last being of his kind, and frequently representing the crucial element
in a new stage of the universe’s development. He appears under the same name in each of these
incarnations (in some stories, such as ‘Ti con Zero’ [‘t zero’] he is just Q), or impersonally in the
first person singular (such as the stories related from the experience of a cell, assembled under
the title ‘Priscilla’). The fluid nature of this Great Ancestor resembles the pantheist notion of all
creatures embodying every form of creation which Borges notes in ‘Buddhism’.
El poeta celta Taliesi dice que no hay ima forma en el universo que no haya sido la suya: “He
sido un jefe en la batalla, he sido una espada en Ia mano, he sido tin puente que atraviesa sesenta
tics, estuve hechizado en la espuma del agua, he sido una estrella, he sido una 1w, he sido un
áibol, he sido una palabra en un libro, he sido un libro en el principio.” (OCIII, 248)

France Guardiani notes that the mythological timelessness of the cosmicomic stories are
86
characterized by a
narrative style that is of the fairy tale, but the setting is not that of the fable, the incipit is not
“once upon a time” but “once below a time”. Calvino. seeks to discover in the things an objective
reliability, a matrix of reality not filtered by reductive ideologies. The ideologies are nothing but
the projections of man’s desire to give an artificial order to the world. The chaos, he hints, has
its own order, discontinuous and discrete (in the mathematical sense), which we have never
understood because of our own man-centered perspective. (‘Optimism without Illusions’, 58)
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[The Welsh poet Taliesin says that there is not a single form in the universe he has not had: “I
have been a leader in battle, I have been a sword in the hand, I have been a bridge that crossed
sixty rivers, I was bewitched into sea foam, I have been a star, I have been a light, I have been a
tree, I have been a word in a book, I have been a book in the beginning.”] (Seven Nights, 68)
This passage recaptures the randomness of the incarnations Qfivfq embodies in the various tales.

His mutations echoes the mystical notion of the one being the other. He resembles the main
characters of ‘Temptation’ and Le città in their characteristics of the MI-One. There is no
boundazy dividing either Marco Polo and Kublai Khan or the elusive characters Lu Gao and Yao
Lian& The characters are described as being neither this person nor that, and as being
themselves but also the other person. Ma Yuan’s story ‘A Wall Covered With Strange Patterns’
describes the fluid boundaries between the two characters Lu Gao and Yao Liang, and between
all things in a similar way:
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(40)

[He is called Yao Liang, but Lu Gao will do, too. To all appearances this is another Lu Gao and
Yao Liang story. But not necessarily. Why couldn’t there be some other people? Or even
such as a shepherd dog (Lu Two? Lu Three? Lu Ninety-nine?)? Or a wall
some other things
—-

covered with strange patterns?] (35 1)

The comic undermining of previously reached conclusions during the discussion of the
master-texts (the ‘narrative truths’ of the previous chapters) could be seen in Calvinian terms as
la via d’uscire dalla limitatezza e univocitã d’ogni rappresentazione e d’ogrn giudizio. Una cosa
Si pUÔ dirla almeno in due modi: un modo per chi la dice vuol dire quella cosa e solo quella; e
un modo per cui si vuol dire si quella cosa, ma nello stesso tempo ricordare che ii mondo è
molto piü complicato e vasto e contraddittono. (‘Definizione di territori: ii comico’ in Una
piefra sopra, 157)
[away to escape from the limitations and one-sidedness of every representation and every
judgment. A thing can be said in more than one way. There is one way in which whoever is
saying it wants to say precisely that thing and no other, and another way in which he also wants

K. Hume mentions the character Gurdul(i from Calvino’s II cavaliere inesistente [The Nonexistent
87
Knight] who resembles Qfwfq in his ability to merge with his environment.
He possesses no barriers between self and other, and so cheerfully loses his humanity in
something else he believes himself to be a duck, a whale, a frog, a grave, and paradigmatically,
soup. (flume, Calvino’s Fictions, 92)
The mention of the dog and the names Lu Two, Lu Three, and Lu Ninety-nine are implicit references
88
to another story by Ma Yuan called ‘The West is also a World’, a reference that was also made in
‘Temptation’. In the story ‘The West is also a World’ the dog Lu Er [Lu Two] appears as Lu Gao’s pet
whom he treats as a younger brother. The multiplication of the dog’s name into Lu Three, and Lu
Ninety-nine is a tongue-in-cheek reference to these names.
-
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to say that, certainly, but at the same time wants to point out that the world is fir more
complicated and vast and contradictoiy.] (Definitions of Territories: Comedy’ in The Uses of
Literature, 63)

The two ways of saying something by which the one thing said is simultaneously making a
statement and being unsettled by a countervoice, parallels the two forces active in the Tao, the

yin and yang, constantly displacing each other in the deconstructive and regenerative play of the
creatio continua of existence. A statement or a state of being is only ‘true’ until it is unsettled by
another statement. This continual undermining of textual truths could be paralleled to the Great
Transformation of things of the ‘Butterfly Way’ in Taoism. The undoing of conclusions reached
earlier in this deconstructing play arrives at the Taoist nothingness that paradoxically bears the
germ of everything.

Michael Feingold sees the telling of the universe in humorous terms as a way of finding
the ultimate joke in the existence of the cosmos,
because of the terrifying emptiness sandwiched between the first splutter of amusement and the
gigantic, wanning irony that is our victoiy over existence. It is the realization, at first appalling
and finally hilarious, that evezything may be the same; that the universe may be a gigantic joke,
endlessly repeating and reperpetrating itself, [...] the humiliating, yet somehow elating, feeling
that each day in our life is just another four-panel sequence in the endless comic strip of some
mysterious, unreadable newspaper. (‘Doing the Universe Wrong’, 36)
In a similar vein, Antonio Illiano writes that Calvino creates a connection between the universe
and comicality, a connection that is already apparent in the choice of the title of the collection of
the stories:
In Calvino [...I Ia parodia del mito contiene F...] ii germe dell’assurdo moderno e della farsa
trascendentale, che è parodia fatta di continue inversioni ed enucleantisi in una concatenazione
plurima di spunti fantastici e umoristici: a cominciare dal titolo genialmente reversibile, le
“cosmi-comiche” creano un nesso inscindibile tra universo e comicità, tra destino umano e riso.
(‘Per una definizione’, 292)
[In Calvino parody of myth contains the germ of modern absurdity and of transcendental farce,
which is a parody made of continual inversions and explanations in multiple concatenations of
fantastic and humorous ideas: to start with the cleverly reversible title, the “cosmi-comics”
create an inseparable relation between the universe and comicality, between human destiny and

laughter.] (my translation)
Kathryn Hume sees the humorous playfulness in Cosmicomiche in terms of a spiritual return to
the One, a view which is similar to that of Taoism:
Calvino urges that human consciousness, through imaginative play, strives to become one with
the world, to discover itself to be part of the seamless whole. His emphasis on reintegration may
be meant to go beyond the conunon poetic desire for an ‘unfallen’ state in which consciousness is
not alienated from the rest of mind and matter. (‘Science and Imagination’, 56)
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Calvino’s book Le città invisibili is, to my mind, chiefly a philosophical text that contains
humorous passages, in contrast with Cosmicomics, which, as the title suggests, is a book that
retells the story of the world by foregrounding comicality. In Le città the humorous effects are
achieved, for example, by mixing twentieth-century elements into the fictional world of Kublai
Khan’s thirteenth-century Mongolia. In his description of the “continuous” city Trude, for
instance, Marco Polo tells of taking an airplane from one city to the next. Often cities that are
characterized by inverted relations include comical effects. Sofronia, a city under the heading of
“thin cities”, consists of a permanent half that remains stable, and of a temporary half that moves
on to other cities. However, instead of, as one would expect, the fair moving on to settle
temporarily in another city, the fair turns out to be the permanent half, while the city half made of
“stone and marble and cement” packs up and moves on.
CosI ogni anno arriva ii giorno in cui i manovali staccano I frontoni di manno, calano i muri di
pietra, i pilom di cemento, smontano ii ministero, [...], ii caricano sui rimorchi, per seguire di

piazza in piazza l’itinerario d’ogni anno. Qui resta Ia mezza Sofronia dei tirassegni e delle
giostre, [...], e comincia a contare quanti mesi, quanti giomi dovrà aspettare prima che ritorni la
carovana e Ia vita intera ricominci. (Le Città invisibili, 69)
[And so eveiy year the day comes when the workmen remove the marble pediments, lower the
stone walls, the cement pylons, take down the Ministry, [...], load them on trailers, to follow
from stand to stand their annual itinerary. Here remains the haif-Sofronia of the shooting
galleries and the carousels, [...], and it begins to count the months and days it must wait before
the caravan returns and a complete life can begin again.] (Invisible Cities, 52)

This strategy of mixing historical periods to achieve comical effects also appears in Cosmicomics.

For example, the dinosaur Qfwfq in the story ‘I dinosaur? [‘The dinosaurs’] who is said to have
survived from the Jurassic period into the Cretaceous period, by the end of the story appears to

have lived at least into the nineteenth century.
Percorsi valli e pianure. Raggiunsi una stazione, presi il treno, mi confusi con la folla. (35)
[I traveled through valleys and plains. I came to a station, caught the first train, and was lost in
the crowd.] (Cosmicomics, 112)

Humour is also achieved by having animals behave like humans. When Qfwfq in ‘I dinosaur? has
his first encounter with a non-dinosaur, their conversation is described as being the usual smalltalk of strangers who meet for the first time.
Prese a conversare amabilmente, con frasi un po’ di circostanza, come si fa con gli stranieri, a
domandarmi se venivo di lontano e se avevo incontrato pioggia o bel tempo nel viaggio. (22)
[She went on conversing amiably, the usual remarks one makes to strangers, asking if I came
from far away, if I had run into rain on the trip, or if it had been sunny.] (Cosmicomics, 98)
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Cosmicomiche humorously tells of pre-linguistic mythological times such as that time when
everything still existed in an undifferentiated mass. The story ‘Sul far del giorno’ [‘At Daybreak’]
tells of the period when Qfwfq and his family lived in the layers of nebulae made up of “fluid,
grainy matter” before these started to thicken and form the planets. Since there were no

reference points to count the passing of time, everyone is said to just have kept still in the cold
and dark swirling of matter. Calvino’s comical language bridges the gap between a removed pre

historic era and the present-day audience through the informal tone of the narrator who brings in
personal details.
Modo di calcolare 11 tempo non ce n’era; tutte le volte che ci mettevamo a contare i gin della

nebula nascevano delle contestazioni, dato che a! buio non si avevano punti di rifenimento; e
finivamo col litigare. Cosi preferivamo lasciar scorrere i secoli come fossero minuti; non c’era
che aspettare, tenersi coperti per quel tanto che si poteva, dormicchiare, darsi una voce ogni
tanto per essere sicuri che eravamo sempre tutti 11; e naturalmente grattarsi; perché, si ha un
bel dire, ma tutto questo vorticare di particelle non aveva altro effetto che un pmnito fastidioso.
-

-

(127)
[There was no way of telling time; whenever we started counting the nebula’s turns there were
disagreements, because we didn’t have any reference points in the darkness, and we ended up
arguing. So we preferred to let the centuries flow by as if they were minutes; there was nothing
to do but wait, keep covered as best we could, doze, speak out now and then to make sure we
were all still there; and naturally, scratch ourselves; because they can say what they like all
those particles spinning around had only one effect, a troublesome itching.] (Cosmicomics, 19)
-

-

In another passage of’Sul far del giorno’ the linking of two vastly distant temporal zones
parodies the transmigration of souls through time. In this version of the concept, a soul
transmigrates from a nondescript organism to a human body, still bearing the same name. Qf’wfq
talks about his introverted, somewhat dreamy sister G’d(w)” who plunged headlong into the
thickening nebula that was to form the future planet Earth.
Poi, non si la vide piü: Ia zona solida occupava onnai tutta Ia parte centrale del pianeta. Mia
sorella era rimasta di là e non seppi piü nulla di lei, se era rimasta sepolta nelle profonditâ o se
s’era messa in salvo dall’altra parte, finché non la incontrai, molto piü tardi, a Canberra, nel
1912, sposata a un certo Sullivan, pensionato delle ferrovie, cambiata che quasi non la
riconobbi. (135)
[Then she was seen no more: the solid zone now occupied the whole central part of the planet.
My sister had remained in there, and I never found out whether she had stayed buried in those
depths or whether she had reached safety on the other side until I met her, much later, at
Canberra in 1912, married to a certain Sullivan, a retired railroad man, so changed I hardly
recognized her.] (Cosmicomics, 27-28)
The comical effects of mixing vastly disparate historical periods often has a distinct Italian
overtone in Cosmicomiche. The strategy of linicing cosmic events to an Italian background gives
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the book a much more referential and humoristic slant compared to the more universally and
philosophically oriented Le città invisibili. In ‘Fino a che dura ii sole’ [‘As Long the Sun Lasts’],
Qfwfq ‘s grand mother, Ggge, complains to her husband, Eggg, that they never travel to other
parts of the galaxy to visit family the way other couples do. In this passage the discussion could
be interchangeable with a scene in present-day Italy except for the reference to billions of years
that pass by like minutes.
Ggge sente che i vicini partono per Teramo. Sono abruzzesi, i Cavicchia, e vanno tutti gli anrn
a visita ai parenti. Ecco, fa Ggge, tutti partono e noi stiaino qui. lo ho mia mamma che non
vado a trovare da miliardi d’anni! (140)
[Ggge hears that the neighbors are leaving for Teramo. The Cavicchia are from the Abruzzi,
and each year they go to visit their family. “That’s right,” says Ggge, “eveiybody else leaves and
we stay here. I haven’t gone to see my mother in billions of years!”] (my translation)
-

-

-

In ‘Tutto in un punto’ [‘All at One Point’] Calvino plays more directly with another socalled typical Italian specialty, pasta, as having had a crucial role in the development of the
, so
0
universe in pre-cosmic times. The very wish for more room by the amiable Mrs. Ph(i)nk
that she can make pasta for her fellow residents in the punctiform existence, starts the expansion
of the universe:
“Ragazzi, che tagliatelle vi farei mangiare!”, un vero slancio d’amore generale, dando imzio
nello stesso momento al concetto di spazio, e allo spazio propriamente detto, e al tempo, e alla
gravitazione universale, e all’universo gravitante [...]. (161)
[“Boys, the noodles I would make for you!,” a true outburst of general love, initiating at the
same moment the concept of space and, properly speaking, space itsell and time, and universal
gravitation, and the gravitating universe [...].I (Cosmicomics, 47)
In Ma Yuan’s novella ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ humour is less prominent in the
story itself but inheres chiefly in the narrator’s tone. The narrators’ self-conscious comments
about the storytelling process unsettles the reader’s expectations of how a story should be told, as
well as undermining the narrator’s role of all-knowing authority. The writer’s uncertainty in the
storytelling process is underlined by his inviting the reader to join the narrating of the story.
Such strategies are foregrounded even more in Ma Yuan’s other Tibetan stories. Many of these
seem to parody the master-text by emphasizing the same strategies in a more humorous manner.
I will return to these strategies later.
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2. Images of the Aleph

The image of the AlephlTao as seen in the two master-texts surfaces on numerous
occasions in the texts under discussion. The concept here is elaborated from various points of
view, either as the very image of an Aleph or as a parodic version of an Aleph. In accordance
with the notion of the All-One that contains everything and is present in everything, and of
everything being equal to nothing which in turn contains everything, it is conceivable that every
point in space is an Aleph containing all possible points of the world which in turn contain an
Aleph in every point. In Borges’ words the Aleph is precisely that:
Vi el aleph, desde todos los puntos, vi en el aleph la tierra, y en la tierra otra vez el aleph y en el
aleph la tierra. (OC I, 625)
[I saw the Aleph from evely point and angle, and in the Aleph I saw the earth and in the earth
the Aleph and in the Aleph the earth]. (The Aleph, 26-28)
The Aleph stands for the microcosm, containing everything present in the macrocosm. In
Calvino’s story ‘La spirale’ [‘The Spiral’] Qfwq represents the nothingness that enjoys the potential
possibilities of everything. He is a shapeless mollusk, and in retrospect, an organism content in
its formlessness (with the outside and the inside being the same), because a specific shape would
have limited him in that “having one form excludes other forms” (142). The shapeless one-celled
mollusk has the ability to think up all the thinkable thoughts of all possible worlds at the same
time, making it into an Aleph articulating itself.
Dato che non avevo forma mi sentivo dentro tutte le forme possibili [...]. Insomina, non avevo
limiti ai mid pensieri, che poi non erano pensieri perché non avevo tin cervello in cut pensarli, e
ogni cellula pensava per conto suo tutto ii pensabile tutto in una volta, F...] in quel modo
indetenninato di sentirsi II che non esciudeva nessun modo di sentirsi 11 in un altro modo. (226)
[But since I had no form I could feel all possible forms in myself [...]. In short, there were no
limitations to my thoughts, which weren’t even thoughts, after all, because I had no brain to
think them; eveiy cell on its own thought evezy thinkable thing all at once E.. .1 in that
indeterminate way of feeling oneself there, which did not prevent us from feeling ourselves
equally there in some other way.] (Cosmicomics, 142)

In ‘Ti con Zero’ [‘t zero’] Calvino expands the image of the Aleph from a spatial concept
to a temporal concept. Instead of foregrounding the Aleph as a point in space, this story focuses
on the Aleph as a point in time, containing “the totality of the points [...] in the universe in that
second

not excluding even one” (‘t zero’, 107). Not only is every point in space an Aleph, but
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so is every point in time. Every second becomes a world of its own encompassing all other
seconds. To this spatial/temporal point Calvino adds the linguistic dimension: the universe can
only be comprehensively encompassed when expressed in every possible language.
0gm secondo ê un universo, ii secondo che 10 vivo ii secondo in cui 10 abito, the second I live
is the second I live in, bisogna che mi abitui a pensare ii mio discorso contemporaneamente in
tutte le lingue possibili se voglio vivere estensivamente ii mio istante-universo. (284)
[Each second is a universe, the second I live is the second I live in, la seconde que je vis c’est la
seconde oü je demeure, I must get used to conceiving my speech simultaneously in all possible
languages if I want to live my universe-instant extensively.] (T Zeroç 108)

The impossible situation of the single second frozen in time that one can visit and philosophically
deliberate about, reveals every moment as a universe with stories to experience and tell.
in the second to is a corresponding

Q (who

89 is able to take his time to observe and describe the
)
0
Q

details of that second from the smallest detail around him to the fhrthest stars in the galaxy.
Cosicché io ora che ho deciso d’abitare per sempre questo secondo - e se non l’avessi deciso
sarebbe lo stesso perchd in quanto Q
0 non posso abitarne nessun altro - ho tutto l’agio di
guardarmi intorno e contemplare il mb secondo in tutta la sua estensione. Esso comprende alla
mia destra un flume F...], alla mia sinistra Ia savana [...], esplosioni di stelle “supernovae” che
potrebbero cambiare la configuarazione della nostra galassia. (283-284)
[So now I have decided to inhabit forever this second - and if I hadn’t decided to it would be
the same thing because as Q I can inhabit no other I have ample leisure to look around and to
contemplate my second to its full extent. It encompasses to my right a river [...], on my left the
savannah [...], explosions of supernovae which might change radically the configuration of our
galaxy.] (TZero, 107-108)
-

The other extreme of observing a point in space that contains all other points is to be
oneself inside the sphere of an Aleph and be observed by the outside world, for example, by
people living in other galaxies. In ‘Gli anni-luce’ [‘The Light Years’] Qfivfq is concerned about

89 also discusses such a minute distinguishing between one temporal zone and another in ‘Nueva
Borges
refutacion del tiempo’. Writing about Zhuangzi’s dream in which the philosopher thought he was a
butterfly, Borges describes the state of Zhuangzi being the butterfly and Zhuangzi being the philosopher
in similar mathematical terms as Q describing himself in ‘Ti con zero’.
Segén [Hume], no existla en aquel momento el espiritü de Chuang Tzu; solo existlan los colores
del sueffo y de la certidumbre de ser una mariposa. Existia como tdrmino momentâneo de la
“colección o conjunto de percepciones” que fue, unos, cuatros siglos antes de Cristo, la mente de
Chuang Tzu; existla como término n de una infinita serie temporal, entre n-i y n+1. (OCIJI,
147)
[According to Hume, at that moment the spirit of Chuang Tzu did not exist; all that existed were
the colors of the dream and the certainty of his being a butterfly. He existed as a momentaly
term in the “bundle or collection of different perceptions” which constituted, some four centuries
before Christ, the mind of Chuang Tzu; he existed as the term n in an infinite temporal series,
between n-i and n+1.I (PersonalAnthology, 60-61)
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correcting the opinion people in other galaxies ten billion light-years away have of him. Through
his telescope he discovered in one of these galaxies a sign pointing in his direction which reads I

SAW YOU. He calculates that ten billion light years ago he was involved in a particularly
embarrassing situation and makes efforts to change his image. This is especially important to
him, as the sign that says someone saw him in the awkward moment can be seen by people living
in other galaxies, calling their attention to him as well. He compares the space containing all the
galaxies to a constantly swelling sphere which projects in its interior the image of what he was
doing that day. This image is projected at the speed of light to observers living in other galaxies,
each of these observers who, in turn, could be considered the center of a sphere also expanding
at the speed of light, projecting the words I SAW YOU on their signs into the far reaches of the
universe. In the hope of rectifying this unflattering image of him in moment x, he embarks on a
new him in a favorable situation y:
CosI l’eco del momento y si sarebbe propagata attraverso ii tempo e lo spazio, avrebbe raggiunto
le galassie piü lontane e piü veloci, ed esse si sarebbero sottratte a ogm inunagine ulteriore
correndo i trecentomila chilometri al secondo della luce e portando di me quell’inunagine ormai
definitiva, al di là del tempo e dello spazio, diventata la yenta che contiene nella sua sfera
illimitata tutte le altre sfere di yenta parziali e contraddittorie. (192-193)
[So the echo of the momenty would be propagated through time and space, it would reach the
most distant, the fastest galaxies, and they would elude all further images, racing at light’s speed
of three hundred thousand kilometers per second and taking that now definitive image of me
beyond time and space, where it would become the truth containing in its sphere with unlimited
radius all the other spheres with their partial and contradictoiy truths.1 (Cosmicomics, 132-133)

Also in ‘Il cielo di pietra’ [‘The Stone Ceiling’] Qfwfq exists inside a sphere, more
precisely in the insides of the planet Earth. He sees his existence as the norm, calling himself an
earthling, while describing those living on the surface of the planet as extra-terrestrials. From
Qfwfq’s perspective the empty space beginning at the surface of the planet is the negative space
of the unspeakable.
Era il negativo del mondo, qualcosa che non potevamo raffigurare nenuneno col pensiero, e la
cm astratta idea bastava a provocare un brividio di disgusto, no: d’angoscia, o meglio, uno
stordimento, una appunto vertigine. (61)
[It was the negative of the world, something we couldn’t even conceive of in our thoughts, and
the abstract idea of which sufficed to evoke shivers of disgust, no: of anxiety, or better, a
bewilderment, a precisely dizziness.] (translation mine)
-

-

-

-
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Qfwfq’s world in this story is a sphere whose center is constantly displaced due to the shifting
material of the liquid magma inside the earth. He experiences the creatlo continua of the chaotic
state of existence at the beginning of times.
Consideravanio terra la sfera die C reggeva e cielo la sfera che circonda quella sfera: tal quale
come fate voi, insomnia, ma da noi queste distinzioni erano sempre provvisorie, arbitrarie, dato
che la consistenza degli elementi cainbiava di continuo. (60)
[We considered earth the sphere that supported us and sky the sphere that surrounded that
sphere: in a word, the same way you do, but in our world these distinctions were always
temporary, given that the consistency of the materials was continuously changing.] (translation
mine)
This sphere with its constantly changing properties is the same concept Borges discusses
in ‘La esfera de Pascal’ [‘Pascal’s Sphere’]. There he mentions that the divine form has been
described as an “intellectual sphere whose center is everywhere and whose circumference is
nowhere” (Other Inquisitions, 7). Calvino creates such an intellectual sphere in ‘II conte di
Montecristo’ [‘The Count of Monte Cristo’]. In this story the prisoners Dantès and Faria want to
escape from the fortress-island If to the treasure-island Montecristo. The center of these two
opposing places conceptually is one and the same place, If-Montecristo, “the place of the
multiplicity of possible things” (147). The concept of the sphere whose every point constitutes
the center and whose boundary remains unattainable recalls to the expanding spheres in ‘Gil anni
luce’ and the constantly changing sphere in ‘II cielo di pietra’.
La ricerca del centro d’If-Montecristo non porta a risultati piü sicuri della marcia verso Ia sua
irragiungibile circonferenza: in qualsiasi punto io mi trovi l’ipersfera s’allarga intorno a me in
ogm direzione; ii centro è dappertutto dove io sono; andare piü profondo vuol dire scendere in
me stesso. (314)
[The search for the center of If-Montecristo does not lead to results that are more sure than those
of the march toward its unreachable circumference: in whatever point I find myself the
hypersphere stretches out around me in eveiy direction; the center is all around where I am;
going deeper means descending into myself] (T Zero, 147)
A. Catalano describes the fortress If-Montecristo as the Borgesian labyrinth that in its selfsufficiency represents the totality of an Aleph.
La fortezza-Labirinto ê dunque il punto d’arrivo, “ii luogo delle molteplicitá delle cose possibili”
(‘Ti con zero’, 314) e della loro simultaneitA; il “multum in parvo”, lo spazio magico, totalitario e
autosufficiente dove si produce la convergenza e Ia rivelazione di tutti i luoghi della terra
(insomnia l’aleph borgesiano); e cioè “l’inconcepibile universo”, ovvero Ia Biblioteca infinita,
incessante, interminabile, ripetitivamente illiminata: “la fortezza non ha punti previlegiati:
ripete nello spazio e nel tempo sempre la stessa combinazione di figure” (‘Ti con zero’, 311). (‘Il
viaggio, la parola, la morte’, 97)
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[The fortress-Labyrinth is thus the point of arrival, “the place of the multiplicity of possible
things” (‘t zero’, 147) and of their simultaneity, the “multum in parvo”, the magic space,
complete and self-sufficient where the convergence and the revelation of all spaces of the world
take place (in a word, the Borgesian Aleph), and thus the “inconceivable universe”, or the
infinite, incessant Libraiy that is interminable and repetitively unlimited: “The fortress has no
favored points: it repeats in space and time always the same combinations of figures” (‘t zero,
142).] (translation mine)

The Aleph as a self-conscious Borgesian image appears in Ma Yuan’s story ‘A Wall
Covered with Strange Patterns’ in the form of a manuscript. The handwritten document
‘Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice’ is found among the things left behind by the
deceased Yao Liang. It is of unknown origin and written in Chinese, but in a barely intelligible
syntax. It talks about past, present, and fhture events relating to Tibetan historical figures and to
events bearing direct relation to the lives of Yao Liang, his family and friends. As it is the nature
of the Aleph to encompass all times and places ina simultaneous vision, the text renders such a
holographic image through the strategy of a rambling account without punctuation. It is printed
in italics in the narrative so as to distinguish the content of the manuscript from the main body of
the text, that is, from the narration of the story outside the manuscript. This distinction,
however, is not maintained throughout the text, as the manuscript takes up the story of the body
of the text, eventually blurring the difference between both texts. The narrative alternates
90 with the final effect of the manuscript writing itself into the
between italic and regular print,
manuscript/narrative. The manuscript and the narrative of’real life’ containing the manuscript are
placed on the same ontological level. Also in the manner of the Aleph that contains contradictory
realities without disturbing the truth values of any of these, while at the same time undermining
any finite truth, the very nature of the manuscript is made tentative by equating its existence with
its non-existence. In other words, just as every point in space is an Aleph and every second in
time is an Aleph, the telling of life and life itself is an Aleph. The Aleph thus does not constitute
a special, distinct moment in a person’s life but represents existence itself.

In the following examples of the text only the English translation will indicate the original passages
printed in italics, as the Chinese quotes in this thesis can only be printed out in regular type.
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(44)

Lu Gao finally realized that this manuscript was extremely similar to another book he was
just reading called <The Book ofSand> by the Argentine author Borges which also had neither
continuous page numbers nor a logical chronology but only parts andparagraphs narrating
matters that have happened are happening and eventually will happen which were parts Lu Gao
had read before and wanted to find again but couldn’t and subsequently realized that everything
that had been recorded could only appear once, just like the page numbers, maybe the previous
page had the place ofnumber thirteen and the following page only had a zero, there were
Arabic numbers, Latin numbers and afew others that are little known to people and are used as
a method ofcounting only by a nation with an extremely small population. Lu Gao hoped to
find in Eta new method ofstudying history but eventually he failed and thus realized that the
whole manuscript was made up ofa lot ofnonsense and that it actually was nonexistent or one
could say that its existence was not dfferent at allfrom its non-existence.] (358)

The blurring of literature and life is suggested by the epigraph of the story which is quoted from
the scripture:

!ALB
--iJj.

4rT;

(40)
[There are some people who, out of a sense of arrogance like to use a mysterious language
seemingly filled with symbolism. They write stories that can be read from the end, from the
A Wall
middle or from any other place and they give the titles of the short stories a little kick
Covered With Strange Patterns, this kind of unfathomable and recondite heading. They say this is
to seek comprehension, but such words are just as difficult to understand. 1(351)
---

The critic Zhang Fu writes that this blurring of ontological levels is a literary strategy that
approaches the writers Ma Yuan and Borges:
jaif*.

(76)
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EThe wall covered with strange patterns represents an unsolvable riddle: both life and fiction are
precisely that book by Borges that does not have continuous pages. If one abandons such kind of
inevitable continuity, then there is also no riddle and the book also no longer seems that
unacceptable to people. In any case the page numbers cannot be repeated, a page is still a page,
the events have not moved, it is merely time that prevents people from understanding them. A
secret code arranges the whole affair, and the ones holding that kind of code are the authors Ma
Yuan and Borges.] (‘Empire of Artifice’, 76)

As its title suggests, the manuscript ‘Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice’, is possibly a
religious Tibetan text. It belongs to a different level of reality than that of the Chinese and is
therefore legible but not completely intelligible to them. As in ‘Temptation’, the Chinese are
puzzled by life in Tibet and interpret it as best they can without ever understanding it.
The manuscript reappears at the end of the story in a dream Lu Gao has about a
conversation taking place between himself and a former woman friend of Yao Liang’s. In this
dream the topics range from what Yao Liang had predicted about his death, to the manuscript, to
the writer Ma Yuan who records the lives of other characters and gets away with it “cheaply”,
and to the dream itself. The topics of the conversation in the dream are as incoherent as the
details of the manuscript, making of the dream an Aleph that presents its vision about past,
present and future in a simultaneous manner. According to Borges, dreams provide one with
Aleph-like visions in which the dreamer comes close to having the divine ability to perceive the
whole cosmic process in one glance just as God is able to from “his vast eternity”. The multiple
experience of the dream cannot be rendered through sequential language. The narrator in ‘A
Wall’, therefore, resorts to alternate strategies to recount that experience. The simultaneous
impression of the dream is recounted through fragmented pieces of information given in form of
a conversation during which the listener makes his presence known only by a “Hm” in between
the pieces of information which are mostly introduced with the words “He said”. One could
imagine that these repetitious passages indicate the simultaneous events of the moment: all the
passages introduced with “He said” and the responses in form of “Hm” cancel each other out to
just leave the cacophony of words speaking each other into silence.
In the dream-conversation it is suggested that the manuscript could be composed of notes
Yao Liang had made about confused dreams he was having at some point, but this statement is
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then contradicted by the fact that Yao Liang had assured her he had not written the manuscript.
The origin of the manuscript therefore remains uncertain. It is possible that the manuscript
‘Supplemental Scriptures’ is and is not the same as the notes Yao Liang wanted to write down
about his conflised dreams.

“Wi”

E...]

4<1iiJ
(jj [..]. (45-46)

[He got entangled by a kind of crazy dream. He said he had similar dreams every night that
seemed like a book. He wanted to note down page numbers and then write down the events
from the dreams. He said the times in the dream were all jumbled up and he said the fact that
he had so many dreams must be due to a nervous weakness. He said that he often dreamt about
you. “Hm.” [...] He said he had not written the <Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist
Practice>, but that he hoped he had written it [...j.”J (359, 361)

All these Alephs and their images, that is, the manuscript ‘Supplemental Scriptures’, the
conversation in the dream, and the manuscript in the dream about a dream, resemble Borges’ The
Book of Sand in the randomness of the elements mentioned. They represent open catalogues that
attempt to encompass the totality of existence by mentioning a few random elements, all of which
stand for the ones not mentioned. The waking state, the dreaming state, and writing are placed
91
on the same ontological level of simultaneous sameness.
In a long cosmic sentence similar to that of the Tibetan manuscript attempting to
represent the totality of the universe contained in the Aleph, in Calvino’s ‘La spirale’ Qfwfq
ponders about the process of creation he set off as a mollusk by secreting material that was to
form his shell. Like the text of the Tibetan manuscript, this passage appears in italic print. The
different print indicates the observer’s altered perception during that moment, a moment which
spans the whole of creation and thus the whole of existence, making the altered moment of
perception into every moment. The passage uses the interweaving of a few elements in past,
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In the story ‘El Zahir’ Borges writes that
Segün la doctrina idealists, los verbos vivir y sonar son rigurosamente sinónimos. (OC I, 595)
[According to the teachings of the Idealists, the words “live” and “dream” are rigorously
synonymous.] (Labyrinths, 164)
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present and future times in various combinations to give a sense of the interconnectedness of all
things of creation.

I V]edo tutto questo e non provo nessuna meraviglia perché ilfare Ia conchiglia implicava
anche fare ii miele netfavo di cera e 11 carbone e i telescopi e ii regno di Cleopatra e ifilm su
Cleopatra e le piramidi e ii disegno delle zodiaco degli astrologi caidei e le guerre e gil imperi
di cui parla Erodoto e le parole scritte da Erodoto e le opere scritte in tutte le lingue comprese
queue di Spinoza in olandese e ii riassunto in quattordici righe della vita di Spinoza neila
dispensa “Rh-Stijl” dell’enciclopedia sul camion sorpassato dat motofurgoncino del gelati e cosI
nd fare la conchiglia ml pare d’averfatto anche II resto. (232)
[I see all this and Ifeel no amazement because making the shell implied also making the honey
in the wax comb and the coat and the telescopes and the reign ofCleopatra and the films about
Cleopatra and the pyramids and the design ofthe zodiac ofthe Chaldean astrologers and the
wars and empires Herodotus speaks ofand the words written by Herodotus and the written
works written in all languages including those ofSpinoza in Dutch and the fourteen-line
summary ofSpinoza’s lfe and works in the installment ofthe encyclopedia in the truck passed
by the ice-cream wagon, and so Ifeel as in making the shell, I had also made the rest.]
(Cosmicomics, 148)

Calvino’s story ‘Ii Conte di Montecristo’ is similar to the last two stories cited in that
Calvino’s adaptation of Alexandre Dumas’ novel structurally resembles an Aleph just like the
Tibetan manuscript, and thematically interweaves recurring elements as in the forming of the
spiraled shell. The text intertwines some basic elements of characters and places which reappear
in a pattern of one thing equaling another and all events taking place at the same time. In a
circular (or rather spherical) pattern Calvino’s story ‘II Conte di Montecristo’ mentions the
manuscript ‘II Conte di Montecristo’ by Alexandre Dumas writing itself and the characters of the
story into its text. The whole story resembles the Tibetan Aleph-manuscript by writing the
characters of the story and the manuscript self-consciously into its own text while mingling
historical/fictional figures and events of past, present and future times in various forkings in time.
The manuscript of the twelve-volume supernovel entitled ‘Ii Conte di Montecristo’ in the story is
therefore also similar to Borges’ ‘El jardIn de los senderos que se bifürcan’ in that it includes
contradictory possibilities taking place simultaneously in various parallel times. The text speaks
of the various possibilities in space and time along which the events in the story/novel can
develop.
Queste intersezioni rendono ancor piü complicato ii calcolo delle previsioni; vi sonó punti in cui
Ia linea che uno di noi sta seguendo si biforca, si ramifica, s’apre a ventaglio; ogrn ramo puô
iiicontrare rami che si dipartono da altre linee. L...1 La fortezza concentrica If-Montecristo
scrivania di Dumas contiene noi prigionieri, ii tesoro, e l’iper-romanzo Montecristo con le sue
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varianti e combinazioni di varianti nell’ordine di miliardi di miliardi ma pur sempre in numero
finito. (315-3 17)
[These intersections make any calculation of predictions even more complicated; there are points
where the line that one of us is following biflircates, ramifies, fans out; each branch can
encounter branches that set out from other lines. [...] The concentric fortress, If- Monte Cristo
Dumas’s desk, contains us prisoners, the treasure, and the supernovel Monte Cristo with its
variants and combinations of variants in the nature of billions of billions but still in a finite
number.] (TZero, 148-150)
Calvino’s ultimate parody of the Aleph appears in the story ‘Tutto in un punto’ which tells
of the origins of the universe when, before its expansion, everything that was ever to exist in time

and space was concentrated in one point, including people with bad character traits.
0gm punto d’ognuno di noi coincideva con ogm punto di ognuno degli altri in un punto unico
che era quello in cm stavamo tutti. Insonuna, non ci davamo nemmeno fastidio, se non sotto
l’aspetto del carattere, perchd quando non c’è spazio, aver sempre tra i piedi un antipatico come
4 è la cosa piü seccante. (157)
ii signor Pbert Pbez
[Evety point of each of us coincided with evety point of each of the others in a single point,
which was where we all were. In fact, we didn’t even bother one another, except for personality
4
differences, because when space doesn’t exist, having somebody unpleasant like Mr. Pbert Pbei
[around] all the time is the most irritating thing.] (Cosmicomics, 43)

Calvino’s story elaborates on a condition similar to the primordial egg-gourd as described in
Chinese creation mythology. In this vision the world in its beginnings is said to already contain
all the phenomena of the world in a chaotic order. Girardot describes this undifferentiated

condition of the world as
a stage where there was not yet a separate existence of the phenomenal world. It was a stage
that was a perfect, total, or complete fusion of all things. (Girardot, 50)
Calvino’s narrator seems to parody this very condition by elaborating on what this situation
looked like with all its details of things and people fused together:
Già con questi che vi ho detto si sarebbe stati in sopranumero; aggiungi poi Ia roba che
dovevamo tenere 11 ammucchiata: tutto il materiale che sarebbe poi servito a formare l’universo,
smontato e concentrato in maniera che non riuscivi a riconoscere quel che in seguito sarebbe
andato a far parte dell’astronomia (come la nebulosa d’Andromeda) da quel che era destinato
alla geografia (per esempio i Vosgi) o alla chimica (come certi isotopi del berillio). In piü si
urtava sempre nelle masserizie della famiglia Z’zu, brande, materassi, ceste; questi Z’zu, se non
si stava attenti, con Ia scusa che erano una famiglia numerosa, facevano come at mondo ci
fossero solo loro: pretendevano perfino di appendere delle corde attraverso ii punto per stendere
la biancheria. (158)
[Just with the people I’ve already named we would have been overcrowded; but you have to add
all the stuff we had to keep piled up in there: all the material that was to serve afterwards to
form the universe, now dismantled and concentrated in such a way that you weren’t able to tell
what was later to become part of astronomy (like the nebula of Andromeda) from what was
assigned to geography (the Vosges, for example) or to chemistry (like certain beryllium
isotopes). And on top of that, we were always bumping against the Z’zu family’s household
goods: camp beds, mattresses, baskets; these Z’zu ‘s, if you weren’t careful, with the excuse that
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they were a large family, would begin to act as if they were the only ones in the world: they
even wanted to hang lines across our point to dzy their washing.] (Cosmicomics, 44)
The vision of an Aleph provides one with epiphanic insights which transcend the present
moment. ‘L’origine degli uccelli’ [‘The Origin of the Birds’] parodies the Borgesian concept of
comprehending a new situation by unlearning one’s present understanding. This concept is
reminiscent of the Taoist sage or the Borgesian immortal who forgets his present physical
condition and takes up a contemplative life that allows him to tap into the mythical unconscious
and experience the original condition of the Mi-One. In ‘L’origine degli uccelli’, Qfwfq realizes
that two opposite worlds are actually one and the same. Qfwfq has landed in the Land of the
Birds, the realm of non-beings (monsters), and wants to know how it fits into his world, the land
of beings (non-monsters). The Queen of that world, Org-Onir-Ornit-Or, tells him that he will
understand once he forgets everything he ever knew:

‘-

Capirai quando avrai dimenticato quello

che capivi prima’ (45) [“You’ll understand when you’ve forgotten what you understood before”
(25)]. He reaches that understanding by making love with the Queen of the negative world, an

act that transposes him into in an Aleph-like state of cosmic understanding.
Per una frazione di secondo tra la perdita di tutto quel che sapevo prima e l’acquisto di tutto quel
che avrei saputo dopo, riuscii ad abbracciare in un solo pensiero ii mondo delle cose com’erano e
quello delle cose come avrebbero potuto essere, e m’accorsi che un solo sistema comprendeva
tutto. (45)
[For a fraction of a second between the loss of eveaything I knew before and the gain of
evezything I would know afterward, I managed to embrace in a single thought the world of
things as they were and of things as they could have been, and I realized that a single system
included all.] (TZero, 26)

Kathryn Hume sees the sexualization of the cosmos as a way of attaining union with the
universe that eventually leads one to insightful visions. The ensuing understanding extends one’s
consciousness to embrace the entire world, such as in ‘The Origin of the Birds’ and the ‘The
Spiral’ (‘Science and Imagination’, 56). In another essay, she writes that Qfwfq shows us “how
the relationship between man and the universe can be eroticized and lifted to mystic union”
(‘Calvino’s Framed Narrative’, 76, quoted in Grigg), a statement to which Richard Grigg adds,
“Mysticism is, of course, nothing other than the attempt to achieve an immediate relation to the
One” (‘Language, The Other, and God’, 54). Hongchu Fu writes of the mystical union with the
One in Taoism that it can “be attained only through a mysterious contemplation or a sort of
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Joycean epiphany” (‘Deconstruction and Taoism’, 314). The concept of an orgasmic epiphanic

flash during which one gains insight into the universe in its actual state, takes up the Borgesian
notion of the one and the many. In Borges’ story ‘El Congreso’ [‘The Congress’] the narrator
sums up his impressions of one being equal to the other, including the sexual act:
mIsticos invocan una rosa, un beso, un pájaro que es todos los pájaros, un sol que es todas
las estrellas y el sol, un cántaro de vino, un jardIn o el acto sexual. (OC III, 31)
[The mystics invoke a rose, a kiss, a bird that is all birds, a sun that is all the stars and the sun, a
jug of wine, a garden, or the sexual act.] (The Book ofSand, 48)
Los

Similarly, in ‘TlOn, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’ the narrator of the ‘essay’ remarks in a footnote that
En el dIa de hoy, una de las iglesias de Tlön sostiene platonicamente que tal dolor, que tal matiz
verdoso del amarillo, que tat temperatura, que tat sonido, son Ia imica realidad. Todos los
hombres, en el vertiginoso instante del coito, son el mismo hombre. Todos los hombres que
repiten una lInea de Shakespeare, son William Shakespeare. (OC I, 438)
[Today, one of the churches of Tlön platonically maintains that a certain pain, a certain greenish
tint of yellow, a certain temperature, a certain sound, are the only reality. All men, in the
vertiginous moment of coitus, are the same man. All men who repeat one line from
Shakespeare are William Shakespeare.] (Labyrinths, 12)

In his introduction to a book of poems by Evaristo Carriego
92 Borges writes that a person’s life
may consist of only that one moment when one gains an understanding of oneself.
Yo he sospechado alguna vez que qualquier vida humana, por intricada y populosa que sea,
consta en realidad de un momento: el momento en que el hombre sabe para siempre quién es.
(OCI, 158)
[I suspected once that any human life, however intricate and full it may be, consisted in reality
of one moment: the moment when a man knows for all time who he is.] (Other Inquisitions, 32)

Such a moment is the revealing vision of an Aleph during which one gains access to the universe
in all dimensions of time and space.
Calvino’s stories frequently describe the cosmos humorously in sexual terms. Some
passages in the story ‘La forma dello spazio’ [‘The Form of Space’] seem to parody the return to
an original paradisal condition when all of creation was concentrated in one point, or in the
AlephlTao. In that sense the story satirizes Calvino’s story ‘Tutto in un punto’. In ‘La forma
dello spazio’ Qfwfq muses about the various ways he could join the woman he is pursuing at the
time, Ursula H’x, and how the evolution of the universe could help him in that pursuit. He,

The essay entitled in Spanish ‘Prólogo a una ediclon de las poesIas completas de Evaristo Carriego’
92
[‘Prologue to an Edition of the Complete Poems of Evaristo Carriego’] is translated as ‘A Note on
Carriego’ in Other Inquisitions.
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Ursula H’x, and his rival, the Tenente Fenimore, are falling through space in parallel lines. He
hypothesizes on the possibilities of their parallel lines either eventually all meeting in one point, in
which case he will be able to meet her (and be bothered by his rival) or, if the lines once all
departed from a same point, their parallel lines are all expanding away from each other, and he
93
will not meet her but possibly his rival will.
CosI 10 potevo anche supporre che se mal due parallele erano partite dallo stesso punto, queste
fossero le linee che seguivamo io e Ursula H’x (in questo caso era la nostagia d’una medesimezza
perduta che nutriva ii mb ansioso desiderio &incontrarla); perô a quest’ipotesi 10 riluttavo a dar
credito, perché poteva implicare un nostro allontananiento progressivo e forse un approdo di Iei
tra le braccia gallonate del Tenente Fenimore. (204)
[So I could also suppose that if two parallels had ever set out from the same point, these were the
lines that Ursula H’x and I were following (in this case it was nostalgia for a lost oneness that
fed my eager desire to meet her); however, I was reluctant to believe in this hypothesis, because
it might imply a progressive separation and perhaps her future arrival in the braid-festooned
arms of Lieutenant Fenimore.] (Cosmicomics, 120)
In this perception of the universe in sexual terms, Qfwfq fantasizes what the situation would be
like if his and Ursula H’x’s parallel lines were to meet in space:
[E]d ecco che Ia linea invisibile che percorrevo 10 e quella che lei percorreva sarebbero diventate
una sola linea, occupata da una mescolanza di lei e di me dove quanto di lei era morbido e
segreto veniva penetrato, anzi, avvolgeva e quasi direi risucchiava quanto di me con pii tensione
era andato fin 11 soifrendo d’essere solo e separato e asciutto. (201)
[[Aind then the invisible line I was following would become a single line, occupied by a
mingling of her and me where her soft and secret nature would be penetrated or rather would
enfold and, I would say, almost absorb the part of myself that till then had been suffering at
being alone and separate and barren. (Cosmicomics, 117)

0 in the punctiform
This situation is reminiscent of the interpenetration of Qfwfq and Mrs. Ph(i)nk
existence of’Tutto in un punto’.
[L]a felicitã che ml veniva da lei era insieme quella di celarmi io puntiforme in lei, e quella di
proteggere lei puntiforme in me, era contemplazione viziosa (data la promiscuitâ del convergere
puntiforme di tutti in lei) e insieme casta (data l’impenetrabilitâ puntifonne di Iei). (160)
[[T]he happiness I derived from her was the joy of being concealed, punctifonn, in her, and of
protecting her, punctiform, in me; it was at the same time [lustfi.il] contemplation (thanks to the
promiscuity of the convergence of us all in her) and also chastity (given her punctifonn
impenetrability).I (Cosmicomics, 46)

The vision of the ineffable Aleph leads to the desire to speak about the experience of
one’s insight, to the propulsion of wanting to express that which seemingly lies beyond oneself.

93 same idea of time as cone-shaped appears in ‘Ti con zero’. Q speculates on the possibility that the
The
space-time lines coincide only in certain exceptional points, such as the crucial second he finds himself
in, diverging then in others.
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By extending oneself, one reaches the state of an Aleph that in turn urges one to express oneself.
The spherical shape of the Aleph is apparent in the circular argument of the ineffable vision that
propels one to speak, an expression which in turn becomes an Aleph-like experience. In his essay
Mondo scritto e mondo non scritto’ [‘The Written and the Unwritten Wor[l]d’] Calvino discusses
the storytelling process as a going beyond oneself in the effort to say that which one cannot say.
He posits that the desire for writing is always related to the longing for something the writer
would like to possess and master, something that escapes him/her. Great writers, in his opinion,
have succeeded in conveying the approach to an experience, not the arrival, for they’ve “kept
intact all the seductions of desire” (39). In another essay, ‘Cibernetica e fantasmi’ [‘Cybernetics
and Ghosts’], Calvino writes about the personality of the writer as being the product and the
instrument of the writing process. He speaks of the ‘I’ of the author as being dissolved in the
writing, thereby echoing the Buddhist realization of the delusion of the ‘I’ of which Borges speaks

in his lecture on Buddhism. The disappearance of the personality of the writer as single
enunciating subject also resembles the Taoist concept of the qi that permeates all things.
[un queste operazioni la persona io, esplicita o implicita, si frammenta in figure diverse, in un
io che sta scrivendo e in un 10 che è scritto, in un 10 empirico che sta alle spalle dell’io che sta
scrivendo e in tin 10 mitico che fa da modello aIl’io che scrive. (Unapietra sopra, 172)
[In these operations the person ‘P. whether explicit or implicit, splits into a number of different
figures: into an ‘I’ who is writing and an ‘I’ who is written, into an empirical ‘I’ who looks over
the shoulder of the ‘I’ who is writing and into a mythical ‘I’ who serves as a model for the ‘I’ who
is written.] (The Uses ofLiterature, 15)

In his essay ‘Lovers, Tourists and Cannibals’ Gian-Paolo Biasin mentions that for Calvino

“writing

[...] is always a projection of desire, especially when it deals [...] with another and

ultimate Eros, fundamental, mythical, and unattainable” (87). The propulsive movement of the
desire to express oneself appears in the cosmicomic story ‘Mitosi’ [‘Mitosis’], where the division
of the single cell in its yearning for the non-I, is described in terms similar to the movement of
reaching beyond oneself to articulate the inexpressible. Like Calvino’s splitting of the writer’s
personality, the process of cell division is summarized as a movement in which the expressing
subject divides itself into various centers of awareness, which eventually reach the vision of the
All-One.
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[E]ppure sempre ripetere quello strappo di me stesso, quel prender su e uscire, prender su me
stesso e uscire da me stesso, delirio di quel fare impossibile che porta a dire, di quel dire
impossibile che porta a dire se stesso, anche quando ii se stesso si dividerã in un se stesso che
dice e in un se stesso che è detto, in un se stesso che dice e certo morirà e in un se stesso che è
detto e che alle volte rischia di vivere [...]. (259-260)
[[AInd yet there was always the repetition of that wrench of mysell of that picking up and
moving out, picking myself up and moving out of myself the yearning toward that impossible
doing which leads to saying, that impossible saying that leads to expressing onesell even when
the self will be divided into a self that says and will surely die and a self that is said and that at
times risks living on [...].] (T Zero, 73-74)
In this story the division of the single cell into two, which was initially propelled by its love for

the universe, translates into a desire for self-expression that becomes an Aleph-like experience in
which the whole universe is visible in a single instant.
[Q]uel che importa è il momento in cui strappandosi a se stesso si sente in un barbaglio l’unione
di passato e di fitturo, cosi come io nello strappo da me stesso che vi ho proprio ora finito di
raccontare vidi quello che doveva accadere trovandomi oggi innamorato, in un oggi forse del
futuro forse del passato ma anche certamente contemporaneo di quellultimo istante unicellulare
e contenuto in esso. (260)
[[W]hat matters is the moment when wrenching yourself from yourself you feel in a flash the
union of past and future, just as I, in the wrenching from myself which I have just now finished
narrating to you, saw what was to happen, finding myself today in love, in a today perhaps in
the future perhaps in the past but also surely contemporaneous with that last unicellular and selfcontained instant.] (T Zero, 74)

The Aleph experience pushes one to speak of the vision which is oneself. This “telling
oneself” in ‘Mitosi’ takes place by the duplication of one’s contents through the desire of selfexpression. In a passage that could be called ‘poetry of science’ the cell

Q says:

[S]iccome l’unica cosa che avevo da dire era me stesso, ero spinto a dire me stesso, doe a
esprimermi. I...] lo come linguaggio avevo tutfi quei bruscolini o stecchini detti cromosomi,
quindi bastava ripetere quei bruscolini o stecchini per ripetere me stesso. (255)
[[S]ince the only thing I had to say was myself, I was moved to say mysell, to express myself.
[...] As language I had all those specks or twigs called chromosomes, and therefore all I had to
do was repeat those specks or twigs and! was repeating myself.] (TZero, 68)
The urge of’telling oneself is an expansion of one’s own shape into one’s surrounding. This
repetition/expansion of oneself is the physical manifestation of expressing that which one intuits,
but feels one cannot say; to give a voice to that which supposedly lies beyond oneself and
actually is oneself. In ‘La Spirale’ the forming of the shell, as Qfwfq’s expression of himself is

equated to the process of talking.
[C]ome a uno gli viene di fare un’esclainazione che potrebbe benissimo anche non fire eppure la
fa, come uno che dice “bah!’ oppure “mah!”, COS1 10 facevo la conchiglia, cioè solo per
esprimermi, (230)
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[[lit was like when somebody lets out an exclamation he could perfectly well not make, and yet

he makes it, like “Ha” or “hmph!,” that’s how I made the shell: simply to express myself]
(Cosmicomics, 146)

The Aleph permits the storyteller to see into the past, present and future. This is the
Aleph-mode which the narrator of Ma Yuan’s stories enters when he wants to tell stories about
Tibet. In ‘Three Ways of Folding a Kite’, Ma Yuan hides in his room around Tibetan New Year
because of a boil that disfigures his face. He whiles away the time by reading, and feels inspired,
in an Aleph-like mood, to write.

*i—’3S1*.
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(7)
[At that time my imagination is particularly lively, I’m able to think up all the things that have
happened and that have not yet happened. Before I write a story I always have to rack my brains
to think about those questions of what to write and how to write it. If Little Gesang had not
come and told me about his police execution squad I don’t know where my imagination would
have run to.] (397)

Another of Ma Yuan’s stories, ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Tibet’, has the number
three appear in the title as an indication of the three temporal zones past, present, and future
-

-

as the main theme of the story. Here the narrator looks into an Aleph as if he were looking into a
crystal ball showing him life in Tibet in all possible times. The circular structure of the narrative
represents the spherical shape of the Aleph/Tao containing all temporal zones simultaneously.
The narrative is written in such a way that the past eventually catches up with the hypothetical
future and both get tangled up with the present to create a stationary temporal zone. In his
discussion of Ma Yuan’s short stories the critic Li Jie mentions that this particular story has
possible affinities with Borges’ ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’. These similarities lie in the
labyrinthine maze of the temporal zones. In ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Tibet’ events of
the various temporal zones do not fit into a logical chain of cause and effect which lets one
conclude that the incongruous events take place in various forkings in time.

4m3cE,*.
ri—ri.
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[This story is very skillful in its interlacing of spaces. We won’t discuss whether it was written
under the influence of Borges’ ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’; what makes it interesting is that
the author has compressed the times of three different stories, past, present and future
(yesterday, today, tomorrow) into one single time. This kind of effect is achieved through the
leveling of the narrative times. Because the narrative time is like a canvas, it has no three
dimensionality. [...] The three different temporal dimensions of yesterday’s, today’s, and
tomorrow’s stories with their inextricable narrative treads are interlaced within one piece of
fiction to create a fictional space of incomparable fascination. In this fictional space, the story
transcends time and space. The story times in this transcending space are extremely smoothly
and naturally collapsed.1 (‘On the New Wave of Contemporary Chinese Fiction’, 129)
This is a situation similar to the totality of Calvino’s mythological fables, which together in their
contradictory theories make up the cosmic Aleph. The possible times all merge in the sameness
of an eternal present in which the past is equal to the future. In a discussion of this dimension A.
Catalano compares Qfwfq to a traveler moving through a literary time which is the eternal
present.
Ii tempo in cui dimora ii viaggiatore è ii presente immobile della memoria [...j che si ridice ogni
volta per la prima volta; è lo spazio carico di tensione di un passato indistinguibile dal futuro.
In altre parole, nel suo viaggio a ritroso Qfwfq misura non già contrade immaginarie ed ancora
vergini, ma lo spazio immenso della letteratura: e non puô fare a meno di riflettere e dunque
di imitare tutti i narratori che lo hanno preceduto. Viaggiare diventa pertanto fonte perenne di
produzione di immagini, nel senso di una costante provocazione verso ii già visto; un modo
per attraversare ii divenire e scoprire/inventare questa “maglia del tempo”: l’intercambialità di
passato e futuro, I’uniformitã della storia, ii sempre uguale del presente. (‘Ii viaggio, Ia parola, la
morte’, 88)
[The time in which the traveler resides is the immobile present of memory which retells itself
each time for the first time; it is the laden space of a past that is indistinguishable from the
future. In other words, in his travels back in time, Qfwfq does not measure imaginary and
virgin lands, but the immense space of literature: and he can’t but reflect and thus imitate all
the narrators that have preceded him. Travel therefore becomes a perennial source for the
products of the imagination in the sense of a constant provocation of the already seen; it is a way
to cross the becoming and the discovering/inventing of this “mesh of time”: the
interchangeability of past and future, the uniformity of history, the ever sameness of the
present.J (translation mine)
-

-

-

In ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Tibet’ the two fictional levels, that of the narrative
the narrator Ma Yuan is writing, and that of the events around him, merge onto the same level.
In the narrative Ma Yuan composes a text in which a Kangba tribesman will offer him
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his Tibetan

head ornament as a gift “tomorrow morning”. In today’s events (prior to the present moment in
which the text is written) Ma Yuan and two other Chinese men meet the Tibetan tribesman in the
market hawking his head ornament to potential buyers. In that temporal zone one presumes the
Tibetan does not know Ma Yuan yet, but he unexpectedly turns toward Ma to ask him whether
he would lend him his cat (which he describes accurately) to help him catch mice in his home.
Ma Yuan’s wife asks him a crucial question in the present time that confuses the distinction

between the fictional events of tomorrow and the’real’ events of the story. In other words, the
events taking place tomorrow and those taking place today do not follow each other in a causal
concatenation. They could all be taking place in different temporal zones, each developing
independent storylines which meet again in the present, by which time the question Ma Yuan’s
wife asks has no longer a logical connection tothe events of the other temporal zones:

r!g,

(77)

[After all this happened my wife thought of a crucial question: “Did he give you the silver
ornament to exchange it with that pitiful black cat Beibei?”J (395)

The events in the story eventually all seem to happen at the same time because the narrator
initially purposefully mixes up the chronology of the events to describe the Aleph-like experience
of Tibet, and then supposedly loses himself in the maze of the three times. These techniques
convey the difficulty of describing the ineffable Aleph in any logical fashion, as everything in the
vision takes place simultaneously.. The narrator’s overt mixing of the three times, however, also
undermines the perception of the Aleph as an overwhelming vision, and emphasizes the Tibetan
experience as a deliberate creation of an Aleph.
(71)
[I want to tell the events of three days. Yesterday, today and tomorrow. I want to turn their
sequence upside down which is to sayl will start with tomorrow. Three days means three
styles.] (386)

In the vision of the Aleph in which contradictory possibilities can exist side by side, the events
end up all contradicting each other. The narrator seems to be lost in the three temporal zones:
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[The times are all muddled up now. Without me telling you, you will have noticed that I have a
gift for messing up the proper arrangement of things. For example, first I said I got married last
October, then I said three years and a half ago I had just come with my wife to Lhasa; then I said
I would see that Kangba man selling the silver ornament tomorrow morning, but then again I
say that I saw him today after returning from the Little Clam Shell temple; to sum it up in a
word: the times are completely mixed up.] (395)

The narrator eventually gives up trying to ‘get things straight’ and decides to just let the story
develop the way it wants. In other words, he follows his qi as he writes the story, an attitude
that resembles the sensitivity of the Taoist sage in his observance of the original chaotic condition
of all things at the beginning of creation.
3ZT
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(77)

[Wrong again, some events in this stoiy have not happened yet, so how can I say “after all this
happened”? In any case, things are already mixed up, so let the story develop the way it wants,
and be mixed up the way it wants to.] (395)

The actual representation of an Aleph may be through silence, as in the way the two characters in

Le città invisibili inform each other of the world. This silence incorporates all other modes of
being, such as all possible sounds, just as their immobility incorporates all possible movements,
including the characters’ presence in all possible places.

3. Narrative Strategiesfor representing the ineffable Aleph/Tao

In Cosmicomics Calvino describes the ineffable experience of the Aleph through various
narrative strategies. In the framework of this thesis these strategies could be considered to
putting into words the mystery of the inexpressible universe. In his essay ‘Calvinismo’ Donald
Heiney writes that our modern consciousness
is haunted by a suspicion that, in spite of the keenness of science and the indefatigability of
scholarship, there is a mystery somehow hidden and concealed in the objects around us that has
yet to be explained. And since the modem intelligence is a verbal one, it seeks a verbal and
graphic expression for this mystery which is by its nature inexpressible. (‘Calvinismo’, 80)
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The narrator Qfwfq uses language to describe pre-linguistic experiences which are actuaLly
inexpressible through linguistic means. Katherine Hayles discusses Qfwfq’s narrative strategies in
the context of postmodern literature:
Many postinodern texts self-reflexively play with their conditions of possibility, flaunting the
stratification that in any case they are unlikely to escape. Consider Italo Calvino’s Cosmicomics
(1968). The stories in this collection are narrated by Qfwfq, who speaks with a human voice
and consciousness and yet was present when the universe was not. The implication is that
Qfwfq has evolved along with the universe, eventually becoming a being like us, and so able to
communicate in a language we can understand. But the language that he (it?) uses is radically
at odds with his attempt to tell us what it was like, for language is a relatively recent invention
in the universal histoiy. Hence Qfwfq is constantly forced to qualily his descriptions, using
words to describe what existed before language itself was born. (‘Introduction’, 22)

In order to make his experience intelligible to the mind of an audience that exists on a verbal
register, Qfwfq has to use sequential language and in the process falsifies the experience of the
Aleph. In ‘Tutto in un punto’, for example, he uses images from the human language, metaphors,
to describe spatial and temporal concepts before space and time, let alone sardines, existed:
Si capisce che Si stava tutti 11, -fece ii vecchio Q/ivfq, - e dove, altrimenti? Che ci potesse essere
lo spazio, nessuno ancora lo sapeva. E il tempo, idem: cosa volete che ce ne facessimo, del
tempo, stando 11 piegati come acciughe? Ho detto “piegati come acciughe” tanto per usare una
inunagine letteraria: in realtã non c’era spazio nemmeno per pigiarci. (157)
[Naturally we were all there, old Qfwfq said, - where else could we have been? Nobody knew
then that there could be space. Or time either: what use did we have for time, packed in there
like sardines? I say “packed like sardines,” using a literaiy image: in reality there wasn’t even
space to pack us into.] (Cosmicomics, 43)
-

Because of the conceptual gap between the narrator and the audience, Q1\vfq has to rectify the
possible perceptions his audiences may have about anything he is telling. In that way he
resembles Marco Polo who, in describing the invisible cities, corrects the audience’s possibly
mistaken perceptions of what the cities may look like. In ‘La forma dello spazio’ Qfivfq tells how
he was falling through space at the beginnings of time, rectifying the present day audience’s
understanding of this process as he tells the story:
Cadere nel vuoto come cadevo io, nessuno di voi sa cosa vuol dire. Per voi cadere è [...]. lo vi
parlo invece di quando non c’era sotto nessuna terra né nient’altro di solido, neppure un corpo
celeste in lontananza capace d’attirarti nella sun orbita. (199)
that Hayles provides textual choices as to Qfwfq’s identity [he (it?)] placing him on the same
ontological level as the mythological beings of the Tibetan Yeti or the dinosaurs in the texts by both
Calvino and Ma Yuan (see later in the chapter for this discussion). It seems clear to me, however, that
Qfwfq is a heterosexual male being always pursuing the same female being throughout the evolutionary
history of the world.
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[To fall in the void as I fell: none of you knows what that means. For you, to fall means [...].
But I’m talking about the time when there wasn’t any Earth underneath or anything else solid,
not even a celestial body in the distance capable of attracting you in its orbit.] (Cosmicomics,
115)

95 In his
The characters are falling through space like the dead in Borges’ infinite library.
description Qfwfq deconstructs any statement he just made, given that his experience is uncertain

in linguistic terms. His falling may actually not really be falling, since there were no reference
96 He humorously negates the various possible hypotheses
points by which to measure his falling.
of how things may have been and so returns to the original negative and silent experience of the
Aleph.
Si cadeva cosi, indefinitamente, per un tempo indefinito. [...] Non essendoci punti di
riferimento, non avevo idea se la mia caduta fosse precipitosa o lenta. Ripensandoci, non
c’erano prove nemmeno che stessi veramente cadendo; magari ero sempre rimásto immobile
nello stesso posto, o mi muovevo in senso ascendente; dato che non c’era né tin sopra né un sotto
queste erano solo questioni nominali e tanto valeva continuare a pensare che cadessi, come
veniva naturale di pensare. (199)
[You simply fell, indefinitely, for an indefinite time. [...] Since there were no reference points, I
had no idea whether my fall was fast or slow. Now that I think about it, there weren’t even any
proofs that I was really falling; perhaps I had always remained immobile in the same place, or I
was moving in an upward direction; since there was no above or below these were only nominal
questions and so I might just as well go on thinking I was falling, as I was naturally led to
think.] (Cosmicomics, 115)

In Borges’ short story ‘La Biblioteca de Babel’ the passage reads:
Muerto, no faltarán manos piadosas que me tiren per Ia baranda; mi sepultura será el aire
insondabie; mi cuerpo se hundirá largamente y se corromperá y disolverá en el viento
engendrado per la calda, que es infinita. (OC 1, 465)
[Once I am dead, there will be no lack of pious hands to throw me over the railing; my grave
will be the fathomless air; my body will sink endlessly and decay and dissolve in the wind
generated by the fall, which is infinite.] (Labyrinths, 52)
96 Not that there are ever any reference points by which to orient oneself. Q’s universal awareness in ‘Ti
con Zero’ undermines any certainty of one’s position in the universe.
[S]o che la Terra tin corpo celeste che si muove in mezzo ad altri corpi celesti che si muovono,
so che nessun segno, né sulla Terra né nd cielo puô servirmi da punto di riferimento assoluto.
(277)
[I know that the Earth is a heavenly body that moves in the midst of other moving heavenly
bodies, I know that no sign, on the Earth or in the sky, can serve me as an absolute point of
reference.] (TZero, 98)
The sensation of being lost in time and space because of the lack of reference points appears in Borges
97
‘La esfera de Pascal’:
[L]os hombres se sintieron perdidos en ci tiempo y en el espacio. En el tiempo, porque si el
futuro y ci pasado son infinitos, no habrá realmente un cuándo; en el espacio, porque si todo ser
equidista de lo infinito y de lo infinitesimal, tampoco habrá tin dónde. (OC II, 15)
[Men felt lost in time and space. In time, because if the future and the past are infinite, there
will not really be a when; in space, because if every being is equidistant from the infinite and the
infinitesimal, there will not be a where.1 (Other Inquisitions, 8)
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In ‘La spirale’ Calvino comically translates the pre-linguistic experience into the language
of a present-day audience. When he describes himself as a one-celled organism attached to a wet
rock, QfWfq uses human concepts to convey the vastness of his thoughts that encompassed all
possibilities of being and doing.
0gm tanto mi prendevano delle fantasie, questo sI; per esempio, di grattarmi sotto le ascelle, o
d’accavallare le gambe, una volta anche di lasciarmi crescere i baffi a spazzolino. Uso queste
parole qui con voi, per spiegarmi: allora tanti particolari non potevo prevederli. (225)
[Every now and then I was seized by fantasies, that’s true; for example, the notion of scratching
my annpit, or crossing my legs, or once even of growing a brush-shaped mustache. I use these
words here with you, to make myself clear; then there were many details I couldn’t foresee.]
(Cosmicomics, 141-142)

Often the difficulty of describing things that appear in the universe for the first time is
humorously foregrounded. The primordial condition in which Qfwfq existed at the beginnings of
time was absent in linguistic terms. For the accounts of these ancient experiences in the present
day he uses words to describe the indescribable to a linguistically-minded audience. In ‘Ii sangue,
il mare’ [Elood, Sea’] Qfwfq makes it understood that he has to simplif,r the complexities of the
situation to make it intelligible to this audience limited by language:
Fin qui puO sembrare che tutto sia chiaro, perô dovete tener conto che per renderlo chiaro ho
semplificato talmente le cose che non sono sicuro se ii passo avanti compiuto sia davvero un
passo avanti. (243)
[Thus far everything may seem clear: however, you must bear in mind that to make it clear I
have so simplified things that I’m not sure whether the step forward I’ve made is really a step
forward.] (TZero, 48-49)
Qfwfq tells a story to impart what it was like having the very first experience of something that
ever happened in the universe. Words have to be invented to describe these phenomena. In ‘Sul
far del giorno’ Qfwfq tells of how the gaseous matter started to thicken. He attempts his first
steps on the surface and knows for the very first time what it means to walk and to fall:
Dico camminare, doe un modo di muoversi in superficie, fino a pochi minuti prima
inimmaginabile, e che adesso era tanto se si poteva accennare. [...] A un tratto ruzzolai; come se
mi avessero fatto si direbbe oggi lo sgambetto. Era Ia prima volta che cadevo, non sapevo
nemmeno cosa fosse questo “cadere”, ma eravaino ancora sul soffice e non mi feci niente. (131)
[I say “walk”; I mean a way of moving over the surface, inconceivable until a few minutes
earlier, and it was already an achievement to attempt it now. I...] All of a sudden I sprawled; as
if they had we would say today tripped me up. It was the first time I had fallen, I didn’t know
what “to fall” was, but we were still on the softness and I didn’t hurt myself.] (Cosmicomics, 23)
-

-

-

-
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In ‘L’origine degli uccelli’ the first bird is not a bird but a creature made up of its various
distinguishing parts all seen simultaneously. The text represents the simultaneous vision by the
absence of punctuation in the enumeration of the bird’s characteristics:
Una mattina, sento un canto, da fuori, che non avevo mal sentito. 0 meglio (dato che ii canto
non si sapeva ancora cosa fosse): sento fare un verso che nessuno aveva fatto mal. M’affaccio.
Vedo un animals sconosciuto che cantava su di un ramo. Aveva all zampe coda unghie speroni
penne plume plane aculei becco denti gozzo coma cresta bargigli e una stella in fronte. Era an
uccello; vol l’avevate già capito; io no, non se n’erano mai visti. (37)
[One morning I hear some singing, outside, that I have never heard before. Or rather (since we
didn’t yet know what singing was), I hear something making a sound that nobody has ever made
before. I look out. I see an unknown animal singing on a branch. He had wings feet tail claws
spurs feathers plumes fins quills beak teeth tail claws crest wattles and a star on his forehead. It
was a bird; you’ve realized that already, but I didn’t; they had never been seen before.] (T Zero,
15)

Things which the mind can merely intuit are represented through language. As I noted in
the discussion of the master-text, Le città invisibili, language is never quite able to grasp the
unwritten world of the Aleph. The world changes faster or is more complex than language can
represent. Just as in Le città. where language is shown to approach a shifting concept from
various angles, in ‘Mitosi’ language has to constantly correct itself in its attempt to come closer to
the actual experience. The narrator describes the experience of the new him after the explosion
of the nucleus of the first cell, never being quite able to catch that experience linguistically:
[S]entivo d’esser tutto me stesso in una maniera piü che mal totale, e nello stesso tempo di non
esserlo piü, che questo tutto me stesso era an luogo in cal c’era tutto fuorché me stesso: doe
avevo ii senso d’essere abitato, no: di abitarmi, no: di abitare un me abitato da altri, no: avevo
ii senso che un altro fosse abitato da altri. (256-257)
[I felt I was all myself in a more total way than ever before, and at the same time that I wasn’t
myself any longer, that all this me was a place where there was everything except me: what I
mean is, I had the sense of being inhabited, no, of inhabiting myseW No, of inhabiting a me
inhabited by others. No, I had the sense that another was inhabited by others.] (TZero, 69)
Qfwfq was present before the universe was. He articulates the primordial absence of

presence which reigned before language existed. This pre-linguistic space is humorously
foregrounded by attributing an awareness to himself before anything else existed. In ‘Quanto
scommettiamo’ [‘How Much Shall We Bet?’], for example, he and the Decano (k)yK speculate on
the events that will or will not take place in the evolution of the universe. In this nothingness the
first bet Qftvfq wins is that there will be a universe. His bets for the positive development of the
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universe (in the sense that there will be a universe with a planet earth) are all negated by the
Decano.
Eravamo ancora nel vuoto senza limiti, striato qua e là da qualche baffo d’idrogeno attorno ai
vortici delle prime costellazioni. Ammetto che ci volevano deduzioni molto complicate per
prevedere le pianure della Mesopotamia nereggianti di uomini e cavalli e frecce e trombe, ma
non avendo altro da fare si poteva ben riuscirci. Invece, in questi casi ii Decano puntava sempre
sul no, e non perché pensasse che gli Assiri non cc l’avrebbero fatta, ma semplicemente perché

esciudeva che ci sarebbe mai stati Assiri e Mesopotamia e Terra e genere umano. (172-173)
[We were still in the boundless void, striped here and there by a streak or two of hydrogen

around the vortexes of the first constellations. I admit it required very complicated deductions to
foresee the Mesopotamian plains black with men and horses and arrows and tmmpets, but, since
I had nothing else to do, I could bring it off. Instead, in such cases, the Dean always bet no, not
because he believed the Assyrians wouldn’t make it, but simply because he refused to think there
would ever be Assyrians and Mesopotamia and the Earth and the human race.] (Cosmicomics,

89)98
The ineffable pre-linguistic experience is put into words that don’t represent the original
experience. In ‘Tutto in un punto’, for example, the idea is that everything and everyone existed
in a single point before the creation of space. In other words, everything was everything else and
everyone was everyone else in a punctiform existence. In order for Qfwfq to tell his story, he has
to separate everything from everything else and everyone from everyone else and thereby he
falsifies, or in this case, parodies the original ineffable concept of the story of all existing in one
point. He constructs false statements with the means at his disposal, language, in order to give

his audience glimpses of what ‘it was like’ in a punctiform existence. He then deconstructs these
incorrect truths so as to return to the actual silent, inexpressible experience. The story of the
cleaning woman in the point in space is deconstructed by the fact that in the punctiform existence
there was no space to clean anything:
C’era anche una donna delle pulizie - “addetta alla manutenzione” - , veniva chiamata - , una
sola per tutto l’urnverso, dato l’ambiente cosI piccolo. A dire ii vero, non aveva niente da fare

This particular story develops from the ‘scientific’ epigraph which states that according to the law of
cybernetics, applied to the history of the universe, a series of positive and negative feedbacks set in
motion the evolution of the universe. “The galaxies, the solar system, the Earth, cellular life could not
help but be born” (Cosmicomics, 85). Watts mentions this theory in the context of Taoist cosmology:
The “chaos” [... ] is the nature of the world before any distinction have been marked out and
named, the wiggly Rorschach blot of nature. But as soon as even one distinction has been made,
as between yin and yang or 0 and 1, all that we call the laws or principles of mathematics,
physics, and biology follow of neccesity, as has recently been demonstrated in the calculus
system of G. Spencer Brown. (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 45)
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tutto ii giorno, nemmeno spolverare dentro un punto non puô entrarci neanche un graneflo di
polvere e si sfogava in continui pettegolezzi e piagnistei. (157-158)
[There was also a cleaning woman “maintenance staff’ she was called only one, for the whole
universe, since there was so little room. To tell the truth, she had nothing to do all day long, not
even dusting inside one point not even a grain of dust can enter so she spent all her time
gossiping and complaining.] (Cosmicomics, 43-44)
-

-,

-

-

-

-

In a similar vein the narrator in Ma Yuan’s ‘A Wall Covered with Strange Patterns’ undoes a
statement as soon as he has made it, as if to erase anything that the audience may believe to be
written in stone. In that way the story remains in the negative realm of uncertainty. After having

introduced the wall in Yao Liang’s study as the wall covered with strange patterns, he forestalls
any assumptions the reader may make about the meaning of that wall:

i11A
(40)
[But I’d like to add some explanation which only gilds the lily and say that this stoly has nothing
to do with the wall of Yao Liang’s study. Nothing at all. And it would require another footnote
saying that the wall has no symbolic meaning whatsoever. But I won’t add it] (351)

Like the narrator Borges in ‘El Aleph’ who laments the insufficiency of sequential
language to represent the vision, Qfivq feels limited by sentences made of words and so resorts to
other means. One way of attempting to render the ineffable may be through pictures rather than
through words. In what could be seen as a parody of the narrator in Ma Yuan’s ‘Temptation’
who asks the audience to join in the storytelling, in ‘L’origine degli uccelli’ Qfwfq invites the
audience to draw comic strips to help him tell the story. Instead of, as in Ma Yuan’s novella, this
strategy giving a sense of the overwhelming number of stories in the mythological storehouse
waiting to be told, and at the same time emphasizing the reciprocal roles of the narrator and the
audience as storytellers, here the cartoons are to be only an approximate means of representing
the ineffable. Because the events of the story take place in the distant and uncertain realm of
myth, the narrator asks the audience to merely visualize vague images. A story is told, but the

events take place in an unspeakable, silent world.
Adesso, queste stone si raccontano meglio con del fumetti che non con un racconto di frasi usa
dope l’altra. L...1 Di Itutti] questi elementi ricordo solo che erano diversi da come li
rappresenteremmo adesso. E meglio che cerchiate voi stessi d’immaginare Ia serie di vignette
con tutte le figurine dci personaggi al loro posto, su uno sfondo efficacemente tratteggiato, ma
cercando nello stesso tempo di non immaginarvi le figurine, e neppure lo sfondo. (38)
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[Now these stories can be told better with strip drawings than with a story composed of
sentences one after the other. [...] Of [all the] elements I remember only that they were very
different from the way we would draw them now. It’s best for you to try on your own to imagine
the series of cartoons with all the little figures of the characters in their places, against an
effectively outlined background, but you must try at the same time not to imagine the figures, or
the background either.] (TZero, 16)
In ‘Ti con zero’

Q describes the unrolling of time in still images similar to animation

frames. Hypothesizing about whether every moment in the continual expansion and contraction
of the universe is identical to itself; he places one sequential instant beside the next and numbers
each instant.
0 e qui il mb stesso
0 e un po’ in là il Leone L
4 in cui stanno la freccia F
Insomma il secondo t
sempre,
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per
identico
e
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che
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2 and L
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their positions, and beside that there is t
Zero, 106)
In a similar vein Ma Yuan’s story ‘Black Road’ uses alternate narrating strategies to tell of events
taking place in Tibet. The story ends with the description of a dream about a murder written in
form of a film script. The text includes instructions for the camera and the sound effects. The
scene is reminiscent of the knife fights in the Argentinian pampa often mentioned in Borges’
fiction.
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[Scene 7 (Close-up of the knife handle. The knife is deeply inserted into the left side of the
man’s back, the body is in spasm.)
The rider of the brown horse (off screen voice) — But why?
The rider of the auburn horse (off screen voice) - Money and women. It’s the dwarf Old Dwarf
Sang’s sto ... (the voice is cut off and dies away.)] (350)
The Tibetan manuscript “Supplemental Scriptures” in Ma Yuan’s story ‘A Wall’ is compared to a
collage made up of its fragmented parts placed together in an interweaving of all its details. The
cited examples that represent the ineffable experiences of the cosmic and the Tibetan Aleph are
all made up of sequential language through which the narrators attempt to give visual impressions
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of the simultaneous experience. As in Le città language here successfi.illy demonstrates its own
inadequacy in describing the inexpressible.

4. Cosmological Parodies

Besides parodying the specific image of the Aleph/Tao, the narrators of the present texts
undermine any certainty about the events in their stories as well as in the story of the universe.
Calvino questions any definite theory of how things may have developed from the very
beginnings of time. His cosmicomic stories seem to parallel the irreverent attitude of the

99 For
Zhuangzi text in comparison to the earlier, more solenm text by Laozi, the Tao Te Ching.
example, Taoist mythology in the Tao Te Ching speaks of the fall from a paradisal state which
took place when the Ten Thousand Things dispersed from their original condition of being united
in One, or with the Tao. Girardot notes the tonal difference of the Tao Te Ching from the later
writings of Zhuangzi. He mentions that in chapter two, for instance, Zhuangzi “seems to
condemn, or even mock, any sort of cosmological theory of origins,

[...]

satirizing the

cosmogonic theory of one-two-three seen in chapter 42 of the Tao Te Ching”:
The one and what I said about it make two, and the two and the original make three. If we go
on this way, then even the cleverest mathematician can’t tell where we’ll end, much less an
ordinaiy man. If by moving from nonbeing to being we get to three, how far we get if we move
from being to being? Better not to move, but to let things be! (Girardot, 78-79)
According to Girardot, what Zhuangzi condemns is talking about creation instead of letting
things be the way they are. His whimsical attack is not so much a dismissal of any cosmogonic
vision in particular but of the “contrived intellectual disputations” which to Zhuangzi are only
“hollow linguistic games.” Many of Calvino’s tales elaborating on various cosmological theories
of origins contradict each other, thereby mocking the theories that claim to explain how things

Alan Watts characterizes Zhuangzi as
one of the very few philosophers in all times, who does not take himself painfully seriously, and
whose writings are graced with humour of a peculiar character. That is to say, he can laugh
about the most profound matters without deriding them, but, on the contrary, making them seem
all the more true and profound just because they are comic. (Tao: The Watercourse Way, xxv)
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really started. The story ‘I meteoriti’ [‘The Meteorites’], for example, seems to contradict the
premise that the universe evolved from a single point. Here the planet earth is described as
having been so small in the beginning that it could be swept in one day, until the quantity of
things that kept falling on it made the daily sweeping impossible. Instead of all things having
developed from a single concentration in One, the Ten Thousand Things are described as having
fallen from somewhere else onto the earth, arranging themselves in the way we find them today:
CosI ogni nuovo oggetto che pioveva sul nostro pianeta fimva per trovare ii suo posto come se
fosse sempre stato Ii, ii suo rapporto d’interdipendenza con gli altri oggetti, e l’irragionevole
presenza dell’uno trovava la ma ragione nell’irragionevole presenza degli altri, al punto che ii
generale disordine cominciava a poter essere considerato l’ordine naturale delle cose. (71)
[And so eveiy new olject that fell on our planet ended up finding its place as if it had always
been there, its relationship of interdependence with the other objects, and the irrational presence
of the one found its reason in the irrational presence of the other, to the point that one could
begin to consider the general disorder as the natural order of things.] (translation mine)
The Taoist mystic attempts to regain the oneness with the Tao by becoming sensitive to,

and following, his qi, the invisible life energy that permeates all phenomena. It interconnects
everything in the universe through its universal presence, transmitting mythological information
about the world, the abundance of which the storyteller/sage absorbs. Calvino’s ‘La spirale’
seems to parallel this situation with the story of the one-celled organism Qfwfq who, attached to

his rock, takes in nourishment and information carried to him by the water reaching him in waves.
Ma non ero mica cosi indietro da non sapere che oltre a me esisteva dell’altro: lo scoglio
addosso al quale ero appiccicato, si capisce, e anche l’acqua che mi raggiungeva a ogni ondata,
ma pure altra roba piü in là, cioè a dire ii mondo. L’acqua era un mezzo d’informazione
attendibile e preciso: mi portava sostanze commestibili che io sorbivo attraverso tutta la mia
superficie, e altre immangiabili ma dalle quali mi facevo un’idea di quel che c’era in giro. (226)
[But I wasn’t so backward that I didn’t know something else existed beyond me: the rock where
I clung, obviously, and also the water that reached me with eveiy wave, but other stuff, too,
farther on: that is, the world. The water was a source of information, reliable and precise: it
brought me edible substances which I absorbed through all my surface, and other inedible ones
which helped me form an idea of what there was around.I (Cosmicomics, 142-143)
The communicative media of the qi and of water are essentially the same in their ability to
transmit information. The element of water in this story also echoes the Taoist notion that all
phenomena of the world in their origin were contained in a watery mass. N. J. Girardot refers to
the qi in terms of water, “the visible and the invisible ‘stuff, ‘connective tissue’, or ‘circulating
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fluid’ of creation” (Myth and Meaning, 148).b00 Both water and qi carry material of ancient
memories about oneself in a world of eternal return so that new information is in fact an
understanding of something already and always known. When Qf.vfq for the first time becomes
aware of the presence of mollusks of the opposite gender, he realizes that this information is in
fact already stored in his one celled existence. The concept of learning something new which
actually is remembering something ancient, is reminiscent of the BorgesianlCalvinianlMa concept
touched upon earlier. 101
L’acqua trasmetteva una vibrazione speciale, come tin frin fin frin, ricordo quando me ne
accorsi Ia prima volta, ossia; non Ia prima, ricordo quando mi accorsi che me ne accorgevo

come di una cosa che avevo sempre saputo. (226)

LThe water transmitted a special vibration, a kind of brrrum brrrum brrrum, I remember when I
became aware of it for the first time, or rather, not the first, I remember when I became aware of
being aware of it as a thing I had always known.l (Cosmicomics, 143)

The liquid containing all the phenomena of the world in a watery chaos in the primordial
beginnings, as told in Taoist mythology, appears in ‘La spirale’ as the “indistinct soup” of a
“minestra indifferenziata”. Also the story ‘Meiosi’ [‘Meiosis’] talks about the primordial liquid
containing all of the information that would later combine into all possible variations.
II mare primordiale era una zuppa di molecole inanellate percorsa a intervalli clal messaggi
dell’uguale e del diverso che ci circondavano e imponevano combinazioni nuove. (267)
[The primordial sea was a soup of bennged molecules traversed at intervals by the messages of
the similarity and of the differences that surrounded us and imposed new combinations.]
(Cosmicomics, 84-85)

The story ‘Ii mare, ii sangue’ [‘Blood, Sea’] foregrounds this very liquid as the primordial sea of
blood in which we are said to have been swimming before our inside turned outside and our
outside inside, enclosing the vital flux within our bodies. Whereas we used to swim in the
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In Salman Rushdie’s novel Haroun and the Sea ofStories the infinite amount of stories of the world
are born in the Ocean of the Stream of Stoty that flmctions as a memoiy bank for all possible stories.
Different parts of the Ocean contained different sorts of stories, and as all the stories that had
ever been told and many that were still in the process of being invented could be found here, the
Ocean of the Stream of Stoty was in fact the biggest libraiy in the universe. (Rushdie, 72)
101 An echo of the interchangeability of the ancient and the new appears in ‘Un segno nello spazio’ [‘A
Sign in Space’], when Qfwfq desperately tries to recognize his original sign in the proliferation of all the
new signs that have come to obliterate all distinctions.
E questo, no è quest’altro, macchd, questo ha l’aria troppo modema, eppure potrebbe anche
essere il piü antico. (184)
[It’s this one, no, that; no, no, that one seems too modern, but it could also be the most ancient.]
(Cosmicomics, 38)
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primordial liquid, it is now inside of us, swimming (in) us. In this world of original Oneness of all
things, everyone was contained in the liquid as separate individuals and as the same as the others.
In this story Qfwfq and his lover, Zyiphia, living in a contemporary setting, are trying to recreate
the oneness they experienced in the beginnings of time when they were microorganisms
swimming in the primordial sea. In this parodic sense of the nostalgia for the lost oneness, made
undesirable by the possible presence of unpleasant characters, the story recalls the stories ‘Tutto
in un punto’ and ‘La forma dello spazio’.
[Q]uesta storia d’avere in comune l’elemento vitale era una bella cosa in quanto la separazione
tra me e Zylphia era per così dire colmata e potevamo sentirci nello stesso tempo due individui
distinti e un tutto unico, cosa che ha sempre I suoi vantaggi, ma quando si sa che questo tutto
unico comprendeva anche presenze assolutamente insipide come la Fumagalli Jenny, o, peggio,
insopportabili come ii dott. Cècere, allora grazie tante, Ia cosa perde molto del suo interesse.
(242)

[[T]his business of having the vital element in common was a beautiful thing inasmuch as the

separation between me and Zylphia was so to speak overcome and we could feel ourselves at the
same time two distinct individuals and a single whole, which always has its advantages, but
when you realize that this single whole also included absolutely insipid presences such as
Fumagalli Jenny, or worse, unbearable ones such as Dr. Cècere, then thanks all the same, the
thing loses much of its interest.] (T Zero, 46)

The desire to regain the former oneness is not only weakened by the presence of all these
dislikable characters but also made ‘empirically’ impossible by the fact that the inside, once it
reaches the outside, would not be the same primordial blood sea of the Great Beginning but the
bloodshed of the Great End. The four characters sitting in a Volkswagen are speeding toward an
accident that will spill their insides out, leaving them dead. The return to the original condition is
posited as being impossible. Qftvfq foresees the car accident, hypothesizing on the situation:
[Si tratta] del rischio del possibile ritorno del nostro sangue dal buio al sole, dal diviso al
mescolato, finto ritorno, come tutti noi nel nostro ambiguo gioco fingiamo di dimenticare,
perché ii dentro d’adesso una volta che si versa diventa il fuori d’adesso e non puô pin tomare a
essere ii füori d’allora. (245)
[[It’s a question of]the risk of a possible return of our blood from darkness to the sun, from the
separate to the mixed, a false return, as all of us in our ambiguous game pretend to forget,
because our present inside once it is poured out becomes our present outside and it can no longer
return to being the outside of the old days.] (T Zero, 50)
In the discussion of Le città invisibili I noted that words accumulate to create a dense
proliferation of meaning that eventually culminate into nothingness, or, visually speaking,
movement fills up space to arrive at stillness. Also in Calvino’s story ‘Un segno nello spazio’ the
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accumulation of signs ends up taking over the entire space until they can no longer be
distinguished from their background. The multiplication of signs create a new background made
up of undifferentiated signs. This could be seen as a parody of Le cilia in the context of the
Borgesian concept of the “magnification to nothingness”. In ‘Un segno nello spazio’ Qfwfq
spends the entire evolution of the universe searching for the first and original sign he ever made,
an attempt that is frustrated by the emergence of new signs as the universe progresses.
0gm tanto, un soprassaito: E quello! e per un secondo ero sicuro d’aver ritrovato ii mio segno,
sulla terra o nello spazio non faceva differenza perché attraverso i segni s’era stabilita una
continuitâ senza piü un netto confine. Nell’universo ormal non c’erano piü un contenente e un
contenuto, ma solo uno spessore generale di segni sovrapposti e agglutinati che occupava tutto ii
volume dello spazio. (184-185)
[Evely now and then I’d start: that’s the one! And for a second I was sure I had rediscovered
my sign, on the earth or in space, it made no difference, because through the signs a continuity
had been established with no precise boundaries any more. In the universe there was no longer
a container and a thing contained, but only a general thickness of signs superimposed and

coagulated, occupying the whole volume of space.] (Cosmicomics, 39)
Qfwfq’s sign stands for Qfwfq’s name and his identity. If his sign is lost in the density of all the
other signs his identity is lost as well. Without any differentiation, everything disappears into
nothingness, a state from which Qfwfq tries to detach himself.
Avevo perduto tutto: il segno, il punto, quello che faceva si che io essendo quello di quel segno
in quel punto fossi io. Lo spazio, senza segno, era tomato una voragine di vuoto senza
principio, tie fine, nauseante, in cui tutto me compreso Si perdeva. (180)
[I had lost everything; the sign, the point, the thing that caused me being the one who had
made the sign at that point to be me. Space, without a sign, was once again a chasm, the void,
without beginning or end, nauseating, in which everything including me was lost.I
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(Cosmicomics, 35)

This passage parodies the Taoist return to the mythological nothingness of the Great Beginning
which the sage attains by moving from the everything of the Ten Thousand Things to the
nothingness of the Tao. In this version of the evolution of the universe, Qfwfq is situated at the
other end of the scale from the sage who seeks the return to the original condition: barely
emerging from the undifferentiated nothingness, Qfwfq has no desire to merge with it but is eager
to differentiate himself and his sign from the background of all other signs. Similarly, in ‘La
spirale’ Qfwfq’s inclination to start forming a shell is related to his desire to distinguish himself
from

his environment.
Volevo fare qualcosa che marcasse la mia presenza in modo inequivocabile, che la difendesse,
questa mia presenza individuale, dalla labilitâ indifferenziata di tutto il resto. (229)
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[I wanted to make something to mark my presence in an unmistakable fashion, something that
would defend this individual presence of mine from the indiscriminate instability of all the rest.]
(Cosmicomics, 145-146)

Also in ‘I cristalli’ [‘Crystals9 Qfwfq wants to escape the changing sameness of fluid mass that
characterizes his environment at the beginning of times. He describes the world of those days as
a “horrible mineral bog” existing in an eternal incandescent winter. The universe at that time
exists in the very cyclical disorder of Borges’ library which in its eternal return represents the
Order of chaos itself. Qfwfq sees no fascination in this eternal return but complains that the more
things change, the more they stay the same. The slippery background of the perpetually changing
substances around him makes one place equal to the other.
La sostanza delle cose cambiava intorno a noi di minuto in minuto, ossia gli atomi da uno stato
di disordine passavano a un altro stato di disordine e poi a un altro ancora: cioè in pratica tutto
restava sempre uguale. [...] Ii mondo era una soluzione di sostanze dove tutto era disciolto in
tutto e solvente di tutto. Vug e io continuavamo a perderci là in mezzo, a perderci da persi che
eravamo sempre stati, senza idea di cosa avremmo potuto trovare (o di cosa avrebbe potuto
trovarci) per non essere piü persi. (74)
[The substance of things changed around us every minute; the atoms, that is, passed from one
state of disorder to another state of disorder and then another still: or rather, practically
speaking, everything remained always the same. [...] The world was a solution of substances
where everything was dissolved into everything and the solvent of everything. Vug and I kept
on getting lost in its midst, losing our lost places, where we had been lost always, without any
idea of what we could have found (or of what could have found us) so as to be lost no more.] (T
Zero, 30)

The first signs of a stabilization of matter into crystals exhilarate Qfwfq, because they represent a
departure of the “disperdimento inutile che è l’universo” [“useless dispersal which is the
universe”]. Instead of a Taoist return to the swirling fluids of undifferentiation he prefers the
compactness of crystals that give shape and differentiation to the universe. The universe seen in
sensual terms equates for Qftvfq images of eros with that first moment of order in the universe,
while vulcanic images of disorder, often associated with passion, recall to him only the
undifferentiated boredom of the beginnings of time.
[S]e io amo l’ordine, non è come per tanti altri il segno d’un carattere sottomesso a una
disciplina interiore, a una repressione degli istinti. In me l’idea d’un mondo assolutamente
regolare, sinunetrico, metodico, s’associa a questo primo impeto e rigoglio della natura, alla
tensione amorosa, a quello che voi dite l’eros, mentre tutte le altre vostre immagini, queue che
secondo voi associano Ia passione e ii disordine, l’amore e il traboccare smodato - flume fuoco
vortice vulcano- per me sono i ricordi del nulla e dell’inappetenza e della noia. (75)
[[I]f I love order, it’s not - [unlike] with so many others - the mark of a character subjected to an
iimer discipline, a repression of the instincts. In me the idea of an absolutely regular world,
symmetrical and methodical, is associated with that first impulse and burgeoning of nature, that
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amorous tension - what you call eros - while all the rest of your images, those that according to
you associate passion with disorder, love with intemperate overflow - river fire whirlpool
volcano - for me are memories of nothingness and listlessness and boredom. (T Zero, 31)
Everything in the un4ifferentiated nothingness is uncertain so that anything is possible. In
‘La forma dello spazio’ Calvino’s narrator describes the situation in tentative terms that remind
one of texts by Borges. Every hypothesis of other existing galaxies, which Qfwfq and the other
characters falling through space may have seen, are negated or put into doubt. After much
hypothesizing Qfwfq still is unable to come to any certainty; thus departing from nothingness he
returns to nothingness.
Che 0gm tanto noi passassimo al largo d’un universo, era provato (oppure che un universo
passasse al largo rispetto a noi), ma non Si capiva se erano tanti universi seminati per lo spazio 0
se era sempre lo stesso universo che continuavamo a incrociare ruotando in una misteriosa
traiettoria, o se invece non c’era nessun universo e quello che credevamo di vedere era ii
miraggio d’un universo che forse era esistito una volta [...]. Ma poteva anche darsi che gli
universi fossero sempre stati 11, fitti e intorno a noi, e non si sognassero di muoversi, e noi
neppure ci muovevamo, e tutto era fermo per sempre, senza tempo, in un buio [...j. (202-203)
[It was a proved fact that, eveiy now and then, we skirted a universe (or else a universe skirted
us), but it wasn’t clear whether these were a number of universes scattered through space or
whether it was always the same universe we kept passing, revolving in a mysterious trajectoiy,
or whether there was no universe at all and what we thought we saw was the mirage of a
universe which perhaps had once existed I...]. But it could also be that the universe had always
been there, dense around us, and had no idea of moving, and we weren’t moving, either, and
everything was arrested forever, without time, in a darkness I...].] (Cosmicomics, 117-118)
In ‘II niente e ii poco’ [‘The Nothing and the Something’] Calvino describes the universe
from the point of view of the nothingness that has the potential of becoming everything. The
return to nothingness is dismissed in favor of the state of something that can possibly become

everything. Rather than seeing in the absolute states of’nothing’ or ‘everything’ the real condition
of the universe, the very movement of the nothing becoming ‘something’ is seen as the secret of
the regenerative forces latent in the universe. The scientific epigraph of this story states that the
world was created in one split second. The very instant of this Big Bang in which the first

something emerges out of nothing is more eventful than when something emerged out of the
already present something. In fact, so much happened in that first split second that Qf\vfq feels
the successive duration of the universe with its thousands of past and future centuries would not
suffice for the narration of this moment. Everything that happened after this second, however,
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02 Qfwfq minutely describes the first awareness of the “now
could be summed up in five minutes.’
it/I wasn’t here” to the transition “now it is/I am here”.
Tutto quel che posso dirci ê che, dal momento in cui qualcosa ci fu, e non essendoci altro, quel
qualcosa fu l’universo, e non essendoci mai stato prima, ci fu un prima in cui non c’era e un
dopo in cui c’era, da quel momento, dico, cominciô a essere ii tempo, e col tempo ii ricordo, e
col ricordo qualcuno che ricordava, ossia ioo quel qualcosa che in seguito avrei capito d’essere
io. (209)
[All I can tell you is that from the moment there was something, and there not being anything
else, that something was the universe, and since it had never been before, there was a before in
which it was not there and an after in which it was there, from that moment on, I say, there
began to be time, and with time memoiy, and with memory somebody who remembered, or me
or something that later understood to be me.] (translation mine)
This passage resembles the descriptions of the “Great Beginning” in the Tao Te Ching when
things existed in the state of chaos:
In the Great Beginning there was nonbeing; there was no being, no name. Out of it arose One;
there was One, but it had no form. Things got it and got to life, and it was called virtue.
(Girardot, 104)
While in the beginning Qfwfq blossoms from nothingness expanding to something and ever more
something, the female something he wants to impress prefers “the negative fullness of emptiness”
to his plenitude. Consequently, he changes his mind and is now convinced that nothingness is
superior to the state of everything.
[A]lla fine comincai a vedere chiaro: per lei c’era ran solo oggetto d’ammirazione, un solo
valore, un solo modello di perfezione, ed era ii nulla. Non a me era rivolta la sua disistima, ma
all’universo. Tutto ciô che c’era portava in sd un difetto d’origine: l’essere le sembrava una
degenerazione avvilente e volgare del non essere. [...1 [E]ra vero che ii niente aveva in sd
un’assolutezza, un rigore, una tenuta da fare apparire approssimativo, limitato, traballante tutto
ciô che pretendeva di possedere I requisiti dell’esistenza. (209)
[In the end I began to understand: for her there was only one object of admiration, one only
meaning, one only model of perfection, and that was nothingness. Her disdain was not directed
toward me but toward the universe. Everything that existed carried inside it an original flaw:
being appeared to her as a humiliating and vulgar degeneration of nonbeing. It was true that
nothingness had in it an absoluteness, a rigor, a capacity that made everything that claimed to
have the requirements for existence appear approximate, limited and shaky.] (translation mine)

102 In ‘La Creación y P.H. Gosse’ [‘The creation and P.H. Gosse’] Borges mentions a similar idea of the
universe as having been created in a very short moment. Here everything that happened since that
beginning exists merely as an illusion in humanity’s mind.
En el capItulo noveno del libro The Analysis ofMind (Londres, 1921) Bertrand Russell supone
que el planeta ha sido creado hace pocos minutos, provisto de una humanidad que “recuerda” un
pasado ilusorio. (OC II, 30)
[In the 9th chapter of the The Analysis ofMind (London, 1921) Bertrand Russell theorizes that
the planet was created a few minutes ago, with a humanity that ‘remembers’ an illusory past.]
(Other Inquisitions, 25)
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Like the Tao in the Tao Te Ching that is said to be best explained or experienced by not talking
about it, the nothingness Qfwfq discovers is also best not spoken of:
Ci misi un p0’ di tempo a rendermi conto di quanto ero stato grossolano e a imparare che dal
nulla si parla (o meglio: non si parla) con tutt’altra discrezione. (209)
[It took me a bit of time to realize how crude I had been and to learn that it is better to speak (or
better: not to speak) about nothingness with a completely different discernment.] (translation
mine)

The eventual secret of the universe, however, lies neither in the everything nor in the nothing, but
in the constant becoming of something that originates from nothing and is imbued with the
potential for everything.
Tutto ii nulla che potevamo trovare stava ii, nel relativo di do che è, perché anche ii nulla non
era stato altro che un nulla relativo, un nulla segretamente percorso da venature e tentazioni
d’essere qualcosa, se è vero che in un momento di crisi della propria nullitui aveva potuto dar
luogo all’ universo. [...l [Qluanto è contenuto nello spazio e nel tempo non è altro che ii poco,
generato dal niente, ii poco che c’O e potrebbe anche non esserci, o essere ancora piü esiguo, piü
sparuto e deperibile. (215)
[All the nothingness that we could find was there, relative to that which was, because even the
nothingness had been nothing else but a relative nothingness, a nothingness secretly run through
by traces and temptations to be something, if it is true that in a moment of crisis about its own
nothingness it had been able to bring about the universe. F...] All that which is contained in
space and time is nothing else but the something, generated from nothing, the something that is
and could also not be, or be even thinner, more meager and withering.] (translation mine)

In his essay ‘Metamorphoses of Proteus’, Ernest L. Fontana observes the overall emphasis on the
transitional movement of constant becoming in Calvino’s Cosmicomics. He writes that the end of
the universe is not to be but to become (148). This is a condition similar to the perennial changes

latent in the Tao.
In contradiction to this state of something being superior to nothing/everything, stands
Qfwfq, an imploding star, advocating the “absolute negating force” of implosion over the

radiating expansion of explosion. In the story ‘L’implosione’ [‘Implosion’] he states that since
everything that explodes will eventually implode, the imploding force is the superior state.
Sounding like a parody of Invisible Cities, where what is invisible is what counts, or of the
elusive definition of the Tao and hun-tun “which [are] more easily explained in terms of what
[they are] not than what [they are]” (Eoyang, 276), the presence of the invisible nothingness of
the black hole, of an enormous invisible mass, is the topic of the story.
Esplodete, se cosI vi garba, irradiatevi in frecce infinite, prodigatevi, scialacquate, buttatevi via:
io implodo, crollo dentro I’abisso di me stesso, verso il mio centro sepolto, infinitamente. [...] Sia
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lode alle stelle che implodono. Una nuova libertA s’apre in loro: elise dallo spazio, esonerate dal
tempo, esistono per sé, finalmente, non pin in funzione di tutto ii resto forse solo loro possono
essere sicuri d’esserci veramente. (218-219)
[Explode, if it pleases you, radiate in infinite arrows, be lavish, squander, expend yourselves: I
implode, I collapse infinitely into the abyss within mysell toward my buried center. [...] Praised
be the imploding stars. A new freedom opens in them: annulled by space, exempted from time,
they finally exist for themselves, no longer as a function of everything else, maybe they alone
can be certain to really exist.] (translation mine)

The desire to return to the unadulterated state of the Great Beginning when all things
existed in their natural state of being is parodied in ‘La molle Luna’ [‘The Soft Moon’]. In this
theory of the evolution of the world, the surface of the earth in its original condition is described
as having been covered with synthetic materials which then became defaced with organic
materials falling from the moon. Sounding like a present-day commercial for the latest resistant
materials, the earth is said to be
tutta rivestita di materiali impermeabili, indeformabili, lavabili; anche se ci cola un p0’ di questa
poltiglia lunare, si fa presto a pulire. (88)
[all sheathed in waterproof, crushproof, dirtproof materials; even if a bit of this Moon mush
drips onto us, we can clean it up in a huny.] (T Zero, JO)
This version of the origins of the world is reminiscent of the invisible city Leonia, a “continuous”
city that produces new things at a faster rate than they are consumed. These new things are
made from materials increasingly resistant to decomposition, until the whole world is threatened
3 In ‘La molle Luna’ the synthetic materials that cover
with being suffocated in its own garbage.’°
the world are described as representing the original state of the world, while the “natural”
phenomena of vegetation which is said to have fallen from the moon is contemplated with
disgust.
Dope centinaia di migliaia di secoli cerchiamo di ridare alla Terra ii suo aspetto naturale d’una
volta, ricostruiaino Ia primitiva crosta terrestre di plastica e cemento e lamiera e vetro e smalto e
pergainoide. Ma quanto siamo lontani. Per chissà quanto tempo ancora saremo condannati ad

103 The cosmicomic stoiy ‘Le figlie della luna’ [‘The daughters of the Moon’] also describes such a perfect
consumer society in which an aging and decomposing moon in its skies represents the only used object
marring the image of the impeccable city.
In questo mondo in cm ogni oggetto, al minimo accenno di guasto o invecchiamento, alla prima
ammaccatura o macchiolina, veniva immediatamente buttato via e sostituito con un altro nuovo
e impeccabile, c’era solo una stonatura, solo un’ombra: la Luna. (92)
[In this world in which eveiy object, at the slightest sign of use or age, at the first dent or speck,
was immediately thrown away and replaced by another one new and impeccable, there was only
one thing wrong, only one shadow: the Moon.1 (my translation)
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affondare nella deiezione lunare, fradicia di clorofihla e succhi gastrici e rugiada e grassi azotati
e panna e lacrime. (89)
[After hundreds of thousands of centuries we are tiying to give the Earth its former natural
appearance, we are reconstructing the primitive crust of plastic and cement and metal and glass
and enamel and imitation leather. But what a long way we have to go! For a still incalculable
amount of time we will be condemned to sink into the lunar discharge, rotten with chlorophyll
and gastric juices and dew and nitrogenous gases and cream and tears.I (TZero, 12)

The evolution of the universe is described as having gone through various trials before
deciding on its present form. Qfwfq has witnessed all these stages and was part of all of them.
Jt
fl niente e ii poco’ [‘The Nothing and The Something’] the first somethings that emerged out
of the nothing are described as being still tentative:
La scarsitA dei materiali a disposizione aveva determinato in molti casi soluzioni monotone,
ripetitive, e in molti altri uno sparpagliarsi di tentativi disordinati, incoerenti, pochi dei quali
destinati ad aver seguito. (214)
[The scarcity of the available materials had determined in many cases monotonous, repetitive
solutions, and in many others a scattering of tentative, incoherent disorders, few of which were
destined to have a future.] (translation mine)
In ‘Senza Colori’ [‘Without Colors’] Qfwfq tells of the first experimental stages the world
underwent before it decided on its final and present image. In this story the universe is described
as having been in the beginning one gray undifferentiated expanse until the forming of the ozone
layer gave color and sound to eveiything on the planet. In its pre-ozone stage the world
experimented with the combinations of all possible shapes, using the gray material at its disposal.
Era l’epoca in cui il mondo stava provando le forme che avrebbe preso in seguito: le provava col
materiale che aveva disponibile, anche se non era ii piü adatto, tanto restava inteso che non c’era

nulla di definitivo. Alberi di lava color fumo protendevano contorte ramilicazioni da cui
pendevano sottili foglie d’adesia. Farfalle di cenere sorvolando prati d’argilla si libravano sopra
opache margherite di cristallo. (53)
[It was the era when the world was testing the forms it was later to assume: it tested them with
the material it had available, even if it wasn’t the most suitable, since it was understood that
there was nothing definitive about the trials. Trees of smoke-colored lava stretched out twisted
branches from which hung thin leaves of slate. Butterflies of ash flying over clay meadows
hovered above opaque ciystal daisies.] (Cosmicomics, 55)
‘L’origine degli uccelli’ deals with a new form the world has taken, birds, a form that is
first seen as an aberration of the norm. These creatures have arrived from the negative world, the
Land of the Birds, a continent that fhnctions as a laboratory where the species that in the end lost
4
a permanent place in the world had a chance to try out a temporary existence.’°

104 With the already mentioned strategy of rendering the ineffable through the description of comic
strips, this Land of the Birds represents the negative world of the unnamable:
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[I]ntorno a me si dispiegavano tutte Ic forme che ii mondo avrebbe potuto prendere nelle sue
trasfonnazioni e invece non aveva preso, per un quatche motivo occasionale o per
un’incompatibilitA di fondo: le forme scartate, irrecuperabili, perdute. (40)
[[A]round me there were displayed all the forms the world could have taken in its
transformations but instead hadn’t taken, for some casual reason or for some basic
incompatibility: the rejected, unusable, lost [forms].] (T Zero, 19)

As it eventually turns out, the world of monsters is the same as Qfwfq’s world of non-monsters.
The thinking pattern of all those who were already there has to shift to include the new
‘impossible’ species. They realize that the world is an Aleph which includes all possible and
impossible shapes in a vision that contains various possibilities/forkings in space and time.
[LJ’esistenza degli uccelli mandava all’aria il modo di ragionare in cni eravamo cresciuti. [...]
Isle insomnia una creatura impossibile per definizione come un uccello era invece possibile [...],

allora Ia barriera tra mostri e non-mostri saltava in aria e tutto ritornava possibile. [...] Quello
che prima tutti credevano di capire, ii modo semplice e regolare per cui le cose erano com’erano,
non valeva piü; ossia: questa non era altro che una delle innumerevoli possibilitâ; nessuno
escludeva che le cose potessero andare in altri modi tutti diversi. (3 8-43)
[[T]he existence of birds knocked our traditional way of thinking into a cocked hat. [...] If a
creature by definition impossible such as a bird was instead possible [...], then the barrier
between monsters and non-monsters was exploded and everything was possible again. I...] What
everyone had thought [theyl understood before, the simple and regular way in which things were
as they were, was no longer valid; in other words: this was nothing but one of the countless
possibilities; nobody excluded the possibility that things could proceed in other, entirely
different ways.l (TZero, 18-23)

In contrast to this perception which posits that the world is an Aleph containing in its

interminable sphere all the impossible and possible shapes ever taken in its evolution, lies its

(Per rendere l’idea bisognerebbe che questa striscia di vignetta fosse disegnata in negativo; con
figure non dissimili dalle altre ma in bianco su nero; oppure capovolte, - ammettendo che si
possa decidere, in una qualsiasi di queste figure, qual è l’alto e qual è il basso.) (40)
[(ro give an idea this strip of drawings should be done in negative: with figures not unlike the
others but in white on black; or else upside down - assuming that it can be decided, for any of
these figures, which is up and which is down.)l (TZero, 19)
Borges refers to an unimaginable and therefore unspeakable realm at the edge of the world in
Chesterton’s work:
Pregunta si acaso un hombre tiene tres ojos, o un pájaro tres alas; [...] habla de un árbol que
devora a los pájaros y que en lugar de hojas da plumas; imagina (The Man Who Was Thursday,
VI) que en los confines orientales del mundo acaso existe un árbol que ya es más, y menos, que
un árbol, y en los occidentales, algo, una torre, cuya sola arquitectura es malvada. (‘Sobre
Chesterton, OC II, 73) (Note that Borges paraphrases the original)
[He asks if perchance a man has three eyes, or a bird three wings; [...] of a tree that devours
birds and then grows feathers instead of leaves; he imagines (The Man Who Was Thursday, VI)
“that if a man went westward to the end of the world he would find something - say a tree - that
was more or less than a tree, a tree possessed by a spirit; and that if he went east to the end of
the world he would find something else that was not wholly itself - a tower, perhaps, of which
the very shape was wicked.”l (‘On Chesterton’, Other Inquisitions, 83)
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unsettling opposite maintaining that an addition to the world shifts everything that already exists.
In ‘La spirale’ the space taken by the mollusk in forming a shell changes the shape of the rest of
the universe, as the world has to make space for this new addition by slightly displacing
everything that already exists. In such a vision the world is an ever-growing Aleph that contains
the negative shape of space without the shell and the now positive shape of space with the
105
shell.
Avendo la conchiglia una forma, anche Ia forma del mondo era cambiata, nel senso che adesso
comprendeva la forma del mondo com’era senza la conchiglia piü la forma della conchiglia.
(233)
[Since the shell had a form, the form of the world was also changed, in the sense that now it
included the form of the world as it had been without a shell plus the form of the shell.]
(Cosmicomics, 149-150)

Also in ‘La forma dello spazio’ Calvino speaks of space with something in it as being different
from empty space, because matter in space creates a curvature or tautness that makes all the
6 Around every positive shape exists the negative shape of
other lines in space curve or tauten.’°
107 This negative picture of the world is
space redrawing the world in an invisible mold.
This concept resembles the idea that the forgetting of the dinosaurs forms the negative space of the
unspeakable (see for this discussion later in the section). It is also similar to the idea that the personality
of Priscilla in ‘Meiosi’ is made up of all the things she has stored in her memory and of all the things she
has forgotten. (262 [T Zero, 78]
106 This is a concept which Borges mentions in ‘Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’.
La base de la geometrIa visual es Ia superficie, no el punto. Esta geometria desconoce las
paralelas y declara que el hombre que se desplaza modifica las fonnas que lo circundan. (OC I,

438)
[The basis of visual geometiy is the surface, not the point. This geometiy disregards parallel
lines and declares that man in his movement modifies the forms which surround him]
(Labyrinths, 12)
107 Calvino begins the following passage by describing the contours of space around the form of a city
that reminds one of many of his invisibile cities: “con guglie e pinnacoli che si irradiavano tutte da ogrn
parte, con cupole e balaustrate e peristili, con bifore e trifore e rosoni” [“with spires and pinnacles which
spread out in evely side, with cupolas and balustrades and peristyles, with rose windows, with doubleand triple-arched fenestrations”J. The negative space around a city also appears in the Marcovaldo story
‘Il giardino dei gatti ostinati’ [‘The Garden of Stubborn Cats’] which tells of Marcovaldo’s encounter with
the city’s cats who live in the counter-city consisting of those negative spaces:
Ma in questa città verticale, in quests città compressa dove tutti i vuoti tendono a riempirsi e
ogrn blocco di cemento a compenetrarsi con altri blocchi di cemento, si apre una specie di
controcittã, di cittâ negativa, che consiste di fette vuote tra muro e muro [...]; è una cittã di
intercapedini, pozzi di luce, canali d’aerazione, passaggi carrabili, piazzole interne, accessi agli
scantinati, come una rete di canali secchi su una planets d’intonaco e catrame, ed attraverso
quests rete che rasente i muri corre ancora l’antico popolo dei gatti. (Marcovaldo, 127)
[But in this vertical city, in this compressed city where all voids tend to fill up and every block
of cement tends to mingle with other blocks of cement, a kind of counter-city opens, a negative
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constantly displaced in the creatio continua of everything in the universe that exists, disappears
and is reborn.
[D]ovremmo tener sempre presente come lo spazio si frastaglia intorno a ogni albero di ciliegio
e a ogni foglia d’ogni ramo che si muove al vento, e a ogni seghettatura del margine d’ogni
foglia, e pure si modella su ogni nervatura di foglia, e sulla rete delle venature all’interno della
foglia e sulle trafitture di cui in ogm momento le frecce della luce le crivellano, tutto stampato in
negativo nella pasta del vuoto, in modo che non c’è cosa che non vi lasci la sua onna, ogrn orma
possibile di ogrn cosa possibile, e insieme ogni trasformazione di queste orme istante per istante,
cosicché ii brufolo che cresce sul naso d’un califfo o Ia bolla di sapone che si posa sul seno d’una
lavandaia cambiano la forma generale dello spazio in tutte le sue dimensioni. (205)
[[Wie should always bear in mind how space breaks up around every cherry tree and every leaf
of every bough that moves in the wind, and at every indentation of the edge of every leaf, and
also it forms along every vein of the leaf, and on the network of veins inside the leaf, and on the
piercings made every moment by the riddling arrows of light, all printed in negative in the
dough of the void, so that there is nothing now that does not leave its print, every possible print
of every possible thing, and together every transformation of these prints, instant by instant, so
the pimple growing on a caliph’s nose or the soap bubble resting on a laundress’s bosom changes
the general form of space in all dimensions.I (Cosmicomics, 121)

The negative and positive shape fitting around each other like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle reminds
one of Calvino’s invisible city Argia, a subterranean city that negates all the others by the fact that
it has dirt instead of air. The negative mold made of dirt palpably echoes the positive shape of a

city also made of dirt, and thus in effect obliterating any distinctions between one and the other.
A parody of the BorgesianlTaoist concept of worlds disappearing and being reborn exists
in Calvino’s ‘Ti con Zero’. The story in one passage describes what the particulars of the world in
its eternal return would look like. One of the theories put forward about time is that time
endlessly repeats itself by the pulsating process of the expansion and contraction of the
universe.’° Borges discusses a similar idea about time in ‘Nueva reftitación del tiempo’ [‘A New

city, that consists of empty slices between wall and wall [...]; it is a city of cavities, wells, air
conduits, driveways, inner yards, accesses to basements, like a network of dry canals on a planet
of stucco and tar, and it is through this network, grazing the walls, that the ancient cat
population still scurries.J (Marcova!do, 102)
1n ‘Tutto in un punto’ Qfwfq is not convinced of this eternal return. This process would mean that
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everyone and everything would eventually find themselves back at one point one day, in the perfect state
of the AlephiTao.
Sia ben chiaro, a me la teoria che l’universo, dope aver raggiunto un estremo di rarefazione,
tornerâ a condensarsi, e che quindi ci toccherà di ritrovarci in quel punto per poi ricominciare,
non mi ha mai persuaso. Eppure tanti di noi non fan conto che su quello, continuano a far
progetti per quando si sara di nuovo tutti ii. (169)
[Let me make one thing clear: this theory that the universe, after having reached an extremity
of rarefaction, will be condensed again has never convinced me. And yet many of us are
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Refutation of Time’]. He states that any two moments with the same ingredients but occurring at
two historically different periods are essentially one and the same moment. In ‘La doctrina de los

ciclos’ [‘The Doctrine of Cycles’] he refers to the Nietzschean theory of eternal return by offering
a detailed (pseudo?)-scientific formulation in a language that could be Q’s.
Esa doctrina (que su más reciente inventor llama del Eterno Retorno) es formulable asI: El
nñmero de todos los átomos que componen el mundo es, aunque desmesurado, finito, y solo

capaz como tal de un nümero fimto (aunque desmesurado tamblén) de pennutaciones. En un
tiempo infinito, el nuimero de las permutaciones posibles debe ser alcanzado, y el universo tiene
que repetirse. Dc nuevo nacerás de un vientre, de nuevo crecerá tu esqueleto, de nuevo arribará
esta misma página a tus manos iguales, de nuevo cursarás todas las horas hasta tu muerte
increIble. (OC I, 385)
IThis doctrine (which its most recent inventor calls the eternal return) can be fonnulated thus:
“The number of all the atoms which make up the world is, although excessive, finite, and as
such only capable of a finite (although also excessive number) of permutations. Given an
infinite length of time, the number of possible permutations must be exhausted, and the universe
must repeat itself: Once again you will be born of the womb, once again your skeleton will
grow, once again this page will reach your same hands, once again you will live all the hours
until the hour of your incredible death.”] (Barges: A Reader, 65)

Calvino parallels this theory in ‘Ti con zero’ by postulating, in one of the many contradictory yet
equally valid theories about time, that in the eternal return of the expansion and contraction of
time “the space-time lines that the universe follows in the phases of its pulsation coincide in every
point”.
[B]asterebbe allora dire che ii tempo è finito e sempre uguale a se stesso, e quindi puô essere
considerato come dab contemporanemente in tutta la sun estensione formando una pila di strati
di presente; cosI si tratta d’un tempo assolutamente pieno, in quanta ognuno degli attimi in cw è
scomponibile costituisce come uno strato che stall continuamente presente, inserito tra altri
strati pure continuamente presente. (282)
[It would then suffice to say that time is finite and always equal to itself, and thus be considered
as given contemporaneously in all its extent forming a pile of layers of present; in other words,
we have a time that is absolutely full, since each of the moments into which it can be broken
down constitutes a kind of layer that stays there continuously present, inserted among other
layers also continuously present.] (T Zero, 106)

The interminable second

Q finds himself in, therefore, will return hundreds of millions of billions

of seconds later, but in a comic slant, backward.
[L]’universo non fa altro che pulsare tra due momenti estremi, obbligato a ripetersi da sempre, cosI come infinite volte s’è ripetuto e si ripete questo secondo in cui ml trovo. [...] [A] un certo
punto Ia corsa invertirá ii suo senso, l’universo ripeterâ Ia sua vicenda all’incontrario, dagli
effetti risorgeranno puntuali le cause, [...] tutto il dopo sara via via cancellato secondo per
secondo dal ritorno del prima. (278)

counting only on that, continually making plans for the time when we’ll be back there again.]
(Cosmicomics, 45)
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[The universe does nothing but pulsate between two extreme moments, forced to repeat itself
infinite times and just as this second where I now find myself is repeated. [...] [Alt a certain
point the course will reverse its direction, the universe Will repeat its vicissitudes backwards,
from the effects the causes will punctually arise, [...I all the afterward will gradually be erased
second by second by the return of the before.] (TZero, 100-10 1)

One hypothetical possibility for dealing with the eternal return is to step out of the flux of time
and wait to re-experience a particular moment, without living through all the other moments in
their endless repetition.

Q in this story has the attitude opposite to that of a Taoist sage or a

Borgesian immortal who patiently observes the creatio continua of the universe. The outcome
of the second

Q describes will determine his death under the claws of the lion jumping toward

him, or his victory as a hunter. Since this second will return in time, he proposes to remove
himself from the “oscillating phases of the universe” and to step back in when his second has

returned.
A cosa serve infatti continuare se prima o poi dovremo ritrovarci in questa situazione? Tanto
vale che io mi conceda un nposo di qualche decina di miliardi d’anni, e lasci il resto
dell’universo continuare la sua corsa spaziale e temporale fino alla fine, e aspetti ii viaggio di
ritorno per saltare di nuovo dentro e poi tornare indietro nella storia mia e dell’universo fino alle
origini, e poi ancora ricominciare per ritrovarmi qui di nuovo. (279)
[What, after all, is the use of continuing if sooner or later we will oniy find ourselves in this
situation again? I might as well grant myself a few dozen billion years repose, and let the rest of
the universe continue its spatial and temporal race to the end, and wait for the return trip to
jump on again and go back in my stozy and the universe’s to the origin, and then begin once
more to find myself here.] (T Zero, 101)
This hypothesis of all points in all times converging in all points is contradicted by the speculation
that various pasts and various futures come together to converge in one particular point, a
hypothesis similar to Borges’ parallel times in ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’. This theory states
that the space-time lines in the universe are cone-shaped, whereby an infinite number of time lines
diverge from the same second into possible pasts and futures. These time lines all coincide only
in the very second Q finds himself in. In that case it would be uninteresting for him to eternally
return to the same second, as the various pasts and futures would all contain a different him and
thus not affect whether he is to emerge alive or dead from the second to.
[B]isogna riconoscere che se questa morte incombente è Ia morte d’un io con diverso passato,
[...], cioè a ben vedere d’un altro io, d’un estraneo, [..] non è che m’importi piü molto di sapere
se la volta prima o la volta dopo Ia freccia ha colpito o no ii leone. (282)
[[W]e must agree that if this menacing death is the death of a me with a different past, [...], that
is rightly speaking another me, a stranger, L...l it doesn’t then matter much to know if the time
before or the time after the arrow struck the lion or not.] (T Zero, 105)
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Some passages in Calvino’s story ‘Meiosi’ contradict the concept of the eternal present as
dealt with by Borges, Calvino and Ma Yuan. Calvino’s story describes the reproductive process
at the cellular level. In one passage

Q, a cell preparing to merge with a cell of the opposite

gender, philosophizes about the fact that not a present exists, but only the genetic past from
which we descend and which programs us to a specific fi.iture.
Quello che veramente ognuno di noi ed ha, è ii passato; tutto quello che siamo e abbiamo è
catalogo delle possibilit non fallite, delle prove pronte a ripetersi. Non esiste tin presente,
procediamo ciechi verso ii fuori eli dopo, sviluppando un programma stabilito con materiali che
ci fabbrichianio sempre uguali. (264)
[What each of us really is and has is the past; all we are and have is the catalogue of the
possibilities that didn’t fail, of the experiences that are ready to be repeated. A present does not
exist, we proceed blindly toward the outside and the afterward, carrying out an established
program with materials we fabricate ourselves, always the same.] (T Zero, 80)

We have noted that Ma Yuan’s favorite parable by Zhuangzi is that of Emperor hun-tun
who died as a result of having sensory apertures bored into him. The Taoist sage attempts to
regain the original ‘unbored’ state of Emperor hun-tun by retreating spiritually and physically
from the world and so once again become united with the chaotic wholeness of the Tao. This
situation recalls that of Borges’ immortals who live in caves and observe “endless reality” without
the interference of their own physical presence. The immortals attempt to become transparent so
as to become one with the undifferentiated knowledge of the universe. This state of
undifferentiated knowledge in which one is the other appears in a passage of Calvino’s story
‘Mitosi’, a story that articulates an awareness of the unity of all things at the cellular level. The
text renders the sameness/transparency of everything in its interpenetration by the repeated

interweaving of a few words.
Passa ii tempo, e io, sempre piü contento d’esserci, e d’essere lo, sono anche sempre piü contento

che ci sia ii tempo, e che nel tempo ci sia io, ossia che ii tempo passi e io passi ii tempo e ii
tempo passi me, doe contento d’essere contenuto nel tempo, d’essere 10 il contenuto del tempo,
anzi ii contenente, insomma di segnare con l’esserci io ii passare del tempo. (251)
[Time passes, and I, more and more pleased with being in it and with being me, am also more
and more pleased that there is time, and that I am in time, or rather, that time passes and I pass
time and time passes me, or rather I am please&to be contained in time, to be the content of
time, or the container, in short, to mark by being me the passing of time.] (T Zero, 62)

This particular passage speaks of time traversing the physical awareness of the cell. The
relationship between matter and energy also occurs in ‘Ti con zero’ where Qfwfq is conscious of
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matter traversing space. The idea of space containing something and thereby being different
from empty space as discussed earlier is also addressed in this passage.
[Q]uello che ho riconosciuto è soltanto lo spazio, ii punto dello spazio in CU Si trova la freccia e
che sarebbe vuoto se Ia freccia non ci fosse, lo spazio vuoto che adesso contiene ii leone e quello
che contiene adesso me, come se nel vuoto dello spazio che occupiamo o meglio attraversia.mo
doe che ii mondo occupa o meglio traversa alcuni punti mi fossero divenuti riconoscibili in
mezzo a tutti gli altri punti ugualmente attraversati dal mondo. (277-277)
[[Wihat I have recognized is only the space, the point in space where the arrow is which would
be empty if the arrow [were not] there, the empty space which now contains the lion and the
space which now contains me, as if in the void of the space we occupy or rather cross that is,
which the world occupies or rather crosses certain points had become recognizable to me in the
midst of all the other points equally empty and equally crossed by the world.] (TZero, 98)
-
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The Taoist sage giving up his ‘face’ to return of the state of the ‘unbored’ Emperor hunfun is an image that stands for the actual closing of the apertures in his head which provide

him

with sensory information about the world around him. It also stands for his relinquishing any

position in the social hierarchy. The appearance of such a sage appears in several of Ma Yuan’s
short stories. In ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’ the three Chinese men want to ask a
Taoist sage to help them solve the mystery of lamb bones they found in the attic of one of the
men. They associate the bones with the mysterious sounds Wu Huangmu hears at night above
his ceiling. The Taoist sage is described as living in blind contemplation of the world.

1WA4t

(76)

[I had heard a friend of mine in the religious world say that the abbot was deeply committed to

the true Way, and was said to be the person who had handed down the Secret Teachings of
attaining the Tao. Apparently he had gone blind after he had found the Way and retreated from
the world. I hoped to solve the riddle of the lamb ribs with his help.] (392)

This Taoist abbot gives the three men an enigmatic answer which leaves them puzzled.
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[The old lama raised the palm of his right hand in front of his chest and chanted some
scriptures. Then he said: “Within the combination of six the two opposite principles of nature
are incompatible.” Then he placed his right hand back onto his knee. I knew it was already
over, so I lowered my head again and said: “Thank you, Master for your directions, we are
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taking leave now.” When we left the monasteiy Wu Huangmu was anxious to know what his
words had meant. I laughed, I didn’t know either. But I still answered him. “The Way created
one, one created two, two created three, three created the Ten Thousand Things. The Ten
Thousand Things gave birth to eveiything and everything gave birth to nothing.” Wu Huangmu
nodded without quite understanding. But Zi Wenzou broke out laughing.] (393)

The answer the sage provides seems encoded to the non-Taoist. The two opposite principles of
nature, the yin and yang, fit three times into the number of six. The sage says this multiplication
is incompatible within the combination of six, a statement that seems contradictory and vague as
an answer to the mystery of the lamb bones. There is no clear answer given and all the Chinese
men can come up with are some phrases of Taoist teachings they might have heard during their
childhood. The statements “The Way created one, one created two, two created three, three
created the Ten Thousand Things” and so on describe the process of creation in Taoist
mythology, but do not help in solving the mystery of the bones. The non-sensical answer given
to the Chinese men is reminiscent of Zhuangzi’s whimsical attitude about Taoist cosmology.
Solving a mystery is not the goal of a story written in a style that blurs the temporal chronology
of its plot and mixes various levels of reality, thereby creating a sense of a chaotic wholeness.
The answer to the sounds above Ma Yuan’s own ceiling (but not to the pile of lamb bones found
above his friend Wu Huangmu’s ceiling) is given to them casually by the Kangba man selling his
head ornament at the market. The Tibetan tribesman asks ifMa Yuan has a cat at home and
proceeds to accurately describe its characteristics. The sounds above the ceiling turn out to be
those of the cat Beibei chasing mice, as they eventually find out, when Ma Yuan shoots into his
ceiling and ends up with the cat hanging dead over his rifle with a mouse in its mouth.
The Taoist sage also appears in ‘A Wall Covered with Strange Patterns’ in the
conversation taking place in the dream. He seems to be the very same Taoist abbot of the small
Clam Shell monastery whom the three men went to consult in the story ‘Three Kinds of Time’. In
the dream the woman is telling Lu Gao the things Yao Liang had revealed to her.
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[“He said he had discovered a small temple that had only three lamas. The abbot lama among
them was the only person still alive who knew about a secret religion and had handed it down.
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After he had found the Way he had gone blind and retreated from this world. He said that only
he knew where the little Clam Shell temple was located and that only he knew about the fate of
the high monk of the secret religion.”J (360)
In that same dream-conversation the woman tells Lu Gao that Yao Liang had talked to her about
things which resemble the primordial chaos condition of the Tao. In this dream-like universe of
the AlephlTao the contradictory statements “there is/there is no universe” are allowed to exist
side by side.

C...]. 4tk
(45)
[“He said the eyes and ears and the nose and the mouth and all the other parts of the body
worked together to play mischief on the heart. He said the universe, the earth and people are
round and that everything is round and made of atoms [...]. He said there was no universe and
no people but only the heart. He said there was only spirit and nothing else. He also said he
could prove by inference that the soul does not die [...1.”] (360)
.,,

The eyes, ears, nose and mouth playing mischief on the heart are indirect references to the
obstruction one’s sensory apertures present to the direct vision of the world one is able to have

109 The roundness of everything, including atoms, are the perfect spheres of
through the heart.
the Aleph/Tao containing all of creation within their circular shape. The immortality of the soul
refers to the transmigration of the spirit from one form of being to another throughout creation,
so that every being has embodied every shape.
In Calvino the theme of every being having had every possible shape in the evolution of
the world appears in the story ‘La spirale’. The transitions from one form of being to another is
described to happen almost by themselves. When Qfwfq changes from a one-celled organism to
a shelled mollusk, the secretion of what will form the shell happens simply by his desire to
distinguish himself from his environment. In this passage every statement is immediately negated
to render the ineffable situation of non-shape becoming shape.
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The reference in this passage seems to be to the following words by Zhuangzi:
You are trying to uni1’ yoursell so you don’t listen with your ears but with your heart (mind);
you don’t listen with your mind but with your spirit (qi). (Let) hearing stop with the ears, and
the mind stop at thinking (or, at symbols). Then the spirit is a void embracing everything, and
only the Tao includes the void. This void is the fasting of the heart (mind). (Watts, 117)
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Mi ci applicavo, invece, in quell’atto del secernere, senza distrarmi un secondo, senza mai
pensare ad altro, ossia: pensando sempre ad altro, dato che Ia conchiglia non sapevo pensarla,
come del resto non sapevo pensare neanche altro, ma accompagnando lo sforzo di fare Ia
conchiglia con lo sforzo di pensare di fare qualche cosa, ossia qualsiaisi cosa, ossia tutte le cose
che si sarebbero poi potute fare. (231)
[I applied myself, instead, to that act of secreting, without allowing myself a moment’s
distraction, never thinking of anything else, or rather: thinking always of something else, since
I didn’t know how to think of the shell, just as, for that matter, I didn’t know how to think of
anything else either, but I accompanied the effort of making the shell with the effort of thinking
I was making something, that is anything: that is, I thought of all the things it would be
possible to make.] (Cosmicomics, 147)
In Calvino’s story ‘II guidatore notturno’ [‘The Nightdriver’J the concept that one’s senses
present an obstacle in one’s direct communication with the world is presented in a comical slant.
The story reduces the characters to mathematical actants while presenting the essential details of
their actions as repetitive motions so as to heighten the final effect of simplicity in the midst of
confhsion. The narrator is driving on the highway from A to B where his girlfriend, Y, lives.
They just had an argument on the phone and he is driving to B to make up in person. He then
realizes that she could have had the same idea after their phone call and that she, too, could be
racing his way along on the highway. The matter is complicated by his potential rival, Z, whom
she could have rung right after their phone call and who could be driving on the highway from A
to B as well. He stops at a gas station to phone her but there is no answer. He assumes she is
driving from B to A and so turns around, driving in the opposite direction to meet her at his
home. Then he realizes that she, too, may have called him in the meantime, and not getting an
answer, could have driven home to try to catch him there. So he turns around again. Every car
he overtakes or that overtakes him while driving in either direction could be either Y driving to
meet him, or Z trying to replace him. Hypothetically all three could be endlessly driving on the
highway trying to reach each other. In the end he reaches a state of tranquillity in the uncertainty
of the situation of who is where and driving in which direction. He concludes that their
headlights are able to say more to each other than words, which, invested with emotional
content, complicate the direct communication between people or, in Ernest L. Fontana’s words,
“only when communication ceases can understanding begin” (‘Metamorphoses of Proteus’, 153).
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Eventually a situation of balanced uncertainty is found to be the satisfactory way of reaching that
understanding.
Tutto è ancora piü incerto ma sento d’avere ormai raggiunto uno stato di tranquillitâ interiore
[...1. [Lliberati finalmente dello spessore ingombrante delle nostre persone e voci e stati
danimo, ridotti a segnali luminosi, solo modo d’essere appropriato a clii vuole identificarsi a ciô
che dice senza ii ronzIo deformante che la presenza nostra o altrui trasmette a ciô che diciamo.
(305)
[Evezything is more uncertain than ever but I feel I’ve now reached a state of inner serenity [...I.
[F] reed finally from the awkward thickness of our persons and voices and moods, reduced to
luminous signals, the only appropriate way of being for those who wish to be identified with
what they say, without the distorting buzz our presence or the presence of others transmits to our
messages.] (TZero, 136)110

The cosmological parodies serve to unsettle all the ‘textual truth’ that were established in the
previous chapter. The ‘sage’ here is shown not to want a return to the undifferentiated chaos of
the origins of times by retreating physically and spiritually from this world. Existing at the very
inception of creation (which is the same thing as living in the present time), and in fact often
being a main participant in the evolution of the universe, Qfwfq is shown to have all his senses
wide open, ready to take on the physical world and not miss a single event in the development of
the universe.

5. Narrative Parallels

This section elaborates on the intertextuality in the works by the two authors as well as
on the interweaving of Borgesian thought in these parallel narrative concerns. The Borgesian
image of the labyrinth as a representation of the ‘unfathomable’ universe is foregrounded as a
major theme. In this construct the individual in one zone of the labyrinth is unable to see but able
to sense other levels of reality taking place in the various bifurcating and adjoining corridors of
110 The noise in communication, here in language, is a topic Calvino addresses in his lecture on
‘Exactitude’. There he writes that
Le lingue naturali dicono sempre qualcosa in piii rispetto ai linguaggi formalizzati, comportano
sempre una certa quantitâ di rumore che disturba l’essenzialità dell’informazione. (Lezioni
Americane, 72)
L’natural’ languages always say something more than formalized languages can natural
languages always involve a certain amount of noise that impinges upon the essentiality of the
information.] (Six Memos, 75)
-
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existence. Also the themes of the overlapping spaces that negate or complement each other is
taken up again in the context of Taoism and Borges’ work.
In Le città invisibili the characters Marco Polo and Kublai Khan depart from
contradictory hypotheses to map the possible structure of the Tartar empire. These two models
in their pattern of norm/exceptions complement and negate each other, denying the discovery of
a ckwis universalis. The two characters in Calvino’s ‘II Conte di Montecristo’ also have opposing
theories of how to escape from the fortress If, theories which in their contradictions cancel each
other out, displacing thus the notion that one is a better plan than the other. Like the positive
and negative shape of space fitting into each other and obliterating the distinction between the
one and the other, the plans of escape are interconnected and each dependent on the other for
their existence. The two opposite/reciprocal theories resemble the “complementary bipolarity of
the yin-yang theory” in Taoism (Girardot, 247) which exist in mutual necessity.
While Faria departs from an image of a faulty fortress from which it must be possible to
escape, Dantès learns from Faria’s mistaken plans of the real fortress and constructs a mental map
of a perfect castle from which one cannot escape. Where the mental fortress and the real fortress
diverge, lies the escape route.
Per [Faria], una volta eliminati tutti I possibili errori e imprevidenze, l’evasione non puô non
riuscire: tutto sta nel progetto ed eseguire l’evasione perfetta. lo parto dal presupposto
contrario: esiste una fortezza perfetta, dalla quale non si puô evadere; solo se nella
progettazione o costruzione della fortezza stato commesso un errore o una dimenticanza
l’evasione è possibile. (311)
[For [Faria], once all possible errors and unforeseen elements are eliminated, his escape can
only be successful: it all lies in planning and cariying out the perfect escape. I set out from the
opposite premise: there exists a perfect fortress, from which one cannot escape; escape is
possible only if in the planning or building of the fortress some error or oversight was made.] (T
Zero, 143-144)

In a similar construct of two opposite things negating each other into non-existence, the
map of the treasure-island Monte Cristo to which the Abbé wants to escape, overlaps with the
map of the fortress-island If from which the two prisoners try to escape. Two different things are
actually one and the same and negate each other into nothingness.
Tra un’isola da cui non si puô uscire e un’isola in cui non si puô entrare ci dev’essere un
r’apporto; perciô nei geroglifi di Faria le due mappe si sovrappongono fino a identificarsi. (313314)
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[Between an island he cannot leave and an island he cannot enter there must be a relation:
therefore in Faria’s hieroglyphics the two maps can be superimposed and are [...] identical.] (T
Zero 146)

The sameness of events and characters in this story as in other stories by Calvino and Ma Yuan
-

-

levels everything onto the same plane of existence. In the vision of the Aleph there is no

distinction between one and the other. In a conclusion similar to the one Li Jie reached about Ma
Yuan’s story ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’ where the various narrative times all end
up on the same leveled plane of a transcending present, Lino Gabellone notes that the events and
the characters in ‘Ii Conte di Montecristo’ all develop from diverging lines that eventually
converge onto the same level, a procedure which of course is highly Borgesian.
Ii fuori e ii centro sono identici, If e Montecristo sono la stessa isola, Dantès e Napoleone lo
stesso personaggio: questo è il risultato del lavoro di astrazione delle linee, questa la neutralità
da raggiungere. Uscire è impossibile se tutto è posto simultaneamente su un unico piano.
(‘Aporie del raccontare’, 140)
[The outside and inside are identical, If and Monte Cristo are the same island, Dantès and
Napoleon are the same character: that is the result of the work of abstract lines, the neutrality to
be reached. Leaving is impossible if everything is simultaneously placed on one level.] (My
translation)
Edmond Dantès and the Abbé Faria exist in the same reciprocal relationship as Marco Polo and
Kublai Khan. They communicate with each other in contradictory modes which take place at the
same time, canceling one another out into the silence of negativity. The sameness of the two
states of verbal communication and the absence of any form of communication between the two
prisoners is revealed by the conjunction o [or], which places both situations on the same plane.
Tra noi scambiamo sempre meno parole; o continuiamo conversazioni che non ricordo d’aver
mai cominciato. (310)
[We exchange fewer and fewer words; or we continue conversations I cannot remember ever
having begun.] (TZero, 142)
The castle is a labyrinth, the possible plan of which Dantès constructs in his mind. The
labyrinth here stands for the agility of the mind in thinking up all kinds of intricacies while the
body remains immobile. The character can walk through the maze of the mental labyrinth
enjoying the construct. Like the structure of Kublai Khan’s empire that exists in the mind only,
the hypothetical map of the fortress-labyrinth becomes real to the point of being physically
palpable. In fact, the mental image of the empire or of the fortress becomes more real than their
actual structures.
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Lavorando di ipotesi nesco alle volte a costruirirn un’inuuagine della fortezza talmente
persuasiva e minuziosa da potermici muovere a tutto mio agio col pensiero; mentre gil elementi
che ricavo da do che vedo e dO che sento sono disordinati, lacunosi e sempre piü contraddittori.
(308)
LWorking with hypotheses, I can at times construct for myself such a minute and convincing
picture of the fortress that in my mind I can move through it completely at my ease; whereas the
elements I derive from what I see and what I hear are confused, full of gaps, more and more
contradictory.] (TZero, 139)
The image of the labyrinth appears in Ma Yuan’s story ‘Black Road’ as an invisible maze

himself during a snow storm.
T*JA

in the Tibetan snow mountains in which the rider loses

T. (27)

LWT

[I considered myself an intelligent person who had read many books, so I kept going
continuously in one direction, not worrying that my bony horse was going very slowly. If I was
only able to get out of this I would be victorious even if I had to walk on the icy surface of the
lake. But I came upon the frightening ghost wall which stories talk about: my horse had
brought me back to the original place of my hesitation. This time I urged my horse into the
opposite direction but after having walked for a long time the result was the same. I thought I
couldn’t get out of it, moreover my horse looked as if it couldn’t go on anymore.] (347)
The Borgesian image of the labyrinth also appears in several of Ma Yuan’s Tibetan stories
in form of the Barkhur, the ancient market in Lhasa made up of a criss-crossing of tiny alleys. In
‘Three Ways of Folding a Kite’ the narrator describes the Barkhur as a place where everything the
imagination fancies can be found. The labyrinth of the Barkhur is a tangible Aleph that presents
to its visitor a microcosm of the world.
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[I’ll talk about the Barkhur. The Barkhur encircles the famous large Dazhao temple with streets
and lanes criss-crossing from all sides. Here one can see almost all the nations of the world.
According to someone’s guesses, every day there are no less than thirty thousand people who
come here to do business or are on pilgrimage. On Sundays one has to double that number. The
Barkhur is a large market with a variety of products that can easily outdo your imagination. At
present this is China’s largest antique and jewelry market, and every day a sum of over one
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hundred thousand yuan changes hands. There are quite a few people with the grave faces of
nondescript nationalities who discreetly pull out goods from their sleeves to show the foreign
travelers. These people then start to gesture about the price with noncommittal smiles.] (398)
The Barkhur is a place in which the Chinese are said to get lost. Ma Yuan’s friend Little Gesang
tells him the story of an old Tibetan woman who lived in the Barkhur and killed her partner.
When Little Gesang refers to “that short cut in the Barkhur that goes from west to south,” the
bracketed response ofMa Yuan listening reads, “To tell the truth, whenever I get to the Barkhur,
I never know where north, south, east or west are” (394). The non-Chinese, whom the Chinese
encounter in the Barkhur, are inscmtable to the Chinese eye. Talking about a street vendor, Ma
Yuan writes that he is unable to determine his nationality or his age:

.

(8)

way of guessing his age, he could have
[He seemed to always have occupied this place. I had no
the Barkhur and most likely we already
been thirty-five or seventy. I had occasionally come to
he was of a south Asian race,
knew each other by sight. From the shape of his face I concluded
could be considered clear and
maybe Burmese? Or maybe East Indian or Paldstani. His Chinese
understandable.] (398)

The same uncertainty exists about Ma Yuan’s friend Qi Mi in ‘Wandering Spirit’ who lives in the
Barkhur. Like Calvino’s narrator Qfwfq, who, in D. J. Enright words, is “remarkably old, or
ageless, or even young” (‘Effiontery and Charm’, 23), Qi Mi appears to be young and old at the
same time.

,4th1lliWS
(4)
[He is a character one can often see in the Barkhur of Lhasa. He doesn’t have a stable job nor
does he want to look for any kind of stable job. He is the central character of this stoiy and he is
my friend. His name is Qi Mi. I don’t know his exact age; it probably is somewhere between
twenty-seven and seventy-two.] (362)

Qi Mi is the eternal Tibetan, ageless and all-knowing. In a parody of such a personage, the fast
talking, street smart Qi Mi contributes to the mystery of his origins and age by telling Ma Yuan
that his ancestor of five generations ago already lived in the Barkhur and that he, Qi Mi, has lived
at least a hundred and ninety years in the Barkhur (362). The experience of six generations of
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residency in the Barkhur through whom he has seen and heard everything, gives him the
confidence that nobody can fool him about events taking place there (361).
In Borges’ story ‘El jardIn de los senderos que se biflircan’ [‘The Garden of Forking
Paths’] all possible ontological realities are said to exist in innumerable parallel time-lines, all of
which may be perceived simultaneously by the sensitive observer. Realities from one ontological
level may cross over to another level but remain unnoticed if the observer is not attuned to the
vision. In Vorigine degli uccelli’ [‘The Origin of the Birds’l Qfwfq learns that beings which
seemed to belong to different ontological levels (monsters and non-monsters) were actually from
one and the same world. Borges’ hypothesis of the unicorn existing possibly among us but
111 is the theme of
passing unrecognized because our eyes are not accustomed to seeing one
Calvino’s story ‘I dinosauri’. In this story Qfwfq is the last surviving dinosaur living among a later
reptile species, the New Ones. These New Ones scare each other with stories of ferocious
dinosaurs and live in constant fear of their return. Qfwfq, the last dinosaur, is able to live among
them unrecognized and unfeared because the New Ones believe dinosaurs are extinct and
therefore don’t expect to see one any longer. When one of them discovers the bones of a
dinosaur in a glacier, they all go to see it, but none of them associates the skeleton of the
dinosaur with Qfwfq’s shape.
Sarebbe bastato che uno di loro passasse con lo sguardo dallo scheletro a me, mentre ero fermo a
contemplarlo, e si sarebbe accorto che eravamo identici. Ma nessuno lo fece. (32)
[If one of them had looked from the skeleton to me, as I stood there staring at it, he would have
realized at once that we were identical. But nobody did [so].] (Cosmicomics, 108)

In ‘Kafka y sus precursores’ [‘Kafka and his Precursors’] Borges mentions in greater detail the
Chinese prosewriter Han Yu of the ninth century who wrote that the unicorn would pass unnoticed
because of its anomality.
[E]ste animal no figura entre los animales domésticos, no siempre es fácil encontrarlo, no se
presta a una clasfficación. No es como el caballo o el toro, el lobo o el ciervo. En tales
condiciones, podrIamos estar frente al unicorno y no sabriamos con seguridad que lo es.
Sabemos que tal animal con cnn es caballo y que tal animal con cuernos es toro. No sabemos
cómo es el unicorno. (OC I, 88)
[[T]his animal is not one of the domestic animals, it is not always easy to find, it does not lend
itself to classification. And therefore we could be in the presence of the unicorn and we would
not know for certain that it was one. We know that a certain animal with a mane is a horse, and
that one with horns is a bull. We do not know what the unicorn is like.] (Other Inquisitions,
107)
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Dinosaurs exist on a register temporally displaced from the New Ones and therefore remain
incomprehensible to the new species. The concept of the dinosaur as an unrecognized species
originating from a different historical era appears also in Ma Yuan’s ‘Temptation’. There the
Chinese writer finds an fossilized stone mass in a remote area of Tibet and for lack of words he
calls his find a ‘dinosaur with sheep horns’. From his ontological level the Chinese writer is able
to see but not understand Tibetan life. The stone mass may be a prehistoric dinosaur, a sheep, or
2
something completely different that lies beyond his comprehension.”
Borges’ story ‘TlOn, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’ tells of an imagined world that eventually takes
over the real world. This fantastic world increasingly intrudes upon the known world by
introducing foreign objects into reality, until the formerly real world becomes a fictitious past to
the new reality. The uncanny ‘dinosaur with sheep horns’ could be such an object from another
world, as it exists on a different, unknown register. So also Calvino’s dinosaur stands for a
creature on somebody else’s register of existence. The New Ones in Calvino’s story have
mythologized the dinosaurs through the stories they are continuously telling each other, and
through the temporal distance that supposedly separates them from the topic of their stories.
They don’t recognize Qfwfq as a dinosaur, but on some level they associate his strange otherness
with dinosaurs. Each time he impresses the New Ones in some favorable or unfavorable way,
their tales about dinosaurs change from fear, to admiration, to jokes and pity, until they

hees of the ‘dinosaur with sheep horns’ as a mythological remains from a different era appear in
112
another of Ma Yuan’s stories. In ‘The Lhasa River Goddess’ one of the men taking part in the outdoor
party by the river finds a sheep skull with horns.

(23-24)
[#8 was untiring. From who knows where he had picked up a sheep’s skull with horns. He
broke off a thick branch at shoulder-height, stuck the skull onto the branch and called it a
modern totem pole for praying to one’s ancestors.] (381)
While the joking around the skull is all good-humoured and not at all targeted at Tibetan religious
practices, there are traces of the Chinese lack of comprehension toward a different perception of reality
which is that of the Tibetans.
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eventually forget about dinosaurs altogether. Calvino exploits the potential of this negative entity
to define itself: Myth, the invisible, absent entity, speaks the unspeakable.
Prima, avevo creduto che lo scomparire fosse stato per i miei frateili Ia magnanima accettazione
d’una sconfitta; ora sapevo che I dinosauri quanlo piü scompaiono tanto piü estendono II loro
dominio, e su foreste ben piü sterminate di queue che coprono i continenti: neil’intrico dei
pensieri di chi resta. [...] Adesso, canceilato anche ii nome, ii aspettava ii diventare una cosa con
gil stampi muti e anonimi del pensiero, attraverso i quali prendono forma e sostanza le cose
pensate: dai Nuovi, e da coloro che sarebbero venuti dopo I Nuovi, e da quelli che veranno dope
ancora. (34-35)
[First I had believed that disappearing had been, for my brothers, the magnanimous acceptance
of a defeat; now I knew that the more the Dinosaurs disappear, the more they extend their
dominion, and over forests far more vast than those that cover the continents; in the labyrinths
of the survivor’s thoughts. [..] Now, when the name too had been erased, they would become
one thing with the mute and anonymous molds of thought, through which thoughts take on form
and substance: by the New Ones, and by those who would come after the New Ones, and those
who would come even after them.] (Cosmicomics, 111-112)

While the dinosaurs may have physically disappeared, it is impossible for them to disappear
altogether, for once they have existed, their memory lives on in some form or other, whether by
being consciously remembered or by being forgotten. They live on in the memory of the world,
for the very fact that they have existed imprints them into the cells of every organism of the
universe. The species of the dinosaurs, to which also the New Ones belong, is, like any other
original form appearing in Cosmicomiche, the Great Ancestor from which all other later species
13
descended.’
Questi Nuovi, non so come diavolo ii chiamate voi, Pantoteri o cos’altro, erano d’una specie
ancora un p0’ informe, dalla quale difatti venne pol fuori tutto ii resto delle specie. (23)
[These New Ones, I don’t know how in the world you call them, Pantotheres or whatever, were
still a rather formless species; in fact, all the other species descended from it later.]
(Cosmicomics, 99-100)

113 Calvino’s ‘La spirale’ describes the one-celled mollusk as the common ancestor from which all later
species derived. The stoiy picks up the theme of the All-One whereby traces of the sameness that binds
all beings are still buried somewhere in the universal memoly. The tiny variations found in the design of
the mollusks’ newly formed shells later became the marked differences that differentiated one species

from another.
[El tutti gli altri stavano copiando tutti gli altri e costruendosi conchiglie tutte uguali, cosicché si
sarebbe rimasti al punto di prima se non fosse per il fatto che in queste conchiglie si fa presto a
dire uguale, poi se vai a guardare si scoprono tante piccole differenze che potrebbero in seguito
diventare grandissime. (230)
[[A]nd all the others were copying all the others, so we would be back where we had been before
except for the fact that in saying these shells were the same I was a bit hasty, because when you
looked closer you discovered all sorts of little differences that later on might become enormous.]
(Cosmicomics, 147)
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Qfi.vfq goes through all forms of life in the evolution of the world, sometimes
encountering himself in a possible comical reference to another of his tales, as for example ‘I
dinosauri’. In to zio aquatico’ [‘The Aquatic Uncle’] Qfwfq is one of the first reptiles to have
evolved from life in the waters to life on land. However, his fiancée Lll, also a land reptile, defies
the general upward evolutionary trend by returning to the waters in order to marry Qfwfq’s uncle,
Nba N’ga. She chooses his uncle over him because to her he is more of a somebody than Qfwfq.
Dejected, Qfwfq muses about his position on the evolutionary scale, mentioning dinosaurs among
his possible rivals:
Continuai Ia mia strada, in mezzo alle trasformazioni del mondo, anch’io trasformandomi. Ogni
tanto, tra le tante forme degli esseri viventi, incontravo qualcuno che “era uno” piü di quanto io
non lo fossi: uno che annunciava ii flituro, ornitorinco che allatta ii piccolo all’uscito dall’uovo,
114; o uno che testimoniava tin passato senza ritorno, dinosauro superstite dopo ch’era
cominiciato ii Cenozoico, oppure - coccodrillo - un passato che aveva trovato ii modo di
conservarsi immobile nei secoli. (19-20)
[I went on my way, in the midst of the world’s transformations, being transformed myself:
Eveiy now and then, among the many forms of living beings, I encountered one who “was
somebody” more than I was: one who announced the future, the duck-billed platypus who
nurses its young, just hatched from the egg; or I might encounter another who bore witness
beyond all return, a dinosaur who had survived into the beginning of the Cenozoic, or else - a
crocodile part of the past that had discovered a way to remain immobile through the centuries.]
(Cosmicomics, 81-82)
-

In other stories by Calvino dinosaurs are seen as a mistake in the general evolution of the
universe because they could not survive beyond the Jurassic period, an argument which Qfwfq in
115 In ‘Un segno nello spazio’ Qfvfq comments on the development of
‘I dinosauri’ proves wrong.
new forms in space, some of which were permanent while others, including dinosaurs, did not
survive.

114 The original includes a phrase that does not appear in the English version:
giraffa allampanata in mezzo alla vegetazione ancora bassa
[gaunt giraffe in the midst of a still low vegetation]
115 According to recent scientific research, dinosaurs may not be extinct after all. Some of their
skeletons apparently are similar in structure to those of birds, making birds the descendants of dinosaurs.
In this context Calvino’s story on dinosaurs and the one on birds become each one more hypothetical
theory among many others, all of which are equally valid in the framework of the cosmic Aleph. Thus
Qfwfq, who is described as the last surviving dinosaur in ‘I dinosauri’, is not the last dinosaur; and birds,
who in the “scientific” epigraph of ‘L’origine degli uccelli’ are described as having appeared relatively
late in the history of evolution, actually are not latecomers but already existed in a much larger version of
themselves before they started to climb trees and grow wings.
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[Lie forme d’allora si credeva che avessero un lungo avvenire davanti a sd (invece non era vero:
vedi per rifarci a un caso relativamente recente-i dinosauri) [...J. (181)
[The forms of that time, we believed, had a long future ahead of them (instead, we were wrong:
take to give you a fairly recent example the dinosaurs) [...].] (Cosmicomics, 36)
-

-

-

Related to the theme of the uncertainty about the extinct/not-extinct dinosaur is the
identity of the bear/yeti/human creature. It appeared in Ma Yuan’s ‘Temptation of the Gangdisi’
as that uncertain being hovering between several ontological and linguistic levels. The text
offered the textual choices of “it/he?” without making the clarification of its exact nature the goal
of these choices. The creature is mysterious in that nobody knows whether it exists or not, but
evidences of its possible existence keep reappearing in Tibet. The story ‘Three Kinds of Time in
the Life of Lhasa’ seems to parody the events of the master-text in the context of the mystery of
the Yeti. Part five of’Three Kinds of Time’ begins in a manner very similar to the first part of
‘Temptation’, with both episodes being related to the sighting of a strange ‘bear’.
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(47)

[I know you’ll curse me if I drop by this late, so go ahead. This time I just had to come see you,
and although I knew I’d get cursed I still came; so are you going to open the door or not? Come
on,, it’s raining, I’m not kidding you, come to the window and listen. It’s not me pissing; how
could a piss take so long? Ab, come on, get up. I really have something important to tell you;
it’s the most important thing in the world; the world’s greatest event.] (‘Temptation’, 306)
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(74)
[Old Ma, at what kind of an hour am I calling you? It’s just past six o’clock, it’s not even light
out yet. I’m really embarrassed to get you up this early. I’m not bothering you on purpose, but I
really don’t know what to do. You know I usually very rarely ask people for help and even less
at such an early hour. For a couple of days now I’ve been feeling that there was someone
walking above my ceiling at night.] (‘Three Kinds of Time’, 390)

Ma Yuan’s friend, Wu Huangmu wakes him up early in the morning to tell him about strange
-sounds coming from above his ceiling at night, as if someone were walking, and about marks on
his wall that look like bear paws. He puts the two together and is frightened by the idea of a bear

climbing up and down his wall to walk above his head at night sounding like a person pacing
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back and forth. Just like in Temptation’ the text underlines the mystery by textually providing
both choices.
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(74)
[“When you see it you’ll believe it, there are even marks on the walls, not like a person’s, more
like bear paws.” Exactly. Like bear paws, but they could also be rain marks. Large smudged
traces. [...] The bear paw marks were coming from the ceiling straight down to the ground as if
they were up to something. But the ceiling is nailed together with plywood and even if there
were a person (or a bear) coming and going, how would it be able to open the tightly nailed
plywood?] (390)
The Yeti appears more directly and less tongue-in-cheek in one of the stories told within
the short story ‘The Lhasa River Goddess’. One of the people participating in the beach party is a
specialist on Tibetan folk literature and a writer. He tells the story of the Tibetan hunter Ningzha
who is saved from the attack of a tiger by the Yeti. As in ‘Temptation’, the creature does not
harm people, but is suspicious of rifles. The first thing it does in both stories, when it comes
upon people, is to grab the person’s rifle, either to destroy it or throw it away. The Yeti is the
king of the Tibetan mythological world and all other creatures, humans or animals, have no
choice but to respect this position by virtue of the Yeti’s strength. The Yeti carries an additional
mythological characteristic by its ‘human’ quality of eschewing violence and protecting humans in
danger. The Yeti is a creature shown to be neither human nor animal, or to be both at the same
time.
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(24)

[The sound was directly behind him. He didn’t dare turn around but grabbed the rifle that was
lying beside him. His rifle immediately got snatched away and when he turned around he saw a
hairy creature whose cheek he could have touched if he had stretched out his hand. The creature
grabbed the rifle as if it were a toy. Then it sat down next to the fire and warmed itself just like
Ningzha was doing, after having thrown the rifle far behind itself into the dark. Ningzha didn’t
dare move but in a daze looked at the hairy creature.] (382)
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The world holds its breath when it knows the Yeti is nearing; in both ‘Temptation’ and in ‘The
Lhasa River Goddess’ the presence and sounds of wild animals are absent when the arrival of the
creature is imminent.
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[Around you it was unusually quiet. As a hunter you’re often by yourself and should be
accustomed to quietness and solitude. Actually you have been used to these for a long tune, only
this time it didn’t seem the same. You felt that this time something was unusual. [...l Suddenly
you understood. There were no eagles or hawks or other ferocious looking vultures. [...] You
also realized that for about haifa day you hadn’t seen any small animals.] (‘Temptation’, 318)

(24)

[He suddenly noticed that at some point the howling and roaring had quieted down. (‘River

Goddess’, 382)
Both stories of the hunter and the Yeti end with the narrator commenting on the place of the Yeti
in Tibetan mythology, and in fact in the mythology of the world. Its existence has become
mythologized through the stories upon stories about people having met it, to the point that it has
become one of the four world enigmas.

(55)
[The Yeti is one of the world’s four great enigmas. The Bermuda triangle, UFO’s, the Yeti.
Who among you knows what the fourth is?] (‘Temptation’, 320)

(24)
hairy creature, the Yeti
man,
the
snow
abominable
[In Tibet there are many legends about the
four great
of
world’s
one
the
is
man
wild
and the bear man. Apparently the abominable
enigmas.] (‘River Goddess’, 382)
The Yeti, or the wild man, that appears in Tibet and in the mythology of the world stands
for the original state of chaos. Sfhelit is a creature existing between several states of beings,
between chaos and cosmos. Girardot mentions the wild man in relation to the ritual fool,
buffoon, or jester in the context of seasonal festivals in both Eastern and Western tradition.
The wild man or fool, like Hun-tun, the animal ancestors, or the wandering dead, is [...] an
ambivalent figure in relation to society. He is both a creator and a destroyer, a harbinger of
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fertility yet at the same time a demon who is identified with the return of the dead spirits in the
late carnival periods. (Girardot, 272)

Like the narrator in ‘Temptation’, the storyteller in ‘The Lhasa River Goddess’ interrupts
his tale to make short comments to his audience while telling his tale about the wild man.

Whereas the Chinese writer in ‘Temptation’ intersperses his account with short invitations to his
listeners to “have some tea”, the narrator in ‘Lhasa River’ becomes so involved in the suspense of
the story he is telling, that he interrupts his story at particularly tense moments to ask for a
cigarette from his audience.

k[b. (24)
[The hairy creature stood up and broke off a branch thicker than an arm. Then it sat down
again and carefully fed the branch into the fire using both its feet. Give me a cigarette.] (382)

Such a storytelling situation, in which the storyteller himself is taken by the emotions of the story
he is telling, recalls Calvino’s ‘I dinosauri’. There the New Ones scare each other with tales of
dangerous dinosaurs, carrying both the audience and the narrator into the emotion of the story.
Erano stone terrificanti. Gli ascoltatori, pallidi, erompendo ogni tanto in grida di spavento,
pendevano dalle labbra di clii raccontava, ii quale, a sua volta, tradiva nella voce un’emozione
non minore. Presto mi fu chiaro che queue stone erano giâ note a tutti (nonostante costituissero
un repertorio assai copioso) ma a sentirle lo spavento si rinnovava ogni volta. (24)
[The stories were terril,’ing. The listeners, pale, occasionally bursting out with cries of fear,
hung on the lips of the storyteller, whose voice also betrayed an equally profound emotion. Soon
it was clear to me that all of them already knew those stories (even though the repertory was
very plentiful), but when they heard them, their fear was renewed every time.] (Cosmicomics,
100)

In both Calvino’s story ‘Ti con zero’ and in Ma Yuan’s ‘Temptation’ the authors describe
the life-and-death situation of hunting. Calvino’s story freezes the second to in time and expands
it into a twelve-page-long philosophical musing about the possible results of this temporal zone,
which will be apparent to the hunter Q when it clicks into the next moment, t
. The outcome of
1
this moment can mean either death for the hunter or the lion.

Q pedantically describes the lion’s

appearance in its flight in air toward him during that interminable second:”
6

116

moving body and the arrow frozen in mid-air would truly constitute an interminable moment
according to Zeno’s paradox against movement which Borges mentions in several of his essays. In
‘Avatares de Ia tortuga’ [‘Avatars of the Tortoise’] he writes that
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[...] con la coda che nel salto si è ripiegata avvicinando ii fiocco al fianco destro in un
movimento che potrebbe essere tanto una frustrata quanto una carezza, con Ia criniera cosI
aperta che ricopre alla mia vista gran pane del petto e del torso e lascia solo sporgere
lateralmente le zampe anteriori innaizate come preparandosi a un abbraccio festoso ma in realtâ
pronte a conficcarmi le unghie nelle spalle con tutta Ia loro forza.] (281-282)
[[...] with his tail which has curved in the leap till the tuft is near the right flank in a movement
that could be a lash or a caress, with the mane so open that it covers a great part of the breast
and the torso from my sight and allows only the forepaws to emerge laterally raised as if
preparing for me a joyous embrace but in reality ready to plunge the claws in my shoulders with
all its strength.] (TZero, 104)
The impossible situation of the single second the hunter can dwell in and philosophically
deliberate about, seems to parody the interminable second the hunter Qing Bu experiences in
‘Temptation’ when he freezes in time and sees a leopard flying toward him in attack.

E4c—4Ll.

tfr
(49)
[That leopard was the largest you’d ever seen. When it jumped toward you from behind a rock
about ten feet away, your breath stopped and you didn’t move. Aiming at the soft long white fur
between its forelegs, you struck. It met violent death in mid air. Even as it was dying, it shot
toward you tiying to attack. The claws of the dying leopard wounded your forehead and left a
large scar, attesting to your bravery.] (309)
The second frozen in time that seems a life-time is reminiscent ofBorges’ ‘El milagro segreto’
[‘The Secret Miracle’], a story which tells of a Jewish writer condemned to death by the Gestapo.
Before his death he is granted his last wish by

God to live one more year and finish his literary

work. He experiences the last second of his life as a time-span

of one year and the very instant

he has refined the last word of his drama, time resumes its course and he collapses under the
bullets of the firing squad.
El universo fisico se detuvo. Las armas convergIan sobre HiadIk, pero los hombres que iban a
matarlo estaban inmóviles. El brazo del sargento eternizaba un ademán inconcluso. En una

El movimiento es imposible (arguye Zenon) pues el móvil debe atravesar el medio para llegar al
fin, y antes el medio del medio, y antes el medio del medio del medio, y antes,.. (Un siglo
después, el sofista chino Hw Tzu razonó que un baston que cercenan la mitad cada Wa, es
interminable.) (OC I, 255)
[Movement is impossible (argues Zeno) for the moving object must cover half of the distance in
order to reach its destination, and before reaching the hall half of the half, and before half of the
hall half of the half of the half, and before... (A century later, the Chinese sophist Hui Tzu
reasoned that a staff cut in two every day is interminable).] (Labyrinths, 203)
Borges also mentions this concept in ‘Kafka y sus precursores’.
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baldosa del patio una abeja proyectaba una sombra fija. El viento habia cesado, como en un
cuadro. Hiadik ensayó un grito, una suiaba, Ia torsion de una mano. ComprendiO que estaba
paralizado. No Ic liegaba iii el más tenue rumor del impedido mundo. [...] Dio tdrmino a su
drama; no le faltaba ya resolver sino tin solo epIteto. Lo encontró; la gota de agua resbaló en su
mejilla. IniciO un grito enloquecido, moviO la cara, Ia cuádruple descarga lo derribó. (Antologia
Personal, 174-175)
[The physical universe stood still. The rifles converged upon HiadIk, but the men assigned to
pull the triggers were immobile. The sergeant’s arm eternalized an inconclusive gesture. Upon
a courtyard flagstone a bee cast a a stationary shadow. The wind had halted, as in a painted
picture. HiadIk began to shriek, a syllable, a twist of the hand. He realized he was paralyzed.
Not a sound reached him from the stricken world. [...] He brought his drama to a conclusion: he
lacked only a single epithet. He found it: the drop of water slid down his cheek. He began a
wild cry, moved his face aside. A quadruple blast brought him down.] (PersonalAnthology,
190-19 1)

6. Telling the Stories contained in the Cosmic and the Tibetan Aleph

In both Calvino’s and Ma Yuan’s short stories storytelling and self-conscious comments
about the process of storytelling are foregrounded as major strategies to tell of other worlds.
The Tibetan Aleph and the cosmic Aleph abound with innumerable stories. Often the narrators
cannot resist the temptation of telling one more story wedged within other stories, but at times
the details of additional stories are only hinted at, increasing thereby the potential for even more
latent stories. In ‘I dinosauri’ Qfwfq tells his audience he won’t bother them with the details of
the disappearance of the dinosaurs, for these are additional stories that the audience can imagine
for itself.
Poi Ia situazione cambiô, è inutile che vi racconti i particolari, cominciarono guai di tutti i
generi, sconfitte, errori, dubbi, tradimenti, pestilenze. (21)
[Then the situation changed I don’t have to tell you all the details - and all sorts of trouble
began, defeats, errors, doubts, treachery, pestilences.] (Cosmicomics, 97)
-

Similarly in Ma Yuan’s ‘Wandering Spirit’, the details of the friendship between the narrator and
Qi Mi is summarized with the words:

.

.

(4)
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[How Qi Mi and I met is another stozy; I won’t talk about it in detail here. In any case it was a
chance meeting.] (362)117

The omission of particular details in the introduction of a character appears tongue-in-cheek in ‘A
Wall Covered with Strange Patterns’ in the precise description of Yao Liang.

t•

+—•
W.

‘iS3-i.
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tEEf. (41)
LYao Liang is Chinese. Male. Thirty-three years old. He has no genetic, innate, organic, or any
other illnesses. He’s already married. He studied histoiy at the university. No criminal record.
We’ll omit the mention of his height, weight, blood pressure, size of buttocks and eyesight.]

(352)

A similar character description appears in ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’ where Ma

Yuan introduces his friend Wu Huangmu into the story. The overly precise character
descriptions

undermine the seriousness of the events of the story by foregrounding the narrator’s

delight in telling everything that comes to his mind. After a pedantic listing of Wu’s university
career, marital status, hobbies, family background, political conviction, and health status, he
adds:

J
T

i
,4+—izi--I-tj. (74)

[That’ll do. I thought giving such an introduction would make things more convenient for the

reader. Right, I forgot his age: in October of this year he’ll be twenty-seven.] (390)
The narrators’ delight in telling and sharing their stories is apparent. In Calvino’s ‘The
Origin of the Birds’, for example, the narrator’s comic strip story can be seen as a parody of the
narrator’s request for his audience’s input, as he draws the cartoons and then opens the story for
the audience’s suggestions:
(Ii quadretto è vuoto. Arrivo io. Spalmo di colla l’angolo in alto a destra. Mi siedo sull’angolo
in basso a sinistra. Entra un uccello, volando, da sinistra in alto. All’uscire dal quadretto resta
incollato per Ia coda. Continua a volare e si tira dietro tutto ii quadretto appiccicato alla coda,
con me seduto in fondo che ml lascio trasportare. CosI arrivo al Paese degli Uccelli. Se questa
non vi piace potete inmiaginarvi un’altra storia: l’importante è farmi arrivare là.) (44)

Borges uses this strategy as well in his story ‘Historia de Rosendo Juárez’ [‘Rosendo’s Tale’]
117
Las elecciones eran bravas entonces; no fatigaré su atención, señor, con uno que otro hecho de
sangre. (OC II, 414)
[I won’t take up your time going into details about about brawls and bloodletting, but let me tell

you, in those days elections were lively affairs.] (The Aleph, 197)
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[(The frame is empty. I arrive. I spread [glue] on the upper right corner. A bird enters, flying,
from the left, at the top. As he leaves the frame, his tail becomes stuck. He keeps flying and
pulls after him the whole frame stuck to his tail, with me sitting at the bottom, allowing myself
to be carried along. Thus I arrive at the Land of the Birds. If you don’t like this stoly you can
think up another one: the important thing is to have me arrive there.)] (T Zero, 24)
Ma Yuan’s stories show the same delight in the storytelling process by inviting the reader to
participate in the constmction of the stories. We already mentioned that the narrator in ‘Three
Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’ purposefully mixes up the chronology of the three times to
tell his story and impart a sense of the simultaneous vision of the Aleph. In ‘The Lhasa River
Goddess’ the narrator introduces the narrative style he will be using in his story, often providing
only sketchy information about situations, the particulars of which the readers are supposed to
imagine for themselves.

flA.
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AHftU. (21)
[We could suppose that this day was in mid-June. At that time it was very warm and we thought
we could probably go swimming. Going on in this vein the reader can infer that this story is
about a holiday spent swimming in the Lhasa river. And the reader could presume even further
that when it had just rained during the night, the morning was sunny but pleasantly cool; this
was a typically ideal holiday. [..] The 13 members included people from various artistic circles.
[...] Because the story is not very long and the members quite numerous, I have differentiated
them according to the order of their ages with Arabic numbers from #1 to #13. So as to avoid
confusing the reader, the profession of each of them will also be mentioned as they enter the
scene. [...] In order to make the story more lively I want to play a little trick and not tell the story
in its natural sequential flow. That’ll be all.] (376)

The events taking place in Tibet are spiritually removed from the Chinese and therefore
mostly incomprehensible to them.’
18 Tibet, therefore, is for the Chinese mostly an exotic place,

As in ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’, the narrator in ‘Three Ways of Folding a Kite’ talks about his
respect for the Tibetan way of life but also about his incomprehension of their worship.
118
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the stories of which can be written into books. In his stories Ma Yuan foregrounds this spiritual
incomprehension by keeping the events in Tibet uncertain. Stories are either told through several
layers of storytellers to remove the certainty of the events even fl.irther, or, as in ‘Temptation’, the
events are distorted to keep the story mysterious for the readership. ‘Three Ways of Folding a
Kite’ tells the stories of three old Tibetan women. The first woman is said to have killed her

partner, from whom she wanted to steal the precious cat’s eye stone he was wearing around his
neck. The second old woman brews wine with boiled water that does not give the Chinese
indigestion as does the wine brewed with unboiled water. The third story tells of a pious old
woman who saved a large crowd of dogs in Lhasa from being beaten to death to keep the
population of the animals in check. The telling of the stories about the three old women
foregrounds the process of storytelling by having the narrator self-consciously evaluate the
elements of the events to see whether they could be worked into a good story. The
characteristics of the three old women merge in the narrator’s mind. The old woman who killed
her partner reminds Ma Yuan of the old woman who brews her own wine.
iJ

thr—k.
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(8-9)

[She was a plump woman with thick fat hands and rather amiable. I had thought an old woman
selling wine would be a bony taciturn person with innumerable secrets hidden in her wrinkles.
She wasn’t like that. I realized I had been wrong. She couldn’t be a character from my stories.
To be honest I was a bit disappointed. L...] I’m wondering why all the old women who are
involved in crime are bony, and why I involuntarily thought about the old woman selling wine
when I heard the story of the old woman who had killed someone. And what’s interesting is that

W—.(9)
ESakyainuni is probably an eternal idol. For a long time I stood motionlessly in front of the gate
of the Dazhao temple. I couldn’t understand all these people practicing long kowtowing at all,
but I was full of respect for them. What I could see was their zeal and their concentration.]
(401)
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the mental image I had of the old woman selling wine was identical to the real appearance of the
old woman who had killed the man.] (400)

Ma Yuan hears the third story about the old woman who saved a crowd of dogs from
extermination from the Chinese writer Liu Yu. He himself heard it from other people. As in
‘Temptation’, there is room for the audience to believe the story or to reject it.

ijnr
[This story doesn’t sound true but I believe it really happened. It made me think about a lot of
questions. I’ve been here for only haifa month and two people have already told me this story.]
(404)

Liu Yu tells the moving story of this old woman who sacrificed her life to save dogs in Lhasa
from being beaten to death. He describes her as a person who was initially extremely pious and
devoted to the Buddha. She circled the Potala palace in prayer three times a day, and
consistently offered all her earnings from the molding of Buddhist clay figurines to the local
temple. He tells that when the dogs started to be beaten to death, she took in a large group of
them to live in her small courtyard in spite of her meager earnings and the protests of the
neighbors. She is said to have changed from then on to spending all her earnings on feeding the

dogs and some on drinks for herself, until she ended up dying of hunger. As it later it turns out,
the actual story was quite different from how Liu Yu told it. A Tibetan from Lhasa, Luo Hao,
knows about the story and tells his far less glamorous version of it:

i#S
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(12)

[He said that her raising the dogs was not something new; she had been raising them for many
years and there had indeed been over twenty of them. She was not a molder of Buddhist mud
figurines. [...] She had saved every single bite of food for the dogs and had gotten so thin it was
difficult for people to imagine. [...] Apparently she died of hunger, maybe it was also from some
disease. In any case she was living by herself had no contact with her neighbors and when
people realized she had died, they saw how thin she was, and started the rumor that she had died
of hunger. But nobody was really sure,] (407)
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In spite of Luo Hao probably being closer to the truth of the actual events of the story, for the
sake of his interest in a good story, Ma Yuan prefers the altered version of the Chinese
storyteller. To the Chinese in the end the actual events are not as important as their
interpretation and their transformation into a story. The altered events of the ‘true’ story
constitutes an additional possible story that populates the Aleph. On a more political level the
distortion of the events points to the suppression of the Tibetan reality by the Chinese.

1iJ

.
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[Before he left Lhasa Liu Yu finished telling the stoly. I didn’t interrupt. I knew that Luo Hao’s
stoiy was probably closer to the truth, but Liu Yu’s story without doubt had a more philosophic
overtone. He wanted to make a story out of it and his version of course would have more
resilience than the original material. Luo Hao’s story limited the imagination too much. One
could conjecture that Liu Yu’s story looked more at Buddhism and at the internal religious
effects. Telling the story superficially was not his main interest. At that time I realized that I
hoped to read Liu Yu’s story. I wanted to know what that story had triggered in the mind of
that was our main interest.] (408)
another author. Triggered
Tibetans are a religious people who experience Buddhism as a way of life. What to
outsiders may look like an exotic practice that has to be played up in stories, is in fact so deeply
integrated into the Tibetan unconscious that it is no longer a ‘religion’ but life itself. In ‘A Wall

Covered With Strange Patterns’ Lu Gao asks his young friend Qing Luobu about his pilgrimage
from the grasslands to Lhasa. It turns out that the boy follows a Buddhist religious practice as a
way of life without believing in the Buddha.

1W?
(43)
[What Lu Gao couldn’t understand was that even though Qing Luobu didn’t believe in Buddhism
he still changed his hard earned money into butter and offered it to the Buddha. Why don’t you
believe in Buddha? I don’t know Buddha. But then why do you worship Buddha? I am Tibetan
and what Tibetans worship I have to worship.1 (356)
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The same concept of living a practice without ‘believing’ in it or knowing all the particulars of it,
appears at the end of the story in the dream conversation between Lu Gao and the Tibetan
woman.

“414.
L1f±T.
t.”

1J44

(46)

[“He asked me whether I believed in Buddhism. I do. When he asked me why I do, I couldn’t
answer him. He said that the whole Tibetan nation believed in Buddhism but that the majority
of Buddhists had neither read the scriptures nor studied the teachings, and he was right.”] (361)
Stories are told through filters of storytellers whereby each retelling becomes a different
story, removing any possibility of grasping the truth even further. The narrator enjoys this

slightly different retelling of the stories,

as the potential for more stories is thereby increased.

The story the Tibetan woman in ‘Wandering Spirit’ tells Ma Yuan about the mysterious house in
the Barkhur is a different story than his friend

Qi Mi had told him about that same house.

The

story she is said to have told him in German reappears in the text in Chinese:

1WLWE.)

(9)

[(I have translated the meaning of her words into Chinese, and composed this short paragraph.
The overall meaning is this, but it is not very precise. Reader, please be understanding.)] (369)
Also in ‘Black Road’ the reader is advised that a retelling of a story is taking place and therefore
the contents are slightly altered:

(26)
[I cannot recapture Old Dwarf Sang’s original words, but I’ll try to put together a coherent
meaning from memory. I won’t use colons or quotation marks because these aren’t his original
words but my narrated writing based on memory.] (346)’ 19
119 This is a strategy also Borges uses in ‘Funes, el memorioso’. In his retelling of a conversation
between himself and Funes the narrator indicates that due to the elapsed time since that conversation the
words he notes down are quite different from the actual dialogue.
No trataré de reproducir sus palabras, irrecuperables ahora. Prefiero resumir con veracidad las
muchas cosas que me dijo Ireneo. El estilo indirecto es remoto y débil; yo sd que sacrificio la
eficacia de mi relato; que mis lectores se imaginen los entrecortados perlodos que me abrumaron
esa noche. (OCI, 488)
[I shall not attempt to reproduce his words, now irrecoverable. I prefer truthfully to make a
résumé of the many things Ireneo told me. The indirect style is remote and weak; I know that I
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In Calvino’s stories the filters distancing any certainty about the actual events taking place in the
cosmic Aleph are mostly temporal, and as mentioned previously, linguistic. An additional
remove is inserted through the filter of another narrator ‘telling’ Qfwfq. This omniscient voice
makes its presence known at the very beginning of each tale through the epigraph printed in
italics followed by his (her?) introduction of Qfwfq into the story. Qfwfq is shown to comment
and elaborate on the cosmogonic theory of the epigraph. Each story starts in the first lines with
words such as “precisô, raccontô, confermô, esclamô, [on ricordô ii vecchio Qfrfq” [“old
Qfwfq corrected, recalled, confirmed, exclaimed, [or] remembered’]. Pier Raimondo Baldini
suggests that this omniscient narrator introducing Qfwfq is Nothingness itself, anonymously
enunciating the scientific, or pseudo-scientific theories (‘Ii piü povero degli uomini?’, 197).
The Chinese storyteller brings cultural information about Tibet to a non-Tibetan
readership. So for example in ‘The Lhasa River Goddess’ the reader learns that in Tibet one can
commonly find corpses of animals lying wherever they died which eagles then pick clean down to
the bones (377). The reader is also introduced to the three culinary specialties of Tibet: buttered
tea, qingke wine and lamb meat eaten in the hand (380), and is told in ‘Three Ways of Folding a
Kite’ that the most extravagant things to have to eat and drink in Tibet are chicken and beer
(406). In ‘Black Road’ the narrator tells about Tuba soup, “a typical Tibetan dish very similar to
Chinese sweet deep fried dumplings or wheat lump soup” (343). The Chinese writer explains
Tibet to a Chinese audience by making Tibet intelligible to his readership by fitting the Tibetan
difference to the Chinese mind. In ‘The Lhasa River Goddess’, for example, the narrator
introduces Lhasa by comparing its geographical position to that of China’s capital.

91)

($J*.
sacrifice the effectiveness of my narrative, but let the readers imagine the nebulous sentences
which clouded that night.] (PersonalAnthology, 39)
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(20)
[The reader first of all needs to know a few simple and essential facts. Lhasa is situated at an
eastern longitude of ninety-one degrees, Beijing at a longitude of one hundred and eighteen
degrees. This is to say that the longitude toward the west is approximately thirty degrees which
is also to say that Lhasa is about two hours behind Beijing. That’s one. The second fact is the
altitude. And the thinness of the air counts as the third. Apparently the air here amounts to
about sixty percent of that in Beijing. The advantage of the thin air is that its transparency
provides good visibility and that the sky in Lhasa is extremely blue. Bluer than one can
imagine. But there are also disadvantages such as the lack of oxygen, making breathing
difficult, the so-called reaction to heights, and mountain sickness; the heart has to work too
hard. The last point is the climate. The climate in the highland is ever-changing; I’ll talk about
that in the story.] (376)
The narrator in ‘Three Kinds of Time’ starts the story by stating that he

will revise the time

scheme of his story and adjust the Tibetan calendar to the Gregorian calendar for the greater

comfort of his readership.
L+,’J’fl—.
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[The obstacle to telling stories about time in Lhasa is the time difference. The first point is that
Lhasa’s longitude is about thirty degrees west of Beijing’s and that it therefore is two hours
behind in time. Furthermore, Chinese people who live in the summer of nineteen eighty-six all
know that the time has changed with summer saving time. All the clocks in the entire country
are switched forward one hour at the same time. In that way, what formerly every year was zero
hours on this day in Beijing May twenty-fifth to people living in Lhasa now amounts to
what in the past people living in Beijing would experience as a little past twenty-one hours. It is
just getting dark. That’s how things stand.] (386)
---

--

The narrator in this particular passage hints it the absurdity of viewing Tibet through the eyes of
Peking which demands that the whole country, a surface spreading several timezones, all operate
in one temporal zone. Lhasa, which already is two hours behind Peking, is set a further hour
back during the summer months. One could view this passage as the narrator advocating Tibet’s
difference from China, an argument that respects the reality of China and Tibet functioning on
different ontological levels.
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Just like in ‘Temptation’, in Ma Yuan’s other Tibetan stories there are too many stories to
be told about Tibet. In ‘Three ways of Folding a Kite’, for example, the narrator often excuses
himself for having strayed from the main story he was telling:
(10)
[I’ve digressed quite a bit but presently I’m returning to my topic.] (403)

or, when he has wedged a story in between other ones, he returns to the main story by noting,
(11)
[But this is

not the story I wanted to talk about.] (403)

by which time he has already had the pleasure of telling the secondary story. Some of these
stories are anecdotes the narrator got from hearsay. In ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’
one of these tells of the improbable situation that during the second World War Hitler wanted to
send the tall, handsome Kangba tribesmen to Nazi Germany to have children with Aryan women
so as to produce a superior race, The narrator comments dryly on this situation:
(73)
[Of course this Hitler didn’t have his way. He wasn’t lucky; his life was too short.] (388)

Another story tells of a professional Chinese swimmer who had swum all the rivers in the country
and who went to Lhasa to “conquer” the Lhasa river. Overly ambitious, the Chinese swimmer
ventured into unknown territory and drowned in the attempt. The story is mentioned both in
‘The Lhasa River Goddess’ and in ‘A Wall Covered With Strange Patterns’.
1ñJ.
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(23)

of the country. He had come to
Tibet and wanted to conquer the Lhasa river. He was not seen again after he went down, but
they found him the next day thirty ii downstream. His eyes and face had already been sucked by
the fishes into an unrecognizable state.] (‘The Lhasa River Goddess’, 380)
[There had been a swimmer who had swum all the major rivers

The story of the swimmer who died in the Lhasa river has become part of the mythological
inventory of legends floating around in Tibet. His body turning into a “soft-shelled turtle” is a

tongue-in-cheek reference to his transmigrätion into a mythological creature after his death.
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[Lu Gao remembered the stoiy about a master swinuner who had wanted to be the first in

conquering the Lhasa river. This man had not even reached the middle of the river when he
was swept away by the rapids. His body had been transformed into a soft-shelled turtle.] (‘A
Wall Covered With Strange Patterns’, 356)

The characters tell each other stories as a way of talking about a mythological world. In
‘The Lhasa River Goddess’ one of the Chinese men participating at the picnic by the river is a
researcher of Tibetan folk literature. He tells his companions legends about Tibet and adopts the
tone of the storyteller who can see far into time and space.
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[Look at the mountain to the west of the city; compared to the other mountains around, it sticks

out like a sore thumb. According to legend, the seven thousand lamas of the Zhe Zha temple
were boiling tea in a huge pot. How large a pot had to be for seven thousand lamas to drink tea,
you can imagine for yourselves. Suddenly an enormous roc appeared in the sky. It grabbed the
pot with its huge claws and flew away toward the west. The seven thousand lamas started to
shout in one voice and frightened the roc. The entire pot of boiling tea poured out onto that
mountain and scorched it into its present shape. Look, those grooves and furrows are all the
result of the boiling tea poured over it. Really, don’t you think it looks like that?] (381-382)

The storytellers Qfwfq and Ma Yuan both adopt an intimate tone toward their audience.
They both have a tongue-in-cheek attitude toward their storytelling, undermining any ‘serious’
attitude one might have toward the subject. The narrators are chatty, appearing to say anything
that comes to their mind, whether directly related to the subject or not. This may well be the qi
they are following while telling their stories, as well as their falling into the temptation of telling
as many of the stories around them as possible. In ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’ Ma
Yuan talks to his audience about the storytelling process, making sure everybody knows he is the
one telling the story, and that he is telling the story in his own way.

LF1.)
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[(I’m sure there are some readers who believe I’m digressing too much, but it doesn’t matter, I’m
presently returning to the subject.) [...] I know, when I’m describing these pieces of art I should
apply my pen extravagantly, just like Baizac. If I only had this kind of patience. It’s really
unfortunate.] (388)

The narrator Ma Yuan comments self-consciously and tongue-in-cheek on the narrative
techniques he is using as he is telling his story:
wipj:

,ttm—k. (74)
[But...” The ellipsis after the but is a technique used to stop a stoly at the climax to keep the
listener in suspense; I’m using it here.] (390)
In Calvino’s stories, Qfwfq interacts with his invisible audience, answering or forestalling

its questions. In ‘La distanza della luna’ [‘The Distance of the Moon’], for example, Qfwfq tells of
the time he and his friends climbed up onto the moon when it was still so close it could be
reached with ladders. When he tells his audience about the different phases of the moon, his
listeners’ questions are embedded in his answers:
L’orbita? Ellittica, si capisce, ellittica: un po’ ci s’appiattiva addosso e un p0’ prendeva ii volo.
(103)
[Orbit? Oh, elliptical, of course: for a while it would huddle against us and then it would take
flight for a while.] (3)

He is talking to an audience that knows nothing of the delights of moon milk that they went to
scoop up from the crevices of the moon’s surface in those days.
Ora voi mi chiederete cosa diavolo andavamo a fare sulla luna, e io ye lo spiego. (105)
[Now, you will ask me what in the world we went up on the Moon for; I’ll explain it to you.]
(Cosmicomics, 5)

In the story ‘Mitosi’ Qfwfq pedantically explains in a semi-scientific tone the process of the
division of the first cell propelled by its desire for the other, the non-I, the void of the universe.
In his descriptions of these emotions he uses a narrative style that describes itself.
[I]o parlo d’un senso di pienezza diciamo se permettete la parola aperte le virgolette spirituale
chiuse le virgolette, cio il fatto della coscienza che quella cellula Ii ero io [...]. (249)
[I’m talking about a sense of fullness that was, if you’ll allow the expression, quote spiritual
unquote, namely, the awareness that this cell was me [..,].] (TZero, 60)

In Ma Yuan’s story ‘Three Ways of Folding a Kite’ various characters tell Ma Yuan stories which
he then writes into the text of his story. Instead of being an all-knowing narrator, such as Qfwfq
who informs an audience of his world, here Ma Yuan forms other characters’ audiences to
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subsequently transform their lives into stories. The text renders the relationship between
storyteller and audience by having the listener comment in brackets on the story he hears.
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(8)

[I’m sure you know that short cut in the Barkhur that goes from west to south. (To tell the truth,
whenever I get to the Barkhur I never know where north, south east, or west are.) Some time

ago they repaired that street with prefabricated concrete slabs. I’m sure you remember that by
summer the street was again oozing with mud. (Nodding. Not to express that I understand, but
that I’m listening.) By now they’ve repaired the street again. (I still don’t understand.) [...] You
probably haven’t paid attention to it, it’s the second corner where for some time now another
Kangba woman has been selling furs. (I don’t want to tell you that I’ve noticed because I don’t
want to interrupt you.)] (398)
The storyteller tells a story that may bore his audience. In ‘Three Ways of Folding a Kite’ Liu Yu
is telling his story about the old piOus woman who saved the dogs. While he tells his moving
version of the story, one of the listeners falls asleep, leaving Ma

Yuan as the only listener, intent

on catching the details to write the story into his text.

(12)

ciTIT

[She was almost completely collapsing but still went out every day, going from her prayers at the
Potala palace to the Barkhur to mold mud Buddhas and look, Xin Jian is already asleep. We’ve
kept him up too late, if there is time, we’ll chat then.] (406)
-

The texts by both authors play with blurring the distinctions between various fictional
levels of being so that they eventually all merge on the same plane. The confusion of not
knowing which level belongs on which ontological plane heightens the effect of the Aleph in
which everything seems to happen at the same time and everything is also everything else. We
mentioned earlier that a mixing of disparate historical periods achieves comical effects in Calvino.
Sometimes a mixing of two distant historical periods blurs the temporal distances between them.
QPwfq’s pre-historical times are not far away from the contemporary present. In ‘I Cristalli’ the
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text narratively almost imperceptibly merges the past and present world onto the same
conceptual plane:
[E]ro impaziente che Ia nostra Terra si separasse dalla ruota di gas e polvere in cui vorticano
tutti i corpi celesti, fosse Ia prima a sfuggire a quel disperdimento inutile che è l’universo.
Certo, volendo, uno puô anche mettersi in testa di trovare tin ordine nelle stelle, nelle galassie,
un ordine nelle finestre illuminate del grattacieli vuoti dove ii personale della pulizia tra le nove
e mezzanotte dã Ia cera agli uffici. (76)
[I was impatient for our Earth to detach itself from the wheel of gas and dust in which all the
celestial bodies were whirling, ours should be the first to escape that useless dispersal which is
the universe. Of course, if he chooses, a person can also take it into his head to find an order in
the stars, the galaxies, an order in the lighted windows of the empty skyscrapers where between
nine and midnight the cleaning women wax the floors in the offices.] (T Zero, 33)
Ma Yuan’s stories mix, for example, the narrative and the fictional levels. The obscure
manuscript “Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice” in ‘A Wall Covered With Strange
Patterns’ tells about future events which directly concern the characters in the story. It predicts,
for example, that a lipstick unknown to Yao Liang’s wife will be found among the things of her
deceased husband, a fact which will give him a bad reputation. What is not written in the
manuscript, however, is that she realizes much later this lipstick was in fact her very own. This
realization in the text is mentioned almost off-handedly, adding to the mystery of the manuscript
that is able to predict events but also makes mistakes.

[When [Lu Gaol found out that Yao Liang’s wfe herseIfhad previously thrown the lipstick into
the corner of Yao Liang’s study he started to make excusesfor the manuscript
1 (358)

Characters in the stories are written into written texts from which they cannot escape. Once their
lives are written down, words envelop the characters with a sense of fate. When Yao Liang’s
wife initially finds out about the lipstick she wants none of the things left behind by her husband.
But the manuscript predicts that she has to remain involved in the story by dealing with the
inheritance of which the manuscript is part.
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[She thought she could walk out of this story just like that. But she couldn’t walk out of it. Even
though she had taken the airplane and immediately afterwards the train, she couldn’t walk out of
it. If you don’t believe it have a look. She had made a mistake. She had forgotten that being a
direct family member, it was perfectly justifiable that she inherit the manuscript. In that case
this story could be considered ended. But there was no such arrangement. In the manuscript
itself was clearly written that she had no intention of winning over the right of inheritance.]
(354)
Lu Gao manages to temporarily escape the manuscript by writing up a story for a local magazine.

The characters can only escape being written into a text by writing themselves or, in the larger
context, they can either only be someone who tells a story or be someone who is told into a story
(the storyteller and the storytellee?).

(44)
[His incessant roaming of the Barkhur resulted in Lu Gao temporarily escaping the
<Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice>. This part of his life was not recorded in the
manuscript. i...] But now he unexpectedly escaped the Supplemental Scriptures that had given
him unending worries. In a moment of elation he had decided to write up some legendary
stors telling about the lives of prostitutes and transient men in Lhasa for a magazine called
<The Magnificent Spectacle of Popular Stories>.] (359)

In ‘A Wall Covered with Strange Patterns’ the young Tibetan shepherd Qing Luobu predicts that
Lu Gao will have a child with a particular Tibetan woman. The fact that a boy like Qing Luobu,
who appears to be endowed with mysterious powers that allow him to float across the river on
the back of his forty-nine black sheep, makes a prediction, seems to write Lu Gao into another

story, the unrolling actions of which he thinks he is bound to follow.

—1.
(43)
[Up to this day Lu Gao had never found himself in any love story and later he would not have
that good fortune either. But Shepherd’s God Qing Luobu had predicted that he would have a
child with the woman in front of him. And it wasn’t just one child. Qing Luobu had simply
talked about giving birth to children, but had not specified how many. She said to Lu Gao:
“This compound is my home, why don’t you come with me and rest for a while.” Lu Gao knew
he couldn’t refhse.J (357)

Q1U”

Lu Gao indeed befriends the woman Qing Luobu mentioned, but they do not become sexually
involved. The text in fact undermines the shepherd’s prediction by emphasizing that Lu Gao and
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the woman do not make love once they enter her home. They are said to chat all night about
Yao Liang and the manuscript “Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice”, both of which she
is familiar with. The text keeps feeding the reader with details seemingly related to each other,
all of which the reader hopes will explain one another, but don’t. As in dreams, various details
occur together without quite logically fitting together. 120 Signification seems to retreat further
and further into the distance until the reader has to accept the general uncertainty and sameness
of everything occurring in the story. Before his death, Yao Liang had told Lu Gao that he was
having a wild affair with a young Burmese woman. The woman Lu Gao meets by the river
resembles somewhat Yao Liang’s descriptions of this lover. The fact that this woman has met
Yao Liang, is familiar with the manuscript, and knows details about Yao Liang’s life even Lu Gao
was unaware of, heightens the suspicion that this woman may have known Yao Liang intimately.
But then again she is too different from what Yao Liang had told him about his lover. She is not
Burmese but Tibetan, much older than the woman Yao Liang had described, and not at all the
wild exhibitionist of his stories. In this uncertainty of probable/improbable events, she probably
was, and also was not, the former lover of his deceased friend.
In ‘Three Kinds of Time’ Ma Yuan creates a text into which ‘reality’ and fiction become
inextricably entangled. There is a sense that once a text is written, the line dividing imagined and
real events disappears. For example, he writes about tomorrow’s events in which he will be
involved. Even though he is the one writing the text, there is the sense of fate that once this
action has started to unroll, there is no getting out of it. In the action taking place tomorrow, he

Such a dream-like situation occurs in Calvino’s ‘La forma dello spazio’ when Qfwfq fantasizes about
how to defeat his rival with the help of the protrusions and crevices formed in space. In this fantasy, just
as in dreams, things seem to happen by themelves in the fight between Qfwfq and the Tenente Fenimore.
Non so come mi trovai un istante dopo con Ia testa affondata nella granulositâ soffocante degli
strati in ciii lo spazio cede sfaldandosi come sabbia; sputai, stordito e accecato; Femmore era
riuscito a raccattare la sua pistola; una pallottola mi fischià all’orecchio, deviata da una
120

proliferazione del vuoto che s’elevava in forma di termitaio. (206)
[I don’t know how I happened, a moment later, to find myself with my head thrust into the
stifling granulosity of the strata where space gives way, crumbling like sand; I spat, blinded and
dazed; Femmore had managed to collect his pistol; a bullet whistled past my ear, ricocheting off
a proliferation of the void that rose in the shape of an anthill.] (Cosmicomics, 122)
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is walking through the Barkhur in the middle of the night to take a break from writing the text of
the story. In the market he sees the Tibetan Kangba man wearing a head ornament he is
interested in buying. The tribesman first seems willing to sell it to him but in the end gives the
ornament to Ma Yuan as a gift. These actions are all projected into the future but are as real to
him as if they were happening in the present time in which Ma Yuan is writing about them. To

consolidate the verisimilitude of these events, Ma Yuan invites his readers to visit him once they
have finished reading the story and have a look at the piece.
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[What I’m also unable to understand is why these things are happening. Actually I know that
these things are bound to happen but I still cannot understand why. That’s how it is. I want to
simply tell what happens. I know I have to buy it, but I don’t know whether it exceeds my
purchasing power. Eventually, to my complete surprise (and surely also to the surprise of my
reader friends), he gives it to me. I can assure you of that. If someone among my reader friends
is interested they can look for me after reading this story and I’ll show off my treasure to them.] (388)

In today’s action Ma Yuan has seen the Kangba man in the market hawking the silver ornament
he is going to receive “the next morning”. In this context the gift of the ornament could be seen
as

wishful thinking on Ma Yuan’s part, but tomorrow’s and today’s actions merge when in today’s

action the tribesman turns toward Ma Yuan as if to an old friend and asks to borrow his cat, a
request Ma Yuan’s wife interprets in the present time as a possible exchange for the gift of the

head ornament.
Some of Ma Yuan’s stories foreground the blurring of the oneiric and the diurnal state.
The events in the stories are sketchy and fragmented, challenging the reader to supply possible

missing links. In both ‘Wandering Spirit’ and ‘Black Road’, for example, the identity of central
characters is not clear and the information provided about them is often contradictory. The
details about the events in the story are -so vague that the whole story remains uncertain and in a
dreamlike haze. It is never quite clear whether the events are taking place in dreaming or in
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waking life, leading one to conclude that these two levels overlap. The numerous words
describing events of which the various details don’t seem to connect with each other, in fact talk
about nothingness, made clear by the fact that the narrator erases the entire story by negating the
earlier related incidents. In ‘Black Road’ the rider returns after a few months to the Tibetan
mountains to revisit the site of the mysterious events, but can’t find any trace of the original inn.
All the earlier events related in the story may have been dreamt. This suspicion is encouraged in
the reader by the mention of several dreams and half-dreaming states in the story. This
uncertainty as to which ontological level one is dealing with is reminiscent of Borges’ ‘The
Circular Ruin’, where the dreamer dreamt his son into existence and then realizes that his own
existence has been dreamt up by another dreamer. The undermining of one’s previous state of
wakefiulness that turns out to have been a dreaming state as found in Borges’ story is explicitly
related to the Argentine author in the epigraph to Ma Yuan’s story ‘Wandering Spirit’. Quoting
from Borges story, the epigraph reads

--fM :<)j3J>(4)

[He knew that his immediate obligation was to dream. Towards midnight he was awakened by
Borges <The Circular Ruins>] (362)121
the disconsolate cry of a bird.
Often these stories are fitted into the framework of a mystery story to set the tone of the
uncertain events. ‘Black Road’ tells of “I” having witnessed a cruel murder, the scene of which
keeps reoccurring in a dream he has. He tells of his journey to an inn in a remote mountain area
of Tibet and relates the unclear story of the people he meets at the inn. Often the narrator knows
more than his readers do but does not let them in on his findings. The reader therefore keeps
trying to fit the pieces together, but is forced to remain in the haze of sketchy information.
Because of the distance of time, and the horror of the events that possibly may have distorted the
memory of the narrator, the account is uncertain. The events could have happened and also
could not have happened. They could have all been dreamt.
121

(Labyrinyths, 45-46). The original reads:

[S]abIa que su inmediata obligación era el sueflo. Hacia la medianoche lo despertó el grito
inconsolable de un pájaro. (OC I, 451)
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[When I say the incident happened a long time ago I mean to say that I almost don’t remember it
and cannot say for sure whether the event really happened or took place. If the memory of an
event is that blurred, it must have happened a long time ago. But not necessarily.] (345)

In the end it is not clear who actually got killed and whether the narrator, the old innkeeper, or
the Kangba man was the murderer. They could all be one and the same person. The murderer is
said to be caught in a vicious circle of murder, always having to kill the witness of his last
murder. This is a Borgesian/Calvinian time/space loop, a mise en abyme, that has affinities with
the invisible labyrinth the rider in Ma Yuan’s story found himself in the snow storm.

(26)
[Whenever he killed the witness of a murder, there was always another witness. He knew he
had to keep killing the new witnesses and so he continued to kill in an unending vicious circle.]
(346)
‘Wandering Spirit’ tells the mystery of a rare coin mold dating from the sixty-first year of
Qian Long (1795). A few coins were minted with the mold before the start of that year, but

when emperor Qian Long died in 1794, the money was already in circulation, making the coins
into a rarity and of priced interest for later antique collectors. It is not clear how much the
characters know about the possible whereabouts of that mold, but they know more than the
reader, who is deliberately kept in the dark. The mystery stories provide the reader only with
sketchy information, leading one to conclude that these stories exist on a different register to
which the reader and the Chinese in Tibet have only limited access.
Such conceptually ungraspable situations are also found in the “mystery” stories by
Borges such as in ‘La muerte y la brüjula’ [‘Death and the Compass’]. Whereas Ma Yuan,
however, foregrounds a misty uncertainty of reality, Borges works with the precise geometry of
the labyrinth which possibly leads the individual to the murderer. Yang Xiaobin mentions that
the unsolved mysteries in Ma Yuan’s fiction are the author’s way of reflecting the unknowability
of reality: the reader is not asked to fill in the numerous blank spaces left in Ma Yuan’s texts but
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to accept these, just as one accepts the unexplainable aspects of life. Ma Yuan merely presents a
mystery, he does not reveal it. Referring to Ma Yuan’s comment that people created “this
strange, ungraspable thing called mystery” because it is something that eludes their rational
thinking (‘A Dialogue’, 94), Yang writes:

$‘I”

[Because mystery exists “beyond rationality”, it is the very form of life, and therefore, when we
read Ma Yuan’s fiction we have a similar experience as when reading Borges: mystery is not
something that exists behind the presentation, but exists within the very presentation of an
event.] (‘Entropy of Meaning’, 196)
To the blurring of the fictional/empirical levels in Ma Yuan’s stories belong the editorial
comments made in brackets in the narrative about the contents of the stories. This was a strategy
also employed in ‘Temptation’, but there the comments were made by the ‘author’ commenting on
his own story. In ‘The Lhasa River Goddess’ the comments seem to come even more from the
‘outside’ of the text, giving the impression of the existence of an extra-textual level beyond those
of the fictional/empirical levels.
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[(The reader by now certainly will have realized that the author has gone so far as to describe
each of the 13 members as some kind of artist. This is really absurd. Judging from the tone, the

author would also be one of them, that is to say, the author would also be some kind of artist. It
is difficult to say whether he considers himself to be playing an extremely important part.
According to the author, the word artist just designates a kind of profession, and if any
compatriots were to understand this simple word as meaning some kind of glory, they would be
greatly mistaken).] (379)
We have mentioned that many of Ma Yuan’s stories make explicit reference to each
other’s existence (on the fictional and empirical level) and so create the conceptual image of an
Aleph in which everything is interrelated. The stories also make references to each others’
content, again giving the sense of the All-One creation of Ma Yuan’s/Ma

Yuan’s work. In the

story ‘A Wall’ Ma Yuan’s integrity as a writer is questioned during the dream conversation
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between Lu Gao and Yao Liang’s former friend. He is said to write people’s lives into stories to
turn them into money. The mention of the old Buddhist nun, of the woman who killed her
husband, and of the young women flying their kites are all references to the story ‘Three Ways of
Flying a Kite’.
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[“What he

most often talked about was that he had let off Ma Yuan lightly. He said that Ma

Yuan had become an author by just recording his life. He said that was all right, too; black
script on a white page, the one who had bçcome inunortalized was Liang and not the one called
Ma. He said Ma Yuan the fool had voluntarily become his secretary. He said nobody
remembered what the name of the author of ‘Napoleon I’ was, that people remembered Napoleon
Bonaparte.” “Jim.” “He said Ma Yuan acted stupidly on the surface but actually was as
treacherous and cunning as one could be. He said Ma Yuan would roam around the whole day
in the Barkhur and set his mind on somebody. He would just slightly arrange other people’s
lives and turn them into money; he said he hated Ma Yuan. He said the old Buddhist nun was
so pitiful, the old woman who had killed her husband so hateful and the young women who flew
the kites so lovely, but that Ma Yuan didn’t care, that he was only concerned that his stories
made money.”] (360)122
Lu Gao is thinking of writing an article for a local magazine about events taking place in Tibet.

When he sits down to write, he falls into daydreaming. In the text appear references to events of
the story ‘Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’.
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1n the dream Yao Liang is also said to have known about “the herdsman Dun Zhu and even all the
122
about the storytellers of the Gesaer” as well as about “the mysteries of the Yeti, the dinosaur
with sheep horns in the region that is wrinkled like the palm of a hand” which are all details from
‘Temptation’. Other details mentioned do not seem to be references to Ma Yuan’s other stories, a fact that
undoes the statement that everything can be encompassed or recognized.
mysteries
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[Thereupon every evening he spread Out some writing paper and sat there until daybreak without
writing a word. His train of thought would always slip from those prostitutes to Shepherd’s God
Qing Luobu then to his old friend Yao Liang and eventually to the black cat Beibei that got
killed by Ma Yuan. He absolutely couldn’t see the connection between these people and these
things. Therefore, as if out of spite, he didn’t write anything.] (359)
The narrative and the story it tells merge. In ‘A Wall Covered with Strange Patterns’ the
self-conscious narrator discusses the title he chose for his story. The choosing of the title exists
at the same level as the very thing (the wall covered with strange patterns) the title describes.

1Jf

nr
(40)
[Got the title. A nonsensical title, was that too easy? But it isn’t that easy or that simple. To
paint that wall takes time, a lot of time. So much time to practice, to sketch, to draw -- no need
to learn about colour. So much time writing characters with a brush [...] (351)
In a similar way, in ‘Wandering Spirit’ the telling of the story is embodied in the actions of
the characters. Toward the end of the story the narrative tells of the three characters by the
Lhasa river with the ancient copper mold of the rare Tibetan coin in their hands. They decide
what to do with it, now that they realize they are missing the other half of the mold. The large
Tibetan dog dashing toward them brings with him the end of the story
.
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[I saw that Big Niu was still holding the copper mold in his hand and knew that the matter was
not settled yet. No, but it wasn’t far away either. I already heard its low growling. It came
dashing toward us in high speed, dashing toward the end of the story.] (374)
In Calvino’s story ‘Ii Sangue, ii mare’ the writing process has to speed up to explain the situation
before the content of the story eliminates the possibility of any explaining because of the
impending death of the storyteller in the story.
Qui bisogna specificare in fretta, prima che con un sorpasso sconsiderato di camion con
nmorchio il dott. Cècere renda vana ogrn specificazione, [...] . (240)

123

Another example exists in ‘Three Kinds of Times’ where the three Chinese men see the Kangba man
selling his head ornament to bystanders:

QT/%ti ,t
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When we reached the Barkhur we also reached the key part of this story. (393)
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(76)

[Here I must hasten to make clear before by another idiotic passing of a trailer truck Dr. Cêcere
makes all clarification pointless [...] .1 (T Zero, 46)
-

-

In ‘La forma dello spazio’ the parallel lines in space along which the characters are falling are
compared to the lines of writing on a piece of paper, in fact the very page of the story Qfvfq is
writing. The letters on the page form convenient shapes to assist him in his rivalry with the
Tenente Fenimore and in his pursuit of Ursula H’x:
[El cosj ci inseguivamo, io e il Tenente Fenimore, nascondendoci dietro gli occhielli delle “1”,
specie delle “1” della parola “parallele”, per sparare e proteggerci dalle pallottole e fingerci morti
e attendere che passi Fenimore per fargli b sgambetto e trascinarlo per i piedi facendogli
sbattere ii mento contro ii fondo delle “v” e delle “u” e delle “m” e delle “n” che scritte in corsivo
tutte uguali diventano un sobbalzante susseguirsi di buche sul selciato per esempio
nell’espressione “universo unidimensionale” lasciandolo steso in un punto tutto calpestato dalle
cancellature e dill rialzarmi lordo d’inchiostro raggrumato e correre verso Ursula H’x la quale
vorrebbe far la furba infilandosi dentro i fiocchi della “effe” che si affinano finchd diventano
fihiformi, ma io la prendo per i capelli e la piego contro una “d” o una “t” cosi come le scrivo io
adesso nella fretta [...]. (207)
[[A]nd so we pursued each other, Lieutenant Fenimore and I, hiding behind the loops of the l’s,
especially the i’s of the word “parallel,” in order to shoot and take cover from the bullets and
pretend to be dead and wait, say, till Fenimore went past in order to trip him up and drag him by
his feet, slamming his chin against the bottoms of v’s and the u’s and the rn’s and the n’s which,
written all evenly in an italic hand, became a bumpy succession of holes in the pavement (for
example, in the expression “unmeasurable universe”), leaving him stretched out in a place all
trampled with erasings and x-ings, then standing up there again, stained with clotted ink, to run
toward Ursula H’x, who was tiying to act sly, slipping behind the tails of thefwhich trail off
until they become wisps, but I could seize her by the hair and bend her against a d or a tjust as I
write them now [...].] (Cosmicornics, 123)
The narrative ‘L’origine degli uccelli’, that tells the story of the first birds by means of cartoon
frames, has the storytelling overlap with the content of the story.

- Adesso lo cancello! - dice, o pensa, e per rappresentare questo suo desiderio potrenuno fargli
tracciare una riga in diagonale attraverso Ia vignetta. L’uccello sbatte le au, schiva la diagonale
e si mette in salvo nell’angolo opposto. U(h) si rallegra perché con quella diagonale in mezzo
non lo vede piü. L’uccello cia una beccata contro la riga, la spezza, e vola addosso al vecchio
U(h). Il vecchio U(h) per cancellarbo cerca di tracciargli addosso due fregacci incrociati. Nel
punto dove le due righe s’incontrano, l’uccelbo si posa a fare l’uovo. Ii vecchio U(h) gliele
strappa di sotto, l’uovo casca, l’uccello vola via. C’è un vignetta tutta imbrattata di tuorlo d’uovo.
(38)
[“Now I’ll erase him!” he says, or thinks, and to depict this desire of his we could have him draw
a diagonal line across the frame. The bird flaps his wings, eludes the diagonal, and flies to
safety in the opposite corner. U(h) is happy because, with the diagonal line between them, he
can’t see the bird anymore. The bird pecks at the line, breaks it, and flies at old U(h). Old U(h),
to erase him, tries to draw a couple of crossed lines over him. At the point where the two lines
meet, the bird lights and lays an egg. Old U(h) pulls the lines from under him, the egg falls, the
bird darts off. There is one frame all stained with egg yolk.] (T Zero, 16-17)
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7. Conclusion: The Universe is an Aleph

Calvino’s cosmic Aleph includes in its world Ma Yuan’s Tibetan Aleph, just as the whole
unknowable cosmos is contained in Ma Yuan’s Tibet. The many words that discuss the various
ways of representing the indescribable nature of the Aleph and the Tao could also have been left
unwritten, as the unspeakable experience is posited as being best approximated through pictures,
music (see cartoon at the beginning of this chapter), or silence. Alan Watts asks, given that the
Tao is simply inconceivable,
what is the use of having the word and of saying anything at all about it? Simply because we
know intuitively that there is a dimension of ourselves and of nature which eludes us because it
is too close, too general, and too all-embracing to be singled out as a particular object. This
dimension is the ground of all the astonishing forms and experiences of which we are aware.
Because we are aware, it cannot be unconscious, although we are not conscious of it. (Tao: The
Watercourse Way, 55)

This being conscious of it but being unconscious of it at the same time is a conceptual
overlapping space that is linguistically unrepresentable.
Ma Yuan’s and Italo Calvino’s stories posit that every aspect of our existence is an Aleph.
Every point in space, every point in time is an Aleph and thus the universe containing in its
spherical shape the natural world with its creatures, thus we, who tell and write about our
experiences of the Aleph, are writing ourselves into an Aleph. The ‘moral’ of both authors’ texts
may well be to live every instant consciously, for each moment is an Aleph supplied with all the
information about ourselves and the world in all possible times and places. We are never fully
able to grasp this information, however, but are merely able to intuit it, an awareness that keeps
us at the same level as the natural world. In the ideal case the ungraspable maintains our respect
for everything, as we ourselves are this everything. Watts writes that
the ill-treatment of the environment is damage to ourselves for the simple reason that subject
and object cannot be separated, and that we and our surroundings are the process of a unified
field, which is what the Chinese call Tao. (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 16)
-

Borges calls it the Aleph: the image of the endless labyrinthine universe that includes us in it.
Carlos Navarro comments:
Being a model of the universe, Borges’ labyrinth is also an allegory of everything. Were it
possible for us to observe it from a distance the fact that we exist willy-filly includes us in it
-
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-

we would see all times, places, thoughts, beings, etc. revolving coextensively in one absolute
space, like the Aleph. (‘The Endlessness of Borges’ Fiction’, 404)

The ineffable also prevents us from knowing anything with certainty, for the contents of the
Aleph are constantly changing and thus slipping from our grasp. In the meantime we entertain
ourselves by telling each other stories by which we try to explain our experiences of the Aleph.
The Aleph is a creation of ours through which we tell each other about the world and about our
experience of the Aleph. We might as well do this with humour, as humour reminds us that we
do not know. The storytelling helps us to verbalize our memories of the world through
mythological tales, stories which represent our connection to the earliest moments of creation, a
creation that is ongoing and thus is the past, present and future. The perception of an Aleph is a
distinct vision one experiences in a moment of stillness, but it also represents every moment of
existence if existence is experienced with the sensitivity one needs to have in order to see the
Aleph. If the vision of an Aleph represents a special moment but is also every single moment, the
ultimate moral may be ‘to just be’. This recalls Zhuangzi’s words about wu-wei, non-action,
quoted in Watts:
Mark what I say! In the case of the body, it is best to let it go along with things. In the case of
the emotions, it is best to let them follow where they will. By going along with things, you
avoid becoming separated from them. By letting the emotions follow as they will, you avoid
fatigue. (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 98)

About this passage Watts remarks that the ‘you’ cannot go along with ‘things’ unless there is the
understanding that there is no alternative,
since you and things are the same process the now-streaming Tao. The feeling that there is a
difference is also that process. There is nothing to do about it. There is nothing not to do about
it. There is only the stream and its myriad convolutions waves, bubbles, spray, whirlpools, and
eddies and you are that.
-

-

-
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Conclusion

Tao: The Unattainable Woman

The primordial state of chaos in Taoist cosmology is often associated with female forces
of creation, whereby the cosmic gourd that is said to have contained the phenomena of the world
in a chaotic wholeness is described as the “cosmic womb”.
In many instances in Taoist texts the theme of the hun-fun egg, watery substratum, or original
formless mass would seem to imply the priority of a female principle as mother and womb of
creation. (Girardot, 183)
Ellen Marie Chen writes that in the Tao Te Ching the Tao is identified with the female productive
power, as the Tao is the emptiness and nothingness

(

[wit]) from which all things in the

universe are born (‘Nothingness and the Mother Principle’, 339). The Taoist sage wants to
reunite her- or himself with the original condition of the universe, a pursuit which is often
described in terms of “returning to the condition of the womb” or to “the Mother” (Girardot, 7475). This unification, however, remains an ideal the sage pursues. The works by Italo Calvino
and Ma Yuan discussed represent in their creation of the Aleph/Tao vision a description of this
pursuit.
In early Taoist texts it is said that after the separation from the original chaos state of the
phenomenal world united in the “one”, the two spirits that were previously a chaotic oneness
now “separated and becameyin and yang” (Girardot, 62). These two opposing poles of cosmic
energy are associated with the concepts of male and female, heaven and earth, light and dark,
whereby the identification of male and female forces are not necessarily limited to the feminine
and masculine gender but rather are characteristics present in both male or female bodies. Alan
Watts defines the yin and yang principle as the mutually necessary poles of existence:
The yin-yang principle is that the somethings and the nothings, the ons and the offs, the solids
and the spaces, as well as the waking and the sleepings and the alternations of existing and not
existing, are mutually necessary. (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 25)
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He describes the yin and yang not as a dualism but as an “explicit duality expressing an implicit
unity” (26), Girardot mentions that the notion of the complementary duality of the yin-yang
principle became distorted over the centuries into meaning the superiority of the “yang principle
(male, active, fiery, etc.

=

life, health, sacrality) over the yin (female, passive, watery, etc.

=

death, disease, profanity)”, a view that found its way into popular traditional culture (Girardot,
250). Initially, however, these two principles represented a perfect balance, with neither one
being placed ahead of the other, but rather both balancing each other. The merging with the Tao,
therefore, implies a rebalancing of the two opposing forces.
It can be said that the mystical return to an experience of primal unity implies a necessary
cosmological interrelation of body and spirit, the reunion or marriage of yin and yang, the
coexistence and copenetration of the one and the two, nonbeing and being, the uncreated and the
created, the chicken and the egg. (Girardot, 43)

The expression of the imbalance of these two forces is apparent in the writings of Italo
Calvino and Ma Yuan. Whereas they posit (or parody) the arrival of the sage perfectly united
with the Tao, much of their writing deals with the ideal of that union from the view of the yang
pursuing the yin. The women in these texts, like the ineffable Tao, remain an unattainable,
idealized vision that the male characters want to possess. As the texts discussed in the thesis are
written by men and from a male (heterosexual) perspective, the desire for the distant woman is of

main concern. The Tao, however, is attained by doing nothing, by letting things be the way they
are. In Watts’ words, “Tao is just a name for whatever happens, or as Lao-tzu put it, ‘The Tao
principle is what happens of itself” (Tao: The Watercourse Way, 38). Rather than actively
pursuing the union, the Taoist sage obliterates the “I” that wants ‘to get’ the Tao. S/he does this
by merging with the original chaotic nature of things to let the Tao ‘get’ himlher. Benjamin Hoff
quotes the Yellow Emperor, a Taoist sage, about the way to attain the Tao:
To have no thought and put forth no effort is the first step towards understanding the Tao. To
go nowhere and do nothing is the first step towards finding peace in the Tao. To start from no
point and follow no road is the first step towards reaching the Tao. (The Tao ofPooh, 143)
Discussing Calvino’s body of work Kathryn Hume writes that the Other for Calvino is
represented by the feminine. While in his earlier works the role of women and love generally
threaten the male protagonist’s existence into some form of dissolution (she mentions the
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“uncomfortable misogynous” tone of The Path to the Nest of Spiders), this role becomes more
attenuated and abstract in the later fictions.
As Calvino’s fictions develop, though, woman becomes less dangerous to the protagonist’s mode
of existence, and the threat becomes more purely intellectual and less bodily than in the early
works. However, undifferentiated mass, flux, the world prior to language, and unity continue to
bear phantasmic overtones of the Feminine even in later stories, and in some sense remain
opposed to the rational, masculine consciousness of the eye or I who narrates those later fictions.
(Calvino ‘s Fictions, 44)

Hume describes the basic premise of the cosmological fables in Cosmicomiche in terms of the
opposing male and female principles whereby the female stands for the inscrutable,
undifferentiated mass and the male for the rational consciousness that wants to make sense of
that mass. She sees Qfwfq’s relationship with the universe in terms of a consciousness that
establishes itself clearly as masculine, whereas the phenomenal world is feminine. “Ultimately,”
she writes, “for Qfwfq, the other is feminine and the Feminine is Other” (‘Italo Calvino’s Cosmic
Parody’, 88). Calvino, however, seems to have a sense of the rebalancing of the two forces, as
takes place during the epiphanic moment that brings about this adjustment. Like the two
opposing forces yin and yang that constantly readjust their balance in a continuously shifting
motion, the disharmony of the one over the other is brought to an equilibrium through
metamorphosis or change. Hume speaks of the binary opposition of the
I versus the non-I, or self versus cosmos as the primordial dichotomy, but secondarily male
versus female, for the Other is significantly feminine for Qfwfq. The repetitions consist of
Qfwfq’s launching himself against the universe time and time again, seeking to satis1’ desire
and achieve satisfaction. The mediation that which represents the sacred in this cosmos is
metamorphosis or change. (Calvino’s Fictions, 72)
-

-

This launching of the male “I” against the female universe, however, is seen in terms of pursuit
and possession. For the most part, the cosmological parodies in Cosmicomiche describe Qfwfq’s
pursuit of an uninterested or incompatible woman whom he wants to take hold of before his rival
does. Michael Feingold sees this as the vision of a book that describes the universe as a gigantic
joke, of which the banal romantic triangle is part.
Among his creatures, the basic unit of social interaction is the competition of two men-creatures
for the love of a woman-creature, a trivial thing in itsell and rendered more so by the vastness
of the backdrop before which it takes place. (‘Doing the Universe Wrong’, 36)
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Hume notes that in his reincarnations from one life form into another throughout the universe’s
development Qfwfq remains an eternally masculine being, “the whole realm of his non-I
reverberat[ing] with glimpses of a feminine principle” (‘Italo Calvino’s Cosmic Parody’, 90).
Claudio Milanini points out that the feminine remains forever unreachable for Qfwfq, just as the
essence of life remains forever beyond our grasp. Qfwfq’s perennial male appetites are tantalized
by elusive females:
Intorno a Qfwfq si muovono deuteragonisti fortemente tipizzati, finte ingenue e donne-uccello
vampiresche,femmesfata!es e adolescenti civettuole; creature diversissime, ma tutte volubili e
capricciose; partners ora scontrose ora compiacenti, ma sempre in qualche misura inafferrabili,
poiche inafferrabile s’appalesa alla fin fine l’essenza stessa della vita. (‘L’umorismo
cosmicomico’, 116-117)
LAround Qfwfq move strongly typified deuteragonists, feigned innocence and vampiresque bird
women,femmesfatales and coquettish teen-agers; though most diverse, they all are inconstant
and capricious; partners now peevish now willing, but always in some measure elusive, because
the very essence of life in the final analysis turns out to be elusive.] (my translation)
-

-

-

-

According to Hume, because the feminine is latent in so much of the cosmos, Calvino suggests
that the proper approach to the phenomenal world is to make love to it. The immediacy of
sensual love as a personal approach to the universe is seen in contrast to the impersonal scientific
scrutinizing of phenomena. Hume writes that Calvino offers vision as a means of reconciling
scientific and imaginative thinldng.
Vision is the flash of insight which enables contradictoiy phenomena to fall into a hannonious
pattern. Vision transforms the unknown, and makes it part of a larger order. (‘Science and
Imagination’, 54)
By being immediately involved with the universe one is able to experience the epiphanic vision of
the Aleph and the Tao, the state in which theyin and yang are perfectly balanced.
One should interact sensuously and personally, not just observe with the frigid detachment of the
scientist. Only by going beyond observation can one hope to experience vision. The stories of
male rivalry that lack a feminine object or overt feminization of the universe only allow vision
depressed by a sense of infinite futility. In stories where the Other is feminized, there are
visions that exalt Qfwfq, make him ecstatic, help him transcend normal consciousness as, for
instance, in the holistic moment of unity with everything in ‘The Origin of the Birds.’ (‘Italo
Calvino’s Cosmic Parody’, 90)
In La spirale’ Qfwfq experiences the all-encompassing vision of the Aleph that allows for

everything in past, present and future time to be visible at a glance, including all the females who
are one female and all the males who are one male, who, when they turn out not be himself,
represent his rivals.
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Mi guardo intorno e chi cerco? è sempre tel che io cerco innamorato da cinquecento milioni di
anni e vedo sulia spiaggia una bagnante olandese cui un bagnino con Ia catenella d’oro mostra
per spaventarla /0 sciame d’api in cielo, e la riconosco, è tel, la riconosco dat modo
inconfondib lie di soilevare la spa/lafin quasi a toccarsi una guancia, ne sono quasi sicuro, anzi
direl assolutamente sicuro se non fosse per una certa assomiglianza che ritrovo anche neila
fig/ia del custode dell’osservatorio astronomico, e ne/lafotografia de/t’attrice truccata da
Cleopatra, oforse in Cleopatra com’era veramente di persona [...], di ognuna di queste posso
dirmi innamorato e ne/to stesso tempo sicuro d’esser innamorato sempre di tel so/a. Epià ml
arrovello d’amore per ciascuna di loro, meno ml decido a dire loro: “Sono io!” temendo di
sbagliarmi e ancor piü temendo che sia tel a sbagtiarsi, a prendermi per qualcun altro, per
qualcuno che da quanto tel sa di me potrebbe anche essere scambiato con me, per esempio ii
bagnino con la catenella d’oro, o ii direttore dell’osservatorio asfronomico [...].
(Cosmicomiche, 232-233)
[I look around, and whom am I lookingfor? She is still the one I seek; I’ve been in love forfive
hundred million years, and fI see a Dutch girl on the sand with a beachboy wearing a gold
chain around his neck and showing her the swarm ofbees to frighten her, there she is: I
recognize herfrom her inimitable way ofraising one shoulder until it almost touches her cheek,
I’m almost sure, or rather I’d say absolutely sure ifit weren ‘tfor a certain resemblance that I
find a/so in the daughter ofthe keeper ofthe observatory, and in the photograph ofthe actress
made up as Cleopatra, or perhaps in Cleopatra as she really was in person [...]; I might say that
I am in love with each ofthem and at the same time I am sure ofbeing in love a/ways with her
atone. And the more I torment myself with the lovefor each ofthem, the less I can bring myself
to say to them: “Here I am!,” afraid ofbeing mistaken and even more afraid that she is
mistaken, taking me for somebody else, for somebody who, for all she knows ofme, might easily
be taken for me, for example the beachboy with the gold chain, or the director ofthe
observatory [...].] (Cosmicomics, 148-149)

Cosmicomiche parodies the conventions of this world throughout the evolution of the universe
and thus also the images of das Ewig-Weibliche appear tongue-in-cheek. In ‘L’origine degli
uccelli’ [‘The Origin of the Birds’] Qfwfq has entered the Land of the Birds and meets the
‘beautiful Org-Onir-Ornit-Or’, the Queen of the Birds. She stands for everything that will ever be
considered beautiful in Qfwfq’s world. The text uses clichés of feminine beauty as the standard
to which everything else is compared.
Avevo di fronte una creatura di bellezza mai vista. Una bellezza diversa, senza possibilità di
confronto con tutte le forme in cui era stata da noi riconosciouta la bellezza [...], eppure nostra,
quanto c’era di piü nostro del nostro mondo (nel fumetto si potrebbe ricorrere a una
rappresentazione simbolica; una mano femminile, o un piede, o un seno, che spuntano da un
gran manto di piume), e tale che senza di lei ii nostro mondo aveva sempre mancato di qualcosa.
(Cosmicomiche, 41)
[Before me there was a creature of a beauty never seen before. A dfferent beauty, which
couldn’t be compared to any of the forms in which we had recognized beauty L...] and yet ours,
the most ours thing of our world (in the comic strip a symbolic depiction could be used; a
feminine hand, or a foot, or a breast, emerging from a great cloak of feathers); without it our
world would always have lacked something.] (T Zero, 20-2 1) (italics in text)
-

In Le

cilIa invisiblE, too, one notices an imbalance of the yang over the yin.

In fact, the

book is written entirely from a male perspective. From this position men talk to men about men
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exploring a world inhabited by men, while women are sensual appendages to their lives. It is a
vision that sets conceptual and linguistic standards for the world as being male. In the trading
city Eutropia,. for example, the inhabitants periodically exchange lives by moving to a new city
within the territory ofEutropiawhenever they are tired of their old habits. The language
describing this process implicitly assumes that all the inhabitants are male: not only does the male
pronoun and the word man stand for all citizens, but the city seems to be inhabited only by male
citizens, as each is said to ‘take a new wife’, unless, of course, one supposes that in this imaginary
city the women are included in the umbrella word each and also each ‘take a new wife’.
Ii giorno in cul gli abitanti di Eutropia si sentono assalire dalla stanchezza, e nessuno sopporta
piü ii suo mestiere, I suoi parenti, la sua casa e La sua vita, i debiti, la gente da salutare o che
sáluta, allora tutta Ia cittadinanza decide di spostarsi nella città vicina che è 11 ad aspettarli,
vuota e come nuova, dove ognuno prenderà tin altro mestiere, un ‘altra moglie, vedrà un altro
paessaggio aprendo la finestra, passerâ le sere in altn passatempi amicizie maldicenze. [...] [L]a
varietâ ê assicurata dalle molteplici incombenze, tali che nello spazio d’una vita raramente uno
ritorna a un mestiere die già era stato ii suo. (Le città invisibili, 70)
[On the day when Eutropia’s inhabitants feel the grip of weariness and no one can bear any
longer his job, his relatives, his house and his life, debts, the people he must greet or who greet
him, then the whole citizenry decides to move to the next city, which is there waiting for them,
empty and good as new; there each will take up a new job, a different wfe, will see another
landscape on opening his window, and will spend his time with different pastimes, friends,
gossip. [...] [V]ariety is guaranteed by the multiple assignments, so that in the span of a lifetime
a man rarely returns to ajob that has already been his.] (Invisible Cities, 52) (emphasis mine)

The predominantly philosophical nature of the book does not prevent it from presenting women
as sensual objects for the males who view, pursue and want to possess the female. Hume writes
about the imbalance of the sexes in Le cilia invisibili:
Women exist as sexual objects, beautiful, mostly distant and beyond reach but occasionally
willing to pleasure strangers. Men, however, appear as craftsmen, workmen, as functionaries
(soldiers), or as roles (braggart, miser), not as sexual rivals and not as individuals. Indeed,
inhabitants in general are abstractions, never characters. (Calvino ‘s Fictions, 151)

Significantly, the cities’ names are all female, and in some cases equated with the appeal of the
feminine. The description of the second city under the heading ‘cities and memory’ reads
All’uomo che cavalca lungamente per terreni selvatici viene desiderio d’una cittA. Finalmente
giunge a Isidora, cittâ [...l, dove quando il forestiere è incerlo tra due donne ne incontra sempre
una terza. (Città invisibili, 16)
[When a man rides a long time through wild regions he feels the desire for a city. Finally he
comes to Isidora, a city [...] where the foreigner hesitating between two women always
encounters a third] (Invisible Cities, 11)
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The city that best represents the frustrated pursuit of the female by the male is Zobeide,
adequately listed under the heading ‘cities and desire’. This city is founded on the identical dream
of men from various nations who built the city into a labyrinth so that the naked woman they saw
in their dream (“seen from behind,, with long hair”) could not escape them. They never dream of
that woman again but the men are now all trapped in their own city, static in the unending pursuit
of the elusive woman.
Questa fu Ia cittâ di Zobeide in cui si stabilirono aspettando che una notte si ripetesse quella
scena. Nessuno di loro, né nel sonno né da sveglio, vide mal piü Ia donna. Le vie della cittã
erano queue in cui essi andavano al lavoro tutti i giorni, senza phi nessun rapporto con
l’inseguimento sognato. Che del reSto era giâ dimenticato da tempo. Nuovi uomini arrivarono
da altri paesi, avendo avuto un sogno come ii loro, e nella città di Zobeide riconoscevano
qualcosa delle vie del sogno, e cambiavano di posto a porticati e a scale perché somigliasse di
piü al cammino della donna inseguita e perchd nel punto in cui era sparita non le restasse via di
scampo. Iprimi arrivati non capivano che cosa attraesse questa gente a Zobeide, in questa
brutta cittâ, in questa trappola. (Le città invisibili, 51-52)
[This was the city of Zobeide, where they settled, waiting for that scene to be repeated one night.
None of them, asleep or awake, ever saw that woman again. The city’s streets were streets where
they went to work evely day, with no link anymore to the dreamed chase. Which, for that
matter, had long been forgotten. New men arrived from other lands, having had a dream like
theirs, and in the city of Zobeide, they recognized something of the streets of the dream, and
they changed the positions of arcades and stairways to resemble more closely the path of the
pursued woman and so, at the spot where she had vanished, there would remain no avenue of
escape. The first to arrive could not understand what drew these people to Zobeide, this ugly
city, this trap.] (Invisible Cities, 39)
The cities’ female names represent the land that the male traveler explores. Guido

Almansi reads the book precisely in these terms, saying that, among other things, the cities
represent amorous suggestions for the male traveler.
Le cittA di Calvino raccontate da Marco Polo a Kublai Kan, ormai lo sanno tutti, vantano una
stupenda ed esotica onomastica femminile, da Zobeide a Sofronia, da Aglaura a Zemrude, da
Eusapia a Perinzia, nomi-numina che seducono il viandante e l’amante, allettando i piedi erranti
nelle tortuositâ del loro corpo urbanistico cosI come le mani erranti dell’innamorato di John
Donne esplorano l’universo anatomico della nuova terra posseduta (“Oh my America, my new
found land”). Perché ii processo analogico è chiaramente reversibile; se le cittA sono anche
donne, o almeno hanno di fenuninesco ii nome gentile e suggestivo, cosi le donne sono città, si
articolano in una toponomastica onirica che possa rispondere ad ogni possibile desiderio o

aspirazione dell’uomo. (‘Le città illeggibili’, 29)
[Calvino’s cities narrated by Marco Polo to Kublai Khan, by now everybody knows, boast of
wonderful and exotic female onomastics, from Zobeide to Sofronia, from Aglaura to Zemrude,
from Eusapia to Perinzia, nomina-numina that seduce the traveler and the lover, tempting the
wandering feet into their winding urban bodies as like the erring hands of the enamored John

Donne explore the anatomical universe of the newly possessed world (“Oh my America, my new
found land”). In fact, the analog process is clearly reversible; if the cities are also women, or at
least have as feminine the gentle and suggestive names, so the cities are women, they are
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articulated in an oneiric toponymy that could respond to every imaginable desire or hope of
man.] (my translation)
Calvino’s Se una notte d’inverno un viaggiatore posits the process of reading, both on the
narrative and the textual level, as the writer’s seduction of the reader. The Reader in the book is
seduced by the novel incipits to continue his chase of the lost, misprinted or misplaced books, at
the same time as he pursues his desire for the Other Reader, Ludmilla. JoAnn Cannon points out
that the inclusion of an erotic novel incipit in Se una notte “represents a blatant attempt to seduce
the voyeuristic reader” but more importantly the suggestive scenes are there to act out in erotic
terms the way in which literature functions. The reader partaking in the “pleasure of reading” is
led to imagine what lies beyond the text (halo Calvino: Writer and Critic, 103). In a feminist
reading of the book Teresa DeLauretis comments on the male perspective from which this
seduction is posited:
In this book reading, like writing, is a function of desire, literally. The pursuit of the book’s
ending corresponds to the pursuit of the unattainable love object, narrative closure is impeded by
écriture, the dispersal of meaning, writing as dfférance; and the pleasure of the text is
infiltrated or intercut with the jouissance of the text. More simply put, as the American critic
Robert Scholes once suggested, the archetype of this fiction is the male sexual act. (‘Reading the
(Post)modern text’, 137)
DeLauretis notes that even though the book includes a (female) Other Reader the proposition
from which the book is written is that “the Writer or the Author is only and always male”
(‘Reading the (Post)modern text’, 135). She asks,
Why is the female reader finally re-contained within the frame of the book as merely a character
in man’s fiction, reduced to a portrait, an image, a figure of the male imaginaiy? Because, I

suggest, Woman is still the ground of representation, even in postmodern times. (‘Reading the
(Post)modern text’, 143)

The position of women represents the “blind spot” in Calvino’s and Ma Yuan’s world view. Even
though both ultimately advocate the repositioning of the female principle into the general scheme
of things, that is, reintegrating the spiritual into the scientific, the way in which they go about it
remains within the traditional realm of viewing the female subordinated to the male. The contrast
between the spiritual and the scientific can be seen in terms of the opposing Taoist poles of the

yin and the yang. In the context of Ma Yuan’s fiction these opposite poles represent the contrast
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between the Tibetan and the Communist vision, or the Taoist and the Confucian world view.
Ellen Marie Chen describes this opposition as follows:
the Taoist school values the feminine virtues of staying behind, yielding, and quietude, while the
Confucian school values the male virtues of activity, justice and strength. (‘Nothingness and the
Mother Principle’, 404)

Women in Ma Yuan’s Tibetan stories stand for the writer’s view of a mysterious Other
that is both Tibet and Female. The Chinese are tempted by the riches and the beauty of Tibet, as
the title ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ suggests. In this context Edward Said’s theory of
Orientalism is relevant, as his theory of cultural oppression posits Orientalism as a Western
discourse about a projected Orient, a place that, as he demonstrates, is often associated with the
inscrutable, sensual female. 124 While Said’s theory refers to the Western political and discursive
dominance of the Orient, the Chinese presence in Tibet and the paternalistic discourse about
Tibet can be seen in the same political light of one nation ruling over another.
There are Westerners and there are Orientals. The former dominate; the latter must be
dominated, which usually means having their land occupied, their internal affairs rigidly
controlled, their blood and treasure put at the disposal of one or another Western power.
(Orientalism, 36)

Said speaks of the relationship of the West with the Orient in terms of the West considering the
Oriental as being “irrational, depraved (fallen), childlike, “different”; thus the European is
rational, virtuous, mature, “normal” (Orientalism, 40). This binary opposition of the one ahead
of the other sounds close to a world view in which the yin and yang are separated and
imbalanced. It is the view of the male Qfwfq, whose ‘rational consciousness’ faces an unknown
universe that is the feminine Other. It also has affinities with the idealized view Ma Yuan holds

124 is very aware of the existence of such a projection. In an interview published in Ana MarIa
Borges
Barrenechea’s book, Borges: The Labyrinth Maker, the Argentine author reveals his views on the Orient
which he says were mostly fed through The Arabian Nights.
As for the Orient, although it exists as a reality, it has also existed since the time of Marco Polo
and since the Bible entered into Man’s imagination, as a type of dream. The Orient is now the
embodiment of irreality. I have always felt it that way. I could state, without exaggeration, that
I have spent my life reading, rereading, and above all, thinking about The Arabian Nights. I feel
that the Orient serves as an outline for all Occidental men. (Barrenechea, 149)
In his lecture on the The 1001 Nights he says that the discovery of the East by the West was an event of
major importance. The West proceeded to view the Orient as “something vast, immobile, magnificent,
incomprehensible” (Seven Nights, 42) which are words that correlate with Said’s discussion of the
Western discourse about the East.
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of Tibetans, whom he describes as being different from the Chinese in that Tibetans live a
beautiftil and relaxed fairy tale-like life intertwined with the divine in spite of economic
difficulties. Their Buddhist world view may provide them with the necessary distance to live
serene lives regardless of the hardship of their daily lives.
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[Their spiritual and material lives are in no causal relationship with each other, which is
difficult for people to understand. The herds people drink wine, sing and flirt while they herd,
and the peasants flirt, sing and drink wine while they till the land. [...] Actually, their lives and
legends are intertwined with the world of the gods. Therefore their work, entertaimnent and
loving - everything in their lives is relaxed and beautiful. In spite of their low productive forces
the work they do for their survival - herding, farming, and hunting - is extremely hard.] (‘A
Dialogue’, 94)

While Ma Yuan holds an idealized view of Tibetans he does so to advocate their difference in
light of Chinese policies that wants to assimilate the Tibetans into Chinese territory. His
‘Orientalism’ could therefore be seen as strategic: instead of describing the Tibetan difference in
condescending terms that consider Tibet a backward civilization in need of the rescuing hand of
the progressive Chinese, Ma Yuan maintains that the spiritual consciousness of the Tibetans gives
them an understanding of the world that the scientifically-minded Chinese lack. His sentimental
view of the Tibetans, thus, while part of a larger ‘orientalist’ Chinese projection of Tibet,

functions as a philosophical and political voice against a totalizing Chinese world view. As a
writer inside Chinese territory writing about a politically sensitive area such as Tibet, where any

hint of opposition against the occupation can be punished with execution, he watches his words.
He is forced to write within the official political guidelines to be published at all, so that any kind
of criticism against the regime is stated very carefully. Ma Yuan therefore writes between several
lines: official enough to get published but subtle enough to voice his dissent against the Chinese
take-over of Tibet,
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Edward Said writes that Orientalism was upheld by and fostered a male world view that
made women into creatures of a male power-fantasy (“they express unlimited sensuality, they are
more or less stupid, and above all they are willing” (Orientalism, 207)). While for Ma Yuan
Tibet does not exactly represent a place where his characters can look for sexual experiences
unobtainable in their homeland (Orientalism, 190), women do represent Tibet for him and his
stories create (fantasies of) women who are willing to please the Chinese, the strangers in Tibet.
His novella ‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’ presents Tibetan women in an idealized and

sentimentalized light. The two Chinese men Lu Gao and Yao Liang think they have met the most
beautiful Tibetan woman. She remains remote and mysterious, her eyes saying more than she
reveals verbally. Her physical appearance is presented in great detail by the scrutinizing eye of
the Chinese man.

th
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(50)

[This time Lu Gao had a chance to have a good look at her long, fine eyebrows, her extremely
beautiful nose and notice that she used a little bit of makeup. Her hair was fastened with a large
silver clip at the top of her head, making the green earrings in her small ears a real eye-catcher.
She really was beautiful with her small mouth and her thin lips. Also her neck was long and
delicate. She was very thin, and added to that the tight fitting violet overcoat reaching to her
hips and, the matching jeans made her appear even thinner. Her few words were serious and yet
Lu Gao was flustered, feeling that in her slightly deep set pupils there was more than she said. I
(‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’, 312)
The woman’s silence, requiring interpretation by the Chinese, has affinities with Said’s view that
the Orient (or the lesser, ‘exotic’ Other place) has to be lifted from its obscure silence, as it can
not represent itself (Orientalism, 86).
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[From then on it could be said that they knew each other. When they bumped head on into each
other she would laugh heartily. He could not make out what her speaking pupils were saying
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(excuse me? how are you?). He knew he had to react somehow, so he just nodded out of reflex.]
(‘The Temptation of the Gangdisi’, 312)

The detailed physical description of the woman is set against the brief mention of the man’s
appearance. The passage is undermined by a tongue-in-cheek comment of the narrator
announcing that he is thwarting the reader’s hope for a love story between the beautiful young
woman and the handsome man. Nevertheless, the discrepancy between the woman’s extended
physical description and the brief mention of the man’s handsomeness reveals a text written for a
male imagination.

Ii+T
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(50)
[Lu Gao was thirty. Usually he wore his beard and hair in an unkempt mess, but if he tidied
himself up a bit, he was quite good looking. Six feet tall I am not going to dwell on his
features, otherwise I am certain the reader will think that this is a love story. (The reasons are
very obvious: First there’s an.attractive young woman, then it’s revealed that the young man is
also quite attractive, isn’t it so?). I announce that this is not a love story.] (‘The Temptation of
the Gangdisi’, 314)
...

After the death of the Tibetan woman in a car accident the two men have a conversation about
the “most beautiful girl” they ever saw. In their sorrow over her death the conversation turns
overly sentimental. about ‘beautiful women’ in general. According to the Chinese men,
women’s beauty elevates them onto a removed ‘spiritual’ plateau on which they can be admired
and on which they represent the regenerative forces of life.
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[“Do you think I loved her? No. She was too beautiful; her beauty removed her from me and
from others. She became a kind of symbol. Just like flowers, eagles, the sea, the snow
mountain, she represented something spiritual. Beautiful women more than any other people
can make one visually perceive the existence of life, can make one feel the value and meaning of
life. This is put a bit abstractly, but sometimes I think it is because of women, especially because
of these beautiful women, that humanity continues to go on vigorously and develop...”] (‘The
Temptation of the Gangdisi’, 313)
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Other Ma Yuan’s stories also present women in an idealized vision that considers them largely in
relation to sex. The physical attributes of the extremely beautiful young Tibetan woman recently
returned from India in ‘Wandering Spirit’ is described as making every man’s head turn.

—1J3

(6)
[She really was beautiful. [...1 From all appearances she had already long grown accustomed to
the attention of strangers. Myself, the owner of the store and some other passers-by were all
looking at her. But she didn’t mind at all; she held her head high, her eyes slightly raised and
walked with appropriately reserved steps. Those kinds of women are natural empresses.
Supercilious and yet everything and everyone existing only for them. [...] She was an extremely
enchanting woman and when she passed by us her perfume assailed our nostrils. Like a lot of
other men I followed her silhouette with my eyes, followed her slightly protruding and swaying
behind.] (‘Wandering Spirit’, 365)
The aloof beauty of this woman is relativized in a very conventional way by the information that
she was a prostitute before she got married. Part of the orientalist package is that her beauty
exists only for the satisfaction of men.

(7)
[[Qi Mi] said that this little whore in earlier days had made quite a bit of money from him.
From the age of about ten she had started to work as a prostitute; she was a typical little whore.]
(‘Wandering Spirit’, 366)
The idealized woman appears in several of Ma Yuan’s short stories. She is usually described as

being taller than the average man (and therefore as tall as the Chinese narrator Ma Yuan), as
being from the Tibetan upper classes, educated, and generally just returned from travels abroad.
She is big-breasted and lives in a large stone house with one or several locked rooms, a few
Tibetan dogs and many potted plants. The husband, if there is one, is usually conveniently far
away, so she lives in the company of a mute servant or a distant female relative. Usually she
takes a fancy to the Chinese man and invites him into her house for a possible sexual encounter.
The description of the old stone house in the story ‘A Wall Covered with Strange
Patterns’ resembles the mysterious mansion in ‘Wandering Spirit’ where the Tibetan woman who
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just returned from India lives. Both times the description conveys a sense of the impenetrable
mystery of Tibet. In the latter story the locked room contains a missing link of Tibetan history:
the open-ended mystery story never states but lets the reader infer that the lost minting mould of
an ancient Tibetan coin was found in that room.

.T4ithj

(44)

[It was an old manor with a small courtyard. The two-stoly building was a solid brick
construction and seemed ancient and serene. There didn’t seem to be anybody else in the large
building except for a large group of long-haired dogs playing and chasing each other noisily in
the courtyard. The windows were the tall and narrow kind and the walls were surprisingly
thick. It was extremely dark in the corridor and in the room. Lu Gao noticed that only the door
to the room he had entered with her was open; all the other doors were tightly shut as if they had
never been opened. This was a strange house. One could imagine that it contained the secrets
of a frightening stoiy by Goethe or a spinster’s thwarted loves.] (‘A Wall Covered with Strange
Patterns’, 357)

The woman living in the stone house in ‘A Wall Covered with Strange Patterns’ appears in
the story.in relation to Lu Gao who infers that she is possibly the same woman his deceased
friend Yao Liang had an affair with. Lu Gao knows about this relationship through the stories
his friend used to tell him, boasting about a wild affair he had with a young Burmese woman.
This Burmese woman turns out to be but a fantasy Yao Liang had made up to brag about to his
friends. The description of the Tibetan woman is accompanied by a generalized statement of
men’s view about women.

W4-h1’J’1*A.
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[There was a period (that was at the beginning) when Lu Gao was guessing whether this woman
was Yao Liang’s fourteen-year-old Burmese mistress. She was tall and fully developed just as he
had said, but Lu Gao didn’t believe that she was only fourteen years old. She had no wrinkles.
To guess a woman’s age was mankind’s most difficult riddle of all. She wasn’t the wild
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exhibitionist Yao Liang had described, but was rather melancholic, reserved and serious. From
this Lu Gao concluded that she was around twenty-eight.] (‘A Wall Covered with Strange
Patterns’, 357)

The description of the Tibetan woman in ‘Wandering Spirit’ is followed by similar comments
about women’s appearance.

(8)
[According to what she said, she was thirty years old, but she really didn’t seem like a woman of
that age. At least from the texture of her skin she didn’t seem to be; her skin was smooth and
elastic. I thought she was playing up her age on purpose but I didn’t know why there would be
any need for that.] (‘Wandering Spirit’, 368)

Other references to women represent traditional views in regards to what their work should be,
such as cooking because they are so patient (‘The Lhasa River Goddess’, 379), or such statements
as “women have little courage but from this state of mind one can also derive a lot of
imagination” (Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa’, 391). It is a view that reminds one of
Borges’ statement that women are only able to think intuitively. From these examples it is
obvious that, in these authors’ texts, while they posit a realm of undifferentiated knowledge,
where one is the other, the One is still predominantly the male and the Other the female. She
remains a fiction of male fantasy to be pursued and possessed, and she will probably remain the
unattainable Tao until the chase has ceased.
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Appendix 1: A Translation of Stories by Ma Yuan

The Temptation of the Gangdisi

Of course, whether you believe this or not is up to you. Hunting stories by their very nature
cannot be forced on people.

Part 1

I know you’ll curse me if I drop by this late, so go ahead. This time I just had to come
see you, and although I knew I’d get cursed I still came; so are you going to open the door or
not? Come on, it’s raining, I’m not kidding you, come to the window and listen. It’s not me
pissing; how could a piss take so long? Ah, come on, get up. I really have something important
to tell you; it’s the most important thing in the world; the world’s greatest event. Open the door.
I’m all drenched and coughing. Don’t pretend you’re sleeping. When I arrived with my bike you
turned off the light because you knew I was dropping by again. I’m not here to bother you; I
really have something to tell you, really.
I only heard about it myselfjust now and couldn’t fall asleep because I was shaking with
excitement. This matter is too important; I can’t stand here in the rain and talk to you about it
through the closed door; the walls have ears. Who’s making things up?! I’m flicking well not
deceiving you. Christ! Why would a man like me in his thirties have to take an oath? All right,
so I’ll just tell you. I’m here to ask you to join my exploration team. I’m the organizer and the
team leader and there is also an advisor. We need a few guns, two decent cameras and a few
courageous fellows. You’re the first I thought of and the first I’m asking to join us. I know you’ll
be up to it. I read that legendary story about you and your brother. Lu Gao is the idol of these
look how I’m flattering you even though I normally hate doing something
full-blooded men
like that. We’ve known each other for ten years. In all that time I’ve never said anything good
about you straight to your face. Now that I’m here I’m only saying these things because you’re
not opening the door. Maybe you think that I’m another Yao Liang. What if I am? But I’m not.
Yao Liang told the story about you and Lu Er. Yao Liang helped us to know you, and for that
I’m thankfl.il to him.
But I never understood why Yao Liang called it
“The Seaside is Also a World”?
I don’t get what the “also” is supposed to mean. Or is it possible that Yao Liang knew that Lu
Gao would go to university? Did he know you would go to Tibet after graduation? Did he
know that there was to be another story about Lu Gao called
“The West is a World”?
Otherwise, why would Yao Liang say: The Seaside (the East coast) is also a world? Pm sure
Yao Liang knew everything. Who the hell is Yao Liang?
---
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Part 2

This is Qiong Bu. Qiong Bu does not speak Chinese and you don’t speak Tibetan. Have
some tea. In the evening I was just telling Yao Liang about it (why is it Yao Liang again) and he
told me that story about you and your dog. It’s a very moving story. But let’s talk about matters
at hand. You’ve come the very same night which shows that you’re as excited as I am. I’m fifty
years old, and as the saying goes, in my “years of maturity”. I’m a veteran of the eighteenth army
that arrived in Tibet in 1950. No need to count the years, you know that it has been thirty-three
years. When I came to Tibet I was still a young lad and had just started to wear the uniform.
Qiong Bu, have some tea. No, I don’t want to go back. I was one of the people of the second
batch assigned to the interior. I’m not planning to leave; I asked to stay. I have stomach
troubles, I don’t have a female companion and I never got married. Look, my hair is almost
gone. I could make it sound better and say I’m balding, but actually I know what people are
calling me behind my back: Old bald ladle. At my age nothing really matters any more. I’ve
gotten used to life here; it’s quiet and one can write and read a little without being disturbed at
all. I know you’re laughing at me and saying I’m an author in name only. Yes, I’ve not written
anything for many years. My plays are all from the fifties and are what you call odes. I haven’t
had very much education. Before I entered the army I had only three years of private school, and
after I was in the army I took a few cultural classes. I, too, was born into a poor family. It’s the
Communist party that educated me, so of course I want to sing odes to the party. I really mean
that. Have some tea.
I don’t smoke and I haven’t prepared any cigarettes to offer you. I know that nowadays
young people all smoke. But I’m digressing. In the autonomous region I am considered a socalled ‘old’ author. Old by age, but I haven’t produced many works. In the beginning, while I
was on the army’s cultural work team, I compiled some performances. These were comic
dialogues about life in the army. Later I wrote a one-act play and won the second prize at the
army’s theater festival. After I left the army I stayed with the cultural bureau of the autonomous
region as a writer in residence and completed a three-act play. That was in fifty-seven. A lot of
time has gone by since then. In all these years I haven’t written anything except for entries in my
diary, and you probably won’t believe me if I tell you that I haven’t even written a single letter.
There’s no one to write to; my parents died when I was a child. There is still a grandmother, but
she doesn’t know how to read. I grew up with her. Have a look. In all these years I filled
thirteen diaries. None of them are about important social matters, they all deal with my own
trivial affairs. I’m not out to look for trouble. Who knows when the next political campaign
arrives and targets me; the diaries could be confiscated and that would be no laughing matter.
Two years ago I was cleaning out a few old things and found a picture of General Zhang
Guohua posing together with our cultural work team. I also found that certificate of merit, and
felt I should write something. All these years I’ve been eating the people’s grain at no expense.
So I decided to write again, but did not really know what, because in the past I had only written
plays. I still wanted to write plays, but in these two years I still haven’t come up with anything. I
wrote seven drafts, and I’m still not satisfied: I’ll probably rewrite it another seven times. This
will be my final work, and I want to work hard at fmishing it. I’m writing about Qiong
Qujianzang. It’s a historical play; I like that Tibetan hero. He received the title of great Situ by
the Emperor during the Yuan dynasty. These years, my only gains have been that I learned the
Tibetan language and literature and that I met Tibetans of all classes. I’ve met the nobility, Reba
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story tellers, peasants, herdsmen and businessmen. I have friends from all walks of life. Qiong
Bu is my friend among the hunters; he is the typical dauntless man of the West. I asked his
opinion, and he agreed that I tell this story to some reliable young friends. Yao Liang is the team
leader and Qiong Bu the first team member.
Part 3

You were born on that very mountain. The mountain has mostly gentle slopes where
only lichen grow and a type of small plant with an unpronounceable name. They announce the
seasons by changing their natural colors. The slopes of the mountain are covered with lichen.
Each year in June when the lichen starts to turn green the whole mountain changes to a bright
green color. After October the lichen changes again into a brownish yellow and so too, the
mountain regains its original color. Due to the alkalinity of the mountain soil, crops cannot
develop freely and the small patches of grass cannot sustain large groups of domestic animals.
You and your father relied on the mountain for your survival. The grassland for the most part
has mice, with one mouse hole next the other. When you went into the meadows shouldering a
rifle, the mice disappeared one by one into the mouse holes, winking at you. You were never
angry at them for that. Both of you have lived and procreated here for generations, so naturally
you live in peace with each other.
The alkaline sands on which the meadows and the short grass grow are often separated
by some tiny winding streams. Consequently, the valley soil has become rich and fertile over the
years. The streaming water rinses the alkalinity from the soil and gradually changes it into grass
soil which in turn can feed domestic animals. You often came upon some wild rabbits among
these streams, but your rifle always stayed slung over your left shoulder. All you did was whistle
at them understandingly.
Other times you walked upstream and took a stroll on the yellowish-brown or bright
green hillocks. Of course you were not intoxicated in the midst of the scenery of the highlands.
You are a hunter of the Gangdisi mountain; you are a child of the mountain. It is not that you
don’t know that musk is very valuable. You could get a lot of money for it, to exchange for
plenty of ammunition. But why do you look at that handsome male river deer gingerly walk past,
without even touching your rifle? Your rifle is always filled with gunpowder and case shots. Are
you not interested at all in turning the deer’s precious navel into medicine? The mountain slopes
go straight up; the snow-covered mountain top does not seem that high at all and looks as if it
could be easily reached. But you know that the visibility in these heights is enhanced by the
thinness of the air. You are a child of this mountain; you have never been to the highest reaches
of this mountain, nobody ever has. That dazzling white patch under the sun is far away. It is
filled with peculiar and mysterious climates, dangerous avalanches and infinite deep glaciers and
crevices. You know that this is the seat of the mountain god. It is the seat of the Gangdisi’s
main artery. Even though there is no lush and flourishing vegetation on the planet’s highest and
largest plateau, it houses a thriving, living population all the same. Among these, humans are the
most intelligent. Then there are smaller animals and all kinds of wild beasts. Just like your father
yet your father died under the claws of the lynx
you are the natural enemy of these wild beasts
after fighting it his whole life. Ever since you were a child you remembered your father’s words:
“The brown bear and the snow leopard, the most ferocious and cunning lynx, are difficult enough
---
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to catch. Let’s not disturb the smaller animals any more. Let’s first cope with the brown bear,
snow leopard and lynx.” As a result, after you took over your father’s rifle and became a real
hunter, you never shot any kind of small animal, even that troublemaker the fox. You did not get
out of the wolves’ way, but the beasts that interested you most were the fiercest bears, leopards,
and lynx. Fur traders from as far as Lhasa and merchants from such distant places as Nepal and
India have all heard of you. They have come to the big mountain to look for the divine hunter
Qiong Bu.
Three hundred firearm shells equal one bear skin. One bear stomach can be traded for an
ivory bracelet, and four bear paws have the value of three large iron case shots. The Tibetan
knife at your side with its ornamental silver sheath has just taken the life of a long-tailed black
and white spotted snow leopard. That leopard was the largest you’d ever seen. When it jumped
toward you from behind a rock about ten feet away, your breath stopped and you didn’t move.
Aiming at the soft long white fur between its forelegs, you struck. It met violent death in mid air.
Even as it was dying, it shot toward you trying to attack. The claws of the dying leopard
wounded your forehead and left a large scar, attesting to your bravery. The trader with whom
you had already discussed the price was waiting for you in the village. That knife is really too
beautiful. I’d agree even if you thought of asking two leopard heads for it. What you don’t
know, is that the trader can get three similar knives by trading just the leopard bones, still leaving
the fur and meat. That snow leopard was as large as a tiger!
I won’t tell the story of you hunting the bear. So many other good writers have already
told bear hunting stories. There is Faulkner from the United States, Sweden’s Lagerlof, and then
there’s also a Japanese film about an old bear hunter. But the local people, and those from the
neighboring villages, can’t forget how you took care of that splendid awe-inspiring animal. That
was the most brilliant moment of your life. You’ve kept the bear’s skin. It covers the whole wall
of your small brick home. You can’t forget that two of your companions were shredded to pulp
by that bear; the twenty days of tiring pursuit and the relief you felt after capturing it. But I said
that I wouldn’t tell the story of you hunting the bear.
You’re not the same as your father. He was in contact with lynx all his life, while you
seem to prefer bears. You didn’t inherit your father’s bear-like physique, which is maybe why you
like bears. You know very well that these large clumsy looking beasts are actually intelligent and
agile. This time you initially thought it was a brown bear again. Only a bear could move like
that; that is what you thought. The herdsmen who called you also thought so. They invited you
as a bear hunter.
“This bear is very tall; it’s this tall.”
The speaker raised his arms to indicate the height, and for fear that this would not be
enough he stood high on his toes. He is an honest ox herdsman and got scared by the bear. That
is what you thought. “It’s very thin, but it has a lot of strength and its palms are also very large.”
He got really scared. You know about bears and bear palms better than he does.
“First, I noticed the ox herd was scared, so I suddenly got scared, too. I picked up my
rifle from the ground and looked around. It was already too late by the time I’d seen it.
Somehow, it had suddenly appeared right in front of me from a far distance, and before I had
time to raise my rifle, the bear snatched it away. I saw very clearly that its fingers were much
longer than mine; oh, about this long.”
He used his own hand in comparison and said that the bear’s fingers were twice as long as
his. That good man really got scared.
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“It ran so fast; it suddenly appeared right in front of me from a far distance. I didn’t have
time at all to raise my rifle and aim it.”
He’s afraid that the other ox and sheep herdsmen will laugh at his cowardice. He got
really scared, and how could he be blamed for that? You know better than any of these
herdsmen how bears run when they’re attacking and when they’re being attacked.
“It had a lot of strength. It broke the handle of the rifle like a dried branch and even
twisted the barrel.”
You didn’t want to ask him to show you the broken rifle; you knew he wouldn’t have it.
He’d tell you that it was thrown away by the bear with the long fingers. You knew that he would
say just that. But he turned around and collected the broken rifle with the twisted barrel from
inside the tent. That is when you actually got scared; you hadn’t expected it to be like that. You
are an experienced hunter and you immediately looked for a plausible answer to show that you
had experience. The bear smashed the rifle on a stone; bears hate rifles the most. You didn’t
give him this explanation because you didn’t want to embarrass him. Not everyone fears bears,
but it is not a mistake to fear them. It’s just because he himselfthought it unfitting to be afraid
that he made up all those stories. In your mind you made excuses for him.
He also said that the bear, strangely enough, had not harmed him.
“It didn’t pay any more attention to me but turned around and entered the ox herd. It
grabbed the horns of my largest yak. Those ox horns are large and strong. The ox bellowed
loudly and twisted its head with all its strength. I thought that it probably could poke through
the bear’s belly, but at that moment I got scared out of my wits. As if it were angry about
something, the bear brought the ox to its knees with one twist. Then it grabbed the ox’s horns
with force and actually snapped the whole ox’s head into two pieces! The white brain fluid mixed
with blood and trickled down the ox’s neck. An eyeball the size of a fist also popped out. I was
scared to death and could just stand by the side and look on.”
You didn’t know why he brought up all these details. This was the most talkative
herdsman you’d ever met. He looked like an honest man, but usually herdsmen don’t talk that
much.
“That ox was three hundred to four hundred kilograms. I am sure that it was three
hundred to four hundred kilograms. The bear flung the ox’s hind legs over its shoulder and just
left. It didn’t seem to care at all about the split ox head with the horns trailing behind its
buttocks, nor the dripping blood and brain liquid.”
“Haifa month later Ping Cuo saw the bones of that split ox head from a cliff it still had
horns. He said that the spine and the hind legs had been broken; even the spinal cord had been
cleanly eaten away.”
You weren’t the one he had called. What he was talking about had happened over two
months ago. He was acting as a witness when he said that he had seen a tall, thin bear with long
thin fingers. According to him, the bear never crawled but always walked upright, and when it
started to run you couldn’t even see it. He was not the only eyewitness. In the last four months
another four people had seen the bear.
“It’s just as he said; that bear runs really fast. In a blink of an eye it stands in front of you,
really that fast. I still hadn’t understood what was going on when it suddenly grabbed the stick I
use for guarding the sheep and broke it. It left again as fast as it had appeared: It was this tall,
moved upright and disappeared in a flash.”
“In the past this area used to have a lot of bears. But there has never been that kind of
tall thin bear with such long fingers. In the beginning, when youngsters talked about it, I
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wouldn’t believe them. I’ve seen a lot of bears in my life, but if I’d not seen it with my own eyes I
would never have believed it. That night the dogs suddenly started to bark. I could sense that
something wasn’t quite right, so I went out. Being a man of almost seventy, I am not afraid of
anything. I knew they were barking about some bear. That evening the moon was out; the bear
was standing in front of the sheep pen. In the moonlight I could clearly see how it was stretching
out its long fingers. I had never seen a bear with such long fingers, almost like a large hand. It
saw me coming out, too, so it grabbed a sheep and left, taking its time. It was not running as fast
as the others had said. It was vely thin, almost to the point of looking starved.”

Part 4

Now I want to tell another story, another one about Lu Gao and Yao Liang. It needs to
be made clear that Yao Liang is not necessarily a real person because it’s not certain that he was
always together with Lu Gao during those years. However, Yao Liang may have worked in
Tibet.
Not bad, we could suppose that Yao Liang did come to Tibet, that he came from the
interior to Tibet as a teacher for three to five years to assist Tibet’s development. So let’s settle
on this. The reader already knows that Lu Gao was assigned to the district’s athletes’ committee
office to work as a secretary. Next door to the athlete’s office is the economic planning
committee building and sometimes Lu Gao went next door to run errands. That’s how he found
out that there was an extremely beautiful young Tibetan woman in that building. He only knew
that she worked in the building but at what job exactly or in which department he didn’t know
nor had he made any inquiries to find out. I guess he was embarrassed; a young man has no
business arriving somewhere and inquiring about the beautiful young women around him. Lu
Gao was thirty. Usually he wore his beard and hair in an unkempt mess, but if he tidied himself
up a bit, he was quite good looking. Six feet tall ... I am not going to dwell on his features,
otherwise I am certain the reader will think that this is a love story. (The reasons are very
obvious: First there’s an attractive young woman, then it’s revealed that the young man is also
quite attractive, isn’t it so?). I announce that this is not a love story.
Yao Liang sometimes went to Lu Gao’s unit and had also noticed her.
“Why is she so fair? Is she working in your office? It’s the first time I’ve seen a lightskinned Tibetan woman. Look how her earrings pull her earlobes down; I bet they’re made of
jade. According to my grandmother, good jade is even more valuable than gold. She says ...“
Whatever his grandmother says.
Maybe it was fate. In the auditorium of the accounting building they were going to show
a film and the director phoned the accounting office for some tickets. Since there was nobody
else on hand, Lu Gao ended up fetching them. It just happened that the young woman was in the
office.
“The director is out. What can I do for you?”
“It’s this: I’m from the athletes’ committee office next door.”
“I know. You’re the new university student; you’re here to pick up thetickets. Have a
seat.”
“Ah, that’s not necessary. Your director ...“
“Where are you from? They say you’re from the northeast.”
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“Liaoning. Are you Tibetan Comrade?”
Her laughter could be called unaffected as she nodded affirmatively.
“Your Chinese is quite good.” “I studied for seven years in Peking. Have a seat.”
This time Lu Gao had a chance to have a good look at her long, fine eyebrows, her
extremely beautiful nose and notice that she used a little bit of makeup. Her hair was fastened
with a large silver clip at the top of her head, making the green earrings in her small ears a real
eye-catcher. She really was beautiful with her small mouth and her thin lips. Also her neck was
long and delicate. She was very thin, and added to that the tight fitting violet overcoat reaching
to her hips and the matching jeans made her appear even thinner. Her few words were serious
and yet Lu Gao was flustered, feeling that in her slightly deep set pupils there was more than she
said. Lu Gao felt his own embarrassment, an awkwardness he had never felt before. He got the
tickets, said good-bye and left.
Sometimes we say that someone is beautiful; sometimes we also say that someone is more
beautiful than someone else (of course the presupposition is that the latter has to be recognized
as being beautiful). Said this way, the argument can easily turn into a dispute, because
everybody’s standards of beauty are really quite different. For example, Zhang Yu, Chen Chong,
Liu Xiaoqing, who of these is the most beautiful? Five people could come to at least three
conclusions. Lu Gao could not say exactly how beautiful the young Tibetan woman was, but he
thought that she was enough, at least that she was more beautiful than the three above mentioned
actresses or even other ones. Cong Shan? Qin Tingru? Zhen Youmei?
He thought that would not do. He thought that she probably should be an actress.
From then on it could be said that they knew each other. When they bumped head on
into each other she would laugh heartily. He could not make out what her speaking pupils were
saying (excuse me? how are you?). He knew he had to react somehow, so he just nodded out of
reflex.
Yao Liang suggested that they watch a sky burial. He said there was nothing to it. Lu
Gao had seen a series of pictures of a sky burial. Over sixty pictures of a burial of an old couple.
Sky burials are the unique and sacred methods by which the Tibetans bury their dead. The
departed are accompanied by their nearest relatives to the sky burial site. Before dawn the burial
master smashes the dismembered bodies into small pieces (including the head), then ignites the
spinal cords to attract flocks of vultures. When the first rays of the morning sun reach the
mountain ridge, the corpses have already been taken to the heavens by the sacred eagles. This is
a solemn rite of regeneration; it speaks of a firm belief in the future and of an affirmation for life.
The process of dismembering the corpses is undertaken before dawn. Even though the pictures
were not very clear, one could still make out the innards of the dismembered bodies. Just like a
medical student who attends a dissection class for the first time, after having seen the pictures,
Lu Gao had to vomit for two days each time he ate, but then it went away. Lu Gao knew he
himself and everybody else was made of flesh and blood and that everybody had to die. He even
thought that when he died he would want to have such a ceremony. He did not believe in the
legend about one’s ascent to heaven, but he liked that kind of grand imagination. It was the
ceremony itself, imbued with imagination, that fascinated him.
After having agreed on which road to take, they looked for a car. The sky burial site was
on a mountain about ten Ii away. Despite the distance they decided to go. LuGao looked for
the driver of his work unit, Little He. Little He had not seen a sky burial either so he was quick
to agree. But the director assigned Lu Gao an errand for which he had to go to Lhasa for a few
days. They agreed that they’d go to the sky burial site early the morning following his return. Lu
...
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Gao returned from his errand exactly one week later. During that week something happened; the
young woman got killed in a traffic accident.
It had been a regular car accident: The driver had been drinking. Little He said her face
had been completely smashed in a mess of blood and flesh. Little He also said she had been the
daughter of a noble and patriotic personage, Ba Lang. In 1977 she returned with her parents
from Norway. She had studied in Beijing and had just graduated.
The economic planning committee was going to hold a memorial service on her behalf the
next day. That evening Yao Liang came by and they went over to Little He’s.
“Are we still going tomorrow?”
“Didn’t we agree on that? Why wouldn’t we go?”
“If we are, we’ll have to get up early. Little He, you’ll get the car ready.
“I’ll sleep over here. It’ll save time tomorrow morning.”
“All right, let’s get an early sleep.”
“Yes, let’s call it an early night”.
“I have an alarm clock; I’ll call you. Four thirty wake up time.”
At first it rained; it had started even before they fell asleep. The summer weather in Tibet
has the peculiarity of starting to rain on a bright day or on a clear night and the next day the air
seems freshly cleaned.
“Did you hear that the young woman died?”
I heard about it.” “She was the most beautiful girl I have ever seen.”
“If someone else had died I would not think about it.”
“Think about what?”
“Think that she shouldn’t have died. Anybody else is allowed to die, but not her. She
shouldn’t have died. When I heard she died I didn’t go to the site of the accident; I didn’t want to
see her in that state.”
“What do you mean?”
“Do you think I loved her? No. She was too beautiful; her beauty removed her from me
and from others. She became a kind of symbol. Just like flowers, eagles, the sea, the snow
mountain, she represented something spiritual. Beautiful women more than any other people can
make one visually perceive the existence of life, can make one feel the value and meaning of life.
This is put a bit abstractly, but sometimes I think it is because of women, especially because of
these beautiful women, that humanity continues to go on vigorously and develop...”
“O.K., O.K., sleep now. We’re getting up early tomorrow morning.”
“I forgot that you just returned from your trip and must be tired.”
It seemed to Lu Gao that even after he had fallen asleep Yao Liang had started to talk
again.
“Are you sleeping? I thought about something. Maybe the memorial service doesn’t
include bidding farewell to her remains. She’s Tibetan. Who knows, maybe the sky burial we’ll
be seeing tomorrow morning will be hers. Are you sleeping?”
The second day after returning, when the memorial service had just dispersed, Lu Gao
didn’t know why he wanted to view the mourning hall. The auditorium had been changed into a
mourning hall. By the time Lu Gao entered it, everybody else had already left: In the middle of
the hail hung her enlarged picture all smiles with dimples; underneath were flower wreaths and
silk banners with poems.
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The atmosphere of the memorial hail was solemn, and Lu Gao’s mood involuntarily
turned sad. Yao Liang’s words from the night before had left an impression. He approached the
photograph. It was a greatly enlarged picture, about twenty-four inches high. It seemed so life
like to him that he could not believe she had died. The picture was a very good reproduction
with its clear distribution of the light and dark areas. Her expression was very natural; it almost
had the same vivid look as during her only conversation with him. The slender, round neck; the
clearly delineated corners of her mouth; the earrings which in contrast to her ears were a bit
large; the slightly spread wings of her nose; and especially those sunken pupils that just as in the
past seemed to want to say something. That was how she was looking at him. From the
couplets he learned that her name was Yang 3m. Tens of thousands of Tibetan women were
called by that name.
He was tired; he wanted to go home to change into some fresh clothes, give his body a
good scrubbing and wash his feet. The best would be to soak them in some hot water and then
slip under the covers to get a good night’s sleep. The next day was Sunday, a day for rest.

Part 5

Earlier on I told you that I didn’t want to return to the interior, not just because I want to
finish this play (of course I want to finish it), but I have a few other reasons. I’m happy that you
came to visit me today. I want to tell you things about my life that I’ve never told anyone else.
It’s not a love story; I don’t have any love stories to tell you.
When I was little I liked to listen to fairy tales; maybe we all do at that age. When I was
older I didn’t like them any more because I thought that they were mainly spun together for
children; I thought that adults made them up to keep children happy. Later, when I started to
write my own works, I read a few books of literary theory which associated fairy tales with
popular literature that the broad working masses had created in their free time. Fairy tales were
the people’s way of passing judgment on right and wrong and represented the summary and
yearning of their idealized vision of life. We live in a scientific age. Fairy tales are a conception
that are too far away from us.
When we and other foreign travelers come from the interior to Tibet we find everything
here strange. The long kowtowing, the circling prayers, the offering of butter and money, the
peddlers who read scriptures in the Barkhur, the artisans carving scriptures at the foot of the
Potala mountain, the huge colored holy figures carved out of rock, the lamaseries with the golden
roofs, the yaks, the sacred, multicolored banners, the bathing season and the horse racing season,
and so much more. The visitors crowd around and take pictures as if it mattered a lot (you are
probably the same). They need to know that these things are not novelties, that the people who
came to live here a very long time ago have always lived this way; that it’s only the visitors who
think these things are strange because life here is so very different from their own. What they see
here are the far away memories of things they heard in fairy tales when they were little. They
have no way of understanding, but they still think it’s interesting, as if this were some imitation of
an ancient castle in Disneyland. Not everyone can see the memories for themselves.
I heard that they want to build a Tang dynasty city in this country close to Xi’an and that
everybody working in the hotels and shops will be wearing clothes from the Tang dynasty. All
the streets and houses will be built in accordance with the styles of the era. This is with the idea
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of opening a tourist district. Xl’an has the greatest concentration of scenic spots and historic
sites: A Tang dynasty model town for tourists would bring the country a great deal of foreign
currency.
Even though the people would be wearing Tang dynasty clothes and live in Tang dynasty
the citizens of such a city would still be people from today, just like you and me.
homes,
styled
But here it’s not the same. I have lived in Tibet for more than half my life, but I’m still not a
local. Even though I speak Tibetan, am able to drink buttered tea like my Tibetan companions,
pick zanba, drink qingke wine, and have skin as darkly tanned as theirs, I’m still not a local. This
is not to say that I don’t love it here or my Tibetan companions. I do love them and I’ll leave
neither them nor this place until I die. I’m saying that I’m not one of them. I have worshipped
with my friends more than once and made offerings, but I’ve not participated in the long
kowtowing. If it’s necessary to kowtow I will kowtow just like they do. But I am saying I’m not
one of them because I can’t understand life the same way they do. For me it’s a kind of form, and
I respect their way of life. How they understand and experience it I can only guess. I can only
our
the people here
deduce with reasoning and damn logical rules. We and they,
maximum contact is no more than this. But we think of ourselves as intelligent and cultured, of
them as stupid and primitive, needing salvation and enlightenment from us.
If you go to the Barkhur in Lhasa at dusk, you can join the circles of prayers: you will
see all around you people wearing Tibetan leather gowns, Chinese clothes or monk robes. They
are all self-possessed, each of them moving ahead filled with self-confidence, circling around
once, twice and thrice. You may think yourself a shallow, boring person, who, with a filled
stomach and nothing to do, has come here to look around. You may feel that you came to the
that you shouldn’t have come here. I’m telling you this out of my own
wrong place
experience.
The Americans built the Indians a few reserves. These reserves have become cultural
on the roof of the world in the Qinghai Tibetan highlands
museums with living people. Here
it’s a completely different situation. At the same time as my 180,000 compatriots are entering
socialism and the scientific and civilized age, they’re still living in a mythological world in a style
uniquely their own. They have access to running water (in the cities and towns), wear sneakers,
drive cars, drink Sichuan white wine, dance to electronic music from tape recorders, and watch
the big and small events of China and the world on television.
This made me think that it wasn’t enough to just respect them as a matter of custom or
form. If I love them and really want to understand them, I have to enter their world. You know,
besides saying that their lives in themselves represent a mythological time, their daily lives also
are tightly intertwined with mythological tales. Fairy tales are not a way of embellishing their
lives, but are their very lives. Fairy tales are the very foundation and reason for their existence
and it’s because of this that they are Tibetans and not someone else. Where is the United States?
Besides a different geography and vegetation it’s not much different from other nations in the
note from the author.)
world. (Please excuse the quibbling style of this paragraph
find
personal notes of such length in a
to
annoying
it is
(Another note from the author
story, but since it has already happened, the author is not willing to take them back. It shouldn’t
happen again.)
In the spring I went to Mi for a month. Ijoined the car of a small geological team to a
depopulated region of western Tibet. As it happened, it was also the area comprising the
Gangdisi mountain range. Just like the other times, I’d leave the geologists (they have their own
---
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work) after they had pitched the camp. With dried food and a sleeping bag in my backpack I
walked toward the west. I had with me a compass, binoculars and an old Mauser pistol.
The geography here is quite varied. There are grasslands, unbroken chains of mountain
ranges, deserts, and also dried up swamps. On the first day I did not meet anyone, nor did I
come upon any traces of anybody. If! didn’t find any foot prints the second day I’d return. I had
provisions only for four days. On the second day I still had not come upon any signs of human
beings, but I reached a medium sized lake. This really was a Godsend. First, I tried a bit of the
lake’s water; it was freshwater. Warm freshwater. I was tired of walking, and since it was
getting dark I looked for a quiet shelter in the sand where no grass grew. I didn’t plan to light a
fire; all that grew here was dried grass and I couldn’t stay awake all night to feed the fire with
grass. My sleeping bag was quite good; it had been confiscated during the Korean War and
given to me by a friend of mine.
During the day while the sun was out it had been quite warm, but as night approached the
temperature hovered around minus twenty Celsius. I crawled into the sleeping bag and closed
the zipper over my head. I woke up some time later to relieve myself. I suddenly noticed that
something heavy was weighing on my body. When I opened the zipper, wet snowflakes fell onto
my face; it had started to snow. Half asleep, I crawled out of my sleeping bag and, covering my
head, urinated. And when I lifted my head I suddenly froze in fright.
The snow had stopped for a while. The ground was covered in white, and because the air
was very thin I could see far into the distance. Not far from me, above the lake’s surface, white
steam actually rose up high like boiling water. The stars were numerous and low in the dark blue
moonless sky. The columns of white steam seemed to reach the stars, drifting as they curled
upwards. I was convinced that no one had ever seen such a scene; I couldn’t even believe that I
myself was standing in front of this spectacle. This was the road toward the blue night curtain;
the passageway to join the stars. I swear to you on the few white hair that are left on my head
that the passageway was in front of me. That night I stood for a long time like a little child by
the banks of a lake that doesn’t even show on a map. I didn’t walk toward the lake because I was
afraid it was a mirage and would have disappeared if I approached it.
Later I climbed back into my sleeping bag, but this time I kept my head outside and
looked at the blinking stars. I fell into a deep, dreamless sleep until swarms of wild ducks woke
me with their screams. That time I knew I didn’t have to return and shot myself two fat ducks.
The wild ducks only played on the banks of the lake. In the middle of the lake the white
steam was still rising. I felt embarrassed about my agitation of the previous night; this was just
an ordinary hot spring lake. In the Tibetan highlands where ground heat sources are overly
abundant one can expect far more than one hot spring lake. The night before, however, I had felt
as if I had been in heaven. It was a sunny, cloudless day and the temperature rose quickly. By
midday the half inch of spring snow had already completely melted away, seeping into the sandy
ground of the grassland.
On the fourth day at noon I reached the border of the swamp where that huge sheep’s
head is. I couldn’t move any further and stood about three to four hundred meters away from it.
I walked along the edge of the swamp trying to find a way to get a little closer to it, but to no
avail. There was no road to get closer to it.
I had discovered it the previous evening while the dark red sun was slipping off slowly
toward the horizon. Its outlines stood out surprisingly clearly against the bright, huge setting
sun. Through the binoculars I couldn’t see anything distinctly, but could merely make out that
something stood upright on the level ground. It was a huge sheep’s head with its two horns
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already broken off. From a distance of a few hundred meters I reckoned that it was about twenty
meters high. With my binoculars I could see quite clearly that it was made out of stone and that
its surface was badly eroded.
Initially I thought it was carved out of stone.
No. If it were carved out of stone how could it have been brought to this place? Just
from its sheer mass it must have weighed a few thousand tons and there was no source of stone
in this area. The ground was all swamp here and the sheep’s head stood a few hundred meters
into the swamp area. That was only one consideration. The other was that in the religious idols
of the world’s nations, sheep heads have never been carved nor made into statues of that size and
magnitude. Thirdly, with my binoculars I could see clearly that all the parts of the sheep’s head
were in detailed, fitting proportions. The form was extremely life-like with its chin disappearing
in the swamp waters. We all know that the drawings and the sculptures of the East are vivid
freehand creations. Only traditional Western artistic works are life-like, unless this was a Greek
sculpture? Fourth Fifth. It could not be a carved stone.
Having reached this conclusion I immediately came to my next conclusion.
It was a prehistoric animal, probably a dinosaur, which one could call a dinosaur with
sheep horns. What I most regretted was that I hadn’t brought my camera with which to record
this precious impression. I already said that nobody believed me. The geological team didn’t
believe me, nor did other people. I had gone mad and was suffering from hallucinations. That
was my own diagnosis.
I wrote to the appropriate office, but did not get a reply.
So I did not insist any more and only mention it as a joke or a story. But what about
Qiong Bu? Had he also gone mad?
...

Part 6

This was still not the whole reason why they called you. You followed them into the
mountain and they pointed to a large pile of broken stones. You saw what they wanted you to
see. That was a short leg of a horse stretched upwards with its round hoof and its reddish brown
für. They told you that the horse had been taken away by the bear. It probably hadn’t been able
to finish eating it all and had buried it under that pile of stones with one leg sticking out as a mark
so that it could find it the next time. They said that they had discovered it that morning and had
called you right away. They saw you as their protector. They had blind faith in you, believing
that you could kill that thin bear for them.
You knew that you had to kill it, and that of course you were able to kill it because you
are a bear hunter. The only thing you could do was to kill it. They wanted to leave two men
with you to help you carry the rifles, but you urged them to return. To kill a lone bear would not
require many people. More people only increased the chances of casualties. The memory was
still fresh of your companion’s violent death under the huge claws of the king of the mountain
that last time. You stayed behind by yourself and hid close to the pile of stones where the horse
was buried. You knew that with so many people having come here the bear could smell the air
and would not appear for a while. Only if it was hungry and was unable to find any other food, it
would maybe come here.
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You didn’t dare fall asleep. If you had you would have turned easily into another
delicious meal for the thin bear. Their words were still ringing in your ears. You hadn’t believed
the first man’s words at all, but the other people talking about the bear doubtlessly acted as proof
of the first man’s words. You couldn’t mistrust everybody’s words.
Certainly one side was wrong. Was it you or was it everybody else? Of course you
believed that you were right, but then was everybody telling lies only to you? You just didn’t get
it, didn’t get it. “When the time comes I’ll know. When I kill it I’ll know whether it has hands
with fingers or not.” You were fully confident that you could kill it.
Around you it was unusually quiet. As a hunter you’re often by yourself and should be
accustomed to quietness and solitude. Actually you have been used to these for a long time, only
this time it didn’t seem the same. You felt that this time something was unusual.
The top of the mountain was as always: the dazzling white bewitched you. This time you
thought you should have a dog to keep you company. You didn’t know yourself why you hadn’t
wanted to raise a whelp. You were the only hunter without a dog in the whole Gangdisi
mountain region, and you’re the bravest hunter among them all.
Suddenly you understood. There were no eagles or hawks or other ferocious looking
vultures. In the quietness of past days, there had always been a few brown eagles hovering like
kites in the clear azure vault of the sky. The moving shadows of the harriers would make you
aware of the space between the blue sky, of the white clouds and the snow tops. In that space
between the earth and the sky there was also life, and nature was always your living companion.
You thought that your needed to have a whelp.
You also realized that for about half a day you hadn’t seen any small animals. Usually
rabbits, vultures, Mongolian gazelles and river deer would appear from time to time to greet you,
for they knew that you would not harm them. You remembered the one time when you had been
sitting next to a bonfire examining your rifle and a handsome grass fox had appeared and stood at
the side of the bonfire. You had looked at each other for a long time and you concluded that it
did not look nearly as cunning as people always say. In the expression of its eyes you saw a
gentleness and goodwill that you could completely comprehend. Where had they all gone to?
Then there had also been the little poisonous scorpion; that little fellow that had almost
cost your life. You were taking a nap on a smooth mountain rock when you felt that something
was scratching your itch. You opened your eyes slightly and saw that it had boldly taken up a
position on the tip of your nose and was surveying the area in a dignified manner. You didn’t
dare to move or open your eyes wide and you almost didn’t dare to breathe. It seemingly did not
realize that this was such a cruel joke on you. You didn’t want to move precisely at the moment
the scorpion was motionless, for fear it might be ready to attack just like you. So you waited
until it moved. The moment it moved would be the instant its vigilance was lowest; when it
believed that all was well and relaxed its alertness slightly more. If finally moved and you
suddenly waved your arm and brushed it off. If fell onto the gravel and struggled to crawl up
again. First you thought of taking a step forward and crushing it but in the end, without knowing
why, you just walked away shaking your head. Now you suddenly thought about it, probably
because you felt that you could not stand the silence.
It is only then that you understood the whole situation: it did not harm people. Five
people who had seen it one after the other had described it as extremely fierce, but among those
five not one had been slightly hurt. That was the crucial point. And there was another detail.
Once it had grabbed a firearm and broken it, another time it had grabbed a stick and broken it,
and each time it had done these things right away. Was that to say that it knew of arms? Did it
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know that people could take sticks and fatally harm it with them? Otherwise why would it
always start by destroying the weapons?
You know that even though bears are intelligent, they don’t know anything in particular.
Bears harm people, especially those that carry weapons. Everybody knows that bears don’t have
fingers, that bears do not always run in an upright position. Even the tallest bear could not be as
tall or thin as they were claiming. You felt that there had to be a mistake somewhere.
Initially you were sure that it was not a bear. But if it was not a bear, what could it be?
In this area the only large beasts were tigers and those could only be found in the forest area at
the southeastern foot of the Gangdisi mountain range. According to what they said it couldn’t be
a bear, let alone a tiger.
Don’t think about it; you’ll know what it is once you see it. You started to bring your
train of thoughts to your father. When he died you were just eleven years old. It was only that
year that you really inherited your father’s legacy. Now you had your own gun (in the past it had
frightened the wild beasts hundreds of ii away). That young lynx couple had successfully
attacked three young river deer and were now lying in the thick grass bushes carefully cleaning
each other’s blood stained furs with their long tongues. The scorching sun made the two satisfied
beasts drowsy with sleep. Their luxurious firs similar in color to dry grass frequently twitched as
if with convulsions. Just then your father was purposefully making noise to frighten them away.
But the male lynx had apparently seen the barrel of the gun flash in the sun. Falling prostrate on
its forelegs it slowly started to arch its hind legs while lowering its chin into a flat position onto
the ground. Your father knew it would attack. His forefinger, drenched with sweat, slipped off
the trigger. In that short instance the male lynx had soundlessly slipped into the grass bushes at
his side. That was the worst. The male lynx did not attack the hunter right away. You can
imagine the result for yourself. The female lynx went around the side, while the male lynx was
gaining time for its companion. Your father’s gunshot and scream alarmed the nearby fox
hunters. The two satisfied lynx had not dragged your father’s body away.
Your father had died because of his own pride. Usually hunters did not shoot two wild
beasts with a single barrel gun. Your father had relied too much on his valor, on the bullets
which had all missed their target and on his bear-like physique. Many times he had fought two
leopards or two lynx at a time. With the gun he would shoot one and with the hunting knife fight
with the other. Unless the second stood its ground, he was usually able to kill them both each
time. The beasts had left countless scars on his face and body, and as a result he’d become both
proud and aloof.
To think about your father at such a time was useful. Now you were convinced that they
hadn’t told you wild lies. If they asked you for your help they had no need to make up hairraising stories to get the better of you. “I actually went so far as not believing them. What a
bonehead.” You started to blame yourself.
You also started to realize that bringing the rifle had been a mistake. You got up and
stuck the rifle between the cracks of some rocks at some distance from your hiding place. It did
not want to be an enemy of people, that was easy to see. But then why did it attack domestic
animals that humans depended on for their survival? There was only one explanation: it had no
way of understanding that domestic animals lived in subordination to humans. You didn’t
understand the principles that connect all living things, but you did understand that only humans
own both land and animals. And you also understood that it did not know these things. It
attacked domestic animals and wild animals alike for its own survival. It didn’t know the
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difference between domestic and wild animals, so it had become an enemy to humans. It did not
want enmity with humans: that is to say, it had no intention of causing humans harm.
This time you were right. You are the son of a proud hunter; you are a bear hunter and
more importantly, you are human. It was your intellect again that made you the winner. When it
appeared, it happened so quietly. It pulled the horse’s remains from under the pile of stones,
ripped them to pieces and stuffed them into its mouth to chew them.
You could see very clearly that it really was as tall and thin as they had said and it was
obvious that it was very strong. Its fi.ir was quite sparse and its head did not seem as thick as that
of a bear, nor did its mouth protrude like that of a bear. Its long fingers seemed as agile as those
of a human. It was eating in large mouthfuls until it suddenly raised its head and fixed its gaze
upon the area where you were hiding. You simply got up and slowly walked toward it,
maintaining a regular pace. Gradually the sun had set behind your back, casting a shadow over
the creature’s face. The moment just before sunset had been the best: the sunrays were falling in
such a way that you were able to clearly distinguish its complete form, but now everything was
gone. However, you had time to remember the expression on its face when it had stared at you.
The look in its eyes had been the familiar look of a human being.
With a jump it fled. You went over to retrieve your rifle from between the cracks of the
rock. It really ran as fast as everybody had said; in a blink of an eye it was gone. It was one and
a half times your height, but you concluded that he (it?) was human. Even though it was covered
with fir, it was certainly human. You didn’t say anything to them but remembered a Chinese
friend of yours whose hair had almost completely fallen off.

Part 7

Now you know it: Qiong Bu had met the Yeti, also known as the Himalayan snow man.
This is the kind of unreliable news only found in the filler columns of newspapers. Clues about
the Yeti have made their way around the world but no reader would take those kinds of strange
anecdotes seriously. In different parts of the world traces of the Yeti continuously appear. Many
countries have sent out teams of special observers at great expense but none of them have seen
the Yeti in its entirety either alive or dead and therefore the assembled “material evidence” is all
hearsay and fragment. This country also discovered some rumors and clues about the Yeti in
Shennongjia in Hubei Province. I heard they established a Chinese “Yeti” association for
research and observation.
To understand the profound mystery surrounding the Yeti is of extreme scientific value;
maybe it could help uncover the mysteries of the origin of the human species. The Yeti is one of
the world’s four great enigmas. The Bermuda triangle, UFO’s, the Yeti. Who among you knows
what the fourth is?

Part 8

After Little He had woken up Lu Gao, Lu Gao looked at his watch and saw that it was
four thirty. Outside it was drizzling. From the sounds of it the rain had not stopped. Lu Gao got
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dressed.and woke Yao Liang who, still asleep, first mumbled “who ... what’s going on ...“ and
then promptly sat up. “What time is it? Not bad, we’ll make it. I haven’t been up this early in a
long time; it’s really not my cup of tea. Hey, when did you get up? How about calling Little He,
who knows if he’s still sleeping?”
Lu Gao pushed the door open and went out. The rain wasn’t heavy. The sky was still
pitch black; it took a while for his eyes to get used to it. Little He opened the gate and parked
the Beijing jeep next to it.
“Hey, hey, Lu Gao, is it still raining?”
Lu Gao didn’t answer. Yao Liang should know that it was still the middle of the night
and that other people were sleeping. He came out more or less dressed and Lu Gao went back to
switch off the lights. Little He stepped lightly on the accelerator and drove the car out of town.
The three had never been to the site of the celestial burial; all they knew was that it was in
the western mountains. Yao Liang’s school was in the western district. He directed the car onto
the main road to get to the foot of the mountain. The continuous strands of rain glistened
beautifully under the glare of the car lights. At the foot of the mountain the car left the main road
and drove toward the north on a small road close to the rocks. The mountain road grew
extremely steep and bumpy so the car had to drive slowly. After passing a small group of
Tibetan houses the road seemed to become lost. Apparently they had driven onto what seemed
alkaline sands, sparsely overgrown with cogon grass. Yao Liang helped Little He to pump up
the tires under the light of the flashlight.
“The direction is about right, just keep on driving. I think that we should reach it in a
short while. In any case we’ll have to walk along the foot of the mountain and there are no
shortcuts, so we can’t go wrong.”
The overall direction was right. The car lights shone onto a steep slope ahead. It seemed
that it extended veiy far in both directions so that there was no way of turning around. Yao
Liang volunteered to venture into the rain to explore the road ahead. He disappeared onto the
small road and went to the top of the slope where he stood for a long time in the rain like an
idiot. Then he turned around and dejectedly waved toward the car. It was the main artery of a
canal.
What now? Maybe it was not far from where they were. There was a bridge made from
a single board across the main canal over which one person at a time should be able to cross
without difficulty. But how were they to know if the place further ahead was it? From here they
could not hear a thing. Dawn was only two hours away; it was impossible that nobody had
arrived yet. Little He was a driver; he was worried about the car. By now it was already five
o’clock.
“Let’s do it this way: first we drive toward the north in the direction of town, then, when
we reach the Street we turn again westward. That way we get around the canal. All in all it’s a
bit more than twenty ii and should not take us more than twenty minutes by car. What do you
think?”
They went for that plan. When they reached the main road again they saw a group of
people dressed in bright colors coming toward them. The rain had become heavier again.
“They’re travelers from Hong Kong. They probably want to see the sky burial as well.
Stop the car, I’ll ask them. They have a guide.”
They didn’t have a guide nor did any of them have rain gear. The ten of them wore down
clothing which to all appearances was almost drenched. Before setting out they had not spoken
with each other and, just like us, they did not know that outsiders were not allowed to watch the
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sky burial. They had come on foot, they should make it. From here to town it was about ten Ii,
they must have walked already for over an hour. We drove back to the city.
Lu Gao looked at his watch and Yao Liang cursed.
The night rain was cold. Little He asked if they should go home to get some cotton
clothes but Lu Gao said to forget it. He did not want to wake up the whole neighborhood again.
Just as they left the city district and passed a three-road intersection, Little He fixed his eyes on
something black on a side road close by. He stopped the car. Together with Yao Liang he went
toward the dark shadow.
“Could it be a drunk? Or did a car drive into somebody?”
Little He got scared by his own words, but Yao Liang paid no attention and kept walking
straight ahead. He turned toward Little He and said it was a gunny sack. Little He approached
the bag as well but neither of them dared to reach out to untie the ropes. Behind them Lu Gao
was sounding the horn again. “Let’s go back. We have to make up time.”
“All right, it’ll be light soon.”
When they started to drive again none of them spoke. They first drove northward, then
westward; it was an easy road to drive. The rain kept on coming down, at times lighter, at times
heavier. It brushed against the windshield without interruption. When a tractor came driving
toward them both vehicles switched off their headlights and politely made space. In front of
them a tractor was driving in the same direction. Little He sounded the horn to be let by but the
road was too narrow to pass so he just had to put up with the situation. The car chugged behind
the tractor going up the hill. Lu Gao and Yao Liang were cramped in the back seat drowsy with
sleep. It was very cold and none of them had any cotton clothes.
Little He woke them with a low voice.
“Hey, look at the car in front of us ---“
The headlights of the jeep penetrated the rain curtain and shone against the contours of
the trailer behind the tractor in front of them. Three people draped in some cloth were sitting in
the trailer with their backs against the side of the vehicle. They probably were facing the lights of
the car following them and as a result were also facing the three men sitting in the jeep. Because
of the heavy rain and because they were draped in some cloaks, the three men in the car could
not make out the faces of the people on the trailer.
“Do you think they are going to the sky burial?”
“Who knows. It’s so cold.”
“I have been watching them for a while. The two people on the right occasionally moved,
but the one in the left corner hasn’t moved at all. Maybe it’s a corpse? Just now when you both
dozed off I really got a bit scared. That’s when I woke you to have a look.”
“Don’t scare yourself. How could it be such a coincidence?”
Lu Gao thought about Yao Liang’s words of the previous night just before they had fallen
asleep. What if they really were to see her dismemberment? If it really were her, would they still
want to watch? Anything was possible. Did you imagine a week ago that she would die? If
Little He said that the tractor was perhaps going to the sky burial, why should that not be
possible? Otherwise why would it be out on the road on a rainy night? The rhythm of life in
Tibet is slow; there was no need to transport something in such heavy rain at night. If it was
going to the sky burial, why should it not be her? The time was about right. But then, if it was
her, should they still watch? To see a beautiful young woman dead whom one had known alive;
to see one of nature’s perfect creations chopped to pieces of meat by a blunt knife was a difficult
thing to take.
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Lu Gao imagined that the person in the left corner of the trailer was her and decided that
if it was her he would not watch.
Yao Liang and Little He were still observing and analyzing with great interest the vehicle
in front of them.
“Wait until the tractor has passed the ditch to have a closer look. When the front of the
vehicle starts to climb the slope, the trailer will incline backward. I will stop the car and you can
have a closer look.”
stop!”
up the ditch
“Down the ditch
yielded
no
but their analysis had progressed. The
conclusions,
still
Their observations
tractor swung to the left and turned onto a small road. This was roughly the direction of the sky
burial. This time Little He was quite pleased with himself.
“What did I say? If they’re really going to the sky burial as I think they are, the one on
the left must be a dead person. After such a long time being jolted around and soaked in the rain,
did you see him (her) move even once?”
“I don’t think so at all. When somebody dies you can just lie them flat on the ground. Is
there any need to make him (her) sit? Also, can a dead person sit upright? A dead person
stiffens. There is no way a corpse can sit, especially when it’s being bumped around in a car.”
“You can tie him (her) up.”
“What do you mean tie up? Do you think the relatives of the dead person will agree to
have the corpse tied up with a couple of ropes? You wouldn’t imagine that
As an observer Lu Gao found this very interesting. To want to stick to one’s own opinion
is a natural tendency. They were arguing back and forth but actually none of them necessarily
wanted to change the other person’s reasoning. They were guessing just like him. Any solution
to the riddle offered only two possibilities: either it was right or it was wrong. Who could have
absolute faith in something one was not sure about? Nobody could be believed. However, to
cling to one’s own opinion was not such a bad thing. People were using their brains and bringing
out usefhl possibilities during the debate in an effort to gain an advantage for themselves. Even
though in the end they had not convinced the other party, at least the matter was clear now.
Moreover, it was fin to argue back and forth, and hadn’t the debate just now helped Yao Liang
and Little He to forget to complain about the cold?
The road started to climb and passed a shallow ditch filled with gravel. Soon they saw a
fire ahead of them, in the middle of the mountain. All three of them heaved a sigh of relief. It
was still dark; nobody had arrived yet, so there was still enough time, It seemed that luck was
with them.
There was only one thing that bothered them. It was still raining. They would get
soaked watching the ceremony. They were not wearing enough clothes and it was cold.
---

---

.

Part 9

As a result of Yao Liang’s insistence, Lu Gao became the team leader of this small
contingent, while Yao Liang himself was willing to be the assistant. So it turned out that each of
the four people had his job, each with an appropriate title. Qiong Bu was the guide; the old
writer of course was the advisor. Before setting out each of them had borrowed a rifle. In that
way the three semi-automatic rifles plus Qiong Bu’s gun added to impressive firepower. As
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planned, they had two cameras, about twenty rolls of film, and two packages of compressed
food.
As they walked on they went over the various possibilities for a last time. Such as the
amount of time they had; what they should do if they noticed any traces or if they should attack if
they saw it (him?); how they should take the pictures; how they should handle the situation if
they killed it; how they should store the pictures and so on. Thinking about the possibility of it
standing in front of them increased their enthusiasm. They also discussed the potential for
danger. Lu Gao and Yao Liang both wrote home to explain the situation. Was there anything
they had not thought about?
Three days later they arrived in Qiong Bu’s county, by the foot of the mountain, where he
had seen the Yeti. Qiong Bu borrowed a tent for them. They used this mountain village as a
base camp while exploring the nearby valley in a ten Ii radius. They stayed there for four days.
The two young men from the interior knew the story of how the old writer and Qiong Bu
had gotten to know each other. They had no chance to see the Yeti because of their jobs and for
other reasons. On the fifth day they took the road home. They did not seem disappointed at all.
Such was the life of many a Qiong Bu, Qiang Ba and Yang Jin. What they had experienced in
these four days was enough for each of the three of them to write a book. The old writer’s and
the two young writers’ books will be published soon. Besides that, Lu Gao wrote the true story
of some storytellers. Even though in that story neither the Yeti nor the sheep-horn dinosaur
appear, one is still enthralled by the legends of the Gangdisi mountain.
These events took place in the mountain village where they were stationed.

Part 10

They were extremely hopeful.
The tractor stopped in front of the fire with the motor still running. The Beijing jeep was
following it at a distance of about tree hundred meters. They could see some shadows moving
around the fire. Little He started to get a bit hesitant.
“Let’s stop the car here; it’s too steep ahead.”
“Are you afraid? The tractor made it up but the Beijing jeep won’t make it? How can
you be so ...“
“O.K., O.K., I’ll just drive up.”
The mountain road was really very steep. Little He had to push the accelerator to the
floor to climb up the hill. A man was dashing toward the car waving and shouting in a loud
voice. Little He stepped on the brake and Lu Gao got out of the car. The man was about forty
years old. He asked Lu Gao in Chinese for a letter of recommendation. Lu Gao saw that the
man was Tibetan. He asked him calmly what letter of recommendation he was talking about,
when the other man suddenly took offense and shouted in a loud voice that they needed a letter
from the police station of the autonomous region. Lu Gao suddenly understood. They did not
want onlookers and especially not onlookers from the outside. Lu Gao continued to speak
calmly and said that they just wanted to watch from further away and would not interfere with
their work. The man got even angrier and shouted in Tibetan in Lu Gao’s face. That way there
was even less hope of communicating and Lu Gao went back to the car and let Little He drive
back.
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The car drove back to one ii from the place where they had stopped earlier. Little He
stopped the car and the three of them walked up. Just them they noticed a dancing light to the
south shining toward them. They realized that it was the glare of a flashlight. At the same time
they also noticed the silhouette of the person holding the flashlight. Yao Liang guessed that the
group of Hong Kong tourists had arrived. The three men stopped in order to wait for the Hong
Kong tourists to approach and walk up the hill together.
“Let’s go in a group. They’re not many.”
They were just about drenched. Some of the women’s bluish frozen faces had white
patches. The rain was literally coming down in buckets and Little He, having left the car, started
to complain about the cold. The Hong Kong tourists seemed to know that they were not allowed
to watch; they did not rush forward. Five of them went up the hill on the side to get around the
fire. To get a bird’s eye view from higher up would be advantageous, so Lu Gao and the other
two followed the five up the hill.
It was getting light and the rain was still coming down incessantly. From this high place
the group seemed just like, like what? Hesitating, huddling yet unrelenting. If they could get a
better angle, the fire would be easier to see. There was a “liberation” anny truck and the tractor
trailer. Quite a few people were around the fire, about ten.
Somebody put the fire out and the people who had been sitting rose to busy themselves
around the two cars. By now it was six thirty. From here to the people down below it was
about two to three hundred meters. They could indistinctly make out a huge elevated stone
platform, not far from the extinguished fire. That must be the sky burial altar. The altar was not
at the top of a mountain as they had imagined, but a huge stone platform on it slope.
It was too far to see from here after all. One could barely see what the people below
were doing. Were they carrying the corpse? Maybe they had already started to dismember it?
Lu Gao decided to move closer. The others seemed to have the same idea for they crawled
closer, too. They had not pre-arranged it, but nobody spoke. That reminded Yao Liang of the
time they went to a cemetery and the girls in the group who usually liked to laugh and joke
around refrained of their own accord from making any sound. What impelled everyone to
become silent? Was it out of respect for the deceased? That did not seem to be completely true.
Yao Liang thought there was yet another reason. He was sure that it was something else. For
example one could imagine that between life and death there had to be a boundary. Usually that
demarcation line is uncertain in a person’s awareness, but at such a moment it becomes present.
Surely once people arrived here they felt that line. They joked and called it ‘one foot inside and
one foot outside’ and walked on the line.
The popular saying “give an inch and he’ll take an eli” had about the same meaning as the
insatiably greedy snake wanting to swallow an elephant. If they had just stayed at their original
place they would probably not have invited all that trouble. To have a sour apple was better than
to have no apple at all. Even though that conclusion was extremely obvious, to really
understand it was not so easy. It was all that troubling psychology of “give an inch and he’ll take
an eli”. It was only when they were being chased away that they fully understood the meaning of
that maxim.
Finally the masters of the ceremony became enraged. Three men in aprons making angry
sounds walked toward the group spread out on the nearby hill. Even though they could not
understand the language, they could guess that they were cursing them. The people who had
been crawling forward stopped moving and waited quietly to see how things would develop. If
they had been smart they would had left then. Everybody knows that an enraged person can’t be
...
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placated. Intelligent people would not have any illusions about that. Actually none of the people
of that group were intelligent; they were all dreaming.
The sun had not come out yet; it was still the time for dreaming.
Their sneaking closer made the ceremonial masters angry who started to throw stones at
the people closest to them. The stones did not fly into the air, they fell flat on the ground. They
obviously were not meant to hurt people.
Those that had the least courage were already retreating. Little He was heading the
retreat. By now they could see the Beijing jeep parked on the sandy ground at the foot of the
mountain. Lu Gao got a bit worried and called to Little He to run back toward the car. A
ceremonial master was chasing this group of people like a herd of sheep. Lu Gao, Yao Liang and
a fat Hong Kongese were at the very back. Yao Liang was not reconciled. He turned around
and stopped running. He finally got hit on the leg by a stone.
Yao Liang tried to reason, but not only did the other man not speak Chinese, but he
ferociously shouted at him in Tibetan and even bent down to pick up another stone. At that time
the Hong Kong tourists who were slightly in front of him picked up their pace and ran down the
mountain. The two ceremonial masters started to walk back. Only the younger, somewhat
bigger one (the one who had hit Yao Liang with the stone) was still pursuing the group.
The slope was very slippery; it was extremely muddy. Those retreating to he back were
stumbling and falling over their feet. Lu Gao was shuddering violently, shaking off the drops of
water from his clothes. Yao Liang was walking behind him.
The ceremonial master was slowing down his pace and the distance between them was
increasing. Yao Liang poked Lu Gao.
“So we’re just leaving like that?’
Lu Gao stopped walking, too. He turned around and saw that the ceremonial master was
standing at the top of the slope.
When the latter saw that they were still not leaving he started to yell and pursue them
again. Yao Liang stamped his foot. He shouted in his direction.
“If you dare strike again, I won’t be polite this time!”
The man finally shouted again in Chinese.
“What is it to me if you are not polite?”
Having said this he threw a stone at Yao Liang. This time the stone was meant to hit; it
flew two inches away from Yao Liang’s head. Yao Liang stooped down to pick up two stones.
The ceremonial master shouted something in Tibetan whereupon the people who had been sitting
in front of the ceremonial platform all got up and the two ceremonial masters who had started to
walk away came running back. Lu Gao pulled Yao Liang sharply and together they started to
run fast. Lu Gao ran toward Little He sitting in the car and signaled toward him. Little He
knew that Lu Gao was telling him to drive off first so as not to get the car stoned. He started the
car and drove off.
Lu Gao and Yao Liang were running for all they were worth while watching out for the
stones flying from behind them. The Hong Kong tourists had all stopped running. ‘While the two
passed, the Hong Kong tourists turned around and saw that the ceremonial masters were just
pursuing the two and not paying attention to themselves. Seeing that the ceremonial masters
were not running very fast, Lu Gao and Yao Liang slowed down their pace, too.
“You’re really looking for trouble.”
“I’m just so mad.”
“That is no reason for an attack.”
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“I only wanted to scare them.”
“Don’t forget that this is a national district.”
“We’re really out of luck today. We should have known that to watch the ceremony a bit
farther away on the mountain was better than ending up like this. It’s better not to see clearly
than not to see at all.”
“Stop running, he’s not after us any more. You shouldn’t have picked up those stones.”
A sour apple was better than no apple at all.
Was it really like that? Lu Gao did not think so. Yao Liang’s words had been said in
passing, but Lu Gao still could not decide whether the corpse in the tractor (or in the truck) had
been her. Of course he knew that the memorial service would start today. They could always
return and ask whether her ceremonial burial would be held this morning, but now he did not
know. He wanted to know. Just then Lu Gao realized that he wanted vezy much to see the
ceremonial burial of this young woman, that now he wasn’t thinking as he had on their way to the
burial site in the car that if it was her he would not watch.
It was getting lighter, but dark clouds were covering the sky, and it was still raining
continuously. Yao Liang’s face was ashen. Lu Gao thought that his probably was too. Their
clothes were soaked and their teeth were chattering. Ahead Little He was waiting for them.
Even after they had gotten into the car they could not help shivering; Yao Liang was complaining
again. Little He asked Lu Gao:
“Are we going back?”
Yao Liang kept pressing for them to go. They drove homewards.
Lu Gao heard the sound of voices. He turned around and saw the ceremonial master
waving toward the car; he told Little He to stop the car. When the car stopped the ceremonial
master walked toward them, all the while waving his hand and saying something. Yao Liang
wanted them to drive away quickly, not to get the car stoned. But Lu Gao said it did not look
that way, that it seemed as if he wanted to tell them something. Maybe he wanted to catch a ride
back to the city. Yao Liang was still insisting that Little He drive away, he said that even if he
Lu
wanted to catch a ride with them they should not run the risk, what if the car got stoned
Gao wanted to get out, but Yao Liang would not let Little He stop the car, saying that if they
violated the Tibetans’ national customs they could kill you.
When the car finally reached the street, the ceremonial master was still waving. The car
sped up and they did not look back again.
--

The story can be considered finished here. That was the first expedition of the LuIYao
exploration party. They will be working in this area for many years, so there will be ample time
to return. We already know that their second exploration was to try to locate the Yeti. Both
expeditions ended without any results, and no resolution.
We also know that after their second expedition each of them wrote a story about the
Gangdisi mountain, but that was many years later. Besides that we also know that Lu Gao wrote
another true story about a storytelling artist. But before telling that story, let’s first tell a small
unexpected anecdote about what happened while they were leaving the ceremonial burial site.
“At that time I was still driving for the army’s car division. One day the brakes were
defective and I hit a Tibetan boy. The father of the boy grabbed me and struck my head on the
windshield of the car. At the time I was eighteen and small. I was scared to death.
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The company commander turned back from up ahead. I looked at him imploringly,
hoping he would put in a word for me. He came from the same village in the same county as I
did and had always treated me like a little brother. And the Tibetans always had respect for a
senior officer. The company commander did not put in a single word for me. When he came
forward the father of the boy let go of me.
I would have never imagined it, but the company commander walked toward me and
slapped me so violently in the face that I fell backward onto the ground and could not think
straight for a moment. I had never seen him so angiy; usually there was something even
sentimental about him. The other comrades drove off; only the company commander and I
stayed behind. He and an officer of the local police station brought me to the public security
bureau.”
Little He looked at the dashboard.
“Damn! We’re out of gas.”
“Will we be able to make it home?”
“We won’t. I didn’t add gas. I forgot to look at the gas gauge last night. Let’s borrow
some gas in this compound.”
They had arrived at some factory in the outer districts.
“If the ceremonial master catches up with us now we’ll be fried.”
“Where is the garage here?”
The person coming out of the compound indicated the direction. Little He locked the car
and the three men walked toward the garage to borrow some gas. Indulging in the wildest
fantasy, Yao Liang said that it would be perfect if they could have a bowl of hot congee now.
Heaven was answering their prayers. Lu Gao unexpectedly got that bowl of hot congee
from a man coming out of a house. He was a university student who had come to Tibet in the
same car as Lu Gao. He had been assigned to work as assistant engineer in the factory. As it so
happened, it was breakfast time. He and Lu Gao warmly greeted each other. Then he invited the
three frozen men to warm themselves next to the electric oven and boiled the congee to warm up
their stomachs. He also went next door to borrow a bottle of white wine and opened two cans of
food. Little He said that he could not drink because he still had to drive, so the host
accompanied Lu Gao and Yao Liang with a few glasses of wine. Then he went to look for a
mechanic to borrow some gas. The distance back to town was not more than ten li. The host
waved them good-bye wishing them a safe journey. Their hunger was satisfied, and even though
they were still wearing their wet clothes, their bodies felt much warmer,
When they drove the car out of the compound Yao Liang, who was sitting at the back,
saw the group of Hong Kong tourists coming toward them on the road leading from the sky
burial site.
•‘We should ask them whether they saw something after all.”
“And what the waving ceremonial master wanted.”
Their Hong Kong dialect (probably it was Cantonese) was unintelligible, but from their
disappointed expressions the three gathered that they had not been able to get close to the burial
site. The fat Hong Kong tourist wanted to discuss something with Little He. The tourist was
pointing to a shivering woman around whose shoulder he had put his arm and obviously wanted
Little He to give her a ride back. She climbed into the back seat of the car and Yao Liang could
see that her tiny chicken legs were frozen. Compared to these Hong Kong tourists they had
fared well.
She waved toward her companions and Yao Liang urged Little He to drive on.
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“What happened afterwards?”
“Afterwards the parents of the boy both came to the security office. The boy had already
died. They had waited for him to die before joining us.”
“What bad luck!”
“The mother had found the head of the military police station and the company
commander.
‘Let him go. My son is already dead, so let him go.’
The mother was crying while she talked to them.
‘I beg you to let him go. He didn’t do it on purpose. Let him go.’
That is how I got out of there and had my driver’s license suspended for five months.
Later the company commander told me that the Tibetan population had faith in the good, and
that they poured out their innermost feelings when they prayed to the Buddha. She had said that
one person’s death was enough, that there was no need for another person to die. She was afraid
that I would have to pay with my life for her son’s death.”
Little He drove her to the hotel of the travel division, After she had disembarked she said
in some unskilled Mandarin: “thank you very much”.
Yao Liang was driven back to his school. He was resigned to his back luck.
The last two in the car were Lu Gao and Little He.
“You should become that woman’s adopted son.”
“That’s what I did.”

Part!!

Originally there was to be the story about the brothers Dun Zhu and Dun Yue at this
point. People arranged it into a Tibetan opera. Dun Zhu and Dun Yue are truly two beautiful
names. However, that story goes back to such ancient times that even the oldest men say they
heard the story from their great grandfathers.
I do not know whether ordinary people are also reincarnated, however, this twin pair was
actually called Dun Zhu and Dun Yue as well. There is one thing one can say for certain and that
is that these brothers could not have become kings; maybe that is what’s called the will of
Heaven. Dun Zhu was a shepherd. The one driving the car was called Dun Yue, Dun Zhu’s
younger brother by about one hour.
Unlike most twins, these two did not look alike. Dun Zhu’s appearance matched his
position as elder brother. His body and head were big, and his large, tanned face looked like a
half-finished stone sculpture. Dun Yue was slender and the very opposite of his older brother.
The top of his head only reached Dun Zhu’s Adam’s apple.
In the beginning Dun Yue was a shepherd like his older brother. He loved to laugh and
to move about: even his sheep seemed more energetic than those of his brother. People could
often see his red hat on the cliffs of the western mountains, and his flock of not very white sheep
wriggling about like maggots and snakes in front of him. There were many huge rocks in the
western mountains and some unevenly scattered green spots. These were willow trees and small
patches of grass. Only the sheep were able to walk on the sheep paths of the western mountains.
in short, Dun Yue was a lively little fellow. He did not have Dun Zhu’s physique, but he was
very agile and well built. Besides that, he could sing and beautifully at that.
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Finally there came a day when Dun Yue looked for Dun Zhu and talked to him in a quiet
voice.
“I am going to leave to become a soldier.”
“Have you talked to Ma?”
“I’m thinking about it, I’m thinking about it
They were sitting not far from the tents. Next to them was the sheep pen. They were
lying on the frozen, hard grassy ground. Dun Yue sat up after a while.
“I’m thinking about it... Brother, do you think Ma will let me go?”
Involved with his own thoughts and words he did not care at all how Dun Zhu would
answer.
“I don’t think it’s possible; Ma won’t let me go.”
He seemed to be certain but suddenly he nudged Dun Zhu and said, “What do you think,
brother?”
“Whatever you do, you’ll have to talk to Ma about it first.”
“I’m sure Ma won’t let me go, I know that for certain. But I have to go. I want to travel
and look around. I want to go to many places in the interior. To Chengdu, Xi’an, Beijing and
Shanghai. I also want to see the sea.”
“So talk to Ma about it.”
“I also want to learn a trade, for example to drive a car. What I want most is to drive a
car. Ever since I was a child I’ve wanted to. If I know how to drive, I can get anywhere. I’ll
drive the car to Rigeze, to Heihe, to Lhasa, and also to Shannan and Changdu. Of course I also
want to look around the whole of our Mi.”
“When will you talk to Ma?”
“I also want to chase the Mongolian gazelle at night with the headlights on. I remember
when I was nine years old I sat in team leader Guo’s car; even thinking about it now makes me
laugh. You know the southern pasture where there are about twenty heads of Mongolian
gazelle? When the headlights shone on them they stretched out their necks with agility and only
started to run when the car was very close to them. That was so strange; they would only run
straight ahead and not turn anywhere. Team leader Guo said they were running with the
direction of the headlight’s glare because they did not want to run into the dark. That’s when
they were in trouble. That evening we hit five gazelles; that was really something.”
“Talk to Ma about it tomorrow, break it to her slowly.”
“You won’t have to carry firewood on your back any more. I’ll be able to drive you to
the west side where there is a forest and bring you back with a carload full of chopped wood.
From the top of the western mountain I saw a forest, but I was too far to see it clearly; all I saw
was a large dark patch. I also saw the water of the sacred lake Hu glitter in the sun. I really saw
it; I can guarantee that that dark patch was a large forest, with plenty of twigs and dried leaves.
I’ll make sure I’ll take you there and we’ll bring back the car full of firewood, enough for Ma to
burn a whole winter. That way you won’t need to carry it on your back any more. And you
won’t need to pick up manure any more. Won’t that make you happy, brother?”
“It will. When you talk to Ma, take it slowly, don’t let her get upset.”
“Then I’ll also bring Nimu here. When the time comes, her father definitely will agree to
her marrying me, what do you think? Her father has always said that he would many his
daughter to someone who was able to drive a car. Nimu said that her father’s words mattered,
what do you think, brother? Nimu loves me, but she still listens to her father. She wants me to
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learn to drive no matter what. If I know how to drive I’ll be able to marry her and bring her
home.”
“Ma likes Nimu too. If you tell her, she’ll be happy. But when you talk to her you have
to be careful
“I will also help Nimu’s family haul wood. That is what her father was thinking. I’ll have
to haul wood for her family, but actually I don’t really want to. I don’t like her father. I really
don’t want to, brother, but you know that even if I don’t want to I will still have to haul the
wood, otherwise Nimu won’t be happy. I don’t want to do anything that’ll make her unhappy. I
want her to be happy.”
“How do you plan to talk to Ma about it? Ma likes you and likes to hear you sing. When
you’re gone she’ll miss you.”
“That way I’ll be able to see a lot of song and dance performances. Do you remember
when the song and dance ensemble came to perform, I followed them for three hundred ii and
saw them perform seven times? If they hadn’t gone farther away I would have followed them
some more. I saw them seven times and still it wasn’t enough, they’re just too good. They live in
Lhasa on the side of the Gangdisi mountain. In the future I’ll be able to go to Lhasa often to see
them perform; I’ll just hop into the car and be there. I heard that Lhasa had several song and
dance ensembles! There’s still the Tibetan drama troupe, a quyi team, even a theater company.
I’ll be able to see all the performances. Brother, I’ll take you along as well
but I’m forgetting
you don’t like theatrical performances. I’ll take you to the movies, to Lhasa to watch the movies.
I heard that they show movies every day in Lhasa. I know that you like to watch movies.”
“Dun Yue, you know I cannot sing. Ma loved to sing when she was young. Now that
she’s old all she can do is listen to you sing.”
“Brother, I really regret that I did not finish middle school. I forgot all my geography.
Now that I want to go all over the place it would be good if I knew some of my geography. Too
bad I did not finish school and that I forgot everything I learnt. Al! All I know is Chengdu,
Xi’an, Beijing and Shanghai, then there is also Ge’ermu. The rest I forgot completely. I’ve
always wanted to know what the sea looked like, I heard it is even larger than the holy
Mapangyong lake, or the grasslands, that one could not see the end of it. I’ve also heard that if
one drove with a large motor boat for one month one could still not reach the end of it. I want to
see the sea so badly. Brother, do you never think about these things?”
“I do, but what about Ma? She will miss you.”
“She will miss me and I’ll miss her.”
“Ma will cry. I am sure Ma will cry often.”
“I know.” Dun Yue said. “I know.”
The shepherd’s dog came by without making a sound and curled up between the two
brothers. Maybe it was because they did not want the dog to hear what they were talking about,
or maybe they had said everything that was to be said, but Dun Yue did not pursue his projects,
and Dun Zhu did not ask his younger brother again when he would be talking to their mother
about it. The stars in the sky were fading and their Tibetan leather coats were getting damp with
night dew. They did not have watches, but they knew that it would soon be getting light.
That evening the younger brother Dun Yue seemed rather excited. Usually he was just as
taciturn as his older brother Dun Zhu. The only thing that was different was his enjoyment to
sing shepherd songs which he sang very well.
Another evening a film projection team came to show a movie and everybody went to
watch it. At that time Dun Yue and the young woman Nimu were sitting close to the sheep pen.
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Under the cold stars and the moon the temperatures were chilly. For a long time they did not
speak. After all, Dun Yue was not a talkative fellow.
It was difficult for Nimu to come out in the evenings, her father would not let her go. He
would not allow her to come out to watch a movie. But he himself was watching it. So Nimu
had just slipped out to be with Dun Yue. He wanted to set out two days later. Dun Yue placed
the newly distributed army leather coat over her shoulders, and even though he was holding her
tightly, she still could not stop shivering. It would be a while before the end of the movie or
before Ma and Dun Zhu were to return, so he and Nimu went into the tent. Dun Yue reached for
the matches to light the petroleum lamp, but Nimu held him back. It stayed dark and silent in the
tent the whole time.
The reader will have guessed that Dun Yue had his long-time wish fulfilled and became a
driver in the army. Of course Dun Yue left singing a song.

Part 12

In the pastoral area of about one hundred li there are all kinds of legends about Dun Zhu.
The honest and good-natured herdsman Dun Zhu became a legendary figure in this area. The
local people all knew that the old widow Quzhen supported her son Dun Yue’s education and
that she and her older son suffered some hardship as a result. Now that the son had left and
become a company commander, Quzhen had not suffered in vain. Every second month she
received some money from her son. The local people knew that he was a company commander
who drove a car.
He drove a car and was a company commander; Dun Yue had a promising future. The
local people said that they had seen all along that Dun Yue had a promising future.
What about Dun Zhu; this illiterate, strongly built and taciturn young man? Probably it
was difficult to imagine, but the local people, without exception, were his witnesses. They said
that he indeed had never had any kind of education, that from a very young age he had always
held onto the sheep tails and followed the flock everywhere. He did not know his father. The
father was a man who had passed by the village, who had given Ma the warmth of one night and
left her with the twins. Even Ma did not remember what he looked like. The only thing she
remembered was that he had a tiny scar from a knife on his left cheek. She said that he was a
blacksmith.
Apparently, Dun Zhu had disappeared for one month with his flock of sheep and when he
returned, he had become a storyteller and singer. He started to tell the local villagers “The Ballad
of the King of Gesaer”. This work could be called the world’s longest Tibetan epic. According
to scholars the whole “Ballad of the King of Gesaer” has one hundred thousand or even several
hundred thousand lines. The herdsman Dun Zhu who had not been to school for a single day
started to tell this heroic epic. Is this event really so difficult to imagine?
One quite popular version says that Dun Zhu and his flock by mistake entered a magic
land. He did not know why, but had fallen asleep on a huge flat rock (this is an important detail,
please take note of it). Around him were very good patches of grass and many wild flowers. In
brief, it was a magic land which like the sacred mountain, the divine lake, the magic eagles and
fish had the legendary, uniquely Tibetan beauty found in fairy tales. He slept.
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After a while he woke up with the flock of sheep still peaceflully grazing at his side. He
propped up his body with his elbows and, still drowsy with sleep, looked around. That is when
he realized that he had never been here before. However, this was a good pasture with abundant
grass and water, and the view was beautifl.il, too.
The sun was still high in the sky. He did not worry; he wanted to let the sheep graze a
little longer and, besides, he was very tired. He lay back again. This time he did not sleep, he
was not sleepy any more. The sky seemed extraordinarily far away and also the air was unusually
transparent, just as bright and transparent as after days of continuous rain. There were also white
clouds, small patches of them, like strands of torn hada silk. He was hungry. He reached into his
zanba bag and put some large zanba cakes into his mouth. A black spot passed a group of clouds
and plummeted toward the ground, getting bigger all the time. It was an eagle that took him for
a rotting corpse. In a moment it would grab his face. Dun Zhu sat up with a start and pulled the
long Tibetan knife from his side. The eagle was startled and flew away. The clouds had become
thin and dispersed, gradually fading away. The eagle had turned into a black meteor again, flying
now faster, now slower in the sky. The sky was unusually blue.
Dun Zhu got up and went to a creek. With both hands he scooped up some of the clean
water and drank. He patted his stomach, how satisfied he was! Suddenly he wanted to sing
something. This had never happened before. He started to sing. In old times it had always been
Dun Yue who did the singing. He had never chimed in but would be quietly busy with something
else. Nobody could ever know if he was listening; his expression would betray nothing. Was he
paying attention or not?
This time it was he who sang. All he wanted to do was sing and to forever continue
singing. Moreover, he was singing about the legendary story of Gesaer. He was not surprised at
all (although this was enough to surprise the people who knew him well), it was as if he had been
taught this extensive epic for many years by a teacher. What surprised people even more is that
he actually wondered about their queries. He could not understand why people would make such
a fhss about a small matter. The way he saw it, it was the most natural activity for him to sing
about King Gesaer. Why shouldn’t he sing, why shouldn’t he be able to sing? Why would people
ask him who taught him? Who taught you to suckle milk?
When his mother and his relations told him that he had disappeared for a month, Dun Zhu
thought he was hearing madmen speaking in their dreams. What was happening to Ma? And to
the villagers? Ma had lost weight, so much that her appearance had changed, this just did not
seem real. When he had left in the morning it had been Ma who had filled his zanba bag, a
brightly smiling and healthy Ma! Everything was well. She was a happy Ma of two good sons!
But now...
Then there were a few other not so popular versions.
Dun Zhu’s and Dun Yue’s father had been a vagrant ballader and storyteller who was also
He had passed his talent on to the twins’ mother. What Dun Zhu had inherited
blacksmith.
a
from his father was that genuine talent. This version seems to have a bit of a modern scientific
flavor of genetic engineering it still is a school of thought of an overzealous philosophy. It
seems that most people would rather believe in fairy tales, even though the idealistic or the
imaginary is so much more prevalent in them. But fairy tales are beautiful. Obviously it is not
suitable to mix too many rational elements into those kinds of fairy tales.
Thorough materialists would throw all these kinds of fairy tales to the flames. They have
quite convincing explanations, saying that this is just the artist himself purposefully making up all
these profound mysteries to play up the national epic and make himself seem mysterious. They
--

--,
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also say that the Chinese have no way of understanding the Tibetan people’s primitive
consciousness that reveres mysterious things, and blends religion, myths and superstition. The
Tibetans are by their very nature a nation that creates exquisite fairy tales, just as they innately
create such beautiful engraved ornaments as silver carved Tibetan knives, earrings and rings in
gold and jade; all kinds ofjewelry, such as chains carved out of bone and peach pits; all kinds of
head ornaments and hair styles; dresses; multicolored woven carpets and cushions, and numerous
other things!
In any case, Dun Zhu knew. He knew whether this was a fairy tale or not; he knew that
he was the son of a blacksmith; and he also knew how he had started to sing about the King of
Gesaer. Even though he had no understanding of philosophy or of many other things, he knew
how to sing, and he knew how to sing the longest Tibetan epic in the world. He could not see
what all the fuss was about. Then of course there is still Dun Zhu’s story.

Part 13

Nimu bore Dun Yue’s son. Had not Dun Yue received the messages that Nimu had sent?
It was hard to say. Dun Yue didn’t write her; the letter Nimu hoped for did not arrive. She kept
believing that he would write her one day. Had Dun Yue forgotten her?
In short, Dun Yue did not write her a letter nor did he come back to look for his son.
Nimu suffered her father’s curses. She was very afraid of being cursed at. The father, an old
man, was piously devoted to Buddhism. Ever since he had entered this world he had started to
worship Sakyamuni. He had married and buried his wife in middle age, and his personality was
extremely eccentric and disagreeable. He was a heavy drinker to the extent that his waking hours
were very few. Moreover, he was narrow-minded and liked to haggle over small matters.
When Nimu bore the illegitimate child he cursed her and absolutely would not forgive
her. He condemned her in front of his idols and started to drink even more. Nimu had no choice
but to move out and pitched a small tent far away from her father’s place. A woman with a child,
you can imagine what her life was like.
Nobody knew that her son was Dun Yue’s, Nimu had never told anybody. Apparently
she had not spoken for several years, as nobody had heard her say anything. Maybe she had told
someone, told her son, or her flock of sheep and her shepherd’s dog with the fluffy curly hair.
She may have also talked to herself when she was alone, but nobody else had ever heard her say
anything. She lived in such isolation that most villagers even forgot she existed.
She did return. That was mostly when it was getting dark. She would slip home like a
dodging leopard. At those times, her father would lie twisted on a cushion with spittle coming
out of his mouth. Often, he would already be snoring loudly having vomited all over the floor.
She would clean up the mess without saying a word. Then she would take a pot and cook some
strong tea, pick her father up, lay him straight on the cushions and cover him with his leather
overcoat. After that, she would slip out, just as she had arrived.
The son was allowed to run about freely. Nimu often slipped away to return home. But
she would always go by herself her son did not know his grandfather. The three-year-old boy
was not able to say a single word, probably due to the fact that he did not live in a talkative
environment. He was completely used to playing by himself and sometimes would sit motionless
like an adult. This child had very little interest in other people, whether these were villagers or
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other passers by walking past their tent, or his mother. In fact, nobody was able to catch his
attention. Even if he was screamed at or called to in a soft voice, the result was always the same.
He would continue doing what he was doing and not be disturbed in the least.
That evening Nimu went as usual to her father’s tent. The dark night was a bit
frightening. She hurried out, wrapping a scarf around her head. The road was a bit bumpy and
she did not meet anyone. Her father was in his usual state. He had been drunk for a while and
had made a mess all over the place. She went inside and started to clean up, all the while not
understanding why she was so restless. The sky was unusually overcast, and her son was already
sleeping, so what was the connection between the two? Nimu could not calm down. There was
some cold tea in the pot; today this would have to do. When her father woke up at night it
would be what he needed. Of course it would be better to have hot or warm tea, but the weather
tonight! She did not delay any further. After having fastened the entrance curtain of the tent she
hurried home. The sky was dark and she felt worried, twice she stumbled and fell down, but that
did not matter. When she approached her own tent she heard a deep and terrifying howling, it
was her sheep dog. Immediately she saw something even more terrifying: the entrance curtain
was gone and the interior that had been lit by a petroleum lamp was now dark. At that moment
she knew that this was the end. She now knew why she had had no peace of mind, why she had
been so impatient to return. When she reached into her pocket and lit a match, her body seemed
to freeze during the three seconds of the match’s light. She sat on the floor, and for a long time it
didn’t cross her mind to light the lamp or bring the injured sheep dog, that was all flesh and
blood, into the tent. The poor animal had one leg and two ribs broken and the fur on its upper
jaw had been ripped open, but in the end it survived.
It had been a bear.
She couldn’t say why, when she had seen her son in the light of the flaming match
peacefully sleeping, she hadn’t felt overjoyed; wasn’t she supposed to feel that way? She only
remembered that her body had gone limp and that she had sat on the floor, for how long, she did
not know. In the end the dog’s howling had brought her out of her stupor. The dog was the
third member of this household and now its pain was sobering her up. But she could never
understand why the bear had left her son untouched. The dog’s injuries, the overturned butter
vat and the broken tea bowls must surely have made a lot of frightening noise in the dark, but her
son had not woken up. Nimu knew that her son’s hearing ability was normal very normal.
After that night, each time her son slept, Nimu would guard his sleep for a long time
under the light of the oil lamp. She looked at her son’s thick lips and the coarse outlines of his
face. She made an effort to remember the night she and Dun Yue shared in the tent and how she
had felt once she realized that she was expecting a child. She also made an effort to try to
remember Dun Yue’s facial features and slight roughness that time (a roughness she would often
think about), but she was unable to remember anything. It was impossible, impossible. So she
tried again to find Dun Yue’s shadow bending over the body of this little sleeping fellow, but that
was impossible as well; she could not help feeling surprised.
She was surprised that her son looked like Dun Zhu. Clumsy, slow in reacting and with
particularly marked features. Dun Yue had not been that way. She could not find an explanation
and so did not waste any more time on it.
The sheep dog finally recovered fully, and this family of three took up its life again, as
always.
-
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Part 14

After Dun Zhu had become a storyteller, he continued to be a shepherd and remained as
loyal a son as ever. Neither he nor his mother could read. Each time the mail carrier brought
Dun Zhu the money, he would read to him the brief columns of postscripts. For example: Buy
yourself something nice to eat, mother. Don’t spare the money I am doing fine here, the
address of the military unit has to be kept secret, don’t write me I’m a squad leader now
I’m still driving a car
I’m the company commander now
I’m a platoon leader now
the responsibilities at the army are many, please forgive that I cannot come home to visit. Each
time Dun Zhu remembered the notes word for word and brought his mother the message. She
was quite content with the turn of events and felt that the two of them did not need to worry
about him any more.
Whether Dun Zhu ever thought about Nimu’s situation is not known. Probably Dun Zhu
was the only one who had known about Dun Yue’s and Nimu’s relationship, but that did not
prompt Dun Zhu to conclude that Nimu’s illegitimate son was his brother’s. The shepherd Dun
Zhu could not calculate the nine months that lay between Nimu’s bearing her child and his
brother’s departure, he just knew the simple fact that Nimu had an illegitimate son long after Dun
Yue had left, who knew whose bastard it was? Another well known fact was that Nimu’s father
had kicked her out as a result. Her father had damned and cursed her, saying that he would
never forgive her until his death. (He was found one morning by his neighbors in his tent, his
body all stiffened up and still smelling of wine). Dun Zhu also knew the story of how the taciturn
little boy had escaped with his life from under the claws of the bear. That child was now five or
six years old and had become a clumsy, coarse boy. Whenever Nimu brought out the flock of
sheep, the child held on to the tail of a large sheep and followed behind. The only companions
the child had were a sheep dog, the sheep, eagles and other birds. All this Dun Zhu knew.
It was day now and time to let the herd graze. There were still people gathering around
Dun Zhu’s flock of sheep to listen to him sing that old and familiar tragic story. A lot of time had
passed and nobody was asking him any more how he had learned it or with whom he had studied
it. Dun Zhu’s story about the king of Gesaer had naturally become an integral part in the ancient
lives of these Tibetan herdsmen.
If Dun Zhu was not forgetful, he would surely remember the happy dreams Dun Yue had
talked about one evening before he left. If he had sufficiently good imagination and enough
romanticism, he would surely be able to imagine these last few years, how his younger brother
Dun Yue would drive the car more than once to Chengdu, Xi’an, Beijing and Shanghai. First he
had commanded a squad, later a platoon, and now a whole company. Lucky Dun Yue! He must
have seen a few hundred performances! Performances from the interior and from Lhasa; he
probably would not miss any opportunity. Dun Zhu knew his younger brother best.
Probably Dun Yue had already been all over Tibet. Rigeze, Mi, Lhasa, Shannan, and then
there was still Changdu. Had he chased a large herd of Mongolian gazelle? He probably had,
:but how many thousand of them he had squashed was uncertain; he was such a happy-go-lucky
fellow.
Also, to be able to go to all these places and see the world, Dun Zhu was certain that Dun
Yue had studied his geography lessons again. Dun Yue was somebody willing to study and use
his brain. Dun Zhu knew that he was not as talented as his brother.
--

--
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Dun Zhu’s life now was the same as it had always been. In his leisure time he would
collect cow dung and fire wood. He carried it from far away on his back. Dun Zhu surely
remembered his brother’s promise, and was waiting for him to return with the car to take him to
the far away forest on the west side of the western mountain to fill the car with dry wood,
branches and leaves. It was too far to get there, none of the villagers had ever been there.
Also, Dun Zhu liked to go to the movies. Was he at the same time also expecting Dun
Yue to take him with the car to Lhasa to watch the movies?
Probably, anything was possible.
However
What about Nimu? What about the things Dun Yue had said about Nimu before he left?
Dun Zhu had not forgotten them at all, he remembered them, all of them. Well, then
I do not know what there should be after the ‘then’, an ellipsis? Or some words that link
the context? I do not know, I cannot find anything suitable, because the result far exceeds my
expectation.
In particular, I do not know by what moral standards to evaluate this outcome. The
matter was very obvious. For Nimu, Dun Yue had disappeared and this meant that Dun Zhu’s
imagination was racing. For Dun Zhu, Nimu was the mother of some bastard child (she had long
ceased to be his younger brother’s love), and at the same time she was a young woman in close
age to him. Nimu was neither ugly nor old. That’s how things were standing.
This is what happened. Nimu buried her father in a water burial and stood by the river for
haifa day and haifa night. Apparently she didn’t cry. A year went by, and she looked for Dun
Zhu who was gathering cow dung, because winter was approaching. Nobody knows what Nimu
said to Dun Zhu, but it probably was something like “Let’s get married”. Or maybe some simple
and direct words such as, “Take me into your house and many me”. Nimu had not talked in a
long time; she couldn’t have said much more. In any case, with her taciturn son, who had grown
up holding on to the tails of sheep, she moved into a tent with Dun Zhu. I really would like to
The reader knows that this was her
know what Dun Zhu’s mother thought about the matter.
grandson by direct descent, and that she probably would not view her grandson as a little bastard.
---

Part 15

The story has just about come to its end, but obviously there could be readers who would
raise some questions about the skill and techniques used in this story. Let’s imagine these.
a.
About the structure. This story seems to be constructed from three independent stories
whose contents have very little in common with each other. This is a purely technical question.
Let’s try to solve it further below.
About the stories’ threads. Dun Yue’s thread ends in the first part, then it is inexplicably
b.
cut olT and he does not reappear. After all, why did he not write Nimu a letter? Why did he not
appear again toward the end of the plot? Again, technical questions, let’s explain them along
with the other.
c.
The remaining questions. Let’s imagine these: If Dun Yue had returned, what would
have happened between the two brothers, and between Dun Yue and his sister-in-law Nimu?
How could one explain the motives of the three characters?
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The third question involves the aspects of both technique and skill.
All right. Let’s start with c.
Firstly, Dun Yue could not return (and should not return. Removing the possibility of his
return simplifies the question), because he died on duty soon after entering the army. His squad
leader, of his own accord, took over the rote of the son to console the mother ofthe deceased.
For the last ten years this assumed son sent the mother nearly two thousand yuan. Then
Is a ‘then’ still necessary, dear reader?

Part 16

Yao Liang had always been a self-proclaimed poet. Lu Gao called him a sentimental
lover, but Yao Liang did not mind whether he was a poet or a sentimental lover. Sometimes he
would also make fun of Lu Gao saying that Yeti was the honorific name that Yao Liang had
given Lu Gao.
Occasionally, Lu Gao wrote poems, too, and these were not inferior to Yao Liang’s
poems.
When somebody went up to Yao Liang and asked him why he had come to this so-called
third degree barren land, he answered in the imposing manner of a great poet. There were also
those of Lu Gao.
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Yao Liang
A Shepherd’s Song Moving Toward A Shepherd’s Song
A lot of people have heard about you
and when they were bewitched they came.
You are said to be a piece of land in the north
five thousand ii of rising and falling ground up high
where it is always zero degrees. Only
caterpillars and strong sheep
languidly and leisurely
for some reason gather around the tent,
then there are still the brown rocks. Yes then there are also
those brown rocks in the south which have rubbed into them
transparent colors between
white and blue. Why should I say any more, that
we came here because we heard of you?
We all remember you.
The high grounds have excellent visibility and
one can clearly infer, the moon
and the six dull nickel coins
it is not only after we came here
that we started to draw support from the temple, and that we used
the skeletons in the wild to learn how to use our imagination
I think that is not so. This is how
I solemnly vindicate myself that I only want
to express to these high grounds the
respect of an adult who once was a child. As the old saying goes
that thirty is the age I stand on my own feet.
I imagine myself riding here on a fast white
horse, stopping frequently
because I am weak and have to grab some zanba
but I cannot drink the buttered tea. The wind in the grassland
must have some kind of color
otherwise why would it be so mighty
and my nostrils be filled with dust?
the horse that is merely walking
please do not use a whip to lash it
if the horse’s mother were to see that
she would be very sad
Beyond the back feathers of the falcon I see at a far distance
that white wall. Above the white wall I see
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the golden roof and the red brick palace. That young shepherd girl says with extreme
pride that
this is the symbol of these
high grounds. The young girl wears seventy seven
lice infested braids, and smiles brightly at my horse
showing her white teeth. I say
that I have come from the Bohai Sea and that
I am a poet who likes shepherd songs
it is already past midnight
and we are still singing
in the harvested fields
facing the crescent moon
We’re singing melancholic songs
singing about the small river that was covered by snow
singing about a night identical to this one
singing about our loneliness on the horse cart
The shepherd girl suddenly interrupts my chanting:
“Do you actually have snow over there as well?”
Tell me how I should answer you. Yes, yes my little lady, it is
snowing everywhere, everywhere. Everywhere.
But why am I in such a hurry
to urge my white horse back onto the street?
From the juncture of Shan Hail have to climb the Great Wall toward the west
I also want to turn to Yuanmingyuan and stop for a little while
I want to see the ruins of Hetang and I also want to see
the huge white rocks.
Just now I felt that I was too rushed
I shouldn’t be so rushed
I have even forgotten who I am
(God is an astronaut)
And where I have come from
I only regret that I arrived too rushed
to the foot of the Potala mountain. Of course I remember
the wet and salty surge of the sea water
and concerning the poem about the sailor of the boat with the red sail
it is better to be always on the road
and so always have something to aspire to.
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Lu Gao
Wild Pigeon
Seeing the rushing waters of the Lhasa River say again
this is not a stretch of desert, so
don’t you think it is a little bit too late?
There is nobody who really understands the vultures
the eagle’s beak, always carrying that hostile look
because of the white and brown island in the middle of the river
I remember again the farsighted Rong Ge
Whenever I imagine myself being a
stone, the conflict ceases
Don’t say anything stupid. Don’t say
such stupid things as
‘To enter a stone
is my way to go’
I would rather fall into the cracks of a glacier
otherwise, what kind of a poet would I seem
actually what I want to say
should be so much more.
For example; for a long time the names
of the smoking chimneys and these villages have been circulating
and now these villages
only become pretty
at dusk
and that is why we came. Carrying
lipstick, drawing kits and contraceptives
(We have come to live here
really stupid, completely stupid
didn’t we agree early on that
we would have a throng of children here)
Suddenly I am unexpectedly excited. No longer
is it only love that gives me inspiration
have you seen the familiar doves chirping in the sky
the large flock dwelling at the back wall of the white inhabited temple
the wild doves are still flying here
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Black Road

Mirrors and sexual intercourse arefilthy; both increase the number ofpeople
Borges

Old Dwarf Sang

There is nothing more unreal than witnessing with one’s own eyes somebody killing
somebody else. Therefore, people like myself who have had that luck often speak incoherently
when making their testimony. Eventually he (they) probably want to repudiate the whole
testimony they just gave. It’s not cowardice or hesitation, it is just that the facts themselves are
not real. From firmly believing to not believing, up to hallucination and fabrication, and
categorically saying that one doesn’t believe one’s own eyes anymore and consequently not
believe oneself anymore. I’m talking from experience: personal experience.
Luckily I don’t have to go to court for the testimony because the murder, one could say,
is unknown to the police. If I don’t report the case I know that the murderer certainly won’t turn
himself in. I know myself. Why would I want to throw myself into the middle of an obviously
unsolvable murder case? As long as I live I have no intentions of becoming involved with the
law. I dare say that for the police this case will forever remain unknown. I don’t know why I put
so much effort into forgetting it. This is not to say that I am able to make myself forget the
incident. I have put much effort into forgetting it, and sometimes I have succeeded, but only for
a short while, at the most two dreamless nights. By the drowsy period of dusk of the third day I
start to feel uneasy, thinking that I’m bound to review the bloody scene again this very night.
What surprises me is that the dull and endless repetition of the scene always fills me with terror.
It is always effective and the details never change. I cannot say for certain how many times the
scene repeats itself. I would even be able to faithfully reenact the whole tragedy. I cannot make
it lose its final frightening results just because I’m familiar with all its details or get used to it just
because it has lost its suspense.
The incident happened a long time ago, a year or two ago, maybe even longer than that.
I can clearly remember the season; it was autumn. At that time the grasslands were already
stretches of withered grass filled with a poetic flavor. The thin brown horse I had rented had
very strong legs. I had set out in the morning from the Sangdun temple and after crossing the
Sangdun grassland I climbed that small mountain path, gradually leaving the withered grass and
the herds of black mountain yaks behind. The little lama clerk had told me that WI wasn’t
delayed in any way during my journey I should be able to reach the mountain pass before dark.
“Once you reach the pass you’ll be able to see Heaven’s lake. It is so large you can’t see
the other side of it. It’s as blue as the sky, even bluer. But if you want to get to a place where
you can stay overnight you will still have to travel for a long time. This horse knows the way,
just follow its lead and it will bring you to the place where there are people.” He also said that
there could be snow in the mountains.
I won’t waste a lot of words on this. The mountain path was at first very scenic, and after
crossing the snow line there were a lot of twists and turns until I finally reached the mountain
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pass. By that time it had been dark for quite a while. I won’t tell how by dawn I eventually
reached the place the little lama had mentioned nor how I settled down. It was really cold.
I want to tell the parts that are going to be of meaning to the reader. In any case the
reader must know that I slept. And while I slept another person arrived at this little inn. That
person is the protagonist of this story.
I want to talk a bit about the small inn.
These were two mud houses as one sees commonly in the grasslands; low and square.
The houses were standing side by side with a space of about twenty steps between them. In front
of them ran the path on which I arrived and again further in front lay the sandy shore of the lake.
The word for lake here is Haizi. The water of the lake was at a distance, so that the sandy shore
stretched for a long way and was already entirely covered by fresh snow. Behind the houses was
a low mud wall that surrounded the wintry grass area. This was a very large area and it too was
covered by frozen ice, not revealing any mud or grass stalks. The owner and the domestic
animals lived in the second house. The first structure was the kitchen and the guest house. The
large wall one first saw when arriving on the mountain road on which I had come already had a
coat of snow. The four black calligraphic characters Heaven’s Lake Inn covered the entire wall
and were visible from afar.
I’ll also talk about the inn’s owner. This small, almost dwarf-like old man had a face
resembling a dark and worn mask. His overly warm manner made one uncomfortable. I couldn’t
guess whether he was Tibetan or Chinese. His Chinese was quite good, but then a lot of
Tibetans speak good Chinese. The characters on the signboard of his inn were Chinese.
In any case, I slept for a whole day and when I woke up at dusk I noticed that man. He
wore regional Kangba clothes and was easily recognizable as a Tibetan. It looked as if he had
just arrived and that his arrival had woken me from my sweet dreams (I only know that I slept
deeply, but whether I actually dreamt I cannot remember at all). The owner was just preparing
Tuba soup for him (and probably for me as well). The fire fed on cow dung frequently rose up
and some of its ash entered my nose tract. Dense steam was rising from the copper pot. That is
when I realized how hungry I was; my stomach was grumbling without end.
The man was smoking some nice smelling local tobacco.
He spoke Tibetan with the owner. I couldn’t understand what they were saying. The
owner then told me in Chinese to get up to have some Tuba soup. Tuba is a typical Tibetan dish
very similar to Chinese sweet deep fried dumplings or wheat lump soup. Judging from the flavor
it contained butter and salt and was very tasty.
His cooking utensils were all Tibetan. We used wooden bowls which could be filled to
the rim with one spoon scoop. I must have had about six or seven of those bowls. The other
man ate a lot more than I and so did the owner. It was difficult to imagine that a man that small
was able to eat that much. They spoke to each other while they ate but since I couldn’t
understand what they were saying I left the room once I had eaten my fill. I’ve already said that
the sky wasn’t dark yet.
First I urinated beneath the wall with the characters Heaven’s Lake Inn. The warm urine
the snow ground forming a small frozen patch. I was content. Then I walked around
into
seeped
to the other wall of the house and to the door of the owner’s and the animals’ house. When I
entered the door I found myself in the horse shed. The horse was lying peacefully in the
darkness, but after my eyes gradually became accustomed to the darkness I realized that this was
not my horse. This was a very good dark auburn horse with strong bulging muscles and shining
für. I didn’t have time to think about it but hastened out the door to the other house in which I
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was staying. Only then did I think that my horse was probably on the grass area behind the
houses. So I ran again to the wall that joined the two houses. The wall was waist-high. There,
by the horse shed I saw a few motley horses and a few gray donkeys.
I heaved a sigh of relief. By the time I had strolled back to the horse shed and as
expected found the door leading to the owner’s quarters locked, I knew that my intuition, as in
the past, was undoubtedly correct.
The wind at the lake shore cut like a knife through my leather coat. I was standing on the
road looking into the indistinct water. The sky was still overcast and toward the water it was,
frighteningly dark; there was no shade of blue anywhere to please the eye.
Then I saw the owner and the other man coming out of the house and urinate in front of
the lake. The warm urine formed white steam rising from the snow ground. The owner then
went to the horse shed and came out again, and the man went back into the guest house. I saw
the owner coming from behind the house leading the animals into the shed and closing the door,
and after that it got dark.
The man and I both lay silently on our beds. At that time the cow dung fire in the kitchen
died down, but the fire in the sleeping room was still burning, generating a lot of
already
had
warmth and some light.
He was smoking continuously. I realized that I hoped that he was also able to speak
Chinese, not in order to talk about anything in particular but just to talk. As if he had had the
same feeling he started to speak in Chinese.
“The owner told me you were Chinese.”
“The owner? I didn’t know you spoke Chinese.”
“On the black road everyone calls him Old Dwarf Sang. It’s the first time you’re taking
the black road, isn’t it?”
“Yes. Outside the mountain area autumn has barely started, but here it’s already the
deepest winter. Interesting.”
“Even in the summer snow falls around here. But when the sun comes out the snow
immediately melts. The sun here is even stronger than in Lhasa.”
“When the sun comes out in the winter, does the snow melt, too?”
“The winter sun is the strongest.”
“And tomorrow?”
“Tomorrow? What about tomorrow?”
“If the sun comes out tomorrow, will the snow outside all melt away?”
He sat up and took a couple of puffs from his cigarette. He coughed a few times and
then said: “There won’t be any sun tomorrow. We’ll have more snow tomorrow.”
After that it was quiet again. I saw his dark red cigarette butt fall onto the floor where it
continued to burn for a while and then went out. I was unable to sleep but thought that he was
sleeping. The light of the cow dung fire was dying down.
This was a Kangba man with a rough face and I was alone with him in this isolated place.
I thought I wouldn’t be able to sleep that night. Luckily I had slept all day. I didn’t want the fire
in the stove to go out. The warmth and the light at that time became my consolation and my
psychological support. I wrapped my coat around my shoulders and got up to feed the stove
some more cow dung. That is when I realized my fear and that I hated that man, inexplicable
hated him.
I thought I would be unable to sleep that night. Probably in that kind of half-sleeping
consciousness in my dream I heard that dog barking and then a voice admonishing the dog. I
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awoke but kept my eyes closed and thought calmly for about the length of smoking a cigarette.
First I made sure I heard the voices, then I started to wonder why a dog would be here. I clearly
remembered the owner had no dog.
Suddenly I understood. I opened my eyes and first wasn’t able to see anything in the
dark. It seemed the fire in the oven had gone out. Immediately I felt the cold stimulating my still
half-asleep brain. I could feel the blankness of my brain the very moment it was waking up; I
couldn’t think about anything. That moment luckily didn’t last long.
After my eyes had gotten used to the dark I got up. I could tell that he was fast asleep.
From under the fox fur hat that covered his head only the sounds of snoring came out. I went to
the door and opened it without making a sound. Outside it was snowing.
Around me all was a gray leaden color.
There were footprints all over the fresh snow, marks of horse’s hooves and of other
animals. These couldn’t have been yesterday’s; on top of yesterday’s snow there had clearly fallen
another thick layer of fresh snow. I stuck my head out and peered toward the house with the
horse pen. I saw two white horses standing in front of the door stamping on one place. I wanted
to find out some more but at that moment a big black dog came dashing out the door. In fright I
quickly drew back my head waiting for the dog to dash by to then suddenly shut the door. The
dog didn’t come by but I heard somebody’s low voice. So I bravely popped out my head again.
Two men wearing Tibetan leather gowns were just getting on their horses. Old Dwarf
Sang was standing at the door sending them off, the enormous dog behind them under the
horses. I followed them with my eyes as they left and noticed that Old Dwarf Sang had already
disappeared into the house.
Having stood there for such a long time I felt unbearably cold. I’m sure that the
temperature at that time was below thirty degrees Celsius. I urinated and felt even colder. I
climbed under the sheep fur cover and curled up shivering. Very quickly I fell into a dead sleep.
I have no idea when that man got up or when he left. I slept until it was already light outside.
The owner had prepared some steaming Yuba soup and woke me up. It is then that I knew the
man had left even before the owner had gotten up. Without eating anything or saying anything to
the owner, he had left.
Throughout I could not understand and up to now still cannot understand why I was
convinced he had taken my camera. So let me make an effort and remember again the events of
that morning.
When I say the incident happened a long time ago I mean to say that I almost don’t
remember it and cannot say for sure whether the event really happened or took place. If the
memory of an event is that blurred, it must have happened a long time ago. But not necessarily.
Then there is still an audio visual story to tell called “Time Relativity” which cannot be easily
understood by intuition.

Short stories aren’t easy to tell either

A rather warm aspect of this story is Old Dwarf Sang’s eager attention. His ugly
appearance but likable attitude, and added to that the two steaming fragrant bowls of Tuba soup
and the fact that he had woken me after I had sufficiently slept, made me feel comfortable.
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I remember that the first thing I was conscious of when I awoke was that the other man
was gone. And as if, as the owner, he had to carry some responsibility for this, Old Dwarf Sang
endlessly chatted about him from the moment I got up. I cannot recapture Old Dwarf Sang’s
original words, but I’ll try to put together a coherent meaning from memory. I won’t use colons
or quotation marks because these aren’t his original words but my narrated writing based on
memory.
He has killed people.
He used to be a professional thief who mainly robbed rich families of their valuables and
their women. Eventually somebody recognized the stolen jewelry he was trying to sell in Lhasa
and he ran away. His tracks were followed and he ended up killing one of his pursuers. The
other pursuer was frightened and ran away but he followed him and killed him, as the witness of
the first murder.
I remember that I asked Old Dwarf Sang whether he succeeded.
He kept evading my questions. He said that the man had become deranged. Whenever
he killed the witness of a murder, there was always another witness. He knew he had to keep
killing the new witnesses and so he continued to kill in an unending vicious circle.
I realized there was a movable piece in this story so I asked Old Dwarf Sang: “Does he
really see a witness each time?”
He said this was difficult to say because the man himself had only seen one witness, each
time there was one. Other people couldn’t say whether he saw a witness each time.
So I said again: “So even if there was no witness, he could still say that there was one
witness and nobody could refute him.”
Old Dwarf Sang seemed to sigh; I didn’t know whether it was because my reasoning was
ridiculous or because of the inevitability and cruelty of my reasoning.
I think we also discussed whether or not he had some sickness such as a mania for
assassinating people or any other mental derangement etc.
I asked him again: “Hasn’t there been anyone who has wanted to kill him?”
I’m sure Old Dwarf Sang said: “Nobody dares to. Nobody can kill him.” Because Old
Dwarf Sang spoke with such certainty I am sure my memory is accurate in this point. Old Dwarf
Sang also emphasized: “He is a professional thief. Haven’t you noticed whether you’re missing
something?”
It is only then that I realized that my camera was nowhere to be found. This led me to
conclude without hesitation that he had stolen my camera and then run away. Otherwise he
would have had no reason to leave so early without even saying a word to the inn keeper.
Outside it was snowing hard. This world seemed as the creator had initially created it
without traces of any living beings.
I didn’t lament too much about the loss of my sophisticated camera. I didn’t even talk to
Old Dwarf Sang about its extremely high price which had people clicking their tongues. But he
persisted: “That camera must have been worth a lot of money. I’m sure it must have been worth
more than a gold ring with six loops.” He was right. Those kinds of pure gold rings are worth
between one thousand five hundred and two thousand yuan at the jewelry market in Lhasa, but
my camera could be exchanged for roughly three or four of these.
I drank my tea and then started to pay the overnight fee, which surprised Old Dwarf Sang
extremely. He asked: “Do you want to set out in such big snow?”
I expressed my wish to set out.
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“You’ll get lost. Even we local people can get lost in such snowy weather. You’ll never
find your way out of this snow.”
“It doesn’t matter. If I get lost I’ll return. I’ll retrace my own steps and come back.”
“Your footsteps will be covered by snow in the time of one cigarette.”
“I can’t stay any longer. I have to go.”
“I’m telling you that you’ll be stranded in the snow and won’t be able to get out of it. You
know there is a large swamp by the lake.”
“I believe in fate. Do you understand the word fate?”
Old Dwarf Sang’s large head unconsciously nodded a few times.
“If I have to die today I won’t be able to avoid it but if I’m not to die today I won’t die
whatever I do. It’s all fate.” That is what I said.
For a moment Old Dwarf Sang didn’t speak and also his smiling face had become serious.
“I’m still telling you that you shouldn’t go. Who knows if he is about to kill someone; do
you want to become the next witness?”
I deliberately spoke lightly: “The last few days nobody has come by. Even if he wanted
to kill someone there would be nobody to kill.”
I paid attention to his expression, thinking that he would not mention the two nightly
visitors and I was right. He didn’t say that two people had just come by during the night and that
proved he was hiding something.
He thought of something else: “Maybe somebody is coming from the opposite direction.”
I had already paid and cheerfully said good-bye, mounted my thin brown horse and set
out. “Good-bye. Good-bye.”
The snow was falling heavily and the visibility was extremely bad. I lost my way just as
Old Dwarf Sang had predicted. The sky and the ground had merged into one color. I couldn’t
distinguish any landmarks or the lake. I started to be a bit afraid. Had my fate arrived? Maybe I
should have listened to Old Dwarf Sang’s advice. But I had already come this far and any
worrying was useless now.
I considered myself an intelligent person who had read many books, so I kept going
continuously in one direction, not worrying that my bony horse was going very slowly. If I was
only able to get out of this I would be victorious even if I had to walk on the icy surface of the
lake. But I came upon the frightening ghost wall which stories talk about: my horse had brought
me back to the original place of my hesitation. This time I urged my horse into the opposite
direction but after having walked for a long time the result was the same. I thought I couldn’t get
out of it, moreover my horse looked as if it couldn’t go on anymore.
This is to say that you cannot not believe in miracles. Just as I was about to freeze to
death my spirits returned. I pulled the horse around and went back, retracing my steps in one
direction. I was able to guide it in a straight line relying on my intuition and experience, all the
while reminding myself not to look back but to continue walking. After riding for I don’t know
how long I eventually got out of the endless snow shroud. Initially the snow fell less and also the
snow on the ground became thinner. Later the snow stopped altogether and the ground was dark
brown and humid until I came upon a small road.
A small road made of fine gravel. Looking back I saw that I had come to the foot of a
mountain range. I had come alive again.
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I arrived the next day at daybreak at the Heaven’s Lake Inn. The weather was fine and
the owner very welcoming.
I was dead tired. After a whole night on the road and added to that the nightmarish
experience at dusk I felt I was collapsing. I must say that I couldn’t make out if Old Dwarf
Sang’s expression was any different.
“How about making some Tuba soup first? Will you have some?”
I waved my hand expressing that anything was fine with me. I couldn’t detect any traces
of the other man ever having been here. Old Dwarf Sang didn’t ask me either how I had made it
back. Maybe that was another law of the black road. “You, you know that my name is Sangbu.”
While kneading dough dumplings by the stove he was talking to me. I had sat down on the
threshold and was looking into the morning sun that was slowly appearing from behind the
mountain range I had come from. I shifted my glance directly in front of me where the water of
the lake was a boundless blue and looked as if it were reaching the distant sky. There wasn’t a
single cloud and I was feeling very calm.
I don’t know myself why I suddenly turned around and called him “Old Dwarf Sang”. I
saw that his face immediately changed; his long face became even longer and uglier. He stopped
the work he was busy with and looked at me woodenly. After a while he asked me.
“Who have you heard call me this way?”
“That man that you know. The one who died.”
He didn’t look at me again but cursed in a low voice “bastard”.
I was surprised. I think I probably concealed my sudden surprise for he didn’t pay any
attention to me. This was the Chinese word from a dialect in the northern regions used to curse
people, and only northern Chinese would use such a word. Sichuan curse words were different
and Tibetans speaking Chinese would at the most take over some of these. But Old Dwarf Sang
had fluently and correctly said “bastard”.
Also, at the very moment of averting his eyes I had felt his murderous intentions. I am
absolutely sure about that. As a novelist I can guarantee that my intuition does not fail me. I did
not want to meet his glance again and so looked out at the sunrise, at the bluish transparent
surface of the lake suffused with sunlight.
“You said he died. Did you see him die?”
I pretended not to have heard his words.
“Why do you want to watch somebody kill somebody else?”
He spoke quietly, but not at all in the tone of voice of murderers or with the soft cruelty I
had heard about or read in books. “Watching somebody kill somebody else gives you nightmares
until in the end even you don’t know if you really saw it or not.”
“I think I have understood.” I think I didn’t care what he would do to me. I had said I
believed in fate, that everything is predestined.
“You don’t understand, I’m telling you, you don’t understand.”
“Why would I absolutely want to understand?”
“Right. Just now somebody came by who was going around the mountain on the eastern
side to the Sangdun grassland. He gave me a camera saying that he had found it on the road side
and I thought it was probably yours.”
I did not need to turn around to know it was my camera.
I said: “That fellow in a Tibetan leather gown riding a white horse is the murderer of that
man. He also had a big black dog. I saw that he killed that man.”
“You shouldn’t have insisted on watching, I told you.”
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I. calmly finished my bowl of Tuba soup, put my Japanese Canon F camera into my
knapsack, threw five yuan to Old Dwarf Sang and went out the door. I said: “I’ll be back in the
spring.”
Old Dwarf Sang had recovered the humble and overzealous manner he had the first time I
had seen him, his smile hanging like a mask on his face.
“Go slowly, you.”
When I returned in the spring we were five people in a cross country jeep. The other four
(including the driver) were all my friends. It took us three hours from Sangdun temple to the
mountain pass and from there to the two mud houses a bit over an hour. I saw the houses from
far away but couldn’t detect the white wall that had Heaven’s Lake Inn written on it. The walls
facing us were all mud-colored.
These were two earthen houses that had been abandoned a long time ago, there were
neither doors nor windows and inside were the ashes of a fire. We lived there for a few days,
caught fish and yellow ducks and enjoyed ourselves to our heart’s content. I went into great
efforts to try to find something but didn’t find anything.
Everybody had a great time getting there and leaving again; I don’t know if it was the
same for me. But I can’t say I didn’t gain anything from it. So I wrote an exquisite story. I still
want to tell a dream that I have saved up to now; a dream I will probably never be able to explain
and which repeatedly comes and goes and which I’m not sure whether it happened or not.

The story finished in a dream

Scene I
(The rider of the auburn horse is lying on the gravel, the auburn horse is contentedly
eating grass from the grass bag.)
The rider of the brown horse What are you doing here? How did you just get here?
Didn’t you leave during the night?
The rider of the auburn horse --I knew you were behind me, so I waited for you.
I really waited for you to let you see a nice show. Have you ever witnessed a
murder?
The rider of the brown horse A murder? Never.
The rider of the auburn horse Somebody killing somebody else. You’ll see it all.
--

--

--

Scene 2
(Far away. From ahead two white horses are coming closer, on their side is a huge black
dog. The white horses are galloping, the dog is running fast, too.)
Scene 3
(The two white horses are steering toward the rider of the auburn horse who has gotten
up. He turns to his left and all of a sudden grabs the white horse and its rider coming from his
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side and pulls them to the ground. At about the same time the black dog dashes toward the
bundle of the two people and the horse.)
Scene 3
(The rider of the other white horse reins in the horse, turns around and pulls out a knife.
The white horse starts and raises both its huge hooves --)

Scene 4
(The rider of the brown horse who has rolled to the side and turns his head --)
Scene 5
(One man riding one horse, a black dog following a white horse gradually disappear into
the distance, into the far distance...)
Scene 6
(Close-up of the face of the rider and of the white horse who have already been strangled
to death by the rider of the auburn horse.)
Scene 7
(Close-up of the knife handle. The knife is deeply inserted into the left side of the man’s
back, the body is in spasm.)
The rider of the brown horse (off screen voice) -- But why?
The rider of the auburn horse (off screen voice) - Money and women. It’s the dwarf, Old Dwarf
Sang’s sto ... (the voice is cut off and dies away.)
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A Wall Covered With Strange Patterns
There are some people who, out of a sense ofarrogance like to use a mysterious language
seeminglyfilled with symbolism. They write stories that can be readfrom the end, from the
A
middle orfrom any other place and they give the titles of the short stories a little kick
They
and
recondite
heading.
unfathomable
this
of
kind
Patterns,
Strange
Wall Covered With
say this is to seek comprehension, but such words arejust as dfficult to understand.
<Supplemental Scriptures ofBuddhist Practice>
—

V

One

I’ve decided I would not appear in the first person in this story. Probably I would just
have any part among others that the reader would pity, but that role would bound to be
somewhat lovable. It can’t be mine.
He is called Yao Liang, but Lu Gao will do, too. To all appearances this is another Lu
Gao and Yao Liang story. But not necessarily. Why couldn’t there be some other people? Or
such as a shepherd dog (Lu Two? Lu Three? Lu Ninety-nine?)?
some other things
even
Or a wall covered with strange patterns?
Got the title. A nonsensical title, was that too easy? But it isn’t that easy or that simple.
To paint that wall takes time, a lot of time. So much time to practice, to sketch, to draw no
need to learn about colour. So much time to write characters with a brush, and to imitate the
wide variety of styles by such masters as Huai Su, Zhang Xu, Yan Zhenqing, Su Shi, Mi Fei, Cal
Xiang, and Huang Shangu. It takes a lot of time to read books, otherwise you can’t differentiate
between what’s high, what’s low, what’s superior, what’s inferior, what’s good, what’s bad, and a
host of other pairs of similarities and dissimilarities among the critical and judgmental adjectives,
antonyms and synonyms of the Chinese language.
It’s the wall in Yao Liang’s study. Originally it was white. The strange patterns that got
painted on it later are black marks scrawled with a writing brush. But I’d like to add some
explanation which onmly gilds the lily and say that this story has nothing to do with the wall of
Yao Liang’s study. Nothing at all.
And it would require another footnote saying that the wall has no symbolic meaning
whatsoever. But I won’t add it.
---

---

--

Two

Yao Liang’s study is in a small courtyard that forms part of a set of courtyards at the
northern side of the major street that runs along the Lhasa river. In the courtyard there are two
poplar trees that are green in the summer and turn yellow in the fall. Then there are also clumps
of shrubs that resemble willow trees, and a water faucet with a basin. There is a door beyond
which lies the study. One door in the study leads into the kitchen, the other into the bedroom.
Both the kitchen and the bedroom have a window.
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Yao Liang is Chinese. Male. Thirty-three years old. He has no genetic, innate, organic,
or any other illnesses. He’s already married. He studied history at the university. No criminal
record. We’ll omit the mention of his height, weight, blood pressure, size of buttocks and
eyesight.
He has one daughter. His wife and daughter are in the interior of the country. Some time
ago Yao Liang’s wife came to visit him in Lhasa bringing the daughter with her. His wife is also
thirty-three years old.
Usually Yao Liang isn’t very involved with women. There have never been rumors of him
having romantic affairs. It seems he is very fond of his daughter. On his desk and at the head of
his bed there are pictures of this actually not all that cute daughter. One of my short stories
accuses him of committing adultery, a fact he categorically denied, demonstrating his sincerity
with italic print. The story is called <The Boat without Sails in the Western Sea>. My name is
Ma Yuan.
In this story I don’t have a role, but I’m the background; see me as a prop if you like. Yao
Liang is the one who has a role; and so does Lu Gao.
The paragraph above is not a curriculum vitae, nor is it some police report or a so-called
material description of the new novel.
It hadn’t been fi.issing about an imaginary illness. He had no imaginary sickness and he
did not fuss. Definitely not.
Yao Liang died. That’s the background.
Three

It wasn’t suicide.
It wasn’t murder.
He didn’t die from a sudden illness.
Four
By the way, maybe nobody believed that Lu Gao didn’t know Mrs.Yao Liang. This is
how things stood, it didn’t depend on whether people believed it or not. Mrs.Yao Liang wished
for a cremation, only cremation would do. In order to enter the martyr’s cemetery one needs
credentials. Lu Gao was the one who dealt with all that; Mrs.Yao Liang’s main responsibility
was crying. On top of that she had also reacted strongly to the high altitude since having arrived
to Tibet.
They repeatedly discussed the problem of whether they should have a memorial service or
not. Actually that was a minor problem, all that trouble was really unnecessary. Lu Gao was
probably thinking that when people died they just died, and if the living wanted to worry about it,
that was their choice. Whatever they did wouldn’t make a difference. Mrs.Yao probably thought
that they should demonstrate a bit of grief she herself and all the others.
They seemed to completely overlook the fact that they really should spend some time
discussing a problem of greater importance. That was the inheritance.
The word inheritance, by implication seems to be connected to tangible and valuable
things of wealth and money. That Chinese people of the latter half of the twentieth century are
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comparatively unfamiliar with this word is mainly due to the development of many historical
events which cannot be elaborated here. But by the middle of the eighties this word has started
to appear again quite frequently. Some person has gone to some country abroad to inherit a sum
of money. Or, the descendants of some capitalist (financial magnate) have inherited a foreign
house because of the implementation of the new policies (inheritance). A living Buddha (a public
figure of the unification war) left behind a manor to his family members (Tibet).
Yao Liang didn’t pray to Buddha at the temple, but he lived in Tibet. He didn’t leave
behind any money, manors, real estate, or treasures, so that to talk about an inheritance would
actually be embarrassing. All he left behind was a sealed paper envelope. The envelope was very
large, and in it were thickly folded already yellowed papers filled with small characters. To put it
simply, this was a manuscript. If put a bit more complicated, if you gave the papers a cursory
reading, you could probably say that it was a handwritten manuscript. But this was not to say
that it was Yao Liang’s work (Yao Liang had some pieces to his name and in particular a short
story completed in collaboration with Mister Sun Xiaotang called <The Middle Zone> published
in the May 1984 issue of Tibetan Literature). It was either a manuscript Yao Liang had copied,
or he had kept a manuscript that somebody else had copied. That problem can be rapidly solved.
Mrs. Yao and Lu Gao are both familiar with Yao Liang’s handwriting, and if necessary they can
ask the police for help.
It was an obscure manuscript. In Chinese. It didn’t contain any vocabulary that was
difficult to understand, but when you looked at it you absolutely couldn’t make out what the
characters put together were supposed to mean.
It was called <Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice>. But it didn’t look like a
scripture at all. It was written in modern Chinese and talked about some current affairs in a
bumpy style that lacked any coherence. Something about people and matters both Lu Gao and
Mrs.Yao knew about, and also about events long past and about historical figures, such as Lang
Dama, about whom people versed in Tibetan history know. This all didn’t mean anything, but
what startled Lu Gao and Yao Liang’s wife were events narrated in it that had not yet taken
place. So let’s first talk about these.

Five

Yao Liang dies in an odd manner, but nobody really knows how. When somebody
finds some woman’s things in his study which do not belong to his wfe, it gives the late Yao
Liang a bad reputation. His wqe will suspect that his death has something to do with another
woman. A lot ofpeople willparticipate in the investigation, but there won’t be any results. His
wfe willput the whole matter behind herfairly soon and remarry. She gives birth to her second
daughter who isn’t Yao Liang’s. At sixteen this daughter...

Six

In any case, his wife didn’t remember who eventually handed her the imported lipstick,
but by then it had passed through everybody’s hands. She was the last one to look at it.
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At that time she was unable to express anything, whether it was resentment or
indifference. All she could do was to leave immediately the place of the incident, otherwise the
imagination would transform itself into gossip and completely enter her mind; she definitely didn’t
dare make any guesses or suppositions. She left in a hurry, took a direct flight to Beijing and
threw the lipstick into the square opening of the sanitary napkin waste bin in the women’s
washroom. Then she bought some fast-food chicken legs in front of the train station and after a
quick meal she took the train to her home town in the northeast. In no case would she tell the
story of the lipstick to her daughter who had just started primary school. Her daughter was still
young; she wasn’t yet at the age of painting her mouth red with lipstick.
She thought she could walk out of this story just like that. But she couldn’t walk out of
it. Even though she had taken the airplane and immediately afterwards the train, she couldn’t
walk out of it. If you don’t believe it have a look. She had made a mistake. She had forgotten
that being a direct family member, it was perfectly justifiable that she inherit the manuscript. In
that case this story could be considered ended. But there was no such arrangement. In the
manuscript itself was clearly written that she had no intention of winning over the right of
inheritance.
She didn’t even want his collected books. With these books one could set up a small
library that would include books on literature, history, philosophy, art, and calligraphy. Yao
Liang had spent every spare penny of the last decades on these books; there must have been a
few thousand volumes. He had a daughter who was also hers, so she could leave all the books to
the daughter, for she had already reached the age of reading.

Sevcn
Lu Gao was leading a quiet life as a citizen of Tibet. He had taken care of Yao Liang’s
inheritance, a matter which didn’t attract anyone’s attention. Ever since television, books have
become antique curios.
Every year on the anniversary of Yao Liang’s death, Lu Gao would remember to send
Yao Liang’s daughter a letter, just as Yao Liang had remembered to do all those years, when Lu
Gao had remained in the countryside. But telling this has no specific meaning.

Eight

When Lu Gao was bored he would remember the manuscript and open it to find out
about a secret side of Yao Liang’s life he had not known that was as dfficult to understand as a
collage such asfor example that Yao Liang had a weaknessfor wantonness and had often
roamed around the dark Barkhur ofthe streets by himself in the deep of the night...
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Nine
Yao Liang had once told Lu Gao that he had had an amorous encounter and that this girl
even now was only fourteen years old.
He said she was Burmese and that her father was a merchant. She took him home to
spend the night. Her father was often absent she said; only a mute maid servant was at home.
The maid servant was an old and numb woman of over sixty who never looked Yao Liang
straight in the eyes.
Yao Liang said that this girl enjoyed most having him draw her, but actually it was having
him look at her and enjoy her body and her devilish spirit. She would be too impatient to wait
until the door was shut and immediately take off all her clothes to assume all kinds of positions
naked on the bed. Her favorite position was to raise up her arms and spread her legs as far apart
as she could. She lacked zeal in her love making. She wanted Yao Liang to draw her and he
drew a few hundred pictures of her. What she could stand least of all was that when he enjoyed
her his mind would slip away. Because of this she slapped him violently in the face and then held
him in her arms and cried loudly.
Yao Liang knew that Lu Gao wasn’t interested in obscenities so he didn’t tell him how
large her breasts were or about her legs, neck and buttocks. He only told Lu Gao that she was
very developed and that she was very tall. If the manuscript had not reminded him of these
things Lu Gao would have forgotten them. But since the manuscript talked about it, Lu Gao
remembered that there had been something like that. Neither the manuscript nor Yao Liang had
said whether she was pretty.
In the manuscript it also said that she didn’t let Yao Liang take any pictures of her. Yao
Liang had not talked about that. If Lu Gao liked to conjecture, he could assume that she did not
want her pictures to pass through peoples’ hands as pornographic material. Yao Liang said that
she was a well-known and respected girl in the Barkhur. In fact, among the many innate qualities
that Lu Gao lacked and regretted most was that he had no power of conjecture. As a result of
this lack he had no enthusiasm for making any guesses.
Neither the manuscript nor Yao Liang had given any kind of information about the exact
location of her house or her name, so that even if Lu Gao were at all interested in looking for the
girl it would be extremely difficult. There were all together three hundred thirty-three Burmese
stores with at least a few hundred Burmese girls in the Barkhur. Lu Gao probably would never
think of looking for the girl. The manuscript got put away again for a time.
Ten

Around that time Lu Gao met a young boy by the name of Qing Luobu who had come
from the pastoral area. Qing Luobu was eight years old and responded to the name Shepherd’s
God Qing Luobu. Qing Luobu was one of the numerous monks in Lhasa who observed ascetic
practices. He too sat in the busy Barkhur reciting scriptures, waiting for some pious Buddhist
disciples to throw a bit of money into his Tibetan felt hat.
He had forty-nine young pure black mountain sheep. These mountain sheep seemed to
possess intelligence for they would lay down in a neat row to his right. This orderly rank truly
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presented a splendid sight amidst the chaotic colors of the Barkhur. Qing Luobu called Lu Gao
Uncle Lu Gao’.
On their way to Lhasa Qing Luobu’s flock had gone through all kinds of hardships and
difficulties which in itself is an interesting story. He said that when he had crossed the snow
covered mountain he had been extremely sleepy and he had slept on a mattress made up of the
sheep’s bodies. By the next morning the sheep’s belly fur had frozen to the glacier ground. He
said that even while he was urinating, the stream of urine was freezing, and he had to stir the
stream with the sheep whip. He also talked about a far away and mysterious love story between
himself and a young Chinese woman. Lu Gao wrote down the story, published it and got fiftytwo yuan for it.
What Lu Gao couldn’t understand was that even though Qing Luobu didn’t believe in
Buddhism he still changed his hard earned money into butter and offered it to the Buddha. Why
don’t you believe in Buddha? I don’t know Buddha. But then why do you worship Buddha? I
am Tibetan and what Tibetans worship I have to worship.
Qing Luobu had never been to Lhasa and after he got there he realized he didn’t like this
place called the holy city. He especially found it difficult to imagine that his father and the men
from the grassland had risked their lives to come to Lhasa.
“It’s nothing like the grassland here, nothing like it.”
“This is Lhasa, not the grassland.”
“I like the grassland, not Lhasa. I’ll be going back soon because my sheep have nowhere
to roam around.”
“There are a lot of meadows to the north, the east and the west of Lhasa.”
“To the south it’s the Lhasa river. But meadows aren’t the grassland.”
There was nothing else Lu Gao could say.
One summer afternoon Lu Gao sent off Qing Luobu and his herd of black mountain sheep
to leave Lhasa. They passed the bustling Barkhur and walked straight toward the west until they
reached the torrential waters of the Lhasa river. The whole way they didn’t say a word.
There was no bridge here, not even a cattle hide raft. The bridge was further upstream
and the cattle hide ferry was very far away downstream.
“Uncle Lu Gao, don’t turn around now. About two hundred feet behind us sits a young
woman. She loves you. When you have a child with her, call it Qing Luobu.”
“But Qing Luobu, how are you going to get across the river?”
Lu Gao realized right away that his worrying was meaningless. As if organized by
someone, the forty-nine black mountain sheep arranged themselves in the river in a neat square of
seven sheep across. Qing Luobu stepped onto their backs in a dignified manner of a king and the
sheep started to float like a boat. The rapids didn’t perturb them; they didn’t even drift with the
current but cut straight across southward to the opposite river bank. Lu Gao remembered the
story about a master swimmer who had wanted to be the first in conquering the Lhasa river. This
man had not even reached the middle of the river when he was swept away by the rapids. His
body had been transformed into a soft-shelled turtle.
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Eleven

She was indeed sitting two hundred feet from the river bank on a grass hill. Lu Gao
thought that Qing Luobu must have seen her when they got here, but he himself had not paid
attention. When he walked past her she got up. Lu Gao noticed that she was very tall; her eyes
were on a level with his. He himself was haifa head taller than most men.
Up to this day Lu Gao had never found himself in any love story and later he would not
have that good fortune either. But Shepherd’s God Qing Luobu had predicted that he would
have a child with the woman in front of him. And it wasn’t just one child. Qing Luobu had
simply talked about giving birth to children, but had not specified how many.
She said to Lu Gao: “This compound is my home, why don’t you come with me and rest
for a while.” Lu Gao knew he couldn’t refuse. After they had started walking she added: “You
don’t know my name nor where I live. You haven’t been looking for me.”
It was an old manor with a small courtyard. The two-story building was a solid brick
construction and seemed ancient and serene. There didn’t seem to be anybody else in the large
building except for a large group of long-haired dogs playing and chasing each other noisily in
the courtyard. The windows were the tall and narrow kind and the walls were surprisingly thick.
It was extremely dark in the corridor and in the room. Lu Gao noticed that only the door to the
room he had entered with her was open; all the other doors were tightly shut as if they had never
been opened. This was a strange house. One could imagine that it contained the secrets of a
frightening story by Goethe or a spinster’s thwarted loves.
Moreover, the courtyard had very high stone walls about the height of two men. Then
there was also a black painted iron door which looked heavy but when pushed turned out to be
light. The iron door was about as high as the courtyard walls.
After Lu Gao entered this building he disappeared into it for the rest of the day and the
following night and when he left it the next morning he didn’t look tired at all.
What first needs to be explained is that during that period of time Lu Gao and this young
woman didn’t do the thing between men and women that Shepherd’s God Qing Luobu had
actually to be more precise, they
predicted. They chatted with each other the whole night
The
talked. Lu Gao was not much of a chatterer, so to say chat wouldn’t be too accurate
book
scriptures.
of
that
on
and
concentrated
was
scope of their conversation wasn’t very large
The reader knows that I called it a manuscript up to now. She knew that the incident about the
book <Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice> had already endlessly surprised Lu Gao.
She had known Yao Liang and knew things about him that even Lu Gao wasn’t clear about.
There was a period (that was at the beginning) when Lu Gao was guessing whether this
woman was Yao Liang’s fourteen year old Burmese mistress. She was tall and fully developed
just as he had said, but Lu Gao didn’t believe that she was only fourteen years old. She had no
wrinides. To guess a woman’s age was mankind’s most difficult riddle of all. She wasn’t the wild
exhibitionist Yao Liang had described, but was rather melancholic, reserved and serious. From
this Lu Gao concluded that she was around twenty-eight. In addition to that she was Tibetan and
Lu Gao these past years in Tibet had already become a specialist in studying the Tibetan
nationality. The contours and the expression of her face, her movements and even her kind of
emotions were purely Tibetan; of that Lu Gao had a good understanding. She had no mother;
and her father hadn’t returned yet from a trip visiting relatives in Sweden, so she lived together
with a roommate who was shorter and younger than her. This girl was a distant relative of hers
---

---.
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from the pastoral area. Together they led a quiet life completely cut off from the rest of the
world raising a lot of pure-bred Lhasa dogs and growing many plants.
She pulled out a lot of sketches that Yao Liang had made of her, but Lu Gao didn’t see a
single nude portrait. There was no shadow of a doubt that she was not that little mistress. Lu
Gao was surprised to find out that Yao Liang’s sketches were quite good. The accuracy of the
lines and the expression had something of a Matisse, especially that unexpected terseness and
those thoroughly intelligent deformations and compositions. Lu Gao hadn’t seen any of Yao
Liang’s drawings for two years and had reproached him with being lazy. Little had he known of
Yao Liang’s progress by leaps and bounds. While they talked they ate delicate Tibetan sweets
and drank buttered tea in quite exquisite teacups.

Twelve

Lu Gaofinally realized that this manuscript was extremely similar to another book
he wasjust reading called <The Book ofSand> by the Argentine author Borges which also had
neither continuous page numbers nor a logical chronology but only parts andparagraphs
narrating matters that have happened are happening and eventually will happen which were
parts Lu Gao had read before and wanted tofind again but couldn’t and subsequently realized
that everything that had been recorded could only appear once, just like the page numbers,
maybe the previous page had the place ofnumber thirteen and thefollowing page only had a
zero, there were Arabic numbers, Latin numbers and afew others that are little known to people
and are used as a method ofcounting only by a nation with an extremely smallpopulation. Lu
Gao hoped tofind in it a new method ofstudying history but eventually he failed and thus
realized that the whole manuscript was made up ofa lot ofnonsense and that it actually was
nonexistent or one could say that its existence was not different at allfrom its non-existence.
What was d[ferent was that he changed his long-held view ofhis oldfriend Yao Liang and even
the doubt he had about the historical conclusion ofwhether Lang Dama had been killed by Bei
Jieduoji or not. Lu Gao believed that Bei Jieduoji was a reincarnated crow but he didn’t believe
that the yellow ox that could only weep could change into Lang Dama. Lu Gao couldn’t stand
that his previous andfuture actions had all been recorded, and in that respect he was the
complete opposite of Yao Liang. When he found out that Yao Liang’s wife herselfhad
previously thrown the lipstick into the corner of Yao Liang’s study he started to make excuses
for the manuscript

Thirteen

Lu Gao is a man with strong powers of restraint; so in the end he decided not to return to
the compound. Whenever he felt a craving that could not be satisfied, like a nicotine addict who
had stopped smoking, he would hesitatingly walk into the Barkhur and force himselfto show
interest in every Street stall and through Iustflil observations dispel the ghost in his heart.
Without anyone needing to point them out he could recognize the prostitutes at a glance. A
police friend of his had told him that an unregistered fellow from Zhejiang province had taken
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over the cobbler market of Lhasa and was about to do the same with the prostitution market.
This policeman had also offered a few figures such as the number of the transient population in
Lhasa, amounting to eleven thousand, which was about the total number of the registered
population of the city. Among these transients, Tibetans coming to worship the Buddha made up
seventeen percent, people from Sichuan province forty-four percent, people from Zhejiang
province thirty-three, and the rest was made up of people from other provinces exercising free
professions, and of foreign and Chinese travelers.
His incessant roaming of the Barkhur resulted in Lu Gao temporarily escaping the
<Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice>. This part of his life was not recorded in the
manuscript. Originally it was merely for another insignificant idea, but whether Lu Gao would
have a child with someone or not is not the interesting part of this story. But now he
unexpectedly escaped the Supplemental Scriptures that had given him unending worries. In a
moment of elation he had decided to write up some legendary stories telling about the lives of
prostitutes and transient men in Lhasa for a magazine called <The Magnificent Spectacle of
Popular Stories>. This magazine had earnestly requested three times the ordered manuscripts,
saying that it would remunerate a maximum of fifty yuan for every thousand characters (about
three times more than other magazines), and each time Lu Gao had contemptuously thrown that
letter of reminder into the waste bin. Now he wrote a letter to <The Magnificent Spectacle of
Ordinary Stories> expressing his wish to write a story for them and who knows how much this
decision had anything to do with money.
Thereupon every evening he spread out some writing paper and sat there until daybreak
without writing a word. His train of thought would always slip from those prostitutes to
Shepherd’s God Qing Luobu then to his old friend Yao Liang and eventually to the black cat
Beibei that got killed by Ma Yuan. He absolutely couldn’t see the connection between these
people and these things. Therefore, as if out of spite, he didn’t write anything.
One day, as he sat there, he had a lot of dreams. What he saw seemed to be the time of
the conversation in that quiet stone house. He dreamt intermittently until daybreak.

Fourteen

“He got entangled by a kind of crazydream. He said he had similar dreams every night
that seemed like a book. He wanted to note down page numbers and then write down the events
from the dreams. He said the times in the dream were all jumbled up and he said the fact that he
had so many dreams must be due to a nervous weakness. He said that he often dreamt about
you.
“He said he had the same dream three days in a row and that he didn’t remember when he
started to have that dream for the first time. He said the dream of the third day was probably the
one he had first. He asked me and I agreed.”
Thu”
“He said his wife was a good woman and that when he died she cried over his death to
make a show for others to see her grief. He said his wife had good intentions and that the little
games she sometimes played were unavoidable.”
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“When he drew me I felt his eyes’could see through my clothes. My clothes are foreign.
clothes and I have a lot of them.”
beautiful
1 like
“He said the eyes and ears and the nose and the mouth and all the other parts of the body
worked together to play mischief on the heart. He said the universe, the earth and people are
round and that everything is round and made of atoms. I don’t know what atoms are.”

“He said there was no universe and no people but only the heart. He said there was only
spirit and nothing else. He also said he could prove by inference that the soul does not die, all he
talked about were things that frighten one and give one nightmares. He said when he listened to
himself speak he had bad dreams at night, but then why did he talk about these things?”
“Fim.”
“He talked about his room, saying that he had a few thousand books piled up in his study.
He said he had bought a tiger skin that had a small hole. The patterns on the tiger skin, he said,
sometimes trembled. He said the yak horns he had hung on his door could give him inspiration.
He said he had a huge map and that his other wall was covered with strange patterns. He said he
was good friends with Matisse and Gauguin and that Gauguin and Matisse were both foreigners
and that these foreigners had died many years ago. He said his father had only one son but that
he himself had a daughter.”
“Fun”
“What he most often talked about was that he had let off Ma Yuan lightly. He said that
Ma Yuan had become an author by just recording his life. He said that was all right, too; black
script on a white page, the one who had become immortalized was Liang and not the one called
Ma. He said Ma Yuan the fool had voluntarily become his secretary. He said nobody
remembered what the name of the author of <Napoleon I> was, that people remembered
Napoleon Bonaparte.”
‘Thn.”
“He said Ma Yuan acted stupidly on the surface but actually was as treacherous and
cunning as one could be. He said Ma Yuan would roam around the whole day in the Barkhur
and set his mind on somebody. He would just slightly arrange other people’s lives and turn them
into money; he said he hated Ma Yuan. He said the old Buddhist nun was so pitiful, the old
woman who had killed her husband so hateful and the young women who flew the kites so
lovely, but that Ma Yuan didn’t care, that he was only concerned that his stories made money.”
“Hm.
“He said he knew some things that were perfect material for stories, but that he was the
only one who knew about these things.”
‘Thn”
“He said he knew a key figure of the underworld of the Barkhur. This person was of
Indian origin but had Chinese nationality. He spoke fluent Chinese and in his papers it said he
was Tibetan. He was involved in international pearl smuggling and had a gun. One could buy
anything from him including brains of living people if one only showed up with the money. He
said he knew every detail of this person but that under no circumstances would he tell anyone.”
“He said he had discovered a small temple that had only three lamas. The abbot lama
among them was the only person still alive who knew about a secret religion and had handed it
down. After he had found the Way he had gone blind and retreated from this world. He said
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that only he knew where the little Clam Shell temple was located and that only he knew about the
fate ofthe high monk ofthe secret religion.”
‘Thu.”
“He said that he wouldn’t explain and that nobody would be able to comprehend the
profound mystery of the patterns on his wall. He said he wouldn’t explain. He took the deep
mystery with him into the grave.
‘Thu.”
“He asked me whether I believed in Buddhism. I do. When he asked me why I do, I
couldn’t answer him. He said that the whole Tibetan nation believed in Buddhism but that the
majority of Buddhists had neither read the scriptures nor studied the teachings, and he was right.
He said nobody could explain this phenomenon, but that he could. This is another deep mystery
that he wanted to take into his grave.
“He knew the old man Zha Ba, the girl Yu Mei, the herdsman Dun Zhu and even all the
mysteries about the storytellers of the Gesaer.
“He knew the mysteries of the wild man, the dinosaur with sheep horns in the region that
is wrinkled like the palm of a hand...”
“He said he had not written the <Supplemental Scriptures of Buddhist Practice>, but that
he hoped he had written it. He said the distance between his aspirations and his real ability
angered him, but that he knew it was meaningless whether he got angry or not, that whatever he
said, thought, or knew was meaningless.”
“He said he was saying all these things because he eventually would not be able to change
the outcome. He clearly knew that Ma Yuan would kill him but that there was nothing he could
do about it. He had thought of accusing Ma Yuan but he knew that the result would be the
same. Therefore he decided not to haggle about it anymore during the last period of time and
had eventually forgiven Ma Yuan.”
“He said Lu Gao would just say hm, hm, hm no matter what and that he could escape
death by the sheer luck of blindly pretending to be stupid. He said Lu Gao was no good either.
He said he was happy about this outcome and that he thus happily withdrew from Ma Yuan’s
story. He said he wouldn’t ever have to suffer that kind of abuse again and that made him
happy.”
“Hm.” Lu Gao faintly remembered that the dream had ended like that.
...
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Wandering Spirit

He knew that his immediate obligation was to sleep. Towards midnight he was
Borges <The Circular Ruins>
awakened by the disconsolate cry ofa bird
—--—-

Qi Mi the Second

For the benefit of most of my reader friends I want to somewhat revise the time scheme
of this story and adjust the Tibetan calendar to the Gregorian calendar. Even though this story is
very short it involves a very broad time span. He is a character one can often see in the Barkhur
of Lhasa. He doesn’t have a stable job nor does he want to look for any kind of stable job. He is
the central character of this story and he is my friend. His name is Qi Mi. I don’t know his exact
age; it probably is somewhere between twenty-seven and seventy-two.
How Qi Mi and I met is another story; I won’t talk about it in detail here. In any case it
was a chance meeting. He’s very poor and belongs to those people who can be described as not
owning a thing in this world. It’s obvious that he doesn’t have a wife or a house; he doesn’t even
have the ability to work. He is a cripple with half of his body paralyzed. His mouth is crooked,
one eye is tilted and his left foot is lame. He holds his left hand in front of his chest like a chicken
claw.
That he speaks Chinese is not in itself surprising. What astounds people is that he speaks
English fluently. He is one of those beggars of all descriptions who beg for food in the Barkhur.
He doesn’t recite scriptures or worship the Buddha and has been for many years in the Barkhur.
According to what he says he’s been living there for at least a hundred and ninety years. He says
he knows that his ancestor five generations ago was a resident of the Barkhur.
He led me to the second alley of the seventh corner of the Barkhur. We walked forward
about forty paces and arrived in front of the wings of a high courtyard gate. He said that this
compound was the one his ancestor five generations ago had bought for twenty-seven Tibetan
silver coins. It was a two-storied brick building. Ten years ago he sold it for twenty-seven
Tibetan silver coins.
“These are the teachings of the ancestor. His name was also Qi Mi. According to
English tradition you should call me hee hee hee ...“ When Qi Mi laughed he was really cute; his
features all seemed to align themselves, “you would have to call me Qi Mi the Second.”
“Qi Mi the Second.” I decided not to disappoint him.
“My family is of noble descent. Nobility, do you understand that? Nobility. You don’t
believe me? I can show you something. Or even two things. Should we settle on that?”
“All right then, two things.” I said.
“That’s settled then. But we’d better not stand here. There is a big dog as large as a
donkey in this courtyard; a big black dog. Let’s go somewhere else.”
“Yes, let’s.”
“What about your place? Do you live far away?”
“Not very far. All right, let’s go to my place. But I have no qingke wine.”
“Do you have white spirit? White spirit will do.”
“I have white wine.”
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He seemed to ponder something, ‘to weigh out the situation. After a minute he had made
up his mind. “All right, let’s go to your and your wife’s place.”
“What do you mean me and my wife’s place?”
“Oh, your place. Is your place all right?”

The sixty-first year in the reign of Qian Long

Only after we arrived at my place he solemnly unbuttoned his shirt at the collar and to my
surprise I saw a cat’s eye stone as long as a middle finger. I knew the market price of such a
treasure but I had never seen such a large one. I didn’t realize that by the time I spoke I had
started to stammer. “Is it real? Really real ?“
“Of course it’s real. Not even every aristocratic family has such a treasure. Look at its
quality, it’s definitely the best.”
I don’t understand the quality of precious stones, but I still like to look at them and touch
their smooth surface.
I said: “How much is it worth?”
He said: “It’s a priceless treasure.”
I stood in the courtyard and examined the stone closely in the sunlight. I noticed it was
quite heavy, as if its value had something to do with its weight.
Have you been to the new Luobulinkadalai palace? You’ll have to go there. The
Buddha in the main hall of the new palace is made of pure gold. It’s seat is also made of gold and
has a lot of precious inlaid stones. They are the same large cat’s eye stones as this one, but
probably not as large.”
I’d been there and seen the golden base of the Buddha full of precious inlaid stones. This
was the supreme embodiment of wealth and power, I couldn’t say anything else.
“Do you believe me now?” His question was not without pride.
He had gotten me confused. “Believe what?”
“That I’m from the nobility. Only the nobility has such precious stones.”
Now I remembered. “Didn’t you say you wanted to show me two things? What’s the
second thing?”
He suddenly became extremely dejected. “It’s nothing.”
“It’s nothing?” Suddenly I had an idea. “If it’s nothing then let’s leave it. I don’t have to
believe your lies. All the Kangba men in the Barkhur doing business wear cat’s eye stones, Do
you want me to believe they’re all of noble descent?”
My scorn obviously hurt his self-respect; his emaciated face reddened. “Are you
comparing them to me? Those short-gown wearers?”
I knew that the nobility wears long gowns that cover the knee, and that the common
people wear short gowns. I was laughing to myself. He had fallen into my trap.
“All right, so I’ll let you have a look and get to know my precious silver coins. To open
your eyes, give you a good scare that won’t let you sleep at night and give you nightmares. This
won’t let you die an easy death.”
In his cursing he let it somewhat transpire that he was doing it unwillingly. However,
what surprised me was that he was talking about silver coins, but what was so surprising about
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silver coins? One could see them on the stands of the Barkhur all over the place, one cost a few
yuan, what was the fuss all about?
From some place in his pocket he produced a tightly wrapped cloth bag. When he
unwrapped it his movements expressed a rarely seen piety. I was thinking that he was
intentionally creating an effect and I must say that he succeeded. The silver coins in that cloth
bag had already taken on a mystical dimension.
Twenty-seven small silver coins which had stamped on one side Tibetan and on the other
the sixty-first year in the reign of Qian Long.
side Chinese writing. I recognized the Chinese
I asked him: “Is this the money you got from selling the house?”
---

An Indian Sari
For me, whether the coins were of the sixty-first or the sixteenth year in the reign of Qian
Long was not an essential difference. They were just old silver coins and that was that. A
building with a courtyard that sold for only some twenty odd of these small silver coins seemed
to indicate that Qi Mi was confused. He was drinking full glasses of the wine like glasses of
qingke wine. He emptied three glasses in a row and of my more than half-full bottle of white
Qingdao wine only the bottle remained.
He wiped his mouth and said: “It’s good, only too bad there is so little of it.”
I couldn’t very well tell him that this wine cost over five yuan a bottle and that one of
these could last me haifa month. Then I thought suddenly that he was probably bragging.
Maybe he hadn’t sold that building at all. Why would do something so obviously stupid? He
wasn’t a fool after all.
After that, whenever I was strolling around the Barkhur I paid particular attention to the
house Qi Mi had pointed out to me. I inquired in a nearby store who lived in that house. They
said it was a merchant who had returned from India. It was a very wealthy family, Tibetans, who
had another house and a car in India. I also learned that usually just a servant lived there and
watched the house, for the owner often went back to live in India. They said the servant raised
an enormous vicious dog. Outsiders never dared to walk into the courtyard.
“And now?” I asked.
“The young lady of the house recently returned from India. She is incredibly beautiful and wears
an Indian Sari and make-up. Her eyelashes are long and dark, she really is a gorgeous woman.”
“What about you? Do you also have relatives in India? I see that your store carries all
imported cosmetics and clothes.”
“I’m from Lhasa. The merchant from that house sold me these products wholesale when
he returned from India. Some other stores also get their supplies from him wholesale. He’s a
merchant.” The store owner pointed with his right little finger at himself “I’m this, just a little
guy.”
So that’s how it was.
Then I thought of trying to inquire about Qi Mi.
“Do you know Qi Mi ?“
“Qi Mi? Which Qi Mi ?“
I imitated the body posture of a half-paralyzed cripple. He laughed.
“Who doesn’t know him in the Barkhur?”
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“He says that the house used to belong to his family and that he sold it to the merchant, is
that true?”
“I’m not clear about that. I only moved here ten years ago; what happened before then I
don’t know too well. But old Qi Mi often roams around this little alley. I don’t know.”
I had already turned around and was leaving when he called me back in a low voice.
“Hey, hey.”
I turned around and looked at him. He wasn’t looking at me but had his face directed to
the little alley. I followed his glance and saw her.
She really was beautiful. She very probably was the young lady of that merchant, the
woman who had just returned from India. From all appearances she had already long grown
accustomed to the attention of strangers. Myself, the owner of the store and some other passers
by were all looking at her. But she didn’t mind at all; she held her head high, her eyes slightly
raised and walked with appropriately reserved steps. Those kinds of women are natural
empresses. Supercilious and yet everything and everyone existing only for them.
So this was the Indian Sari the owner of the store had talked about. Fragrant and
delicate, with inlaid silver threads tracing flower patterns on the quietly elegant light pink fabric.
She was extremely tall, practically as tall as I. I especially noticed that her leather boots were
almost flat; she was half a head taller than the average man. She was an extremely enchanting
woman and when she passed by us her perfume assailed our nostrils. Like a lot of other men I
followed her silhouette with my eyes, followed her slightly protruding and swaying behind,
I saw her again a week later. At that time I was just standing at the third corner of the
Barkhur talking to Qi Mi the Second. It was I who saw her first. From far away she was turning
around the corner from the main gate of the Dazhao temple. Her height made her extremely
conspicuous. I forgot to talk to Qi Mi. He felt my mind was distracted and that I was forgetting
about him. He poked me in the ribs.
“Without turning around I know what you’re looking at. A woman. That woman who
back
from India, a tall woman, right?”
came
“How do you know?”
“Men who look at her all have the same expression. I’m the sixth generation in the
Barkhur, what haven’t I seen or heard? In the Barkhur nothing can be hidden from me, Qi Mi the
Second, even if I was blind or deaf. Is it her?”
All I could do was to dejectedly say: “It’s her.” Just before she passed us I suddenly
thought of asking him: “Do you know her?”
He still didn’t turn around. “She’s that man’s wife.”
“Wife?” I didn’t understand. Wasn’t she the young lady of that house, the daughter?
did
she become his woman his wife?
How
As he continued speaking he completely kept his composure not caring at all that she had
already come very near. If she understood Chinese and were intent on listening in, she surely
would have understood his next words.
“When he got her out she was still a filthy little girl. She was already that tall, but thin
like a sheep in the Spring. He brought her to India and fattened her up; so fat that I hardly
recognized her. Look at those large breasts! It’s hardly been twenty years. How quickly time
passes!”
She was about to pass us. Her pair of large breasts would make any man’s heart jump.
Why was she looking at me?
-
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Qi Mi, overcome with all sorts of feelings was still shaking his crooked face, “So
quickly!”
At that time she said something to me, I shook my head.
Qi Ml told me not without pride: “She’s asking you where you’re from. She’s speaking in
English. She’s even forgotten her Tibetan.”
In the end Qi Mi turned around and chattered for quite a while with her in English. I
thought that Tibetans abroad have a lot of cultural contact with central and Northern European
countries, maybe she spoke German. In some very broken German I chipped in and asked her:
“Do you speak German?”
She immediately answered me excitedly: “Of course I do!”
Qi Mi was unwilling to remain at the sidelines and told me that he had told her I was
Chinese. She had said I didn’t look Chinese. She had asked him to translate for both of us. He
had asked her why she wasn’t speaking Tibetan. She had said she had lived abroad for too long
and forgotten much of her Tibetan. She had finally said she hadn’t recognized him at all. He said
that this little whore in earlier days had made quite a bit of money from him. From the age of
about ten she had started to work as a prostitute; she was a typical little whore.
She apologized saying that I didn’t seem like a Chinese, she had thought I was a tourist. I
told her about me. She then said she wanted to invite me to her home to drink tea. I hesitated
for a moment and then accepted. I hesitated because I didn’t know how to explain it to Qi Mi.
But then it hit me that there was no need for me to give him any kind of explanation. I’m
surprised I was feeling guilty because, to tell the truth, at that moment I hadn’t thought at all that
she might drop her clothes as soon as we got to her home. I had no reason to feel guilty, because
I hadn’t had any shamefi.il thoughts.
I intentionally said good-bye to Qi Ml in the most carefree manner possible.
As I was walking next to this woman my heart was floating. I knew we were attracting
the eyes of numerous people, especially myself. Many men gave me envious looks. I felt
especially superior because of my height.
I didn’t stay at her place for very long. We held a conversation completely devoid of any
erotic overtones, drank coffee and ate some exquisite small desserts. What impressed me deeply
was that large dog. I also particularly noticed especially that only one room on the first floor was
inhabited; it looked like the room of the mute servant. He was about fifty years old and had
planted many flowers in the courtyard. The people of Lhasa are famous for their love of flowers,
but the amount of fresh brightly-colored flowers in this courtyard was a rare sight. This
courtyard was very large and also very clean. These things gave me a good first impression of
this male mute servant.
Before I left she invited me to come back one day.

The Ancestor’s Testament

I was still sleeping when Qi Mi came to look for me. It was that time in the morning
when the sun is still mild.
I couldn’t very well serve him green tea so I first prepared some milk tea in the coffeepot
especially for him. Some milk powder boiled in black tea, very easy. Then I got busy giving
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myself a quick wash and tidying up the room a bit. When I sat down he had already slurped up
half the pot.
Again he reached into his pocket and from somewhere pulled out a treasure. This time it
was yellowed piece of paper. “A testament, do you understand that?”
Of course I know what a testament was, but I didn’t know that Tibetans also had those
kinds of attestation of inheritance. “I understand, I think I understand.”
“It’s this. My ancestor of five generations ago left me this. He is the one who bought
that house. It says whether it should be sold or not, how it should be sold and of course he set
the price. On the top here it says it, do you understand Tibetan?”
“No, I don’t. I can’t know everything.”
“Do you still have some of that sweet wine from last time?”
“No, I don’t. Quit beating around the bush. What did he tell you on this piece of paper,
your ancestor of five generations ago?”
“It’s in Tibetan. Too bad you don’t understand Tibetan. Really too bad. Do you know
that Tibetan has the most incredible writing in the whole world? What is incredible is that it was
created by the monarch Songzangganbu of the Tufan regime. Songzangganbu had a Chinese and
a Burmese wife. Really too bad you actually don’t even understand Tibetan.”
“I don’t understand it. There is nothing we can do about it, I don’t understand it.”
“ He earnestly read in Tibetan
“Your milk tea is all right. I’ll tell you, it says here
what was written on that yellow piece of paper, but I still didn’t know what was written on it.
“Do you know now?” he asked me.
I said: “No. I don’t know.”
“I forgot that you don’t understand Tibetan. Boil another pot of milk tea. This pot of
yours is too small. How about it, will you boil another one?”
“First tell me then I’ll boil the tea.” I was merciless.
“First boil the tea then I’ll tell you.”
“First tell me then I’ll boil the tea.”
“Well, all right then, I’ll first tell you. It says, that this house is not to be sold under any
circumstances, except, are you boiling it?”
“Boil it, boil it! Finish telling me, then I’ll boil the tea. Except what?”
“Except if someone buys it with twenty-seven silver coins of the sixty-first year of the
reign of Qian Long. No matter what kind of a person he is they must sell it to him.”
“Twenty-seven?”
“Twenty-seven. Twenty-seven pieces of the sixty-first year.”
“I still don’t understand.”
“Dear Sir, you’re a Han Chinese after all. Don’t you know about Qian Long? Don’t you
know how many years Qian Long reigned? You pitiful Chinese. So let Qi Mi the Second tell
you about some Chinese history. Qian Long was the fourth Emperor of the Qing dynasty. The
previous ones had been Shun Zhi, Kang Xi and Yong Zheng. Qian Long ascended to the throne
in the year seventeen thirty-six. This year historically in China is also called the first year of Qian
Long. Qian Long was an Emperor with a long life. He was in power for exactly sixty years and
in the year seventeen ninety-five he died. Therefore, there is no sixty-first year in the reign of
Qian Long in Chinese history. That was the year seventeen ninety-six, which in Chinese history
is also called the first year of Jia Qing. The Emperor Jia Qing had assumed power. Did you
understand this time?”
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I thought 1 did. “Are you saying that these silver coins of the sixty-first year of the reign
of Qian Long are fakes? Are they forged?”
“You understood my ass. You’re the biggest idiot under this sky.”
I’ll admit I’m stupid but not the biggest idiot.
When I went back to her house I didn’t forget to ask her about the matter of the silver
coins of Qian Long’s sixty-first year of reign. What she said was completely different from what
he had said. I didn’t know who I should believe. That day I didn’t leave but stayed at her home.
She was a woman that made one feel transported.
According to what she said, she was thirty years old, but she really didn’t seem like a
woman of that age. At least from the texture of her skin she didn’t seem to be; her skin was
smooth and elastic. I thought she was playing up her age on purpose but I didn’t know why there
would be any need for that. Maybe she did it to give me peace of mind, but I really didn’t have a
guilty conscience at all, not in the least. I also tried to make her speak Tibetan, but she really
couldn’t speak it.
Another version
My husband was born in this house, he’ll be forty next year. He says he inherited it from
his family. He says it was built over a hundred years ago, soon it’ll be two hundred years.
His ancestor was from the high nobility. He was assigned by the eighth Dalai Lama and
by Qing dynasty officials to mint coins. Do you understand minting coins? It means to make
coins. First they minted copper coins, later silver coins.
The old Tibetan coins were called Zhangka. Most of them were in copper but a small
number were made of silver. There were no unitying standards, just like the selling of gold rings
you can see on the present market in Lhasa; the sizes are all made according to the whims of the
craftsman. Right. I forgot to tell you, in India I researched antique Tibetan coins fi.ill time. No,
it was at the university. I lectured on the special topic of the economic life under the eighth Dalai
Lama; I was a lecturer.
Let me tell you more about the Zhangka. After the general Fu Kang’an of the Qing
dynasty suppressed the invasion of the Gurkhalis into Tibetan territory, together with
representatives of the two living Buddhas, he formulated <The Imperial Constitution twentynine articles>. The third article among these is a clause that specifically deals with the
standardization of Tibetan coins. The clause rules that from that day forward all coins were to be
minted by the centralized government and were to be examined by the Chinese representative
stationed in Tibet. All coins were to be minted from pure Chinese silver without the addition of
any other metals. Each Zhangka weighed about one gram, and six pure silver Zhangka could be
exchanged for fifty grams of Chinese silver (six coins counted for nine grams of silver, so that
one gram was used for the cost of minting). On the front of the Zhangka there were the words
“precious Qian Long” stamped in Chinese, with the numbers of the year at the rim. The other
side had the same words stamped in Tibetan.
The <Imperial Constitution> was formulated in the winter of the year seventeen ninety
two (the fifty-seventh year of the Qian Long reign). The casting of the new silver coins was
started in the Spring of the second year, therefore the Tibetan silver coins that remain are all from
the fifty-eighth year of the Qian Long reign and after. The ancestor of my husband was the
-
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supervisor of the coin casting in that very period. He was the trusted attendant of the Dalai
Lama.
Of course it’s easy to become greedy for money doing this job. I don’t know if they
became greedy. All I know is that his family had a lot of money, a lot. He told me that this
house was built during that time.
I know of the silver coins of the sixty-first year of the reign of Qian Long you’re asking
about. You probably don’t know that the amount of money a government has to cast and print
each year is planned according to a limited quota. That is the job of the economist. As soon as
this limited quota is determined the coin casting workshop prepares the copper molds in advance
and casts a small amount of the money to bring into circulation. The spreading of the news of
the death of the Emperor Qian Long to Tibet was delayed until the Spring of the year seventeen
ninety-six. That way a small number of money of the sixty-first year had circulated among the
population. Later the government of the Dalai Lama tried to recover part of the money and had
it destroyed. What was left of it became the treasure of later coin collectors to snatch from each
others’ hands.
What are you asking this for? Do you also collect ancient Tibetan silver coins? If you’re
interested I can bring and let you see my collection of coins next time I return. But to be honest I
would rather not. Apparently there are only a few more than forty pieces that have been handed
down, they’re extremely valuable. After this there has never been that kind of mistake again in
the casting of silver coins.
What’s more, those kinds of silver coins were cast from molds, and were very thin. The
silver that was used was very fine Chinese silver of that extremely soft kind. What else do you
want to know?
(I have translated the meaning of her words into Chinese, and composed these short
paragraphs. The overall meaning is this, but it is not very precise. Reader, please be
understanding.)

A story about telling a story

Up to this point I decided to write a short story.
But there are a few points I still need to clarif,r. I have the perfect person I can ask for
advice. A friend of mine is an expert in that area. Big Niu. Not Ming Hui. It’s his nickname.
‘Big Niu’, as in bragging. But his telling lies is only a secondary characteristic of his. Another
secondary characteristic of his is that he is presently the most devoted collector of ancient
Tibetan money in China and the whole world. There is absolutely no doubt about that. I’ve
already written his biography in another of my stories. There I went into greater detail about his
main characteristics, which is why these will be omitted here.
I should have thought of him long ago. Even though he wasn’t able to give me any new
information about the silver coins of the sixty-first year of Qian Long’s reign, he knew about the
value and the price of these small coins. Especially for me he looked through some coin
handbooks published in the United States, Taiwan and Hong Kong and showed me that one such
coin was sold for over one thousand American dollars in those places and in Japan. It’s only
when I saw the real price of these coins written black on white that I believed him. There is a
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story with myself, Big Niu and some other friends about such kinds of silver coins. It’s also
noted in that biography of Big Niu called <Spirited and Easy>. Those readers who are interested
can have a look at the April 1986 issue of the literary publication Spring Wind. Remember my
name is Ma Yuan, and that this masterpiece is by me.
Big Niu didn’t know Qi Mi the Second. Actually they could have had many opportunities
to get to know each other because they both knew me. It’s I who didn’t want them to meet. For
no particular reason, just out of caution.
The number Big Niu offered was more accurate, forty-three pieces. This made me think
of Qi Mi’s collection, twenty-seven pieces. That was a surprisingly high number. So it turned
the house was not his and
out Qi Mi really was quite something. Even though he had told lies
but these silver coins were
he hadn’t sold it for the price of twenty-seven Tibetan silver coins
an ordinary person either.
not
surely
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also proof that although
Big Niu also said:
“I know that all the original copper molds of the silver coins are still kept in a side hall of
the Potala palace. A friend of mine from the religious circles took me to have a look at them.
They all had registration numbers; the country values its historical relics. Just looking at them
makes a person greedy. But among them there was no mold of the sixty-first year of Qian Long’s
reign and my heart jumped when I realized this. I pretended not to have noticed anything and
asked that friend if all the copper molds were there. He assured me that they were. He had
taken part in the work of making a complete inventory of the entire collection of the Potala
palace. The work took seven years. He knew every single piece of the collection.
“So I thought that it probably was still around drifting somewhere in the Barkhur. To try
find
it I wandered through the streets more than a hundred times, entered small shops, inquired
to
about it at all kinds of stalls, but without any results. You know, if I find this copper mold I’ll get
rich.”
Thereupon I wanted him to meet Qi Mi even less. Like all men I’m defenseless against
women and so I told her the whole story without keeping anything from her. She said: “He likes
you too.” He was that mute servant.
After that I often returned to her small courtyard, chatted and drank tea. Within three
months my spoken German had improved by leaps and bounds. I don’t know how she did it, but
in all this time she didn’t get pregnant. It really was a miracle. I had also made friends with the
mute servant and with the huge big black dog he raised. She told me she had to go back to India
but said that she would return, for my sake. I told her I wanted to write a story about her. Her
charming smile had a trace of hesitation, and even though she said happily that she hoped to read
the story one day, it gave me a knot in my heart.
After that I occasionally returned to the small courtyard and sat for a while with the mute
servant and had some tea. His milk tea had a strange fragrance. My guess was that he mixed in
it some coconut il which gave the tea the taste of coconut milk similar to that of the island of
Hainan. The mute servant had little time to sit with me; he always had to busy himself with those
plants. In between he would take a minute and sip some cold tea. The big black dog, however,
became my companion. It would walk over to me without making a sound and lie at my feet,
looking at me with peaceful eyes that only people exchanged who know each other well. During
one visit I would sit there for a couple of hours.
If at the very end that incident hadn’t happened, this story probably could have only ended
in this insipid manner.
--

---

---
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Verbal contract

The first thing related to this incident surprised me extremely. I don’t know how Big Niu
had gotten to know Qi Ml but I immediately thought that this scheme must have gone on behind
my back for a long time. I must say that I had mistreated Big Niu. Even though Big Niu was
capable of all kinds of wicked and foul play, he still had a bit of a conscience toward me. He
would never hide anything from me. But this already exceeds the boundaries of this story.
The problem is that they greeted each other like old friends who had known each other
for a long time. They met each other at my place by chance but had never mentioned to me
previously that they knew each other. They were familiar with each other and didn’t make any
efforts to hide it.
What’s interesting is that they started to talk about the famous silver coins of the sixtyfirst year of the reign of Qian Long in front of me. The so-called bold courage of thieves perhaps
was exemplified in this very situation. I noticed in particular that old Qi Mi didn’t reveal a word
about his twenty-seven hidden treasure pieces; it was just as if he didn’t know anything about
them. It was obvious that the one caught in the bag was Big Niu. It seemed they were
exchanging news about the money market.
Big Niu said: “So you will look after the Qian Long sixty-one. Money is not an issue, so
please do your best to help me.”
Qi Mi the Second said: “Don’t worry, when Qi Mi the Second helps out you don’t need
to worry.” Then he asked: “Is there anything else you want?”
“No, nothing else.” The answer was very certain.
Qi Mi wasn’t one to retreat from difficulty. He inquired again: “Is there anything else
you want?”
This time Big Niu hesitated. “It depends on what it is.,’
“What do you want? What are you thinking about?”
“A copper mold. The copper mold of the Qian Long silver coins, sixty-first year.”
“Is there such a thing? I’ve lived in the Barkhur for a hundred years; how could I not
have heard about it?”
“I know it exists. Look for it. If you find it I’ll give you a hundred silver coins.”
“Why would you give me silver coins? What would it have to do with you if I found it?
Qi MI the Second doesn’t take false wealth.”
“We’ll trade. I’ll give you one hundred silver coins for the copper mold”
“What is a copper mold like? I’ve never seen any.”
“Made of copper, iron, this large.” He indicated the size with his hands, “inside there is
an empty space with the same pattern as the silver coin of the sixty-first year of Qian Long.
You’ve never seen it?’
“I’ll try. So it’s a deal. One hundred coins.”
“One hundred coins, not one less.”
In order to show that he would not go back on his words Big Niu especially asked me to
act as middleman, to which I generously agreed. With a strike of the palm the verbal contract
was struck.
After that I didn’t see either of them for a long time; they had probably forgotten about it,
but I hadn’t. Why had I gotten involved in this matter? Could it be that it was a curious
coincidence, that it was all planned? The will of Heaven.
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The small door next to the mute’s room hadn’t escaped my attention. The mute lived
downstairs; on the second floor there was only one room for a person, the other two rooms had
become the dog’s rooms. Only this small door stayed tightly locked. The door was so low that
only a dwarf would be able to walk through it upright. It had a copper lock made abroad full of
oxidized parts. This door had been locked for a long time; and time had left its traces.
I didn’t want to let the mute know of my interest in the small door, so I kept up an
indifferent manner and continued to sip my tea. When I carelessly ambled over to the door again
I noticed to my great surprise that at a place where the door and the door frame met there was a
seal. It was a strange round article made from silk floss with a stamp on it. It was already half
rotted but still in one piece. It had become one color with the pitch black door and could escape
one if one didn’t look closely.
When I stretched out my hand to touch the silk seal, the large black dog barked in a low
voice, yet with a voice threatening enough to frighten me. I removed my hand most naturally just
in time. The mute was absorbed in tending the flowers further off and hadn’t turned around once.
Conspiracy under the full moon
“Qi Mi the Second is an absolutely reliable man. You can go to the Barkhur and inquire
about that; if there is anyone who says he is a liar, the Buddha won’t let him die in peace.”
“Who asked you to take an oath? What I wanted to ask you is whether you’re familiar
with every room in the house of your ancestors.”
“Of course I am.”
“With every room?”
“Every room.”
“With that room on the first floor with the low door?”
“That door is locked. My ancestor locked it, and the eighth Dalai Lama added a seal that
nobody is allowed to touch. What are you asking this for?”
So indeed that’s what it was.
“What are you asking this for?”
“Just asking, for no particular reason.”
“That can’t be true. Let me think. Let me think.” He slapped his head and struck a
thinking pose. “I know, even if you don’t tell me, I know. There is nothing you can hide from Qi
Mi the Second.”
I gave him a knowing smile.
We quickly reached a secret agreement. Three days later it would be August the fifteenth
frill
moon. I was to take out the big black dog that was as large as a donkey before dark. I
and
would walk to the bank of the Lhasa river, pass the suspension bridge and enter the bandit
infested Guma park. At a particular time I would meet Big Niu.
That’s how we arranged it.
On the fifteenth of August the moon was overcast; it was like that every year.
Because it was a cloudy day it got dark earlier than usually. Before taking out the large
black dog I sat down together with the mute servant for half an hour and drank tea. The black
dog very rarely left the courtyard; the outside world was extremely strange to it. When we
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passed by the Barkhur it looked around with hostile glances. I kept it on a tight leash for fear it
would create a disturbance on the still lively Barkhur.
It had been kept penned in for too long and so naturally it wasn’t used to crowds of
people. Its enormous physique and its low growling scared the pedestrians, who kept well clear
of us. I knew I had done something stupid; this fierce dog attracted the attention of those
praying late onto me.
I knew I arrived too early; Qi Mi probably still needed a lot of time before he was able to
get here, and Big Niu wouldn’t be coming early either. The dog and I kept walking slowly along
the cool river toward the west.
The cattle-hide raft that ferried the people across the river during the day was not
running; only the stone steps where people landed on the shore were left, prompting one’s poetic
imagination.
The dog was bouncing on the white pebbled beach, stopping suddenly in mid-track and
then continuing his mad race. The moon had afready risen, unwillingly appearing behind the
clouds. The layers of clouds were too thick; the sky was only visible through a few cracks.
Big Niu arrived first. One could recognize his short physique at a glance.
He said: “When did you get here?”
I said: “What are you doing here?”
“Wasn’t it you who suggested getting here after dark?”
“I haven’t seen you in over ten days.”
“Qi Mi told me you wanted me to come, maybe he got it wrong?”
“He got it completely wrong.”
“Well, I guess I’ll go back then. That old Qi Mi. What’s he up to this time?”
“Since you’re here, stay. Today it’s mid-autumn, later on we can enjoy the moon over the
river.”
The moon wasn’t out. Ever since Big Niu had arrived, the dog wasn’t at my side
anymore. I had gotten too lazy to pay attention to it and I realized at that moment I had become
absent-minded. I knew I was just waiting for one thing and that was Qi Mi’s appearance. Apart
from that I couldn’t think about anything else.
Big Niu was tactful and didn’t say a word. With hanging shoulders we went over the
suspension bridge. Somehow the dog hadn’t followed us.
During the remainder of that evening the moon only showed its round face once. I’m a
witness to the fact that the moon didn’t participate in the plotting of that night. The moonlit night
was innocent.
The end or the beginning
I’m borrowing the title of my friend Bei Dao’s poem. It can be recognized at a glance.
I said earlier on that I had gotten to know Qi Mi the Second in another complicated story.
I met him while I was fabricating and making up the story, the outcome of which is also the
beginning.
It’s difficult to narrate the events of the remainder of that evening in a straight line, but I’ll
honestly tell what happened, all right?
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The one time the moon appeared from behind the clouds it illuminated a pleased Qi Mi
limping on the bridge. From his expression I gathered his state of mind. He went with the two
of us to the southern tip of Moon Island, to the south of which were the torrents of the wide
Lhasa river. The moon was again hidden behind the clouds and from then on didn’t come out
again.
“Give me the one hundred silver coins.”
“Are you talking about the copper mold? Did you find it?”
“One hundred. The middleman is here, I suppose you won’t go back on your words.”
Qi Mi the Second placed the copper mold into my hand. I looked at it, then gave it to
Big Niu. “That’s it! That’s it! It’s the right one!”
“One hundred silver coins.”
“Don’t worry, you’ll get all of them.”
Big Niu carefully examined it talking to himself.
“It’s the right one. Only too bad it’s corroded, but it’s not damaged too badly. It’s it.”
Suddenly Big Niu lifted his head, “what about the other one?”
“What other one?” Qi Mi didn’t understand.
“The upper mold, the mold with the Tibetan marks?
“You didn’t say anything about that. How was Ito know there is still an upper mold?”
“Damn. The lower mold by itself is useless.”
“What for?” Qi Mi still didn’t understand.
“Completely useless. You idiot.”
Qi Mi was completely dejected: “Then its all over. Over.”
Big Niu said: “Think of another way, think again.”
“It’s useless, there is nothing to think about, it’s all over.”
Whatever Big Niu said Qi Mi wouldn’t speak.
I saw that Big Niu was still holding the copper mold in his hand and knew that the matter
was not settled yet. No, but it wasn’t far away either. I already heard its low growling. It came
dashing toward us in high speed, dashing toward the end of the story.
I immediately noticed the change Qi Mi underwent. With an agility that didn’t fit his age
he grabbed the copper mold from Big Niu’s hand, swung his arm, then we heard the splash of
water. Qi Ml ran the east into the dark.
The big black dog looked for a moment into the direction from where the splash had
come from, then it turned around and slowly took the road home. Big Niu and I walked behind
it like bodyguards. Big Niu said in a low voice that he had remembered the place where the
copper mold had fallen into the water. He would find a way to recover it.
I told him the water of the Lhasa river was too cold and too fast, he would be unable to
get the mold, unless he got a professional diver to do it. He said he would hire a professional
diver and spend as much money as he needed to.
I knew he had no money to hire anybody.
For most of my readers Pm willing to make some additions beyond the end of this story.
I didn’t return to the courtyard and even when I knew she had come back I didn’t return. I never
saw that aging mute servant again nor the big black dog he was keeping.
I often saw Qi Mi walking and praying around the Barkhur. He wore shabby clothes and
was concentrating on the prayers. It was as if he didn’t recognize me and as if he had never
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known me. Only Big Niu still often visited me for a meal or show off some new silver coins he
had gotten. Neither of us ever said a single word about that night in mid-autumn.
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The Lhasa River Goddess

I

One stretch of the Lhasa river passes through the holy city of Lhasa at three thousand six
hundred meters above sea level. Its currents are torrential and its waters clear. On the river bank
there are tree groves, and grass, gravel and sand beaches. In one section of the eastern suburbs
of the city there is the beautiful large bridge that leads over the Lhasa river. The river does not
freeze in the winter and it does not have a large variety of fish.
The reader first of all needs to know a few simple and essential facts. Lhasa is situated at
an eastern longitude of ninety-one degrees, Beijing at a longitude of one hundred and eighteen
degrees. This is to say that the longitude toward the west is approximately thirty degrees which
is also to say that Lhasa is about two hours behind Beijing. That’s one. The second fact is the
altitude. And the thinness of the air counts as the third. Apparently the air here amounts to
about sixty percent of that in Beijing. The advantage of the thin air is that its transparency
provides good visibility and that the sky in Lhasa is extremely blue. Bluer than one can imagine.
But there are also disadvantages such as the lack of oxygen, making breathing difficult, the socalled reaction to heights, and mountain sickness; the heart has to work too hard. The last point
is the climate. The wheather in the highland is ever-changing; I’ll talk about that in the story.
So a few of us had agreed to go to the Lhasa river on Sunday. We could suppose that
this day was in mid-June. At that time it was very warm and we thought we could probably go
swimming. Going on in this vein the reader can infer that this story is about a holiday spent
swimming in the Lhasa river. And the reader could assume even further that when it had just
rained during the night, the morning was sunny but pleasantly cool; this was a typically ideal
holiday.
According to the present stage of possibilities in Lhasa we took mainly some canned
foods, some round roots (a kind of white radish slightly smaller than a fist), some cucumbers and
a coffee pot (a kind of western extravagance). The 13 members included people from various
artistic circles. The oldest was about forty, the youngest just over twenty. Among us was a
famous young Tibetan author and two famous women. Because the story is not very long and
the members quite numerous, I have differentiated them according to the order of their ages with
Arabic numbers from #1 to #13. So as to avoid confusing the reader, the profession of each of
them will also be mentioned as they enter the scene. They arrived at the banks of the Lhasa river
at ten thirty in the morning (please don’t forget the time difference). On the bicycles were tied
buckets, backpacks, tape recorders and hats.
In order to make the story more lively I want to play a little trick and not tell the story in
its natural sequential flow. That’ll be all.

2

Choosing the camping ground was a major undertaking. #1 and #2 acted as the advance
unit and had taken off half an hour earlier. #1 was a playwright as well as a historiographer on
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the Tibetan Middle Ages and an old friend of #2. #2 was a researcher of folk literature and a
writer, he was one of the few specialists on the Tibetan people and customs in the countly. On
this river bank facing the city of Lhasa there were many trees, which roughly delineated the limits
of the camping ground. Around this area the shape of the beach changed constantly, and in most
areas was made of gravel and fine sand. The grass areas had been occupied by Tibetan families
who had pitched their tents, made cow dung fires and brewed tea. On some of the sandy areas
there were already people, almost all of them Tibetan compatriots who had come to wash. This
grove actually was a long and narrow elliptical island in the middle of the river which one could
reach by way of a wooden bridge similar to a cable way. The campground we eventually chose
was under the wooden bridge at the eastern side. This was a stretch of sandy beach five meters
wide and about thirty meters long; the bridge was a meter and a half above the ground. Behind
us was the dense screen of high-grown red willow-like bushes. One had to admit that this was an
ideal camping ground.
The drawback was that a lot of people were crossing the bridge and that it was noisy.
The other thing was, and nobody had initially realized the seriousness of it, the two rotting pig
corpses at the western side under the bridge. Their intestines had already split open and were
attracting countless flies. At that time it was cool and so the problem was minor. People who
have come to Tibet all know that skeletons of animals can be seen everywhere, corpses of beasts
and birds. As time goes by eagles pick the corpses clean right down to the bones. The people in
Tibet have already grown accustomed to these strange sights. We determined the plan for the
chosen camp ground. We pushed the thirteen bicycles into the bushes, spread out a cotton
blanket and a piece of plastic (we didn’t have a carpet or pillows), and brought out the canned
goods.
The river nearby was not very wide, the main current of the Lhasa river was on the other
side of the island. But the currents of the water were nevertheless torrential. The shrubs on the
eastern side extended into the water like a natural protective screen. About ten meters or so on
both sides of the two pig corpses some men were washing sheep wool blankets. They were also
on a sandy beach stretch of about thirty meters.
Initially it was the people passing over the bridge who held their noses cursing and we
watched them with interest. Later #6 suddenly took a few deep breaths saying that it stank,
followed by the rest of us. #6 was a poet of that modern kind that writes poems of completely
unrelated things on various topics. His sensibility was obviously quite developed in his sense of
smell. By that time the sun had reached its peak, with some passing clouds now and again hiding
it. #7 was suffering from a cold and with his stuffed nose he was untouched by the smell. #7
was a novelist who wrote in a classic style handed down from past generations. He didn’t have a
lot of talent but thought no end of himself. With leaves stuffed in his ears he was lying on the hot
sand taking a sun bath. He was probably on the point of falling asleep. The young oil painter #8
was a lively fellow; he suggested burying the smelly pig corpses in sand. The clarinet player #11
agreed immediately. The two of them grabbed the washboards from the two women who were
just then busy washing clothes, and started to shovel sand about five meters away from the pigs.
Three minutes later the corpses of the pigs were already covered with a thin layer of white sand
and the flies landing on them created an interesting pattern. #8 and #11 withdrew very quickly.
#8 swore that throughout these three minutes he had been holding his breath, that he hadn’t even
taken in half a breath of that rotten smell. According to his calculations he could stay without
breathing for three minutes and he guessed that he could probably swim under water for about
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two hundred meters which was quite an unusual talent. #11 admitted honestly that he had almost
lost consciousness because of the smell.
Nobody was in a mood to talk; one reason being the hot weather and at the same time
probably nobody wanted to inhale the rotten air into their lungs. It was a situation of everyone
half-holding their breath. To all appearances it also had something to do with the direction of the
wind. The sculptor #9 first announced that the bad smell was getting weaker; he pulled out his
handkerchief and raised it high proving that the wind was blowing to the west. Everybody
breathed in deeply, so it was. However, the wind did not blow towards the west all the time and
so the bad smell drifted by like the tide of the sea, sometimes stronger sometimes weaker.
Everybody was getting tense and maintaining a state of high vigilance while continuing their
shallow breathing. If the two brave souls hadn’t appeared it would have been difficult to imagine
how long this situation would have continued.
These were two men from the group that was washing the sheep wool blankets. Their
side of the beach was even more affected than ours. They smiled at us and then took hold of the
leg of one of the pig corpses with an iron wire. One of them in underwear went into the river,
and supporting himself with the beam of the bridge, pulled the wire toward the river. The pig
corpse left deep tracks on the sand and was immediately surrounded by a swarm of flies. All 13
of us got back some spirit, some even volunteered to help as advisors. Once the pig corpse had
reached the water it started to float. The man who had gone into the water couldn’t walk any
fbrther. The water was deep and the current strong; all he could do was support himself from the
beam of the bridge in the water which was reaching over his waist. He let go of the iron wire.
#8 broke off a branch slightly thicker than a finger and threw it to him; he used the branch to
push the pig corpse into the water current. It finally got carried downstream by the water. Then
he pulled the other corpse. But the first pig unexpectedly got pushed back up the riverbank after
it had reached an area in the water where the current was weaker. As a result the people
washing downstream started to complain in unison. So they started the whole procedure all over
again. This time they pushed it even further and even deeper into the water until it was in the
middle of the current and got carried away downstream. Only when there were no more signs of
the pig floating back up, the people at the riverbank all sighed with relief. Now they had
experience so how they dealt with the second pig will be omitted at this point.

3
The picnic was of major importance. This time we had spent close to a hundred yuan on
the food for the party, an amount which could be considered extravagant. The radishes were
very juicy and not very hot and were therefore warmly welcomed. They were meant as a snack,
not as a main dish, but the cucumbers could be eaten as a cold dish and as such attracted most of
the attention among the prepared dishes.
One more arduous task was opening the cans considering that out of negligence we had
only brought along one can opener. This task historically fell upon the shoulders of the owner of
the can opener, #3. #3 was a scholar from Shanghai who mostly did art and literature criticism.
His short stories have caused quite a sensation in the country. As a graduate student studying for
a master’s degree he had the highest level of education among us 13 compatriots. The main
reason the responsibility for opening the cans historically fell upon his shoulders was that he was
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the only person who hadn’t swum and therefore had nothing else to do. The fact that he took the
initiative to assume upon himself this important responsibility won him everyone’s unanimous
and then another one; with the scorching sun overhead
praise. First it was a can of oranges
interesting.
was
only the fruit
That we didn’t have beer or even some sweet wine was a matter of regret, but just before
leaving #8 had found haifa bottle of white wine to make up for the missing beer. One can
imagine that even though the picnic was sumptuous it actually wasn’t to our heart’s content. #13
was silent throughout. He was the best author in Tibet and also the youngest. He had fallen in
love and very probably was thinking about his good-looking girl. He took a publication that
carried a story by #3 and lay down by himselfbehind the group. He conscientiously read it
without stirring in the least when the others called him. The most remarkable person at the party
besides #3 was the female critic #12. #12 had taken upon herself the job of smearing butter and
jam on the cake for everyone. This was ajob most suitable for women, it requires patience and
care and #12 had both of these. It was imported butter from New Zealand. Apparently it was
margarine, but nobody cared, everybody ate to their heart’s content until their mouths were
glistening with fat.
I should enumerate the different kinds of canned foods.
Pineapple, loquat fruit, oranges, peaches. These were the kinds of fruit we had.
Black carp in eggplant juice, five-spice anchovies, hairtail fish braised in soy sauce.
Hot peppered vegetables, shredded meat in hot pickled mustard, salty young sword
beans.
Chicken braised in soy sauce, duck, spareribs, pork, lamb.
Double-cooked pork with chili seasoning, as luncheon meat.
I can’t go on writing, my mouth is watering, please excuse me.
There was one secret to eating all this food and that was not to think about the pig
corpses. Just talking and eating was boring. The most exciting thing on the program was
swimming.
Also, the women had brought clothes to wash. Imitating their Tibetan compatriots.
During the meal #8 and #7 had been the most ravenous.
(The reader by now certainly will have realized that the author has gone so far as to
describe each of the 13 members as some kind of artist. This is really absurd. Judging from the
tone, the author would also be one of them, that is to say, the author would also be some kind of
artist. It is difficult to say whether he considers himself to be playing an extremely important
part. According to the author, the word artist just designates a kind of profession, and if any
compatriots were to understand this simple word as meaning some kind of glory, they would be
greatly mistaken).
Who else is missing? #4 is a female editor, so what about #5 and #10? The two fellows
were quietly immersed in hard work, eating.
---

4

We had to make an inspection tour of the paradisiacal island in the middle of the river.
So let’s go. Wear some more clothes. No, leave it, nobody is formal here. So let’s first
walk towards the west. Right, let’s first have a look at the people washing the sheep wool
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blankets and the pillows. We could also go into a tent and drink some tea. It is just that I can’t
drink the buttered tea. That’s unlucky for you. Tibet has three specialties: buttered tea, qingke
wine and lamb meat eaten in the hand.
When we got to the tracks left by the dragged pig corpses, I took big strides to step over
them. Even though only the tracks were left one could still have unpleasant associations. I
noticed that at that moment everyone had become serious. #13 was still reading the publication,
#4 and #12 were still washing clothes, and #2 and #6 had covered themselves with their dark
uniforms and were taking naps in the shade of the trees. Two had left; #10 and #9 had an
appointment, after the meal they had taken their leave from everyone. By this subtraction the
reader is able to know that six people joined the inspection tour.
By the time our group had reached the washing Tibetans we had all rolled up our sleeves
and leggings up to where only our private parts were covered; we obviously were not a very
refined sight. They looked at us, said things we didn’t understand and also pointed at us nodding
to each other. There were also exceptions. There were some bare-bottomed children playing in
the water. Bare-bottomed children can be seen everywhere in Tibet. Two youngsters about ten
years of age stubbornly followed us. We didn’t enter a tent to ask for some tea because nobody
suggested it. The freshly washed sheep-wool blankets and pillows were drying on the gravel and
fine sand, and together with other pieces of washed clothes, they composed a multicolored
pattern, probably this constitutes one of the typical sights of Tibet.
#8 was an oil painter and a hobby photographer. He said he had a few black and white
pictures he had secretly taken with a zoom lens last year at a bathing session. They were all
valuable material of some women bathing in the nude. He said he had seen with his own eyes
how some Chinese had their cameras smashed by some people while they were taking the
pictures.
The bare-bottomed children behind us had increased to seven, among them two girls.
When #7 turned around and saw this wondrous spectacle he exclaimed in surprise that this was a
little group of angels who had descended to the world. The group of angels were all extremely
dirty, and their expressions all showed innocent obtuseness as well as curiosity. Such a
wonderful Lhasa river and such cute little angels. Their bodies really needed a good scrub.
There was a depression with half-dried silt soil on which with broken stones the pattern ,j
had been arranged. #11’s first reaction was “fascism”. Then he noticed a second and a third
pattern. To all appearances these were figures with a religious content just like the mani piles
made of stones and rocks (Buddhist pagodas). The little angels kept following the not so
completely angelic big people. We walked on the scorching sand and on the gravel that poked
into our feet, passed a clearance and reached the main current of the Lhasa river (the other river
bank of the island). This side of the river bank had a wonderful stretch of fine pebbles.
#11 was good at flinging stones across the water surface because he was of small build
and had little strength. The pebbles slid on the surface of the water and then got carried away by
the current. #7 and #8 became opponents to try to see who was better at it. #8 first tended to be
in the lead and presently strutted around giving himself airs. #7 had diligently observed #11’s
posture and then concentrated on finding a suitably shaped pebble. Using the superiority of his
formidable arm strength he eventually won over #8. #1 said that the side streams were unlike the
main stream and that one could manage to swim in them, but that under no circumstances should
one swim in the main stream. There had been a swimmer who had swum all the major rivers of
the country. He had come to Tibet and wanted to conquer the Lhasa river. He was not seen
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again after he went down, but they found him the next day thirty ii downstream. His eyes and
face had already been sucked by the fishes into an unrecognizable state.
#1’s story scared the hell out of the other 5 people. Originally all of them had planned to
go for a few dives into the deep waters of the main river. The children were also playing at
flinging stones over the water and were chattering and laughing without end. #5 wanted to
urinate and shouted at the children to get lost, but they did not understand and just stood there
staring at him. None of the men had been able to get accustomed to the Tibetan way ofjust
urinating anywhere. And the only Tibetan among them, #13, was not with them. Thereupon #5
and #8 ran towards the 7 little angels making angry sounds and in the end the group of little
fellows got scared away. A few liberated big angels took the opportunity to get rid of their
burden. While the little fellows were playing at flinging stones #1 had picked up a black and
white elliptical stone the size of an egg. On its surface it had a pattern of two interlinking white
circles. Everyone crowded around and #1 gave it the elegant name of “double circle stone”.
The water of the Lhasa river is snow water so that even during the warmest time of the
summer the temperature of the water is barely above freezing point. #8 had taken the double
circle stone to wash it in the water of the river. He shook his hand and shouted that it was cold.
Nobody had ever actually crossed this stretch of river that was about fifty meters wide. To be
the first was a great temptation for me. If#1 had not determinedly held me back I probably
would already either be a hero or turned into a soft-shelled turtle by now. Who am I? A
sentence that only belongs to the fashionable vocabulary of the twentieth century. Who am I?
#4 had brought with her on this trip a large heap of dirty clothes including bed sheets. I
could not imagine how a clean women like her could have accumulated so many dirty clothes.
Then there was also a down jacket and a yellow cotton dress. She had also brought along a
scrubber. She spread the large clothes on the sand and after dipping the scrubber into the soap
she scrubbed the clothes clean. That was a good method. #12 had not brought many clothes and
so later acted as #4’s assistant. Because #4 had stood in the freezing water for a long time her
calves had become an unsightly bright red.
#8 was untiring. From who knows where he had picked up a sheep’s skull with horns.
He broke off a thick branch at shoulder-height, stuck the skull onto the branch and called it a
modern totem pole for praying to one’s ancestors. Everyone said that the skull was dirty and that
he had better throw it away. He retorted that this skull had been disinfected by the sun for many
years and that it was even cleaner than the food in the stores. He said that the baker never
washed his hands after wiping his nose or going to the washroom. His manner was quite
arrogant.
#2 had a belly full of stories, below is his solo performance.

5

Look at the mountain to the west of the city; compared to the other mountains around, it
sticks out like a sore thumb. According to legend, the seven thousand lamas of the Zhe Zha
temple were boiling tea in a huge pot. How large a pot had to be for seven thousand lamas to
drink tea, you can imagine for yourselves. Suddenly an enormous roc appeared in the sky. It
grabbed the pot with its huge claws and flew away toward the west The seven thousand lamas
started to shout in one voice and frightened the roc. The entire pot of boiling tea poured out
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onto that mountain and scorched it into its present shape. Look, those grooves and furrows are
all the result of the boiling tea poured over it. Really, don’t you think it looks like that?
Don’t rush me, of course I’ll tell another story. A story about an impeccable tiger skin.
The hunter Ningzha was sleeping in the open in the mountain. He had lit a campfire and around
him the wolves were howling and the bears roaring. Ningzha fed the fire with branches as fast as
he could. Only if the fire burnt vigorously would the wild beasts not dare come nearer. If he
could drag this out until daybreak he would be safe, because then he could use his rifle and the
craftsmanship he was famous for far and wide. This time it didn’t work; he unexpectedly heard a
sound coming closer to him in great strides. The sound was directly behind him. He didn’t dare
turn around but grabbed the rifle that was lying beside him. His rifle immediately got snatched
away and when he turned around he saw a hairy creature whose cheek he could have touched if
he had stretched out his hand. The creature grabbed the rifle as if it were a toy. Then it sat
down next to the fire and warmed itselfjust like Ningzha was doing, after having thrown the rifle
far behind itself into the dark. Ningzha didn’t dare move but in a daze looked at the hairy
creature. He suddenly noticed that at some point the howling and roaring had quieted down.
The hairy creature stood up and broke off a branch thicker than an arm. Then it sat down again
and carefully fed the branch into the fire using both its feet. Give me a cigarette.
Later on Ningzha got even tenser because he could hear the roar of a tiger. Tigers aren’t
afraid of fires, that much Ningzha knew. The tiger had already come closer. The hairy creature
also seemed to tense up. It got up, grabbed Ningzha with its arms and held him upside down
behind him. Ningzha didn’t move. He could smell an odor that made him suffocate; it was that
of the hairy creature. He then noticed that the creature was holding in its hand an elliptic stone
the size of an egg. From behind its back Ningzha raised his head and saw the tiger’s eyes shining
like two little green lamps at a distance; he was frightened to death. Suddenly the hairy creature
lifted its arm and hurled out the stone. Ningzha could hear the tiger scream out in pain and then
the hairy creature disappeared like an arrow into the dark as well. The tiger didn’t appear again
and for the remainder of the night no other animals came to bother him. Give me another
cigarette.
This brand of cigarettes isn’t easy to buy, where did you get it? Ningzha didn’t dare close
his eyes or leave the campfire until finally day broke. The first thing he thought about was to
recover his rifle. While looking for it in the nearby area he suddenly froze in fright. The tiger
was lying about forty meters away; he turned around and ran away, but after a few steps he
stopped. No, the tiger seemed to be sleeping. He turned back and had another look. The tiger
was already dead with its tongue hanging from the side of its mouth. He went over and stood in
front of it. He noticed that the tiger’s eyes were bulging out and filled with blood, but that it had
no injuries on any other part of its body. He remembered the stone the hairy creature had
thrown. He thought that the stone must have landed right between the tiger’s eyebrows and
caused its eyes to burst out. I have the Buddha’s protection, Amituofu. Ningzha prayed and then
carefully skinned the tiger with his knife. He donated it to the local governor. This tiger skin
was later sold in India to someone and because it had no bullet holes, sold for a high price.
Ningzha had already died but the son of the governor was still alive.
In Tibet there are many legends about the abominable snow man, the hairy creature, the
Yeti and the bear man. Apparently the abominable wild man is one of the world’s four great
enigmas.
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6
As soon as everybody sat down #4 started to wash her clothes. She was the first to
notice the short-legged Tibetan dog with the long 11w enter the water. She shouted to everyone
to look at how it was swimming. First it walked into the water, then, when the water got deeper,
it started to float ahead its body bobbing up and down. The current pulled it strongly
downstream but the dog overcame the current and swam across to the other side. When it
reached the opposite river bank it had drifted a couple of meters fi.irther down from where it had
entered the water. It looked wretched when it got out of the water, just as Mister Lu Xun has
described it: shaking off the water from its fir, after a bow it escaped.
The two people who could not wait to get their clothes off and jump into the water were
the two from the northeast. #5 had been a long time in Tibet and was an upcoming writer in
Lhasa. He had come to Lhasa thirteen years ago in a new uniform and a shaven pinhead. He had
just reached thirty but his skin was already slackening. When he made some preparatory
exercises on the beach just dressed in his swim trunk he bulged the muscles on his chest with
gusto, thoroughly admiring himself. #7 was a bear-like man with a huge head and swimming
brought him to the peak of excitement. The water was really cold; after entering it just a few feet
he felt his calves going numb and spasming. #7 splashed some water onto his stomach and his
back to let his whole body get accustomed to the water. Then he returned to the beach and
collapsed onto the hot sand. #5’s honor didn’t allow him any turning back. He entered the water
and headed to the deep area. When he was up to his waist he threw himself into it letting the
current carry him. He quickly swam through the gap between the bridge beams. #7 had been
stimulated and no longer feared the cold of the water. He swiftly caught up with #5. According
to both of them the distance from the river bank to the water was approximately one hundred
meters. Even though afterwards they sat in the sun and had the skin on their backs burnt off,
they were still so cold they couldn’t stop shivering and regain their former selves. They walked
back along the beach, passing the people washing the sheep-wool blankets. When they had
reached their own territory the two fell onto the sandy ground.
Men’s blood after all is hot. The third was #8, the fourth the traditional painter #10 and
the fifth #9. All three of them were colleagues at art school. We’ll talk about them later. Today
they were the three soloists.
#4 who had washed her clothes went swimming as well. She had brought her swimsuit
but #12 hadn’t, her swimsuit was at home in Beijing. #4 was a determined and physically strong
woman and was considered the big sister of the nine others. Her movements made the oldest of
them, #1, feel ashamed. #1 had already slackened and taken on weight a long time ago so that
when he entered the water he had to clench his teeth. #1 and #2 were only a year apart but #2
remained unperturbed under the shades of the trees absorbed in telling stories. The smallest and
thinnest of them but wearing a splendid large beard, #11, went into the water at the same time as
#1. The artist’s romanticism and imagination were displaying their strength (the author up to this
point has not raised any sensitive words such as self-respect).
The last one to go swimming was #12. By the time she had waited for #4 to change and
rinse the bathing suit, all the men were already exhausted and dressed. Everyone urged her not
to take any chances; if anything happened they would not be in time to rescue her. #12 didn’t
care and acted as if she had it all figured out.
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The one who had swam the most during the day was #7, and the one who had been in the
sun the longest was #8. The skins on the backs of both of them was peeling off. They were
uncomfortable lying down for the whole next week and became the laughing stock of the others.
The whole swimming activity took five hours and in that period there were two
interludes. The first I’ll leave for later. The second was dancing rock and roll on the beach. If
there is a record player there is disco music; that is one of the characteristics of today’s China.
The most famous star male dancer in Lhasa was wearing a tight swim suit almost to the point of
not wearing anything and was dancing like a snake with #12 who was in long sleeves and long
pants. The sound of the music and the uninhibited dancing attracted the attention of the people
crossing the bridge and of those on the road on the opposite side of the river. Lhasa has a
heritage of song and dance, and groups of people dancing and singing in the open are not a rare
sight. But the artists with their unrestrained dancing really had slightly crossed the boundary of
the acceptable. Some of the spectators applauded.
This stretch of beautiful white sandy beach seen from the opposite river bank was just like
an ideal outdoor stage. The tall shrubs at the back were the long curtain.

7

Coming out of the water after their first swim #9 and #10 restrained #8 on the beach. #8
was expressing himself honestly. #9 and #10 piled up some sand on #8’s back only leaving his
arms, legs and head stick out. The pile of sand was thirty centimeters high and #2 stuck a green
branch as a tail in the area where the buttocks were buried. A huge tortoise. #6 grabbed his
idiot-proof Konika camera and shot a picture of the tortoise. #12 mischievously told #9 and #10
to each step on #8’s hands and then took a peeled round root, placed it on a clean piece of paper
about fifteen centimeters away from #8’s head on the sand. #8 stretched his neck in the effort to
reach the tasty and refreshing round root but of course he didn’t succeed. Another picture. He
probably was getting tired of being weighed down by the sand. With a jump he sprang up.
There were marks of a body where he had been lying. At that time the sun was just in the right
position.
#8, #9, and #10 suddenly made a secret agreement. They quickly piled up ridges of fine
sand at the base of the marks left behind by the body. The legs got longer but had no feet and the
same happened to the arms. The trunk of the body got thicker and the piling up of the sand
layers more difficult. To join the rank of sculptors #11 grabbed a plastic bucket and brought it
filled with water from the river. #9 was the overall conductor and the expert on the finer areas.
The connecting areas between the legs and the trunk and the transition from the neck to the head
and the trunk were all finished by him. These areas were all made with wet sand which was
subsequently smoothed out.
#10 had meticulously sculptured a pair of large breasts at the sight of which #12 shrieked
this wicked fellow! #8 was diligently working on the head area, the forehead was high and
the eye sockets deeply set. The long and narrow nose bridge was very beautiful, there was no
mouth or any eyeballs. #8 said it was the abstract touch. A modern point of view. It had the
effect of a sculpture by Marini. The final finish was left to #10. He wetted his handkerchief and
placed a perfect belly button in the abdominal area of the sculpture.
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The two high breasts and the smooth lower body indicated that this was a woman. #8
and #10 wore expressions of having found favor with her and truly enchanted by her nestled
close to her arms on both sides with their faces upward. They closed their eyes. #9 lay between
her spread legs. And closed his eyes. #3 said a few words that were the actors’ lines out of the
English movie Crime Under the Sun. Its approximate meaning was that the bathers on the beach
were motionless just like corpses in a morgue. An extremely fitting quotation.
#6 hadn’t let the opportunity slip by and shot pictures of them from various angles. He
arranged #8, #9, #10 and #7 to have two people’s heads toward the crease of the neck and two
people toward the arm pits to take a close-up with her. The four people’s heads fell weakly to
one side and closed their eyes like the suffering Jesus. It looked painful and funny at the same
time.
Our loud voices and laughter attracted many eyes; on the bridge and on the hill on the
opposite river bank at least a few dozen people had gathered. To strengthen the effect #8
suggested that sprinkling dry sand around the sculpture to highlight the shade and the three
dimensionality of the wet sand sculpture. That was easy; it only took the three artists five
minutes to complete it. She was really beautiful. She was two meters high, she was of tall
stature. #9 suggested calling her the Lhasa River Goddess.
#1 and #2 were playing with a fire behind the shrubs. They were after all not in their
temptable years anymore, the excitement was for the younger people. They willingly bore the
burden of doing something for the group of younger people. The campfire of tender branches
emitted blue smoke. #1 stuck out his head from the bushes, rubbed his eyes reddened from the
smoke and shouted: Hey, anyone want some coffee?
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Three Kinds of Time in the Life of Lhasa

Among you there are some who after repeatedly having gone over odious phases of their
lives return to complete ignorance after having gained knowledge. <The Koran> Chapter 16,
Section 70

One

I want to tell the events of three days. Yesterday, today and tomorrow. I want to turn
their sequence upside down which is to say I will start with tomorrow. Three days means three
styles.
Tomorrow isn’t here yet; there are still about thirteen hours until then, but that doesn’t
matter. I haven’t bought an air ticket so I don’t have any plans to leave the house. My friends all
know that Lhasa isn’t accessible by train and that if one wants to leave it one has to go by plane.
From that one can conclude that tomorrow’s story will also be about Lhasa. How should
one start it? Tonight from midnight on it is tomorrow.
The obstacle to telling stories about time in Lhasa is the time difference. The first point is
that Lhasa’s longitude is about thirty degrees west of Beijing’s and that it therefore is two hours
behind in time. Furthermore, Chinese people who live in the summer of nineteen eighty-six all
know that the time has changed with summer saving time. All the clocks in the entire country are
switched forward one hour at the same time.
May
In that way, what formerly every year was zero hours on this day in Beijing
twenty fifth to people living in Lhasa now amounts to what in the past people living in Beijing
would experience as a little past twenty-one hours. It is just getting dark. That’s how things
stand.
---

--

Two

Without me telling you, you will have guessed that nobody can sleep that early. What to
do?
Maybe I will sit down and continue to write some stories, and my wife probably will knit
a sweater. By the way, last year in October we officially bought the large red shiny stamped
marriage certificate the words on which are written in both Tibetan and Chinese. Presently she is
worried about me in the fall and knits a sweater. That’s how things stand.
Some of my attentive reader friends surely will look up the date in a calendar and notice
I’m talking about tomorrow, May twenty-fifth.
that this day is a Sunday
I often write stories at night and often write all night long. Therefore after I have written
for a while I need a short rest and during these moments I usually go outside. Lhasa at night is
really too beautifhl, or as I often say it’s so beautifI.il it befuddles you. It’s so beautiful you can’t
grasp it. That’s how it is.
---
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So I first have a look in the room to see whether my wife is asleep or not. She isn’t, but
that doesn’t matter. Actually whether she sleeps or not doesn’t matter. Then I quietly close the
door and when I’m outside again I quietly lock the door.
I have to tell you that I now live very close to Dazhao temple and to the Barkhur. In the
past I lived for over two years in the woods west from the Potala palace which lies at the foot of
the mountain. At that time I went for walks at night; and had taken the habit of walking around
Potala mountain. Once around was about one kilometer and a half and took about twenty five
minutes.
Now I have gotten used to walking in the Barkhur and in about seven minutes I can
amble over to the doors of Dazhao temple. Dazhao temple is the beginning point and also the
ending point of the Barkhur. If you are from elsewhere and want to walk around the Barkhur.
But of course you’re not necessarily from elsewhere and if that’s the case you can enter the
Barkhur by turning the corner from any small alley.
My current position is closest to Dazhao temple, so I don’t need to make a detour and
take a small alley.
At those times it is not quiet at all in front of Dazhao temple, even though of course there
aren’t many people. There is an old woman who has been sleeping at the doors of Dazhao temple
for many years. I’m sure she is still there and presumably already in the midst of sweet dreams.
I have never been able to understand why at any time of the day there are always some
tall and strong Kangba men zestfully riding their bicycles on the square in front of the doors of
Da.zhao temple. It isn’t just one or two, or thirty or fifty. They all look quite alike with their red
and black tassels on their heads and their beautiful reddish faces. Maybe they have divided the
time; while one group goes for a ride the other rests? And at a certain time the other group
relieves the first group just like guards on duty?
A lot of people wear all kinds of decorations. Their ornaments are not gold and silver
plating or imitation precious stones; they don’t like those kinds of modern ornaments. They wear
real gold and silver and authentic precious stones, they are glowing all over with real pearls.
Ever since my wife came here she’s had a liking for these ornaments and I spare no efforts
to please her, so I have become an expert in this area as well. When I walk around the Barkhur I
only stop in front of worthwhile ornaments. Of cOurse tomorrow in the small hours it won’t be
different.
Three
I have noticed the head ornament of a tall man riding his bicycle and have stopped. He
has realized that I am looking at him, drives a circle with his bicycle and then halts in front of me.
He says: “Hello.” I ask him: “What do you mean Hello ?“ He says: “ You’re Chinese.”
I’m often mistaken for a foreign guy because of my full beard and my deep set eyes.
I point to his head ornament and ask him: “Do you sell this?” At that moment a large
group of men crowd around; each one of them is dressed in Kangba clothes.
This is it. Those fellows who have been napping in the darker area suddenly have come
alive. Many of them stretch out their fingers (to display rings) or lower their heads (to display
their head ornaments), or hold up strings of precious stones around their necks. During the day
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there would never be such a good opportunity; there are too many people around. There would
never be so many Kangba men lined up to let me pick and choose.
I’m hesitating a bit because I don’t have any money on me. Also, it’s the first time I’m
facing so many quick and fierce Kangba men by myself. Kangba men are the most mysterious
men in the world. At one point they were chosen by Hitler as the finest race. Apparently this
Hitler had the plan to bring Kangba men to Nazi Germany to have them produce children with
Aryan women and create the most superior race. Of course this Hitler didn’t have his way. He
wasn’t lucky; his life was too short. There are a few scary rumors in Lhasa about these men. It is
said that when they pull a knife they have to see blood, otherwise they have a penis for nothing.
Not long ago I told a story called <The Kangba men Campsite> about a Kangba man who got
enraged and killed a man.
(I’m sure there are some readers who believe I’m digressing too much, but it doesn’t
matter, I’m presently returning to the subject.)
I decide not to strike a bargain with anyone but just to look, to look and to leave it at
that. In no case do I want to show too much interest. I am thinking to myself that this way I
won’t anger them. If you can’t afford to anger them you can still hide from them; this is the
advice of the old ancestors.
I adopt an earnest attitude and carefi.illy look at a few ornaments. At some I shake my
head saying they are not to my liking, others I praise with my raised thumb but then say, it’s really
nice, only too bad it’s so expensive, I can’t afford it. Indeed, there is a large cat’s eye stone that
would be priced at least five thousand yuan or more on the market. How can I dare inquire
about the price?
But the one that really interests me is the tall one I first started to talk to. He is at least
one meter ninety tall, which is to say that he is a bit taller than I am. Just to add here, I’m one
meter eighty four and weigh ninety kilograms. I’m talking about his head ornament; that’s what
interests me.
I know, when I’m describing these pieces of art I should apply my pen extravagantly, just
like Baizac. ff1 only had his kind of patience. It’s really unfortunate.
It’s a very large piece so that when worn on the head it makes the head look smaller. On
the top it has three extremely good quality red jade stones embedded, and below there are
strangely combined patterns engraved. These patterns show a few animals, the smallest is an
elephant. Everyone is familiar with elephants so they’re easier to recognize. The largest animal,
a monkey with a horse trunk, to all appearances is a deity. The two medium sized animals seem
to be a rabbit and a roc. All around these are a few plants and some rather strange abstract
designs. I’m not sure whether these are the whimsical creations of the craftsperson or whether
the Buddhist symbolism is too deep, but the profound thoughts are not easily made out. Its outer
shape is much like a double-bellied calabash made of two interlinked round shapes of different
sizes, the smaller of which has the mouth of the calabash similar to a nipple. It is entirely made of
silver and weighs quite a bit when placed on the hand. I’m completely taken by it.
What I’m also unable to understand is why these things are happening. Actually I know
that these things are bound to happen but I still cannot understand why. That’s how it is.
I want to simply tell what happens.
I know I have to buy it, but I don’t know whether it exceeds my purchasing power.
Eventually, to my complete surprise (and surely also to the surprise of my reader friends), he
gives it to me. I can assure you of that. If someone among my reader friends is interested they
can look for me after reading this story and I’ll show off my treasure to them.
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It really is a treasure!
In the end he tells me that his name is Awang and he says that he is my friend. He grew
up in Lhasa, his parents had him when they came to worship the Buddha. Even though he is a
typical Kangba man he is from Lhasa and hasn’t left Lhasa for the twenty years he’s been alive.
After this I suddenly have an idea. I suggest that we test our arm strength with a wrist
pull. Men like these kind of games so I think he will like it, too. I’m a born athlete so in the end I
win and also win over a few other unlucky men around us. They’re much more polite to me now
than in the beginning and pat me on the shoulder like an old friend. A younger fellow also comes
over and curiously pinches my arm (I purposefully bulge my muscles to show off my strength).
We part politely. When I return home my wife has been waiting for me with an anxious
expression on her face as if something terrifying has happened.
I show her the treasure and let her guess how much I paid for it. She says three hundred
yuan. She says she had seen it in the Barkhur and had asked its price which was quoted as three
hundred yuan. It was a very tall Kangba man.
I tell her what just happened and when I come to the wrist pull I’m not without pride.
She listens with rapt attention. In the end she asks me: “Why did he give it to you for free?”
I shake my head. How do I know?

Four

We don’t feel like sleeping. She, because just now she was afraid being by herself, and I
because I’m still immersed in the excitement of the experience. She says there are still sounds
coming from the ceiling as if someone were tiptoeing around.
This matter is becoming more and more incredible. My wife and I are letting our
imagination run wild and talk a lot of nonsense in tomorrow’s early hours. She makes up the plot

of a story.
She borrows from something a friend of mine told us yesterday and associates with the
sounds in the ceiling of our home.
I’m not sure whether I should tell her plot. I’ve done something like that in the past, to
include the plot of another friend of mine, Lin Yu, into my story with a very similar title to this
and isn’t this a so-called ‘coincidence’? But for a
<Three Ways of Folding a Kite>
story
or somehow a kind of plagiarizing.
were
shameful,
if
it
it,
bothered
by
as
long time I was
Since I’ve already wielded my pen and written this far I might as well continue writing.
Writing in itself cannot be considered plagiarizing, it is only after it’s been sent away that the
question of plagiarizing arises.
She has quite an imagination. The thing my friend told us yesterday was rather odd and
probably more or less stimulated her imagination. It looks like I have to upset my original plan
again and first tell what my friend told us yesterday and then proceed to finish telling tomorrow’s
events.
I’m like that, when things I planned at first are doomed to failure I mix everything up.
In order not to muddle things up too much I might as well risk adding a few more details
and first introduce my friend’s basic situation.
Wu Huangmu; male; Chinese; graduated in nineteen eighty-four from the History
department at the University of Liaoning; came that same year to Tibet. Now is a teacher at
—-

---
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some University and teaches the history of the Party. Never married. Believes in dialectical
materialism and historical materialism. Born into a family of peasants. His hobbies are collecting
books, reading and debating. He is healthy and has no history of chronic diseases.
That’ll do. I thought giving such an introduction would make things more convenient for
the reader. Right, I forgot his age: in October of this year he’ll be twenty-seven.

Five

Old Ma, at what kind of an hour am I calling you?
It’s just past six o’clock, it’s not even light out yet. I’m really embarrassed to get you up
this early. I’m not bothering you on purpose, but I really don’t know what to do. You know I
usually very rarely ask people for help and even less at such an early hour.
For a couple of days now I’ve been feeling that there was someone walking above my
ceiling at night. As soon as I switch off the light I hear the sounds of someone walking. When
the lights are on it’s no problem, I’m not afraid then, you know I don’t believe in ghosts. But
when the lights are off, and I face the darkness, the sounds are not the same; the scratching
makes you think some wanton person has been let loose in my attic.
I try not to pay attention to it. I go to sleep very late at night, you know that, I switch
off the light only when I’m sleepy and think I’ll fall asleep right away. I’ve started to count, to fall
asleep faster. But I’m unable to sleep because I keep thinking about the person above. I’ve even
heard him coming down the walls, but I can’t see anything, all I can do is hear him.
I haven’t slept for the last three days, I can’t take it any longer. It’s only been three days,
three days! Fuck, I can’t stand it any more, so I came here. Let’s get Zi Wenzou and climb the
three of us up to the ceiling to have a look.
When you see it you’ll believe it, there are even marks on the walls, not like a person’s,
more like bear paws.
Exactly. Like bear paws, but they could also be rain marks. Large smudged traces. Zi
Wenzou said that Wu Huangmu ‘s suspicion was creating dark ghosts and that he should get
himself a wife. He was in the prime of his youth and was suffering from sexual deprivation and
that if he had a female companion he wouldn’t hear anything any more.
The bear paw marks were coming from the ceiling straight down to the ground as if they
were up to something. But the ceiling is nailed together with plywood and even if there were a
person (or a bear) coming and going, how would it be able to open the tightly nailed plywood?
Zi Wenzou said: “I saw these bear paw marks the very day you moved into this room.”
Wu Huangmu said: “No. Impossible! The day before yesterday I cleaned up the room
and the walls were still spotlessly clean. Don’t I know the room I live in?”
I suggested we get a ladder, to climb up and see for ourselves whether it was a spirit or a
ghost, at least it would be clear then. Wu Huangmu said that the entrance to the attic was
through the kitchen, that no ladder was necessary if one just stepped onto the water tap.
“But...”
The ellipsis after the but is a technique used to stop a story at the climax to keep the
that is what he said, Wu Huangmu. I guess he
listener in suspense; I’m using it here. But
---
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wanted to express the feeling that it was a bit scary to go up, he really seemed to be frightened by
his own imagination.
Zi Wenzou didn’t care, nor did I very much. Earlier I said I was a born athlete and so was
Zi Wenzou who, on top of that, was also an amateur boxer. Wu Huangmu didn’t have a
flashlight, so we used candles. Two large candles were enough, the owner didn’t join us. Didn’t
he dare?
Six

The plot of her story started like this and originated because our ceiling also made noise.
The sounds coming from it also sounded as if somebody was walking back and forth. She is a
woman and women have little courage but from this state of mind one can also derive a lot of
imagination.
It had to be a person; that was the presupposition. The question was what sort of person
would get into the attic. The possibility of a thief was quite high, for if a thief wanted to steal
things, the attic would be a logical place to hide. Or a pervert who wanted to spy on couples or
lovers making love in their home. What other kind of person could there be? She said it
probably was a Buddhist pilgrim who had no place to sleep. He would have climbed into the
attic where it was cozy and covered.
I expressed my doubts. How would he be able to get up there? Could it be that some
resident of this house allowed outsiders into the attic?
(This is the dorm of the staff and workers of our unit; all the residents are my colleagues.
The unit is not large, so we all know each other very well. All five houses are connected through
a stone wall, separating our unit from the rest of the outside world. An older Tibetan man guards
the entrance, not letting unauthorized people into the compound.)
It’s only a few days ago, when you went to the countryside and the electrician came here
to repair the lighting circuit, that I knew the boards in our ceiling were moving because they were
not properly nailed. The electrician Suo Lao was squatting up there looking down to me and
suddenly threw down some electrical wire ends, scaring me to death. When I looked up and saw
a large black hole in the ceiling I didn’t feel safe. At night I didn’t dare to sleep for fear somebody
would climb down. Think of it, other people knew you were gone and that there was a woman
here by herself, what would I have done if someone had evil intentions?
And something else. You probably don’t know that there is a vent in the large gable
under the eaves on the east side of this house. From there someone could have gone up to the
attic. The vent is so large that a person can pass through it, if you don’t believe me go have a
look. Really, I went there, if I’m lying I’ll be a dog.
It seemed as though we had a problem on our hands. We agreed to go and have a look.
At that time it was still dark.
The gate of our unit faces west. After we left the gate we went southward up to the
intersection, then again turned toward the east and walked along the compound wall until the
turning point where we went toward the north. We walked a few dozen paces until we reached
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the door of an inhabited Tibetan-style compound. The house we lived in was exactly adjacent to
a house in this compound.
The gate was unlocked. I went up and lightly pushed it open, something was blocking it
from behind. With the flashlight I could see it was a person curled up behind the door sleeping.
We squeezed through the half-open door. My wife was holding tightly on to me with one hand,
transmitting her tension over to me. We passed through the gateway into the compound and at
that time what I had feared most happened.
Two Tibetan dogs came dashing out simultaneously from nowhere barking at us for all
they were worth. I was at a loss as to what to do and just thought of shielding my wife (at that
time she was already hiding behind my back shrieking “mother”). The good thing was that the
small dogs weren’t all that courageous and merely barked viciously without jumping forward to
bite us. All I could do was tell my wife in a low voice to go back first. I couldn’t wait for all the
inhabitants of the compound to be wakened and then explain them our motives; we had already
got ourselves into a sufficiently awkward situation.
When we returned to the gate of our unit I had an idea. I thought that if there were a
vent, there had to be one on both sides of the house in the gables, which is to say that there had
to be one in the western gable. Yes, we didn’t even need to walk but saw the vent in the western
gable under the eaves of our house just by looking up. Each house was the same; the opening
was so large that somebody could crawl into it. It was just that each vent had wooden shutters in
front of it.
I asked her: “Is it this one?”
She said: “Yes.”
“It doesn’t have shutters?” “It does, but they’re easily pried open.” “Was it pried open?”
She nodded. That is what happened.

Seven

Wu Huangmu’s story about his wooden ceiling can’t be wildly made up. Without me
saying it you know too that there was nobody up there. There couldn’t be a person. But the
matter turned strange in that above the string of bear paw marks there was a pile of white bones.
These were rather fine like those of lamb ribs. All together there were eighteen pieces.
Zi Wenzou said that it was the ribs that were walking and Wu Huangmu turned all white.
In utter seriousness he asked me (because I’m the oldest): do lamb ribs really walk? I said I
wasn’t sure. If he was certain the sounds above his ceiling were foot steps then it could only be
the lamb ribs walking. But he probably was just overly sensitive
“Overly sensitive? Impossible! My nerves are perfectly healthy, I never have dreams!”
Now I want to tell today’s events. After having had breakfast the three of us went as a
group to the Little Clam Shell Temple to look for an old lama. The name Little Clam Shell
temple fits the place; it’s a small house only inhabited by three lamas. It’s a monastery of a little
known secret religion. I had heard a friend of mine in the religious world say that the abbot was
deeply committed to the true Way, and was said to be the person who had handed down the
Secret Teachings of attaining the Tao. Apparently he had gone blind after he had found the Way
and retreated from the world. I hoped to solve the riddle of the lamb ribs with his help.
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The little courtyard was narrow; we three big men crowded it. The room was even
smaller; it had no bed but only two meditation rush cushions on which sat two lamas. One was
the abbot and the other, who looked younger, seemed to be his disciple. Then there was also a
child servant monk standing at the side.
His eye sockets glimmered dark and shiny. He had a large head like a dipper, with his
forehead and the back of his head particularly protruding. Because of his old age his white
eyebrows were as long as middle fingers hanging down from the outside of his eyes, extremely
pleasing to look at. He had both hands spread on his knees with the palms facing upward. I
noticed there were neither Buddhist images nor a Buddhist shrine, nor eating utensils nor a
sleeping area. Did they really not eat and sleep, just like the great Chinese monk Hal Deng? My
friend had told me he spoke Chinese.
All three of us knelt down and lowering my head I said: “Master, we’ve come here to ask
for advice.” I had admonished the other two beforehand not to speak at their whim, so they both
knelt next to me without saying a word.
The old lama raised the palm of his right hand in front of his chest and chanted some
scriptures. Then he said: “Within the combination of six the two opposite principles of nature
are incompatible.” Then he placed his right hand back onto his knee. I knew it was already over,
so I lowered my head again and said: “Thank you, Master for your directions, we are taking
leave now.”
When we left the monastery Wu Huangmu was anxious to know what his words had
meant. I laughed, I didn’t know either. But I still answered him.
“The Way created one, one created two, two created three, three created the Ten
Thousand Things. The Ten Thousand Things gave birth to everything and everything gave birth
to nothing.”
Wu Huangmu nodded without quite understanding. But Zi Wenzou broke out laughing.

Eight

When we reached the Barkhur we also reached the key part of this story.
That tall Kangba man was surrounded by a few blond foreigners and by many Tibetans
Purely for the fun of it we joined the crowd. He was even taller than the foreigners
Chinese.
and
and since I happen to be tall as well I could see he was holding the silver ornament I was going to
see and receive the next morning, hawking it to the foreigners. First he talked in Tibetan,
occasionally interspersed with Chinese, then he switched completely to a foreign language (it was
English). He talked about those patterns, about the circle of life and death, about the twelve
animals that symbolize a year, and about the inferno in the shape of the double-bellied calabash
that is similar to women’s wombs.
Wu Huangmu asked me what I had seen and I told him it was a sorcerer performing
magic and that maybe he could answer the riddle of the lambs’ ribs: Zi Wenzou understood the
haggling over the price in Tibetan and exclaimed: “Five hundred? What trash is this? Is he
bluffing the foreign devils or what?” I told him it was a silver ornament as large as a palm with
three large imbedded jade stones and some very strange patterns.
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At that instant the Kangba man selling the silver ornament suddenly turned his head
toward me and smiled. His action shifted the entire crowd’s attention onto me. I got
embarrassed by the crowd’s looks and turned around to squeeze my way out.
But he smiled again and even called to me: “Hey, do you have a cat? A large cat?”
Involuntarily I nodded. Our large black cat is over three years old.
“Where I live there are a lot of mice; one of them gnawed at my toe last night. Will you
bring the cat tomorrow? How about it?”
I again nodded earnestly.
“Ai, isn’t it a black cat with a tuft of white für on its tail?”
I cleared my throat and said: “That’s right.” Then I turned around and left the crowd.
Wu Huangmu asked: “Do you know him?”
I said: “I’ve never seen him.”
“How does he know you have a black cat?”
Zi Wenzou said: “He’s a wizard.”
Wu Huangmu said: “Really a wizard? Are there really such strange things as wizards?
he
Isn’t a merchant?”
I said: “He’s a bluffer. How could he be real? Of course he’s a merchant.”
Once we left the Barkhur we each went our own ways.
Nine

I want to talk about our large black cat.
It’s something that happened about three and a half years ago when my wife and I first
came to Lhasa. The room we lived in used to be a warehouse. Beside the seven mouse holes in
the corners of the room, a string of mice noisily played hide-and-seek twenty four hours a day
above the ceiling glued with paper.
We lived that kind of life for about a week, being on tenterhooks at the prospect of seeing
the losers tumble through a hole in the paper ceiling. Our neighbor Little Zhaxi had pity on us
and found us a small black kitten. The mice took fright and inexplicably disappeared. We really
couldn’t believe it. The new kitten was smaller than the larger mice. According to the natural
laws of nature each animal has its conqueror. The animals all vie for Heaven’s choice and the
larger principle of things is effective.
The cat was our savior and therefore received only the best to eat. Fish is a cat’s favorite
food and fish is cheap in Lhasa, so I could afford to feed it. They all said that if we spoiled the
cat too much it wouldn’t catch mice anymore, but my wife said that we didn’t even want it to
catch mice. Mice are too dirty, it was enough if it scared them away. She also said that there
were so many mice in this world, one cat wouldn’t be able to catch them all.
I thought that made sense.
Therefore our cat had became fat and lazy. It had wonderfhl glossy black für, which
sometimes quivered slightly. It looked as luxurious as a leopard. But it wasn’t a very gratefhl
fellow. By February of the lunar calendar it set out to make trouble in the neighborhood,
seducing the domestic and stray female cats and robing us of our sleep for entire nights. The
screams of the cats crying for their mates sounded as if a child were crying.
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I was fed up with it and several times suggested giving it away, or even throwing it away.
But she wouldn’t let me. She said a cat’s amorous phase happened just twice a year and each
time for only a month. There were after all ten months of the year that it stayed well-behaved
and quiet in the home keeping the mice away. Besides, if we got rid of it, other people’s cats
would also have their periods in heat and we would, just the same, not get any peace and quiet in
February and August. The neighbor’s homes had cats and some of them more than one.
I thought that made sense.
Thus our black cat’s attitude was restrained but its physique was enormous, it got almost
as large as a dog. Usually it slept on a pile of cushions and when it was time to eat it climbed
onto the edge of the table.
Last year it disappeared for ten days. I thought we were finally rid of it for good. But I
was mistaken again. First the mice started to raise havoc again, then as if it had known about it
all along, while my wife and I were praying for it to return, it came back. It strutted into the
door just as if it were a high guest receiving a warm welcome.

Ten

The times are all muddled up now. Without me telling you, you will have noticed that I
have a gift for messing up the proper arrangement of things. For example, first I said I got
married last October, then I said three years and a half ago I had just come with my wife to
Lhasa; then I said I would see that Kangba man selling the silver ornament tomorrow morning,
but then again I say that I saw him today after returning from the Little Clam Shell temple; to
sum it up in a word: the times are completely mixed up.
After all this happened my wife thought of a crucial question: “Did he give you the silver
ornament to exchange it with that pitiftul black cat Beibei?”
Wrong again, some events in this story have not happened yet, so how can I say “after all
this happened”? In any case, things are already mixed up, so let the story develop the way it
wants, and be mixed up the way it wants to.
“I don’t know what he had in mind. You know too that Beibei is not worth that much
money. At that time he wanted five hundred yuan.”
“That’s for foreigners, from Chinese he wants three hundred. He can ask for outrageous
prices all he wants, other people can bargain that price on the spot.”
“Are you saying it’s worth neither three hundred nor five hundred yuan?”
“I didn’t say that, but we don’t have that kind of money. If money were not a problem I
would even pay one thousand for it.”
“Right. What counts is how much it is worth.”
“What counts is, why would he give it to you? It just doesn’t make sense, doesn’t make
sense...” Then she started to cry, “Unless you’re hiding something from me...”
I can swear to Heaven that I wasn’t hiding anything from my wife. It happened so
unexpectedly, if it hadn’t happened my wife would have had nothing to be so suspicious about.
Somebody wants to be your friend and gives you a gift surely is not all that incomprehensible.
The problem was not there. The problem was in the outcome none of us had expected.
Myself and my wife. And Zi Wenzou and Wu Huangmu.
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Except maybe the Kangba man?

Eleven

rye decided to finish the story in this section.
The first reason is that I cannot dismiss my wife’s distress for too long. The other reason
on May twenty fifth nineteen eighty six
is that Wu Huangmu will borrow tomorrow afternoon
a small-bore rifle, ten minutes later he will already have cycled to Zi
at ten thirty-three
seven minutes later they will be at my place.
and
about
place
Wenzou’s
As soon as Old Wu has entered the door he shouts: “Big Ma, didn’t you have a box of
bullets for a small-bore rifle? I’ve borrowed a rifle and promised to return it tonight. How about
looking for a Beijing Jeep and going to Qushui for a hunt?”
I say: “Just one rifle for three people?”
Zi Wenzou says: “Get your things ready and let’s go. I’ll look for a car and for the little
fellow from the foreign trade car depot; he just came back from Ge’ermu yesterday.”
I’ find the bullets and proficiently press three bullets into the bore of the rifle. It’s not an
old rifle. I like the metallic sound the bullets make when they touch the bore.
I see we still have time so I ask Zi Wenzou to go ahead to the main gate to make the
phone call. I want to clean up a bit including folding up the bedding and drawing the curtains.
My wife has already gone to work and I got roused out of bed by these two. I see that Wu
Huangmu is sifting there with nothing to do so I hand him the first part of this story.
I’ve folded the bedding, drawn the curtains and swept the room, but Zi Wenzou hasn’t
returned yet and Wu Huangmu hasn’t finished reading, so I fiddle around with the small-bore
rifle.
At that moment there is a tumbling sound on the roof. Wu Huangmu and I raise our
heads at the same time. I see that he has turned white again.
“It’s that sound. Exactly as in my room, but also a bit different. No, it’s quite different.”
“Where has it gone to?”
“To the shutters. That’s what sister-in-law says. But these are easily pried open. Did
you ask her whether they had been pried open?”
The sound above the ceiling has started again, exactly above our heads. I quietly grab the
loaded rifle, fixing the spot where the sound is coming from. Wu Huangmu just like me has
spotted a small area in the fiber ceiling that is moving and bulges under some weight. He’s not
talking but points to that spot in the ceiling.
I raise the rifle and take an aiming position, the muzzle almost touches that area of the
ceiling. After a few seconds of silence I pull the trigger.
First there is the sound of the gun, then that quarter of a square meter of fiber comes
down the ceiling, then there is the black cat Beibel holding a blood-dripping mouse hanging on
the gun’s raised muzzle, there is Wu Huangmu’s scream, and my wife’s sustained mourning period
of more than ten days.
---

---
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Three Ways of Folding a Kite

One

New Year in the Tibetan calendar is on March third. When my colleagues came by that
morning to pay me a New Year call they poured me a few glasses of qingke wine. With a heavy
head I fell asleep at noon and slept until evening. After I got up I washed my face with cold
water and noticed that I had grown a boil in the right corner of my mouth. It was a small matter.
Half a week later this boil had immeasurably expanded and furthermore was emitting a
disgusting pus which was flowing unceasingly. On the corner of my mouth a scab the size of a
walnut had formed and that whole side of my face started to change into one big swollen mass.
This area of the face is popularly called the dangerous triangle. It is said that the contaminated
blood from those blood vessels can directly enter the brain. I don’t know that. However, I’m not
afraid if you’ll laugh at me when you hear that I indeed cried in pain and cried more than once.
This was no longer a small matter.
I started to go to the hospital.
In Lhasa the New Year is a big celebration, everyone has a great time. My friends were
probably all partying while I was by myself lying desolately on the dormitory bed reading novels.
Single men like myself were having a rather difficult time, not knowing where to go to divert
themselves. People like us were doomed to infinite loneliness. Actually I didn’t reconcile myself
to being lonely; I had ways of diverting myself from boredom and reading novels was one of
them. Then again:
By sunset I go out by myself to look at the broken earthenware jars and bowls that people
have discarded and at the long-haired dogs chasing each other. I can also go to the Sweet
Teahouse to sit for an hour and drink away the fifty cents I have on me. Or else I can wander to
the south of the Yaowang mountain to see what the Buddhist pilgrims left behind in this holy
place; maybe a clay Buddha? Or some scripture streamer with images of the Sakyamuni? Or
some stone plates with engraved scriptures?
Or I can draw the curtains,
(made of the sheets of the other single bed, that white kind with the blue pattern you’re
fhmiliar with)
shut the door, switch on the light and sit in front of the desk, and make up a story for
you;
that’s what I hope)
(of course I hope it’s an interesting story
At that time my imagination is particularly lively, I’m able to think up all the things that
have happened and that have not yet happened. Before I write a story I always have to rack my
brains to think about those questions of what to write and how to write it, If Little Gesang had
not come and told me about his police execution squad I don’t know where my imagination
would have run to.
First he asked me if I still remembered the man who sold Song’er stones. Of course I
remembered. Last year when Little Gesang was transferred to the police he was a real raw hand
and this case had made him a bit nervous. I told him to loosen his collar, to take off his wide
rimmed hat and relax for a while. I poured him some tea.
—-
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I’ll talk about the Barkhur. The Barkhur encircles the famous large Dazhao temple with
streets and lanes criss-crossing from all sides. Here one can see almost all the nations ofthe
world. According to someone’s guesses, every day there are no less than thirty thousand people
who come here to do business or are on pilgrimage. On Sundays one has to double that number.
The Barkhur is a large market with a variety of products that can easily outdo your imagination.
At present this is China’s largest antique and jewelry market, and every day a sum of over one
hundred thousand yuan changes hands. There are quite a few people with the grave faces of
nondescript nationalities who discreetly pull out goods from their sleeves to show the foreign
travelers. These people then start to gesture about the price with noncommittal smiles.
That is where I got familiar with the precious cat’s eye stone. By the stand at the second
corner I bought a rather good quality emerald green Song’er stone. It was as large as a double
bellied peanut in its shell and weighed 52 grams. I didn’t understand too much about the quality
of precious stones, but could only make my choice relying on its shape and color and decided to
buy it. First he wanted 60 yuan for it and I offered 30. He seemed to always have occupied this
place. I had no way of guessing his age, he could have been thirty-five or seventy. I had
occasionally come to the Barkhur and most likely we already knew each other by sight. From the
shape of his face I concluded he was of a south Asian race, maybe Burmese? Or maybe East
Indian or Pakistani. His Chinese could be considered clear and understandable. We struck a deal
at 38 yuan. That was last year on August twentieth, I noted it down on my desk calendar.
Two

I’m sure you know that short cut in the Barkhur that goes from west to south.
(To tell the truth, whenever I get to the Barkhur I never know where north, south east, or
west are.)
Some time ago they repaired that street with prefabricated concrete slabs. I’m sure you
remember that by summer the street was again oozing with mud.
(Nodding. Not to express that I understand, but that Fm listening.)
By now they’ve repaired the street again.
(I still don’t understand.)
This street is now wider than it used to be. When they repaired it the second time the
original compounds standing at the side of the street had to be broken into. The part of the
compound walls around the residences that were demolished were reconstructed. When they
broke the walls of the residence of an old woman living by herself they dug out a male corpse.
The body was not completely decomposed yet. Right, that was the one. You probably haven’t
paid attention to it, it’s the second corner where for some time now another Kangba woman has
been selling fI,irs.
(I don’t want to tell you that I’ve noticed because I don’t want to interrupt you.)
The old woman had no teeth left and her cheeks were sinking deeply into her face, She
said she didn’t know anything and had never seen the corpse. She had neither children nor a
stable job but bought and resold old clothes on the street to make a living. Besides snuffing
tobacco she had no other addictions. The neighborhood committee revealed that details of her
earlier life were not clear but that she had settled on the Barkhur after the suppression of the
rebellion, which was twenty years ago. There were too many people coming and going in the
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Barkhur district. The situation was confused so that even when people had been neighbors for a
long time they didn’t know each other well. When we first went to see her to talk she snapped at
us saying she didn’t know him, but then we scared her a bit and she revealed everything.

Three

She reminds me of another old woman living by herself. She too lives in the Barkhur
district; one of my colleagues is one of her customers. She makes her own wine. Her wine is not
too sour so her business is always pretty good. I can’t drink qingke wine, when I do I get
diarrhea, because they make it with unboiled water. When I went to Big Gesang’s he wanted me
to drink three glasses of it according to tradition. I pulled out my medical certificate telling him I
suffered from an inflammation of the stomach and the intestines. He retorted that his wine was
made with cooled boiled water from which it was impossible to get diarrhea. I couldn’t refuse
any longer and drank some of it. That’s how I learned about the old woman who makes her own
wine.
The next time Big Gesang went to buy wine I came along. I wanted to see how qingke is
made and also wanted to know why she made wine differently from other people. Other people
use unboiled water.
She was a plump woman with thick fat hands and rather amiable. I had thought an old
woman selling wine would be a bony taciturn person with innumerable secrets hidden in her
wrinkles. She wasn’t like that. I realized I had been wrong. She couldn’t be a character from my
stories. To be honest I was a bit disappointed. However, let’s still listen to Little Gesang’s story
about the old woman.

Four

She said he had been her intimate friend and that he had left all his things in her care. She
had sold them all. She said he had a nine-eyed cat’s eye stone. The price of a high-grade fiveeyed cat’s eye stone was over a thousand yuan. He kept it as a treasure tied around his neck at
all times. She said she had asked him several times for it but he had refused to give it to her. He
had only given her a few Song’er stones she was not keen on. So she poured him white wine to
get him drunk and called two transient Kangba merchants to help her strangle him with a rope
and then bury him. She said that in the end she didn’t get the precious stone, it got stolen by
these two men. She felt they were useless and that she was the one who lost out in the end. She
also said her father had been Muslim and that she used to work in the jewelry business.
We asked her for the facial characteristics of the two Kangba men and each time she
described them differently. She said that they had disappeared right after the incident. When we
asked her where they were from and what their names were she said that business people could
not make inquiries into the exact details of the other parties or about the origin of the
merchandise. Or where it was going to. However she said that judging from what they had said
they were going to the Tibetan part of Sichuan province. One could believe her words or not.
She has been here for twenty years and yet people didn’t know anything about her life. Her
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toothless withered appearance was painfhl to look at. I think that not a word of what she had
told us was true.
(And then?)
We analyzed her confession. We concluded that in order to confuse the listeners she had
made up the two Kangba men. Think of it, there are a few thousand Kangba men on the Barkhur
doing all kinds of business. It’s easier said than done to look for a criminal when you don’t have
anything like special facial characteristics to look for. Let alone because she told us they had left
the Barkhur and Lhasa But we’re still planning to send two people to search the area she told us
about.

Five

Little Gesang was one of the two men sent to Sichuan to look for traces. He said they
would set out in the next few days. I asked him to tell me the outcome when he came back. He
smiled and asked me if I planned to write another story. I refhsed to comment but said that the
material he had offered me so far was a bit thin for a story, but who knows what changes there
would be once the case had developed further? I entrusted my hope to him and to the outcome
of his trip.
I suddenly thought of another question. I asked Little Gesang if the old woman believed
in Buddhism. He said she had a few bronze Buddhas and a few Buddhist musical instruments at
home, but he didn’t know whether these were for Buddhist services or whether she sold them for
a profit. Little Gesang’s story ends here.
I believe you will excuse me if I tell you I can’t finish telling this story. I’m tired, and
when I’m tired I like to light myself a cigarette, even though I usually don’t smoke. I’m leaning
against the folded blanket and close my eyes. I’m wondering why all the old women who are
involved in crime are bony, and why I involuntarily thought about the old woman selling wine
when I heard the story of the old woman who had killed someone. And what’s interesting is that
the mental image I had of the old woman selling wine was identical to the real appearance of the
old woman who had killed the man.

Six

A knock on the door.
“Ma Yuan Ma Yuan !“
It’s Xin Jian.
“You’re at home by yourself? My god, what happened to you?”
“I grew a boil. Probably because I did something bad. Retribution.”
“You probably did. Have you eaten?”
“I’ve got condensed solid food and cans.”
“Why don’t you come over to my house for a few days.”
Xin Jian is a painter and the overall organizer of an exhibition. So I temporarily live in an
exhibition.
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The place where he lives could be considered quite spacious. The first thing I notice
when I enter are a few kites lying on his work table. He too has come to Tibet two years ago,
before that he studied visual arts. His wall paintings, sculptures and oil paintings have all been
color photographed. I’ve seen these pictures.
When two bachelors are together life is a bit more bearable. His place is cleaner than
mine because a young woman occasionally comes here. She’s very pretty, revealing her white
teeth when she smiles. Her name is Nimu and she is nineteen years old. She likes to go to the
Lhasa river to wash clothes.
Xin Jian likes to go to the Lhasa river as well, to sketch and to get inspiration for his
creations. The Lhasa river is enticing in the summer and one day he got seduced into going
swimming. The result was that a piece of broken glass cut a wound two inches long and half an
inch deep into his foot. As he was holding his foot cursing and howling he attracted the attention
of Nimu who was washing clothes further away.
One can imagine the string of events that followed. She got a bicycle and sent him to the
hospital; then there were visits at the hospital and more visits.
She realized that he was a painter and that after having shaven off his beard he was
actually a very young man (he was only 29 years old). She noticed that his place was an
extremely messy studio and she became his student. Ever since she had been a child she had an
interest in art and now they sometimes spent entire days exchanging views on painting. He had
sculpted an abstract bust mold of her. I could tell that they had too many romantic ideas about
the immediate future. I’m a bit more realistic. Even though I was living there I left when she
came and used that time to roam around the Barkhur.
Sakyamuni is probably an eternal idol. For a long time I stood motionlessly in front of
the gate of the Dazhao temple. I couldn’t understand all these people practicing long kowtowing
at all, but I was fhll of respect for them. What I could see was their zeal and their concentration.
also her profile was plump and amiable. She
In the main hail I unexpectedly noticed her
wouldn’t remember me, but I saw that she conscientiously fastened four ten yuan bills on the
butter-spotted Buddhist alcove. I was thinking that after I had drunk her wine at Big Gesang’s I
had indeed not had diarrhea again.
Spring is the season to fly kites. Kites are also called paper sparrows.
Lhasa’s kites are probably not the most characteristic, but their background is the sky.
One could call the sky in Lhasa incomparable! To fly kites in the bluest of all blue skies in this
part of the world, no, to watch other people fly the kites, is also very pleasing. At that moment
three beautiflil kites were flying in the sky of Lhasa, echoing three falcons at a distance. Nimu
had probably already left. I should go back.
When I returned Nimu wasn’t there but there were two other guests. Zhuang Xiaoxiao
used to be Xin han’s colleague at school, so no need to introduce him.
“This is Liu Yu from the press agency.”
“This is Ma Yuan from the television station.”
We greeted each other by nodding. Liu Yu told me that a friend of his in Beijing had
asked him to take along a book for me and that I should come by his place some time to pick it
up. That friend is an author. In the book he brought was a letter which said that Liu Yu was an
author, too.
When an outstanding painted portrait of Zhuang Xiaoxiao’s was shown in a painting
exhibition, some art critic said that the painting distorted the image of the Tibetan people.
Zhuang Xiaoxiao was extremely hurt by this. As it happened, the model for this painting was
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Nimus grandmother who lived in the Naqu pastoral area. Nimu had met Zhuang Xiaoxiao
through Xin Jian and when she had gone to his studio and seen that painting she had been dumb
struck. The deep wrinkles on the old woman’s face looked like scars on an old scabbed elm tree.
Time and the tiredness of the old person’s life had left traces on her face. The title of the painting
was <Years>.
Nimu asked Zhuang Xiaoxiao where he had met her grandmother. He told her that when
he had gone to Naqu to sketch he had lived in her grandmother’s home. The old woman had
milked the yak for him every day to prepare him fresh milk tea and told him legends of the
grasslands. When he suggested painting a portrait of the old woman, she agreed. In the
beginning she talked and laughed but because he was concentrating on his work they hadn’t
talked anymore. The old woman was very patient but she was obviously concerned about the
sheep and the oxen and when she sat there her mind was elsewhere. In those moments he
noticed her thoroughly tired expression. He grabbed those moments to concentrate on the whole
work.
Nimu told Zhuang Xlaoxiao that her father had wanted to bring her grandmother to
Lhasa several times, but each time she had refhsed saying that she needed to look after the
animals. Her grandmother was over seventy years old and she once told Nimu that she wouldn’t
live very much longer and that she didn’t want to die anywhere else but in the grasslands. She
was used to the sheep, the yak and the brown eagles.
Zhuang Xiaoxiao was planning to send in the portrait to the national oil painting
exhibition held in Shenyang in October. What was Xin Jian planning to paint? Nimu was
participating in his drafting and composition.

Seven

Liu Yu came to in Xin Jian’s place for a chat and I raised the topic of novels. Liu Yu
wasn’t very interested in this topic.
Liu Yu published some technical opinions about Zhuang Xlaoxiao’s painting <Years>.
He didn’t like the expressive techniques of that painting. He liked to talk about some young
painters from Beijing. People from Beijing all like to talk about Beijing just like all people from
Shanghai hope to return to Shanghai.
Later Liu Yu asked to see Xin Jian’s draft and asked him why he had chosen the
Madonna. Xin Jian told him that all the painters of the world throughout the ages have always
painted Madonnas, and if he, Xin Jian wanted to paint her it was not a question of great
importance. The Holy Mother was a Christian theme, as well as a maternal theme or a theme
expressing maternal love. Even though they were Chinese living in the 20th century, Raphaello’s
Madonna could all the same arouse sacred sentiments in them. Xin Jian’s sketch showed a
woman with her face lowered, holding a child. There were two other children next to her, one
standing and leaning on her, the other one crawling at her feet. It was obvious that this was a
Tibetan mother with her three children. The background was much less elaborate; one could
faintly see snow mountains, the Potala palace, the Great Wall and flocks of sheep. He had
actually painted the flock of sheep in the sky making me hesitate for a minute as to whether they
were sheep or clouds.
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The topic of conversation switched to the selection of oil paintings at the oil painting
exhibition. Zhuang Xiaoxiao had a lot to say about that. The selection committee had refused
some of his most successful paintings, and he said he had become smart in the process. He said
he had already decided to find a Tibetan partner whose name he would write at the front so that
in any case he would be at an advantage either with the selection committee or with the panel
awarding the prizes. The selection committee and the prize panel would all take into
consideration the encouragement of the artists of national minorities, so as to increase the
likelihood of works being created. He talked in such a way because he had great confidence in
his work; he believed his own feeling and in his honest work.
At that moment I was thinking about something else. Since Nimu was the model of Xin
Jian’s Tibetan Madonna in the painting, didn’t he want to go to the house Zhuang Xiaoxiao had
talked about? Maybe. An author friend of mine called Hu Daguang was the same. His mother
was Tibetan, his father had Chinese as well as Mongolian and Manchu blood in him. Hu
Daguang’s pen name is Ping Cuo. He grew up in the interior of the country and his living habits
and daily language are typically Chinese. He can’t speak Tibetan but now he is a young Tibetan
writer.
I’ve digressed quite a bit but presently I’m returning to my topic.
I asked Liu Yu if he planned to write some stories now that he was in Tibet. They had
come to Tibet for several months to make some newsreels. He said he was planning to write
something in the near future; it would be the story of an old woman living below the Potala
palace.

Eight

I heard that in the past they tried for two years to get rid of the dogs in Lhasa. There are
really too many dogs in Lhasa. But apparently there were even more of them in the past. And
apparently Lhasa dogs are a rare breed that are sold for high prices in London.
That old woman has afready died. When she was alive she used to live below the Potala
palace not far from your broadcasting station. I heard she died several years ago but I still
wanted to go to see her former residence.
She was a devout Buddhist and remained single her entire life. From a young age she
started to circle the outer walls of the Potala palace in prayer three times a day. You know that
one circle around the outer walls of the Potala palace is almost two kilometers. She circled it
three times every day. The people who came to pray around the palace all knew about her. She
made a living selling Buddhist mud plates.
During the day she sat on some sunny steps in the Barkhur and with some fine yellow
mud brought from far away and a few copper molds of Buddhist images she carefully made a
small number of mud Buddhas. These Buddhas had all different expressions; there were happy
Buddhas with thousand arms and thousand eyes, straight up sitting Zong Kabas, and most of all
there were illuminated Sakyamunis.
When worshippers from the farming and pastoral areas passed by her they always
stopped, chose a few Buddhist images and left one or two yuan bills in the paper box she
provided. There were also tourists from other countries who were among her customers and
who often wanted to buy some souvenirs to take home with them. They would ask her for the
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price but she didn’t answer and so they imitated the worshippers, chose some Buddhist images
and left behind some foreign bills. In those moments she didn’t look up but kept busying herself
producing new Sakyamunis from out of her molds.
When it rained she usually didn’t look for shelter but blankly watched the other peddlers
pack up their stand in a hurry and all the people rushing and bumping into each other to find
shelter from the rain. She would watch how the rain washed away the yellow mud she had
brought from afar and how it led the muddy water from under her feet to lower-lying areas.
Her income was probably not meager and she offered the entire sum to the Buddha. At
fixed intervals she went to the Dazhao and Xiaozhao temple, to the Sela temple, the Zhezha
temple and the Potala palace to worship. Among the money she donated there were foreign and
overseas Chinese bills, Chinese bills of all denominations, and Tibetan bills that were no longer in
circulation. Each time she went she donated everything she had. She was wholeheartedly
devoted to the Buddha. She didn’t own one single piece of new clothing.
But this is not the story I wanted to talk about.

Nine

This story doesn’t sound true but I believe it really happened. It made me think about a
lot of questions. I’ve been here for only haifa month and two people have already told me this
story.
Earlier on I said there used to be a lot of dogs in Lhasa. In those days you hadn’t come to
Tibet yet either. The dogs were in the stores and coming and going as they pleased from public
places such as restaurants. One could have described those times as afflicted by a plague of
dogs. You know that Tibetans like to raise dogs; they would never want to get rid of them but at
that time there were really too many of them in Tibet. At that time there had also been some
cases of rabies and some other contagious diseases which could very well have been spread by
dogs carrying the bacteria. Furthermore the number of dogs was out of proportion to the
approximately one million people living in Lhasa. Food provisions became a problem so that
there would often be vicious fights among the dogs, which interfered greatly with the lives of the
population.
Because of this the municipal government ordered that all dogs be beaten to death, and in
order to achieve that goal it set up after-hour teams of dog beaters, and no business, institution
or worker was allowed to raise any dogs.
Most people couldn’t bring themselves to beat their dogs to death so they chased them
outside. These tame dogs joined groups of wild dogs roaming the streets and blind alleys, and
during that time the number of dogs on the street was even greater than before. A few
youngsters grabbed their hunting rifles and small-bore rifles to hunt down these dogs.
This old woman started to take care of the dogs. She attracted all those dogs that had
been frightened by the rifle attacks into her house and fed them. She provided for them a place
where they could lie lazily in the sun without being frightened.
Dogs probably also have their own language. These dogs told their companions of their
good fortune and as a result even more dogs came to her home for shelter. The newcomers often
drifted into the old woman’s home cautiously entering her courtyard. They watched her every
move with eyes that had already been on guard for a long time. If she happened to hold a
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wooden stick in her hand, the newcomers promptly turned around and ran away with their tails
between their legs. In dogs’ eyes there is not a big difference between a stick and a gun and that
was especially so in these particular days.
So this little courtyard became a haven of peace for these dogs. Just as before she left
home every day to turn her three circles around the Potala palace. She would still sit on the
Barkhur making Buddhist figures from the molds, but she went worshipping less often.
Sometimes when the people taking the Buddhist figures didn’t leave behind enough money she
would not remain silent as before but would fix that person with a dejected look in her eyes,
shake her head and wait until that person pulled out more money.
That short-legged dog with the long yellow hair had another small golden-yellow puppy.
When she went to turn her prayer circles she carried the puppy in her blouse, swaying to the
rhythm of the bamboo stick with dancing steps, with the dog mother following her at her side,.
People who knew her could all see that she was getting thinner. Her cheeks and her eyes
had sunk in, and her cheek bones and nose ridge had become more pointed. She started to buy
milk every day.
The children selling the milk knew she would not haggle over the price. A bottle of milk
on the market without water added to it cost four yuan, the children added water to the milk and
sold her a bottle for five yuan. She bought four, five bottles every day, and sometimes even
more. According to her neighbors she was feeding all the milk to the puppies without keeping
any for herself. She never drank cow, sheep or any other milk. By now there were already four
puppies with her.
With more than twenty dogs living in that small courtyard, coming and going, the alley
had started to look ghastly. This alley was so narrow that two people could just pass each other.
The small courtyard was at the end of this alley. Every day when it got dark the dogs slipped out
of the courtyard in a single file and one after the other left the alley. If one were to take a bird’s
eye shot with a zoom lens of this spectacle I’m sure the result would look very interesting.
(I was laughing because he was showing his occupational disease again. But in all
fairness Liu Yu’s photographic works are really not bad and I like it when he talks about the
structure of his photographs.)
This matter first attracted the neighbors’ complaints. With so many dogs living in one
place it is impossible to avoid hearing their tearing, biting and barking, which started to make the
neighbors uneasy. When the neighbors tried to reason with her she didn’t say anything but just
smiled with embarrassment. I’m sure it was a wry smile. Thereupon she took even more time to
be together with the dogs and get to know them. She taught them to listen to her and not to
tear, bite and bark again so as to no longer disturb the neighbors. They really became a bit more
docile after that but she had even less time to go to the Barkhur.
The dog she liked best was still that little golden-yellow dog. It was the only one that had
been born in the small courtyard and she treated it like her own child. It had already grown a bit
so that when she went to pray she did not keep it in her blouse anymore. She had fastened a thin
string around its neck and the dog followed her close at her side just as its mother had done in
the past, swaying to the rhythm of the bamboo stick during the prayers with dancing steps.
When she slept at night it quietly climbed onto the pillows, nestled close to her chest and
contentedly fall asleep.
During that time she often appeared at the grain market. Lhasa is a city that consumes a
lot and since Tibet is not self- sufficient the prices of the grain at the market are very high. She
was a city resident and the amount of grain she was allowed to buy was limited, but to feed more
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than twenty dogs one needs a lot of grain. How could she manage? All people could see was
that she was getting increasingly thinner and weaker. Every now and then she would push a
small cart with four wheels filled with two bags of flour. They could tell that it was only because
she weakly held on that she did not fall. She was pushing the cart, but the handle of the cart was
also supporting her; she was actually leaning on the cart to help her walk.
She didn’t prepare herself buttered tea any more and only ate very little zanba. Zanba is
even more expensive than wheat. But she actually started to drink qingke wine. I forget if I told
you that she neither drank wine nor smoked. Every day at noon she went into the round tent by
the street and happily drank her two glasses. With drowsy eyes she would look at the small
yellow dog lying at her feet and maybe mumble a few intimate words which only she and the dog
understood. She was almost completely collapsing but still went out every day, going from her
prayers at the Potala palace to the Barkhur to mold mud Buddhas and look, Xln Jian is already
asleep. We’ve kept him up too late, if there is time, we’ll chat then.

Ten

Around that time we often went to the Lhasa river. Close to the city of Lhasa there is a
large island in the middle of the river. Not too long ago I wrote a story about the island called
<The Lhasa River Goddess>.
When I say we I mean Xln Jian, Luo Hao and myself. Luo Hao is a professional
photographer and also our younger brother, he’s only 19 years old. It was Xin Jian’s idea to go
to the Lhasa river, to wash clothes. I’m pretty sure he wanted to pursue the memories of that
beautiful period of his life and it’s when we were by the water washing our clothes that he told us
that story about himself and Nimu.
I told Liu Yu’s story in passing and also told Xin Jian that he had fallen asleep before the
story had ended. Xin Jian unexpectedly started to yawn again and said that Little Luo had told
him that story a long time ago. Luo Hao had been living in Lhasa ever since he was a child and
of course he knew many more such rumors about Lhasa.
That time we had taken a large pile of dirty clothes including each of our bed sheets. We
had also brought canned foods and other things to eat. Luo Hao had killed the white Laikeheng
rooster his brother had raised and had made a wonderfully spicy cold chicken dish, and we had
brought some beer. The most extravagant things to have in Tibet are chicken and beer.
Close to us were two young Tibetan women washing their clothes.
Probably because neither Luo Hao nor I expected any happy encounters, at the beginning
for a long time we and the women just busied ourselves each with our tasks. The water of the
Lhasa river is so clean one can see right to the bottom. First one places the clothes in the water
current, weighing down the part sticking outside of the water with pebbles. Thereupon, after
they have soaked in the water for a while, one dredges out one piece, flattens it on the pebbled
beach and evenly sprinkles a thin layer of soap powder on it. Then one rubs it in and can even
step on it with one’s feet. After that, the second and the third piece of clothing.
First they laughed, and laughed without restraint. They were laughing about us. Very
probably it was because we men were so clumsy in washing our clothes. Thinking about this we
started to laugh, too.
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We were standing in the water rinsing off the soapsuds. The knee-deep water was
piercing cold to the bones. The water ripples were glistening and dancing on the pebbled ground
of the riverbed. One holds the piece of clothing in both hands and lowers it; the clean water of
the current immediately rinses it clean and makes funny sounds while doing it. The most
interesting to rinse were the bed sheets. The squares on the sheets above the surface of the
ripples looked very decorative. The rhythmic trembles were like twitches and could give one odd
associations. Luo Hao suddenly had an inspiration. He mounted the tripod close by, released the
automatic shutter and quickly treaded over the spray in front of us. He just about had time to,
like us, hold up a bed sheet before the shutter sounded. A souvenir picture of us three men
washing our bed sheets in the river, with the Potala palace in the background.
Luo Hao’s second inspiration came from the two women who had undone their thick
braids to wash their hair. They were definitely sisters. Both had dense black hair. When the
younger sister immersed her long hair in the river and then turned her head to say something to
her sister, Luo Hao seized the moment to take a picture of this unusual scene. Later he sent this
photo to an exhibition held in Japan on the subject <Water and Life>.
They didn’t dodge at all. Xin Jian and I asked them in Chinese if we could take pictures
of them from different angles. They appeared happy about it and spoke good Chinese. They
gave us their address and their names and asked us to send them one picture. They were both
sturdy and strong, and I remember their cheerful chatter.
Looking at them I didn’t know why I suddenly thought about Liu Yu’s story, about that
group of dogs that had found a home and about the old woman. I was surprised I kept thinking
about that story. They brought some qingke wine and invited us to drink together with them.
We couldn’t very well tell them that we were afraid of diarrhea and so tactfully thanked them and
also invited them to join our meal. The cold chicken dish excited them and after we had drunk
beer we had a large pot of warm buttered tea.
It was the younger sister again who first noticed the kite hanging from the clump of
shrubs. She clicked her tongue expressing both extreme surprise and admiration. After asking
for Xin Jian’s approval she expertly flew the kite.
She said in her home there had always been two kites that her father had folded. Her
father was very good at folding kites. When Spring arrived a lot of people came to look for her
father to ask him to fold kites. He was able to fold two kinds of completely different kites. At
that moment I remembered the address the older sister had told us; their home was below the
Potala palace. I thought that I should ask her about the story of the old woman who had raised
the dogs. She was a local and lived close by; they probably knew some more details.
Unfortunately they didn’t know about her. But Luo Hao knew a bit more about it, He
said that her raising the dogs was not something new; she had been raising them for many years
and there had indeed been over twenty of them. She was not a molder of Buddhist mud
figurines. She had no relatives and had already been dead for a number of years. In these few
years after her death not even the two young women living so close to her had heard about her.
She had saved every single bite of food for the dogs and had gotten so thin it was difficult for
people to imagine. During these years many people in Lhasa knew about her and out of pity
gave her some food, but she wouldn’t eat it herself. Apparently the government even had given
her some food above the assigned amount of the food rations, but it was to no avail. She was
very stubborn; when other people talked to her she didn’t pay any attention. Apparently she died
of hunger, maybe it was also from some disease. In any case she was living by herself, had no
contact with her neighbors and when people realized she had died, they saw how thin she was,
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and started the rumor that she had died of hunger. But nobody was really sure. Maybe because
she was cooped up all day long with dogs that strolled around outside, she may have caught an
incurable infectious disease and died of it.
The younger sister was completely involved in flying the kite, but I happened to notice
that the older sister hastily wiped her eyes with the back of her hand when she turned away her
face. I poked Luo Hao and he stopped talking. In the end Xin Jian gave the kite to the sister
who had enjoyed it so much.
What is it sister? Maybe

Eleven

Before he left Lhasa Liu Yu finished telling the story. I didn’t interrupt him. I knew that
Luo Hao’s story was probably closer to the truth, but Liu Yu’s story without doubt had a more
philosophic overtone. He wanted to make a story out of it and his version of course would have
more resilience than the original material. Luo Hao’s story limited the imagination too much.
One could conjecture that Liu Yu’s story looked more at Buddhism and at the internal
religious effects. Telling the story superficially was not his main interest. At that time I realized
that I hoped to read Liu Yu’s story. I wanted to know what that story had triggered in the mind
that was our main interest.
of another author. Triggered
Three days after Liu Yu had gone I went to the address the sisters had given us. I
noticed that this small alley was long and narrow. As it happened the younger sister wasn’t
home. I asked where she was and the older sister told me:
“She went to fly the kite.”
-—

---
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